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MOM THE GENERAL CHAIRMAN
The 1973 Winter Simulation Conference represents the sixth renewal
of this annual conference and its first occurrence on the West Coast since
December 1969. The conference has become a major focus of the discrete
simulation professional community.
Traditionally, the conference has served as a forum for presentation
of papers on the cutting edge of simulation application and methodology as
well as a platform for tutorials by leaders in the field. This year is no excep
tion. The prograni committee has succeeded in putting together an exceptionally strong technical offering.

I should emphasize that conferences like this one do not simply
"happen". A great deal of work mast be done by a variety of people. In
addition to the writing and reviewing of papers and the organization of
sessions, there is a great deal of administrative activity needed to coordinate
an event of this size. I would appeal to you to get involved with our future
conferences in a number of ways. I am sure that you will get even more out
of the conference if you participate. Remember, the continued success of
this series of meetings depends on you.
I hope that you enjoy the Conference and would personally welcome
any suggestions that you might have. Next year, we'll all be in Washington,
and I hope to see you all there.
Joseph Sussman
Cambridge

December 1972
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FROM THE PROGRAM CHAIRMAN
The Winter Simulation Conference has grown to be an impressive
mixture of theory and application, languages and models, technicians and
managers, and academic vs. government or industry. Simulation as a method
of defining and solving problems is maturing in that major innovations have
been made and the field is now exploiting footholds which have been gained
in a number of applications areas. Thus we emphasize in this sixth annual
conference the applications by which we test our shared approach to model
building and analysis. The of fort which has been put into this program has
been amply rewarded and an overview of the simulation activity has emerged
which may permit us to voice cautious optimissum about the future of the
field. Simulation models are producing results; they are making significant
contributions to knowledge and control of organizations. Read these proceedings-they are worthy of attention as a record of the current state of the
art arid practice of discrete event simulation and the major part it now plays
in policy formation in large organizations.

Austin Curwood Hoggatt
Berkeley
December, 1972
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PANEL 1:

SIMULATION'S ROLE IN PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Chairman: Thomas A. Marlow, Bechtel, Inc.

This panel will discuss some of the factors which bear on the problem of placing simulation in
its proper perspective in a total project development effort. The process of how management
evaluates whether or not Simulation is a viable management aic to the decision-maker involved in
some specific project development programs will be addressed. Several examples will be given
and more than one simulation approach will be covered. Examples will be taken from both the
public and private sectors.
DISCRETE-EVENT SIMULATION IN THE ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

D. J. Dunne
Bechtel, Inc,
San Francisco, California

The conceptual and construction procedure planning process for modern major resource development
projects represents a challenging problem in scheduling, logistics and resource allocation. The
large capital investment, the magnitude of many ef the projects, the impact of minor decisions,
and the fact that many resource extractions are located in remote regions of the world combine to
present a potentially high degree of risk to management. This paper discusses why discrete systems
simulation can be a valuable planning tool to aid management in preparing for the -real world contingencies which inevitably occur when major projects move into the field.
"Experience with Simulation Models"

T.A. Bratz, Bay Area Rapid Transit District
Mr. Bratz will comment on two simulators which have been developed and used
by Bay Area Rapid
Transit District, one which was created for the purpose of designing the
system and the other
which was created to test the design.

1

Session 1: Behavioral and Learning Models
Chairman: G. Arthur Mihram, University of Pennsylvania

Currently, the most challenging aspect of simular methodology is the representation of the behavior and decision processes in animals, including man. One approach, especially suited for
miming human decision-making, is the construction of gaining models, in which selected humans
participate as physical entities at pertinent points in simular time.
The construction of pertinent algorithms, meaningful to simulations which mime behavioral and
learning processes, constitutes an important inter-disciplinary topic of the contemporary
systemic sciences, and involves psychologists, neurologists, statisticians, and systemic scientists who construct credible simulation models.
The Behavioral arid Learning Models Session includes: two papers which stress the important role
that simulation modeling is playing in the development of our understanding of these two areas;
than, a panel discussion whose members shall address the need for the application of both stringent verification tests and assiduous validation tests in order to establish credible simulation
models; and, a final paper which indicates the role, which an understanding of human behavioral
and learning processes must occupy, in establishing credible simulation models of environmental
and societal systems.
Papers

"A Computer Simulation of Maslow's Need Theory"
Paul F. Wyman, Pennsylvania State University; John W. Slocum. Jr..
Pennsylvania State University; Richard Reed, Electronic Data System

"Simulation of an Individual Making Decisions Under Uncertainty"

F. D. Tuggle, F. H. Barron, and R. 0. Day, University of Kansas
"Identification of Viable Biological Strategies for Pest Management
by Simulation Studies"
W. W. Menke, University of Florida
Panel Discussants

Daniel N. Braunstein, Oakland University
John V. Dutton, New York University
Austin Hog 9att, University of California
John F. Lubin, University of Pennsylvania
Martin Shubik, Yale University
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TOWARDS A SIMULATION MODEL
OF MOTIVATI
AND ADJUSTMENT

F. Paul Wyman
John W. Slocum, Jr.
Richard R. Reed

The Pennsylvania State University

Abstract

A model of human motivation is formulated on the basis of Maslow's need
theory.

Additionally, behaviors are selected by degree of tension and

are reinforced by environmental reactions which facilitate or frustrate
reduction of tension according to the aggressiveness of behavior.

Com-

parisons of alternative environments support the internal consistency of
the model.

Recommendations are made to improve the stability of the

model and for behavioral research that would be necessary for validation.

INTRODUCTION

such as feelings, needs, actions, leaving to the

During the past several years, computer simulations of personality have been developed.

The

personality theorist is concerned with attempttag
to identify and classify similarities and differences between people.

But it is not merely

biological scientist such continuous aspects of
functioning as acetylcholine cycles and blood
Pressure.

All of these simulation efforts are laudable
as long as there is a possibility of testing the

transitory similarities and differences among

predictions of a personality theorist's model

people that intrigue the personality theorist.

against reality.

The data he wishes to interprete and understand

then it is a futile exercise to simulate it and

are abstracted from characteristics showing con-

then to attempt a proper validation.

tinuity over a period of time.

what evidence is offered by Freud or his disci-

The important

If the model is untestable,

For mrample,

characteristics which he focuses upon seem to

ples chat the basic variables--id, ego and super-

have psychological importance to the individual,

,:go--postulated by them exist?

Do people truly

pass through the oral, anal, phallic, and gential phases of development?

for a variety of behavior.

Unfortunately, most

In most of the com-

puter simulations of personality (Loehlin, 1968;

of the empirical data of psychoanalysts are a-

Dutton and Starbuck, 1971; Tompkins and Messick,

vailable in the form of psychotherapy and not as

1963; Culby, 1964 and Moser, et al., 1970), mo-

results of statistically analyzed nor operationalized constructs.

tivational constructs have not been emphasized

For these reasons the veri-

because these models are not strongly oriented to-

fication of computer simulations of personality

ward action.

are subject not only to the limitations of

It is the purpose of this simula-

tion to model Maslow's theory of motivation which

statistical analysis but even more to the problem

emphasizes the behavior of the individual.

of getting data for validation.

The essence of Maslow's theory of motivation

Recognizing these :imitations we feel that

(1970) is presented below.

According to Maslow

the process of systematic modeling, such as one

(1943), each individual strives to actualize

must perform in compute: simulation, contributes

(grow) and avoid deprivation.

to the operationality of vaguely-defined theories.
By exposing a tentative set of intuitive mech-

Deprivation moti-

vation refers to the urge to strive for the goal
states, presently unachieved, that are necessary

anisms to open criticism, perhaps we can move

in order to ease the pain and discomfort due to

closer to a fuller understanding of personality

their absence.

theories.

is to decrease the organismic tension buildup

It was also our intention to show the

utility of a computer simulation as a vehicle

through deficit states that represent deviations

for integrating theoretical concepts of motivation and adjustment.

The aim of deprivation motivation

from homeostatic balance.

Therefore our simula-

Actualization has to do

with the realization of capabilities or ideals.

i

tion is limited here to validation utilizing
merely potentially operational constructs.

As the individual strives to realile these ideals,

The

he engages in more complex differentiated behavior

data gathered from the simulation may be eval-

that may increase his level of tension.

uated only at the level of subjective compari-

theory requires that a goal state be achieved and

son from obtainable reports land other research

that the individual will engage in behavior that

findings.

is instrumental to reaching the goal.

One of the determinants of an individual's
personality is a need.

The goal

states have been defined in terms of five bauic

A need, drive, motive or

needs.

These needs, arranged in a hierarchy of

habit are alternative ways of conceptualizing

ascending order, are:

subunits of personrlity whose interplay define

love, esteem, and self-actualization.

the course of an individual's action and development.

Maslow's

physiological, safety,
This clas-

sification of needs is interpreted that if an in-

A need then may be capable of accounting

dividual's physiological needs are unsatisfied,

4

he will take action to alleviate this unsatisfied

occurring by slow degrees from nothingness to

condition because an unsatisfied need introduces

some level of tension.

tension within the individual which he is trying

directs the person's behavior until it has been

to avoid and/or reduce (Maslow, 1970).

reddced to a "satisfactory" tension level (Slocum,

If the

need remains unsatisfied for a period of time,

1971).

the level of tension accumulates within the in-

PROBLEM SITUATION

dividual until it reaches some threshold which

This new need then

The purpose of this simulation is to re-

forces the individual to behave in a manner al-

present
present an individual experiencing needs, being

leviating the tension.

motivated by a need toward a behavior, and having

As indicated in Figure 1,

behavior can be either passive or aggressive.

that behavior and an environment influence the

Passive behavior may take the form of withdrawal

level of needs.

frnm the tension arousing situation and is mani-

examined is the variation in the need levels of

fested by such phenomenon as absenteeism, turn-

an individual and the change in his degree of ag-

over and the like (Vroom, 1964; Fournet,

gressiveness toward a given environment.

DiStefau and Pryer, 1966, and Lawler, 1970).

flow chart in Figure 1 shol.s the various compo-

Aggression is most readily observable as a move

nents and inter-relations of components included

outward which attacks the source of tension.

in the model.

Aggressive behavior, such as wild cat strikes,

Illiilli

The fundamental notion to be

The

To develop a simulation model to explain

grievances and the like are industrial examples

Maslow's theory, in SIMSCRIPT II, we defined

of this type of behavior engaged in by indivi-

needs as entities with attributes of tension.

duals to alleviate tension (Lawler, 1970).

Each need enters a conscious state at some thres-

But

behavior is not necessarily confined to dysfunc-

hold level.

tional acts.

nentially over time.

The individual who cannot satisfy

Tensions are held to grow expoTension release can modify

his need may engage in constructive search-

the- threshold level of the need, thus, providing

directed behavior that will attempt to satisfy

a feedback effect.

the need.

on the basis of the greatest tension.

Empirical evidence suggests that

Needs are selected for action
Each of

limited deprivation of need - satisfaction can

several possible eehaviors has a perceived degree

lead to improved decision-making processes,

of justifiable aggressiveness.

The most aggres-

greater motivational force, and the like

sive action is merited by the total motivational

(Kolasa, 1969).

force.

As for the emergence of a new need after

Tensions and threshold level are modified

by environmental reactions, which are favorable

the satisfaction of the most prepotent need,

if the action corresponds to what society sees

this emergence is not sudden but rather gradual,

as justifiable aggressiveness.

5

If an action

i

successfully reduces tension below the threshold,

Thresholdi.

the behavior is reinforced.

in satisfying Needi then he will be less sensi-

Thus, an operant

If an individual has been successful

conditioning feature is built into the model.

tivetoTension.1 in the future.

The variables studied include the time path of

sented in the model by raising the value of

tensions as well as an aggregate measure of the

Threshold,.

perceived justifiable degree of aggressiveness.

The Fundamental Cycle

These time series are evaluated for equilibrium
and degree of variability.

This is repre-

The propensity to act on Needs as a result

The model is pro-

ofTensica.1 is given by:

grammed in SIMSCRIPT II using entity-set

Pi = 1.0 -(Thresholdi/Tensioni)

(2)

features with a fixed-time increment time flow

Tension.1 andIhreshold.are initialized at values

mechanism (Kiviat et al.,. 1968).

of 1.0.

MODEL DETA:

values of P

As time increases by At, successive
i

Propensity for Action

are calculated for successive values

ofTension1 ..AseachTension.1 exceeds its par-

Each peed has an associated tension which,

ticular Threshold., it will be recognized and

if cgfulfilled, increases exponentially over

compared to all tensions that have exceeded their

time (Maslow, 1970).

threshold value by examining only the needs with

The tension of the ith

need is modeled as follows:

P.'s>0.

Tensioni = as exp(bit)

The need with the largest P.

(the

greatest recognized tension) will motivate action.

(1)

where as denotes the initial level (at time

If two-or more needs have the same tension, then

t=0) of Tension and b

the most potent need is determined by Maslow's

i

sion increase.

i

denotes the rate of ten-

The amount of change in tension

need hierarchy.

is computed as the derivative of Eq.(1) times a
fixed time increment At.

As a result of the given action, selected

The total tension is

Tension's will be positively or negatively

then a summation of all individual tensions.

changed representing the reaction of the environ-

Threshold and Sensitivity to Tension

ment to the action.

For values of Tension4 less than Threshold;,

In addition, bi the rate of

change of Tensioni may be changed.

Success in

the individual may be aware that Tensioni exists

eliminating tension will result in an increased

but its magnitude is such that the individual

tendency to adopt that behavior in the future.

ignores it.

Upon exceeding Thresholdi, however,

We assume that each action requires a

the individual experiences such discomfort that

minimcm of one time increment (1 hour) to perform.

;e must recognize Tension

At each increnent of time, the values of all Pi's

reduce it.

i

and take action to

An increase in sensitivity to

are re-evaluated to determine which need will be

tension is modeled by lowering the value of

responded to next.

6

If no need demands attention,

then time continues to be incremented.

In principle, the X..13 's could be determined

If an action requires more than one time

empirically by asking subjects :o rank order a

incrementthentherelevantNeed.1 is removed from

set of specific behavior descriptions.

the "set" of needs requiring attention until the

choring weights of extreme behavioral incidents,

action is completed.

Tension for the removed

By an-

"perceived justifiable aggressiveness could be

need decreases at each time increment.

operationalized.

The Determination of Behavior

The Environwental Reaction

The individual's motivation to undertake a

This. environment in which the individual

particular action is related to the amount of

is placed provides a matrix of approving and dis-

tension the individual experiences because of

approving forces for every action he may take.

his most potent need (Pi) and his general state

If society approves a behavior, then tension is

of tension (ST).

The propensity to act, Pi of

more effectively reduced than if society dis-

equation (2) is combined with the state of ten-

approves a behavior.

sion (ST) to represent the total motivating

crease tension or reduce tension depending on the

forceofNeed.1 .The total motivating force,

environmental reaction.

DIF.,isccIceivedastilesumofP.1
and ST, i.e.,
1

impact on the need toward which it is oriented,

TMFi =.11 . + ST

but it maybave side effects on the tensions of

(3)

where P! = current P.1 of the selected need
1

other needs.

and ST = E.F.

Each behavior can either in-

A behavior has direct

For instance, if a person is ex-

ceedingly hungry, he may steal to satisfy his

1 1

where P. = time averagedvalmeafPastP.'s
1
1

hunger, but in so doing his environment may cause

For each need there is a unique set of

his need for safety and self-esteem to increase.
.th

acti.ns from which one action is chosen to

The 3--- action has associated with it a set
I

satisfy the need.

An action is selected using

of environmental factors, E.. (one per need)
13

thevaimenfm,].

(3).

Every action has an at-

which =lily the corresponding Tensioni.

tribute X.. which symbolizes the individual's
13

l'o re-

presenttheenvironmentalreactim,Tensim's
I

perception of the TMFi required to justify the

are multiplied by the corresponding E.. of the
i3

.th

aggressiveness of the 3 action to satisfy the
.th
1.-- need.

i

.th

selecteciy--action.TheseE.jt factors range in

The X.. values have been assigned so
13

scale from 0.25 to 1.75,

that larger numbers correspond to more aggressive

The E.. could be measured, in principle, by
13

acts.

In our example we let the X.. values be

a panel of qualified judges who rank the tension-

13

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 for the six acts
of each need.

reducing or increasing effect that the environ-

That act will be chosen whose X.

ment (both physical and social) would exert in

is just larger than the TMFi value.

response to a set of specified behaviors.

7

Again,

these effects could be rank ordered and related-

tension in the future.

to a set of anchored critical incidents to obtain

For the need singled our for action, the

estimates of the E..'s for a given set of ac-

behavior may be successful in reducing Tensioni

tions.

below Ihresholdi as noted above.

ii

The environmental reaction is defined as
being critical, non-critical, or neutral.

If this occurs

thentheappropriateX..is reduced by .001, so

If

thatlesstotalmotivationalforceIW.will
be
1

the environment is critical, then it will change

necessary to select a behavior of similar ag-

tension values by a larger amount than if it

gressiveness in the future.

were non-critical.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Hence, there are five

possible reactions:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One of the important dependent variables

Critical Reduction
Non-critical Reduction
Neutral
Critical Increase
Non-critical Increase

of this model is BI. the value of the behavioral
index for Needi.

Fcr each need, the BIi value is

equal to tIte average value of X
ij

For the purpose of this simulation, a

actions which can be selected to satisfy Needi.

given action will provoke either all critical
reactions or all non-critical reactions.

For the purpose of this paper, questions

This

regarding the following cause and effect relation-

implies the environment will react consistently
to any given action.

's of those

ships will be posed:

Table 1 shows the values

1. Given initial values for the propensities

to act, Pi's, behavior index, Sys,
assigned to each environmental reaction.

and state of tension, ST, what is the
effect of varying patterns of environmental responsiveness on the propensities
to act (P.'s)?
2. Given the same initial conditions, what
is the effect on the behavior aggressiveness index, BI 1, for varying patterns of
environmental responsiveness?
3. Given the same initial conditions, what
is the effect on the state of tension,
ST, for varying patterns of environmental responsiveness?

REINFORCEMENT OF BEHAVIOR
In each time cycle the Pi are first computed.

culated.

Next a "revised" Threshold

i

is cal-

For the need selected for action,

tension may be reduced below the revised
Threshold..

If this is the case, the Threshold
i

For each pattern of environmental responis increased to reflect reduced sensitivity to
siveness a time series of values was generated for
this tension in the future.

If Tension

remains

i

Pi, ST, and By A tabular comparison was made
above the Threshold
i'

then the Threshold

i

is

showing the differences in the time series as a

carried into the next time cycle unmodified.

result of the four different environments.
For the needs not selected for action, the

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS OF VERIFICATION
"revised" threshold is also carried forward into
The environmental "patterns" take on four

the next t.me cycle hence the Thresholdi's of

levels.

Each level depicts two values the EW's

these needs are being lowered thus reflecting to

one for increasing tensions and a second for

8

decreasing tensions.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Table 2 gives these values

The basic model provides results that are

with the starting values for the propensities to
act, behavior index (dispositions for aggressive-

consistent with the fundamental expectations of

ness), and state of tension, ST.

the simulation.

The behavior index decreases *.Tor

increasing values of tension.

The environments have been chosen to be

The point in time

either critical both in reducing and increasing

at which the Tension 's become unstable is proi

tension or non-critical both in reducing and in-

longed for an environment which causes a larger

creasing tension.

reduction in tension.

The initial values for the

Also the increase in the

propensity to act are determined from tension

state of tension for all experiments depicts

,..10,0g equal to the threshold values.

lack of success in satisfying needs, not an un-

The

common situation.

initial behavior index is defined as the average

Our present results indicate that the model

of initial Xiiis (justifiable aggressiveness)

equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 for each

becomes unstable with time.

need.

function for tension growth requires modification
in this simulation.

Table 3 depicts the results of our experimental runs.

It

felt that the

It is suggested that the ex-

ponential function offtime is not appropriate or

For those environments tested,

thevaluesofallTension.'s became very large.

that the value of the exponent in Equation 1,

Corresponding to this increase, there is also an

should be modified.

increase in the state of tension.

an investigation be conducted to determine a

As the pro-

It is .recommended that such

time function which does provide stability.

pensity to act and the state of tension increase,

A great deal -of- benefit of simulation re-

the behavior index tends to decrease, indicating
that the disposition for aggressiveness increases

sults from the modeling process itself, rater

directly with tension accumulation, as expected.

than solely from numeric results of the simulation.

The results indicate that further ex-

We made several assumptions in the course

periments will have to be run to determine if

of our modeling process to provide necessary con-

any environmental factors exist which will permit

structs for integrating the concept of motivation,

a stabilization of tension.

learning, and socialization theory.

It is quite possible

We now re-

that the exponential function of time is not

commend investigation of the following assumptions

appropriate for this type of simulation and that

by psychological and behavioral research to

such a function prevents stability after long

evaluate the merit of our model's structure:

periods of time.

existence of a tension threshold; the notion of a

This is suspected because for

the

large values of time, the growth of tension be-

changeable "threshold"; effects of successful

comes very rapid.

action on perceived justifiable aggressiveness;

9

the summative effect of individual tensions upon

9. Maslow, A. H., A Theory of Human Motivation,

motivation; and the exponential rate of growth

Psychological Review, 1943, 50, 370-396.

of tension resulting from need deprivation.

10. Moser, U., Von Zepplein, and Schneider, W.,

While the model is admittedly embryonic in its

Computer Simulation of a Model of Neurotic

state of development, we feel the exercise has

Defense Processes, Behavioral Science, 1970,

been worthwhile for the benefits of conceptual

15, 194-202.

integration that it has stimulated.

11. Slocum, J.
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0

0

0

0

0
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***
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0
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0
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Abstract

A computer simulation model, SIDIP (Simulation of Individual Decisions
through Information Processing), of a person making nine decisions
under uncertainty is sketched.

Eight of a subject's (S's) choices are

consistent with the Laplace or maximize expected value criteria and
S's other is consistent with the Savage (minimax regret) criterion
(see Luce and Raiffa, 1957). 'SIDIP implies that the subject does not
use the conventional computational processes dictated by those criteria.

SIDIP reproduces S's articulated choice behavior:

inconsistent

use of choice criteria, rejection of some alternatives, and eventual
choice from the preferred alternatives.

Analysis of information proc-

essing models of suboptimal decision behavior suggests operational
techniques by which decision making can be improved.

I.

Introduction
A.

have been classified by Luce and Raiffa (1957)

Setting

as decision making under (1) certainty, (2) risk,

The problems of individual decision making

(3) uncertainty, and (4) partial ignorance (a

13

combination of risk and uncertainty).

These four

In this paper we choose to study decision

classes of decision problems are defined in terms

making under uncertainty.

of knowledge of the probability distribution over

norance is a reasonable representation of real

the states of nature, given the usual decision

world decision problems; however, several pro-

theoretic formulation (decision maker; choices,

posed approaches for dealing with partial igno-

acts, or alternatives; states of nature; payoffs)

rance first reformulate the problem as decision

of a decision situation:

making under uncertainty.

Thus, decision making

We believe partial ig-

(Those who subscribe

under certainty is trivial from a decision the-

to a subjective or personalistic theory of proba-

oretic point of view.

bility would convert partial ignorance to risk.

Normative decision theory prescribes

nice

We temporarily reject risk since in many problems

for a given structure and classification (risk,

the probabilities are, at best, vaguely known and

uncertainty, or partial ignorance) by specifying

the decision maker is unwilling to accept the

a criterion of choice.

probability estimates for decision making pur-

Normative theory pre-

scribes in the sense that, if the criterion and

poses.)

formulation are accepted, choice is unambiguous.

norance include deciding "as if" it were an un-

There are several decision theories -- meaning

certainty situation or deciding "as if" it were

that for certain conditions there are several

risk (i.e., maximize expected value or expected

"reasonable" choice criteria.

utility), but first rejecting (or considering)

It is well known that people do not always

Other possible approaches to partial ig-

alternatives based on uncertainty criteria.

behave in a manner consistent with various nor-

These approaches place heavy emphasis on

mative decision theories.

decision-making under uncertainty.

The descriptive fail-

ures of normative criteria arc documented elseB.

Proposal

where (e.g., under risk, MacCrimmon, 1969; under

Our aim is to study individual human
uncertainty; Tuggle, 1972; under partial igno-

decision-making under uncertainty so as to learn
rance, Barron, 1970).

Since these experimental

how decision processes are used and how to introresults were derived from laboratory studies

duce realistic modifications into a persOn'3 cog
using reasonably artificial problems, it is

nitive behavioral repertoire so that he makes an
likely that actual decisions made daily by deoptimal decision.

This paper puts heaviest

cision makers facing complex real-world problems

weight on unravelling and simulating nonoptimal
would also exhibit inconsistencies with normadecision processes; later papers will address
tive theory.

the second subgoal of internalizing different
cognitive processes.
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In order to ensure that our understanding of

much of his thought process as possible.

His

current (suboptimal) human decision-making proc-

utterances were recorded on audio tape and later

esses is explicit, operational, and falsifiable,

transcribed to paper.

we have encoded our model as a computer simula-

in the next section.

tion program.

was written (see Section IV) to simulate the

Our program, entitled SIDIP for

S'u protocol is analyzed
A computer program (SIDIP)

Simulation of Individual Decision-making through

essential parts of S's decision-king behavior.

Information Processing, is described in detail

goodness-of-fit tents of SID1P's behavior to S's

in Section IV and is tested and analyzed in

behavior are performed in Section V.

Section V.

recommendations are made in Section VT.

In Order to have a framework in which to ex-

Action

The subject was faced by nine decision situ-

press our model, we chose the Information Proces-

ations, which were sequentially presented to him.

ing System (IPS) approach of Newell and Simon

The nine decision situations are independent; S

(1972).

was not permitted to see the next situation until

Accordingly, our mode of operation is

as follows:

first, we take verbal protocols from

he had made a final choice on the previous one.

a subject while he is making decisions (see
Sections II and III).

After all nine choices had been made, a single

Second, we construct an

situation was selected by the experimenter (E) to

IPS model of the subject's cognitive processes

be played for real money.

(see Section IV).

with S lasted about 50 minutes.

Third, we examine, both quali-

The entire session

tatively and empirically, the adequacy of the IPS
A.

model (see Section V).

Decision Problems

Fourth, we use an IPS

The nine situations faced by S were tabumodel assumed to be validated and from it infer
lated as nine different payoff matrices for unreasons why the subject did not comply with the
certain decisions.

Table 1 exhibits the first

set of normative decision processes (see Section
matrix that S was given.
VI, Part 11).

(Copies of all instru-

Fifth, knowing thesubject's IPS,
milts used in this work are available from the

we suggest changes in his information processing
authors.)

Each matrix contains eight rows, cor-

to get conformity to normative theory (Section

responding to the strategies or actions available
VI, Part 13); and last, we suggest how actually

to S, who had to select one of them.

The four,

to implement the modified processes (Section VI,

columns correspond to the possible states ot
Part 11).

nature that could occur.
II.

S did not know what

Method

process was to be used for generating the states

A single subject (S) was enjoined to make

of nature:

decisionr under uncertainty and to verbalize as

uniform random, friendly (maximax),

antagonistic (minimax), or some other process.
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. States

S

2

2E3

XEQ

12

(6 > 5, 6 > 5, 4 = 4, and 4 = 4), S8 dominates

Willi

QUG

0

4

4

2

7

6

5

0

11

3

4

S2, and S5 dominates S7.

The order of appearance of the eight types
of rows in each of the nine matrices was randomizcd ns was the order of payoffs within each

S
3

111111

row.

S

Decision
Strategies

V

4
4

6

6

(An exception is the minimax regret row

4

and its associated dominated row, since the re-

S

10

4

4

4

5

4

4

9

2

3

8

2

6

6

5

S
6

2

grct calculation depends upon other payoffs that
appear in the same column.)

The order of presen-

tartan to S of the nine decision matrices was seS
7

quentiai
S8

1, 2, ..., 9.

Matrices 1, 4, and 7

had all positive payoffs; matrices 2, 5, and 8

MIA! 1:

First Decision Situation

had both positive and negative payoffs; and
miilrices 3, 6, and 9 had all negative payoffs.

To prevent learning S was never told what state
Additionally, matrices 7, 8, and 9 had signifiof tu.,ture occurred after his tow choice.

cantly large: numeric entries thadmatrices 1
Each of the nine decision matrices was conthrough 6 (an average of 9.23 versus 5.29, restructed as follows:

four .f the eight rows are
spectively).

consistent with four major decision theoretic

The subject could exhibit inconsistent

criteria -- maximax, maximin, expected value (in
choice behavior using these matrices (he could
the Laplace sense), and minimax regret (see Luce
select a row corresponding to one decision criand Raiffa, 1957).

For example, in Table 1, row
terion on one matrix and corresponding to a dif-

S

1,

since it has a payoff of 12 (larger than all
ferent decision criterion on another matrix)

other payoffs in that table), corresponds to the

and/or suboptimal choice behavior (he could semaximax strategy.

Row S4 corresponds to the
lect a row dominated by another).

Previous ex-

maximin strategy, row S8 to the expected value
perimentation (Tuggle, 1972) shows that subjects
strategy (again, assuming a uniform probability
(t:ndergradunte and graduate students and practic-

distribution), and row S5 to the minimax regret
in3 managers; exhibit both of these behaviors on
strategy.

The other four rows correspond to
these very problems.

suboptimal choices:

However, this S, in fact,

each of these rows is domi-

maes no suboptimal choices and evidences only
nated by at least one of the four optimal rows.
one inconsistency (see Section III).
In Table 1, row S
1

dominates row S
3

Yet, as

(12 > 11,

4 = 4, 4 > 3, and 0 = 0), S4 dominates S6

Sferions III, IV, and V will detail, his choice

processes differ substantially from those dic-

primarily ea payoff matrix 1 as illustrated in

tated by decision theory.

Table 1.

(See Luce and Raiffa,

1957, for a statement of normative decision theA.

Crude Generalizations

ory.)

Roughly, the behavior of S over all nine
B.

The Subject

matrices seemed to be as follows;

The only subject studied in this paper was

He first

labeled the table as to whether it is all posi-

a. male, first-year M.3.A. candidate at the Uni-

tive,.mixed, or all negative (presumbly doing s.

versity of Kansas who had no

quick scan of the payoffs), although his later

had courses in

operations research or in decision theory.

actions are W.:differentiable based on the label

lie

given.

was invited directly by one of the authors (FHB)
to participate in an experiment on decisinn-

Second, he sequentially searched the action

making, and S was promised that he could either

alternatives open to-hie, fixating on those that

receive a flat payment of $2 for participation

have a distinguishing characteristic (e.g., one

of ganlio Lased on the decisions he would make.

very large or very small payoff, or a number of

We loft/mad S, if he chose to gamble, that after

"strong" or "weak" payoffs).

he had made his nine decisions, we would apply

Third, he partitioned, explicitly and im-

some unspecified generating processes to select

plicitly, his eight action alternatives into

one of the matrices and to select a state of

the sets (while sequentially examining them):

nature.

those that he dislikes (a "reject" list), those

He did not have to announce whether he

wanted to gamble or not until he had seen all

that appeal to him (a "consider" list), and

nine tables and made his choices.

those that received no verbal indications (an

(The subject

did decide to gamble and won an additional $16.)

"ignore" list).

Fourth, a choice was made from those alterIIi.

Protocol Analysis
natives that are present on the "consider" list.
Limits to-the space available here prohibit
In the case of numerous alternatives, a pairaise

us from presenting and analyzing S's entire procomparison and rejecting process is used.

From

tocol and Problem Behavior Graph (PBC), a time-

S's protocol, the data led us to infer the foletdered graph of S's verbal behaviors that are
lowing comparison process:

=In to be simulated by the IPS (Newell and
(1) S never talked about computing a sum
Simon, 1972).

The complete protocol and PBC are
(row sum or column sum) or an expeetod value.

available from the authors.

Excerpts from S's
(2) Of all the numbers S verbalized, he

protocol and his PBC are presented in Figure 1,

never verbalized cne that was close to a sum or
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an expected value.
(3)

processing" line of analysis and continued his
original "row-processing" type of analysis.

S did verbalize on several occasions

about comparing "... these possibilities across
B.

Examination of PBG

the board" (emphasis added).

Problem Behavior Graphs (PBGs) are concise
From these data, we infer that S was doing

ways of encoding the dynamics in the problem-

some sort of column-by-column comparison of the
two rows in question.

solving and decision-making behaviors present in

Simply to have some defi-

a protocol.

nite procedure to follow, we devised a process

discussion of the construction and utility of

that compares corresponding payoffs in each of

PBGs.)

two rows and that rejects the row that has fewer
dominating payoffs.

(This process is explicated

either presented verbatim or paraphrased.

of the graph), which put a time ordering on the

Finally, it is instructive to mention the

graph:

other types of verbal behavior present in S's

(The reason for allowing time to run

to the right is to allow succinct presentation

ments, expressed confusions, and overt cathar-

of episodic exploration on the part of the sub-

ses, S did engage in a singular behavioral pat-

ject.)

Particularly on matrix

Figure 1 presents the PBG over decision

7 and to a lesser extent on matrices 1, 2, and

situation 1 that we developed and used in our

8, S spent some time (2, 5, 10, and 6 protocol

study of S.

lines on matrices 1, 2, 7, and 8, respectively)

In this PBG, there are behaviors

consistent with our generalizations of Part A,

attempting to isolate identifying characteris-

behaviors inconsistent with thusz generaliza-

tics of the four columns so as to be .lble to

tions (but not necessarily inconsistent with our

assign subjective probability estimates to them.

detailed model in the next Section), and be-

For example, on matrix 7, S noted that in one

huviors not included in those generalizations.

column there is a larger proportion of the

The cons...qtent behaviors are (1) the matrix

larger payoffs in the matrix, and he tentatively

is correctly labeled as being an all-positive

concluded that that column had a lesser chance

en

time runs (first) to the right and (then)

downwards.

Besides the anticipated vague state-

of occurring.

The

nodes are interconnected by lines (arcs or edges

CHOICE subroutine is discussed.)

tern, from time to time.

The nodes in such a graph are the ac-

tions or statements verbalized by the subject,

later in Section IV, Part C, where SIDIP's

protocol.

(See Newell, 1966, for a complete

(or, more accurately, all-nonnegative); (2) only

However, in each case, S appar-

those rows with double-digit entries (SI, S3,

eventually discarded that "column-

and S3) are "considercn;" the rest are ignored;
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All positive here on the first table
$12, $0, $10, $4, and $8
ti

Note 12 in S1

Corsider

1

Note 10 in S5 -- Consider
1

Note ? in S3 -- Consider
1

Note 0 in S

1

-- Note 0 in S

3

1

XEQ column looks larger
S

-- more money -- but has a 0 -- Discard
1

1

S

-- also has a large outcome -- but a 0 -- Discard
3

1

-- has a large outcome

S
5

Accept S

Figure 1:

(3) S

1

and S

3

5

Problem Behavior Graph Over Decision Situation 1

are "rejected" for having the

preceding crude generalizations.

table minimum, namely, a payoff of zero.

not the point.

The inconsistent behaviors are (1) S
5

"considered" before S

3'

is

But this is

The question is how well our de-

tailed computer simulation model of Section IV

violating our sequential

matches the choices and significant processes of

row - processing hypothesis; (2) column procesSing

the nine PBGs.

may be going or when S verbalizes "$12, $0, $10,

torically in Section V.

This question is answered rhe-

$4, and $8", as all of these payoffs are to be
IV.

found in column ZEJ (see Table 1).

Simulation Program -- SIDIP

Alterna-

Our computer simulation program (SIDIP, an
tively, S could be reading parts of SI, S5, and
acronym for Simulation of Individual Decisions
S
8'

doing a row-processing analysis, or doing
through Information Processing) is written in L6

something altogether different.
(see Knowlton, 1966, for an explanation of the

A behavior by S not present ircour gener
Bell Telephone Laboratory's Low Level Linkedization is S's observation that the "XEQ column
List Language) for the Honeywell 635 computer.
looks larger."

In fact, it is larger than the
The program and job cards occupy approximately

WUH and QUG columns, but only equal to the ZEJ
500 card images, and the data take
column.

40 card

Our subject apparently did not notice
images.

(Complete listings of both are avail-

or utilize this bit of information.
able from the authors.)

Examination of all nine PBGs yields some
evidence -- pro, con, and irrelevant -- to the

1
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A.

Data Structures

off values for the matrix are computed.

The primary reason behind the selection of

The

number of negative values in the table is com-

L6 as our language was its ability to construct

puted. .Nodes are labeled as double-digit if

and manipulate complex data structures.

their value is larger than 9.

Accord-

Both rows and

ing to Newell and Simon (1972, pp. 19ff.), there

columns have these attributes created:

are three important aspects of a simulation pro-

value, minimum value, count of the number of

gram of human thought:

a set of symbol struc-

maximum

negative numbers, and count of the number of

tures, encoding the information present in S's

double digit numbers.

short -tern, long-term, and external memories

identified by its status or evaluation during

(covered in the remainder of this part of the

the decision process:

paper); a set of Elementary Information Proc-

"Good," or "Accept."

Finally, each row is

"Reject," "Consider,"

esses (EIPs) with which to operate on the symB.

EIPs

bolic information (presented in Part B); and a
In one sense the Elementary Information
program, an ordered collection of EIPs, orgaProcesses we presume are the legal L6 commaads,

nized to accomplish a whole task (presented in
and in another sense they are the seven types of
Part C).

EIPs specified by Newell and Simon (1972,

The major symbol structure posited for our
pp. 29-30):

Discrimination, Tests and Compari-

S is an encoding of the payoff matrix, replete
sons, Symbol Creation, Writing Symbol Strucwith row, column, and table description lists.
tures, Reading and Writing Externally, Designat-

The matrix is represented as a 32 node network
ing Symbol Structures, and Storing Symbol Struc(8 rows by 4 columns).

Nodes in the same row
tures.

More specifically, SIDIP is based upon

are doubly-linked (from a payoff in the matrix,
(and implicitly, we presume S has the capabilione can access its right neighbor or its left
ties of) these EIPs:
neighbor)

the ability to create at-

likewise, nodes in the same column
tribute information such as described in Part A,

are doubly-linked.

Besides the node linkages,

the ability to retrieve, compare, and distinthe following node information is-loaded and is

guish such information, the ability to input
static throughout a run:

its row number, its

(hear or read, for S and SIDIP, respectively)
column number; its value, and its sign.

and to output (speak or print) symbolic informaThe following descriptive information is

tion, the ability to do simple numeric procdynamically created during the execution of
essing (e.g., to add two numbers, to recognize
SIDIP:

the matrix is labeled as all positive,
that 7 > 5 and that -4 < -3, to save interme-

all negative, or mixed; maximum and minimum paydiate results), and the ability to interpret a
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program of EIPs.

These are the only EIPs we le-

"reject" evaluation is made aboUt a row, oh:)

quire of SIDIP, and the only ones we posit about
S.

the one made earlier is retained.)

The sufficiency of these EIPs for SIDIP will

Two of the terms in Figure 3 are vague:

be empirically demonstrated indirectly and im-

"strong entry" and "weak entry."

plicitly in Section V.

tional definition of these terms, based upon S's

The necessity of these

Our opera-

EIPs for S does not violate anything we now know

verbalizations, follow.

about the cognitive capabilities of humans.

double-digit payoff, when the matrix is not all

A "strong entry" is a

negative and when the proportion of double-digit
C.

Macroprograms
payoffs in the table is 25% or less.

In all

In this part we shall indicate how SIDIP
other cases, a payoff is "strong" if it is one
operates, primarily by reference to its flow-

of the top three payoffs just below the maximum
charts in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 and by referof the matrix.

ence to the output it produces, such as in

A "weak entry" is a negative payoff, in the
Figure 6.

SIDIP can be conceptualized as a main
case of a mixed matrix.

Otherwise, a payoff is

program (Figure 2) and three subroutines:

"weak" if it is one of the two payoffs just imEVALUATE (Figure 3), CHOICE (Figure 4), and
mediately above the minimum of the matrix.
COMPARE (Figure 5).

The

The main program initial-

CHOICE subroutine simply reorders the payoffs in
izes data areas, reads and echo prints the deeach row and continues to call COMPARE until
cision matrices, does some background informaonly one row remains "considered."

The remain-

tion processing, then calls on EVALUATE to seing row is "accepted."
quentially examine and label each row (as "Con-

The COMPARE subroutine performs a pairwise
sidered," "Rejected," or ignored), and finally
comparison of two (internally ordered) rows.

A

calls on CHOICE to determine the row to be "Account is kept of the number of times one row's
cepted."
entries dominate the other row's.

The row whose

The EVALUATE subroutine examines each row
total count is smaller (if either is) is labeled
in sequence for the properties listed in Figure
"reject" and control returns back to the CHOICE
3 and makes an evaluation based on the presence
subroutine.

or absence of those properties.

Like our human
(One may inquire what action SIDIP takes

subject, EVALUATE "states" (prints) what its

when two rows are labeled "consider" and neither

evaluation of arow is (as soon as one is made)
one dominates the other.

In this case, SIDIP

and also "states" (prints) what the reasons for

would apparently be in an infinite loop; noting
the evaluation are.

(If both a "consider" and a
such cases, SIDIP "accepts" all such rows.
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Our

L
---]Define Data Area

1
Build Data Structure

Read Next Decision

none

Table

Print Out Current
Decision Table

Initialize Attributes for the Table
and its nodes, rows, and columns

1
Label the Table
(positive, negative, mixed)

EVALUATE

CHOICE

Figure 2:

Main Flowchart of SIDIP
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(

STOP

)

I

@Itry EVALUAli)

none

Obtain the next row to process
4.(1

4o(

J

(Does the row have the maximum

yes

Evaluate as
"Good"

table entry?
no

RETURN

Print
evaluation

Does the row have a strong

yes

Evaluate as
"Good"

entry?
no
Print

evaluation

(Does the row have the minimum table entry?

yes

Reject
411

no

Print
evaluation IF-

(Does the row have > 2 strong entries?
no

yPc

Consider

Print
evaluation

yes

Does the row have >
2 weak entries?
.._

Reject

)
Print
evaluation

no

te.
yes

Was the row labeled "good" twice? )
no

Consider

Print
evaluation 11

Was the row labeled "good" and rejected?

yes

Print
evaluation

no

Figure 3:

SIDIP Subroutine EVALUATE
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Consider

)

(Entry CHOICE

IL_

Reorder all nodes in
"Consider" rows from
highest to lowest

Are there > 2 rows
labeled "Consider"?

no

is there
only one
row?

yes

yes

Choose first pair
of rows labeled
"Consider"

Report it
as "Accept"

CUS'ARE
(x y)

Figure 4:

SIDIP Subroutine CHOICE
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no

Report
error

( Entry

COMPARE(x,y")

sum(x), sum(y).o..--0

Get next column
pointer

none

yes

sum(x)1 --sum(x) + 1

yes

sum(y)41--sum(y) + 1

col imn(x) > column(y)?

( coluon(y) > column(x)?

yes

(1!um(x) > sum(y)?

Label y as
"Reject"

yes

(sum(y) > sum(x)?

(

RETURN

Figure 5:

SIDIP Subroutine COMPARE
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Label x as
"Reject"

human subject never mentioned facing such a sit-

significance of these findings is examined in

uation, but SIDIP encountered it in four cases.)

Part B.

Finally, in Figure. 6, one can see what is

process appears in Part C.

printed out by the computer as it processed decision situation 1:

A report of the test of the decision

It may interest the reader to know that

an echo print of the

SIDIP's wrong choice occurred on decision situa-

matrix, a labeling of the matrix, an evaluation

tion 5 (mixed payoffs) where S chose the expected

of the rows, and a final choice.

value row

These latter

and SIDIP chose the maximin row.

In

three elements effectively constitute a trace or

this case S explicitly did not reject the row

a protocol of SIDIP's behavior, which will be

having the minimum table value.

compared with S's protocol (PBG, really) in the

choices occurred on matrices 3 (all negative), 7

next section.

(all positive), 8 (mixed), and 9 (all negative).

The "half-right"

S chose the expected value row in these four
V.

Results and Analysis

cases; SIDIP also chose the expected value row
A.

Performance of SIDIP
and respectively chose the regret row, the maxi-

When confronted with the same nine decision
min row, the maximax row, and the maximin row in
matrices as the subject, SIDIP made exactly the
addition.

same choices on four matrices, made an incorrect
choice on one matrix, and could not choose be-

B.

tween two rows on each of four matrices -- but

To gain insight into the ability of SIDIP

in these four cases, one of the two undecided

Performance Tests

to simulate S's decisions, we shall compare its

rows was always the one selected by the subject.

We shall continue to confuse the maximum
expected value criterion and the Laplacian criterion -- which presumes a uniform probability
distribution.

In a sense, then, SIDIP was "right" four times,
"wrong" once, and "half-right" four times.

Tue

This table is all positive
Row S
1

Row S
1

Row S

looks good because of the maximum table value
looks pretty good, large numbers

looks pretty good, large numbers
3

Row S

looks pretty good, large numbers
5

Row S
1

Row S

looks bad since minimum table value
looks bad since minimum table value

3

My choice t

S5

Figure 6:

PBG of SIDIP Over Matrix 1
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choices to those of two models with random selec-

with resulting changes in u = np' = 9

tion mechanisms.

2 1/4 and a' = 11WITT= 9

1/4

1/4 =

3/4 = 1.3

with corresponding Z scores of

The first model presumes choices are made

by a random selection from the eight rows on a

Z'
Z6'

-

1/4
12 3

2.88

and

matrix with a uniform probability of p = 1/8.
Z' = 4 - 2 1/4 = 1.35.
4
1.3

Since there are nine independent trials (decision
situations), the Bernoulli assumptions apply, and

Z6 is significant at 2. < .003, and 14 is signifi-

we can derive two essential characteristics about

cant at E

< .1.

our model:

Since we feel that it is too harsh to assume

n = 9, p= 1/8, and q= 1 - p = 7/8
that a "half-right" choice is entirely wrong, we
therefore, the mean number of correct

are forced to judge SIDIP's choices based on the
choices would be

16 and 26 scores. 'Consequently, we conclude that
u = np = 9

1/8 = 1 1/8
SIDIP's performance is significantly superior to

with a standard deviation of
the choices generated by these two random models
=

rri7q = 19

1/8

7/8 = 1.

of decision-making.

Next we could test "as if

But SIDIP makes either 6 correct choices (4

choice behavior.

fully correct plus 4 half-correct) or 4 correct

The null hypotheses become S chooses "as if" he

choices, depending on how one chooses to treat

is using a maximax (or maximin, or minimax re-

the four "half-right" choices.
xi score (1 x2) of either

gret, or Laplace -- expected value) criterion.

Z

6

-

6

- 1 1/8
1

This yields a Z

- 4.875

We cannot reject such hypotheses on a purely
statistical basis (unless something like a strong

or

inference point of view is accepted as in Barron,
4

Z

4

-

- 1 1/8
1

1970) since we have no appropriate error theory

- 2.875

and thus, no acceptable statistical methodology.

The interpretations are that the 16 score is
Rather than argue on a statistical basis we

4.875 standard deviations better than the random
would suggest that S's protocols clearly show
model (statistically significant at 2. < .001),
that since none of these decision models (random,
and the Z

4

score is 2.875 standard deviations
maximax, etc.) is determining S's choices a more

better (significant at 2. < .003).

A similar

complex model such as SIDIP is required.

analysis assuming random choice only occurs
among the four nondominated alternatives yields
n = 9, p' = 1/4, q' = 1 - p' = 3/4
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C.

Test of Process Similarity

S neglected to mention some of his thoughts, his

Turing's test (Turing, 1963) is a classical

"total behavior" is necessarily less than that

technique in the field of artificial intelli-

of SIDIP, which we can force to be completely

gence by which one tests the processes in a pro-

verbal.

gram that allegedly simulates a part of human

of SIDIP's behaviors, there will be neither col-

cognition.

laborative nor disconfirming evidence present in

For reasons best illustrated by ref-

This does mean, though, that for many

erence to Table 2, Turing's test is not com-

S's (skimpy) PBG.

pletely applicable in this situation:

comparisons by SIDIP which can be tested by be-

S's pro-

tocol omits inarticulated processes.
PBG is necessarily incomplete.

Thus, S's

Of the 50 row evaluations and

haviors of S, 39 of them (78%) agree with be-

In addition,IS's

haviors by S and 11 disagree.

There are more

PBG includes unnecessary or irrelevant behaviors

behaviors by SIDIP that agree with behaviors of

as well as inconsistencies (errors).

S than disagree in each of those nine cases, so

SIDIP is

necessarily consistent, thus introducing perhaps

SIDIP seems to be uniformly good.

insignificant processes (from a decision theo-

feeling for the significance of the 78% correct

retic point of view).

figure, examine the following naive random model:

To test for congruence in

To get some

the structures of the two PBG's, we quite arbi-

suppose that this model either emits a correct

trarily aggregated all row evaluations and com-

behavior or an incorrect behavior with a uniform

parisons (calling them the "total behaviors" in

probability of 1/2.

Table 2), ignored all other behaviors, and then

because there are so many ways a row evaluation

compared all of the "total behaviors" of SIDIP

can be wrong (SIDIP's evaluation of a row can

to the "total behaviors" of S.

Total
SIDIP
Behaviors

Since presumably

This is very conservative,

agree or disagree with S's evaluation; even if

Total
S

Agreement

Disagreement

9
19

8

0

1

8

7

3

9

10

3

9

2

5

14

3

1
1

6

4

10

4

5

9

1 4

2

3

9

6

1

0

9

4

8

3

13

12

8

10
24
11

3

1

7

4

9

11

3

0

8

5

116

39

11

66

61

Matrix
1
2

7

Total
% of column 1

33.6%

Table 2:

9.5%

Absent

'56.9%

SIDIP's PBG Compared to S's PBG
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Behaviors

52.6%

there is agreement, SIDIP is wrong if its rea-

indicated SIDIP's intermediary behaviors are sig-

soning differs from S's) and because there are

nificantly closer to S's behaviors.

three -- not two -- possible results from a com-

Mihran (1972) presents several procedures

parison (a preferred to b, b preferred to a, in-

for verifying and validating both deterministic

difference between a and b).

and stochastic computer simulation programs.

that assumption and

Nevertheless, with

,uming that the 50 be-

However, none of these tests are really appro-

haviors are independe,a, we can again apply the

priate for protocol simulations.

Bernoulli model to derlue the mean number cor-

son we have not further tested the structural

rect (from the random model).

congruence of the PBGs of SIDIP and our S.

p = np = 50

This mean is

1/2 = 25 with a standard deviation

For this rea-

There are some deficiencies in SIDIP.

of

SIDIP makes one wholly incorrect choice, and
a =

. y50

1/2

1/2 =

z

a

foUr others are only partially correct.

Eleven

of SIDIP's 50 applicable behaviors are wrong,

7/2 = 3 1/2.

and 22 of S's 61 decision-making behaviors

(367..)

The score for the behaviors of SIDIP is
39 - 25
3 3/2

14

3 1/2

remain unexplained by this version of SIDIP.
4, which is statistically

Thus we conclude that SIDIP explains reasonably
significant at 2 < .001.

Thus, SIDIP's interwell the nucleus of our subject's decision-

mediary behaviors were significantly closer to
making processes, but that there are still peS's behaviors than this simple random model.

ripheral processes of importance by S that the
VI.

Discussion
A.

current SIDIP does not capture.

Conclusions
B.

According to Van Horn (1971), there are
several ways by which one can validate a computer simulation experiment:

Incremental Improvement in
Decision-Making

Given the caveats in the previous part, it

use models with

is obviously premature to press forward strongly

high face validity, run "Turing" type tests,

in the area of improving decision-making proc-

etc. (Van Horn lists several other techniques).

esses by studying simulations of individuals.

The statistical tests that have been run so far

In order to conclude the research thrust begun

on SIDIP suggest our simulation is significantly

in this paper, though, we shall pretend that

better than random decision models.

SIDIP is near 100% successful to sketch the re-

The numbers

and kinds of articulated behaviors summarized in

maining work to be accomplished.

Table 2 suggest that simple decision models such
as maximax, Laplace, etc., are inadequate.

Assuming (heroically) that SIDIP adequately

As

simulates the decision processes of S, we can
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now periona experiments upon the computer simu-

example, S clearly expends much effort in at-

lation program.

tempting to differentiate c .umns.

Suppose, by way of illustra-

SIDIP should

tion, that S artic:aates 3 desire to behave in a

also look for regularities or peculiarities in

manner consistent with the maximize expected

columns and then introduce corresponding changes

value criterion, but S does not consistently do

into the subjective probabilities associated with

so.

Then an easy way to change SIDIP so that it

those columns.

behaves in thaC manner is to alter the COMPARE
subroutine:

Second, protocols from more subjects should

after reordering the columns within

be collected so that more can be learned about

the two rows (from highest payoff to lowest), do

the actual decision-making processes of humans.

not compare the columns by simply noting
"above," "below," or "equal."

Third, experiments should be conducted to

Instead, deter-

learn a training procedure that is successful at

mine and record how much above or below one
row's column is over the other.

modifying decision-making processes.

Total these

Fourth, this entire paradigm should even-

differences, and the row with the higher sum is

tually be moved out of the laboratory and into

then the row with larger expected value.

the real world.

Once it is learned that the suggested

Ultimately, it is not the

decision-making processes of college students

changes in COMPARE cause SIDIP to behave in the

that one is interested in studying, simulating,

desired manner, then this information can be

and improving, but rather the decision processes

presented to S.

of military leaders, government officials, and

By allowing S to learn of his

shortcomings or through some similar procedure,

business executives.

improvements in S's decision-making behavior may
be incrementally introduced.
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Abstract
Interdisciplinary research by management
scientists and entomologists at the University

of Florida has developed a stochastic computer
model for studying interactions between an insect population, its host food crop, and other
variables.

This population growth model, high-

ly adaptable to any insect and any host crop, is
technically characterized by discrete arrivals,
infinite servers and multi-stage, continuous
service-time distribution functions.
Because steady state is seldom achieved
in nature, this paper identifies combinations

of critical starting conditions (number of
insects, disparate start times for insects
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and host crops) and critical stages for induced survival rate reductAons to minimize
crop damage.

Sensitivity analyses serve to

identify the most promising areas for future
entomological research in pest management
strategies.
I.

Introduction

This research was initiated in the

Would the implications of the re-

belief that management science could and

sults of the simulations identify

should contribute to the solution of eco-

useful strategies for minimizing the

logical problems.

application of ecologic

One of the 1

3t seri-

ous of these is the ecological conse-

ous pesticidal materials?

quences of the unrestricted use of pesticides.

ly danger-

II.

Pests management addresses the

The Ecosystem Being Simulated
The ecosystem simulated for the ex-

problem by identifying and testing alter-

periments of this report is that of a

nate strategies which would minimize the

soybean host crop infested by the velvet

use of pesticides for crop protection

bean caterpillar (VBC), one of .the major

while maintaining the crop's economic

pests for soybeans in North Florida.

worth.

Soybeans were selected as a host crop

The experiments reported here were

because of their worldwide economic im-

performed in rrsponse to the following

portance as a high protein food.

general questions.

Di

The VBC moth overwinters in South

If one has a simulation model of the

Florida and is suspected of invading

damage caused by a specific pest on

Florida from the Caribbean area each

a specific valuable food crop, is

year.

there a stage in the pest's life

eggs and about two generations of insects

cycle where a fixed decrease in pest

develop during the year until death in

population is most effective in min-

late fall (or out-migration of the adult

imizing crop damage?

moth) reduces the population to essen-
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The adult female moth lays its

tially zero in North Florida soybean

model since economic crop damage occurs

fields.

when threshold defoliation levels are

The eggs, 800 on the average per fe-

male, are laid individually by the adult

exceeded here.
III.

The Ecosystem Model
The simulation model of the insect

over a period of about eight days. After
hatching, the insect passes through six

population dynamics, the growth of the

stages of growth (instars) as caterpill-

soybean crop, and the damage by defolia-

ars and a pupae stage before emerging as

tion caused by the VBC was developed

an adult moth to mate, disperse, and lay

through the interdisciplinary efforts of

eggs for the next generation.

a management scientist and three entomol-

The length

Initially knowledge about each

of time the caterpillar remains in an

ogists.

instar (dwell-time) is a stochastic var-

others' discipline was minimal.

iable influenced by the environmental

concepts of model structure emerged dur-

conditions during the stage.

ing repeated conferences which were mdtu-

Available

field experimental data indicate

the

dwell time probability distribution to
be normal for all instars,

Each, how-

ever, has a different average and standand deviation.

The VBC causes daMage by

defoliation of the soybean plan'.
amount varying with the instar.
The soybean plant was considered to

General

ally educational in biology, agronomy,
entomology, management science, and modeling techniques.

Specific concepts used

in the model structure are described below.

Technically, the insect population
dynamics is modelled in terms of stochastic variates characterized by discrete

have ten stages of development from

arrival times (the adult moth invasion),

emergence to unifoliate leaves through

a discrete starting population (the eggs),

maturity.

infinite servers (the life cycle for each

The plant's leaf development

between the critical stages in plant

insect) and multi-stage service time (the

maturity, podset to podfill, and the per

continuous distributiops for dwell time

cent defoliation by the pest during this

at each instar.)

period was of primary interest in the

The crop development portion of the

model is a deterministic function of time

would be useful when non-ideal environ-

using EV [leaf area] since the leaf area

mental effects (temperature, humidity,

per acre is so large (even at the seedl-

day length, rainfall, surround, etc.)

ing stage, leaf area is approximately

were included.

1 x 10 6 cm 2 /acre).

Critical points for the

functional relation are seedling, midbloom, podset and podfill.

VBC are expressed in cm

SIMSCRIPT would be used at a more refined stage in the model development.

All soybean

Biological and entomological data

leaf area growth and defoliation by the
2

per acre.

It is anticipated that

needs emerged as the model was developed.

In-

These data were collected in a variety

sect population counts and leaf damage

of ways.

are calculated at weekly intervals after

time per instar, literature search com-

the date of simular planting.

In some cases, e.g., dwell

bined with recent experimental results

The model is presently one-dimen-

provided the answer; in some cases, e.g.,

sional in that it does not consider in-

average leaf area eaten per instar per

migration or out-migration of the VBC

caterpillar, private communications with

after the starting moth invasion.

researchers yielded unpublished results;

Nor

does it consider the spread or diffusion

in other cases, e.g., typical moth in-

of the insect population within the field

vasion dates and crop development data,

from the point of contact of the initial

PERT type "min. - expected - max."

invading moths.

questions [2]

Therefore, simulated

were posed to the entomo-

population counts and leaf defoliation

logists; in a few cases, e.g., survival

calculations are average values per acre,

rate per instar, little hard experimental

ignoring localized hot spots which are

information was available and reliance

expected in the real situation.

was placed upon general knowledge and

FORTRAN IV was chosen as the comput-

intuition for reasonable values.

er language for the simulation in the

IV.

belief that it would be more flexible

Operation of the Model

Figures 1 and 2 show simplified flow

in permitting future expansion of the

chart descriptionsof the operation of

model to include the above considera-

the model.

tions.

In addition FORTRAN

flexibility
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TRACED
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YES

INSTAR

PRINT

RESULTS
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% DAMAGE

TOT. JCI.

POP. BY

SUMMARY EACH DA1

CENSUS

The model traces the development of

program prints out a census calculated

each egg from each female adult through

at weekly intervals from the starting

the instar in which death occurs or

date for egg laying for the first gener-

until the larva becomes an adult moth.

ation.

If the adult is a female, the time of

of count:

The census details for each day

egg laying for the next generation of

1.

the population in each instar,

progeny is calculated and recorded.

2.

the total population including

After all eggs from all females of one

eggs,

generation are traced, the program auto-

3.

matically repeats the calculations for

the total population of larvae
only,

the next generation of caterpillars un-

4.

the cumulated soybean leaf area

til the required number of generations

eaten by all the caterpillars

have been traced.

through this day,

Monte Carlo techniques are used to
calculate survival at each stage of

5.

the crop leaf area available,

6.

the per cent of the available

development from egg through adult moth,

leaf area eaten.

the time duration a particular individ-

Table 1 describes the variables of

ual remains in a particular instar

the model.

(dwell time), as well as whether the

ing to type (dependent or independent),

adult is a male or female.

description, source for numerical values,

These are classified accord/

Thus 20

different random number series were

and if data, the basis for the data.

identified and used for each simulation
run.

Figure 3 indicates the assumed

Subsequent simulation runs used

dwell-time distributions, the egg laying

different random number seeds, them-

schedule and the eating habits used in

selves chosen from random number tables

the model for the velvet bean caterpillan

for each of the 20 random number series

The dwell time distribution for the VBC

of the run.

is based on experimental data as are the

After all eggs from all females for

data for the eating habits of the caterpiller.

all generations have been traced, .the
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[3, 4, 5]

Also shown on Figure

Table 1

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Source For

Variable Description

Used For

Numerical Values

DataBasis

1.

Start time, gen. 1

Pests

Data

Watson, 1916; Greene, 1970

2.

No. init. females/acre

Pests

Data

Greene, Kerr,Whitcomb,1971

3.

R. N. series

Pests

Data

4.

P(survival) - ea. instar

Pests

Data

5.

Avg. dwell time-ea. instar Pests

Data

6.

Cr,

7.

P. Lawrence, 1971

Watson, 1916; Greene, 1971

Pests

Data

P(adult = female)

Pests

Data

8.

Egg laying distribution

Pests

Data

Greene, 1971

9.

Leaf area/cat./instar

pests

Data

Greene, 1971

dwell time - ea. instar

Pests

Program

11. Females forced at gen. end. Pests

Program

10. Day of count

Greene, 1971

Data

12. Day of planting

Crop

13. Plant growth

Crop

Program

Greene, 1971

14. Leaf area

Crop

Program

Turnipseed, 1972

DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Calculated at Each Day of Count
1.

Tot. pop /instar - including eggs

2.

Tot. insect population

3.

Cumulated defoliation in cm

4.

Tot. crop leaf area available
in cm

2

5.

2

% defoliation

2

AREA

LEAF

10.3

cm?

0

10

. 1

EGGS

IS

20

h

25

AFT( MA
I

50-

cm2

100-

PUPA

75

MR

io

Figure 3

POD
FILL

POD
SET

I

T

10

HARVEST

PARAMETER IS INSTAL

T(DAYS AFTER EGGS LAID)

iti

..1._,

T(DAYS AFTER PLANT)

50

ADULT

k

AVG. CM? EATEN /LARVA VS

-AIL

I

6

30

LEAF AREA/F061 OF ROW VS

NO. Of EGGS LAID
VS T

T(DA

h

AFTER EGOS LAID

DWELL TIME/INSTAR

in, 21314151

I

DAYS

VIIC

8

18

33

RATEC
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.5000
48

74
78

763

58

197

673
739
707
219
369

377
66

80

RNNC
153
497
779
597

327

437
913
609
803

19
31

817

RNC
667
233

14.0000
0.0000

.5-.0000

RMEANC
0.0000
3.0000
1.7000
3.6000
3.5000
3.7000
3.5000
12.0000
SIGC
0.0000
0.3000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.2000
0.4000
2.0000
0.3000
100000
0.6400

MERE4

IMMC

MERE2

1

MERE2

MEREI

IMmC

2

MERE2

1

MERE2

HERE1

IMmC

2

I

MERE2

MEREI

IMmC

MERE2

MEREI

0.0

I

388.6477

2

339.0483

340.9487

2

295.1995
296.1492

1

0.16

3.05

Figure 4

0.64

6.25

43.30

62,60

199.0000 DAYS AFTER JAN. 1
START GEN 1 IS
60
ORIG. START FEMALES ARE
4.00
RANDOM SERIES IS.
DAY OF PLANTING IS. 127

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

3
4

2

1

IN

3 is the assumed development for the

ever, the population counts for time

soybean crop, in leaf area per foot of

periods when most of the population was

row in the field.

in the central instars (roughly instar 3

Figure 4 is a typical computer print-.

through instar 5) approached closely EV

out showing the data used in the simula-

calculations in these regions.

tion run and the resultant egg laying

slope of,the population with time in

dates for females from each generation.

this region was exponential as expected.

Figure 5 is a typical census print-

The

This mixed response model therefore

out showing the six census responses

does not appear to fit any simple analy-

enumerated previously.

tical model but does follow the trends

.

Preliminary runs with the model con-

predicted by the analytical population

firmed it was following the entomolo-

models of Watt

gist's belief that about two generations

[8]

of the VBC propagated during the time

[6 ]

,

Pielou

[7]

,

Ross

and others.

The above details about the popula-

period from the initial moth invasion

tion dynamics are apparent in Figure 6

to the final stage in soybean develop-

which displays typical population dynam-

ment where the host crop was sensitive

ics as predicted by simulation.

to economic damage caused by defolia-

validation is indicated by the circled

tion.

points which are calculated EV (overall

It was observed that the surviv-

Slope

al rates at each instar and the differ-

fraction survival) plotted at weekly in-

ing stochastic dwell -times in each instar

tervals, the first plotted point being

combined to produce a mixed response for

fraction survival one week after eggs

population as a function of time.

hatch = middle of 3rd instar = .7 3 =

That

is, the two random variables, the early

.343.

peak population for each generation and

Location of the range in time for

the population in the latter instars in-

the c:Icond generation population peaks

cluding the number .1%f females laying eggs

at Figure 6 may be verified by ordinary

for the next generation, both exhibited

statistical calculations when it is

large variances from run to run.

realized that the start of the second

How-
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generation is not statistically inde-

replications in two separate field areas

pendent of the first generation.

in North Florida was obtained during the

The

magnitude of the second generation pop-

1971 soybean season and conforms to the

ulation peak is a stochastic variate

simulated predicted shape of the average

strongly dependent on the number of

population vs. time.

females that survive the first genera-

courages the belief that the principles

tion through the egg laying stage.

used in model construction are valid and

The

The agreement en-

times at which these lay eggs form the

that inferences derived from model re-

starting conditions for the second gen-

sults merit serious consideration.

eration; the number of survivors deter-

V

mines the second generation population
characteristic.

Description of the Experiment
Previous experiments with this model

had already determined that the worst

Thus the model, as in

real life, shows highly volatile, or

possible situation for crop damage occur-

transient, second generation starting

red for the combination of latest possi-

populations; individual second genera-

ble planting date for the crop (June 24)

tion population counts can be expected

and the earliest possible initial in-

to show significant variance around the

vasion date (July 15) for the VBC moth.

average of many simulation encounters.

Note that these two variables are large-

Validation of results has to date

been restricted to the Turing

ly uncontrollable and are states of
nature, both in the usual sense of these

Method

[

'

both because of the expense involved in

words and in the context of decision

time and money and because of the dif-

making.

ficulty of obtaining definite experimental data.

Consider the above worst case and
rephrase the experimental objective

Population counts in the

field are to be taken this summer, 1972.

specifically in terms of the following:

The entomology consultants agree that

P3.00 = Reduced survival fraction in

the results are reasonable and of the
correct order. ef magnitude.

instar j = k'Pj
Pj

One set of

population data consisting of three

= Normal survival fraction in
instar j

42

k

= Fraction of kill induced by

three levels and G (generation in which

any method

k is induced) at three levels.

j

= Instar

G

= Generation in which kill is

Factor levels were chosen as tabulated below:

induced

k = .25,

.5

Then define the experimental objectives

j = 2nd, 4th,6th instar

as follows.

G = generation 1 only, generation 2 only, both genera-

Find a preferred instar, j, in w:.'efl

tions 1 and 2.

a fixed fraction kill, k, will minimize

Each response was replicated twice,

the total per cent of defoliation of the
soybean crop by the VBC. *Find the im-

using ordinary then antithetic variate

plications for pest management strateg-

random number series in order to reduce

ies when the fixed kill is induced in

the variance of the average response.

the first generation only, in the second

It was believed that this experiment was

generation only, or is induced in the

the minimum size permissible, given the

preferred instar in both the first and

expected appreciable variance in the

second generations.

responses.

The fixed conditions

for the experiment were:

Responses were compared at

podset and podfill, critical points in

Worst case states of nature

time in the soybean crop development.

A massive initial VBC moth in-

These points roughly bracket the time

vasion (60 females/acre)

period in which the crop is highly sensitive to defoliation effects.

Experimental responses were

Nine

Population vs. time

sets of randomly selected random number

Per cent defoliation vs. time

seeds similar to the set of Figure 4

Census counts every seven days

were used as data in order to generate
the ordinary and antithetic 1.6-adorn var-

The experimental design for the simu-

iates for the experiment.

lation model was a complete factorial

Table 2 shows the averages of the

experiment with three factors, k (fraction kill at two levels),

j

replicate responses (average per cent

(instar) at

43

Table 2

Per Cent Defoliation at podset
k = .25
.6

.4

.2

k = .5
.2

.6

3.4

D

3

j

J

Cl

30.8

37.0

34.5

22.2

32.1

2.1.6

G2

33.0

30.7

44.4

22.6

25.9

39.5

G1,2

23.2

25.7

37.5

12.0

13.7

22.3

J

Per Cent Defoliation at Podfill
k = .25
.
.

4

k = .5
.

6

j2

j4

j6

27.2

41.2

26.8

.

.

.

D

3

3

39.3

46.7

43.6

G2

43.4

19.8

53.2

28.3

31.9

45.6

G

27.6

31.8

46.1

14.8

17.8

26.1

G
1

!

1.2

k = fraction kill

j = instar in which k is

G = generation in which k is induced

induced

Table 3

ANOVA - At Potset
Source of

Degrees of

Sums of

Mean

Variation

Freedom

Squares

Squares

j

2

532.08

266.04

2.9

F

672.06

336.03

3.7

F.05 =3.32*

800.89

800.89

8.72

F

F

F

G

2

k

1

Error

30

2752.5

F

Fsig

.05

.01

=3.32

=7.56**

91.8
llormim

Table 4
hNOVA - At Podfill
Source of

Degrees of

Sums of

Variation

Freedom

Squares

Squares

j

2

617.9

309.0

2.33

F .1 =2.52

G

2

1098.8

549.4.

4.13

F.05=3.37*

k

1

1366.5

1366.5

10.3

jxG

4

634.3

158.6

1.2

26

3455.8

Error

Mean

133.

44

sig

F.01=7.72**
not sig.
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13

defoliation) for each cell of the exper-

plying that similar relations between k,

imental design at both podset (Oct. 10)

j, and G exist at these t 3 points in

and podfill (Oct. 30).

time.

Figure 7 presents superimposed re-

relations change at points in time be-

sults for the variables, insect popula-

tween these end points.

tion and cumulative damage, (per cent

defoliation) vs. time.

There is no reason to believe the

As expected, fraction kill, k, is a

The time phas-

highly significant factor of the experi-

ing between the two response variables

ment.

as well as the complex functional rela-

the=me runs, k was significant at the 1%

tionships that must relate them is

level.

clearly indicated.

takes place, G, the next most important

Figure 6 is provided to indicate the

Even with the minimal data of

The generation at which kill

factor was significant at the 5% level.

order of magnitude of the population

The instar at which k occurred, j, was

variances generated by the model.

significant at only the 10% level.

The

It

data of Figure 6 were obtained in pre-

is believed that additional replications

vious experiments with this model and

would show this factor to have a greater

are the results of six replicate simu-

effect.

lations each using a different set of
random number series.

The experimental data were further

The 95% con-

analyzed at podfill by burying the effects

fidence limits are indicated by the

of all levels of the instar and kill

horizontal lines bracketing the averages

factors in order to determine which of

for the six runs.

the generation factor levels were signif-

It can be noted that

the spread of the 95% confidence limits

icantly different.

is highly time dependent.

the difference between generation means

VI.

Analysis and Discussion of Results

was tested by the t test described below.

Analyses of variance for the results

Mean response

of the experiment are shown in Table 3
for podset and Table 4 for podfill.

Both sets show consistent results im-

G, kill

G 2 kill

ul

u2

37.48%
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The significance of

40.23%

G1

12
u both

27.38%

u

= average response

n

= 12 responses/column

Test 3

Ho: ul = u2

d. of f. = 22 for any 2 column com-

By inspection it can be seen that

parisons

there is no significant differ-

= estimated Go = 13.3- (from ANOVA)
t

@c

=

ij)/g if7h

for G1 and G2.

= (gc - gj)/4.71

This series of tests appears to in-

where go = control column mean

for a = .05, d. of f. = 22: t

crit

dicate that a one time kill is equally

= test column mean

.

S7-3

t

ence between per cent defoliation

effective at either generation one or
generation two.

c

= 2.074

As anticipated, a kill

applied in both generations results in

Test 1

significantly lower defoliation than a

Ho: ul = u both

one tim.

t = (27,4 - 37.4)/4.71 = -2.12

A similar set of tests was made by

Therefore reject Ho and accept
H1: ul

burying the effects of all levels of the

u both at 95% C.L.

kill and generation factors and compar-

Therefore % defoliation for kill at

ing mean response for the instars to de-

both (G1,2) is significantly
lower than that for G

1

tect significant instar levels.

only.

Mean response

Test 2

Ho: u2 = u both
t = (27.4 - 40.2) /4.71 = -2.72

1,2

j = 6

uj2

uj4

uj6

u both at 95% C.L.

2

40.25%

n = 12 responses/column
d. of f. = 22 for any 2 column com-

is also significantly high-

than that for G

34.71%

u = average response

Thus per cent defoliation for kill at
G

j= 4

30.12%

Therefore, reject Ho and accept
H1: u2

j = 2

parison

only.

tcrit for

a = .05, d. of f. = 22: t
c

= 2.074
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1'.

Test 4

C.

H o : uj4 = uj2

Kills :It both generations, at

the same instar, are more effect-

t = (30.1 - 34.4)/4.71= -.98

ive in minimizing per cent de-

Therefore accept Ho at 95% C.L.

foliation than one generation

Therefore there is no significant

kills.

difference in the effects of in-

Reference to Figure 6 shows that the

stars 2 and 4 upon per cent de-

second generation population of the VBC

foliation.

is about an order of magnitude larger

Test 5

than that of the first generation.

H o : uj6 = uj2

sume, as a first approximation, that the

t = (30.1 - 40.2)/4.71 = -2.14

amount of the factor inducing the kill

Therefore, reject Ho and accept
H1: uj6

is proportional to the number of cater-

uj2 at 95% C.L.

pillars to be killed.

Therefore per cent defoliation caused
by a fixed k at instar 6 is sig-

then require an order of magnitude

nificantly higher than that for

greater amount of the kill factor, be it

the same k at instar 2 or 4.

insecticide, predator, parasite, etc.,
than that for the same'fraction kill

reported above indicate:

at the first generation.

Thus, result

A one time fixed-fraction kill,

A above must be modified to indicate

induced at the same instar in

that generation one is preferred

either the first or second gen-

view of the original objective to keep

eration, is equally effective in

the amount of kill factor at a minimum.

controlling per cent defoliation

VIII - Conclusions

that occurs during the second

B.

The fixed frac -

tion kill at the second generation will

In summary, the two sets of tests

A.

As-

in

The above analyses suggest the

generation.

following biological control strategies

Early instars (2 through 4) are

should be investigated in the real life

preferred for application of the

situation.

induced kill.
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1 - Apply kill factor early in the
first generation.

factor effects of instar (j), fixed

This implies

faction kill (k), and generation

(G)

a payoff exists for emphasizing

which the kill is induced have been

early detection of the first

evaluated.

generation larvae.

at

The results of this experiment sug-

2 - A period of about two weeks is

gest that future experiments should in-

available during each genera-

clude fraction kills at the egg stage.

tion's life cycle (Result B

Should the egg fraction kill be signi-

above) in which the strategy of

cantly effective, experimental efforts

1 above can be used.

on pest controls by specific parasites

That is

make haste slowly; time is

and predators should be increased.

available for careful planning

is anticipated that future research will

for the most useful strategy.

extend the model design to include en-

3 - If the early instars of the

It

vironmental effects, pest-predator-

first generation are undetected,

parasite-fungi relations, economic dam-

concentrate on the early instars

age caused by multiple pests, and con-

of the second generation.

sideration of pollution or poisoning

(The

last instars in any generation

effects of alternate management strateg-

of the VBC are nearly impossible

ies.

to kill, per the practicing en-

IX - Technical Note

tomologists).

The penalty for

Average cost/simulation run = $15.

having to use this approach is

(IBM 360/65).

a large increase in the amount
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Chairman: Mark Garman, University of California

This session treats methods and techniques in the utilization of simulation modtis. Applications
methodology is explored in the first paper, which employs simulation as a tool to validate an
analysis via the discussion of multiple-sequence random number generation. Technique development
is the subject of the third paper, which treats the implementation of "wait-until" time flow
mechanisms.
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Discussants
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USE OF SIMULATION TO TEST THE VALIDITY AND SENSITIVITY OF
AN ANALYTICAL MODEL

PROSPER M. BERNARD

The Provincial Bank of Canada

ABSTRACT

The purpose of the research reported here was to test formally the validity
of some assumptions made in solving models by analytical techniques and

to test the sensitivity of the system to the arrival distribution. The pre-

sentation refers to a simplified real-tiine model. The analytical solution
in the 1iterature is to derive shown results for each stage of the system
and add them up to obtain the behavior of the system. Assumptions must
then be made at each stage. Simulation has been used to solve the same
system in terms of the same'mea sure of efficiency,

e. the response

time. However, the system is solved as a whole, the output from one

stage becoming the input to the second stage. Confidence limits have

been obtained for the response time in order to test the results obtained
from analytical techniques. Simulation has alSo been used to test the

sensitivity of the system to a change in the arrival distribution. Using

analysis of variance, the effect of the arrival pattern and of the interaction is determined.

Introduction

some assumptions made in solving a model by

The purpose of this presentation is to show

analytical techniques and to test the sensitivity

how one can use simulation to verify formally

of that model to a departure from the classical
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"Poisson" arrival assumption. The method

Model to be tested

used in this paper is to describe the model.

In this real-time inquiry model there are a

which has been published, and to discuss an

finite number of customers linked to a central

analytical solution. As will be seen in detail

processor via common carrier lines and a ter-

later, the procedure for solving this multi-

minal. A graphical representation of the model

stage model of queues in series is first to sol-

is given in figure 1.

ve each stage and then to add up the results.

The following assumptions have been made:

This implies making assumptions at each stage,

1. The arrival distribution at each terminal is

and this procedure may introduce errors. For

Poisson with mean 71 /m where m is the num-

this reason. the simulation will be used to study

ber of terminals.

the system as a whole without having to make

2, The service time of the central processor is

intermediate assumptions. Independent simu-

distributed according to an Erlang-2 distri-

lation experiments will be made in order to ob-

bution.

tain confidence limits on the mean response

3. The service time for each terminal, i. e. the

time.

key-in time and print-out, are uniformly dis-

Most queuing models assume a Poisson arrival

tributed.

distribution and no solution is offered for a

4, The queue discipline is First -in- First -out.

departure from the "Poisson" assumption. It

The real-time inquiry model consi"ered in this

might be easier to determine in advance the ef-

presentation could be seen as a machine inter-

fect of the arrival distribution than to make

ference model where there are external arrivals

field studies to make sure that it is in fact

to each machine or, in this case, to each ter-

Poisson. Even if one could determine the ex-

minal. Customers arrive at each of the m ter-

act shape of the distribution and it were found

minals randomly with mean arrival rate 2%/m.

not to be the Poisson distribution, there is no

The total response time consists of the waiting-

solution available. For this reason the author

time for the terminal, the service-time of the

will test the sensitivity of the model by repeat-

terminal (key-in), the waiting for the CPU, the

ing simulation experiments with distributions

service-time in CPU and the service-time of

as far apart as Poisson, Normal , and Uniform.

the terminal (print-out). The system is consi-
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I
dered busy during the whole period and can ac-

where

cept a new customer only after the terminal

Z= l'a.
Ts

kocessing of the previous customer.

The "Server Utilization" denoted as rni(z) can

The reader will see the similarity between this

be obtained for each number of machines m and

modelI Lnd the classical "machine interferes :e"

for each value of z as,follows. Let the proba-

model.

bility Po represent the fraction of time when

The whole model can be seen as a

multi-stage model where the middle stage is a

there are zero machined. in the service queue,

machine interference model. This latter model

and the serviceman is idle. Thus. 1 - Po may

has been well described and analyzed in the li-

be interpreted as the fraction of time the ser-

terature.

viceman is busy, that is:
z

In the machine interference model there are a

m

Server Utilization = 1-P0=1 - e -z nil = rm( z).
-z m z i

finite number of machines or sources assigned

e

j=0

j!

to one serviceman or service station. The ma-

chine is either "up" or "down". When the

Analytical solution

machine goes down it joins the queue for ser-

The model has been given not a rigorous solu-

vice. The machine gets immediate service or

tion, but an approximation, where the results

waits for service depending on the availability

of all stages are added up to make the total res-

of the single repairman.

ponse time. The following solution has been
proposed l.

In the machine interference model the following

From the user's point of view, the system is in

assumptions are usually made:

use when he starts keying the inquiry so that it

1. The service time is exponentially distributed

could be considered as a service-station or a

with mean Ts.

" black box" in which service time Tp is:

2. The "up" time for each machine is exponen-

Tp = Tu + Tw + Ts + To

tially distributed with mean time Ta.

where

These assumptions are sometimes referred to

Tu = Time to key-in and transmit the message

as the worst-case conditions. The ratio of the

Tw = Waiting time to access CPU

two times is defined as the "service ratio"

Ts = Time for service in the CPU
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1

To = Time to transmit and print the result

tain the remaining values. The server's (CPU)

Tp = Total service time

utilization R(m)Z can be found from the graph

Tq = Total response time = waiting for the sys-

in figure 2. However, the service ratio z is

tern 4 Tp,

not known, since it depends on the external ar-

The model is represented in figure 1,

rival rate. This ratio can be determined in the

Since the overall system can be considered to

following manner. Since all customers arriving

be a single service station where the expected

at the various machines must eventually go

service-time is Tp, the system utilization by

through the service queue, the utilization of the

a user can be defined as:

serviceman can be calculated, independently

(-)

/ (1 /Tp) =

=

.

Tp

from z, to be

2

The response time for a single server model

(z) =7.
7. T' s

r

4

with random arrivals and an arbitrary service

Z Ts = Ta and rn4z) =71"I's can be substituted

distribution has been obtained by Pollacze} and

in the general machine interference formula

simplified by Khintchine2. The general formula

E(time between breakdowns) = mts

known as Pollaczek-Khintchine uses only the

The following results are thus obtained,

first two moments of the service distribution

Tw + Ts = M/T - Z Ts if Tw > I.

and can be transformed by algebraic modifica-

rcz)

However, for Tw < 1

,

Ts

1

tions to:

_

ta,

5

Ts
the simple queuing

time formula may be used as a good approxi-

F_ p, (1 _c,2

Tq =
11

mation.

3

The total response-time has been obtained in

Tw + Ts =

Ts
jj

terms of Tp, the service-time when the over-

1

cm

m 7 Ts

if Tw

1

Ts

all system ip assumed to be a service - station,

where Z is the service ratio in the machine

The only further.Anformation necessary to ob-

interference model.

tain the expected value of Tp is the expected

Example:

waiting time to the CPU itself.

The behavior of the model can be shown better

By applying the machine interference results

in terms of an example. In this example there

for the middle subsystem where the machines

are 20 terminals connected to the CPU. The

or terminals are queuing the CPU, one can ob-

key-in time is uniformly distributed between
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6

5 and 15 and the print-out of a message is also

Finally, the inquiry response time is determined

uniformly distributed between 2 and 7. The

from the queuing time formula of equation 3.

computer processing time is assumed to be an

The whole set of calculations is summarized in

Erlang-2 distribution with a mean of 2 seconds.

Table 1,

Although the CPU processing time is not expo-

With 20 terminals the system can accept 0, 4

nentially distributed, the machine interference

inquiries per second or 1. 2 inquiries per mi-

formulae are used as an approximation,

nute per terminal. The response time is 30

In order to obtain numerical values for the ex-

seconds with CPU utilization of 80%.

pected response-time and for the other compo-

this point the response time increases at an in-

nents one may proceed as follows:

creasing rate as shown in figure 5,

CPU utilization is determined from equation

The reader will notice that assumptions have

r

(7) = 2\ Inquiries
sec

20

been made above concerning the arrival distri-

2 sec

x

Beyond

inquiry

From this equation the service ratio z is deter-

bution at the second stage of the system. Burke

mined and can then be substituted in equations

has shown that the output of one queue with

5 and 6.

Poisson input is also Poisson 3. However, the

Tw+ Ts =

2

1-0.95 x 2 x 7,

or
20

2z, if

-

if Tw 4
Ts

general procedure for obtaining the distribution

1

of the output of queues in parallel and series is

Tw > 1.

difficult to obtain analytically. In this analytical

Ts

7%

The overall inquiry service time found from

model, assumptions have to be made at each

equation 1 is then given as

stage. It is assumed that the input to the second

Tp = 10 + Tw + Ts + 5,

stage is Poisson as weel as the input to the sys-

The inquiry service variance is likewise given

tem.

as the sum of variances

In solving the model, assumptions were made

2
P

2

=

2

(15-5)2 +Tw Z +? 2 +(7-3)
(7-31 = 11. 7+w2
T
2

and approximations were used. The model was

12

analytically solved by studying each of the subwhere o-'w 2 is approximated by Tw2.

systims and adding up the results. Intermedi-

Terminal utilization is given from equation 2,

ate a: buinptions were made concerning each

D 7\
20

-T

subsystem, The middle stage was approxima-

P.
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ted by the machine interference model where

arrivals randomly distributed to any of the 20

the "down" times are exponentially distributed,

terminals. A queue is formed in front of each

Even in that middle stage, the usual queuing

terminal. The units go through the stages of the

theory formulae for arrivals from an infinite

model illustrated in figure 1. In the simulation,

population were used where the ratio of the

there is no need to make assumptions at each

waiting time over the service-time at the CPU

stage since the program will take as input in

was small,

stage 2 the output of stage 1. Measurements

Like any abstraction, the model represents only

are made only at the end, for the customer is

some aspects of the real world. It is important,

interested in knowing the response time of the

therefore, to know the effect of assuming or

overall system rather than the waiting at each

neglecting certain parameters. The model is

stage,

based on the "Poisson" arrival assumption and

The First Hypothesis. The system was studied

no solution is given for a non-Poisson arrival,

at eight different arrival rates corresponding to

It may be asked what would happen if the arri-

the rates shown in table 1. In order to arrive at

val distribution was not really Poisson. To

a confidence interval at each point of interest

explore this, the two following hypotheses will

one must have a sample of independent observe-

be tested,

tions.

However, data generated by simulation

II

Hypotheses

are autocorrelated. If we assume the absence

A. The expected total response time is proper-

of autocorrelation we may underestimate the

ly obtained from the analytical solution.

variances or we may take a too small sample.

B. The arrival distribution has no effect on

The variance of autocorrelated data is not re-

the expected total response time of the

lated to the population by the simple expression

simulation,
x

Simulation results

Simulation runs using GPSS were made to test

cv

2/n
,

but by
2

x

cr

2

In + k

the above hypotheses. The simulation runs are

where k is a positive number. In order to

made for the same values as in the example

avoid the problem of autocorrelation, 12 inde-

given above. Th program generates Poisson

pendent runs were made at each of the 8 arri-

val rates being studied. The mean of each run

utilization approaches 1.

was used. In each run a transient period of 50

The analytical results imply that the mean res-

arriving units was discarded and 100 steady state

ponse time curve shown on figure 1 approaches

units were recorded. By making exploratory

asyMptotically a vertical line at an arrival rate

runs it was found that the steady-state was rea-

below 0.5 inquiry per second, The simulation

ched well before 50 units had arrived. The mean

results show that the expected response time

of the response time for each is approximately

curve approaches asymptotically a vertical line

normally distributed and a confidence interval

at 0.75 inquiry per second.

can be calculated.

It should be noted here that the results of the

It is not possible to show here the results of so

simulation model were not obtained starting

many runs. However, the expected re ;ponse

from empty system. This would have produced

time for each run was recorded and entered in

results further away from the analytical results.

the first column of table 2.

Instead, the model was run until steady state

The output of the simulation runs are compared

had been reached. Only at that point were the

to the analytical results in table 3. Although

statistics accumulated.

our interest her ,5 in the expected total res-

As one will recall, the analytical solution was

ponse time, table 2 also shows the utilization

obtained by adding the waiting time and the ser-

values, the waiting times and the length of the

vice time at each stage. One can see, by look-

queue.

ing at table 3, that the element that varies the

However, the response time has not

been obtained by adding up the different items

most between the analytical and the simulation

but by measuring the difference of time bet-

results is the waiting time at the CPU itself.

ween the arrival and the departure of a unit.

This corresponds to the waiting time at the

The other values are presented to help identify

stage that was approximated by the machine

the area of great differences, as will be discussed interference model. It is interesting to note

later. Both response times are graphed in fi-

that in the area where the ratio of the average

gure 6. It will be noticed that there is a major

v .iting time to the CPU over the average ser-

difference in the results when the arrival rate

vice time was less than one.(i. e.) Ts 4 - 11 .
the results of the analytical solution and of the

Tw

approaches 1.0 unit.per second or when the CPU
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simulation are statistically the same. In this

Testing the Second Hypothesis. An important

region the machine interference model was not

factor often mentioned in the literature is that

used,

if one wants to use the arrival rate, a special

Confidence intervals for the total response time

study should be undertaken to make sure that it

were calculated using Student Statistics for the

is Poisson. In this presentation the author uses

8 arrival rates of interest at 99% level and 95%

another approach, i. e. ser...itivity analysis of

level. The results are summarized in table 4

the assumptions. One would ask What if the as-

and plotted in figure 4. It call easily be seen

sumptions are not true? Should we investit,

that for an arrival rate of over ,45 inquiry per

the real arrival pattern?

second , the analytical results are well aside

It is obvious that there is no need to investigate

the 99% confidence interval.

the exact value of a factor if this factor has no

It is easy to conclude that the results fail to

effect on the system.

confirm the first hypothesis. The response

therefore, to determine in advance the effect on

time does not increase as fast as suggested by

the system of the mean of the a rrivaldistribution.

the analytical techniques. The reason for this

In order to do this, the author repeated the ex-

may be that the input to the second stage of the

periments described above for two other distinc-

model, i.e. the CPU, is not exponentially dis-

tive arrival patterns, i. e. normal and uniform

tributed, as has been assumed to fit the machine

arrival. The means of the three distributions

interference model. The later model assumed

are the same. The uniform distribution varies

exponentially distributed "down" times on each

from 0 to 2R where X is the mean, The stand-

of the 20 terminals. However, since a queue

and deviation used for the normal distribution is

is formed in front of each terminal followed by

in this case X/5. In each case, as before, 12

a uniform service time, the equivalent of the

runs of 100 steady state arrival were made for

"down" times are not necessarily exponentially

each of the 8 levels of interest. The results ob-

distributed. The reader will notice that in the

tamed are summarized in table 2. There are

simulation runs there is no need to make as-

288 runs of 100 observations, i.e. 28,800 oh-

sumptions at the second and each subsequent

servations in all, not including the transient

stage as in 'the analytical 2 11, lution.

period. We also have enough information to

e

The author's approach is

test the interaction since each cell in the table

Conclusion

has 12 observations.

In this paper the author has reviewed and tested

An analysis of variance was made to determine

by simulation a simplified real-time model. He

the effect of the treatment (arrival distribution)

has shown that the system does not behave as

on the response time. The arrival distributions

prescribed by the analytical solution and has

and the arrival means are both fixed factors,

demonstrated the original conclusion that the

There are 3 levels for the first and 8 levels for

arrival distribution has little effect on the expect-

the second factor and 12 independent observa-

ed total response time. However, a more ex-

tions in each cell as shown in table 2.

tensive study made by the author on many other

The arrival means have an obvious effect on the

models showed that many models are sensitive

mean response time. However, here one is in-

to a departure from the Poisson arrival.

terested in testing the effect of the arrival dis-

Simulation has been used successfully to arrive

tribution and the interaction effect. The res:.1t4

at this conclusion because there is no-need for

of the analysis of variance are shown in table 5,

assumptions to be made at each stage as in the

The surprising conclusion is that the arrival

analytical solution. Furthermore, a simul-'ion

distribution has no significant effect on the total

model, once running, can easily be changed to

response time (even at a low 73% confidence

analyse the assumptions at the first stage. It is

level) and that the interaction. i, e. the combined

obviously less expensive to run sensitivity ana-

eft '7.t. of arrival rate and arrival pattern, is al-

lysis on the assumptions than to field-test them.

most non-existent. We do not reject the second

Sensitivity analysis could be performed on any

hypothesis.

of the other parameters of the model. However,

This conclusion implies that there is no need to

simulation experiments being very expensive,

search for the true arrival p- tern since it has

the author selected to allocate limited resources

little effect. Even if the arrival to the system

to the analysis of the classical queuing theory

exhibits a departure from the Poisson assump-

assumption, i.e: the Poisson arrival distribution,

tion the expected response time seems not to be

in a simple model.

affected.
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Table 1

Example of the results obtained
from the analytical solution

CPU

Utilization

Arrival
rate

Service
ratio

Waiting time

Z

7Iw

R20

CPU

Terminal
utilization

Total time

in system
T9

0.1

0.05

200

0.21

0.04

17.5

0.2

0.10

98

0.47

0.09

18.5

0.4

0.20

48

41.20

0. 18

20.2

0.6

0.30

31

22.65

0.30

24.2

0.8

0.40

21

64.80

0.44

31.2

0.9

0.45

17

67.30

0.55

41.0

0.98

0.49

13

0.72

75.0

212.5
SABLE 2

SIMULATION

px of Cif 0

39993859 1189

581941. 015111100110N

POISSON

ARRIVAI

RAVE
SEC.
0.10

UnirOPH

NORMAL
_.

18.7 17.3 t8.4 17.6
17 5 18.0 06.5 18.3
2
12.
17.6 19.2 17.8

17.9 18.8 18.2 18.1
18.7 17.6 17.3 17.9
18.3 17.9 17.0 18.3

17.5 17.2 17.7 17.9'
16.6 17.4 17.3 17.3
18.2 18.' 17.9 17.7

'0.20

21.9 21.6 19.4 i3.6
14.7 29.8 19.8 22.4
21.9 20.2 18.7 19.6

18.8 19.7 19.4 28.8
20.6 29.8 14.3 20.3
18.0 20.1 19.0 21.3

19.1 17.7 18.6 17.3
18.7 18.9 18.4 19.0
99.5 18.6 18.9 19.7

0.30

22.1 23.3 75.8 21.8
29.4 75.1 22.5 27.1
23.1 2'
22.0 27.4

22.4 21.6 19.8 20.5
18.9 77.3 27.6 72.4
23.3 20.8 19.9 21.6

27.4 22.9 20.4 20.3
29.8 20.5 21.3 22.3
21.2 23.6 21.8 22.8

0.40

44.1

32.4 77.2 76.4
28.7 21.0 23.1 23.1
28.3 79.5 26.1 33.3

33.5 74.5 20.9 26.2
26.5 36.2 24.5 27.2
25.3 26.4 32.7 37.9

27.1 24.3 22.1 23.1
.23.9 27.2 26.0 24.9
21.5 27.3 26.7 27.6

41.6 27.7 37.1 43.5

31.2 27.1 27.8 38.4
31.3 74.4 27.7 27.3

32.1 29.7 26.6 32.5
29.1 77.3 26.4 75.0
50.0 32.4 29.8 29.6

32.7 26.6 26.1 29,0
30.0 31.8 23.7 25.6
26.9 30.2 29.6 34.2

31.9 33. 57.3 28.5
39.1 37.5 40.1 49.8
59.6 7' 7 59.1 70.2

38.3 29.3 46.4 37.4
43.8 19.3 33.7 44.8
58.6 40.6 37.4 33.7

40.7 32.5 32.2 29.0
37.3 46.9 42.0 28.2
31.2 39.6 34.3 39.4

0.555

47.5 39.8 35.2 61.7
40.6 29.4 36.2 25.4
70.6 54.7 37.4 55.5

55.3 33.1 41.1 43.2
61.5 46.8 44.2 54.0
51.2 48.3 45.6 52.2

34.4 43.7 34.7 60.0
37.: 63.6 55.2 41.0
39.1 45.3 59.7 62.1

.1.566

65.6106.0 43.7 49.2
95.8 91.1 60.2 57.2
71.2 74.9 63.9 71.5

57.3 65.3 83.4 73.9
64.2 72.5 56.2 80.0
77.8 51.4 45.6 56.7

69.4 44.5 76.6 63.6
76.2 7.0.0 67.8 69.4
64.9 78.2 51.0 71.3

---,

0.45

0.50

- -.

NOTE:

EA:m vALUF S40141 18 THIS 7449E
15 THE AVFAAGS 01 OA RUN MADE OF
100 NON TAANSIFIT 00SERvATIONS.

THERE AOS 283 DUNS wI24 oliTsgSIT
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Te.KP SE30ENOES.

.

TAI)LS 3

ANALYTICAL RESULTS vS SIMULATION RCSULTS
CATER ARRIvPL
TIME TSEC1
ANAL.

SIR.

ARRIVAL
PA E

UTILZATIOV
OF CPU

SIM

ANAL.

ANAL.

wAITING

TERmINAL
u1ILIZ.

fir CPU

S15.

ANAL.

SIMU.

ANAL

SIM.

RESPONSE
714F
TERM

RESPONSE
TIME

FALL.
ANAL.

\CL.
514. ANAL.

LENGTH OF

JEUE CPU

AVERAGE

mAx104

IERm:-"
;14.

CPI--

ANAL.

-.---

..

10

0.10

10

5.

0.10

0.2

5

$14.

-

0.2

0.197

0.47

0.324

0.09 0.081

17.5

7.25

18.5

16.109

0.041

0.2

0.4

0.395

1.20

0.928

0.18 0.161

18.2

8.48

20.2

20.012

0.240 -0:19, -6.11

0.031

2.0

3.33

3.33

0.3

0.3

0.6

0.606

2.65

1.749

0.30 0.371

19.7

.8.50

24.2

22.915
_ .

7.5

2.5

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.781

4.00

4.017

0.44 2.475

21.8

'2.67

31.2

28.557

7.30

5.565

0.55 0.478

14.3

'4.00

41.0

32.724 19.0"

7:57f -10.0--

$.491

1.0

55.1

ARO(

LARGE

41.793

.4.201

13.^

4.408

14.0

2.22

2.22'

0.45

0.45

0.9

0.895

2.0

2.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.941

L8

1.8

[1.5

1:5'

:

38.0

0.700

0.795

0.511

1.90

1.771

.

Il ARGC

0.555

0.555

1.0

0.967

LARGE

0.512

1.0

0:916

LARGE- ARGF LARGE

46.206

40.OE

0.666

0.666

1.0

0.999

LARGE

5.601

1.0

0.965

LARGE

71.010

ARGE

.ARGE LARGE

- -

SIm.

- _
7.0

-------

1C.0

'8:511 '15.6---

-----....---.

-------

ANAL.
61H:

:
RESLLTS OF ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
simDLATION RESULTS
LARGE.- HEMS THAT THE VALUE APPROACHES INFINITY

TABLE 4

rONF 1 DENCE L I M I Ts
._ARRIVAL___
TImE

RATE

10

110

_.LITILIZA ION OF CPU

ANAL.

-.r

SIMUL.
MEAN OF MEANS

to. 5

3,33

_

.

.6

0.606

.4

.

0.703

31.7

0.895 . -.

41.0

17.7429 - 18.6042

19.4145-4,-20.8522.:_ 1.9.1213_,21.1454

22.915

0.614245

21.6103 - 24.1174

21.0651 - 24.8691

28.557

1.76127

24.6773 - 32.4230

23.0674 -.14.0076

1.7923G_..

28.21711-z_36.5732-12-1 -27...1094-- 38.2073

2.52822

20.8989 - 40.0178 . 26.6314 - 42.265)

5.13776

14.4823 - 57.4477 to.

5.41217

58.9572_=_52.3595_141 -54.1031.-,87.613

a

,_ 32.724 ..-

.50

1.0

0.961

LARGE se

43.793

.555

--"i.6-

"6.467

LARGE so

46.206

.660

1.0

0.999

LARGE

71.010

He VALUE SHORN IS THE AvEPAGE VALUE OF 12 RUNS.
EACH RUN HAS 100 S FAO? STATE OBSERVATIONS.
APPROACHES INFINITY AS UTILIZATION APPROACHES 1.0..
OR AS ARRIVAL RATE PPPOAZ.IES 1.0
INC RESULTS OF MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE GIVES A RESPONSE
110E OUTSIDE THE E0,010FNEE INTERVAL.
NOTE

._

17.5658 - 18.6042

-.

1.8

------

F

0.326897_

2.0

-- 1.5,

TIM

0.162857

.. 20.012

24.2
.

___.9_,

1 8.109

20.2

.3

__.2.22 _.45__

REs.PONSE

_ TOTAL TIME SPENT IN SYSTEM -RESPONSE_ ____CONEIDENCE-INTEAVAL_FOR.POP..mEANANAL.
51mUL
SID. ERR.
95t LEVEL
99t
LEVEL
MEAN OF mFANS
OF MEAN

0.197
0.395

---275

F 0 R

ALL THE VALUES SHORN ON THIS TABLE ARF THE MEAN
SIftuLAT.104 RUN OF 100 OBSERVATIONS ExCLuOING

OF

TRANSIENT ODSMATIONS.
100 00SFRvATIONS FOR 1 ENTRY IN THE TABLE
12
ENTRIES PER CELL
LEVELS I.E.
R ARRIVAL AVERAGES
1
TREATMENTS OR 3 ARRIVAL PATTERN
24
CELLS
28R Em1RTE!.

28.e00 00SERvATIONS
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30.2943 - 62.1054

TABLE 5
EFFECT OF THE ARRIVAL PATTERN ON THE RESPONSE TIME IN A REAL TIM

mut..

4NOV-I-UNWE1GMTED SOLOT1C%
SOURCE

SS

OF

MS

A

74915.254

7.

10102.176

SIA1

4907.000

8d.

55.761

8

257.766
495.891
.11931.188

2.
14.

128.F83
35.421

176.

'67.791

A0

8SIA1

CR'NO MEAN =

9r

34.192

CELL menns--mws = LEVELS OF A,
1
1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8

..-.---

18.1CO
24.051
22.967
28.550
32.675
43.775
46.21.O

70.853

191.928

2

1.9C1

4.523

1

COLLPNS = LEVELS OF 4
3

18.040
19.633
21.'0,A

28.445
1:.875
40.025
47.7-5
64.233

17.592
18.733
21.692
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28.933
35.617
47.942
69.1C,0

--- -

--

-.
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MULTIPLE SEQUENCE
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS

Joe H. Mize
Oklahoma State University

Abstract

Many discrete event simulation models utilize a single random number sequence,

regardless of the number of random variables included in the model. This paper
illustrates the advantages of utilizing a unique random number sequence for each

random variable. An example is included to demonstrate the resulting effects.
A method is described for converting a single sequence random number generator

to a multiple sequence generator. An application is included that compares
simulation results obtained using a single sequence of random numbers to those
obtained using a unique sequence for each raliaom variable in the model.

Introduction

appropriate probability distribution. Thus, simulation

Most simulation studies are concerned with

modeling requ,.as the availability of a random number

systems that contain random phenomena; interarrival

generator that will produce numbers unifomily distri-

times, service times, demand values, time to failure,

buted on the interval zero to unity.

etc. In order to produce useable results, a model of

The most widely used method for generating

such a system must provide a mechanism fur repre-

such numbers is the "congruential method," first pro-

senting these random phenomena.

posed by Lehmer (1959). Almost every computer

Considerable effort has been directed toward

center has a random number function or subroutine on

the development of random variate generators. Most

its system library. Most of these generators create a

of the generators in use today make use of uniformly

single sequence of random numbers, beginning with a

distributed random numbers . For examples, see

user provided "seed" value.

Naylor, et.al. U966), Mize and Cox (1968), and

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that

Schmidt and Taylo,

970). These random numbers,

in many simulation models a single sequence of random

in turn, are cony,

,o a random deviate from an

numbers is inadequate. This rather crucial feature of.
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simulation modeling has not been explained suffi-

variable over the interval 0 to 4 minutes. Service

cie-.

time is also uniformly distributed over the interval 1

ost texts and other literature related to

simulation. The two most widely used simulation

to 6 minutes.

languages, GPSS (see Gordon, 1969) and

It is desired to simulate the performance of

SIMSCRI?T (see Kiviat, et.al., 1968) provide a

this system, first with one service facility and then

limited number of random number streams, however,

with two. If the model is constructed properly, the

the reasons for using multiple streams are not made

performance of the system can be simulated for the

clear.

two configurations such that the exact same patterns

of arrivals and service times will occur. In this way,

Most random number generators based on the

congruential method can be modified easily to produce

the two system configurations will be compared under

as many parallel sequences as the user desires.

identical conditions. Any differences in performance

One of the prime advantages of using simula-

may then be attributed to the difference in system con-

tion as a means of studying complex systems is that

figuration (one service facility versus two) and not to

it offers the analyst a means of comparing one system

"experimental error." This removes from consideration

configuration to any number of other configurations.

a source of variation which would be impossible to

Furthermore, it is possible to construct the model

eliminate if the experiment were to be conducted in

such that the alternatives are evaluated using the

the real world.

identical sequences of event occurrences for each

Denote the time between customer arrivals as

alternative.

X, and service time as Y. It can be shown that the

Special care must be exercised in the con-

following process .generators will produce random de-

struction of such a model, however. This is not

viates for the two random variables, according to the

always a straightforward process. A common pitfall

probability functions specified above:

of an inexperienced analyst is to believe that his

X = 4.0* RN

simulation model compares competing alternatives

Y = 1.0 + 5.0* RN

against identical event occurrences, when in fact it

RN is a uniformly distributed random variable on the

does not. The example in the next section illus-

unit interval. If our model were computerized, RN

trates the nature of the problem.

could be obtained by calling the system randon: number

Demonstrative Example

generator each time a new value of X and Y is needed.

Consider the simulation of a simple queueing

We shall observe the performance of this model

system in which customers arrive at random times

for ten arrivals to the system, first with one service

and the length of time required for service is also

facility and then with two. We will need a random

random. Specifically, suppose that the time between

number to determine the time of arrival of each cus-

customer arrivals is a uniformly distributed random

tomer and another to :termine the service time of
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each customer. We will use single digit random

in column four indicates the service time for a parti-

numbers to simplify computations, although in an

cular customer and is obtained by substituting the

actual experiment we would use much greater accu-

random number (RN) in the upper right hand corner into

racy. We will use the following sequence of random

the equation Y = 1.0 +

numbers:

indicates when service may begin for a particular cus-

RN. Column three

.3, .6, .5, .5, .0, .8, .9, .7, .9,

tomer and is simply the larger of the two values, Time

.6, .6, .5, .9, .8, .3, .3, .4, .4,

of Arrival of that customer and End Service of the

.1, .5, .0, .5, .6, .4, .8, .9, .0,

previous customer. Column five is simply the sum of

.7, .4, .0, .9, .4, .6, .9, .7, .1,

columns three and four for a particular customer.

.3, .1, .9, .9, .2, .9, .6, .2, .2,
.2, .2, .5, .0,

It will be instructive to trace the occurrence of

.4

a few events in the model. The arrival of the first

-We will perform our-simulation in an "event-

customer is obviously the first event. The time of its

oriented" manner. In such a simulation, process

occurrence is determined by using the first random

generators are used to determine when particular

number from the basic source. This gives an arrival

events will occur and all events are allowed to occur

time of 1.2. Since no previous customer is in ser-

in their natural sequence.

vice, the first customer may go immediately into

The simulation results using a single random

service. We must now determine the service time for

number sequence and one server, are shown in

this customer by using the second random number from

Table 1. The random numbers used were taken in

the basic source; Y = 1.0 + 5.0* 0.6 = 4.0. Thus,

consecutive order from the source included above.

customer one becs service at 1.2 and ends at 5.2.

There are three numbers in each cell of the second

The arrival time of customer two is determined

and fourth columns of Table 1. In the upper left

by using the third random number in the manner de-

hand corner is simply the sequence number of the

scribed previously. It is found that customer two

random number taken from the above source and used

arrives at 3.2. This is prior to the End Service

in the determination of the occurrence time of the in-

time of customer one. Thus, the service time for

dicated event. In the upper right hand corner is the

customer two cannot be determined at this point in

random number itself. The value in the lower portion

the simulation. The next-event orientation of our

of the cell in column two indicates 'le time of arrival

model requires that we place customer two in a holding

of a particular customer and is determined by substi-

pattern and go on to determine the arrival time of

tuting the random number (RN) in the upper right

customer three, using the fourth random number from

corner into the equation X= 4.0* RN and adding

the basic source. This results in an arrival time of

the resulting value to the arrival time of the previous

5.2 for customer_tbree-;t7the exact same time that

,customer

ti

The value inf the lower portion of the cell

customer one completes service. We now use the fifth
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Table 1. Single R.N. Sequence; One Server
Time

of
Arrival

Customer
Number

0

Begin
Service

0

Service
Time

o

0
.

3
2

3

3.2

5

8.8

6

10.2

12

15.7

.

14.0

.

5.2

0
.8

5.5

3.5
5.0

19.2

11

5.2

.0

10.2

5

9

.9

11.6

-ro

o

5.2

5.2

.

4
5

5.2

.5

-7-

4

1.2

.5

4

0
,6

1.2

1

End
Service

15.7

-.7-

19.2

TB--

24.2

.

16.4

7

17

.9

20.0

8
--F5-

.

21.2

9
(

10

22.4

I

Table 2. Single R.N. Sequence; Two Servers
Begin
Service

1

Time

Customer
Number

of

___,C,erver No.
1
2

Arrival

0

0

1

3

1.2

3.2

2
5

3
6

3.2

6.4

4
8

5

-ro

6

.12

7

14

8

6
9

9.2

11.6
13.6

16.8
18.0

|

Service
Time

.5

1.2

.

2

0

5.2

4

3.2

4
7

5.2

6.7
.6

1

'6

.0

.8

Server No.

o

0

.3

9

11

.

19
10

End

Service

10.7

l2.2
14.7

13

--rs
17

'O

17.2
.3

18.0
.1

18.4
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18

3.5
5.5

5.5
4.0
5.5

2.5
3.0
3.0

.5

.9

6.7

10.7

.9

.6

12.2

14.7

./----

17.7

.5--

17.2
.4

20.2

.4---

21.0

random number to determine the service time of cus-

sequence generator. Consider, for example, the

tomer two. Since this random number is zero, custo-

following generator:

mer two departs immediately and we use the sixth

SUBROUTINE SRAND (IS, R)
TEMP = IS

random number to determine 'he service time of custo-

3
mer three. The remaining events shown in Table 1
are determined by following this same procedure.

5

4
10
12

We now wish to observe the performance of

this model when two service facilities are provided.

IF (IS) 3,10,3

IS = 0
ARG = 475918104

.

IF (TEMP 2500.) 4,4,5
TEMP = TEMP 2500.
ID = TEMP

IF (ARG) 11,12,11
ARG = 475918104.
GO TO 14

11
14

Again using the event oriented simulation procedure,

16

the results shown in Table 2 are obtained. The first

15
18

three events are the same as in Table 1. However,

when customer two arrives at time 3.2, he may go

17
19

immediately into service at server number two. Thus,

20

the fourth random number in this case is used to

ARG = ARG*23.
IF (ARG
1000000010.) 15,16,16
ARG = ARG 1000000010.

GO TO 14

IF (ARG
100000001.) 17,18,18
ARG = ARG 100000001.

GO TO 15

IF (ID) 20,20,19
ID = ID 1
GO TO 10

R = ARG/100000000.
RETURN
END

determine the service time of customer two, whereas

in Table 1 it was used to determine the arrival time
of customer three.

As it is written, this subroutine will gene

Many other discrepancies exist

a single sequence of random numbers. The user

between Tables 1 and 2.

specifies an initial burn value (an integer called IS)

The critical point is that the two system con-

in the calling program. The appropriate call is

figurations are being evaluated under different streams

as

follows:

of event occurrences. For example, customer number

CALL SRAND (IS, R)

six, who might be John Doe, arrives at time 14.0

When called the first time, the generator will "burn"

in Table 1 and at time 11.6 in Table 2. Such a

and ignore the first IS random numbers in the sequence.

result obviates one of the principal advantages of

Thereafter, on each call, the next number in the

simulation analysis.

sequence is generated and returned as R. ARG =

Cleariy what is required is a unique sequence

475918104 is the initial seed value and 23 in

of random numbers for each randoth variable in the

statement 11 is the multiplier in the congruence

model. This will permit the generation of identical

relation. The generator will not allow more than

streams of event occurrences, no matter how the

2500 values in the sequence to be burned.

system configuration may be modified.

The following subroutine shows the same

Converting to Multiple Sequence Generators

generator, but wodified to generate any number of

It is a relatively simple matter to convert a

parallel random number sequences:

FORTRAN random number subroutine to a multiple
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SUBROUTINE MRAND(IS,R,ARG,N)
DIMENSION ARG(1)
TEMP = IS

the same random number sequence. Suppose, for

example, that we set LSEED (1) = 5 and LSEED (2)=

IF(IS)3,10,3

3
5

4
10
12
11
14

16
15
17
19

20

IS =O
ARG(N) = 475918104.

10. MRAND would burn the first five numbers of the

IF(TEMP

2500.)4,4,5
TEMP =TEMP 2500.

sequence for random variable 1 and the first ten num-

ID =TEMP
IF(ARG(N))11 ,12,11
ARG(N) = 475918104.

bers of the same sequence for random variable 2.

Thus, the 6th, 7th, 8th, etc., event occurrences for

GO TO 14
ARG(N) = ARG(N)*23.
IF(ARG(N) 1000000010.)15,16,16
ARG(N) = ARG(N) 1000000010.
GO TO 14
IF(ARG(N) 100000001.)17,18,18
ARG(N) = ARG(N) 100000001.
GO TO 15

random variable 1 are governed by the same random

numbers as the 1st,

2nd, 3rd,

etc., event occur-

rences for random variable 2. This problem can be
overcome by specifying in the calling program nri array

IF(ID)20,20,19

ID = ID 1
GO TO 10

of multiplier values. The name of this array would be

R = ARG(N)/100000000 .

passed through the argument list and used in place of

RETURN
END

the constant 23 in statement 11 in Subroutine

In this modified generator, the user specifies

MRAND. In this way, a truly unique sequence is

an array of burn values (called LSEED(n), all

generated for each random variable. The numerical

integers and each unique) in the calling program. In

values for the multiplier array must be selected care-

addition, the array ARG(n) is dimensioned in thr

fully, in accordance with the theory underlying the

calling program. The dimension size, n, of both

congruential method. (See Mize and Cox, 1968,

LSEED and ARG is made equal to the number of

or Schmidt and Taylor, 1970).

unique random number streams desired. The appro-

A more commonly used random number generator

priate call is as fin ms:

is that supplied in the IBM System/360 Scientific

CALL MRAND (LSEED (i), R, ARG, i)

Subroutine Package. This subroutine, slightly modi-

where "i" is the particular random number stream

fied, is listed below:

desired on this call. The initial portion of each

SUBROUTINE RANDU (IX, YFL)

stream is "burned" on the first call to the subroutine
5
6

for that stream. On subsequent calls to that stream,

IY = IX* 65539
IF (IV) 5,6,6
Pi= IY+ 2147483647 + 1

YFL = IY

YFL = YFL* .4656613E
IX= IY

the modified generator will produce the next number

9

RETURN

in the 1th sequence and return it to the calling program as R. It is the user's responsibility to use the

IX is initialized in the calling program to any

proper sequence designation as he is programming

odd integer value with nine or fewer digits, and YFL

the logic of each random phenomenon.

is a uniformly distributed random number on the unit

interval [0,1.0].

It is noted that the modified generator presented above actually produces different porticms of

This generator is easily modified to allow the
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generation of any number of parallel random number

interarrival
Times

Type 1
Type 2

sequences;

1.25
2.00

SUBROUTINE MRANDU (IX, YFL, N)
DIMENSION IX(1)

IY = IX(N)* 65539
5
6

0.50
0.75

Type two jobs have a higher priority than type one

IF (IY) 5,6,6
IV = IV + 2147483647 + 1

jobs. Newly arrived type two joks are scheduled ahead

YFL = IY

YFL = YFL* .4656613 E

Service
Times

9

of type one jobs unless N or more type one jobs are

IX(N) = hY
RETURN
END

waiting for processing, where N is an unknown number

which we wish to find such that total waiting cost is
In this modified generator, the user specifies

minimized. Waiting costs for type one jobs 'nd type

an array of seed values (called IX(n), all odd integers

two jobs are $1 .00/minute and $3.00/minute,

with nine or fewer digits and each unique) in the

respectively.

calling program. The dimension size, n, of IX is

Processing of type one jobs is never inter-

made equal to the number of unique random number

rupted in order to process newly arrived type two jobs.

streams desired. The appropriate call is;

Ten percent of type two jobs fail to pass inspection

CALL MRANDU (IX(i), YFL, i)

and are immediately reprocessed. Conceptually, they

where "i" is the particular random number stream

never move off the machine. A new service time is

desired on this call.

determined.

Most random number generators can be modi-

A GASP mode! was constructed for this system

fied in a similar way. Such modifications would be

and run for varying values of N. Each run of the model

especially useful when using GASP or FORTRAN as

was for 1000.0 time units.

the simulation language. GPSS provides the capa-

The experiment was first conducted using a

bility of generating up to eight parallel sequences,

single sequence random number generator. It was then

while SIMSCRIPT permits up to ten sequences

repeated using a unique random number sequence

An Application in GASP*

(produced by Subroutine MRAND) for each random

To illustrate the usefulness of the multiple

variable in the system. The results for several values

sequence generator, the results of an application are

of N are plotted in Figures 1 and 2.

included. The model was written in GASP (see

In Figure 1, the cost curves are very erratic

Pritsker and Kiviat, 1969).

and do not appear to be converging to any kind of

Two types of jobs arrive at a job shop for

optimum. In Figure 2, both component cob. turves

processing. Interarrival times and servicing times
are

and the total cost curve behave very nicely, displaying

xponentially distributed with the following

*The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of
Glenn C. Dunlap, Arizona State University, in the
programming of this example and in the development of
the multiple sequence generator, MRAND.

means:
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Figure 1. Cost Curves Using One R.N. Sequence
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Figure 2. Cost Curves Using Multiple R.N. Sequences
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10

N

the monotonic characteristics that one would expect.

Summary

It is clear from Figure-2 that the total cost curve will

In many discrete event s;mulation models, a

eventually converge to an optimum value, which it

unique random number sequence is desirable for

does at N = 32.

each random variable in the model. Failure to

Figure 3 shows the Average Number of Units

incorporate this feature may lead to ill-behaved

in the System for several values of N. The solid

models having a much larger variability than is

line shows the results obtained using the single

possible with multiple segue

sequence random number generator SRAND. The

s.

It is very easy to convert most single se-

dashed line slims be results obtained using the

quence random number generators to multiple

multiple sequence generator MRAND. The difference

sequence generators. The acldntages of doing so

in variability is rather striking.

are well worth the effort.

No. in
System

Results Using MRAND

5.0

4.0

Results Using SRAND

3.0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 3. Average Number of Units in System for 100 Hours
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A "WAIT UNTIL" ALGORI11I4

FOR GENERAL PURPOS' SIMULATION LANGUAGES

Jean G. l'aucher

Department d'informatique, Universite de Montreal
Case postale 6128
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

ADS TACT
Modern simulation languages such as S1MSCRIPT II and SIMLA 67 are very powerf.21
general purpose languages which contain facilities to handle lists and to
schedule events in simulated system time (imperative sequencing statements).
These languages do not include some of the useful but more specialized
features of previous languages (GPSS, CSL, SOL) especially interrogative

sequencing statements such as "SEIZE <facility>" or "WAIT UNTIL =Boolean
expression>"; however, the definition capability of the new languages is

powerful enough to permit their extension to include the interrogative
features.

The addition of some features of GPSS to SIMULA 67 was presented at a previous
SIMULATION CONFERENCE. The present paper extends that work by describing an
efficient algorithm which adds the "WAIT UNTIL" procedure to SIMULA.

INTRODUCTION

Modern simulation languages such as

"SCHEDULE

SHISCRIPT II ( 11 and SIMULA 67 12 1 are very

AN event AT timex".

The compilers generate fairly efficient co-

powerful general purpose languages which contain

de and the languages can therefore be used for

a relatively small number of special features

general purpcsc computing as well as simulation.

required for simulation.

The power and flexibility of the languages are

modern

In common with other

languages, they have 7:11c ability to

such that they may be used for any type of simu-

define complex data structures, allocate memory
dynamically and handle lists.

lation.

The special fea-

When comparing the two selected modern

tures arc mainly concerned with simulated system
time.

languages to some o.'sr languages such as GPSS,

Each language provides a CLOCK and main-

CSL, SOL etc..., it caa be seen that the gain in

tains a list of event notices in chronological

generality and efficiency has not been attained

order.

without some losses.

Each also contains imperative sequencing

statements of the form

The predefined objects of

SOL and GPSS such as facilities, transactions

77

and storages, are not present and interrogative

programme.

scheduling statements have also disappeared.

University of. Montreal, adding to SIMULA useful

Interrogative statements are used when it is

objects of GPSS, such as transaction and tacili-

impossible to predict in advance the system ti-

ties, as well as the associated procedures such

me when an event should take place.

as SEIZE

An example

This has already been done at the

and RELEASE (4 f.

The present paper

of such a statement commonly used in GPSS is

describes the further addition of a WAIT UNTIL

"SEIZE".

feature to SIMULA.

If a transaction attempts to SEIZE an

The algorithm used to imple-

occupied facility, its execution is halted until

ment this feature is easily described in SIMULA.

the facility becomes free and it is not possi-

The simplicity of the description shows quite

ble to know in advance when this event will ta-

clearly the sequencing problems inherent in such

ke place.

a powerful feature and permits experimentation

A ruch more general interrogative scheduling statement is found in SOL [3 I.

with alteruatice algorithms.

This sta-

The paper first gives a brief description

tement has the form

of some pertinent features of SIMULA 67, then

"WAIT UNTIL <boalean expression>"

shows some examples of the use of WAIT UNTIL.

where the boolean expression is a condition

The implementation is described and the problems

which must be met before execution continues.

arising from the use of TIME as part of the WAIT

The condition may refer to any number of state

CONDITION are pointed out.

variables.

partially resolved through the use of ALARMS.

For certain classes of problems the avail-

The problems are

Finally, there is a discussion of efficiency

ability of predefined objects and interrogative

considerations.

statements allows models to be described in a
very natural and concise fashion.

Programs for

SIMULA 67

the same models written in SIMULA 67 or

SIMULA 67 was developped by Dahl & Nygaard

SIMSCRIPT II will be such longer, complex and

as a successor to ALGOL.

In appearance, the

error prone although they will tend to use less

language is much like ALGOL although some of the

computer time and memory space.

weaker points of its ancestor have been redesi-

It might appear that the modern languages

gned and other features have been added.

are %ardly better than FORTRAN, perhaps aug-

SIMUL4 67 has list handling capability and

mented with some subroutines (GAsr), when it

standard list procedures FIRST, SUC and EMPTY

comes to simulation.

will be used in this paper.

Such hasty judgement

The genitive or dot

overlooks the definition capability of the new

notation is used in SIMULA to indicate to which

languages where it is possible, using the source

object a procedure should be applied. -For-exam-

language, to define the data structures and

ple,

procedures required to implement the useful

"LIST 1.FIRST"

features that were frozen in the older Ianguages.

Given a s'tfficicntly powerful

means the FIRST element of LIST 1.

general

One of the more important lists in the

purpose language, these extra features can be

system, the list of event notices or sequencing

added to the languag, so neatly that they appear

set (SQS) is maintained automatically by the

to be extensions to the compiler.

system and simulated system time is given through

7IURA 67 is particularly well suited to
this extension philosophy.

the procedure TIME.

It contains several

One of the important features of SIMULA is

elegant mechanisms whereby precompiled routines

the use of PROCESS as a data type.

and object declarations can be added to a user

are based on the co-routine concept.
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Processes

Each

process has a local instruction counter in addition to its

local data and programme.

Proces-

I

SIMULATION

begin

2

process class client

3

begin

;

ses operate in quasi-parallel fashion in roughly
she same way as programmes in a multi-programming environment.

activate new client delay 10

;

Execution of a process may be controlled
S

N :. N )

6

hold ('IS)

1

;

from another process by scheduling statements
such as the following:
1) ACTIVAlE process AT

timex ;

2) ATTiVNIT process DELAY dt

N :. N end ;

;

9

In the first two statements, an active
phase for the "process" is scheduled at some
time in the future.

1

;

S

3) ACHVAlE process

;

integer N ;

10

activate new client delay 0

11

hold (1000)

Ilr

;

The last statement is al;

most equivalent to a.procedure call in that
12

"process" is activated immediately, interrupting
execution of the activating process;

end ;

this is

FIGURE 1 - A complete SIMULA program

called "direct" scheduling.

It is interesting to note that list handling

A process can also schedule itself with
the proCedares HOLD and PASS1VATE.

facilities as well as simulated system time are
"110L0 (ts)"

not strictly part of the basic SIMULA language.

causes the process to halt for an interval "ts".

These facilities are defined as 5 standard pre-

PASS1VATE suspends execution of the process for

compiled extension to the language called SIMULAan indefinite period; in this case, the process
TION.

A user indicates to the compiler that he

continues execution only when activated by

wishes to Ise this extension by prefixing his

another process.

program with the naive of this extension:
Processes can .

hence,

aced into or removed
the "SIMULATION begin" at the start of the pro-

from lists 'with the procedures INTO (list) and

gram.

In the same way, the standard entities of

OUT.

GPSS and the WAIT UNTIL procedure have been im-

Figure 1 Oyes a simple but complete
plemented as an extension called GPSSS.
SIMULA program using some of the features de-

To make

use of these extra facilities, a user would prefix
scribed. 11ie main item of interest is the def-

his program with the name of the extension,
inition of CLIENT which is a process. Clients

uCTSSS".

arrive at intervals of 10 minutes, spend a time
TS in the system and leave.

T

USE OF "WAli

"TIL"-

ould be any

of SIMULA's random generator procedures.

This section presents ,.he "WAIT UNTIL" state-

There
ment as a natural way of expressing complex sched-

is no contention for resources so that no queues
form.

N

uling rules.

represents the number of customers in

the system.

Three examples of increasing com-

plexity will be used.

The main t-ogram activates the

first client and

The WAIT UNTIL statement is implemented as

thereafter, each client acti-

vates his successor.

a procedure with one parameter which can be terThe main program halts for

med the "wait condition":

1000 minutes giving a duration of 1000 minutes
WAIT UNTIL (condition)

;

to the simulation.

The condition is a Boolean expression of
any degree of complexity.

It may even include

function calls with side effects.

When the
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11----

procedure is used by a process, further execution

hold (TS2)

is suspended until the condition becomes true.

free 2 :=

If the condition is true at the outset, there is

true

;

goto to over ;

no wait.

two then one :

The first example is a modification of
programme of Figure 1.

the

In this example, clients

- - -

need the use of a facility whose state, free or

FIGURE 3 - Scheduling dependent on two facilities

occupied, is represented by the boolean variable
"free 1".

Clients wait until, the facility is

Although the use of system time, TIME, as
part of the "wait condition" will be shown to

free then mark it as busy by setting "free 1"

present problems, it is often useful to model

equal to false.

minty for a time

"balking" where a customer will leave a queue

ee upon leaving

if he has not been served within a certain time.

They use the

TS then reset the facility to
the system.
1

Here the statement, WAIT UNTIL (free

) is equivalent to a SEIZE of GPSS. The PROCESS

definition for this example is shown in Figure 2.
process class client ;

than TWAIT unless he sees that he will be the
next to be served.

begin,

In this case, the facility

is represented by two integer variables, IN1 and

activate new client delay 10

N

In the last example, the client wants to use
facility I but refuses to wait in line longer

N

1

OUT1, as well as by the state indicator, "free

;

;

WAIT UNTIL (free 1)

1".

These variables contain the total number

of clients having arrived at the facility and

;

free 1 := false ;

having left the facility.

hold (TS)

them indicates the number of clients either being

;

free 1 := true ;

N := N -

The difference between

served or waiting for service.

1

The client

,tes

in AHEAD the value of IN1 at the time of arrival;

end ;

then AHEAD-OUTI will give the number of people

FIGURE 2.- Use of WAIT UNTIL as SEI2

ahead in the queue.

In the next example shown in Figure 3,
client must use two facilities one after the

',recess class client ;

other.

begin

The facilities are representedby "free

l" and "free 2" and the order of use is immate-

integer AHEAD ;

rial.

real TOUT ;

process class client ;

11221
AHEAD := IN1 ;
TOUT := TIME + TWAIT ;
WAIT UNTIL (free 1 or free 2)
if

WAIT UNTIL (free 1 or

;

free 1 then goto one then two

(TIME > TOUT AND AHEAD - PUTl > 1));

else goto two then one ;

OUT1 := OUT1 + 1

one then two:
free 1 := false ;

hold (TS1)

;

free 1

true ;

:-=

WAIT UNTIL (free 2)
free 2 :=

;

if free 1 then goto occupy 1
else goto exit ;

- - -

end client ;

;

false ;

FIGURE 4-Programming of complex balking decision
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The WAIT UNTIL statement is clearly a powerful tool for the descriptioin of models.

the process is not halted and leaves the proce-

It also

dure.

describes scheduling in a natural manner.

Otherwise, the process is placed in WAITQ

and passivated.

The test to determine if a pro-

cess may leave WAITQ is done, not by the monitor
IMPLEMENTATION

but by the process (lines 6,7).

However, it is

the responsibility of the monitor to activate

The WAIT UNTIL extension has been implemented using the source

language facilities of

SIMULA and not by modifying the compiler.

processes when it is possible that the wait condition may be true.

There

When the wait condition is

fulfilled, the process leaves WAITQ by using the

are four vital elements to the implementation of

standard SIMULA procedure OUT (line 8), sets

WAIT UNTIL:

"action" (line 9) to indicate successful exit

1)

2)

A procedure called WAIT UNTIL to be

and carries on execution of its programme.

used by the processes.

reduce overhead, the wait monitor is normally

A list, WAITQ, where processes halted

idle (passive) and is only activated when pro-

as a result of use of the WAIT UNTIL

cesses enter WAITQ (line 5).

procedure are kept.
3)

4)

The interrogation of the wait conditions

a monitor which examines waiting pro-

could be done continuously, but this is grossly

cesses and reactivates them at the

inefficient.

only continue following a change in system state.

A global Boolean variable, ACTION, used

With the exception of the system variable TIME,

for communication between waiting pro-

a change of system state may only be caused by

cesses and the monitor.

an event.

sing by name.

tion" passed as the parameter.

Processes in WAITQ reed, therefore,

only be queried after each event.

In the procedure, each use of

This periodic

examination is controlled by the "wait monitor"

"B" results in re-evaluation of the "wait condi-

whose description is given below:

The procedure is

given in Figure 5.

2

Once a process is blocked, it can

opportune moment.

The procedure makes use of parameter pas-

1

1

process class wait monitor ;

2

begin

procedure WAIT UNTIL (B) ; name B.;

3

boolean B ;

4

begin

5

action :=
pt

ref (process) pt ;
start

waitq.empty -then passivate ;
false

;

3

if B then goto exit ;

6

4

into (WAITQ)

7

5

if monitor.idle then activate

8

activate pt ;

monitor after next ev ;

9

if action then goto start ;

10

pt

6

To

;

loop : passivate ;

7

if not B then goto loop ;

11

8

out ;

12

9

action := true ;

10 exit

waitq.first ;

loop : if pt== none then goto, wait ;,

pt.suc :

goto loop ;
wait : reactivate this wait monitor after

next ev ;
13

:

11 end wait until ;

14

FIGURE 5 - The WAIT UNTIL procedure

sot° start ;
end

wait monitor ;

s

-

FIGURE 6 - The wait monitor

If the wait condition is true Latially,

Basically, the monitor goes into action
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after each event (line 12) and activates in turn
all processes in WAITQ (lines 7-11).

simulation.

The impli-

The solution that has been adopted is to

cit priority is FIFO, new arrivals being placed

provide the programmer with dummy events called

at the end of WAITQ but a priority scheme

ALARMS.

could easily be implemented.

These are defined in 5!MULA by
process class ALARM.;

If no process is able to leave, the monitor waits until the next event.

If, on the other

tion of tLe "balking" example of Figure 4 by ge-

hand, a process leaves WAITQ, this is equivalent

nerating an ALARM to trigger an event when the

to a new event and the monitor passes through

client may wish to leave.

WAITQ once again.

shown below:

The monitor carries on testing

until no process can advance.

;

A programmer can now insure correct opera-

Tho proper procedure is

It is by testing

TOUT :=

the boolean "action" that the monitor checks if

activate new ALARM at TOUT ;

a process has been able to leave WAITQ.

WAIT UNTIL (free 1 or TIME=TOUT)

To reduce overhead, the monitor passivates
itself when it finds WAITQ empty.

TIME + TWAIT ;

;

It is reacti-

DISCUSSION OF EFFICIENCY

vated by the first process to enter WAITQ.

Interrogative scheduling as exemplified by

PROBLEM OF TIME

the WAIT UNTIL statement is a powerful tool,_ but

in the case of.simple scheduling decisions, the

The implementation described is very ge-

method is highly inefficient compared to other

neral and works for any possible wait condition
with one exception.
of the variable TIME.

scheduling algorithms.

The exception is the use
TIME is different from

1) Waiting t-ansactions are placed in a

all other system variables in that it changes

single list irrespective of the wait condition.

continuously by itself without posting event
notices.

der

This causes some difficulties.

A change of state in the system leads to exami-

Consi-

nation of all-waiting processes.

the two following statements:
a) WAIT UNTIL (TIME = 15)

b) WAIT UNTIL (TIME > 15)

2) Each waiting process ,aust be tested
;

before knowing if it can continue.

scheduled at times 10 and 20 respectively.

portion of the tests will be unsuccessful.

Efficiency is gained by reducing the num

The

ber of waiting processes that must be examined

processes in WAITQ will only be examined at the-

for a given change in system state.

The process having executes sta-

This is

achieVed by having several wait lists, each cor-

tement (a) will never be reactivated and the

responding to a distinct wait condition (this is'

process of statement-(b) will cairy on rt
time = 20.

A large pro-

;

and assume that two future events have been

se two times.

The ineffiliency comes

from two main sources.

equivalent to the inverted list concept used in

This is obviously contrary to the

structuring data bases).

intent of the programmers who intended for their

A natural ordering

within the list so that only the first or last

processes to carry on when TIME became equal to

element need be tested also reduces overhead.

15.

One solution would be to scan WAITQ at

cific enough, the repetitive individual testing

fixed time intervals At snd require that wait

of each waiting process may be eliminated.

conditions involving TIME expressions work with
multiples of At.

If

the wait condition for a particular list is spe-

The future events list and imperative se-

This method throws away the

quencing statements found in most simulation lan-

advantages gained by using an event-oriented

guages form an example of these principles.
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The

The list contains all the processes waiting
for the passage of time.

purpose simulation languages.

Control may be passed

WAIT UNTIL has been implemented as a source

to the first element in this list without

language extension to SIMULA 67.

searching or testing.

larly be added to other languages,

It is therefore much

more efficient to use

although the

implementation might not be as elegant. Effor s

"activate this process at TOUT;"

were made to minimize the overhead resulting

than tc ase

from use of this feature.

"wait until (TIME = TOUT);"

The WAIT UNTIL, sta-

tement is more suitable to complex decision rules.

when scheduling of a process, depends on

Simple scheduling can be accomplished more effi-

the state of (Ale variable only, efficiency may

ciently in other ways.

be gained if the variable is programmed as
a GPSS facility or storage.

It could simi-

The use of the variable TIME as part of the

Efficient imple-

wait condition-was shown to give rise to, some

mentationin SIMULA of these entities as well

problems which could be eliminated by means of

as the associated SEIZE and RELEASE procedures

dummy event called ALARMS.

has previously been described [4 1.

It would

then be advisable to use
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Inventory control is one of the "classical" problem areas for quantitative analysis.
Inventory
and distribution systems-have been subjected to analysis using s.lulation
since the advent of
medium size computers. In this session the emphasis is
on production inventories and their interaction with production efficiency and warehouse operations.
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SIMULATION OF SEQUENTIAL PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
WITH IN-PROCESS INVENTORY

David R. Anderon
Brian D. Sellers

Mohammed M. Shama
Department of Quantitative Analysis
University of Cincinnati

Abstract
This paper presents simulation results from a general sequential
production system.

The results are used to establish the effect

of service time variability and to estimate minimum cost-in process inventory capacities.

This paper deals with the problem

optimal size buffer will be desirable.

of finding optimal in-rrocess inventory

Industrial engineers and system analysts

levels for a general production system.

are frequently confronted with the de-

Specifically the system can be described

sign and evaluation of such production

as a production lin'. with N separate

line systems.

stages (work stations) where an in-pro-

The Model

cess inventory buffer with a fixed capa-

In our rnsearch we simulated 2-,

city is provided between these stages.

3-, and 4-stage production systems with

All work units are processed through the

0,

stages in a flxed sequence.

with normal service times.

We assume

2, 4, 6, and 8 buffer capacities and

Coefficients

an infnii--.1 supply of input at the first

of variation for the normal distribu-

stage c'ad r.o blocking of output from the

tions ranged from .01 to .30.

laz'.. stage.

Typically, such systems are

We used

the ncrmal distribution for several rea-

used for high volume production, and op-

sons:

erati,ng costs saved by choosing an

a pattern of variation that is similar

numerous variables seem to follow
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I
1

to the normal distribution; and the

the system coefficient of variation by

normal distribution can be an excellent

the following formula:

approximation to several other distributions.

The chief reason for using the

CV i

(CV1)2+(CV2)2+...+(CVN)2
N

(1]

normal distribution, however, was its
practical significance.

Lind (6] and

where CV = the system coefficient of

Nadler (7] found that manufacturing pro-

variation

cesses, whether machine or operator con-

CV1 = coefficient of variation of

trolled, exhibit an inherent variation

Stage 1

about their mean production rates rang-

CV2 = coefficient of venation of

ing from approximately normal distribu-

Stage 2

tions to positively skewed distributions
of the Pearson Type II curve.

GPSS

(General Purpose Systems Simulation) was

.CVN = coefficient of variation of

chosen as the language for our studies

Stage N

because of its adaptability to manufac-

N = number of stages in

turing processes and especially to production lines.

nc

system

Not only is the struc-

The service time at each stage in the

ture of GPSS suited quite well to such

simulated production line was randomly

queueing problems incapable of mathema-

assigned a normal distribution with a

tical formulation, but it also permits

coefficient of variation of .01, .02,

the direct and complete observation of

.03,,

.04, ..., .27, .28,

.29, or .30.

the dynamic behavior of the processes.

Three sets of variation patterns for the

In general simulation provided a closer

coefficient of variation of each system

-fit to reality and an insight into sys-

were calculated, and one of them was

tem characteristics unobtainable through

discarded on the basis of duplication or

strictly aralytiJal formulations.

cl...se similarity to another pattern.

In this research we investigated

The example below illustrates two su-3

the behavior of systems in which the in-

patterns forla 3 -stage model with a

dividual stages have service times with

buffer capacity of 4 and a coefficient

different coefficients of variation.

of variation for the system of 0.20.

For each system we determine an overall
measure of system variation.

We define
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CV
CV
CV
CV for
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 System

various aspects of the systems according
to the parameters of the number of

System 1

.20

.05

.28

.2007

System 2

.24

.24

.08

.2013

stages in the system, the system coefficieLt of variation, and the buffer capa-

The Simulation Process

city.

A basic unit called a transaction

Our goal was to use the simula-

tion results to find the following func-

travels through the simulation model

tional relationships:

with processing stations and storage

.

INVENTORY = f

( N,B,CV )

areas, and,statisti,:s are gathered on

DELAY = f ( N,B,CV )

its movement with respect to congestion

UTILIZATION = f ( N,E,CV )

and occupancy, total time, and delay.

where N

We used a 3000 transaction starting run

CV = system coefficient of varia-

sient-state build up would not affe...:t

used 15,000 transar"

= number of stages in system
= buffer capacity

for assurance that the effect of tran-

the steady-state Statistics.

[2)

tion

We then

Using these equation

n steady-state

,

we developed

the general cost equation for any pro-

runs.

Ludiion line system where
Two ,types of delay were identified

in the studies:
ing delay.

TOTAL COST = f ( N,B,CV )

lack of work and block-

(3]

This equation along with the others pro-

Lack of work occurs at a

vided the framework for determx.ling op-

stage when the buffer immediately pre-

timal buffer capacities, optimal operat-

ceding it is empty and the stage is

ing costs, aniA optimal utilization of

available for processing; blocking

production line faciliti s.

occurs when the buffer immediately pro-

General System Behavior

ceeding it is full and the stage has

In viewing the data, it appears

completed processing on its current con-

that buffer capacity and the system co- -

tents.

efficient,of variation have the most

During the simulation runs we

gathered statistics on blocking and lack

s4,aificanb effect on average delay.

of work delay, buffer content, facility

buffer capacity increases, delay rapAly

utilization, and production times.

approaches zero.

Af-

As

There is a very large

ter gathering statistics for all the

drop in delay with an increase in buffer

systems, we used regression analysis for

capacity from zero to two units.

the formulation of functions defining

is in agreement with Hatcher's analytical
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This

results (1969) that only a small amount

stages increases average system content

of storage capacity is required to reach

by more than one unit since not only is
_I

near optimum production rates.

another stage added but also another

For ex-

In viewing the data, however,

ample, a 3-stage system with a system

buffer.

coefficient of variation of .20 dis-

tite system coefficient of variation

played 13.3% delay for no buffer capaci-

appears to have no significant effect on

ty, 2.11% for a buffer capacity of two,

average content.

and .73% for a buffer capacity of eight.

buffer, systems with higher system vari-

Similarly as the system coefficient of

ation display slightly lower average

variation increases, the system displays

content, but this does not hold as soon

greater delay.

For the case of no

as buffer capacity is added.

A 3-stage system with a

In analyzing internal system behav-

buffer capacity of 4 displayed .12%
average delay for a system coefficient

ior, the results for lack of work and

of variation of .05 and 1.9% delay for a

blocking delay were in agreement with

coefficient of .25.

Anderson's earlier results where the co-

Increasing the num-

ber of stages in the system also in-

efficient of variation was held constant

creased delay but not as significany

at each stage throughout the system.

as the other two variables.

Basically, blocking delay is highest for

Fo! exam-

ple, for two systems with buffer capaci-

the first stage and decreases at each

ties of 4 and a system coefficient of

stage up to the last where it is zero.

variation of .20, a 2-stage system dis-

Lack of work is zero for the first stage

played 1.0% delay and a 4-stage system

and increases up to the highest amount

displayed 1.7% delay.

at the last stage.

.

This general rule

held for all systems with few exceptions.

Average system content appears to

be affected by both buffer capacity and

Average buffer content was, with only

number of stages in the syStem.

one exception, highest in the first buf-

Natur-

The

ally system content increases as buffer

fer and lowest in the last buffer.

capacity is increased up to a point

percentage of time the buffers were emp-

where blocking delay approaches zero.

ty, a good indication of relative lack

Vtien buTIcr:-re large and blocking de-

of work delay at proceedings stages, was

lays near zero, further increases in

iri "leve.cy case lowest for the first buff-

.

buffer capacity remain unused.

er and highest for the last buffer.

Obvi-

some cases the gradations from lowest

ously an increase in the number of

8$

In

lack of work and blocking delay were

resorted to nonlinear regression.

gradual and in other cases quite steep.

theoretical basis for the delay equation,

However, this could not be traced to

we considered Hunt's analytical deriva-

particular variation patterns.

tion of delay in thg a-stage exponential

Also,

evidence seems to indicate that contents

service time system.

of the individual buffers is independent

tically the following equation:

of the system coefficient of variation.

A: a

He obtained analy-

Delay =

[5]

Estimating System Delays and Contents
Using this starting point, Anderson had

First we used stepwise regression
to develop a formula for content.

previously developed the delay equation
Using
a

the following terminology

Delay

1

B+a

[6]

2

C = system coefficient of variation
where a
N = number of stages
a

B = buffer capacity

1
2

= f

1 N"C)

= f (3 N
2

C)
'

we regressed the variables C, 0, B, C 2 ,

After testing several formulations, we

N2, B2, CN, CB, and NB.

came up with the following function

We obtained a

correlation coefficient of .938.

which is relatively simple

With

the exception of B2, all of the vari-

Delay

B +.453

( .134

ables containing C were the last to enter the regression equation and did not

+.131028+.11.1C'370 +.052CN)

(7]

increase the correlation coefficient
significantly.

Using the variables'N,

with an R

2

of .985.

Further complexity

B, and NB, we obtained the following

did not improve the fit significantly.

equation:

The Cost Model and Optimal

Content = .08-.27B+.93N+.41NB

with an R

2

of .928.

Inventory Level

[4]

Using nonlinear re-

In order to evaluate systems on a

gression did not result in any signifi-

cost basis and derive optimal buffer ca-

cant improvement.

pacity for various cost structures, we

After this we developed a delay

use the same cost model as presented in

equation from stepwise regression of the

Anderson's earlier paper.

variables B, N, C, B2, C2, N2, BN, BC,

model for a sequential queue is shown

and NC.

2

But we obtained an R

.881 and the fit was very poor.

of only

The general

below.

Next we

Let
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N = number of stages

B = buffer capacities

al K
D = average delay/unit time

B*

I = average contents of the

i -.27L1+.41NLI+(N-1)L2

where a

system

1

+.111C 870

a2 = .453

spaces

The second derivative shows this to be a

K = cost of delay/unit time
1

028

[13]

+.052CN

S = total number of storage

L

= -.134+.131N'

a2

minimum.

= inventory cost/unit/unit
time

In order to compare the cost proper-

L2 = storage space cost/unit/

ties of the two models, let L equal the

unit time

effective space-holding cost at the opti-

T = total cost/unit time

mal buffer size of B*.

the

From the equation

we must have
T = DK + IL

1

+ SL

.-.27L+.4NL+(N-1)L=.27L1+.41NL 1

[8]

2

But since S is known to be:

+(N-1)L2

S = (N-1)B

giving

[9]

we have

-.27L + 41NL +(N-1)I,
1

L

T = DK + IL

1

+ (N-1)BL

2

1

2

1.41N -1.27

[10]

Rewriting the equation, we get

Using the equations we obtained from regression analysis for average delay and

B*

content, we can formulate the total cost

la 1

K

(1.41N-1.27)L

a2

[

16]

equation where al and a2 are as defined

Let ¢ = the ratio of delay cost K to the

before

effective holding cost
a

T =

1

B+a

K

¢ = K/L

Then

2

+.41NB)L +(N-1)BL
1

2

[11]

B*

For optimal buffer capacity with respect
to cost we have
-a
aT
aB

[17]

+(08-.27B+.93N

1

la 1

¢

(1.41N-1.27)

a

2

[18]

and

K

T* = DK + LB + (N-1)8* L
27L1 +.41NL1

7;;;71
2

= DK + IK/¢ + (N-1)B* K/¢
+(N-1)L2 = 0

[12]

= (D + 1/¢ + (N-1)B*/¢) K

[19]

Letting K=¢ we generate the following
table for optimal buffer capacities and
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optimal costs for the given ratios of 4).

1,000

5,000

10,000

50,000

Buffer Sizes

Total Cost

CV

CV

N

.05

.10

.15

2

2

4

3

2

3

4

2

2

.20

.25

4

5

3

4

2

3

6

9

3

5

7

4

4

2

.05

.10

.15

.20

.25

6

10.32

13.74

16.33

18.44

2C.35

5

15.75

20.92

25.01

28.11

31.12

4

4

21.01

28.01

32.75

37.21

40.91

10

12

13

21.28

29.08

34.89

39.71

43.94

8

10

11

33.34

44.83

53.64

61.01

67.44

6

7

9

10

44.61

59.43

71.08

80.76

89.31

9

12

15

17

19

29.60

40.57

48.57

55.64

61.62

3

7

10

12

14

15

46.51

62.76

75.17

85.59

94.72

4

6

9

11

12

14

62.22

83.28

99.62

113.38

125.46

2

20

28

34

39

43

64.62

89.17

107.57

122.88

136.25

3

17

23

27

31

35

102.14

138.46

166.20

189.47

209.88

4

15

20

25

28

31

136.58

183.99

220.49

251.19

278.23

Simulation Summary

system, and that the pattern of varia-

In total we simulated the produc-

tion among the individual stages has no

tion process-of 18,000 units a total of

significant effect on the behavior of

150 times.

the system.

These simulations required

From the results, it appears

over seven hours of computer time and

possible to obtain an excellent approxi-

cost roughly $4800.

mation to optimum buffer size for any

Conclusion

system meeting the general assumptions

A general class of simulation

of the model.

Also we can gain insight

models of production lines have-been

into the cost of constraints on buffer

studied to formulate theories on system

sizes less than optimum.

behavior.

provided significant results to the gen-

All of the systems had norm-

Simulation has

ally distributed processing times as an

eral in-process inventory problem where

approximation to conditions oft%n en-

a theoretical approach would have been

countered in the manufacturing environ-

virtually impossible.

ment.

Results show that the behavior of

such systems is a function of buffer capacity, the system coefficient of variation, and the number of stages in the
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A MODEL FOR ANALYZING CLOSED-LOOP CONVEYOR
SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLE WORK STATIONS

Lynn E. Bussey, Ph.D.

Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas

M. Palmer Terrell, Ph.D.
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma

Abstract

This paper presents the modeling methodology incorporated in a GPSS/
360 program to simulate and test the operation of a generalized recirculating conveyor-supplied system, consisting 6f loader, conveyor,
and multiple work stations.

Featmesof the generalized model include

its ability to simulate a constant-speed closed-loop conveyor with discretely spaced random loads, variable spacing between work stations,

variable supply and return distances, variable total length, zero or
specifiably

finite local storages at each work station, homogeneous

service rates in the work stations, variable number of work stations,
and choice of arrival (loading) distribution.

Output statistics in-

clude many tabulated operating characteristics of the system;

Introduction

The design of recirculating conveyor-

in manufacturing organizations.

Since invest-

supplied multiserver systems constitutes a

ments in conveyor systems are expensive, it is

significant area of responsibility for engineers

desirable that engineers have a reliable design
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methodology for such systems.

larger system composed of a loader, the conveyor

A search of pertinent conveyor theory

and the service channels.

He develops three

literature indicates that a number of prior in-

intuitive principles governing recirculating

vestigators apply multichannel queueing theory

conveyor operation, but presents no operating

or theory-based simulations to the analysis of

characteristics other than how to calculate

recirculating conveyor-supplied multiserver

limiting values of speed, capacity and uniformity

systems.

of loading.

Previous research efforts on the con-

veyor system typically have investigated one of
two situations:

Pritsker (6), 1966, using simulation

(1) conveyors with randomly-

methods, investigates the effect of feedback

spaced loads serving single or multiple servers

(recirculation) for systems experiencing both

(e.g., a powered belt conveyor), and (2) con-

deterministic and Markovian arrivals, and con-

veyors with discretely spaced loads (usually

cludes that distance between channels and feed-

uniformly spaced) serving single or multiple

back delay (distance) do not affect the steady-

servers (e.g., a powered line or overhead-type

state operating characteristics of the system.

conveyor with "hooks").

A careful reading of Pritsker's investigation

The methods used to analyze the discretely

will reveal, however, that he (1) precludes the

spaced ("hook") conveyor are completely dif-

formation of an arrival queue at the loading

ferent from those used for the randomly spaced

point, (2) permits the possibility for recircu-

("belt") type.

lated items and newly arrived items to arrive

The present model is concerned

with the analysis of the recirculating "hook" -

at the first server at the same virtual instant

type conveyor, in which loads can he visualized

in real time, and (3) assumes zero time delay

as being spaced at integer multiples of the

for items transiting between channels in search

"hook" spacing on a closed-loop conveyor that

of an open channel, while simultaneously

moves at constant speed.

specifying a finite time delay on the return

While there is a fair

amount of prior research concerned with non-

portion of the conveyor. 'These are the

recirculating conveyor-supplied systems, there

characteristics, not of a constant-speed system,

appears to be only a meager amount of work con-

but rather of a looped system, for example,

cerned with the recirculating system in which

composed of two belt-type conveyors (one, the

the conveyor is a continuous loop moving at

supply conveyor to the servers, running very

constant speed.

fast -- perhaps at "infinite" speed to provide

Kwo (2), 1958, was the first to conceive

the zero time delay between servers -- and ae

the recirculating conveyor in its role as a

other, the return conveyor, running at some

storage and delivery device as a part of a

slower, finite speed), with both belts being
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randomly loaded (i.e., with loads randomly

paper models the physical system depicted in

spaced).

Figure 1.

The same comments may be directed to the

This system consists of a supply

point (or "loader"), the recirculating closed-

simulations used by Phillips (4), 1969, and

loop conveyor, and the m service facilities or

Phillips and Skeith (5), 1969, who extend

channels ("servers").

Pritsker's simulation to include more system
operating characteristics.

Functionally, the system shown in Figure 1

The essential dif-

can be described as follows.

ference between Phillip's (4) model and

Semi-processed

items, presumably from a prior stage in a manu-

Pritsker's (6) is that Phillips requires a

facturing process, arrive at the tail of the

queue to build at the head of the return con-

loader at random times, according to some inter-

veyor if the return conveyor is occupied, where-

arrival time distribution with a mean rats A.

as Pritsker's model does not contain this re-

If a queue is present in the loader, an arriving

striction.

item waits; otherwise, it is loaded directly on

These prior investigations apparently fail

the first empty positior on the passing conveyor.

to model the constant-speed recirculating con-

Queue discipline in the loader is FIFO.

veyor faithfully; that is, a recirculating con-

such on-loaded arriving item, or any recircu-

veyor in the form of a continuous loop that

lated item, is conveyed at constant conveyor

operates at constant speed.

Consequently, the

speed to the first service channel for additional

effects due to finite time delays occuring in
the system are not isolated and analyzed.

Each

processing, where the server is polled for avail-

Thus,

ability.

a remedy for these,deficiencies became the

If the first server is idle, or if

space in a local storage reserve is available,

impetus for the development of the model de:-

then the conveyor- supplied item is off-loaded

scribed herein.

and either enters theserver or is added to the

An additional objective, adopted early in

local storage of reserved (useables), as the

the conceptual phase, was to create a utility

case may be.

simulation model of the constant-speed recir-

storage is full, the conveyor-supplied item re-

culating system -- a model that would be highly

mains on the conveyor and, a short time later,

flexible and capable of application over a wide

depending upon the constant conveyor speed, polls

range of operating conditions without changing
the program code.

If the first server or the first

the second server for availability.

The result is presented

If the

second server is available (idle server or non-

herein.

full storage reserve), the item is off-loaded;
Description of the Physical System

otherwise it continues to,the third server, and

The simulation program presented in this

so forth.
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1

The polling sequence is repeated until one
of two events occur:

free channel (n local storage availability; that

(a) entry is gained at one

is, the unloading decision is made at the dis-

of the subsequent channels, or (b) entry is not

crete point in time when the item reaches a par-

gained at any channel, causing the conveyor-

ticular channel (no "look-ahead").

supplied item to recirculate at constant speed

the servers for availability in sequence in the

on the return portion of the conveyor, finally

direction of conveyor movement, and items

to reappear again at the first channel where

failing to gain admission at the m

the polling sequence begins again.

channel are recirculated.

Items poll

th

With the

proper choice of system parameters, in the form

6.

(last)

The "hooks" on the conveyor are equally

of arrivals, services, conveyor speed, and

spaced and the conveyor moves at constant speed.

physical dimensions of the system, the arrivals

Since the conveyor is a continuous loop, both

at the loader constitute a "birth" process and

service and return portions move at the same

the services in the servicing channels consti-

speed.

tute a "death" process, so that the system can

7.

be operated at stochastic equilibrium.

-- that is, loader to first channel distance,

The conceptual system shown in Figure 1 is

return conveyor length, and inter-channel

based on the,following assumptions:
1.

The physical dimensions of the system

spacing -- are finite (0 < DL, DR, Ds < .).

Arrivals into the system (at the tail
Model Description

of the loader queue) are assumed to follow an
Based on the foregoing assumptions and on
interarrival time distribution of the investithe functioning of the physical system, a s

gator's choice (e.g., exponential, determinlation model was encoded in the GPSS/360 si,
istic, etc.)
lation language (7).
2.

Local storage (reserve) may or may not

The flow chart in Figure 2 displays the
be specific at any channel -- that is, the
basic coding.

The format of Figure 2 generally

capacity of each server 'is restricted to the

follows the physical system in Figure 1 to
item receiving service, plus any value of local

facilitate identification of the coded program
storage (including zero).

steps with the functional portions of the system
3.

All service channels have the same mean
.

in Figure 1.

Most of the GPSS statistical tab-

service rate.

ulation blocks (the system "instrumentation" by
4.

Outputs from the service channels are

which output information is gathered) have been
not returned to the recirculating conveyor.
omitted from Figure 2 for clarity.
S.

The unloading of an item from the conIn describing the simulation model the

veyor is determined solely on the basisrof a
following topics will be presented:
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composition,

model input, model functioning, unique features,

simulation program are flexibility of appli-

model output, and model execution.

cation and ease with which the model configur-

Each of

thest: topics is discussed in the following

ation can be changed.

paragraphs.

These objectives are

accomplished in the model by writing the proModel Composition

gram in generalized form and INITIALizing -input

Referring to Figure 2, the model system

data.

All input to the program is through ten

program consists of eight functional portions:

INITIAL cards, one STORAGE card, and two

(1) data input cards (not illustrated), (2) a

FUNCTION definitions.

data initialization sequence (not illustrated),

puts, the following system parameters are con-

(3) a sequence of blocks representing the re-

trolled:

By means of these in-

circulating conveyor, ( 4) a sequence of blocks

1.

Number of service channels (1 - 10),

providing for system arrivals and representing

2.

Spacing between channels (in "hook"

the loader, (5) a generalized block sequence

pitches),

representing from 1 - 10 service channels, (6) a

3.

block sequence representing the unloading oper-

Distance fron loader to first channel
(pitches),

ation at the service channels, (7) a data com-

4.

Total length of conveyor (no. of hooks),

puting sequence (not illustrated), and (8)

5.

Conveyor "hook" pitch (in feet),

6.

Conveyor speed (feet/min),

t.

Mean interarrival time of arrivals

a re-

port generator (not illustrated).

By means of the REALLOCATE feature in the
GPSS language best use is made of the necessary

at the loader queue tail (millimin),

core, so that the program in its present version

8.

runs in 122K of a 128K partition on the IBM 360
series computers.

Mean service time of a served item
(millimin),

Compile and run time together

9.

on a 360/65 varies "rem about 40 seconds to more

10.

Standard deviation of service time,

than 2 minutes, depending upon the "length" of

11.

Capacities of local storage ( "useables ")

the conveyor (total number of transactions in

at each service channel (no. of items),

the system) and on the number of service channels

12.

(proportional to the amount of internal computation required).

Standard deviation of interarrival time,

Statistical distribution of item interarrival time,

The entire source deck in-

13.

cluding comment cards is about 300 cards in

Statistical distribution of item servisa time.

length.

These system parameters completely specify anv
Model Input

constant-speed recirculating conveyor-supplied

Two distinguishing features of a utility

system of the form depicted in Figure 1, in which
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loads arr... spaced at random discrete intervals

(Field C), to per

(Iv integral multiples of the "hook" pitch).

and calculation to take place via another

By merely specifying the values of these

(earlier) transaction orientating in a preceding

parameters, one can use this model without

GENERATE block (not depicted in Plgure il,.

change to simulate any particular system of the

SAVEX S (Field D) contains the total number of

type mentioned which incorporates any arrival

transactions (number of "hooks") to le generated,

distribution and any service time distribution

each of which is generated with PRIORITY 0

(given That they have finite variances), and

(Field Ii), and also with 6 fullwoed parameters

which consists of 400 or less "hooks" aad 10 or

(Fields F and G).

less service channels.

length ce the conveyor is established, as well

Model Functioning

. input data initialization

In this manner, the total

as the disuero (and uniform) time spacing of

After the necessary data are read in to

each "hook" corresponding to the conveyor speed

describe the exact model configuration desired,

and pitch.

the GPSS program first generates one transaction

Since each "hook" transaction in the entire

which performs some calculations on these data

circuit is never destroyed and always experi-

and stores the results in tAVEVALUEs for sub-

ences the same relative incremental delay, in

sequent internal use.

the circuit, each "hook" transaction retains its

(These details are not

reported here).

identity throughout the simulation and also its

Subsequently, the next block sequence of

'time-relative position to every other "hook" at

interest is the manner in which the program

all times, regardless of its physical location

"builds" the recirculating conveyor and simu-

in the system logic.

lates its operation (see Figure 2).

The "hook"

thus one of a specific sequential, time-ordered,

transactions representing the conveyor are gen-

finite numbered set of transactions which behave

erated by the "conveyor building generator":

in the simulation as a convcTor Alain on which

GENERATE

X302,X5,0,6,F

The functional effect is

load points ("hooks") are discretely spaced and

SAVEX 30 contains the mean creation time which

which move at constant speed in a closed loop.

the program has earlier computed from the

The six "hook" transaction parameters are

specified "hook" pitch and the conveyor speed.

utilized as follows:

No modifier is specified in Field B, so that the

P1:

Contains the value 0 or 1, to indicate

conveyor "hook" transactions are created at con-

whether the "hook" is loaded (1) or

stant intervals of the mean time required by

empty (0).

SAVEX 30.

The first of the "hook" transactions

P2:

is created at an offset of 2 time units

Contains a value (1, 2, ..., 10) to
indicate the next service channel to
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be polled for entry.

If entry is suc-

first item to be processed "appears" at the

cessful, this value becomes the channel

loader.

identifying index.

and each "item" transaction is created with

P3: Contains a value for the variable time

There is no creation limit (Field 0),

PRIORITY 1 (Field E) and with 2 fullword para-

delay to be experienced by the "hook"

meters (Fields F and G).

transaction in "skip" transiting be-

The key blocks in the "loader" are the

tween a channel where a load has just

ENTER MAIN 1, GATE LS 1, and LEAVE MAIN 1 blocks.

been unloaded and the beginning point

Storage "MAIN" is capacitated by a STORXGE def-

of the recirculation loop.

initior card to a value of onc4

P4: Contains the number of recirculations

GATE LS 1 pre-

vents the forward movement of an "item" trans-

experienced by a loaded "hook" before

action in "MAIN" until LOGIC Switch 1 is set

it is unloaded (reset to zero immedi-

("on").

ately after the "hook" is unloaded).

formation of a first-come, first-served queue

P5,P6: For use in future modifications of the

This combination of blocks forces the

("LINE") of "items" behind the loader in the

model.

event the conveyo7 cot load "items" as fast

The next block sequence of interest is the

as they arrive.

one defining the operation of the "loading sta-

Assuming now that the simulation has ad-

tion" and its interaction with the conveyor

vanced to the point where there is an "itea"

"hook" transactions.

transaction in "MAIN" (delayed by GATE LS ,

The transactions repre-

senting incoming physical items to be conveyed

and where a queue ("LINE") exists waiting xo

and processed by the system arc generated by the

enter "MAIN", the interaction of the conveyor

block

with the loader can be described as follows.

GENERATE X7,FN1,X251,2,F

A

recirculating "hook" transaction is first tested

.

SAVEX 7 contains the "item" mean interarrival
time (from INITIAL data), which is modified by

LOAD TEST E

P1,0,0YPAS

FUNCTION I, the interarrival time distribution

to determine if the conveyor "hook" is empty

(any desired normalized statistical distribution

(P1 = 0).

with finite variance).

"hook" bypasses the loading sequence to the BYPAS

The offset interval is

If it is already loaded (P1 / 0) the

specified in Field C, which uses the value con-

ADVANCE X26 block.

tained in SAVEX 25 -

(Pi = 0), it then tests for the presence of one

a value calculated in-

terneLly in the data initialization sequence,

If the "hook" is emnty

or more "item" transactions in the loader:

sufficig,tly great timewise to permit the re-

TEST G

circulating conveyor to be "built" before the

Q$LINE,O,BYPAS

If there is no item waiting (Q$LINE = 0), the
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"hook" bypasses to BYPAS ADVANCE X26.

If there

transit time (X26) analogous to the conveyor

is an item waiting (Q$UNE ¢ 0), the "hook"

distance from the loader to the first service

transaction then sets LOGIC S 1 ("on") and im-

channel.

mediately encounters the BUFFER block, with the

internally calculated once from the initialized

following consequences:

input data by an earlier one-time transaction,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(The time delay value in SAVEX 26 is

the current events chain scan is re-

and all "hooks", loaded or unloaded, are delayed

initiated,

by the same increment of relative time).

the "hook" transaction is delayed with

The next block sequences of interest are

zero relative time change (since it

the "channel test sequence" and the "channel

is Priority 0),

indexing sequence" (Figure 2).

the "item" transaction in "MAIN" is

self-explanatory, except to point out that the

activated and moves (since it is

first test (CNT2

Priority 1) as a result of Logic

determine if the "hook" transaction is loaded

Switch 1 having been set ("on") by the

(P1 = 1).

"hook" transaction.

polling sequence to the ADVANCE block (ADV31

The "item" trans-

TEST E

These are nearly

P1,1,ADV31) is to

If not, the hook bypasses the channel

action then continues to move, which

ADVANCE

resets Logic Switch 1 (resetting the

necessary (stored in SAVEX 31) to transit the

"gate" so as to delay a subsequent

distance between the first and last service

"item" transaction), then on to TER-

channels.

MINATE 0 after passing through the

(P1 = 1), the ASSIGN 2,K1 block assigns the

DEPART LINE, TABULATE, an LEAVE MAIN

value 1 to Parameter 2, which indicates that the

1 blocks.

polling sequence is to begin with Channel 1.

This sequence destroys one "item" trans-

X31) which provides the time delay

Otherwise, if the "hook" is loaded

Channel 1 is tested for entry in the block

action, which has now served its purpose --

GATE1 GATE SNF

P2,NEXT1

representing a load or "item" for the "hook"

(when the value of the channel index, P2 = 1),

waiting in BUFFER.

which allows the "loaded hook" transaction to

After the "item" transaction

is TERMINATEd, the waiting "hook" transaction

enter the "unloading sequence" at Channel 1 if

moves immediately (since it was delayed with

that channel (or its local storage) is not full;

zero relative time), and its Parameter 1 is

otherwise the transaction moves to the block

changed from 0 to 1 (signifying now a loaded
"hook") by the ASSIGN 1, K1 block.

NEXT1 TEST L

The "loaded

P2,XI,OVER

which determines if the last channel has been

hook" transaction then proceeds to the BYPAS

tested.

ADVANCE X26 block, where it is delayed for the

the indexing sequence in which the channel
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If not, the transaction moves through

identifying number (P2) is incremented by one,

contained in Parameter 2 of the "copy"

a delay is encountered corresponding to the

transaction, joining the appropriate

distance between two adjacent channels, and the

QUEUE*2, and so forth;

next sequential channel is polled for entry.

(d)

when the "copy" transaction ceases to

Loaded, unserviced "hook" transactions, after

move, due to QUEUE*2 or ADVANCE X8,FN2,

polling each channel and failing to unload, then

then the parent "hook" transaction

begin the recirculation journey via the ADVANCE

(now with PR = 0) moves again through

X28 olock after passing through the statistical

the remainder of the unloading se-

TABULATE RECIR block, which tabulates the re-

quence blocks, which perform the

circulation frequency of loaded "hooks".

housekeeping functions noted in

If a "loaded hook" finds an open service

Figure 2.

It is noteworthy to add

channel or available local storage in the pol-

that the ASSIGN 1, KO block changes

ling sequence, it then enters the "unloading se-

the value of Parameter 1 in the "hook"

quence" blocks (Figure 2).

transaction from 1 to 0, signifying

Here, the entering

"hook" transaction is first increased in

that the "hook" has now been unloaded;

priority (PRIORITY 2 block), so that when a

thus, after the recirculation trip it

duplicate or "copy" transaction ( representing

is again available for loading again

an unloaded "item") is created in the SPLIT 1,

at the loader.

CHAN block, the duplicate will have a higher

The final group of blocks of particular

priority in the current events chain. 'Imme-

interest in Figure 2 is the "generalized service

diately after the SPLIT block, the "hook"

channel sequence", which models from one to ten

transaction encounters the PRIORITY 0, BUFPER

service channels and their associated local

block, which develops the following consequences:

storages.

(a)

(b)

(c)

These blocks are fairly self-

the priority of the parent "hook"

explanatory, although it should be noted that

transaction is reduced (PR = 0), while

one o

the priority of the duplicate trans-

entire model is embodied in this sequence.

action (representing the unloaded

write the storage, queue and service facilities

"item") remains higher (PR = 2);

in general form, we use to advantage the fact

the current events chain scan is re-

that the channel, storage and queue identifying

activated by the BUFFER command;

number is contained in Parameter 2 of the "copy"

the "copy" transaction moves first

transaction created in the SPLIT block.

(uue to PR = 2), ENTERing the storage

one can use this identifying number in the form

whose identifying channel number is

*2 to identify which ENTER, QUEUE, SEIZE, DEPART,
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the outstanding utility features of the

To

Thus,

RELEASE, and LEAVE blocks and statistics are to

belt-type conveyors;

be affected by a particular "item" unloaded from
the "hook".

It should also be noted briefly

(4)

the "generalized service channel se-

quence" that permits representation of up to 10

that we use Parameters 3 and 4 of the "copy"

service channels by one set of blocks;

transactions for the accumulation of statistical

(5)

all input to the program, completely

data concerning waiting and service times of an

specifying the model configuration and operation,

"item" being serviced, rather than for the pur-

is through the use of the INITIAL, STORAGE and

poses mentioned earlier for the parent "hook"

FUNCTION cards, which makes major model changes

transaction.

necessary in order to simulate different systems.
Unique Features

Model Output

Some of the unique features of the model,

The output from the simulation occurs via

described in detail above, can be summarized

the REPORT editor, and consists of the following:

as follows:
(1)

the GENERATion of a finite number of

1.

Report of all data inputs.

2.

Report of internally calculated data:

sequenced, undestroyed transactions, equally

(a)

Conveyor length (feet)

spaced in relative time, to represent a closed-

(b)

Distance between channels (feet)

loop conveyor with equally spaced load points

(c)

Distance, loader to first channel

("hooks ") travelling at constant speed through-

(feet)

out the simulation;
(2)

(d)

the interfacing of random "item" ar-

Distance, first to last channel
(feet)

rivals with the continuously moving conveyor at

(e)

Distance of return loop (feet)

the "loader", which realistically models the

(f)

Conveyor circuit transit time (min)

conditions (a) that an "item" is "loaded" only

(g)

Trans ic time, loader to first

when an empty conveyor "hook" is available, and

channel (min)

(b) that arriving "items" build a first-come-

(h)

first-served queue if they arrive momentarily

(min)

faster than the conveyor can "load" them;
(3)

Transit time, first to last channel

as a consequence of (2), "items" ar-

(i)

Transit time, return loop (min)

(j)

Transit time, between channels

rive at the first service channel at random

(min)

integral multiples of the time required for the

(k)

conveyor to advance one pitch length -- this is

Transit time, one pitch length
(min)

different from the completely random interar-

(1)

Conveyor service rate (hooks/min)

rival times assumed by prior investigators for

(m)

Nominal input utilization (new
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arrivals) on supply portion of

(b)

conveyor (decimal)

channel queue;

Mean input utilization (new ar-

(n)

(c)

rivals) on supply portion of con(d)

Mean utilization (recirculated
(e)

(decimal)

Mean total utilization (new ar-

(f)

(g)

(decimal)

Loaded hook recirculation rate on
the return loop;

Mean frequency of recirculation,

(h)

given that an item recirculates

Loaded hook arrival rate at the
first service channel; and

on return loop (decimal)

(i)

Inter-item times corresponding to

Probability of recirculation

the rate distributions mentioned

(= relative frequency witr4 which

in (f), (g) and (h).

all items recirculate, including

(s)

Loading rate (pick-up rate by the
conveyor) at the "loader";

on supply portion of conveyor

(r)

Waiting time in the "loader"
queue;

rivals plus recirculated items)

(q)

Departure rate from each service
channel;

items) on return loop of conveyor

(p)

Service times for each service
channel;

veyor (decimal)
(o)

Waiting times in each service

The richness of these selected performance

those that do not)

statistics permits almost any post-simulation

Nominal overall system utilization

operational analysis to be made, as will be seen

(overall "black-box" utilization),

in the sample simulation results reported in
subsequent paragraphs.

3. Utilization of all service channel

Model Execution

facilities.
h

5

The program has been used so far to simu-

Utilization and other storage sta-

late about 80 different conveyor system con-

tistics for all storages, including

figurations, ranging from 1 to h channels and

local storages at each channel.

with various loop-lengths, various distances

Queue statistics for each queue in the

between loader and first channel, various

model.

channel spacings, various speeds, "hook" pitches

6. The statistical distributions of:
(a)

and other operating parameters.

For a typical

Recirculation frequency of items

simulation, the following simulation control

that recirculate once or more;

cards would be used:
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whose function it is to calculate some statistical information from data developed in the
START

simulation.

200,NP

RESET

The statistical information is

stored in SAVEVALUES, via numerical calculations

START

1000,NP

performed by VARIABLE statements analogous to

GENERATE

,10

th,.: arguments of the SAVEVALUE blocks.

SAVEVALUE

9,V9

this duty is performed the final transaction is

SAVEVALUE

12,V12

destroyed in the TERMINATE 1 block, which ends
the simulation.

Once

The REPORT card initiates the

GPSS report editor, and output ensues.
SAVEVALUE

17,V17

TERMINATE

1

A comment should be made about the transaction sample sizes (200 and 1000) used to "load"

START

the system and perform the simulation.

REPORT

are merely representative.

These

In an actual simu-

laticsn, one would need to replicate the experiment .4i:N a particular configuration several

The START 200,NP command initially "loads"

times with different random number seeds (using

an empty and idle system which, in response to

the RMULT feature), so as to provide an inde-

the RESET card, permits the actual simulation to
commence with the START 1000,NP command.

pendent measure of the random error in the

This

experiment.

tends to remove the transient start-up effect

nificance could be applied to the experimental

from the output statistics, which is desirable
for this model.

results, and the experimenter could decide

Realistically, a recirculating

whether or not his simulation sample were large

conveyor in a manufacturing plant, for example,

enough for steady-state to have been reached.

would be used continuously or if it were stopped

Typical Simulation Results

intermittently (say, overnight) then it would be

As a result of some prior work with this

restarted in the same loaded condition as when
it was stopped.

Then statistical tests for sig-

model, several interesting and unexpected

Thus, the steady-state oper-

phenomena have been observed in studying constant

ating condition is of primary interest, not the

speed recirculating conveyors that are random

transient phase.

discretely loaded and serviced.

Following the START 1000,NP card which

For example, 'consider the following:

initiates the actual simulation, a GENERATE

1.

block is used to generate one final transaction

Based on an argument that finite delay

times in the system give rise to opportunities
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for system regeneration points to occur (which

recirculating systems is that they be operated

would not be possible if delay times. were zero),

so that the utilization of the service conveyor,

it was hypothesized that system performance

q, never exceeds unity (see also Muth (3) for

parameters in the finite delay system would be

a different approach with the same conclusion

different from those given by earlier investi-

for cyclically-loaded continuous conveyors).

gators who assumed zero time delays in the

This constraint apparently does not exist and

system.

has not been reported for previously investi-

The authors' earlier research substantiated
this hypothesis (1).

gated recirculating conveyors.

Two system performance

3.

It can also be inferred that the prob-

parameters, the probability of recirculation,

ability of recirculating, Pr, collapses into two

P

theoretical conditions as "end points", when

,

r

and the return conveyor utilization, pR,

were shown to be functions not only of the

conveyor speed (or input loading, pi) reaches

system loading, ps, but also the input loading,

limiting values (see Figure 4).

p., the latter being related inversely to con-

in which conveyor speed becomes "infinitely"

veyor speed (see Figure 3).

large and the number of hooks great compared to

If these per-

For the case

formance parameters were independent of finite

a possible queue length, the system is analogous

delay times, then they would be invariate with

to a zero delay search condition, and Pr ap-

changes in conveyor speed; however, such was

parently collapses into theoretical values for

not the case.

P(m), the probability of all channels simul-

Both of these performance par-

ameters were shown to be non-simple functions

taneously busy, for a theoretical M/M/m:w

of finite delay times in the system (Figure 3).

queueing system.

This confirmed the hypothesis and also tended

case when the conveyor speed is slowed so that

to indicate that an assumption of zero delay

blocking occurs on the serving conveyor

times within or between points of the system is

(p*
c

For the single server system

= 1.0), arrivals at the service channel

not a realistic one for constant-speed finite-

become exactly deterministic, and Pr apparently

delay recirculating systems.

collapses into theoretical values of P(1) for

2.

Another result is that constant-speed

the theoretical D/M/1:0 queueing system.

In

(finite delay) recirculating 'conveyor - supplied

between these limiting cases the probability of

systems can display "blocking" on the service

recirculation (analogous to probability of

(supply) portion of the conveyor (see also

"overflow" for a non-feedback system) takes on

Figure 3), a phenomenon not possible under

intermediate values indicative of a complex

prior research in which zero time delays were

function of the finite delay experienced be-

assumed.

tween channels, the form of which is not

A constraint of all such finite delay
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presently understood.
4.

Compilation and execution time for a simu-

A final result is that constant-speed

lation is quite short considering the logic

recirculating conveyors not only can be used as

complexity of the system -- on the order of 40

storage devices, but that maximum utilization

seconds to 2.5 minutes on an IBM 360/65 computer.

of the return leg effectively occurs in the ap-

The value of this utility program is demon-

proximate range 0.5 < pi < 0.7 for all values

strated by the fact that preliminary usage has

of m (number of servers) and ps (system loading)

already provided some interesting and unexpected

-- see Figure 3.

In this range, the expected

operating phenomena concerning discretely loaded

loader queue length is small (virtually all ar-

recirculating constant-speed conveyors, not

rivals are "stored" on the conveyor).

heretofore observed quantitatively; namely, the

Thus,

since the input loading, pi, is under control

"blocking" phenomenon, the dependence of certain

of the designer, an opportunity exists for an

system performance parameters on loadings and

economic trade-off of queue storage space at the

conveyor speed, and the apparent collapse of the

loader for increased conveyor speed or de-

probability (relative frequencey) of recircu-

creased hook spacing, the principal controllable

lation into theoretically determined values

determinants of pi.

under limiting conditions of system operation.

Conclusions
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A CASED GOODS CONVEYOR SIMULATOR

Donald A. Heimburger

Math & Computing Section
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
Cincinnati, phi()

Abstract

The SIMSCRIPT Conveyor Program (SIMCON) models the flow of cased
goods through an accumulating powered belt conveyor system.

The

program is almost totally general with all configuration descriptions and parameters being read into the model as input
data.

The model has been used to test proposed changes to

existing systems, to design totally new systems, to study the
effects of several variables, and to model new concepts in
cased goods merging.

The quantitative results have been used

in the decision process for many multi-million dollar conveyor
networks.

SUMMARY
At the Procter & Gamble Company,- powered

the design of these conveyors.

accumulating belt conveyors are used in man-

earlier conveyor simulator written in GPSS

ufacturing plants to transport high-volume,

was available, SIMCON was developed because

low-cost consumer cased goods.

The SIMSCRIPT

Although an

of the cost, accuracy, and model concept

Conveyor Simulator (SIMCON) is an operational

advantages made possible by using SIMSCRIPT.

tool used to provide quantitative assistance

The model has been highly successful and has

in the decision making process concerning

given quantitative direction to decisions
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previously "engineered" by committee.

In the

OBJECTIVE

first three months of use SIMCON minimized the

The objective of the study was to devise

possibility of design error that could have

a means to provide information on queue lengths

cost upward of $500,000 (roughly 100 times its

and gate utilization for cased goods conveyor

development cost) either in over-design or post

networks. The system had to be easy to access

startup corrections.

-.Ace that time, the

and use with little or no modeling or computing

program was used to justify the use of an

knowledge.

existing system where an addition would have

both designers and engineers for new systems

cost roughly $1.5 million.

and evaluating proposed changes to existing

SIMCON can be run

networks.

in either the batch mode or via conversational
terminals with prompting.

The tool was planned to be used by

It is also operation-

al on TS0 without promptins

Because of the diversity of all the users,
the program was supposed to be available via

conversational terminals as well as batch
INTRODUCTION

job sibmission methods.

Multiple packing lines for cased goods are often
located in a single room.

This room is typically

a long distance (200' - 2000') from the cased
goods warehouse.

version

The conversational

as to be extremely user - oriented and

self-explanatory.

Because the program was

intended to be run frequently, cost was also

Rather than a separate con-

a major consideration.

veyor from each packing line to the warehouse,
the cases are usually merged onto a single con-

PP.V3ICAL SYSTEM D:SCRIPTION

veyor that carries all the cases to the warehouse.

An accumulating pow6red belt conveyor

Experience has shown that even the best thought-

system for cased goods consi:As of two basic

out plans for merging cases together have

elements.

occasionally

line, and the second is the merging unit.

resulted in massive jams and

costly re-design.

A method was needed to pre-

The first olement is the packing

When two packing lines feed a single merging

dict, before the fact, what size build-ups could

unit, the result is a single stream of cases.

be expected for particular configurations run-

Several additional lines may feed in via more

ning under many sets of packing line feed rates

merging units to form a large network.

and conveyor belt speeds.
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The Packing Line

the other side.

Each packing line ejects cases of a known
length.

Two types of major problems can occur

The length can vary from line to

at the gate.

line, so queues are measured in feet rather
than cases.

The first happens when one

side holds an arm open indefinitely.

The line averages a given number

An

extremely large queue results on the opposite

of cases per Minute over the course of a day,

side.

and the ejection pattern can be measured.

speeds are too slow and the queues continue

The other problem occurs when the belt

to grow indefinitely.
The Merging Unit

The merging unit is usually called a gate
or a traffic cop.

The Total System

The name is adopted because

The total system is made up of groups of

the unit regulates case flow as a traffic

lines and gates.

cop would regulate automobile flow through
an intersection.

Since each gate merges two

:lines into a single stream, there is always

The operation of the gate

one fewer gate than lines.

A fairly typical

can best be described by the series of

cased goods conveying system is shown in

Figures 1 - 4.

Figure 5.

In Figure 1 the case Al has just. arrived

on the A side of the traffic cop.

This network consists of 12 packing

lines and 11 merging gates.

The spring-

Every configuration consists of the same

loaded arm swings open as the case passes and

basic units (i.e., gates and lines)

mechanically locks the other arm from opening.

only distinguishing features from one system

In Figure 2 a case has arrived at the arm on

to the next are (1) the feed rates:

the B side, but cannot pass until the A arm

(2) the case lengths, (3) the arm closing

shuts.

Since no more cases arrive on the A

times, (4) the belt speeds, and (5) the

side before the spring-action return is com-

sources and exits of the gates.

pleted, the arm swings shut and locks
(Figure 3).

When designing a new accumulating powered

In the meantime, another case

B2 arrived at the queue on the B side.

The

belt conveyor network, the first three (3)

As

items mentioned above (feed rated, case lengths,

soon as the A arm locks the B arm is free to

and arm closing times) are usually known.

open, and the cases Bl and B2 pass through

Item 5, the actual configuration of gates and

(Figure 4).

lines, is frequently limited to no more than

The cycle continues, each side

clearing its entire queue and then releasing

,four choices.
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Figures 6 and 7 show two ways of

merging six lines into a single conveyor stream.
Once the alternate arrangements of gates

requirement (Figures 6 and 7) could also be
tested.

Simulation was selected as the means

and lines are determined, several conveyor belt

to provide the needed answer in a short time

speeds can be examined to see how fast the belts

at a low cost.

must'travel to avoid frequent and long jams.
SIMULATION LANGUAGE
METHOD OF SOLUTION

The conveyor model was originally written

Thought was given.to several different
approaches to the problem.

in GPSS, since it was the only simulation

One method of ana-

language available in-house at Procter &

lyzing a particular configuration would be to

Gamble.2

build a pilot facility.

drawbacks soon became apparent.

However, this method

is hardly practical for large networks, very

However, several distinct

The biggest problem is that GPSS is an

costly, and does not meet all of the desired

interpretive language, and as such, cannot

objectives.

be compiled.

Another approach to the problem is the use
of analytical techniques.

Every model was a different

program, even though series of MACRO's

Knowing the various

were used to describe lines and gates.

This

belt speeds and gate operations, the length

became a cost problem and also made interface

of the queue at the gate could be calculated.

with conversational facilities difficult.

This method was in fact useful in helping to

The conversational program, written in

understand the workings of agate, but is

RUSH*, which is also interpretive, would

completely deterministic ignoring the con-

(1) create a file consisting of GPSS

sideration

statements, (2) schedule a GPSS job using

randomness of case arrival and

the case-length mix downstream.

the file as input and another file as output,

The method of analysis that overcame the

and (3) selectively read results from the

objectives to the pilot facility and the

output file.

analytical approach but still gave

configurations would result in a different

results was computer simulation.

desired

Because different size

Once the

physical description was used to create a model,

*RUSH - a Remote Use of Shared Hardware

ideally any number of "what if" questions could

is a trademark of Allen-Babcock

be asked to see the effects of each of the

Computing, Inc.

operating parameters.

Alternate conveyor

configurations with the same case-merging
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number of MARCO's, the output could be fairly

3.

small or very large.

with GPSS, and the total cost was reduced

Explaining the GPSS model to the user was

by 80-90%.

difficult because the source code was very hard
to follow for the laymen.

4.

Good reports had to

The user could easily understand the source
code.

be generated using the RUSH program because

Figure 8 is an example of one of the

seven events used in the model.

GPSS did not provide flexible report writing
facilities.

The core requirements were much less than

5.

To be able to provide the level

The conversational interface was easy,
since the data was just entered directly

of accu.-acy necessary, the execution time

into a file, and the report that was desired

became quite long and costs soared to upwards

was printed into an output file..

of $604100/simulation.

6.

Shortly after the GPSS model was completed,
SIMSCRIPT

11.50

SIMSCRIPT made it possible to build into
the model several tracing features that

became available in-house.

are only used when problems occur, or to

Because of the problems with the GPSS model,

trace out the step-by-step simulation to

a new model in SIMSCRIPT

verify correct operation.

seemed attractive.

Some of the reasons for changing to

the trace is transparent, and no sup-

SIMSCRIPT were as follows:
I.

pression cards are necessary.

The physical system was easily modeled
using the concept of entities, attributes,

THE SIMULATION MODEL

SIMSCPIPT views the world in terms of

sets and events.
2.

To the user

The SIMSCRIPT model, once compiled, could

entities ("objects" in the system), attributes

be used indefinitely dirk-fly from the

(describers of the "objects"), sets (groups

stored machine code, hence saving from

the "objects" may be part of) and events

40-80% of the cost of running each time.

(points in time that mark the starting and

Only the data was used to build each

stopping of activities or changes in status).1

separate model.

The SIMSCRIPT conveyor model (SIMCON) was easy
to conceptualize in these terms.

0 trademark and service mark of Consolidated
Analysis Centers Inc.
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Sets

Permanent Entities

In'order to accumulate statistics, the

Permanent entities are objects in the model
that usually exist throughout the entire sim-

cases are entered and removed from various

ulation, such as machines or loading docks.

sets.

In this model there are two types of permanent

with it.

entities.

Each GATE has three sets associated
These are an A.QUEUE, a B.QUEUE,

and a JUNCTION.

The quantity of each type is

Depending on which side

the CASE approaches the GATE, it is placed

specified when the model is run.

in the A.QUEUE or the B.QUEUE.

The first permanent entity is the LINE.

When a CASE

It has attributes of feed rates, case lengths,

is removed from .a queue and is passing by

and a set (queue) in which to place the cases.

the arm pivot, it is placed in the JUNCTION.

The second permanent entity is the GATE.

The CASE is then sent on to the correct queue

Since the GATE receives cases from two sides,

for the next GATE, or in the case of the last

the designation of A and B is used.

Each GATE

GATE, it is destroyed.

has attributes of a source of cases, a
Events

conveyor speed and an arm closing for each
side.

There are only seven events in the model.

It also has a designation of the queue

The relationship of the events is shown in

to send the case on to.

These two types of permanent entities

Figure 9.

Each event has a single argument

specify and create each specific SIMCON

specifying either the LINE number (in the

model, linking the proper lines and gates

EJECT.CASE) or the GATE number (all the

together in the correct sequence.

other events).

The EJECT.CASE event creates a temporary
entity, assigns it the correct length and serial

Temporary Entities

number, and places it in the queue of the

Temporary entities are objects in the
model that may be created or discarded at
will.

specified GATE.

It then schedules an OPEN.GATE

for that GATE on either the A or B side,

In SIMCON, the CASES are the only

temporary entities and their attributes are

depending on which side the CASE is

their length and a serial number for tracing.

placed.
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The OPEN.GATE(A or B) checks for three conditions.

The model is allowed to run for a time

If any condition fails, nothing

transpires.

specified by the user.

First the GATE must not be busy

It then generates a

report, part of which is shown in Figures 10

(no CASE in the JUNCTION); second the opposite

and 11.

arm must not be open (or this side would still
be locked); third, the queue must have at least
one CASE in it to open the GATE.

If all con-

Assumptions

Two basic assumptions are made for the

ditions are met, the CASE is removed from the

model.

queue and placed in the JUNCTION.

is almost instantaneous.

A PASS.GATE

The first is that case acceleration
Since most cases

(A or B) is then scheduled in the time it takes

pass back-to-backin a continuous slug,

the CASE to move its trailing edge to the arm

acceleration effects are almost negligible.

pivot point.

The second assumption is that cases turning

The PASS.GATE takes the CASE from the JUNCTION corners pa.; through at the same rate as their
and sends it on to the next queue scheduling an

driving belt.

OPEN.GATE there.

that single cases turn the corners somewhat

If there are no more GATES,

it simply destroys the CASE.

If there are more

Actual timed studies have shown

slower than if they pass straight through,

CASES in this GATE'S A.QUEUE (if the last CASE

but the difference varies from gate to gate.

came from A.QUEUE), another OPEN.GATE is

Again, if the cases are part of a slug, this

scheduled immediately, and the cycle continues

is not very important.

until the queue is empty.

When the queue be-

comes empty, the SHUT.ARM (A or B) is scheduled

VALIDATION

in the number of seconds specified by the
input data.

In order to test the analytic techniques

Historically, this runs from

employed by the model, a scaled-down physical

1-2 seconds.

system was constructed out of paper.

The SHUT.ARM checks only to see if another.

CASE arrived during the swing time.

Cases

were moved through the system by half second

If a CASE

intervals.

The results were compared to the

has arrived, nothing is changed, since the next

printout producad by the computer simulation

CASE will also schedule a SHUT.ARM.

(using the built-in trace routines).

If no

One

CASE arrived, the OPEN.GATE is scheduled for

minor change pertaining to conversion of

the opposite side.

time units had to be incorporated to produce
identical results.
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SIMCON was then validated on an existing

project felt joint responsibility and

network, and predicted maximum queue build-

accomplishment for the planned goals and

ups varied from actual build-ups by an average

solution. 'Acceptance has been 100Z,

of less then one foot.

and SIMCON is used as standard practice

Over 100 simulations

have been made and several systems physically
constructed as a result.

on every significant conveyor project.

None of these

The design and implementation of the

systems have produced significant deviation

conveyor simulator was forecast to require

from the model's predictions.

1.5 man-months of analytical effort and

It was found that when starting the

roughly $1500 for computer charges.

The

simulation, downstream gates had lower

total development cost was within that

utilization until the cases were flowing

estimate.

throughout the entire system.

three months the program minimized the

For this

As previously stated, within

reason the model allows cases to flow for

possibility of design error that could

a user-specified warm-up period, clears

have cost upwards of $500,000 in either

all statistics, and continues from that

over-design or post start-up corrections.

point.

SIMCON has been in use for less than
one year, but already has been the primary
DISCUSSION

quantitative tool for making decisions on
several powered conveyor configurations

Upper management felt from the very

costing upwards of $500,000 with the largest

beginning of this project that close

being roughly $3,500,000.

coordination and communication were very

The yrogram is

.often run in the batch mode to evaluate

important between the analytical team

many alternatives in a short time.

constructing the model and the intended

also run from many different points in the

users (Finished Products Handling Group).

country via conversational terminals ,to test

Both written and verbal contact were

effects of changes to existing networks.

maintained through every step of

Recompilation of the program has not been

development, testing and implementation;

necessary since it was installed and

no unilateral decisions were made without

released for use.

consultation between both groups.

It is

As a

result, all persons concerned with the
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B1

Al
A

CASE Al ARRIVES, A.ARM OPENS
Fig. 1

B

B2

A2
A

CASE B2 ARRIVES, A.ARM SHUTS
Fig. 3

CASE A2 ARRIVES, B.ARM OPENS

Fig. 4
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To Warehouse
1

Line 2

Line 1

Line 3
1

Line 4

Line 6

Line 5

i

J
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ACCUMULATING CONVEYOR SYSTEM

Fig. 6

To Warehouse

Line 1
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Line 2

Line 3

Line 5

Line 6

SERIES-TYPE ACCUMULATING CONVEYOR SYSTEM
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LINE
1

CACI SIMSCRIPT II.5REL/VERS 6C

07/11/72

EVENT A.OPEN.GATE GIVEN A.GATE.NUMBER

2

THE FOLLOWING "DEFINE TO MEAN" STATEMENTS ARE NORMALLY 11
FOUND IN THE PREAMBLE.
THEY ARE INSERTED IN THIS ROU- 11
11
TINE SO THAT ANY UNEXPLAINED STATEMENTS OR PHRASES WILL I'
It
''
DE EASILY UNDERSTOOD.
DEFINE TR2 TO MEAN IF TRACE NE 2, JUMP AHEAD
ELSE
DEFINE IS.BUSY TO MEAN NE 0
DEFINE IS.OPEN TO MEAN NE 0
DEFINE PUT TO MEAN FILE
DEFINE SECONDS TO MEAN UNITS
DEFINE BUSY.A TO MEAN 1
DEFINE ONE TO MEAN 1
DEFINE EQUAL TO MEAN =

3
4
5
S

11
11

7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

TR2

LET GATE EQUAL A.GATE.NUMBER
LET TEMP.NO EQUAL A.CATE.NUMBER
11
LEVEL 2 TRACE
11
PRINT ONE LINE WITH FCT.SECONDS(TIME.V),
GATE,

STATUS AND
B.ARM AS FOLLOWS
EVENT A.OPEN
**.** SECONDS
GATE **
STATUS = *
23 HERE
11
END OF LEVEL 2 TRACE
24
IF STATUS IS.BUSY
25
OR B.ARM IS.OPEN
26
OR A.OUEUE IS EMPTY, RETURN
27
OTHERWISE
28
29
30

REMOVE THE FIRST CASE FROM THE A.NEUE
LET INCHES EQUAL LENGTH(CASE)
SUBTRACT INCHES FROM !.LENGTH
PUT THE CASE IN THE JUNCTION
ADD ONE TO COUNTER
LET STATUS EQUAL BUSY.A
SCHEDULE AN A.PASS.GATE GIVEN TEMP.NO IN
PASS.ARM(A.SPEED,INCHES) SECONDS
11
PASS.ARM IS A FUNCTION THAT CALCULATES THE
11
TIME NECESSARY FOR THE CASE TO PASS A GIVEN
11
POINT KNOWING THE SPEED AND LENGTH OF CASE.

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

RETURN

"AND"

BARM'= *

END

SIMSCRIPT EVENT SOURCE CODE

Fig. 8
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EJECT CASE

PLACE CASE
IN A.QUEUE

PLACE CASE

IN B.QUEUE

B.OPEN.GATE

A.OPEN.GATE

IS

IS

OR

NO

GATE BUSY
OR A.ARM OPEN
OR B.QUEUE
EMPTY

GATE BUSY
B.ARM OPEN
OR A.QUEUE
EMPTY

NO

9

YES

YES

RETURN )

RETURN

MOVE CASE FROM
A.QUEUE TO JUNCTION

MOVE CASE FROM
B.QUEUE TO JUNCTION

A.PASS.GATE

B.PASS.GATE

I
SEND CASE
TO NEXT GATE

SEND CASE
TO NEXT GATE

NO

B.SHUT.ARM

CLETLiRN
SHUT A.ARM

SHUT B.ARM

EVENT RELATIONSHIPS

Fig. 9
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F---

LENGTH OF SIMULATION
1,,HRS,

0 MI NS

SAMPLE RUN FOR SIMCON WITH 6 LINES ANO 5 GATES
SIMCON CONVEYOR SIMULATOR
LINE INPUT INFORMATION:
LINE
NUMBER
1

2
3

4
5

6

RATE
CASE LENGTH
CASES/MIN
INCHES
10.00
28.00
4.00
28.00
2.50
28.00
1.00
28.00
4.00
28.00
6.00
24.00

FEEOS
GATE

SIOE OF
GATE

1

A

1

2
3

4
5

GATE INPUT INFORMATION:
GATE
FEEOS
NUMBER GATE
1

2

2

3

3

4

4
5

5

99

SIDE A
SPEEO
ARM CLOSING
SOURCE PAST ARM
TIME
LI
100 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC
GI
100 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC
G2
100 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC
G3
110 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC
G4
110 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC

SIOE B
SPEED
ARM CLOSING
SOURCE PAST ARM
TIME
L2
125 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC
L3
125 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC
L4
125 FT/MIN '2.00 SEC
L5
120 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC
L6
120 FT/MIN 2.00 SEC

SIMULATION RESULTS:
GATE
NUMBER
1

2
3

4
5

GATE
NUMBER
1

2
3

4
5

MAXIMUM QUEUE
LENGTH (IN FEET)
--SIOE A
SIOE B2.33
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.33
4.67
2.33
9.33
14.00

PERCENT
UTILIZATION
77.27
87.95
91.34
97.11
99.99

AVERAGE QUEUE
LENGTH (IN FEET)
-SIOE A
SIOE 8 -.16
.26
.11
.45
2.32

.17
.18
.08
.55
.81

NUMBER OF
CASES PROCESSEO

PRESENT QUEUE LENGTH
SIOE A
SIOE B

840
992
1053

O.
O.
O.

1293
1653

O.
O.

LENGTH OF SIMULATION
Fig. 10
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O.
O.

FT.

O.

FT
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4.0 FT
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0
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0
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0

0

0

0
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0

0
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10
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8

0
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0
0

7
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6

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

FREQUENCY TABLE
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0
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0
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0

0

0
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0

0
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0
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0
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Abstract
This paper presents a simulator to evaluate alternative designs of highrise warehouse systems using stacker cranes to permit system cost minimization while satisfying design constraints and specifications.
are no warehouse size restraints on its use.
single or multiple stacker crane systems.

There

Furthermore it can consider

Resolution of problems asso-

ciated with finding combinations of storage height and aisle length in
combination with crane vertical and horizontal travel speeds is provided.
Hardware and operating variables considered are more extensive than those
found in 2arlier simulations of similar systems.

Introduction
cutomatic stacker cranes are still in their
infancy, being only about a decade old.

1975, it may range from $4 to $5 million.1

How-

At

the time management makes a commitment for a

ever, in this short period of time, they have

stacker installation (which may include new racks

assumed an increasingly important role in the

in an existing warehouse, or even building a new

field of materials handling, especially in ware-

warehouse), risks are involved in forecasting

housing.

operating demands and capacities and it is not

growt

It is predicted that the rate of

of this industry over the next few years

absolutely certain whether the desired rate of

will approach an exponential rate and form a

return on investment will be achieved.

significant proportion of the materials handling

Management makes an investment for which it

industry.

expects a certain return to be realized, and

Stacker installations involve high investment.

1.

In 1965, the average system cost

'Up-to-Date Report: How Stacker Cranes
Stack Co", Modern Manufacturing, June 1970,
P. 56.

$150,000; today it costs over $1 million; in
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would like to minimize their risk in realizing
such returns.

requirements in the warehouse is known.

Such a preview can only be

4.

The required throughput for the system

attained if the engineers (who may have no prior

(miezer of unit-loads to be handled--both stored

experience with such an installation) have sim-

and retrieved--by the proposed system) is known.

ple analytical and quantitative tools available

The Cost Model

by which they can study the characteristics of
alternative systems.

A high-rise warehouse using stacker cranes

Such techniques may also

be used for estimating realizable values o

consists of several elements such as land, build-

the

ing, racks, stacker cranes, transfer cars, fire

principal parameters of a high-rise warehouse

protection equipment, peripheral equipment (such

using stacker cranes prior to final design and

as conveyors, fork lift trucks, etc.), inventory

installation.

control equipment, lighting and heating (if nec-

This research has approached this objective

essary), etc., a cost being associated with each.

by developing a discrete-event simulator, here-

The costs for a few of these elem

after referred to as BASS (Bafna's Stacker Simu-

somewhat constant irrespective of the warehouse

lator).

The simulator has been tested for dif-

design.

ferent throughput requirements.

is will remain

However, the costs of the other elements

will vary with the warehouse and stacker crane

This paper very briefly describes the cost

parameters.

Hence, in order to select between

representation (the cost model for the various

alternate warehouse designs, it, will suffice to

components of the warehouse is one of the most

study the costs that vary with variations in the

elaborate cost representations) of a high-rise

warehouse and crane parameters.

warehouse.
of BASS.

This is followed by a description

The design variables used in the analysis

The paper concludes with a discussion

are:

and analysis of some sample runs using the simulator.

1.

Number of slots along the height of

2.

Pairs of rows of racks in the system

rack.

Principal Assumptions
Some of the major assumptions made in the

(also equal to the number of aisles).

analysis are:

3.

Number of stacker cranes in the system.

4.

Horizontal speed of stacker cranes.

weight of the unit-load to be stored in the sys-

5.

Vertical speed of stacker cranes.

tem is known.

The variable costs which have been consid-

1.

2.

The physical size, maximum height and

The system handles only one size of

ered in the cost model are described below.

unit-loads.
3.

1.

An estimate of the total storage slot

Cost of Floor Space.

ered to be the cost of (a)
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This is consid-

area occupied by

racks, (b)

area occupied by aisles, and (c)

provides for the variation in the cost

area for related warehouse services.
2.

Cost of Building.

of the mast due to increasing heights.

This is the sum of

2.

three elemental costs:
1.

Cost of providing a specific hori-

zontal speed.

Foundation and floor on which the

3.

racks are mounted.

Cost of providing a specific verti-

cal speed.

2.

Roof of warehouse.

4.

3.

Perimeter walls.

crane design will have its own control

Cost of the controls.

Each stacker

The costs of foundations and floor vary with the

design.

intensity of loading (the height of storage

several individual stacker cranes may

comes into play here).

be combined for central control.

The cost of roof and the

perimeter walls varies with the roof height.
3.

Cost of Racks.

The cost of racks is

upon the level of controls is also considered.

Cost of material and labor for

5.

load arms and ties.
2.

This includes

cranes for the given size and load requirements.

pairs of columns required for each

6.

Changes in the cross-

Cost of Fire Protection.

The protection

against fire appears to be 'seat accomplished by a

sectional area of the columns due to

well designed system of automatic sprinklers, or

increased loadings when the rack

a combination of sprinklers with high expansion

height is increased have been consid-

foam.

ered here.

have one of these types due to the kind of mate-

3.

Cost of splicing if there are any

4.

Both

types have been considered in the analysis and it

Cost of installing the racks.

Cost of Stacker Cranes.

It may also be preferable specifically to

rial to be stored or other constraints.

splices.

4.

Cost of Transfer Cars.

the cost of all the transfer cars to transfer the

Cost of material and labor for the

truss assembly.

The

cost of operators required depending

treated as the sum of four elements:
1.

In addition, the control of

is possible to select either one or the cheaper

The cost of

of the two.

each crane is analyzed as the sum of four ele-

Annual Cost of the System

ments:

Having determined the individual elements of
1.

Cost of stacker crane hardware

cost, the equivalent annual cost can be computed.

which consists of the stacker base,

The salvage values and the write-off periods for

the vertical mast and the lifting

the various elements of the system are treated as

mechanism hardware (elevator).

It

variables.
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The Simulator

reacts to the slot condition in arriving at stor-

The operation of a high-rise warehouse

age or retrieval decisions.

using stacker cranes has been programmed into
the simulator, BASS.

The simulator has the capability of evaluat-

Since warehouses vary in

ing alternative operating policies related to

their layouts, requirements, and operating

scheduling storage and/or retrieval cycles to

rules, a basic layout of a high-rise warehouse

meet operating schedules.

and operating rules in a general warehouse have

run, the stacker crane performs single address

been modelled.

(deposit only or retrieve only) or dual address

If any deviations from these are

During the simulation

reaulred, it can be done by making changes in

(deposit and retrieve) cycles as necessary de-

the corresponding subroutines of the simulator.

pending on the available entries in the material

Each aisle in the warehouse is assumed to

and order queues.

have two queuesa material queue and an order
queue.

Language Used

In addition, there is a marshalling area

The language used in BASS is Fortran IV.

To

where a "common material queue" is formed.

facilitate the programming of standard simulation

Each material queue has a finite capacity.

procedures, GASP II, a Fortran IV based simula-

When all of these are full, the overflow is sent

tion language is %med.

into the common material queue (unassigned mate-

Fortran IV as a tprogramming language fcr BASS is

rials).

twofold.

Flow of material from the common queue

The purpose of selecting

First,, Fortran compilers are commonly

to the material queue of a specific aisle takes

available.

place automatically as soon as a vacancy occurs.

of decision-rules, etc., to suit specific reds.

Arrival of material to be stored and orders

Second,' LASS may need minor changes

Fortran makes this relatively easy since a high

to be retrieved from the system are input based

percentage of programmers are familiar with For-

upon user demands, or alternatively, according

tran who, with some knowledge of GASP (an event-

to any desired distribution.

oriented simulation language), can make the nec-

When more than one

aisle is eerviced by a stacker crane, operating

essary changes.

decisions for transfer between aisles are made

running the simulator has been achieved by having

by a choice of criteria including maximum wait-

the maximum length of variable names limited to

ing time before servicing orders, maximum number

five letters.

of orders allowed in a queue, completion of a

variety of computers.

given number of cycles in an aisle, and the

This allows BASS to be run on a

Design Variables

material and order queues for the aisles becoming empty.

Besides, greater portability in

The design variables described above have

BASS keeps track of the full or

been used in BASS.

empty condition of each storage location and

are:
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The names assigned to them

KHGHT -- number of slots along height.

over again until the calculated throughput is

NAILE -- number of aisles.

greater than the required throughput.

NSCR -- number of stacker cranes.

throughput is then checked (using the same set of

HOVEL -- horizontal speed of stacker.

variables) under more stringent steady-state con-

VEVEL -- vertical speed of stacker.

ditions than before.

If the revised value of the

Since the first three variables can be incre-

throughput still equalg or exceeds the required

mented in steps of one, the upper and lower lim-

throughput, the simulation stops and the final

its to be considered by the designer are speci-

values of the design variables are printed.

fied for each of these.

the revised throughput is less than required, the

All possible values of

the two speeds are also specified.

ments are reached.

The principal stages of BASS are shown in
the system flow chart in Figure 1.

If

procedure is repeated until the final require-

Operation of BASS

A

This

Outputs from BASS

The lower

For each set of variables, BASS collects

limits (as specified by the programmer) of

statistics on waiting times, cycle lengths, times

KHGHT, NAILE, NSCR, HOVEL, and VEVEL as fed in

between transfers, crane utilization, times lost

by the data cards are taken as the initial sys-

in transferring and travelling empty, material

tem variables.

and order queue build-ups in each aisle, number

The throughput is simulated with

this set of variables until the steady-state

of dual and single address cycles by each crane,

conditions, as verified by programming proce-

and the throughput for the system.

dures, have been reached.

it provides histograms on waiting times and cycle

This calculated value

In addition,

of throughput is transferred to the MAIN program

lengths.

and compared with the last throughput (initially

throughput for each set of variables.

set as 0).

If it has increased, a new series of

It also computes the costs and the

Special Features of BASS

variable value sets are generated (this is done

Special features built into the simulator,

by increasing in each set one of the five vari-

to suit the specific needs of individuals who may

ables to its next possible higher value) and the

use it, include:

set giving the lowest annual cost is transferred

1.

Any size warehouse can be simulated, the

to GASP to simulate the next throughput with.

only limitation being available core storage in

If the throughput has not increased, another set

the computer system.

of variables (the one giving the next higher

2.

Depending on individual requirements,

annual cost) from the series generated earlier

the start up of the stacker crane at the begin-

is transferred to GASP and the throughput is

ning of simulation may be handled in either of

calculates.

two ways.

This cycle is repeated over and
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First, the cranes can be started

MAIN PROGRAM
CONTROLLED BY GASP

( START )
Y

VINIT
Initialize
non-GASP
variables

Read in variables 6 calculate
equiv. ann. cost for initial
system variables

DATAN
Initialize
GASP
variables

Take set of variables giving
next higher equiv. ann. cost

Select next event

EVNTS

Take set of variables giving
lowest equiv. ann. cost
Event

Event

1

2

Use the same set of variables
as the last run. Increase
duration of simulation
SUMRY

Print summary
report

L

Incr. one variable
in each set of last
run variables

Is

Is

present
throughput>last
throughput

present

.hroughput>req.
hroughput
e

Print values of
design variables

( END

Figure 1.

System flow chart showing the principal functions performed by the main routines.

whenever entries are available in the queues,

3.

i.e., the first arrivals can trigger the start
of the cranes.

Also, the queues can be emptied at the

end of the simulation before statistics are com-

Alternately, the cranes can

puted, or alternately, queues can be left in

start at any desired and predetermined time.

their end of simulation conditions and 'statistics

All arrivals until that time are kept in queues.

collected without runout.

All that the user has to do is to specify start

able by assigning a value of 0.0 or 1.0 to a

times of stacker cranes, such as start of shift,

variable, QUEUE.

one-quarter hour after shift start, etc.

4.
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This feature is avail-

Since the value of QUEUE is checked (in

either case) at the end of the simulation, other

in the program.

analysis to occur at the end of simulation can

lected from an existing warehouse can also be

be programmed into BASS, to be called when QUEUE

used to generate the arrivals.

has specific values.

This will involve changing

9.

In addition, empirical data col-

Great flexibility is provided by the

of a few cards in the end of cycle subroutine.

fact that Fortran IV had been used as the pro-

This feature provides greater flexibility to

gramming language.

users to add on special requirements without

programming new decision-rules and events to suit

extensive program changes.

individual requirements.

5.

Depending on the amount of money or

This provides for ease in

From the aforegoing, it can be concluded

computation time available to the user, he can

that BASS is a flexible simulator.

adjust the duration of each run to meet his spe-

this flexibility arises from the fact that high-

cific needs of accuracy.

rise warehouses using stacker cranes are still in

6.

Flexibility is provided to handle situ-

The need for

their infancy and numerous developments and

ations where users do not have an accurate idea

changes are anticipated in the future.

of the ranges in which the number of aisles,

of the nature of BASS, these changes can be pro-

height of racks, and the number of cranes fall.

grammed into it without having to develop an

The simulation can be done using 1 aisle, 1

altogether new simulator.

crane, and 1 slot height (although this%is an

Because

Validating the Simulator

infeasible value, it is used to emphasize the

In order to validate BASS, several runs have

point) as the starting point and working up

been made with different storage requirements,

until the required solution is reached.

each with varying throughput requirements.

course, the user w.

Of

1 have to pay for,the lack

The

storage requirements selected were 600 slots,

of the required knowledge in increased process-

5,900 slots, 13,500 slots, and 14,500 slotS.

ing time.

simulator ran for all of these sizes indicating

7.

By setting the value of a variable

that it could be used to design very small sys-

LFIRE as 1, 2, or 3, it is possible to select

terns

the system having fire protection with sprink-

as well as large ones.

The results obtained at each step in one of

lers only, foam only, or the one with least

these runs are summarized in Table 1.

cost.

was made for a warehouse having approximately
8.

The

The arrivals of materials to be depos-

The run

5,900 storage slots and a throughput capacity of

ited in the warehouse and the orders to be re-

90/hour.

trieved from the warehouse can be made to follow

depositing and orders for retrieval were assumed.

any given distribution with a minimum of change

The values of the variables for each iteration
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Exponential arrivals of materials for

Step-by-step results of a simulation run.
and hourly throughput required = 90.0.

NO. OF
AISLES

HEIGHT
IN
SLOTS

LENGTH
OF RACKS
IN SLOTS

Total storage required = 5,900 slots (approx.),

NO. OF
STACKER
CRANES

HORIZ.
SPEED
(FT/MIN)

VERT.

EQUIV.

SPEED

ANNUAL

(FT/MIN)

COST ($)

ACTUAL
THROUGHPUT
(PER HR)

ITERATION

(NAILE)

(KHGHT)

(KLGTH)

1

3

5

4

3

5

4

6

5

6

6

6

7

7

5
5
5
5
5
5

8

6

6

197
148
118
99
99
99
85
82

1

2

9

6

7

1

10
11
12

6

8

71
62

6

9

6

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

6

6

10
11
12
12
12

6

13

6

13
13
14

122

6

13
13

23
24

4

5

3

5

6
6

6
6
7

are shown in the table.

(HOVEL)

(NSCR)

55
50
45
41
41
41
38

262
262
262
262
420
262
262
262
262
262
262
262
262
262
420
262
262
420
262
262
262
262
262
420

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
,1

1
1
1
1
1

38
38
36
33
38

1

148
197

2

1
1
1
2

2

It also shows the

(VEVEL)

74
74
74
74
74
99
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
99
74
74
99
74
74
74
74
74

(EQACT)

(HTHPT)

240,272
228,977
222,781
221,404
221,609
221,650
222,484
238,E30
232,137
227,876
225,247
225,185
223,659
223,786
223,991
224,033
225,081
225,286
225,327
228,804
231,114
242,900
246,386
252,957

71.04
73.02
74.28
74.70
73.14
74.46
74.70
75.78
77.40
78.78
80.22
81.96
83.16
84.18
82.98
83.40
84.66
83.52
84.24
84.06
84.36
97.321
95.70
100.48

ing for increases in throughput up to iteration

equivalent annual cost and the hourly through-

17.

put obtainable with the system for each run.

throughput and hence, again in iteration 22, the

The results of the above run are plotted in

cost increases significantly for an increase in

7igure 2, which shows how, at each step, the

throughput.

simulator tries to increase throughput while
minimizing the incremental cost.
zig-zag formation.

Since the increased throughput in 22 is

The plot has a

obtained by increasing NSCR from 1 to 2, the ini-

Up to iteration 4, cost de-

creases with increases-in throughput.

tial values of the variables are used with NSCR

Iteration

= 2 for 23 (Table 1).

5, 6, and 7 do not show any increase in throughput.

Since the throughput of

22 is better than that of 23, hence run 24 is

Finally, there is an increase in through-

made which yielda a better throughput.

put in 8, but with a significant, increase in
cost.

Subsequent iterations fail to increase

However,

EQACT of 24-is greater than that of 22 and hence

Once again cost generally keeps decreas-

iteration 22 is the final design.
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annual cost per unit increase in throughput at

Sensitivity Analysis
BASS is intended to aid the designer in his
process of decision-making.

.each iteration.

The sensitivity of

This is plotted in Figure 3.

Since this plot is for a low throughput system,

the cost to changes in the throughput at each

it is found that the incremental cost per unit

iteration could be a valuable guide in the

throughput is lower for higher throughputs.

decision-making.

iteration 22, the number of stacker cranes is in-

Table 2 shows the values of cost and

creased from 1 to 2.

This gives a sharp increase

in throughput (about 13 units) for an increase in

throughput at each iteration for the data given
in Table 1.

In

The fourth column is the equivalent

Since a through-

cost of approximately $18,000.

240

250

23

0

245

22

O

1

10

240

80
0
0

0
0
0

235

4
90
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Figure 2.

Plot of equivalent "annual cost vs. throughput for each iteration.
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Figure 3.

Incremental equivalent annual cost per unit increase in the throughput at
each iteration.

Table 2

of equivalent annual cost and throughput at each iteration.
EQUIV.

ANNUAL
COST ($)

ACTUAL
THROUGHPUT

ITERATION

(EQACT)

(PER HR.)
(HTHPT)

1

240,272
228,977
222,781
221,404
221,609
221,650
222,484
238,630
232,137
227,876
225,247

71.04
73.02
74.28
74.70
73.14
74.46
74.70
75.78
77.40
78.78
80.22

2
3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

EQACT
HTHPT
ITERATION
12

3,382
3,136
2,999
2,964
3,030
2,977
2,978
3,149
2,999
2,893
2,808

13
14

15
16
1?
18
19

20
21
22
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EQUIV.

ACTUAL.

ANNUAL

THROUGHPUT

COST ($)
(EQACT)

(PER HR.)
(HTHPT)

225,185
223,659
223,786
223,991
224,033
225,081
225,286
225,327
228,804
231,114
242,900

81.95
83.16
84.18
82.98
83.40
84.66
83.52
84.24
84.06
84.36
97.32

EQACT
HTHPT

2,747
2,690
2,658
2,699
2,686
2,659
2,697
2,675
2,722
2,740
2,496

put rate of about 90 per hour is desired, selection could be on either side of it.

this relationship for a least cost solution.

The lowest

2.

cost per unit throughput for a throughput below
90 was in iteration 17.
in iteration 22.

facturers that higher warehouses are cheaper is

The value above 90 was

validated by the results obtained from the sample

Because of the large differ-

runs.

ence in the incremental cost at these two points

3.

Greater travel speeds are not necessary

for low throughput systems and basically just auu

($163 per unit throughput), it would be better
to select the results of iteration 22.

The general belief among stacker manu-

However,

to the cost.

had the two points been fairly close, either

4.

For a given system throughput, it is

could have been selected, the decision then

found that the larger the storage capacity of the

being based upon how much capital could be made

warehouse, the,lower is the cost per storage

available for the warehouse.

slot.

Also, the cost per unit slot increases as

greater throughputs are desired.

In addition to making a decision on the

Conclusion

basis of the sensitivity analysis, information

The results from the sample runs show that

printed out in the summary reports should be

numerous alternatives confront the designer of

More specifically, information such

analyzed.

as statistics of material and order waiting

high-rise warehouse and stacker crane systems and

times, crane utilization, statistics of aisle

these differ from one another in small steps.

material queues, order queues, the common mate-

is, therefore, justifiable to conclude that the

rial queue, and the types of crane cycles should

use of BASS, along with the Sensitivity and re-

be studied.

It

port analysis described, will prove to be a very

The waiting time, especially that

of servicing orders, should not exceed that re-

useful tool.

quired by the system that the warehouse is to

tion, it will provide useful information about

service.

the actual system which has been either impos-

Besides helping in design 'selec-

sible or impractical by earlier analysis tech-

Findings From Runs

niques.

The following are some of the main find-

The simulator can also serve as a tool

ings from the results of the sample runs made

to test different operating rules and management

to test the simulator:

policies related to high-rise storage.

1.

Whereas it may be necessary from an

'efficiency standpoint to have the ratio between

the horizontal and vertical speeds conform to

the ratio between the length and the height of
racks, it is not absolutely necessary to have
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Tutorial 1: Fundamental GPSS Tutorial
Thomas J. Schriber, University of Michigan

Chairman:

Approach to modeling in GPSS. Fundamental GPSS blocks, including GENERATE, TERMINATE, SIEZE
and RELEASE, ADVANCE, and QUEUE and DEPART. A GPSS "case study" model for a one-line, oneserver queuing system. Internal logic of the GPSS processor, including the current and future
events chains, and a numeric example explaining how the processor simulates with the one-line,
one-server model.

Tutorial 1 Continued: Intermediate GPSS Tutorial
T!krnas J. Schriber, University of Michigan

Chairman:

Continuation of Wednesday afternoon's fundamental GPSS tutorial. Descritpion of unconditional-mode
TRANSFER block, CLEAR card, the ENTER and LEAVE blocks, the RESET card, and the statisticalmode TRANSFER block, with 5 "case studies" illustrating their applications. Consideration of 2
"advanced" GPSS case studies, with rapid overview of the GPSS capabilities they use.

The last 40 minutes of this session will be devoted to presentation of the proceedings rJaper entitled "One the Application of User Chains in GPSS". This paper is intended for active. users of
the language, and should also be of value to those whose knowledge of GPSS is limited to that
gained in the two tutorials.
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ON THE APPLICATION OF USER CHAINS IN GPSS

THOMAS J. SCHRIBER
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN

ABSTRACT
The GPSS Processor uses a Current Events Chain, Future Events Chain, Interrupt Chains, and Matching Chains to support the logic of a GPSS simulation.
These chains, which are an implicit part of the language, are automatically
maintained and manipulated by the Processor as a simulation proceeds.
At
the analyst's option, one or more additional chains of a type known as User
Chains can be explicitly incorporated into a GPSS model. These user-defined chains can be introduced for either one of two quite distinct reasons:
(1) to decrease the execution time requirements of a given model, and (2)
to implement queue disciplines other than first-come, first-served, within
Priority Class. Despite their application scope, however, there are several
subtleties associated with User Chain use. These subtleties arise principally because the GPSS Processor is inherently sequential in nature. This
paper, presented in the spirit of a tutorial, explores User Chain applications and identifies some of the subtleties associated with their use.

1.

Introduction

Those to whom this paper is addressed are assumed
(a) to be active GPSS model-builders, thoroughly
conversant with the operation of the Current and
Future Events Chains in the language, but (b)
without prior knowledge of the GPSS User Chain
entity.
The first assumption makes it possible
to avoid starting the paper at too elementary a
level. The second assumption provides an excuse
to include here the fundamental User Chain
groundwork needed to support some of the points
to be made. Apart from these conveniences, are
the assumptions realistic? The evidence suggests that they are.
In much GPSS modeling, it
is not necessary to apply User Chains (even
though their application might be of advantage
in decreasing the CPU time required for a simulation).
Furthermore, the topic of User Chains
is an "advanced" one in GPSS. The self-taught
GPSS model-builder, then, can conveniently avoid
getting into the User Chain concept. And the
person who has "gone through a course" on GPSS
may not have been told much, if anything, about
User Chains, unless the course was either "long"
or "advanced".
Finally, there is no definitive

treatment of User Chains anywhere in the literature on GPSS. They are introduced, yes, and
the mechanics of using the two GPSS "Blocks"
associated with them are spelled out, but there
are few examples given for them. It is not unusual to see only one or two examples showing
how User Chains can be applied when a constrained resource is being simulated with a
single GPSS Facility. But this is the simplest,
most straightforward application of User Chains.
As such, it gives no hint of the subtle "simultaneity of events" complications which are
associated with modestly more imaginative User
Chain use.

There seems to be a need, then, for a more complete treatment of the GPSS User Chain entity,
An attempt is made here to provide that treatment.
In total, 7 different Block Diagrams, or
Block Diagram segments, are presented and discussed to illustrate User Chain use in various
ways [a].
Particular emphasis is given to the
"simultaneity of events" problems that can occur in conjunction with User Chains. After the

[a] Portions of this material are taken from the manuscript for a book being written by Thomas J.
Schriber (see reference [I]).
As part of the manuscript, these port;ons have been copyrighted
by Professor Schriber, and are reproduced here with his permission.
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examples presented here have been studied, the
GPSS model-builder should be able to apply User
Chains creatively, and properly, in wheever
contexts might be encountered in practice,
2.

The Concept and Utility of User Chains

Whenever a Transaction encounters a blocking condition during a simulation, it is left, by default, on the Current Events Chain by the GPSS
Processor.
There are two disadvantages associpted with this default Processor behavior.
(1) The CPU time required to simulate with
the model may be larger than necessary, This is
true even though the Processor makes a distinction between "unique", and "non-unique", blocking
conditions in a
The distinction is made
because certain ,:.11 time economies can he realized through the "Scan Indicator" concept whenever a blocking condition is unique. Transactions experiencing unique blocking are "scan-inactive" [b].
Even scan-inactive Transactions are
processed at least one time, however, at each
reading of the simulation,clock. It is true that
the only CPU time used to process scan-inactive
Transactions is that required to test their Scan
Indicators.
In the long run, however, even this
CPU time can be significant. Furthermore, when
blocked Transactions are scan-active, the Processor attempts to move them into their next
Block each time they are encountered in the scan,
even though the logic of a given situation may
make it evident (to the analyst, not to the Processor) that a blocking condition is still in
effect.
It should be clear, then, that if
blocked Transactions could be made totally inactive in a model by removing them from the Current Events Chain, execution time economies could
result.

The time required to simulate with a model Lan
conceivably be decreased; and arbitrarilydefined queue disciplines can be implemented.
For the -easons cited, an entity known as "User
Chains" has been made a part of the GPSS language. User Chains are a "someplace else" where
Transactions can be when they are in a model,
but are not on the Current Events Chain or one
of the other "implicit" chains. Like the Current and Future Events Chains, User Chains have
a "front" and a "back". But -here the similarity
stops.
In the case of the Current and Future
Events Chains, the GPSS Processor automatically
moves Transactions to and from them, and maintains a pre-defined ordering property for Transactions on them.
In the case of User Chains,
Transactions are hooked onto them only according to logic explicitly provided by the analyst.
Furthermore, the analyst can choose from several
avallable alternatives to determine the position
a Transaction is to occupy on a User Chain when
it is placed there.
In like fashion, Transactions are unlinked from User Chains and brought
back into active status only according to the
analyst's explicitly-provided logic.
The analyst can also choose from a series of options in
selecting the one or more Transactions which are
to be unhooked from a User Chain and put back
onto the Current Events Chair.

This overall logic of User Chain use is shown
schematically in Figure 1.
Blocks in the figure
have been labeled A, B, C, 0, E, and F. Blocks
C, 0, and E suggest the basic sequence followed
to simulate use of a limited resource, such as
that modeled with a Fa4 lily or Storage.
C, D,
and E might be a SEIZE-ADVANCE-RELEASE combination, or an ENTER-ADVANCE-LEAVE sequence. Block
A represents the "look-ahead" feature of UserChain logic, and block B indicates the consequence which follows when the look-ahead reveals
that a blocking condition exists. Block F suggests how an active Transaction which has just
removed a blocking condition causes a Transaction to be unlinked from a User Chain and
brought back to the Current Events Chain,
scheduled to make use of the now-available re-

(2) The second potential disadvantage concerns
queue discipline.
The ordering of blocked Transactions on the Current Events Chain is determined
solely by their Priority Level, and the chronological sequence in which they were hooked onto
that chain. This is why the default queue discipline in GPSS is "first-come, first-served, within Priority Class". If some other queue discipline were to be implemented, these steps would
have to be performed.
(a) Instead of leaving waiting Transactions on
the Current Events Chain, they would have to be
removed from that chain and put "someplace else".
(b) Then, when the time came for one of them
to move forward in the model (to capture a nowavailable server, for example), the Transaction
brought from that "someplace else" and put back
on the Current Events Chain could be selected by
some criterion other than "first-come, firstserved, within Priority Class".

As might be expected, a pair of complementary
GPSS Blocks is used to accomplish the User-Chain
logic shown in Figure 1. One of these Blocks
corresponds to the "linking logic" shown at A
and B in the figure. The other performs the "unlinking logic" shown at F.
It is essentially the
use of these two Blocks which will be described
in this paper.

In summary, there are two possible benefits to
be realized if blocked Transactions can be removed temporarily from the Current Events Chain.

User Chains have many of the same features as
other GPSS entities. There can be many different
User Chains in a model, Each chain can be named

source.

[b] Familiarity with unique and non-unique blodking conditions and.the Scan Indicator
is assumed.
an explanation of these concepts, see sections 7.2 and 7.3 in reference [1].
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TRANSACTION ARRIVES
AT MODEL SEGMENT
WHERE BLOCKAGE MAY
EXIST
(a)

LEAVE CURRENT
EVENTS CHAIN:
GO ONTO A
USER CHAIN

PATH OF
TRANSACTION
BEING LINKED

PATH OF TRANSACTION BEING UNLINKED

_
FRONT OF CHAIN

BACK OF CHAIN

TRANSACTIONS ON THE
APPLICABLE USER CHAIN

BLOCKS S MULATING
USE OF LIMITED
RESOURCE

BLOCK WHOSE
EXECUTION REMOVES
THE BLOCKING
CONDITION

(F)

UNLINK A TRANSACTION
FROM THE USER CHAIN;
SEND IT TO USE THE
RESOURCE

,ICS

REFS /
0-"-

-----

--- ----

TRANSACTION WHICH TRIGGERED
THE UNLINKING GOES ON ITS
WAY IN THE MODEL

1
Figure 1

A Schematic Representation of the Logic of User Chain Use

either numerically, or symbolically, according to
the usual rules. The number of different User
Chains permissible depends on the amount of computer memory available to the Processor.
Like
Facilities, Storages, Queues, Tables, Blocks,
etc., User Chains have a set of Standard Numerical Attributes associated with them. Furthermore,
a set of User Chain statistics much like these
for Queues appears as part of the standard output produced at the end of a simulation.

Like the Current and Future Events Chains, nonempty User Chains are printed out by the Processor at the end of a simulation only if "1" is
used as the D Operand on the START Card. T.!..a
PRINT Block can also be used to print Out User
Chains. For this purpose, the Block's A and B
Operands indicate the smallest and largest num-

-
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bers, respectively, of the User Chains which are
to be printed out. The Field C mnemonic is CHA.
When a Transaction moves inta the Block "PRINT
2,5,CHA", then? User Chains 2 through 5 are
printed out as a result.
3.

Transaction Movement to and from
User Chains: The LINK Block and
the UNLINK Block

The ability to put a Transaction onto a User
Chain is provided with the LINK Block. The LINK
Block can be used in either one of two modes:
conditional mode, or unconditional mode. A conditional-mode LINK Block plays the roles of
blocks A and B in Figure 1; that is, it embodies
a certain "Took- ahead" feature, as suggested by
block A in Figure 1, and it has the capability
of either sending a Transaction to capture an

available server, or of putting a Transact an
onto a User Chain if there is no available
server.
In contrast, an unconditional-mode LINK
Block has no effective look-ahead capability; it
therefore plays only the role of block B in Figure 1. Transactions which enter an unconditional-mode LINK Block are always put onto a User
Chain as a consequence.
Because use of the LINK Block in unconditional
mode is the easiest to understand, this usage
mode will be disEussed first.
Consider Figure
2, which spells out the specific details associated with the LINK Block. As indicated in
that figure, when no C Operand is supplied for
the LINK Block, the Block is being used in unconditional-linkage mode.
(In fact, if the C
Operand were elimirtted from the LINK Block in
Figure 2, the path leading from the LINK Block
would be eliminated, too.)
When a Transaction
moves into such a LINK Block, it is placed on
the User Chain whose name is supplied by the
Block's A Operand. The position an incoming
Transaction takes on the User Chain is governed by the LINK Block's B Operand. The fourcharacter B Operands FIFO (First-In, First-Out)
and LIFO (Last-In, First-Out) cause the Transaction to be placed on the back or front of the
chain, respectively. If the B Operand is Pj,
where j is some integer from 1 to 100, Transactions are arranged on the User Chain in order

Operand

of increasing Pj value [c].
Each incoming
Transaction Is placed ahead of those chain residents which have a higher Pj value, but behind
those which have a lower Pj value. In case of
ties, the incoming Transaction goes behind other
residents having the same Pj value. For example,
suppose that Transactions A, B, and C have P3
values of -4, 21, and 32, respectively, and they
enter the Block "LINK HOLD,P3". Then, after the
linking, Transaction A is at the font of the
User Chain HOLD, B is behind it, and C is at the
back of the chain.
If Transaction D now enters
the '
Block and has a P3 value of 21, it is
placco oetween Transa.ftions B and C on the User
Chain.
Linking is conditional when the LINK Block's C
Operand is used. A Transaction moving into a
conditional-mode LINK Block wil: either be placed
on the User Chain, or will be routed to the "C
Block", i.e., the Block in the Location whose
name is supplied by the C Operand.
In practice,
the "C Block" often turns out to be the Block
which is sequential to the LINK Block in the
model.
But even when this is the case, the analyst must use the C Operand on the conditionalmode LINK Block, and must attach the corresponding Location Name to the sequential Block. There
is no requirement, however, that the "C Block" be
sequential to the LINK Block. This explains why
there is a horizontal path leading from the Fig-

Significance

Default Value
or Result

A

Name (numeric or symbolic) of a User Chain

Error

B

Specifies where the Transaction is to be placed on
the User Chain; there are three possibilities.

Error

B Operand
FIFO

Go on the back of the chain

LIFO

Go on the front of the chain

Pj

C

Indication

Merge into the chain immediately ahead
of the Transaction with the next higher
value of Parameter j

Optional Operand; Block Location to which the Transaction moves if it is not lipked onto the User Chain

Figure 2

Transaction is
linked unconditionaally onto the User
Chain

The LINK Block and Its A, B, and C Operands

[c] Some caution is required here. When the LINK Block's B Operand is Pj, the "P" simply signals to
the Processor that the linking criterion is "ordered according to the value of a Parameter". The
number of the Parameter is directly specified, and is j itself.
If a given LINK Block has P10 as
its B Operand, then, the linking criterion is "ordered according to the value of Parameter 10", not
"ordered according to the Parameter whose number can be found in Parameter 10".
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ure 2 LINK Block, instead of a vertical path.

ahead reveals that a blocking condition exists.

Nothing has been said yet about what determines
whether a Transaction entering a conditional-mode
LINK Block takes the C-Block exit, or is linked
onto the referenced User Chain. To choose be-tween these two possibilities, the GPSS Processor
tests the setting of the referenced User Chain's
Link Indicator.
Each User Chain has its own Link
Indicator. The indicator is either "on" ("Set"),
or "off" ("Reset"). If the Link Indicator is
"off" when a Transaction moves into a conditional
mode LINK Block, the Processor does two things.
(1) It turns the Link Indicator "on".
(2) It does not link the Transaction onto the
User Chain;
instead, it routes the
Transaction to the "C Block".
On the other hand, if the Link Indicator already
is "on" when a Transaction enters a conditionalmode LINK Block, the Processor puts the Transaction onto the User Chain, and leaves the Link
Indicator "on".

As indicated earlier, the unconditional-mode LINK
BloCk corresponds precisely to block B in Figure
2.
In this unconditional mode, the referenced
User Chain's Link Indicator has no useful purpose.
In contrast, the conditional-mode LINKBlock takes
on the roles played by blocks A and B in Figure
1.
The referenced User Chain's
ik Indicator
embodies the "look-ahead" feature, and can be
thought of much in the sense of a green-red traffic light. When the Link Indicator is "off", the
traffic light is green. When a Transaction enters a conditional-mode LINK Block and finds that
the traffic light is green, it interprets this as
a "no blockage" signal. The Transaction moves
ahead in the model, but before doing so, it
switches the traffic light to red (Link Indicator
"on") as a signal for later arrivals to the LINK
Block. Conversely, if a Transaction arrives at
the LINK Block and finds the traffic light is red
(Link Indicator "on"), it interprets this to mean
that blockage exists, and consequently goes onto
the User Chain instead of moving ahead in the
model.
The Link Indicator's look-ahead role cannot be
fully appreciated until the Block complementary
to the LINK Block has been described, and its
effect on the Link Indicator's setting has been
indicated.
It might be mentioned now, however,
that use of the Link Indicator for look-ahead
purposes is extremely restricted.
In fact, it
is really useful as a built-in look-ahead device
only when the limited resource which might offer
blockage is simulated with a Facility. Most of
the time, the analyst supplies his own lookahead logic with a TEST or GATE Block at position A in Figure 1, and sends Transactions into
an unconditional-mode LINK Block when the look-

The Block complementary to the LINK is the UNLINK.
It is the UNLINK Block which is used at
position F in Figure 1. The purpose of the UNLINK Block, of course, is to remove one or more
Transactions from a User Chain and put them back
on the Current Events Chain, so that the Processor can subsequently move them forward again
in the model. By using appropriate UNLINK Block
Operands, the analyst can specify which Transaction(s) on the User Chain qualifTiiiTunlinking.
There are two broad possibilities here.
(1) Transactions can be removed from the front
or from the back of the User Chain.
In this case,
Transactions "qualify" for unlinking simply by
virtue of the position they occupy on the User
Chain.

(2) Transactions can be removed from anywhere
on the User Chain, providing that their properties satisfy analyst-specified conditions.
Only the possibilities indicated in (1) above
will be described in this section.
The possibilities indicated in (2) will be taken up in
Section 7.
The UNLINK Block is shown with its various Operands in Figure 3. In considering the Block, it
is important to distinguish between the UnlinkerTransaction (i.e., the Transaction which moves
into the UNLINK Block, thereby initiating the unlinking operation), and the Unlinkee-Transaction
(i.e., the Transactions being unlinked).
When a
Transaction enters the UNLINK Block, the Processor removes from the referenced User Chain the
number of Transactions specified via the C Operand (assuming this many are on the User Chain to
begin with, and that they satisfy the unlinking
conditions). The C Operand, which can be a constant, a Standard Numerical Attribute, or ALL, is
termed the "Unlink Count".
If the'C Operand is
ALL, then all qualifying Transactions on the referenced User Chain will be unlinked. The UNLINK
Block's B Operand indicates the Location of the
Block to which each of the Unlinked Transactions
is to be routed. The D and E Operands are used
in combination to indicate from which end of the
User Chain the Unlinked Transactions are to be
taken.
When neither Operand is used, Transactions are unlinked from the front of the User
Chain.
When BACK is used as the D Operand, and
the E Operand is not used, Transactions are unlinked from the back of the User Chain.
The UNLINK Block's F Operand is optional.
If it
is not used, the Unlinker moves unconditionally
from the UNLINK Block to the sequential Block.
If used, the F Operand supplies the name of the
non-sequential Location to which the Unlinker
MO.JS next if no Transactions were unlinked in
the attempted unlink operation [d].

[d] For the two UNLINK Block D-E combinations in Figure 3, the condition "no Transactions were unlinked can arise if and only if the referenced User Chain is empty prior to the attempted unlinking.
For the other UNLINK Block D-E Operand combinations to be discussed in section 7, the "no Transactions were unlinked" condition can occur even when there are Transactions on the User Chain at
the time of the attempted unlinking.
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Now consider the effect of the UNLINK Block on
turn on the Currcnt Events Chain as the last
the referenced User Chain's Link Indicator. When
member in its PriFity wass. The Processor
the User Chain is empty at the time a Transaction
works from the front of the User Chain toward the
moves into the UNLINK Block, the Processor
back, unless the D-E Operand combination is
switches that User Chain's Link Indicator "off".
"BACK; not used", in which case it works from the
Using the traffice light analogy, this is equivaback toward the front.
Execution of the UNLINK
lent to switching the traffic light from red to
Block causes the Status Change Flag to be turned
green.
It is logical for the Unlinker to do this '"on" if at least one Transaction is thereby unwhen it has just ceased to cause blockage at a
linkeale]. When the UNLINK operation is compoint, and then discovers (because of the empty
plete, the Unlinker continues its forward moveUser Chain) that no other Transaction is currently
ment in the model. This means that the Unlinked
waiting for the blockage to be removed.
Later,
Transactions, if any, have not yet been processed.
when the next Transaction appears at the assoWhen the Unlinker finally comes to rest,
ciated LINK Block, the green traffic light serves
the Processor tests the StatusChange Flag and,
as a signal that it need not go on the User
if it is "on", turns it "off", and re-starts the
Chain.
Instead, the Transaction will switch the
scan of the Current Events Chain. This guaranlight to red, then move ahead in the model withtees that, independent of their Priority Level,
out delay.
any Unlinked Transactions will be processed at
the current reading of the simulation clock.
Control of a User Chain's Link Indicator can be
summarized this way.
Finally, the relationship between User Chains and
(1) The Link Indicator can be turned "on" (but Block Counts should be carefully noted. When a
never turned "off") at the LINK Block.
Transaction is on a User Chain, it is not "in"
(2) The Link Indicator can be turned "off"
any Block in the model.
In particular, it is not
(but never turned "on") at the UNLINK Block.
"in" the LINK Block via which it was put onto the
User Chain.
Transactions on User Chains do not
Consider next a chain-oriented interpretation of
reflect themselves, then, in any fashion through
the way the UNLINK Block works. When a TransacCurrent Counts at Blocks. When a Transaction has
tion enters the UNLINK Block, the Processor rejust been unlinked from a User Chain and brought
moves Transactions from the referenced User
to the Current Events Chain, it would seem that
it is also not yet "in" any Block. Conceptually,
Chain, one-by-one, placing each Transaction in

Operand

Default Value
or Result

Significance

A

Name (numeric or symbolic) of a User Chain

Error

B

Block Location to which the unlinked Transaction(s) is
(are) to be routed

Error

C

The number of Transactions to be unlinked (the Unlink
Count); can be a constant, a Standard Numerical
Attribute, or ALL

Error

D and E

F

Specify which end of the User Chain Transactions are
to be taken from, per this scheme:
D Operand

E Operand

End Indicated

Not Used
BACK

Not Used
Not Used

Front End
Back End

Transactions are
unlinked from the
front of the
User Chain

Optional Operand; Block Location to which the UnlinkerTransaction moves next if no Transactions are unlinked

Figure 3

Unlinker-Transaction unconditionally moves to
the sequential
Block in the model

The UNLINK Block and Its Operands

[e] Familiarity with the concept of the Status Change Flag is assumed.
sections 7.2 and 7.3 in reference [1].
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For an explanation, see

GENERATE

GENERATE

CUSTOMERS
ARRIVE

1

TIMER ARRIVES
AT TIME 480

Ito

QUEUE

JOE0

LINK

I

TERMINAT

ENTER THE
LINE

Chain.
This fact is sometimes of importance when
Current Block Cz,unts are being interpreted. It

HOLD

FIFO

CAPTURE IMMEDIATELY
IF POSSIBLE; OTHERWISE, GO ONTO BACK
OF USER CHAIN

.lso explains why the UNLINK Block's B Operand
(i.e., the "Next Block Attempted" for unlinked
Transactions) appears in Figure 3 on a path leading from the UNLINK Block. The idea here is to
provide a graphic indication of the fact that unlinked Transactions do move from the User Chain
via the UNLINK Block into their "Next Block Attempted". In contrast, the other two paths leading from the Figure 3 UNLINK Block apply to the
Unlinker-Transaction.
One path leads to the sequential Block; the other leads to the nonsequential Block which is implied if the optional
F Operand is used.

(GETEMI
IGETEAD

SEIZE

CAPTURE THE
BARBER

JOE

LEAVE THE
LINE

4.

O

JOE

FREE THE
BARBER

e'-`s
HOLD
1

UNLINK

TERMINATE

Figure 4

Basic User Chain Use with
Facilities and Storages

The basic use of User Chains with Facilities and
Storages is illustrated through a series of three
examples in this section. First, their use with
single Facilities is shown. In this situation,
the User Chain Link Indicator is adequate for the
required look-ahead logic. Then, their use with
Storages is illustrated. Such use requires
analyst-supplied look-ahead logic, and this in
turn requires caution in terms of a potential
simultaneity-of-events problem which can arise.
Later, in Sections 5 and 7, additional examples
of User Chain use will also be given.

USE THE
BARBER

RELEASE

SHUT OFF
?HE RUN

SEND NEXT WAITING
CUSTOMER (IF ANY)
TO CAPTURE

LEAVE THE
SHOP

A First Example of User Chain Use

the just-unlinked Transaction has much in common
with Transactions which are "on their way" into.a
model via a GENERATE Block into which they have
not yet moved. Nevertheless, from the point of
view of Current Counts, the Processor treats unlinked Transactions as though they are in the
UNLINK Block whose execution caused then-lie-6e
brought from the User Chain to the Current Events
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4.1
User Chain Use with a Facility. A Block
b-Tiram for a one-fine, one-server queuing system
is presented in Figure 4. The particular model
shown is for a "one-man barber shop". Interarrival time for customers at the shop is 18+6
minutes; service time is 16+4 minutes. The Implicit time unit in the model can consequently
be inferred from Figure 4 to be 1 minute. The
two-Block timer segment indicates that, when the
model is run, the simulation simply shuts off
after 480 minutes (i.e., 8hours) of simulated
time.
No special provisions are made, then, to
provide a realistic closeup feature for the model.
Any "customers" in the model at the end of the
8th simulated hour are simply left "as they are".
The queue discipline to be practiced in the shop
is first-come, first-served.

Notice that a LINK-UNLINK Block pair has been incorporated into the Block Diagram, implying that
customer-Transactions who are waiting their turn
to get a haircut are kept in this simple model on
a User Chain. The LINK Block has been sandwiched

between the QUEUE and SEIZE Blocks; similarly,
the UNLINK Block is sandwiched between the RELEASE
and TERMINATE Blocks.
The effect of the presence
of these two Blocks will now be explored.
When a customer arrives at the shop, he first updates waiting line statistics by moving into the
QUEUE Block. He then moves 4nto the conditionalmode LINK Block.
If the Lin-. Indicator is "on"
(traffic light red), the customer-Transaction is
linked on the back (FIFO) of the User Chain HOLD,
and the Link 1111-11-Eator remains "on".
If the Link
Indicator is found to be "off" (traffic light
green), however, it is switched "on" and the customer-Transaction proceeds to the Block in the
location GETEM, i.e., moves into the SEIZE Block.
The DEPART-ADVANCE-RELEASE sequence then follows.
After the RELEASE, the customer-Transaction attempts to unlink 1 Transaction from the front of
the User Chain HOLD (UNLINK Block D and E Operands both blank), sending it to the Block GETEM
to capture the now-available Facility.
If the
attempted unlinking is unsuccessful because the
User Chain is empty, the Link Indicator is
switched from "on" to "off" (traffic light green)
so that the next arrival, instead of linking,
will move directly to SEIZE.
Note that, when the traffic light is red at the
LINK Block, arriving Transactions are placed on
the back of the User Chain (go to the back of the

lineTLater, via action initiated by an Unlinker Transaction at the UNLINK Block, they are
removed from the front of the User Chain. The
resulting queue discipline is first-come, firstserved [f].
The pattern followed by the Link Indicator in the
Figure 4 model reveals how it serves as a builtin look-ahead device in the context of Facility
use.
It is initially "off". The first customerTransaction turns it "on", then captures the server.
While the server is being used by this
first customer of the day, the Link Indicator remains "on". Suppose the second customer-Transaction arrives while the server is still in use.
Finding the Link Indicator "on", the second customer goes onto the User Chain.
When the first
customer finishes, he unlinks the second customer
and sends him to capture the barber.
Meantime,
because the User Chain referenced from the UNLINK
Block was not empty, the Link Indicator remains

"on".

In tact, it is "on" whenever «nY customer
is using the barber, whether that customer (a)
found the indicator "off", and moved directly to
capture, or (b) found the indicator "on", and
spent time in residence on the User Chain before
eventually being sent to capture.
The only way
to turn the Link Indicator "off" is for a customer to finish with the barber when no other customers are waiting (User Chain empty). Turning
the Link Indicator "off" it this circumstance
guarantees that when the iext customer does arrive, he will proceed to capture the barber immeidately.
The punchcards for the Figure 4 model were prepared, and the model was run for one simulated
day.
The D Operand on the START Card was used to
force a chain printout at the end of the simulation.
Figure 5 shows a portion of the output
that was thereby produced. Parts (a), (b), and
(c) in Figure 5 show the Current, Future, and
User Chains, respectively. There is a single
resident on the Cmcnt Events Chain, Transaction
3; this Transaction is poised to release the Facility.
[The NBA ("Next Block Attempted") column
in Figure 5(a) shows a value of 7. This is the
Location occupied in the model by the RELEASE
Block, as "counting it out" in Figure 4 will
show.) The two residents on the Future Events
Chain are the incipient Transaction arrivals at
the two GENERATE Blocks in the Model.
(Their NBA
entries are 1 and 10, respectively, which are the
Locations occupied by the GENERATE Blocks in the
model.)
In Figure 5(c), the User Chain is described as
"USER CHAIN 1". The symbolic name HOLD has been
made equivalent to the number 1 by the Processor,
and this numeric equivalent has been used to
label the User Chain in the printout. There is
one Transaction resident on the User Chain,Transaction 4. Note that the various column labels
for the User Chain are identical to those for the
Current and Future Events Chains.

The Transaction on the User Chain is the next
customer, waiting for the barber. We know this
because of the problem context, but the GPSS Processor does not know this.
In fact, the "destination" of the Transaction on the User Chain will
not be known to the Processor until it is unlinked.
At that time, the UNLINK Block's B Ope-

[f] It is sometimes mistakenly concluded that if the B Operand at a LINK Block is FIFO (meaning
that
incoming Transactions are linked onto the back of the User Chain), it must be specified at the
associated UNLINK Block that Transactions are to be removed from the front of the User Chain;
or,
that if the B Operand at a LINK Block is LIFO (meaning that incoming Transactions are linked onto
the front of the User Chain), the associated UNLINK Block must specify that Transactions
are to be
removed from the back of the pertinent User Chain. This is
i
not the case.
The LINK and UNLINK
Blocks are entireErihdependent of each other. It is the analyst's responsibility to
see to it
that the linking and unlinking criteria interact in such a way that the overall effect "makes
sense" in context.
For example, the B Operand at a LINK Block can be FIFO, and the associated
UNLINK Block can specify that Transactions are to be unlinked from the back of the pertinent
User Chain. The resulting queue discipline would be "last-come,
first-served".
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rand will be used by the Processor to determine
the unlinked Transaction's "Next Block Attempted".
Note, then, the entry in the BLOCK column in
Figure 5(c) is "blank". The BLOCK column indicates which Block a Transaction is currently "in".
But, as explained earlier, when a Transaction is
on a User Chain, it is not "in" any Block in the
model.

The phenomenon just described explains why there
were 18 TOTAL ENTRIES to the User Chain in Figure
5(d), but only 15 non-zero entries to the Queue
in Figure 5(e).
Three of the User Chain entries
were apparently of the "zero residence time" type.
Note that this phenomenon also makes interpretation of the AVERAGE TIME/TRANS statistic for User
Chains somewhat subtle. It would be easy to draw
the false conclusion for the Figure 4 model that
$AVERAGE TIME/TRANS in the Queue should equal the
AVERAGE TIME/TRANS statistic for the User Chain.
$AVERAGE TIME/TRANS measures the waiting time
only of those who had to)dait, however; in contrast, the AVERAGE TIME/TRANS value for User
Chains can, in general, include Transactions
which did not actually have to wait. The 3 "zero
residence time" entries to the User Chain explains why AVERAGE TIME/TRANS is only 4.277 time
units in Figure 5(d), whereas $AVERAGE TIME/TRANS
is 5.1333 time units in Figure 5(e).

The BDT ("Block Departure Time") column in Figure
5(c) shows a value of 472. Block Departure Time
is the time the Transaction is scheduled to try
to move into its "Next Block Attempted."
As far
as its "future movement" is concerned, the BDT
entry for User Chain Transactions is meaningless.
The BDT value shown in User Chain printout can be
interpreted as the time the Transactionwas linked
onto the User Chain.
The statistic:v. for the User Chain HOLD which ap-

pear in the sundard output are shown in Figure
5(d).
Figure 5(e) shows the statistics for the
Queue JOEQ. Comparison of the two sets of staticstics reveals that they are quite similar.
The Queue statistics contain somewhat more information than those for the User Chain, indicating
how many zero entries there were (ZERO ENTRIES),
what percentage the zero entries were of the
total (PERCENT ZEROS), and what the average Queue
residence time was when zero entries were included (AVERAGE TIME/TRANS).
At first, it might be thought that there are no
"zero entries" to User Chains because, "if blockage does not exist, Transactions bypass the chain
and move directly forward in the model.", User
Chains can experience zero entries, however. That
is, it is possible for some Transactions to have
zero residence time on a User Chain.
This will
happen, for example, in the Figure 4 model when
the following conditions are true.
(1) The Facility is in use.
(2) No Transaction is waiting to capture the
Facility.
(3) There is a time-tie between the two events
"completion of service", and "arrival of the next
customer".
(4) The event-sequence is "arrival", followed
by "service completion".
In the scan of the Current Events Chain at the
simulated time in question, then, the arriving
customer-Transaction is processed first, per (4)
above.
Finding the User Chain's Link Indicator
"on", the Processor puts this Transaction on the
User Chain.
The releasing Transaction is then
processed.
After moving through the RELEASE
Block, it unlinks the just-arrived Transaction
from the User Chain, and sends it to capture the
Facility.
Hence, although the just-arrived Transaction was made a User Chain resident, its residence time on the chain was zero. It contributes
then, to the User Chain TOTAL ENTRIES statistic.
And, from the Queue's point of view, it contributes to the ZERO ENTRIES statistic.

User Chain statistics and Queue statistics, although similar, differ from each other, then, in
these three major ways.
(1) Zero-entry information is provided for
Queues.
(2) The AVERAGE TIME/TRANS User Chain statistic requires careful interpretation.
(3) The distribution of Queue residence time
is easily estimated with use of the QTABLE Card,
whereas nothing analogous to the QTABLE Card is
available for User Chains.
4.2 More About the Link Indicator.
Consider use
of the LINK-UNLINK Block pair in connection with
any segment of a GPSS Block Diagram.
Figure 6
illustrates this situation where, for generality,
the particular Blocks occupying the Block Diagram
'segment in question are not shown, but for specificity the LINK-UNLINK Block Operands are shown.
Assume that Transactions can gain entry to the
segment only by moving through the conditionalmode LINK Block in the figure, and that they can
exit the segment only by moving through the UNLINK Block. There can then never be more than
one Transaction in the encircled Block Diagram
segment at a time.

This last statement can be made as a direct consequence of the properties of the User Chain's
Link Indicator. The reasoning goes like this.
When the simulation starts, the encircled segment
is empty. Furthermore, the Link Indicator is
"off". When the first Transaction arrives
t the
LINK Block, it therefore moves immediately to the
Block in the Location MOVIN, thereby entering the
segment.
(MOVIN is assumed to be the Location of
the "first" Block in the encircled segment.)
While the first Transaction is in the segment,
then, any other arrivals at the LINK Block are
put on the User Chain. When the first Transaction eventually leaves the segment via the UNLINK Block, it unhooks exactly 1 Transaction from
the User Chain, routing it into the segment.
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Figure 7

Use of a User Chain with an Arbitrary Block Diagram Segment

Hence, the segment-exiting Transaction "replaces
Itself" in the segment with another Transaction.
This "replacement pattern" is in effect as long
as there is at least 1 Transaction on the User
Chain when the UNLINK Block is executed. If the
User Chain is empty when the UNLINK Block is executed, the resuTt is that the Link Indicator gets
turned "off". This means that when another Transaction eventually arrives at the LINK Block, it
moves immediately into the segment, causing the
Link Indicator to be turned back "on" in the process, etc.,etc.
The ideas just expressed really only repeat what
was said aboilt the Link Indicator when it was introduced in Section 3.
Repeating the ideas in
the context of Figure 6, however, leads directly
to the two following conclusions.
Conclusion 1.
When a User Vhain is used in
connection with a Facility, the SEIZE-RELEASE
Block pair is not really needed, unless the ana-.
lyst requires the statistics which the Facility
entity provides. After all, use of a SEIZERELEASE Block pair has two effects.
(1) It guarantees that there will never be
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A Model Segment which Simulates a
Single Server without Using a
SEIZE-RELEASE Block Pair

more than one Transaction at a time in transit
between the pair of Blocks (assuming, of course,
that alternative methods of "getting between"
the pair of BlockS are not used in the model).
(2) It causes the GPSS Processor to maintain
certain statistics about the "use" of the
Facility.

But Effect (1) is precisely the effect that the
Link Indicator has when a conditional-mode LINK
Block is used. Consequently, if Effect (2) is
not needed, the SEIZE-RELEASE Block pair can be
eliminated.
For example, Figure 7 repeats Figure 4, with the SEIZE-RELEASE Block pair eliminated. The QUEUE-DEPART Block pair has also
been eliminated, on the hypothesis that the User
Chain statistics are sufficient measures of waiting line behaiior for the application at hand.
The Block sequence "LINK-ADVANCE-UNLINK" in Figure 7 may seem a bit strange at first, but it
nonetheless validly simulates a single server
under the conditions stated here.
Conclusion 2. When the User Chain's Link
Indicator is relied upon to supply "look-ahead
logic", it is extremely inflexible. In fact, because a consequence of its use is to let only

"one Transaction at a time" in the model segment
between the LINK and UNLINK Blocks, the Link Indicator is really only of value when the constrained resource being simulated between the
LINK-UNLINK Blocks is a Facility (or a unitcapacity constraint).
For example, suppose the
constrained resource is being simulated with a
Storage whose capacity is two. This means that
up to 2 Transactions at a time should be permitted to be in transit between the LINK-UNLINK
Block pair.
Because this effect cannot be
ac.hieved with the Link Indicator, the analyst
must supply his own look-ahead logic to determine
whether an arriving Transaction can move into the

model segment, or must be put onto the User Chain.
The next section goes into further detail about
use of a User Chain with the Storage entity.
4.3 User Chain User with a Storage. Suppose that
in the Figure 4 barber shop, customer inter-arrival time decreases to 6+2 minutes and, to offset
this heavier traffic pattern, two more barbers
are hired. Figure 8 shows the Block Diagram for
a model of the shop under these circumstances.
Discussion of the model will be broken into two
parts.
First, the "GATE-ENTER-LINK" Block arrangement will be commented upon. Then the reason
for placing the PRIORITY Block between the GENERATE and GATE Blocks will be explained.

GENERATE

As indicated under Conclusion 2 in the preceding
sub-section, the analyst must supply his own
look-ahead logic when a User Chain is used in
conjunction with a Storage.
The GATE Block in
Figure 8 provides this required look-ahead logic.
When a customer-Transaction moves into the "GATE
SNF 1" Block, a test is conducted to determine
whether at least one barber is currently available, i.e., to determine whether the Storage used
to simulate the three barbers is not full.
If
the "Storage Not Full" condition is true, the
customer-Transaction moves sequentially through
the gate and captures a barber.
If the "Storage
Not Full" condition is false, the customerTransaction exits the gate non-sequentially and
moves into the LINK Block.
No C Operand is provided with the LINK Block, with the result that
Transactions entering it are unconditionally
placed on the User Chain. Transactions enter the
LINK Block, however, only on the condition that
the Storage is full. Via use of the GATE Block,
then, the "unconditional" linking of Transactions
is forced to be conditional after all.

PRIORITY

CFULUP)

(FULUP)

LINK

Now consider why the "PRIORITY 1" Block has been
placed between the GENERATE and GATE Blocks in
the Figure 8 model. The PRIORITY Block has been
used to defense against invalid logic which could
come about if a certain simultaneity-of-events
situation were to arise. Suppose that the following conditions are true at a given point in
simulated time.
(1) All 3 barbers are captured.
(2) At least 1 Transaction is waiting on the
User Chain.
(3) One of the in-service customers is just
leaving.
(4) The next customer is just arriving.
(5) The leaving Transaction is ahead of the
arriving Transaction on the Current Events Chain.

ADVANCE

16,4

0
2
0

LINE
1

UNLINK

When the leaving Transaction is processed, it
first moves into the LEAVE Block, thereby changing the condition "Storage Not Full" from false
to true. This leaving Transaction then moves
into the UNLINK Block, causing the Transaction
at the front of the User Chain to be moved to the
Current Events Chain. Because of its earlier
movement through the PRIORITY Block, the unlinked

TERMINATE

Figure 8

A Second Example of User Chain Use
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Transaction has a Priority Level of 1.
It is
therefore placed on the Current Events Chain
ahead of the arriving customer-Transaction, which
ETFT7Fiority Level of O. After the leaving
Transaction has terminated, the Processor restarts the CEC scan.
It first processes the justunlinked customer-Transaction, moving it into the
ENTER-ADVANCE sequence. Execution of the ENTER
Block results in the condition "Storage Not Full"
being made false again. When the arriving customer-Transaction is processed later ,I'n the scan,

(FULUP)

(OKNOW)

(FULUP)

ENTER

ADVANCE

16,4

PR

PRIORITY

BUFFER

LEAVE

LINE

UNLINK

1

Figure 9

It is easy to see how the logic of the model would
be subverted if the PRIORITY Block were removed
from the model, and the conditions described above
came about.
The unlinked Transaction would be
put on the current
Chain behind the justarriving customer-Transaction. When the
arriving Transaction reached the GATE Block, the
"Storage Not Full" condition would be true. The
"newcomer" would therefore capture thi-EFber.
When the just-unlinked Transaction eventually tried
to move into the ENTER Block, entry would be
denied. This previously-waiting Transaction
would have "missed its chance".
Furthermore,
its subsequent waiting would take place on the
Current Events Chain, not on'the User Chain.

LINE

LINK
FIFO

0
z
0

it therefore moves non-sequentially from the GATE
Block to the LINK Block, and is put on the User
Chain. The previously-waiting customer has captured the barber, which is as it should be.

An Alternative Method for Handling
the Potential Problem of Simultaneity
in the Figure 8 Model

Whether using the PRIORITY Block in the Figure 8
model is "worth it" can be debated. The Block
does guarantee that the logic of the model will
always be valid. On the other hand, to include
this "additional" Block increases the number of
Blocks in the model from 8 to 9. Speaking very
roughly, this means that execution time for the
model is increased by about 12.5% relative to the
no-PRIORITY-Block version of the model [g].
Depending on the size of the implicit time unit
and the intensity of the traffic pattern, the
conditions leading to the "problem of simultaneity" may come about very infrequently. To
save execution time in modeling situations such
as this, the analyst might prefer to deliberately
exclude the PRIORITY Block, and simply "accept"
occasional invalidity in his models.
(Note that
the potential "problem of simultaneity" did not
have to be defensed against when the Link Indicator provided the look-ahead logic in Figure
4.
To check your understanding of the ideas
presented so far in this paper, you should now
try to explain why this is true).
4.4 An Alternative for Handling the Simultaneity
Problem.
In the Figure 8 model, it was
co' nvenient" to place the PRIORITY Block between
the GENERATE and GATE Blocks.
But this was
largely because the modeling context used as an
example was completely self-contained.
It is not
normally true that a Transaction "approaches" a
Storage from a GENERATE Block.
More often than
not, the "approach" is made from some preceding
non-trivial model segment. The question then
arises, how is one to handle the problem of
simultaneity in this circumstance? The purpose
of this section is to suggest an alternative
which can be used under more complicated cirstances.

Figure 9 shows the suggested alternative in the
[g] When the PRIORITY Block's A Operand is a constant,,a minimum of 114 assembler instruction-executions are performed when a Transaction moves into the Blotk. '(This count applies to GPSS/360,
Version 1, Modification Level 3.)
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form of a Block Diagram segment corresponding to
use of the Figure 8 Storage. It is assumed that
all Transactions move into the segment with a
common Priority Level, whatever that may be.
The
"defense" against the simultaneity problem takes
the form of the PRIORITY-BUFFER sequence placed
between the ADVANCE and LEAVE Blocks.
Consider how the PRIORITY-BUFFER combination works
to eliminate the simultaneity problem. Assume
that the conditions required for the simultaneity
problem are in effect, as follows.
(1)
All 3 barbers are captured.
(2)
At least 1 Transaction is waiting on the
User Chain.
(3)
One of the in-service customers is just
leaving.
(4)
The next customer is just arriving.
(5)
The leaving Transaction is ahead of the
arriving Transaction on the Current Events
Chain.
Now, when the leaving Transaction is processed, it
immediately moves into the PRIORITY Block, where
its "old" Priority Level is reassigned as its
"new" Priority Level.
This produces no change in
Priority Level, but it does cause the Processor
to re-position the Transaction on the Current
Events Chain as the last member in its "new"
Priority Class. This means that the leaving
Transaction is now behind the arriving Transaction
(which reverses condition (5) stated above).
The leaving Transaction then moves into the BUFFER
Block, forcing the Processor to re-start its CEC
scan.
As the re-initiated scan proceeds, the
arriving Transaction is (eventually) encountered,
finds the condition "Storage Not Full" is false
(the leaving Transaction has not yet executed the
LEAVE Block), and therefore transfers nonsequentially tc the User Chain.
Later in the
scan, the Processor resumes the forward movement
of the leaving Transaction, moving it through the
LEAVE Block to the UNLINK Block. The Transaction
at the front of the User Chain is then transferred
to the Current Events Chain, and enters the Storage
when the scan is re-started (execution of the
LEAVE Block caused the Status Change Flag to be
turned "on"; execution of the UNLINK Block then
caused it to be turned on "again", redundantly).
It should be clear what would happen under the
stated conditions if the PRIORITY-BUFFER Blocks
were not in the model. The leaving Transaction
would 66- processed first, making the condition
"Storage Not Full" true. The unlinked Transaction would be put on the Current Events Chain
behind the arriving Transaction, since they are
postulated to have the same Priority Level. The
arriving Transaction would then enter the Storage,
thereby capturing the server who had been intended
for the unlinkeJ Transaction. By the time the unlinked Transaction was processed, there would be
"no room left" for it in the Storage. In short,
the logic of the model would be invalid.
In Figure 9, the PRIORITY and BUFFER Blocks were
shown separately, albeit in sequence, to make the
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preceding explanation a bit more staightforward.
Active GPSS users will recall that when the
"buffer option" is used with the PRIORITY Block,
the effect achieved is precisely identical to
that of the two-Block PRIORITY-BUFFER sequence
shown in Figure 9. That is, the single Block
"PRIORITY PR,BUFFER" could be used to replace the
PRIORITY-BUFFER Block-pair. In the remaining
examples in this paper, this "buffer option" will
be used with the PRIORITY Block when the occasion
arises, for the sake of "Block economy".
5.

More Examples of User Chain Use

Two more examples of User Chain use with Facilities are given in this section.
The first example illustrates application of User Chains
with two Facilities operating in parallel. The
second example shows how the "shortest imminent
operation" queue discipline is simulated with
use of Parameter-mode linking at the LINK Block.
5.1
User Chain Use with Two Parallel Facilities.
Suppose that two barbers work in a barber shop.
Service' time for the first and second of these
barbers is 13 +3 and 15-44 minutes, respectively.
Customers arrive at the shop every 7+3 minutes.
Figure 1, shows how a User Chain canbe incorporated into a model of the barber shop. When a
customer-Transaction arrives at the shop, it
moves (through the PRIORITY Block) into the TEST
Block shown in Figure 10(a). There, it evaluates
the Boolean Variable CHECK, as defined in Figure 10(b), to determine whether either one or
both of the barbers are available.
If a barber
is free, the customer-Transaction proceeds to the
TRANSFER Block in BOTH mode, from whence it is
routed to a SEIZE Block not currently denying entry.
If both barbers are busy, it is routed from
the transfer-mode TEST Block to the unconditional-mode LINK Block. There, it is linked onto the
back of the User Chain LONG.

Whenever a customer-Transaction releases a barber,
it causes another waiting customer to be unlinked
from the User Chain and routed directly to the
pertinent SEIZE Block. Because of the "PRIORITY 1"
Block following the GENERATE Block, the unlinked
customer-Transaction is assured of being the one
to capture the just-released barber under all
circumstances.

This example is one in which the execution time
savings resulting from User Chain use can be
substantial.
In contrast with Figures 4 and 8,
where the potential blocking conditions are both
unique, the TRANSFER Block in Figure 10 offers
non-unique blocking. If the User Chain were not
used, each delayed Transaction on the Current
Events Chain would attempt to move through the
TRANSFER Block at each CEC scan, thereby consuming a telling amount of time. For the model
shown, the TRANSFER Block is executed successfully
one time by each arriving customer who finds a
barber immediately available. No attempt is
otherwise made to execute the Block.
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Boolean Variable Definition

(BUSY)

TRANSFE

I

1 41-1..,

User Chain Use for "Shortest Imminent
Operation" Queue Discipline. Consider this
problem.
At the Facility MAC, the queue discipline practiced is "shortest imminent operation".
This means that the Transaction expected to hold
the Facility the shortest length of time is the
one permitted to capture it next.
In case of
ties for shortest imminent operation, the ties are
to be resolved on a first-come, first-served basis.
When a Transaction does capture the Facility, its
actual holding time follows the exponential dis5.2

,

PTh
LINK

QUE
P2

(TIEUP)
(TIEUP)

tribution.

SEIZE

Assuming that a Transaction's expected holding
time at the Facility is stored in its second
Parameter, Figure 11 shows a Block Diagram segment
which implements this queue discipline. (It is
assumed that the Function symbolically named XPD1S
is the usual 24-point Function used to sample
from an exponential distribution with a mean of 1.)
Transactions waiting for the Facility are put onto
the User Chain QUE, ordered according to their P2
value.
This means they are put onto the chain in
order of "shortest imminent ope
tion", with expected operation times increas g from the front of
the User Chain toward the back.
Furthermore, in
event of ties, each most-recent arrival is placed
behind earlier arrivals which have the same P2
In short, linking "in Parameter mode"
results in direct implementation of the shortest
imminent operation queue discipline (assuming, of
course, that Transactions are later unhooked from
the front of the User Chain).
In the Figure 11 model segment, just before a
Transaction releases the Facility, it moves into
a "PRIORITY PR,BUFFER" Block.
The Processor
therefore re-positions the Transaction on the
Current Events Chain as the last member in its
Priority Class, and re-starts the scan. This
guarantees that, in case of a time-tie between
the events "next arrival of a job", and "release of the Facility", the arriving job-Transaction is hooked onto the User Chain before the
next Transaction to capture the Facility is captured. (It is assumed that all Transactions which
use the Facility have the same Priority Leve1.1
The result is to insure that the arriving jobTransaction is included in the "competition" that
takes place to see which waiting job has the
shortest imminent operation.
If this simultaneity-of-events situation arose and the
PRIORITY Block were not included in the Figure
11 model segment, the shortest imminent operation queue discipline could be violated.

MAC

ADVIL,NCE

P2,FNV(PDIS

V
1

BUFFER

RELEASE

QUE

User Chain Standard
Numerical Attributes

Ea.:11 User Chain has five Standard Numerical Attributes associated with it. The pre-defined
names of these attributes, and the significance
of the corresponding values, are shown in Table 1.

When the Processor encounters a CLEAR Card, the
values of these Standard Numerical Attributes are
set to zero, and any User Chain residents are re-
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MAC

UNLINK

1
Figure 11
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moved from the model. The effect of the RESET
Card is to set the values of CAj, CCj, and CTj to
zero.
The value of CHj remains the same, and the
value of CMj is set to the current value of CHj.
Of course, any User Chain residents are left undisturbed during the resetting operation.

7.
6.

PR

PRIORITY

Conditional Unlinking of Transactions
from User Chain,

In Section 3, use of the UNLINK Block D and E
Operands to remove transactions from (a) the
front, or (b) the back of User Chains was introduced.
In neither of these cases does a Transaction have to meet a particular condition, other
than "relative position on the chain", to qualify
for unlinking. There are three other D and E
Operand combinations which can be used to impose
on potential Unlinkee Transactions the require-

Pre-defined
Name [h]

Value

CAj, or CA$sn

Integer portion of the average number of Transactions on the chain

CCj, or CC$sn

The total number of Transactions hooked onto the chain during the
course of the simulation

CHj, or CH$sn

The number of Transactions currently on the chain

CMj, or CM$sn

Maximum number of Transactions s'Tultaneously resident on the chain
during the simulation; the maximum value CHj (or CH$sn) has attained

CTj, or CT$sn

Integer portion of the average Transaction residence time on the
chain
Table 1

Combination
Number
1

D Operand

E Operand

Any Standard
Numerical
Attribute

2

Any Standard
Numerical
Attribute

3

BVj, or
BV$sn

Table 2

User Chain Standard Numerical Attributes

Not used

Any Standard
Numerical
Attribute
Not used

Condition Required for Unlinking
Let "j" represent the value of the D Operand; the User
Chain Transaction qualifies for unlinking if its j-th
Parameter value equals the value of the Unlinker's j-th
Parameter
Let "j" represent the value of the D Operand; the potential Unlinkee qualifies if its j-th Parameter value
equals the value of the E Operand
The potential Unlinkee qualifies if the Boolean Variable
numbered j (or symbolically named sn) is true when it is
evaluated with that Transaction's Priority Level and Par2meter values

Additional D and E Combinations Possible for the UNLINK Block

ment that they satisfy a specified condition.
These other three combinations are shown inTable2.

For all three of the Table 2 combinations, the
User Chain is scanned from front to back by the
Processor until the Unlink Count has been satisfied, or the back of the chain has been reached,
whichever occurs first.
In Combination 1, the
value of a specified Parameter of the potential
Unlinkee must equal the value of the same Parameter of the Unlinker. The UNLINK Block's D
Operand indicates the number of the applicable Parameter; the E Operand is not used. In Combination 2, the value of a specified Parameter
of the potential Unlinkee must equal some other
arbitrarily-specified value. The UNLINK Block's
D Operand again provides the number of the potential Unlinkee's applicable Parameter; the E
Operand is the "Match Argument", i.e., provides
the value which the Unlinkee's Parameter value
must equal.

on a User Chain?" The answer is that if numeric
data references in the Boolean Variable include
Priority Level and/or Parameter values, the User
Chain Transaction currently b.tng examined supplies these values, not the Transaction at the
UNLINK Block.

y

In Combination 3, the D Operand references a
Boole-iTlEilibrE, an
he E Operand is not used.
For each Transaction .- the User Chain, the Processor evaluates the Boolean Variable. Only if
its value is true does the User Chain Transaction
qualify for aiTlaing. The question naturally
arises, "how can the value of a Boolean Variable
be made to depend on properties of a Transaction

An example will now be given to show use of a
Boolean Variable with the UNLINK Block. Consider
the "shortest imminent operation" queue discipline, as illustrated in Figure 11. A disadvantage of this queue discipline is that jobs with
a large imminent operation time can be delayed
for very long times waiting for the Facility.
This happens if jobs with shorter operation times
keep arriving at the Facility before the bigger
jobs can capture it. The problem can be avoided
by dividing all waiting jobs into two groups, as
determined by how long they have been waiting.
Highest priority is given to those jobs that have
been waiting longer than come pre-determined time,
called the critical threshhold. Jobs in this
group are termed "critical". Within the set of
critical jobs, queue discipline is "shortest imminent operation". Queue discipline for the noncritical jobs is also "shorteSt imminent operation".
The overall queue discipline, then, is
"serve critical jobs first, then serve non-critical jobs; in each of these two categories, select
jobs according to shortest imminent operation."

[h] "j" is understood to be the number of the User Chain, if it has been named numerically;
is understood to be its symbolic name, if it has been named symbolically.
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"sn"

A Block Diagram for this overall queue discipline
is shown in Figure 12(a). When a job-Transaction
enters the segment, its time-of-arrival is first
marked in Parameter 3. The Transaction then captures the Facility MAC immediately if possible,
and otherwise goes onto the User Chain, ordered

3

I SET P3

ARRIVAL
TIRE AT FACILITY

I

GO CAPTURE. OR
LINK ACCORDING
TO SHORTEST
IMMINENT OPERATIOA

according to its imminent operation time as
carried in Parameter 2. When a job-Transaction
is finished using the Facility, it enters an UNLINK Block to request a Boolean-mode scan of the
User Chain.
The User Chain is scanned from
front-to-back in a search for the first jobTransaction, if any, for which the Boolean Variable CRJOB [defined in Figure 12(b)] is true,
i.e., for which residence time on the User Chain
exceeds the critical threshhold, as held in the
Savevalue CRTYM.
If such a Transaction is found,
it is unhooked and sent to capture; meantime, the
Unlinker continues to the sequential Block.
If
there are no critical jobs, however, the Unlinker
takes the non-sequential exit from the first UNLINK Block to a second UNLINK Block, where it unhooks the front-end Transaction from the User
Chain and sends it to capture.
8.

The various examples presented in this paper
should alert the GPSS analyst to the fact that
care must be exercised, especially with respect
to the "simultaneity of events" problem, when
User Chains are applied in the language.
Space
does not permit presentation of additional,
larger-scale examples here. Those interested
should refer to case studies 7A and 7C in reference [1]. Case study 7A employs User Chains in
comparing a one-line, multiple-server queuing
system to a multiple-line, multiple-server queuing system in a banking context. For the latter
system, Facilities are used in parallel to simulate the parallel servers, and a separate User
Chain is associated with each Facility.
In case
study 7C, in the context of a "city's vehiclemaintenance garage", parallel servers are also
simulated with Facilities in parallel.
In this
case, pre-emptive use of Facilities is allowed.
Due emphasis is given to a simultaneity-of-events
problem which can arise when pre-emption and a
normal "release" of a Facility occur at the sane

CAPTURE

USE

GET BEHIND CURRENT
ARRIVAL (IF ANY) AND
RE-START THE SCAN

OUE
UNLINK

1

BV$CRJOB

U

(NONE)

RELEASE

time.

SCAN USER CHAIN
FOR CRITICAL JOB
WITH SHORTEST
IVAINENT OPERATION

There are examples in other "pedagogical" sources,
but they do not abound. In [2], examples of user
Chain use are given (a) for first-come, first,
served queue discipline with a single Facility,
(b) for random queue discipline with a single
Facility, (c) when unlinking is based on a "Parameter-match" between the unlinker, and the potential unlinkee, and (d) when a Boolean Variable
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must be true before unlinking can occur. The
same examples are repeated in [3] and [4]. There
are no examples in these sources that consider
User Chain use for constrained resources simulated with more than a single Facility, and the
simultaneity-of-events problem is not mentioned.
In [5], a "random queue discipline" model is
shown which consumes less CPU time than the one
given in the above sources.
Use of User Chains
to implement "least job slack per remaining operation" queue discipline in a job shop problem
is also shown in [5]. In [6], Greenberg gives 6
examples of User Chain use, restricting the
constrained resource to a single Facility. The
purpose of having 6 examples is to explain variour LINK-UNLINK Block Operand combinations.' No
additional applications are illustrated, and no
mention is made of the simultaneity-of-events
problem.

10.
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Health Services

Dean Uyeno, University of British Columbia
Simulation in the health services has seen increasing use.
While many papers have been written,
only a few have cited the monetary savings which the application
of the technique has created.
Two of the papers in this session fall into this latter category. The third paper considers
the
use of health auxiliaries to alleviate pressing health manpower problems.
Papers

"An Evaluation of Expanded Function Auxiliaries in General Dentiestry"
Kerry E. Kilpatrick and Richard S. Mackenzie, University of Florida

"The Use of Computer Simulation in Health Care Planning"
0. George Kennedy, MEDICUS Systems Corporation

"A Simulation Model of a University Health Service Outpatient Clinic"
Robert Baron and Edward Rising, University of Massachusetts
Discussants

Hal Jackman, Secretariat for Social Development (Ontario)
Joseph Shartiag, Chicago Health Services Research Center
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AN EVALUATION OF EXPANDED FUNCTION AUXILIARIES IN GENERAL DENTISTRY
Kerry E. Kilpatrick, Richard S. Mackenzie, and Allen G. Delaney
Health Systems Research Division, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida

Abstract

A simulation model of private dental practice has been
developed to evaluate the effects of introducing
panded function auxiliary personnel.

ex

The model permits

the experimental investigation of a variety of staffing
patterns and facility configurations.

Results of these

experiments indicate that a solo practice can expand its

patient volume 169% and increase net revenue by 233%

by adding expanded function auxiliaries while simultane
ously reducing patient waiting time and the time spent
at chairside by the dentist.

Field validations of the

simulation results are described.

All segments of the American health care

providing care has risen from an average of $3.21

system are confronted today by the multiple chal

per patient visit in 1962 to $8.01 per patient

lenges of increasing demand for services, rising

visit in 1971 [3,4].

costs, and a shortage of primary manpower.

is expected to continue into the future.

Due

This rate of increasing cost
Clearly,

to social forces as well as population increase,

if adequate care is to be provided at a cost the

the expected number of patient visits demanded

average citizen can afford. new patterns of dental

per year in dentistry will increase by 100% from

care delivery must be 4:mpler,ented on a wide scale

1970 to 1980 [1].

basis.

However, the net increase of

dentists in active practice is expected to be
only 20.3% [2].

One frequently proposed solution to these

The cost (to the dentist) of

problems is the introduction of expanded function
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auxiliaries (EFA's) into private dental practice.

would be inordinately time consuming and expen-

The EFA is trained to perform many of the rou-

sive; there nre too many feasible combinations of

tine tasks now done by the dentist but not re-

staffing patterns, task assignments, facility con-

quiring his extended formal training.

figurations and variations in management practices

Empirical

studies have shown the EFA's can perform select-

which need investigation.

ed tasks as quickly as the dentist' with no re-

observed [8] that the variation

duction in quality [5,6,7,8].

in pace is frequently greater than productivity

The increases in

Further, it has been
between operators

dental practice productivity (number of proce-

differences resulting from small variations in

dures completed per unit time) resulting from

staffing patterns and task assignments thus fur-

employing EFA's are reported as ranging from 92%

ther complicating empirical experiments.

[9] (going from two operatories, one assistant

some promising staffing patterns and task assign-

to three operatories, two assistants and one EFA)

ments are prohibited from being incorporated into

to 150% [10] (going from one operatory, one as-

field trials by existing state Dental Practice

sistant.to three operatories, two assistants

Acts.

and one EFA).

Also,

To overcome these problems, without eliminat-

These prior studies b-ve established the

ing feasible alternatives, a computer simulation

EFA as a potential solution to the problem of

of dental practice was developed.

increasing the capacity of the dental care de-

model represents dental practice in sufficient de-

livery system.

tail so that sub-tasks can be reassigned to per-

However, many basic questions

The simulation

remain to be answered before implementation can

Lonnei with various assumed levels of training.

be expected.

Decision rules on personnel assignment are also

be determined.

Specific task assignments need to

Also it is not clear from pre-

incorporated.

The model does not, however, ex-

vious research what staffing patterns are best

plicitly consider the micro-motion effects of

in given practice settings.

variations in instrument location, operator pos-

Further, no guide-

lines are avaliable to permit the private prac-

ture, and so forth.

titioner to evaluate the economic and patient

in the activity time distributions.

flow effects of introducing EFA's into his practice.

These effects are subsumed

Model Development

Analyses indicating the tradeoffs between
The simulation model consists of three basic

potential increases in patient volume and gross
parts:

the patient generator, the logical net-

revenues and increases in required physical
work of the treatment process, and the cost model.
plant and personnel costs are required.
The patient generator produces the input patient

To provide adequately the answers to these
stream according to the specifications desired for

questions through empirical experimentation
a given run of the simulator,
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Present input

specifications include:

the mean arrival rate;

respect to:

the number of personnel, the staff-

random, scheduled, or scheduled arrivals with

ing pattern, the task inventories of assistants,

random deviations from the appointment time;

the number of operatories, the pace rating for

reason for visit mix; reason for visit sequences

procedure time distributions, the physical con-

(scheduled input patterns); and no-show and welk-

figuration of the facility, and certain decision

in rates.

The model currently uses 98 "reason

rules for patient management.

for visit" codes; a typical visit mix is shown

A portion of the logical network is shown in

in Table 1.

Figure 1.

The development of this network was a

critical part of the model construction.
Table 1

based on several sources.
Reason for visit
Filling

Pumice Prophylaxis,
Site Wing
Stannous Fluoride
Check Up

It*was

Typical reason for visit mix

Percentage

Reason for visit

Seat 'ridge

0.6

Pick Up Dentures

0.6

,17.5

Bridge Prep

0.5

10.1

29.0

The basic structure

Percentage

Lost Filling

0.5

Diagnosis

5.2

Check Crown

0.4

Seat Crown

4.1.

Check Wisdom Teeth

0.3

Extractions

4.2

Change Pack

0.2

Root Canal

3.2

Inlay Prep

0.2

Non -Coded

3.0

Gingevectosy

0.2

Toothache

2.7

Seat Inlay

0.2

Croon Prep

2.3

Cum Surgery

0.07

I-lays

1.5

Scaling

0.07

groken Tooth

1.5

Check Inlay

0.01

Curretsge

1.5'

Adjust Bridge

0.01

Functional Reline

1.3

1s

0.01

?LILCO Prophylaxis

1.1

Cu. Treatment

0.07

Impression.

1.0

Seat Denture

1.0

Rev Patients

3.36

followed that developed at the Dental Manpower
Development Center in Louisville, Kentucky (8].

Also, specifications of standard dental procedures
as in Bell and Grainger (11], Guralnick (12],
and Kilpatrick (13] were used.

Further, the

networks were compared to procedures used in private dental practices located in the Southeast.

Root Canal

Finally, dental faculty from the University.of.
Florida, College of Dentistry and dental officers
of the U.S. Public Health Service

procedure networks and made many valuable contributions.

Suture Removal

0.8

Adjust Dentures

0.8

Check Dentures

0.8

Shade and Mould

0.7

Check Gums

0.8

reviewed the

Thus, the networks employed in the fi-

nal model are representative of high quality dental care as practiced with current technology in
the United States.

Event time probability distributions have

The logical network of the treatment pro-

been determined for 135 procedure codes.

cess dictates the flow of the patients through
the dental care facility.

tial list of procedure codes is shown in Table

Although the treat-

2. A typical patient will be processed through

ment pattern for any dental procedure is fixed,

approximately a dozen procedures during any one

the task assignments and branch points within

simulated visit.

a given procedure may be altered through input
parameters.

A par-

Again several sources of data

were employed to develop the event time probabil-

Approximately 300 input parameters

ity distributions.

determine the configuration of the model with
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During the five year

Table 2
Dental Procedure, and Code Numbers

001
002

00)
004
005
006
007

LNTRY

008
009
010
020
021
022

02)
024
025
026
027

028
029
050
060

160
161
162
16)

170
172
175
176
177

201

202
203
204
17a

ADNISSION PROCEDURES
Patient Preparation
Med. Hist. 4 Oral Exam.
Charting
Photography
Adult Radiographs
Pedodontic Radiographs
Edentulous Radiographs
Bitewing Radiographs
Single Periapical Radiographs
Special Radiographic Service
Consultation Requests
Oral Cytology
Caries Testing
bleeding Time
Vitality Testing
Vitamin C Testing
Allergy Testing
Allergy Interpretation
Preparation of Smear
Smear Interpretation
Treatment Planning
Laboratory Orders
BASIC PROCEDURES
Anesthesia
Rubber Dam Application
Vac-ejector Application
Removal o' emporary Filling
Tray Sam. on

205
206
207
203

210
211

21)

Fluoride Application
Desensitization
Mouth Guard Delivery
Vincent's Treatment
GingiveCtomy
Pack Replacement
Equilibration

OPERATIVE DPST1STOY
Simple Amalgam Preparation
Compound Amalgam Preparation
Complex Amalgam Preparation
Cement Base
Matrix Placement
Amalgam Placement
306
311
Simple Amalgam Carved
Compound Amalgam Carved
)12
Complex Amalgam Carved
313
Temporary Filling
)15
321-9 One to Nine Amalgam Polished
Synthetic Preparation
)30
base for Synthetic
))1
Synthetic Placement
332
341-9 One to Nine Synth. Finished
Compound Inlay Cavity Prep.
362
Complex Inlay Cavity Prep.
363
Direct Inlay Wax Pattern
365
370
Inlay Adaptation
372
Inlay Cementation 4 Polishing
)01
)02
)0)
304
305

Alginate It.. Tension

Rubber Impression
Stabilizing Rubber Impression
Solvite Impression
PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY
Oral Health Instructions
Sealing
Pumice Prophylaxis
Recontouring

401
402
403

404
411

412
413

CROWN AND BRIDGE
Full Crown Preparation
Three-quarter Preparation
Jacket Preparation
Dowel Preparation
Temporary Crodn
Temporary Shell
Try-in of Bridge

c

Louisville study [8], event times were recorded

Rubber
Dam

for over 250,000 observed procedures.

fz

Event time

probability distributions were derived from a 100%
sample of these data [14]; typical distributions
are shown in Figure 2.

The Louisville data,

although the largest event time data bank avail
able, suffer from the fact that they were col
lected in a clinical facility of unique design
employing Public Health Service dentists.

Thus,

the Louisville data were found to be statistically
different from private practice procedure times.
Base
Placement

Two steps were taken to augment the Louisville

Malran

data with data more representative of private

Marownt
Note: Teem chances arc
performed by a MACRO routine.

practice.

First, timelapse video tape recordings

The ItaCTO rout lnr man be

exerntaA at any point In
flow that store is a.VP.

were made of 3496 procedures in a private prac

EXIT

tice in Gainesville, Florida.

Second, seven pri

vate practices in'Cleveland', Tennessee had ten
Figure

weeks of patient visits recorded on super-8

artion of Treatment Network
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time-lapse film.

An additional 50,000 procedures

analyzed from these data.

The statistical

tribution.

This assumption has been borne out

in field studies [5,6,8].

s of these data indicated that for most

The cost model permits the evaluation of the

procedures the time distributions were of the

economic consequences of alternative staffing

same form (i.e., gamma probability distributions

patterns, facility configurations, and management

of order 1 to 4) but showed significantly lower

practices.

mean times than the Louisville data.

The final

should be termed a 'net revenue' model since this

distributions used in the model were then of two
types:

More accurately, the 'cost' model

is the resultant figure of merit.

those determined directly from private

The model can

be summarized as:

practice data; and those, for which the private

Net Revenue = Revenue - variable costs - fixed
costs

practice sample sizes were insufficient, which
= [ny'(X+Y) +S'(X+Y) + e]

were based on the Louisville distributions with
shifts of mean.

- [NSD+(MeML)'(X+Y) + (04U)'(X+Y)

Branch probabilities within the

model, and proportions of subprocedires (e.g.,

+ ptvt + iyI(X+Y)]

the proportion of filling patients receiving

- [NT(L)-Fp,r(NB1,CB1)]

anesthesia) were based on private practice sta-

The model components are listed in Table 4.

tistics.

and fee data are entered as input parameters for

An important feature of the treatment model

the particular practice ct region being studied.

is the classification of auxiliary personnel by

Economic data have been obtained from the private

In addition to a dentist, and an

skill level.

practices studied, from ADA sources and from var-

optional receptionist, the model can employ any

ious state and federal sources.

mix of EFA's of any of four assumed skill levels.

Table 3

Procedures assigned to assistants
of various skill levels

The duties assigned to each skill level are shown

RANKED LIST OF PROCEDURES ASSIGNED
in Table 3.

The assignment was based upon rank-

TO LEVEL 1 'ASSISTANTS

ings of task difficulty determined by expert

RANK
1

judgment [15].

This structure allows consider-.

2
3

able flexibility in developing staffing patterns

4
5

for any given simulation run.

Cost

The increased

6
7

knowledge assumed for the higher skill Levels is

8
9

translated into higher salaries in the cost model.

10

The assumption is made that all persons possess-

DESCRIPTION
Patient Preparation
Release Patient from Chair
Informal Introduction
Vac-ejector application
Matrix Placement
Amalgam Placement
Synthetic Placement
Suture Removal
Polish Denture
Rubber Dam Application

RANKED LIST OF PROCEDURES ASSIGNED
TO LEVEL 2 ASSISTANT

ing the requisite skill will perform a given

RANK
1-10

procedure with the same quality and time die-

11
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DESCRIPTION
All Level 1 Duties
Charting

720 blocks and two schedule routines written in

RANK

DESCRIPTION
Fluoride Application
Denture Patient Instruction
Post Surgical Instructions
Polish Amalgams
Radiography
Placement of Base

12
13
14
15
16
17

PL/1, several macros and a FORTRAN help block.
The GPSS language was chosen for the initial

coding and model development because it Is flow
related and economical of programming time.

RANKED LIST OF PROCEDURES ASSIGNED
TO LEVEL 3 & 4 ASSISTANTS

RANK

sideration is being given to recoding the fully

DESCRIPTION
All Level 1 & 2 Duties
Alginate Impression
Pumice Prophylaxis
Oral Health Instruction

1-17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Con

developed model into SIMSCRIPT prior to running
the full range of experiments to reduce the computer time.

Simple Anialgam Carved
Synthetic Finished

Model Validation

Compd/Complex Amalgam Carved

Several approaches to validation were used.
1-23

All Level 1, 2, & 3 Duties
Scaling (Incl. Subgingival),.
Medical History and Oral Exam

24
25

The logical validity of the treatment network was

determined through judgment of a panel of UniverTable 4

COST MODEL COMPONENTS
sity of Florida, Cbllege of Dentistry faculty.

a -- collection ratio on fees charged
X -- vector of annual procedure frequencies by
dentist (column vector)
Y -- vector of annual procedure frequencies by
assistants (column vector)
y -- fees charged for procedures (column vector)
S -- vector of externally provided fees for service (column vector)
e -- external funding not related to service
N -- number of assistants (column vector)
S
- salary paid per assistant (row vector)

This same panel reviewed the operation of the mod-

el in'detail to verify that the patient flow patterns corresponded to realistic expections.

It

should be noted that since the model was simulating some staffing patterns not yet available in

D

actual pruccice, direct comparison between model

MC - material cost per procedure (column vector)
ML - lab costs per procedure (column vector)

performance and actual performance is possible

O -- miscellaneous overhead per procedure
(column vector)
U -- utilities cost per procedure (column vector)
v - fair sale value of dental care facility

over a limited range only.

The most meaningful validation would be to

t

p
t

compare the predicted performance of a given

- local tax rate

i -- insurance rate
T(L) training and hiring cost as a function of
skill level
N - number of operatories constructed and
B1
equipped
C
- construction and equ'pment cost per operaBl
tory
F
(.)
- annual mortgage payment based on r
p,r
years at p percent interest

facility - staffing pattern configuration with
the performance of an equivalent actual system.

Two approaches of this type are presently being
pursued.

A private practice, not used in the

original data base, will be observed using the
same video time lapse techniques referred to

The present version of the model is coded
earlier.

in GPSS/360 version 2.

These data .ill permit the development

The model reported on
of frequency distributions on patient waiting

here consists of over 60 functions; there are

time, dentist optional time, the idle time of
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assistants, total procedures completed, patient

throughput time,costs and revenue.

tion, gross revenue, and net revenue.

These dis-

was made to assign a cost to patient waiting time.

tributions will then be compared to those gener-

Rather, this statistic was produced to allow the

A shortcoming of this ap-

ated by the model.

No attempt

decision maker (whether an individual dentist or

proach is that it tests the model against only

national health planner) to determine a judgmental

one facility - staffing pattern configuration.

balance between patient waiting time and other

Further, since EFA's are not generally available

performance statistics.

The net revenue figure

in private practice, a crucial part of the mocr

was viewed in two ways.

First, since 91% of all

el's predictive ability will not be tested.

active dentists are in private practice [2] the

To overcome this problem, arrangements have

net revenue figure provides a motivator to serve

been made to participate in a National Institutes

increasing numbers of patients-when it increases

of Health study [16] in which EFA's will be in-

as assistants are added.

troduced in seven private practices with varying

was set at a certain arbitrary figure (say

physical configurations.

$40,000) and the fee schedule adjusted to achieve

Baseline data have been

collected on these same practices.

Hence, the

this figure exactly.

Second, the net revenue

This P ermitted an analysis

ability of the model to predict the performance

of the potential savings to the consumer popula-

changes resulting from the introduction of the

tion when EFA's were added but allowed the den-

EFA's will provide a good test of model validity.

tist to maintain a reasonable income level.

Me.

Both

xes of Effectiveness

approaches are reported in the results section

The development of appropriate, comprehen-

below.

sive measures of health systems effectiveness

Experimental Results

and cost effectiveness is always a difficult
problem.

The results reported in this section repre-

An attempt should be made to balance

sent a small subset of all possible experiments

the needs and convenience of the patient popula-

that could be performed with this highly flexible

tion with the needs and motivations of the pri-

model.

mary care providers.

will continue through 1974.

A typical procedure is to

The experimental phase of this project
The results given

produce multi-dimensional system performance

here are therefore illustrative only and conclu-

and effectiveness measures and attempt to strike

sions drawn from them should be viewed as tenta-

a workable bal,

between conflicting measures;

tive.

this approach was taken here.

Atypical experiment analyzes the effects of

Measures of system performance considered
were:

varying two factors:

system capacity (maximum patient arrival

the number of EFA's in a

four operatory facility (1, 2, 3, or 4) and the

volume), patient waiting time, personnel utilize-
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skill levels (1, 2, 3, or 4) possessed by the

auxiliaries.

Each realization of the sixteen re-

level 3 auxiliaries dominate the level 4's.

On

sulting combinations consisted of processing 500

a purely economic basis, the best staffing pat-

patients through the treatment facility.

tern appears to be three level 3 auxiliaries.

The

patient arrival rate (3 patients per hour) was

This also provides the dentist with 42% optional,

such that the probability of no patients being

time and keeps patient waiting time to reasonable

available in the waiting room was negligible

levels (an average of 6 minutes from the scheduled

except at high levels of capacity.

appointment time until the patient is seated in

Overflow

patients were assumed lost to the system.
Table 5 indicates the summary results.

the operatory).
As

a 2000 patient experiment (including compilation)

can be seen in Figure 3 the greatest marginal

was .94 minutes on an IBM 360/65.

gain in capacity is achieved in going from level
2 to level 3.

Table 5

Also note that with one assistant,

ONE DENTIST. FOUR Rx UNITS

$

k

This is because the assistant is tied

te

s4t.9
1-

to the dentist as a chairside assistant and can
1

not function autonomously.

41

Simulation Summary Results

PRIVATE OFFICE:

the level of training has no effect on productivity.

The computer running time for

2

2.019
2.419

3

2.437

4

2.437

1

2.019

2

2.710

3

.86
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

tY

55.293

.58

an

.39

.23.021

1.31

24.358,

1.24

6.749

17.802

1.5i

.19

86.748

10,802

1.44

.71

1.00

55.293

12.371

132

.96

.68

74,225

?3.03i

1.15

2.834

,1.00

.47

77.821

24,07

1.12

4

2.795

1.00

.34

76533

16.907

130

1.00
.95

55.299

21.o21

1.33

101.865

54,939'

1.17

.88

KV

76.830

.75

148,736

88.a9

.81

The utilization of the dentist (Figure 4)
increases and the utilization of the assistants

2

(Figure 5) decreases as the system capacity increases.

The dentist is working full time to
3

keep up with his portions of the procedures and

1

2.019

.20

2

3.982

3

5.360

.42
.58

4

5.414

.58

.68

1

2.019

.18

1,00

55,283

20,321

1.33

2

3.956

.38

.97

103,352

53.102

.83

3

5.376

.53

.87

147,246

73,781

.77

4

5.429

.50

.66

149,607

86.119

.82

provide necessary supervision to the assistants
as the staff size increases.

However, since the

level 4 auxiliary can do many of the tasks for-

.

merly done by the dentist, even at high patient
*Fee schedule used in the revenue calculations

volumes, the dentist has more optional time with

must be multiplied by the factor indicated to

level 4 assistants than with level 1.

achieve a $40,000 net revenue.

Gross revenues (Figure 6) follow the same
pattern as the number of patient visits, as expected.

Because of the low marginal gains in

capacity in going from a level 3 to a level 4
auxiliary and the attendant increase in salary,
the net revenue (Figure 7) picture indicates that
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TIME-PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
FOR AMALGAM PREPARATIONS

.25-

,a..-Simple Amalgam

.20-

i

\..*.Compound Amalgam

i
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,

I
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.
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Amalgam
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Figure 2

Probability density function for
amalgam preparation.

1

.
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Figure 4
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Dentist utilization as function of
number of assistants.
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Figure 3

2
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Productivity as a function of number
of assistants.

Figure 5
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Dental assistant utilization as a
function of number of assistants.

Conclusions and Implementation
Even in their preliminary state the foregoing results indicate that EFA's can significantly expand the capacity of a solo private
practice.

In addition, rather than overburdening

the dentist, the proper utilization of EFA's will
provide him with more optional time which can be
used for continuing education, treatment planning,
or other activities of direct benefit to the patient population.

Further, there exits an appar-

ent economic motivation for the dentist to use
Alternatively, the employment of EFA's

EFA's.

offers one solution to check the rising costs of
2

1

4

3

providing dental services.

NAM CF DO AL ASSISTkifS

Figure 6

With indications of such great benefits,

Revenue as a function of number of
assistants.

the absence of EFA's in private practice needs
some explanation.

The most probable reason for

their lack of use is that the American dental
profession has not uet been convinced that the
benefits suggested by limited field trials and
simulation studies will actually accrue in praceurther, the profession is not sure that

tice.

i. me loss of quality of care will not occur with
EFA's.

Also, some dentists are uncertain as to

their patients' reactions to being treated by
EFA's.

The only convincing test of the model's
conclusions appears to be 3 private practice field
trial which is modeled after the 'optimum' config1

2

3

uration suggested by the model.

4

the Division of Dental Health (N.I.H.) study [16]

CF DONAL ASSISTANTS

Figure 7

As noted above,

Net revenue as a function of numNer
of assistants.

is providing a partial demonstration of the EFA
concept.
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Further trials of this type will how.

ever.be necessary.

To accomplish this goal, the

figuration and staffing oatterns.

developers of the simulation model are formulat-

The model is also being incorporated into the

ing plans for additional field trials which can

dental curriculum to provide a 'laboratory' for

be closely controlled and which will follow prac-

dental students to iNaluate the effect of various

tice configuration guidelines as indicated by the

practice management techniques on practice pro-

simulation results.

ductivity.

Scope of Future Research

student to obs :ye the effects of various prac-

The collection and analysis of data, model

This on-line exposure will allow the

tice management modes over years of simulated

development, validation, and preliminary experi-

practice in a few short sessions at a time-sharing

ments represent the first year's effort of a

terminal.

three year N.I.H. funded project.

dentists already in practice for continuing ed-

Further model

development will include provision for endodontics, periodontics, and orthodontics.

The model will also be available to

ucation sessions.

Provision

Another ongoing study 4 the investigation

for group practice arrangements will permit the

of using the simulation model as a component of

analysis of various task distributions between

an overall planning model for national dental

specialists.

Work is also progressing on incor-

manpower needs.

When properly validated, the

porating improved patient scheduling procedures

model results can be extrapolated to national

and team management concepts into the model to

demand levels to pr......-

study their effects on the system performance

under various staffing pattern mixes.

measures.

The development, test and validation

steps occur on a continuing basis.

manpower requirements

The resul-

tant manpower predictions would indicate not only

The final

the numLer and k mel of required personnel but

conclusions of the research describe the exact

the detailed skills inventories required for

field conditions over which a particular model

each personnel category.

configuration has been validated.
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THE USE OF COMPUTER SIMULATION IN HEALTH CARE FACILITY DESIGN
0. George Kennedy, Ph.D.

Manager, Management Systems - Midwestern Region
MED1CUS Systems

ABSTRACT

In this paper adecision-making tool for managers of hospitals and health
carp facilities, the management sciences technique of computer simulation modeling,
is introduced.

Its benefits as a planning and eval.ttive tool for hospital managers

is illustrated by explaining a successful modeling application, a computer simulation
model of physical therapy, developed at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago.

With

the physical therapy simulation as an example, the advantages of computer simulation
modeling for containing costs and improving resource utilization and quality care are
illustrated.

This paper is based on research supported, in part, by Demonstration Grant
Ho. 12-P-55189/5-01, from the Social and Rehabilitation Service, U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, awarded to the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago
and HEW-SRS Medicat Rehabilitation Research and Training Center Number Twenty.
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The technique of computer simulation mod-

RIC's Physical Therapy Department -- a success-

eling has often been called a decision-making

ful application of computer simulation modeling

tool for managers.

to be described in -this paper:

It is an especially appro-

Benefits achiev-

priate tool for managers of health care facili-

ed to date from use of the model have yielded

ties, who every day must make decision

significant dolla- savings and productivity

on

present operating conditions and on plans for

increases, all without jeopardizing the quality

the future, while faced with constraints on

of care delivered.

funds, staff, and facilities.

THE COMPUTER SIMULATION MODEL OF PhYSICAL

Coupled with

these constraints are the ever-present condit-

THERAPY

ions of uncertainty, characteristic of health

The physical therapy department of a re-

care services delivery, which can cause any

habilitation health care facility, like the one

planning effort to devolve into a guessing game.

modeled here, is typically second only to the

In an effort to demonstrate that computer

nursing service in the size of its staff and

simulation modeling can help health care &cis-

budget.

ion-making proceed on informed, objective

leader in producing annual revenue from patient

grounds, the Rehabilitation Institute of

treatment, since an overwhelming majority of the

Chicago (RIC) and the U. S. Department of Health,

total patient population served by a rehabilita-

Education, and Welfare - Social and Rehabilita-

tion facility will have regular physical therapy

tion Service Medical Rehabilitation Research

services prescribed.

and Traihlnn Center Number Twenty (RT-20)

It is also typically the departmental

The treatment delivered in a physical

undertook a twelve -month piloi project to apply

therapy service consists of the application of

the techniques of management sciences to the

physical agents, such-az hc-t and lish+, 1'0

delivery of rehabilitation health care services.

store gross physical function of disabled

At the onset of the study, RIC was finalizing

patients; continued exercise and progressive

plans for a new eighteen-story facility, now

execution of simple tasks involving gross body

under construction, and was particularly con-

movements and motor coordination are character-

cerned with the problems of marshalling and

iFlic of the activities performed by a patient

allocating sufficient resources to serve a

during treatment.

projected patient load more than double its

Althcqgh a great deal of capital equipment

present occupancy,.

is utilized. physical therapy, like other areas

An integral part of the study was the

of health care, is a labor-iniensive service,

development of a computer simulation model of

drawing upon the skills of staff members who
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have been licensed at a number of levels of pro-

groups.

fessional accreditation.

systems operations have been:

It is precisely this

Other alternatives tested for 'otal
5) changing the

labor-intensive characteristic of physical

geographical location of physical therapy areas

therapy which makes the technique of computer

within a hospital; and 6) determining an equit-

simulation modeling useful.

able charging scheme for physical therapy

In physical ther-

apy, improvements are generally made by altering

services.

staffing patterns, not by merely rearranging

HOW THE MODEL WORKS

work areas, altering work flows, or using more
equipment.

Thu: physical therapy simulation model

Changing staffing patterns or re-

is a

stochastic and dynamic discrete-event simulation.

allocating work loads would be an expensive,

It accomodates the occurence of events, such as

time-consuming, and potentially risky course to

patient tardihesses and patient and therapist

take in a real-world physical therapy system,

absences, on a random basis according to prob-

if the expected outcomes of the changes were

ability distributions rather than on a predeter-

uncertain.

mined fixed time basis, and it accounts for the

With a computer simulation model,

however, these changes can be tested before

variability in time expended for treatments in

implementation, without disrupting the normal

the physical therapy system.

delivery of services.

The physical therapy simulation was written

Because of the importance of staffing

in FORTRAN IV, using the FORTRAN-based simulation

patterns in a physical therapy service, the

subroutine package SPURT/70 (Simulation. Package

core of the simulation model of physical ther-

for University Research and Teaching) developed

apy described here is the allocation of manpower

at Northwestern University for the CDC 6400

and facilities resources to serve any defined

computer system.

patient population.

three-component structure -- to be described

In tte past, the computer

Because of the model's basic

simulation model of physical therapy has helped

below -- and the overlay and random mass storage

health care managers to make decisions on the

capabilities of the CDC system, the total simula-

following alternatives far staffing their

tion executes in less than 430008 core locations

physical therapy departments:

and less than five minutes of computer time.

I

increasing or

decreasing staff; 7) increasing the number of

The total model is composed of three

ot.tpet'enil who can be served; 3) changing the

separable components:

allocation of job Tasks to staff members of

program (PATMIX); 2) the computer simulation

different skill levels; and 4) increasing

program (PTSIM); and 3) a set of data analysis

services to patients of selected disability

and report generating programs (RPKGS).
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I) a patient generating

The

patient generating program, PATMIX, is used to

therapy operations may be made economically by

create a number of potential patient populations

using the data analysis component only.

to be served by the physical therapy department.

Model entitles.

The status of the physical

The program can vary the number of patients,

therapy system in the model is determined

their disabilities, ages, sexes, and the speci-

through the values of its entities, both per-

fic physical therapy tasks prescribed for them.

manent and temporary.

PTSIM, the simulation program, replicates the

The permanent e-

.ties in the model are

operations of the physical therapy system for a

physicians, therapists, aides, equipment, and

day, a week, or a month of time.

other facilities.

It is through

Entities are accounted for

the PTSIM component that the resources of the

on an individual basis, except for the aides,

department, such as staff and equipment, and the

who are treated as a manpower pool.

operating.conditions of the department are alt-

activities accounted for include only therapist

ered to test alternatives.

assignments and activities such as medical

The set of data

Physician

analysis and report generating programs, RPKGS,

counsel.

generates reports which summarize the perfor-

on an hourly, daily, and weekly basis.

mance of the deenrtment uader various patient

The temporary entities of the model are the

loads and operating conditions.

patients and the tasks to be performed with them

Thethree basic components of the model are
separable,-s

Utilization of equipment is calculated

in physical therapy.

model may be used with either

Model attributes.

The physical therapy

current real data from an existing physical

simulation model uses a number of demographic

therapy system, or with data from a simulated

attributes to describe the entities of the

hypothetical operation, as indicated by the

model.

arrows in Figure I.

are therapist number, therapist name, sex,

Hyrothetical patient

The permanent attribut- . for therapists

populations may be created through PATMIX and

patients assigned to each therapist, physicians

run through the PTSIM

to whom they are

data analysis programs.

lation and the RPKGS
Or current re -al data

igned, scheduled times for

all treatment and non-treatment tasks, hourly

from a real-world physical therapy system may

wages, capability for performing a number of

be used to create a patient list for PTSIM, or

treatment tasks, capability for treating

for direct input to the RPKGS component only.

patients with a given medical diagnosis and

Thus, an indepth analysis of current or planned

physical disability, maximum number of treatment

therapy systems may be made by using all three

hours for which they can be c,aeduled per day,

components, and continued evaluation of physical

and the maximum number of simulter.lous patients
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and treatment tasks which each therapist can

weekly basis, i.e., patients enter physical

handle.

therapy and other therapies on an appointment

The permanent attributes for physicians

basis only.

Randomness is introduced into the

are physician name, physician number, sex,

model, however, by the occurrence of unforeseen

therapists assigned to each physician, and

events, such as the absence of patients or

diagnosis classes of patients whom each

scheduled therapists, the patients' arriving

physician may treat.

late for therapies, and so forth.

Pmlnent attributes for

equipment include cost eta, set-up time, usage

The recurrent events in the model, then,

capability, and space requirements.

are the arrivals of patients for scheduled

The permanent attributes of patients are

therapy visits, their performance of therapeutic

patient number, the therapist and physician to

tasks while in physical therapy, and their com-

whom the patient is assigned, diagnosis and

pletion of tasks and departure from the physical

disability category, sex, age, therapist pref-

therapy system.

erence list, arrival time scheduled for therapy,

non-treatment tasks, such as inservice training

admission date,

sessions, conferences with physicians, and home

list of tasks to be performed

in physical therapy,

list of prescribed duration

For therapists, a number of

visits, are recurrent events as well as are the

ti-les for each task to be performed, all other

scheduled physical therapy sessions with

clinical activities scheduled for the patient

patients.

for the week, and an indicator of whether the

performed in the simulation are descr:bad in

patient is an inpatient or an outpatient.

more detail below.

Mcdel processes.

The relationships be-

These, and other processes and events

Patient Generation Process.

A patient

tween the entities, sets of entities, and

generating program, PATt1lX, is used to create a

attributes of tfa entities is determined by

number of alternative patient populations to be

the processes inveived in the functioning of

served by the physical the-apy department.

the syste-,.

user supplies a matrix of physical therapy task

From Figure 2, the basic flow of

The

patients through a physical therapy system can

prescriptions for patients of various discp;Ii-

be seen.

ties, and specifies tho size and disability mix

Starti>ig with the beginning of a

simulated working day in physical therapy, the

of the patient population to be created.

simulation runs through all events which have

then generates a file of patients and their demo-

been scheduled for the day.

graphic attribut(

It should be

PATMIX

, with a full week's schedule

noted that the model consLars all patients to

.F rehabFitative therapies for

have been scheduled for clinical therapy on a

The user is able to specify up to 75 difrerent
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patient.

types of physical therapy tasks to be performed

the beginning of the day therapist absences are

by the patients and up to 50 different disabili-

reviewed and a list is made of those patients

ty groups to be represented in the population,

who have to be treated temporarily by another

all as input commands for PATMIX, and any

therapist during the permanent therapist's

number of files of patient population informa-

absence.

tion may be generated with one run of the pro-

availability, compatibility, and capability.

gram.

Multiple searches are made in the model to find
Therapist Assignment Process.

Upon the

Therapist assignment is based on

a therapist who is free to take over for all the

patient's entrance into the rehabilitation

scheduled visits for the patient, under the rule

facility, a permanent physical therapist is

that only one therapist will take over tempora-

assigned to care for the patient.

rily for any given patient.

The selection

If no therapist is

of the therapist is governed by the team con-

available during the patient's scheduled

cept adhered to at the facility and is strongly

therapy times, searches are made through the

dependent upon therapist availability and

rest of his schedule, and if possible his

capatiiity.

physical therapy treatment times are rescheduled

The model treats this process as

already having been completed, and considers

to fit into a time when a temporary therapist

the therapist assignment to be a permanent

will be able to work with him.

attribute of each patient.

number of treatment hours for which a therapist

Throughout the sim-

Limits on the

ulatien, continuity of care is taken into con-

can be scheduled, the maximum number of patients

sideration, with all attempts made to maintain

and tasks which can be handled simul'aneously,

a filed therapist assignment for each patient.

and the maximum size of each therapist's daily

The following processes are performed

case load are respected so that no therapist is

within the computer simulation program, P7SIM:
Therapy Reassignment Process.

overloaded by reassignments.

The therapy

Patient Arrival Process.

Patients may

reassignment process is the crux of testing

arrive' in physical therapy either through their

alternative staffing patterns for physical

own accord or transported by a nurse or an aide.

therapy.

Since the patients are disabled, many suffering

In the mode!, since patients are

scheduled for therapy a week in advance and

from locomotor disability, location of a pre-

since patient-therapist assignments are con-

vious appointment within the hospital and the

sidered permanent, if a therapist's absence is

distance the patient has to travel are crucial

known et the beginning cf the day, therapists

factors in determining whether or not the

can be assigned to treat extra patients.

patient will arrive in therapy on time.

At
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A

number of probability distributions in the model

The patients are allowed to stay beyond their

randomly generate patients "late", "early", or

scheduled visit times if they do not have

"on time" for their appointments; other routines

,another appointment following physical therapy,

calculate the expected

el times, based on

if they are capable of performing with limited

the preceeding appointment in the patient's

supervision, or if the regular physical

schedule, and generate the time the patient will

therapist or appropriate supportive personnel

arrive in therapy.

are available to continue therapy.

Patient Search Process.

In many physical

When the patient leaves the department,

therapy departments, especially those which

statistical data is'gathered on the equipment

servr. a large outpatient population, cancella-

used, the amount of time spent by The therapist

tion of therapy visits is frequent.

in treating the patient, the total time spent by

In the

model, therefore, a patient file is maintained

the patient in Therapy, the time spent by the

for use in searching for patients who can have

patient and therapist in execution of each pre-

their therapy hours moved up to fill in times

scribed physical therapy task, etc.

when other patients cancel.

mation, along with all the permanent attributes

Patient reschedul-

This infor-

ing is dependent upon the patient's permanent

of the patients and therapists, is written onto

therapist being available during the proposed

two event notice flies, one for therapists and

rescheduled time.

one for patients.

Reassignment of a temporary

therapist is not involved in this process.
End-of-task and Discharge Process.

An individual record for

each patient visit (and for each therapist

The

non-treatment activity) is written on the files.

duration of time a patient spends in physical

so that detail on the operations of the physical

therapy is dependent upon his physical stamina,

therapy department is retained.

his desire to stay to practice techniques

MODEL OUTPUTS

learned, and his remaining therapy schedule for
the day.

The data analysis and report generating

Again, using probability distribut-

packages, RPKGS, work on the two event notice

ions, all of these contingencies are accomodated

files, generating up to 17 graphical and

in the model, generating discharge times which

tabular reports which have been designed for use

vary from the scheduled times of departure.

by managers of physical therapy services and

If

the patient is due in another clinical therapy

administrators of rehabilitation health care

department when his scheduled time Is up, the

facilities.

patient is discharged from physical therapy,

variables show intervals running on five

even if not all the tasks for him were rendered.

minutes, fifteen minutes, half-hourly, hourly,
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The reports depicting time

dairy, or weekly time scales.

The reports are

total treatment hours in which each Therapist

available on a user-selection basis, and may

was engaged each day.

be requested in various combinations for

Figures 6, 7, and 8 illustrate medical

various time periods within a single run.

staff assignments.

The reports focus on three common problem

Figur.

is a matrix of the

number of inpatients assigned to a physician=

areas in the management of physical therapy

therapist team, and is designed for use in

services:

studying the team concept practiced at the
What is the overall allocation and

1)

facility.

Figure 7 and 8 show the distribution

utilization of the physical therapy system's

of patients by diSability group assigned to

resources?

therapists and physicians, respectively.

What are the distributions of patient

2)

From

these outputs, it is easy to see the range of

loads and of clinical and non-clinical activi-

capability for treating different disability

ties P-ong physicians and physical therapy

groups which must be expected of active thera-

staff members?

pists and physiatrists at a rehabilitation

What are the requirements of different

3)

facility; analysis may also be made of the

disability groups for physical therapy care?

assignement policies underlying the-

And what capabilities must physical therapy

distribution.

personnel have for treating patient populations

Figures 9 through II are oriented toward

which consist of various disability group mixes?

individual patient analysis.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 concentrate on
individual therapist activities.

Figure 9 is a

summary of the number of treatment tasks

Figure 3 is a

performed by individual patients during a week,

graphical display of daily therapist activities,

classified by type of treatment task.

showing the patient number of the patient

totals the number of treatments scacduled,

treated if the therapist is engaged in patient

received, and capcellea by each individual pat-

treatment, and the name of the non - treatment

ient during a week.

task if the therapist is engaged in other

summary ,f the distribution of arrival and

business.

departure times, both scheduled and actual, for

A tabular summary of the simultane-

ous therapy activities performed by therapists

Figure II

Figure 10

is a detailed

patients eacn day.

is shown in Figure 4 which shows, also on a

Overall utilization of physical therapy

daily basis, the number'of patients treated

facilities by patients is best illustrated by

simultaneously and the duration of such treat-

two ccmpanion outputs, Figures 12 and 13, which

ments.

show, by time of day, the number of inpatients

Figure 5 is a weekly summary of the
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and the number of outpatients present in the
physical therapy facilities.

examp.e of this output shown in Figure 16, at

A more specific

times he real-world allocation of workloads in

breakdown of the number of patients receiving

d pnysi al therapy department is far from

individual treatment tasks, Figure 14,

equitable.

available.

is also

In a similar format, another report

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

rot illustrated here shows the load upon each

Although developed during a pilot research

type of therapeutic equipment used in the
department.

.

and demonstration project, the use of the

For purposes of predicting utili-

physical therapy simulation model has had some

zation and staff with different patient disabi-

very pragmatic cost-saving results for the

lity mixes, Figure 15 is generated, showing, on

rehabilitation facility modeled.

a weekly basis, the number of units of each

recommendations of the simulation study have

therapeutic task rendered to patients in each

led to the following improvements in the

disability group served.

delivery of physical therapy services:

Variability shown

in this report indicates that patient mix can,

I)

Concretely,

It was found that 70% of the treat-

in some cases, make a significart difference

ment delivered in the department could be

in manpower and facilities utilization.

rendered from decentralized -areas closer to the

Two

similar reports, again not illustrated here,

pat'ent's rooms.

tabulate the breakdown of utilization according

each patient ward and eliminating one floor of

to more precise categories of "exercise" and

planned central physical therapy space, as

"functional activities" tasks.

recommended, will

Figure 16, the summary of the therapist

Putting an exercise area on

.

a total of $576,000 in

construction cosrs for a new 18- story,

allocation for The total patient population, is

$26 million rehabilitation facility being

perhaps the most useful illustration of the

built.

staff utilization patterns that are pointed
out by use of the simulation model.

2)

This

An estimated additional $10,000 increase

in revenue annually will be obtained by decreas-

report tabulates the number of hours of treat-

ing patient travel .rie to the; decentralized

ment time, the number of total treatnr Its

physical therapy areas and therZtiv reducing

rendered, the number and types of patients seen

patient tardinesses an'' absences.

throughout the day, and, most importantly, the

3)

The physical there y staff could be

number of patients seen simultaneously and. the

reduced by one-third, at anannual savings of

number of different treatment tasks supervised

$50,000.

simultaneously.

normal staff attrition has reduced the physical

As can be seen from the
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To date, with staff positions, frozen,

therapy staff expenses by $20,000.
4)

large number of hospitals, although they savor

Even with decreased staff, the

their professed "uniqueness", are in fact very

productivity of the physical therapy department

much alike.

has increased due to better scheduling of

attributes, treatment tasks, staff and patient

patient treatments and improved assignment of

population sizes, etc., in the physical therapy

tasks to staff members of various skill levels.

model developed here have been used to show

To date, productivity has increased by 30%, and

that, regardless of the specifics of the

the capacity to treat a burgeoning outpatient

operating environment, the basic flow of activ-

load has been increased by 254

ities through one physical therapy department

More important for future research and

For instance, the variability of

resembles that of virtually any other physical

progress in health care operations, however,

therapy department.

are some results which cannot be so easily

characteristic of the modeling technique will

quantified.

be used in the future to produce results that

The first is the benefit shown by

It is hoped that this

improved scheduling and rescheduling of patient

may have "industry-wide" impact on our nation's

treatments in physical therapy.

health care system.

In such a

service, the performance of the total system
may hinge upon the implicit rules used in
assigning *treatment times to incoming patients.

Through use of the model, it has been

demonstrated to physical therapy personnel that
a relatively small number of patient and
therapist attributes may be used to match

capability, availability, and compatibility
during a rescheduling effort.

Hopefully, pro-

fesl, onals in the field will work to define

other of the "human factors" oper1 tive fn

scheduling

and advanced technological capa-

bi!ities may be utilized in the future to perNuch of the scheduling effort, to the
h:nefit of overall departmental performance.
A second result Is the 84areness that the

modeling approach is one step in proving that a
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Abstract

This paper focuses on the development of a simulation model of a
University Health Service Outpatient Clinic the implementation of which has resulted
in significant improvements to system performance.

The details of these

improvements are published elsewhere; they amouted to savings in
excess of fifty thousand dollars the first year the model was used,'

improved physician morale, and acceptance on the part of the Health Service
staff of the simulation model as a tool for decision-making.

The Health Service provides complete outpatient medical care and
limited inp,tie

t

care for about 19,000 people.

The resulting outpatient

load of over 400 persons a day requires the services of 12 full-time
physicians.

The simulation model for which appointment and walk-in patients

are generated separately, was developed over a two-year period and takes the
general form of a multiple stage, parallel queueing system with a variable
number of servers.

Validation problems are discussed, and data is presented.
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this figure for savings would increase substant-

Introduction
The literature in the field of health

ially.

The complete systems analysis used a sim-

administration reflects the increasing import-

ance of and burgeoning national interest in the

ulation model Co examine the effect of various

delivery of health care through outpatient

strategies for scheduling the appointments of

facilities.

patients and for examining the effect of differ-

This paper reports on the details

Runs

of a simulation model that was used as a

ent working schedules for the physicians.

portion of an overall systems analysis made

were compared on the basis of patient waiting

of the delivery of outpatient care at the Univ-

time and physician idle time, the two most

ersity of Massachusetts Health Service:.

sensitive measures of effectiveness.

The

Based on

manner in which this systems analysis was car-

these criteria, the medical staff reviewed the

ried out and the results it achieved were

results and decided on a scheduling pattern for

described in the Journal of the American College

themselves and their patients for the following

Health Association in a three article series

academic year.

in the June 1972 issue (1, 2, 3).

The key to the success of the enterprise

These

was twofold:

improvements were achieved through the reduction of physician idle time.

first, the entire system was

analyzed by a team including sociologists,

In a concurrent

study made by a team of sociologists who did

physicians and administrators as well as

a before and after set of interviews with the

engineers; and second, the analysts were cast

physicians, it was concluded that physician

in the role of supplying staff support to both

morale increased because of the t-,rk done.

the clinic administrators and the medical staff.

The clinic administrators formulated alternative

The increase in throughput that was possible, together with the increased time spent

scheduling patterns based on the questions that

with patients, aid the fewer physician hours

the medical staff raised, then the simulation

actually scheduled for patient contact, meant

analysts ran the model to replicate this

that the systems analysis was responsible for

situation.

providing the students with services that

ulation runs were examined by the medical staff

would have required approximately 2.2 addition-

and the clinic management under the guidance

al physicians operating under the old system.

of the simulation analysts.

This meant a saving in excess of $50,000 in

decision represented the needs of the medical

the first year in physicians' salaries alone,

staff and the preferences of the clinic

and if one also includes the support services

administration, and it took advantage of the

that these two physicians would have required,

technological expertise of the simulation
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The results of the various sim-

The resulting

analysts.

The details of how the model was dev-

its medical staff.

Because of duties relating

eloped, the manner in which data were taken and

to administration, the inpatient area, the nurse-

the kinds of results that were obtained from

practitioner clinic, "on-call" periods during

the model are presented in the remainder of this

the evenings and weekends, and other tasks,

article, but it must be remembered that this

only 260 physician hours per week were made

simulation model was only one facet of the

available in the outpatient department during

enterprise.

regular clinic hours.

The rotating schedule

meant that no more than seven physicians could
be available at one time.

Description of Facilities

The outpatient department of the Health

In the fall of 1970, the University of

Massachusetts Health Service delivered primary

Service at the University of Massachusetts has

health care to approximately 19,000 students

many problems in common with other outpatient

on a compulsory prepaid basis.

medical care delivery systems.

There were,

The rapid

in addition to the outpatient department that

growth experienced over the past several years

is of interest here, approximately 70 inpatient

has resulted in conditions common to most

beds, a laboratory and x-ray facilities, an

overcrowded health care facilities.

emergency room, a pharmacy, and a mental

iation of the following conditions was identi-

health clinic that is separately housed.

fied as the immediate target of the study:

The

University Health Service also operates a

1.

2.

health and safety program.

The professional staff felt overworked
and harassed.

The outpatient department usually treats
About

3.

There was much confusion and crowding
in the waiting rooms at predictable

half of these patients see a physician on either
an appointment or a walk-in basis.

There was a long waiting time for
patients.

health education program and an environmental

between 400 and 500 patients per day.

The allev-

times (on Monday, Tuesday, and Friday

The remain-

afternoon).

ing patients visit clinics such as the nursepractitioner clinic, where four nurses deliver

4.

The physicians were still seeing pat-

primary care under the direct supervision of

ients as long. as an hour past closing

a physician, or special purpose clinics oper-

time.
5.

ated by nurses for things such as immunizations,

During the day, physicians were some-

TB tests, allergies, warts, obesity, etc.

times idle because patients did not

During the fall semester of 1970, the Health

always keep appointments scheduled

Service had twelve full-time physicians on

several weeks in advance.
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6.

The current building was (and is) over-

It was then necessary to estimate the

crowded as it was designed for a

number of patients who could be induced to make

student body of 10,030 and is.currently

an appointment for their physician visits by

serving a student body of over 19,000

estimating the size of the controllable compdh-

students.

ent of the demand.

It would then be possible

a distribute the various appointment periods
Procedure

throughout the week in such a way that they

Analysis of the targets of the work reveal-

would "complement" the walk-in demand.

By

ed that the basic problem was congestion in a

scheduling more appointment periodi during the

complex queueing system.

periods of low walk-in demand, the appointment

The pro.r.dure develop-

ed to solve this problem was based on the assump-

patients would "smooth" the load of physicians,

tion that improved management of demand, through

and facilities.

an expanded appointnent system, better resource

of.appointments would have to take into account

management, and more efficient physician

the pattern of arriving walk-in patients.,

scheduling, would make the system function

which was known to be different on the various

more effectively.

days of the week and which also changed hour

The !first step was to estimate the "demand"
on the system.

Naturally, this distribution

by hour during the day.

Specifically, the demand was

The attempt to smooth the demand for physi-

defined as the number of physician visits per

cians' services during regular clinic hours

week that would occur during theregular clinic

proceeded in two steps. The first step was

hours in the 1970 academic year.

to attempt to smooth the demand by day of the

The estimated

demand was divided into two components which

week.

were termed "controllable" and "uncontrollable".

were a uniform number of patients arriving each

The contollable component of demand was defined

day of the week.

as those patients who made (or could be

the demand across the hours of the day.

induced to make) an advance appointment for

criteria of success of this step were the mea-

their physician care.

sures of effectiveness of the whole design pro-

The uncontrollable

It was to be judged successful if there

The second step was to smooth
The

component of demand, or "walk-in" patients, was

cedure, the patient waiting time and physician

defined as those patients who arrived without

utilization.

notice.

This latter category would include

These two steps were performed separately.

both "emergencies" and those patients whose

The first step, smoothing the demand over the

need for medical care possibly could be post-

days of the week, was performed by straight-

poned, but was not.

forward analysis of historical trends to produce
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estimates for the future.

The second step of

from the Nurse Clinic to the Physician Clinic.

smoothing the demand over the hours of the day
required a sophisticated Monte

The fifth and present model is an extension of

Carlo simulation

model.

the fourth.

In this model, the servers are

allowed to switch functions at predetermined

Alhtough this procedure has intuitive

times to limit their patient load to any predet-

appeal it must still be recognized as a piece-

ermined class (or classes) of patients.

meal attack that omits consideration of all

The

program is streamlined with the use of modular

ancillary services (except as their effective-

subroutines to enable ease of modification.

ness may be enhanced by a "smoothed" demand),

The language used for modeling was a local

Considering the present state of the art, this

version of GASP II (4).

piecemeal approach is the best that can be

of the project the University of Massachusetts

managed for this type of problem.

Since at the outset

Research Computer Library contained no debugged
and documented simulation language, GASP II was

Development of the Simulation Model

chosen for two reasons:

The present. model, schematized in Figure 1

iarity with Fortran and his understanding of

simulates the operation of both the Physician

GASP principles; and (2) ease of implemention

and Nurse Practitioner Clinic.

for the available CDC 3600 and simple modificat-

The model was developed to date in five
distinct stages.

ion and expansion in the future.

The first stage was the

limited scope model named "ASIS"

Since'then, several additions and modific-

that simulated

ations have been made to the GASP II simulation

a single stage parallel queue (for a variable

package to satisfy our needs, and this extended

number of channels) to describe the Physician
Clinic.

priority.

(1) the author's famil-

version has been found very useful for other

This model had two levels of patient

projects.

The second model was an extension

The GASP II (discrete, next event) simul-

to a three level priority system for patients

ation language contains two groups of Fortran

with the capability of experimenting with

subroutines.

different priority rules and scheduling

and retrieving of simulation events while the

tactics.

The third model was built to repre-

One group takes care of the filing

other group serves the statistical functions

sent the Nurse Practitioner Clinic as a two

of the simulation, i.e., sampling of distribut-

stage, two priority, parallel queue system

ions, collecting of statistics, etc.

with a variable number of channels.

The fourth

The model builder has only to construct

model combined the second and third models into

Fortran subroutines using GASP II conventions

one where patients were allowed to cross over

to model the system, and the execution of the
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Figure 1.

Schematic Patient Flow Diagram Indicating Some of the
Logic of the Simulation Program
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simulation is then taken over by the GASP II

patient used and of the time necessary to

executive package.

provide the service in question as well as all
waiting time involved.

Data

During two data-taking

periods, the number of these special records
Because the system was conceptualized as

collected agreed with the medical encounter

a complex queueing system, information was

forms within about 7 per cent; also, less "than

needed on the arrival patterns of patients

5 per cent of the special forms provided to

and the way they spent their time in the system.

collect service time and routing data were

This latter information was broken down into

unusable because of a missing arrival or depart-

waiting time, the routing of patients through

ure stamp.

the system, and the amount of time required

Simulation Runs

to serve their needs at each of the places in

A word is in order concerning the interpret-

the system where they received service.

ation of the results obtained from the simulation

-The data used to determine arrival patterns

model.

It quickly became clear that,Monday,

were taken from the encounter form that all

the day with the largest number of walk-in pat-

patients fill out prior to any service they

ients, and Thursday, the day with the largest

receive from the Student Health Service.

number of appointment patients, were the days

After

it is filled out by the arriving student, it

that were most sensitive to any scheduling

is stamped with the date and time and placed

tactics.

with the medical record.

studies were limited to situations found on

Therefore, the bulk of the simulation

Monday and Thursday.

Data on the time physicians spent consulting with patients and the time patients spent

The gross patient arrivals over the day

in the laboratory, x-ray, etc. were taken

(for one Monday and one Thursday) are shown in

during three separate weeks.

Figure 2.

Clerks were

Figure 2 illustrates that the patient

stationed near the entrance to physicians' exam-

arrivals over the entire day are distributed

ining rooms and other facilities and were furn-

in a negative exponential form.

ished with date-time stamping clocks.

was assumed that this form of distribution

Special

From this it

record sheets provided for the purpose were

could be used throughout the day to generate

stamped as each patient entered and left each

walk-in arrivals even though the mean value

service.

of the distribution was changed hour by hour

These records were also time stamped

and collected when the patient left the building.

to correspond to the observed values.

The information stamped on these forms

The arrival rates for each hour of each

gave an accurate account of the services the

day were availeble from the arrival date-time
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,stamp made on all medical encounter forms.

This

These distributions are shown by the histo-

arrival pattern is illustrated in Figure 3

grams in Figure 4A, 4B, and 4C.* The sample mean

which shows the average number of all patients

and sample standard deviation for appointment

entering the Health Service to receive care

service times were found to be 12.74 minutes

for each hour of the day for Mondays and Thurs-

and 9.56 minutes and for walk-in service times

days during the fall semesters of 1969 and 1970.

were found to be 9.61 minutes and 7.48 minutes

The similarity of,the pattern between Monday

respectively.

and Thursday data demonstrates that there was

Monte Carlo simulation were generated from a log-

little biasing effect of class hours, which tend

normal form and resulted in a distribution

to be scheduled at the same hours on Monday,

whose mean and standard deviation were 12.35

Wednesday, and Friday, or at the same hour on

minutes and 9.05 minutes for appointment patients

Tuesday and Thursday.

and 9.57 and 8.22 minutes for walk-in patients.

Although the 1970 data

The values actually used in the

were not available when the analysis was

These values correspond very closely to the

performed, it is presented here to show that

values of 12.6 and 9.8 minutes respectively

stability of the pattern.

which were reported for two Air Force Ambulatory

The arrival pattern from 1969 was used to

care facilities, and which were used by Fetter

generate the walk-in patients for the Monte

and Thompson in a portion of their study (5).

Carlo simulation model.

The Nuffield study of ambulatory care facilities

Operationally, the

arrival pattern was incorporated into the

in England also reports similar figures (6);

simulation model as inter-arrival times, and

the average consultation time for new patients

the parameters of this distribution were changed

visiting physicians whose specialties roughly

during each hour of simulated time.

correspond to a practice of Internal Medicine

By this

process, we were reasonably assured that the

is 11.8 minutes.

arrival pattern of the walk-in patients would

The examination of ten days of data show-

replicate the pattern of walk-in patients which

ed that approximately fifteen per cent of the

would actually occur.

patients who see physicians are sent elsewhere

The consultation times (service times)

in the clinic (e.g., laboratory, x-ray, etc.)

that physicians spent with patients were
measured in three separate categories.

and return to see the same physician again on
the same day.

Those

A log-normal distribution with

categories were for appointment patients,

a mean and variance of 15.54 and 11.09 respect-

walk-in patients, and the ttme required

ively was found to "e an appropriate model for
* Service times in the medical practice are
generally best described by either a Gamma or
Lognormal distribution. Since generation of
variates from the Gamma distribution is time
consuming, the Lognormal form was used here.

for "second service".
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50

the elapsed period of time.

administered by a nurse who controls the flow

These patients re-

of patients through release of medical records

turning to see the physician were observed to

A return

to individual physicians in the proper order.

visit to a physician seen earlier in the same

Within the Monte Carlo simulation model,

interrupt the flow of new patients.

day was termed "second service"; the sample

the priority rules are replicated by the use

mean and standard deviation were 6.49 minutes

of two "files" for each physician and one

and 5.45 minutes.

"file" common to all physicians.

The values used in the

There is a

Monte Carlo simulation were generated from a

"priority file" and an "appointment patient

log-normal form and resulted in a distribution

file:for each physician, and the "walk-in

whose mean and standard deviation were 6.41

patient file" is held in common.

minutes and 4.91 minutes.

a physician completes a service to a patient,

No published data

the files are searched to locate a patient

were found for comparison purposes.

to fill the examining room just used, while

In the actual operation of the clinic, the

the physician sees the patient already waiting

physicians see patients in a sequence governed
by three priority considerations.

Each time

in the second examining room.

First

The files are
priority file,

priority is given to emergency patients enter-

searched in the following order:

ing the system and patients who are returning

appointment file, and walk-in file.
During the operation of the simulation,

from a visit to the laboratory, x-ray, etc. to

information was collected on waiting time for

see the same physician they have already seen
earlier on the same day.

appointment patients, walk-in patients, and all

Second' priority is

patient who undergo "second service".

given to patients who have made an advance
appointment with a specific physician.

In

addition, the simulation collected information

Last

priority is given to walk-in patients who are

on physician utilization and the amount of time

then seen on a first-come, first-served basis.

beyond the end of regular clinic hours that
was required to service all the patients who

The walk-in patients are seen by any physician

have arrived during regular clinic hours.

as soon as be becomes free of higher priority
work.

These

results were displayed in histograms with th'

Most physicians use two examining rooms;

a patient is being seen in one room while the

mean value, standard deviation, maximum and

next patient to see the physician is being

minimum values.

prepared in the other.

The effects of two decisions were examined

When a physician

finishes with one patient, the priority system

on the basis of the results obtained from the

is used to select a patient for the examining

simulation.

room just vacated.

The first decision was the hours

during the day it was best to schedule the

This priority system is
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physicians, and the second decision involved

Table. 1 presents the arrangement of appoint-

which of the hours scheduled were to be set

ment periods by hour of the day and by day

aside for appointment patients.

of the week that produced the best simulation

The selection

of the best schedule of physician hours and the

results when used with the above physician

best time for appointment periods proceeded in

schedules.

three steps.

The waiting times of appointment patients

First, an intuitively attractive set of

are relatively insensitive to how the appoint-

appointment periods was selected that approx-

ment slots are arranged throughout the day

imately complemeneted the known hourly arrivals

because of the priority these patients are

of walk-in patients.

given.

In the second step, this

The waiting time of walk-in patients is

appointment pattern was held constant and the

highly sensitive to the arrangement of appoint-

number of physicians was changed across various

ment slots through the day and therefore the

hours of the day within daily resource con-

waiting time of walk-in patients was the most

straints (52 physician-hours, and a maximum

useful criterion to use to make the decisions.

of seven physicians at one time).

The third

It was also found that the number of minutes

step was to hold constant the best physician

the clinic runs overtime is sensitive to the

schedule found in step two, and then to go back

pattern of arrivals.

and rearrange the appointment slots in an
attempt to improve the solution.

In general, it was found that provided a

The second

queue is built up early in the day by either

and third steps were repeated in an attempt to

scheduling fewer physicians at the beginning

secure additional improvements, but none was

of clinic hours or by scheduling a group of

obtained.

early appointments, the physicians' idle time

In General, the best physicians' schedule

is relatively insensitive to the way the

found was that seven physicians should work

appointment periods are arranged throughout the

during the last six hours of the normal eight

day.

hour day.

by Welch and Bailey (7) in 1952.

In actual practice, this pattern had

Proof of this finding was first reported

minor deviations occasioned by _he need to
stagger the schedules of the physicians to

Comparisons between Predictions and Performance

accommodate lunch hours, coffee breaks, and a
period for "rounds" in the inpatient area.

A week or two after the best simulation

The

results were implemented, minor adjustments of

clinic was kept open nine hours per day to

some physicians' schedules and appointment

accommodate the daily eight hour working

patterns were made.

schedules of the physicians.

of operation, data were then taken on service
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After a two month period

TABLE 1
Hourly Schedule of Appointment Periods
Available During The Week

Hours

Mon

8-9

9

9-10

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Hourly
Totals

7

7

9

7

39

21

21

21

21

21

105

10-11

13

14

14

15

14

70

11-12

7

7

12

13

12

51

12-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1-2

10

15

15

17

13

70

2-3

12

12

17

18

18

77

3-4

17

17

13

17

17

87

4-5

7

7

7

6

7

34

96

100

112

116

109

533

Daily
Total
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times, patient routing,

of the real system.

and patient waiting times.

The routine manage-

In checking our input data

and assumptions, we discovered two discrepancies:

ment information system based on the encounter

(1)

the sum total of tasks measured did

form operated constantly, and it yielded arrival

not add up to the length of the work-

data, by hour of the day separately for each

day; and

day.

(2)

The real test of the accuracy of the
methodology

we discovered the system acting somewhat differently when the data takers

lay in the comparison of

were visible as compared to a normal

predicted and actual outcome measures.

However,

day.

since the predictions were.based on service

The first discrepancy was attributed to the fact

time data from the previous year, a follow-up

that as in all labor-intensive work, allowances

study was made to dery mine if cnese data were

have to be made for fatigue and factors beyond

stable from year to year.

operator control and the second was attributed

In this case, examin-

ation of service time distributions and patient

to the classical "Hawthorne" effect which means

routing provided this assurance; the follow-up

that data collected with the subject's knowledge

data verified the base data.

tends to show better performance than is the

Furthermore,

the evaluation of the control of patient

case* under normal circumstances.

arrivals over the days of the week has been

The allowance made to correct the above

given earlier and rests on the data. presented

was to simulate equally lengthened coffee and

for "smoothed" daily arrivals for.the days of

lunch breaks for the staff.

the week shown in Figure 5 and on the stability

produced simulated results,where waiting time

of the pattern of hourly arrivals between 1969

is compared for five sets of values.

and 1970 shown earlier in Figure 3.

of simulation results shown are:

Since this

This allowance

The sets

first, the

evidence was judged satisfactory, the way was

case where all physicians arrive at the clinic

cleared to examine the comparison of predicted

on time and leave and return promptly from

and actual values of waiting time as a measure

coffee breaks and lunch.

of success of the. overall methodology.

is no time "lost" from treating patients.

The two main measures of the model's

In thic case, there
The

second case is where all physicians lost

validity were the patient waiting times and

twenty minutes per day from scheduled clinic

the amount of time necessary for the clinic

duties (an aggregate loss of 140 physician

to remain open to serve the remaining patients

minutes per day); the third case is similar to

after closing time.

the second case except the physicians lose

Initially, the model pro-

vided results which were much better than those

40 minutes per day each from scheduled clinic
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F

day).

The

to set lower bounds on waiting times.

duties (an aggregate loss of 280 minutes per

simulated values produced for the various

The fourth and fifth sets of results

further increase the loss of physician time

amounts of waiting time provide estimates of

to 60 and 80 minutes per physician, which

what,is likely to happen to waiting time

aggregated to 420 and 560 minutes respectively.

under these various conditions of "lost"
time.

In Figure 6, the data from Table 2 have
been ploted for Monday and Thursday.

It should be pointed out that a

"corridor consultation" between two physicians,

This

figure shows how the waiting time for appoint-

or an emergency phone call would result in

ment patients, walk-in patients and second

"lost" time to the clinic and therefore would

service changes with the amount of physician

have the same effect on the results obtained

"lost" time when the patient load on the clinic

from the model as would tardiness and extended

remains constant.

coffee breaks.

The data for Monday show

The entire distribution of simulated

that walk-in waiting time is larger than
appointment waiting time, and both these values

values whose mean values agreed best with

increase for increased values of "lost" time.

the actual mean values are shown on the

The Thursday data, the day with the greatest

same graph in Figure 7 A, B, and C.

number of appointments, show the same general

ination of this figure reveals that the

trends except that walk-in waiting time is

simulation model produces distributions of

less than appointment waiting time for low

waiting times very close to the actual

values of "lost" physician time.

values.

This

Exam-

Of particular interest is the fact

phenomenon appears when the system is not

that all three sets of predicted and actual

congested and is the effect of physicians

distributions conform closely across their

using two examining rooms.

entire ranges of values.

Use of two exam-

The agrlement between the form of the

ing rooms makei an appointment patient's
priority one of "second" in line for a part-

predicted and actual values shown in Figure 7,

icular physician while a walk-in is taken by

A, B, and C leads to the conclusion that the

any physician as soon as he is free.

model behaves in much the same manner as the
real world.

Figure 6 shows that the parameters of

Efforts are continuing to

the distributions of waiting times produced

refine the model to obtain even better pre-

by the model are a function of the physician

dictions and to give deeper insights into

time that is "lost"'to the clinic.

the operation of the real system.

The

It is felt that the next step is to

simulated results shown for "no lost time"

examine the "state sensitivity"

are an idealized situation that can be used
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of arrival rates

TABLE 2
Simulated Waiting Times for Patients For
Various Amounts of "Lost" Physician Time

Amount of lost Time Fer Day Per Physician

Walk-In Patients

0

20

40

60

80

Mnn

13

18

28

34

60

Thurs

12

12

22

30

51

13

17

20

25

29

12

14

21

26

32

Mon

10

10

13

17

20

Thurs

10

10

15

16

19

0

140

280

420

560

Mon

Appointment Patients
Thurs

Second Service Patients

Aggregate Lost Time (Min./Day)
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and service times.

who remained in the system after clinic hours

It has been observed that

Data was not available to document

when the system is congested some of the

were closed.

arriving' patients tend to look around the wait-

the physicians' comments due to "student dis-

ing room and then depart without entering the

orders" that were common during the end of the
school year.

It has also been observed that in

system.

Another effect of the changes that were

the last hour of the day, or when the physicians

perceive the waiting room is crowded, they

implemented was an increase of 5.0 per cent in

tend to reduce the length of their service

the overall average time that patients spent

time.

with physicians.

Both of these cases illustrate

increase in the number of patients that were

that the current "state" of the system appears
to have an effect on system parameters.

This increase was due to the

seen by appointment.

It

For both 1969 and 1970,

will be of interest to determine simple and

the mean consultation time was 12.7 minutes

straightforward techniques to measure these

and 9.6 minutes respectively for appointment

effects, apply them in the model, and then

and walk-in patients.

determine their effect on the predictive

put of 13.4 per cent and the average increase

capability of the model.

in service time of 5 per cent were based on a

The increase in through-

staff level of twelve full-time physicians;

and this makes these increased,of substantial

Results

value.

The data generated by the simulation model

If these increases had had to be provided

were thoroughly analyzed, and it was decided

under the old system, it would require approx-

to implement the system changes that were
studied.

imately 2.2 additional physicians.

After the changes were accepted

The:fact

and considered routine by the operating staff,

is that the increased service was provided

data was collected on the actual operation of

by the same staff and actually used by the

the system.

student population which increases in size

It was found that the number of

At an average wage of approximately

patients that were seen by physicians increased

each year.

by 13.4 per cent with a corresponding decrease

$25,000 for each physician in 1970, this results

of 5.1 per cent in the number of physician

in a saving in excess of $50,000 the first year

hours that were allocated to the walk-in an

in physicians' salaries alone.

'appointment clinics.

In addition, interviews

Substantially

more savingsi can be attributed to this analysis

with the physicians confirmed that with the

if the salaries of support personnel and

new operating policies, less overtime was

equipment charges, hiring costs, fringe

required to finish treating those patients

benefits, etc. are included.
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The waiting time for both walk-in and

making.

appointment patients changed from 1969-70 to

play the "what if" game.

1970-71, but the changes occurred in such a way

The analyst uses the

model to investigate what would happen if certain

that the overall average waiting time remained

the saw.

Then the model is frequently used to

parameters in the real world were deliberately

The mean waiting time for walk-fn`

changed or happened to change.

patients decreased from approximately 38

For example:

Now would the system respond if the demand

minutes to 28 minutes, and the mean waiting

doubled?

time for appointment patients increased from

were sick?

approximately 12 minutes to 26 minutes.

What would happen if a physician
And so on.

As more and more questions are investigated

Taking into account the increase in the pro-

with the simulation model, adaptations to the

portion of appointment patients in 1970-71, the

basic model have to be made.

weighted average is approximately 27 minutes,

himself in the position of not having a single

which is the same as the weighted average for

simulation model but

1969-70.

family of models, many of which may have been

In a concurrent study performed by two

The analyst finds

:her has an entire

patched together in a hurry to be used only

sociologists, in which the physicians were

once and discarded; others are used over and

interviewed both before and after the changes

over.

described took place, it was concluded that

these adaptations is used several times and more

the physicians' morale improved.

usage is forseen, it may become desirable to

When an analyst finds that one of

spend some time reprogramming the model to add
Concluding Remarks

new features and use the opportunity to improve

It is widely accepted that simulation

the elegance of the programming.

modeling is as much an art as it is a science.

We have conceptualized this sort of model

The builder of a model must combine all the

development on a diagram in Figure 8.

basic modeling elements in such a way that

proceeds horizontally on this diagram, one

the finished product performs as much like a

sees the basic changes that are incorporated

real world system as possible.

In practice,

into the model to make it resemble reality more

this seldom happens in a direct and straightforward way.

As one

closely or comprehend a larger portion of the

Ordinarily, a crude model is

system.

As one moves in the vertical direction

constructed which then goes through a series

on this diagram one may see growth or adaptations

of refinements until the resulting model

of a basic model type, each adaptation being

resembles certain aspects of the real world

identified with a specific question being

closely enough to be useful for decision

asked.
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It is the authors' experience that a

0
Reality

/
O

0

000
Models comprehending more aspects
of the system
1

Figure 8.

Model Development
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0

basic model ripe can be expanded in the vertical

possible to validate all the versions by compar-

direction through added on featuees until it

ing model output to real world data.

becomes so cumbersome that it is difficult to
use efficiently.

Suppose, for example, as in our present

This may be reflected in

such things as uni.ecessarily elaborate

case, a comparison of one version of our model

data

with real world data produces results as

requirements, extreme running times, and

shown in Figures 7, A, B, and C.

exceeding the capabilities of the available

is the status of the validation of various

computer configurations.

adaptations of that model?

In cases like this,

That then

Our view agrees

it becomes necessary to invest some time in a

with Naylor (8) that the validation of simul-

programming reorganization to achieve more

ation models is mostly a matter of confidence

efficient execution.

and faith - not just a z.,atter o'

In this case, a new

version of the program would be written which

We believe that mathematics plays its part;

is represented in Figure 8 by a step horizon-

it is necessary to compare some ; tsic form

tally.

of the model with the real world in a careful

In practice, when a new question is to be

and systematic way using whatever mathematical

investigated, there is always a conflict

tools may be appropriate and available.

between the deisre to accommodate this question

this is done, we feel it is not very fruitful

with a quick modification or to make a basic

to continue to go over this ground each time

change in the model.

the model is adapted to a new problem.

The quick addition of a

Once

Once

new feature to the current version of a pro-

a model has been validated with real world

gram secures the answer to one more new

data, we feel that the intuition of the real

question.

world system managers 'e adequate validation

A basic change in the model allows

this new feature to be included in the model

for adaptations.

in a way that improves the efficiency as well
as the flexibility of the program.

We feel that the results of this study

It is

indicate the methodology presented for demand

unnecessary to say that the quick modification

smoothing and the scheduling of physicians

route is the one we have usually taken.

and their appointment patients is successful

The point to be.made from this examination

in this application.

The gains in efficiency

of the philosophy of modeling described in

that we documented were substantial, and they

Figure 8

were all In the right direction.

deals with the problem of model

validation.

This diagram shows that the

We believe

additional work will produce further gains.

model of any real wo:Id situation has many

This success, we believe, was due in large

versions, and it is neither economic nor is it

part to the predictive capability of the
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simulation model.

The model was "tailor made"

to fit this facility.

A generalization emerges from this work
when it is considered together with a study of
the literature and observation of other outpatient facilities.

It is that the methodology

described here could be used to good effect
on other outpatient facilities.

The main

obstacle to the widespread use of this approach
is the cost and effort necessary to construct
realistic simulation models.

We believe that

since all the published models of outpatient
clinics follow the same general form, that
is, queueing models solved by Monte Carlo

simulation, it would be possible to develop
a generalized model that is sufficiently
flexible to overeome this obstacle.

We

are working on this task.
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Chairman:

Simulation Methodology II

Michael, Stonebraker, University of California

This session focuses on new techniques to assist practitioners of simulation in obtaining desired
results efficiently. Many such users are attempting to find optimum performance of a simulated
system. In this situation, the problem of selecting a procedure to search for the best choice is
a challenging one. Two papers in this session compare alternate strategies for attacking this
question. Other users face the task of finding confidence intervals for quantities obtained from
simulation experiments. This job is often complicated by statistical dependence of successive
observations. The third paper in this session-suggests a way around this difficulty by utilizing
properties found in many stable stochastic systems.
Papers

"Constrained Sequential-Block Search in Simulation Experimentation"
William E. Biles, University of Notre Danie
"Optimization of Simulation Experiments"

J. W. Schmidt, R. E. Taylor and V. Chachra,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
"A New Approach to Simulating Stable Stochastic Systems"

Michael A. Crane, Donald L. Inglehart,
Control Systems Corporation and Stanford University
Discussants

Grace Carter, RAND Corporation

Averill Law, University of California
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CONSTRAINED SEQUENTIAL-BLOCK SEARCH
IN SIMULATION EXPERIMENTATION

William E. Biles
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Abstract

This paper describes the application of sequential-block search techniques

to simulation experimentation with constrained systems. Two basically different approaches are examined. One approach combines designed experi-

ments, multiple regression, and mathematical optimization to predict

a

constrained optimum solution, which is then checked by further experimentation in the region of the p-redicieci- solution. A second approach employs a sequential optimum-seeking technique, such as gradient search or

sequential simplex search, modified to accommodate constraints. These
techniques are illustrated with a simple inventory system modeled with
the GASP-II simulation language. A comparison of the effectiveness of
these approaches is presented.
INTRODUCTION

The objective of simulation experimenta-

the input variables X at several distinct sets of

tion is to determine the optimum response y

values, observing the simulated response y at

of some function of unknown form

each X, and eventually selecting X so as to

y = F(X),

yield the most beneficial response y*.

(I)

where y is some measure of system effective-

Most realistic systems require considera-

ness and X is an n-dimensional vector of input

tion of several system responses,

variables, xi, i = 1, ... , n. Simulation exper-

j = 0, 1,...,m. The most expedient approach

imentation consists of controlling the levels of

to multiple-response simulation experimentation
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yf ,

is that of constrained optimization. In this ap-

programming in a procedure for predicting a

proach, one response, yo, is designated a pri-

constrained optimal solution. This paper com-

mary or objective response. The remaining

pares central composite and simplex lattice

responses y., j = 1, ... m become restric-

designs for their effer ..veness in predicting an

tions or constraints by placing specifications

optimal solution. A second approach utilizes

on their performance. The mathematical

search techniques in seeking a constrained opti-

statement of this problem is as follows:

taal solution. This paper compares gradient

Maximize (or minimize) yo = F(X)

search with two direct methods, sectional

(2)

search (one-at-a-time method) and accelerated

subject
1

y. = G.(X) s(or
3

i = 1 ..... n

1

1

d., j = 1,

m

sequential simplex search.

(3)

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

(4)

3

The problem used to compare these various

where
X

=

techniques is a simple (R, r, T) inventory sys-

n-dimensional vector of input variables

i = 1, ...

tem. In this problem, a retail outlet sells a

n;

x.

value of the ith input variable;

particular item for $65. The wholesale cost of

a.

lower bound on the ith input variable;

this item is $40. There is an inventory carry-

c.

upper bound on the ith input variable;

ing charge of $0. 20 per dollar-year. If a cus-

F

objective function, of unknown form;

tomer demands a unit when it is not in stock, he

objective response variable;

will purchase it at a competing retail outlet.

jth response variable;

The outlet under study assigns a loss of $20 to

jth constraint function, often of unknown

each such lost sale. The inventory position

yo

=

Yi

G.

=

form;

3

(units in stock plus those on order) is reviewed

specification on the performance of the
jth system response y.;

d.
3

n

=

m

=

every T time periods. If inventory position P

is less than or equal to the reorder point r, an

number of input variables in the simulation model;

order is placed for R-P units. The cost of each

number of secondary system responses.

review is $2 and the cost of placing an order is

Although much has been done to develop

The demand for the item is Poisson-dis-

$3.

improved techniques for simulation experimen-

tributed with a mean of five units per week. The

tation, scant attention has been given to the

procurement lead time is Erlang-distributed

constrained optimization problem. This paper

according to the relation

examines two basically different approaches to
simulation experimentation with constrained

fx(x, =
1

systems. One approach combines designed

1

TeTnt.tx)kl
(
0

experiments, regression, and mathematical
228

-t.tx

otherwise

x >0

(5)

response function is expressed in terms of four

with u equal to 2 and k equal to 6.

response variables. Hence, there are five re-

The retail outlet wishes to maximize pro-

fits from retailing this item, but it must oper-

sponse variables which must be observed ex-

ate within the following conditions:

perimentally.

The simulation model for this problem is

1. The stock-on-hand cannot exceed 60 units
due to space limitations;

written in FORTRAN using the GASP-II simu-

2. Only one review can be performed on any
given day, and a review is required by management policy at least once every three

lation language (13). The simulator used in

months;

this study consists of a MAIN program, an

3. The manager wishes to have the average
weekly lost sales not exceed 0. Z units.

EVNTS subroutine, and four events subroutines
DMAND, PEREV, RECPT, and ENDSM.

This leads to the following constrained optimi-

These components provide the following func-

zation problem:

tions:

Maximize yo = $25 y1- $20 y2- $0. 15344 y3

1. MAIN
$3 Y4

$2/x3

(6)

a. Initializes model variables.

subject to

b. Turns control over to GASP executive.

0 5 x 1 560

2. Subroutine EVNTS

0 5 x2 5 60
xl x2
0.2 5 x3 5 13' 0

a. Transfers control to the appropriate
event subroutine.

(7)

3. Subroutine DMAND

y2 s 0.2

a. Creates next demand in accordance with
the Poisson-distributed arrival rate.

where
yo =

average weekly profit, $ ;

yl =

average weekly sales, units;

y2 =

average weekly lost sales, units;

Y3 =

average stock-on-hand per week; units;

Y4

b. Tests stock level. The variable SALES

is incremented by one if STOCK > 0 and
SLOST is incremented by one if STOCK=0.

c. Collects statistics on STOCK if a sale is
made.

4. Subroutine PEREV

a. Checks inventory position P against
reorder point r. If P s r, the receipt of
R-P units is scheduled in accordance
with the Erlang-distributed procurement
lead time.

average weekly orders;

xl =

inventory position, R, units;

x2 =

reorder point, r, units;

x3 =

review period, T, weeks

b. Increments number of orders ORD by one
if an order is placed.

This problem assumes a five-day week. Note

c. Restores inventory position P to level R
if an order is placed.

the discrete nature of the independent variables. If x3 is considered on a daily basis, all

5. Subroutine ENDSM

three independent variables xi, i = 1,2,3 are

a. Terminates simulation.

discrete. Note also that the objective
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b. Computes weekly averages for the fol-

used to fit quadratic models of the form

lowing quantities:
1.)

Stock, y3,

2.)

Orders placed, y4,

3.)

Sales, y1;

4.)

Lost sales, y2;

5.)

Profit, yo;

n-1 n
y,K = b

0 i= 1 1 1

1= 1

1=

11

3.

=1+1

b.1) .x.1 x.

(8)

for each of the m+1 responses [8].
3. The fitted equations are used to formulate a
constrained optimization problem as ex pressed by equations (2) - (4), which is
solved using a computerized constrained
pattern search procedure [11] based on the
Hooke and Jeeves search method [6].

A six-year or 312-week period of operation is

Central Composite Design

examined for all experiments in this study.

The central composite design for a system of

DESIGNED EXPERIMENTS

three independent variables is shown in coded

Considerable attention has been given to

using designed experiments in simulation ex-

form in Table 1. Table II gives the actual val-

perimentation. Burdick and Naylor [4],

ues of x1, x2, and x 3 for the present problem.

Hunter and Naylor [7], Mihram [9], and

Observe that the radial points in the design are

Schmidt and Taylor [14] provide excellent

not exactly equal to the a values specified by the

treatments of this subject. Most of these

central composite design, due to the discrete
of x.,

works suggest the use of a sequence of first-

i

= 1,2,3. The values yo and y2

order experiments in moving toward an opti-

are also given in Table II. The center point is

mum, switching to a second-order design in

thrice replicated to provide an estimate of lack-

the vicinity of the optimum. Montgomery and

of-fit error. The central composite design pro-

Evans [10] have evaluated several second-

vides (2n+ Zn+ 1) points, compared to the

order designs for experimenting with simula-

[(n+1) (n+2)/2] coefficients in the quadratic

tion models.

model given by (8).

For larger problems, the

number of points in the central composite de-

This paper examined the use of two sec-

ond-order designs ler simulation experimen-

sign considerably exceeds the number required

tation, (1) a central composite design by Box

by the quadratic model.
Simplex Lattice Design

[3] and (2) a simplex lattice design. The

A design that is very economical for use with

basic procedure used for this study is as follows:

quadratic models is the [n, 2] simplex lattice

1. A designed experiment consisting of a predetermined set of design points is performed with the GASP-II simulation model
of the (R, r, T) inventory system. Each of
the responses yk, k=0, 1
m is observed
and recorded.

design. Myers f 121 describes the use of simplex designs for first -order experiments. Figure 1 shows two and three-dimensional first-

order simplex designs. The [n, 2] simplex lat-

2. A multiple linear regression prograrn

tice design follows di-rectly from the first-order
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simplex design by placing a point at the mid-

3.

point of each edge of the simplex, as illustrated
in Figure 2. This provides exactly the
[(n+1) (n+:).)/21 design points needed 'for esti-

It contains smaller simplices (refer to Figgure 2) which can be used to form a simplex
lattice design in a sub-space of the experimental region around a predicted solution
simply by performing the experiments corresponding to the edge mid-points for the
simplex sub-space.

mating the quadratic model. A center point can

Disadvantages of the simplex lattice design are

be placed at the centroid of this system and re-

as follows:

plicated to provide a test of error due to lack

1.

of fit.

Table III gives the design points and re...

sponses for a simplex lattice design for the

2. The orientation of the simplex in the factor
space is left to the judgement of the experimenter. (The vertices of the design given
in Table III closely approximate an orthogonal
first-order simplex design given by Myers
[12]).

(R, r, T) inventory problem.
Comparison of the Two Designs

To provide a comparison of the two de-

signs, the data from Tables II and III were em-

SEARCH METHODS

ployed in a "canned" multiple regression pack-

An alternative to employing designed experi-

age to fit quadratic equations of the form given

ments in simulation experimentation is to use a

by (8). The resulting equations were then used

in formulating the constrained optimization problem which was solved using the "canned" pat-

X

(60,45,12)

(49, 37, 9)
$122. 43

Profit (predicted)
$124. 25
118.52
Profit (actual)
0.011
Lost Sales (predicted)
Lost Sales (actual)
0.035

basic categories, (1) gradient methods and (2)
automatic by having a "canned" program com-

as follows:
Simplex
Lattice

search technique. These fall into one of two

direct methods. They can be made completely

tern search. The results of these studies were
Central
Composite

It does not possess optimal statistical properties, such as minimum bias and minimum variance. Furthermore, no attention
has yet been given to describing the mathematical properties of the design.

pute the succession of observations in the

search, or they can be made adaptive by having

the experimenter examine the results after each
block of experiments and plan the next block.

121.49

0.036

The latter approach is likely to make more ef-

0.0

ficient use of computer time and is the scheme

Hence, the simplex lattice design performs

developed in this paper. A gradient search pro-

slightly better than the central composite de-

cedure is compared with two direct search

sign in this problem. The main advantages of

methods, sectional (one-at-a-time) search and

the simplex lattice design, however, are those

accelerated sequential simplex search. Each

which contribute to its relative economy:

of these methods has the feature that experi-

1.

It uses exactly the r (n+1) (n+2)/2] points
needed to estimate the quadratic model.

mentation proceeds in a sequence of blocks,

2.

It develops directly from a first-order de-

allowing the experimenter to exercise his judge-

sign.

ment as experimentation progresses.
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Gradient Search

inventory problem. The requirement for dis-

Gradient search is initiated by placing
set of experiments around a base point X0

crete values of x,i

a

to

= 1,2,3 somewhat compli-

cated the selection of experiments in the step-

estimate the gradient. For a system of n vari-

determining blocks, so that in effect only a

ables, n+1 experiments must be employed in
estimating the gradient, as given by the follow-

"near-gradient" direction could be followed.

ing expression:

adequately effective as a simulation search

X

technique. The search was terminated after

o

X1

Nevertheless, gradient search is seen to be

=

X

o + Lx 1

block 8, because the indicated gradient direction would have caused constraint violation.

(9)

Xn =Xo + Axn

After observing the n+1 responses yo, yi ,

In Table IV, blocks 1,3,4, 6, and 8 are gradient-determining blocks. Blocks 2,5, and 7

yn, the experimenter can compute the gradient
direction as

are step-determining blocks. In block 2, the
best point along the gradient direction was (60,

m. =
J

B./[
ii B2. Y
i
1=1
1

20, 30).

j=1

n

(10)

The gradient from this point, however,

as computed from the results from in block 3,

where

would have violated the upper bound on the variAy.

B.i = (Ix.
1--

able xl. Therefore, the decision was made to

(11)

J

evaluate the gradient from the next best point in

". is the change in the response y caused by
the incremental change Ax.J , with all other vari-

block 2, (40,20, 34), which produced the results
in block 4. This episode points out one of the

ables held at the Xo level.

difficulties in sequential-block experimentation,

Having determined the gradient direction,

that subjective judgements must often enter the

the next block of experiments is performed at

experiment selection process.

uniform intervals along this direction. For

Sectional Search

constrained systems, the bounds given by (3)

Perhaps the simplest direct search method

will limit the step in the gradient direction.

is that in which only one variable at a time is

This combination of a gradient-determining

changed. By keeping n - 1 of the n variables

block and a step-determining block is repeated

fixed at some level, the remaining variable can
be altered over its range. This process is re-

until an acceptable solution is found.
Beveridge and Schechter [ 1 ] give an excellent

peated until an optimal solution is found.

presentation of this topic.

Table V gives the results of a sectional

Table IV presents the results of a gradient
search approach to the example (R, r, T)

search applied to the example inventory
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problem. Four experiments are used in each

direction is maintained,

block, except in block 2 where the fourth ex -

XV.,

periment would have duplicated an experiment

Xc =

from block 1. In block 2, X2 was varied from

where S is the set of all points in the simplex

18 to 36, since it could not exceed X1, which

other than X w.

was maintained at 40. b block 3, X1 was

=

point yielding worst response y,
[

E

jeS

X.)/n,

(13)

J

Figure 3 shows the progress of the stand-

varied from 38 to 56, since it could not fall

ard sequential simplex search technique for a

below the value of X2 at 36. In block 4, X3 was

simple two - dimensional problem.

varied from 4 to 16, since higher values had

shows the progress of the accelerated method

been shown in block 1 to be less profitable.

for the same problem. Table VI presents the

The search was halted in block 6, since none of

results from employing accelerated sequential

the experiments in the block produced results

simplex search with the (R, r, T) inventory pro-

superior to the solutions observed in blocks

blem. The worst point in each simplex is noted

4 and 5.

with an asterisk. The search was halted after

Figure 4

block 6 because the indicated direction of move-

Accelerated Sequential Simplex Search

ment to a seventh block was toward a region

A technique that appears promising for

simulation experimentation is the accelerated

that had already been examined in block 5.

sequential simplex search method [2], which

Moreover, the maximum profit in block 6 was

is based on the sequential simplex method of

less than 0.6 percent higher than that in block 5.

Spendley, Ilext, and Iiimsworth [15]. Instead

Comparison of Search Methods

of moving along one point at a time, however,

Of-the three search methods examined here,

this new technique employs a simplex of n+1

the accelerated sequential simplex procedure

points in each successive block. The direction

yielded the best solution to the example (R, r, T)

of movement is that from the worst point in the

inventory problem. With respect to search ef-

simplex through the centroid of the n remaining

ficiency, the simplex and sectional search pro-

points. If the same direction is inaintained in

cedures each required six sequential blocks,

successive blocks, the movement accelerates

compared to eight blocks for the gradient pro-

in accordance with the following relations:

cedure. The results are conditioned, however,

Xk = X k + 2h(X c -X w ),

k= 0,1, ... n

on the somewhat arbitrary criteria which were

.(12)

used to stop the search.

where

The initial experiments by each procedure

Xk = kth vertex in the next simplex,
k

= kth vertex in the current simplex,

produced solutions that violated the lost sales

h

=no. successive blocks in which the same

constraint; however, moves that gave improved

X
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values of the objective response yo also re-

sequential-block search tecnniques in simula-

duced the extent of lost sales constraint viola-

tion experimentation with constrained systems.

tion.

This outcome is not surprising, con-

Two basically different procedures have been

sidering the relatively high cost of a lost sale.

examined, each of which is effective in locating

This is not the most realistic situation one

an acceptable constrained solution. None of the

could encounter, however, and the example pro-

techniques examined here assure a glthally opt-

blem is defective in that regard.

imal solution, however.

To summarize the procedures to apply in

Of the two second-order experimental de-

the face of constraints, the foremost rule is to

signs studied, the simplex lattice design offers

initiate the search in the interior of the feasible

both economy and search effectiveness in sim-

region.

The three search methods could then

ulation experimentation. There is much to be

operate in the following ways:

learned about this design, however, and addi-

1. In gradient search, select as a point along
the gradient direction that point which yields
the maximum value of the objective response
yo without violating a constraint. The gra-

tional research in both its theoretical and prac-

tical aspects is necessary. The approach of
performing a designed experiment, fitting first

dient-determining block would then be performed to establish the best direction from
that point.

or second-order response models, and applying

2. In sectional search, consider only those ex-

a mathematical programming procedure in

perimental points in each block which do not
violate constraints, selecting that point
which maximizes the objective response.

seeking a constrained optimal solution is definitely worthwhile for simulation experimentation.

3. In accelerated sequential simplex search:

Gradient or direct search is another prac-

a. If, for a simplex derived by letting ha 2,

constraint violation occurs, set h= 1 and
compute the next simplex.

tical and effective approach to constrained systems simulation experimentation. This ap-

b. If, for a simplex derived by letting h=1,

constraint violation occurs, select a point

proach is especially useful for complex systems,

compute a new simplex with h = 1.

where the experimenter desires to exercise his

other than the worst point as X. Re-

c. If rules a and b fail to yield a solution

own judgement after each block of experimenta-

satisfying all constraints, curtail the
search and adopt the best observed point
as a solution.

tion. A technique that.appears to be very promising for sequential-block experimentation is

It should be stressed that none of these methods

accelerated sequential simplex search. This

produce a globally optimal solution. They are

technique retains the advantages of the stand-

effective, however,
_ in producing a very worth-

ard sequential simplex search technique, in-

while solution.

eluding an effective direction-determining
CONCLUSIONS

mechanism, and adds the capability for accel-

This paper has discussed the use of

eration in a direction that consistently proves
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favorable.

Mere is a definite need, however,

Pritsker, A. A. B. , and P. J. Kiviat,
Simulation with GASP-112 Prentice- IIall,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. (1969).

13.

to evaluate this technique for problems of di-

mension greater than three. Additional evalua-

14. Schmidt, J. W. , and R. E. Taylor, Simulation and Analysis of Industrial Systems,

tion of movements near binding constraints is

Irwin, Homewood, Illinois (1970).

also necessary.

15. Spendley, W. , G. R. Ilext, and F. R.
I limsworth, "Sequential Application of Simplex Designs in Optimization and Evolutionary Operations," Technometrics, 4
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TABLE II
DESIGN POINTS FOR CENTRAL COMPOSITE DESIGN FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Design

It

r

x1

a2

T
x3

t

46

36

2

$117.27

0.0

5461

2

46

36

18

118.35

0.11

5461

3

46

44

2

116.81

0.0

5461

4

46

44

18

118.31

0.11

5461

5

54

36

2

117.54

0.02

5461

6

54

36

18

112.68

0.23

5461

7

54

44

2

119.78

0.0

5461

8

54

44

18

122.31

0.01

5461

9

45

40

10

121.90

0.01

5461

10

55

40

10

122.88

0.01

5461

11

50

35

10

121.80

0.04

5461

12

50

45

10

121.43

0.0

5461

13

50

40

1

114. 86

0.0

5461

14

50

40

19

125.50

0.02

5461

15

50

40

10

119.88

0.0

5461

16

50

40

10

125.84

0.02

1971

17

50

40

10

119.53

0.01

8433

Point

Profit
Yo
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Lost Sales

Seed

Ya

TABLE III
DESIGN POINTS FOR SIMPLEX LATTICE DESIGN FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Design

Point

R

xI

r

T

x2.

Profit

x3

Lost Sales

Y

Yz

0.0

5461

o

Seed

1

50

46

2

$116.93

2

40

36

18

110.:58

0.30

5461

3

50

26

2

115.78

0.11

5461

4

60

36

18

117.98

0.11

5461

5

45

41

10

120.35

0.01

5461

6

50

36

2

118.76

0.0

5461

7

55

41

10

119.36

0.0

5461

8

45

31

10

117.82

0 13

5461

9

50

36

18

118.24

0.10

5461

10

55

31

10

118.27

0.05

5461

11

50

36

10

121.73

0.02

5461

12

50

36

10

125.42

0.06

1971

13

50

36

ID

121.10

0.08

8433

4
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TABLE IV

GRADIENT SEARCH APPLIED TO (R, r, T) INVENTORY PROBLEM

Block

r

R
X1

1

2

3

[
4

5

6

7

8

[

.

X2

T
x3

Profit

Lost Sales

Yo

y2

1. 72

[30

20

36

33

20

36

30

23

36

$50. 37
59. 99
50. 37

30

20

39

48.39

1.72

1. 51

1. 72

35

20

35

65.69

1.37

40

20

34

81. 67

0. 98

45

20

33

50

20

32

55

20

31

60

20

30

61.32
65.75
76.08
91.01

1.47
1.37
1.12
0.74

57

20

30

85. 17

0. 93

60

23

30

60

20

27

92.26
87.88

0.75
0.82

43
40

20

34
34

80.32
83.55

1.01

23

40

20

31

85. 43

0. 90

38

23

28

36

26

22

74.40
91.54

34

29

16

32

32

10

1.18
0.77
0.44
0.25

35

32

10

32

29

10

116. 39
105.27

32

32

7

118.18

0.40
0.20
0.13
0.01

1u4. 74
111. 98

0.92

O. 15

34

33

7

36

34

4

120.94
122.70

38

35

1

112. 94

O. 0

39

34

4

120.82

0.04

36

31

4

119. 86

0. 06

36

34

7

121.62

0.08
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TABLE V

SECTIONAL SEARCH APPLIED TO (R, r, T) INVENTORY PROBLEM
Block

*
1

2
*

3

*

*

5

*

6

Note:

R

r

Lost Sales

x2

T
x3

Profit

x

yo

Y2

40

30

10

40

30

25

40

30

40

40

30

55

$119.95
95.18
69.40
49.94

0.058
0.72
1.30
1.70

40

18

10

40

24

10

40

36

10

85.74
102.90
120.38

0.92
0.48
0.022

38

36

10

44

36

10

50

36

10

56

36

10

119.26
120.67
121.73
119.71

0.067
0.0
0.022
0.039

50

36

4

50

36'

8

50

36

12

50

36

16

120.19
122.38
122.87
119.60

0.019
0.035
0.058
0.074

117.28
121.94
122.87
.121.73

0.12
0.006
0.019
0.010
.003
0.016
0.0
0.055

1

50

34

12

50

38

12

50

40

12

50

42

12

46

40
40

12

48
52

40

12

121.71
122.81
121.93

54

40

12

118.93

12

* denotes best value of X
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TABLE VI
ACCELERATED SEOUENTIAL SIMPLEX SEARCH WITH (R, r, T) INVENTORY PROBLEM
Block

xi

r
x2

T
x3

Profit

Lost Sales

yo

Yz

30

20

35

34

21

36

31

24

36

31

21

39

$ 48.74
62.95
53.77
51.63

1.75
1.44
1.65
1.65

34

24
25

39
40

35

28

35

25

40
43

60.50
67.25
57.98
48.92

1.45

38

35

25

32

39

26

33

36

29
26

33

36

38

28

R

1

2

3

4

*
5

6

Note:

1.. 32

1.54
1.79

1.32
0.84
1.02

36

68.76
87.27
79.14
68.73

19

106.31

105.46
107.72
104.12

0.46
0.44
0.42
0.46

42

9

20

39

32

20

39

29

23

41

31

2

45
42
42

32

3

35

3

32

6

45

35

6

49

36

7

46

39

46

36

7

w

10

116.82
119.28
120.27
123.94

9.055

124.64
122.49
120.90
120.34

0.045
0.0

* denotes worst point, Xw
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1.31

01.016

0.0
0.039

0.0
0.003

{ 2,2}

{3,2}

SIMPLEX LATTICE

Figure 1
First-Order Simplex Designs

SIMPLEX LATTICE

Figure 2
Second-Order Simplex Designs
ft
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Figure 3
Sequential Simplex Search
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Figure 4
Accelerated Sequential Simplex Search
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OPTIMIZATION OF SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
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Abstract

The basic objectives of this paper are two-fold.

The first objective

is to illustrate the use of three multivariable optimization techniques

as they are applied in an interactive fashion to the optimization of
simulation experiments.

The second and more important objective is to

present the rationale behind the termination criterion for simulation
experiments which is applicable to virtually any multivariable optimization procedure.

The termination criterion is statistically based and

includes cost factors prevalent for running the simulation as well as
the potential savings from continued application of the search.

The

optimization techniques to be considered in the paper are
1. The sequential one factor-at-a-time technique as proposed
by Friedman and Savage,

2. The pattern search method of Hooke and Jeeves, and
3. The successive quadratic approximation technique of Schmidt
and Taylor.

It is shown that the termination criteria based upon economic and
statistical considerations is most effective for simulation experiments.
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Introduction

and more important objective is to present the

Digital simulation techniques for discrete

rationale behind a termination criterion for

systems have progressed rapidly over the past

simulation experiments which is applicable to

decade.

virtually any multivariable optimization proce-

The present development in digital

simulation seems to be foll ,wing two basic

dure.

avenues.

based and includes the co,, factors prevalent in

The first area of development is in

The termination criterion is statistically

special purpose computer languages for discrete

conducting the simulation analysis as well as

systems simulation.

potential saving from continued application of

The second area of develop-

ment is in the statistical methodology related

the search.

to the design of simulation experiments and

shown to be effective for these stochastic

analysis of results.

problems.

In this paper we shall

investigate a third possible avenue of develop-

The termination criterion will be

The optimization techniques are employed in

ment for discrete systems simulation, namely

an interactive manner with the simulation model.

the use of multivariate optimization techniques

The operation is such that particular values of

for simulation experiments.

the decision variables are specified by the

Often in performing the simulation analysis

optimization program to the simulation program.

of a given system the objective is simply to

A measure of system effectiveness is determined

obtain a measure of system effectiveness for

through simulation which is returned to the

some prescribed values of the decision-variables.

optimization program.

However, more frequently, the objective is to

the effectiveness function new values of the

obtain the specific values of decision variables

decision variables are determined and the process

which will optimize the system effectiveness

is repeated.

function.

termination criterion will be met and the

When this is in fact the objective,

the problem can be addressed"by,a body of
"multivariable optimization techniques".
deed these techniques are not new.

In-

This facet will be

discussed later.

They have

The optimization techniques to be considered in this paper are:

applied widely to problems of a deterministic

1. The sequential one-factor-at-a-time

nature [4], (181, [19].

technique as proposed by Friedman and

The basic objectives of this paper are two

Savage (7).

The fitst objective is to illustrate the

2. The pattern search method of Hooke and

application of three of these techniques to the
optimization of simulation models.

At some point in this process a

procedure will terminate.

been in existence for many years and have been

fold:

Based upon that value of

Jeeves (10).

The second

3. Successive quadratic approximations of
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Schmidt and Taylor (16).

For most practical examples this phase consists

Each of these techniques shall be discussed in

of the experimenter "arbitrarily" establishing

detail in a later section of this paper.

the stating point.

The

search routines will be discussed in terms of
a minimization problem.

Many experimental statistical

designs have been created to aid in this process.

The model to which the

However, for the procedures discussed herein the

techniques were applied is a stochastit inventory

stating point is chosen arbitrarily and to some

system which shall also be discussed in some

extent the results to be derived from any of

detail in later sections.

these procedures are dependent upon a "lucky"
choice for the beginning point.

Multivariate Search Procedures

menter fortunately chooses initial values of

All multivariable search procedures have
essentially two basic objectives:

If the experi-

decision variables which are close to the optimum

(1) to obtain

levels, money will be saved in achieving a

an improved value of the effectiveness function;

relative optimum.

(2) to provide information useful for locating

is not with the experimenter and he selects

future experiments where desirable values are

initial levels which are far from the optimal

likely to be found.

values, then it likely will cost him more to

The logical organization of

a search procedure is such as to accomplish the

achieve a relative optimum.

aforementioned objectives through a three phase
operation.

If, on the other hand, luck

Once the initial experiment has been accom-

The first phase sets the stage by

plished the information gained from that may be

making the initial observation(s) of the effect-

used to assist future experiments.

iveness function.

dure of the particular search technique is then

From this initial phase can

The proce-

be determined the general direction of the search.

applied in an algorithmic fashion.

The second phase of the search is characterized

procedures discussed herein all operate on the

by rapid movement toward the optimal.

function in a systematic fashion, varying the

During

The search

this phase the effectiveness function is examined

decision variables in some prescribed manner.

through selective manipulation of the decision

This phase of the overall operation is likely to

variables.

consume the bulk of the activity of the search.

The final phase of the search is

perhaps the most important.

This is known as

As a result of this phase, the effectiveness

the termination phase and the termination

function should be significantly improved.

'criterion plays a critical part in the overall

Later sections of this.paper will describe in

procedure.

detail this phase of the operation.

In general, the first phase of any search

The final phase of the search procedure is

procedure is designed to "get things underway".

called the termination phase and specifies the
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,

conditions under which the search procedure will

is determined, x2.

terminate.

for all n decision variables.

This phase is of great interest and

is considered at length in this paper.

The entire process

is repeated until values of the decision variables

There are several characteristics of search
procedures which will be mentioned here for
purposes of description.

This procedure is repeated

are found such that further change in any one of

the variables will result in an increase in the

They will not be

value of the objective function.

explored in depth but should be taken into

The sectioning search may be effected in

account when considering what techn:-cue to apply.

several ways.

These characteristics are listed below.

always the same.

1. Total number of simulation replications

However, the initial step is

All but one of the decision

variables are given fixed values.

required to obtain an optimum.

variables be x2,...,xn.

2. Ability to move on the response surface

Let these

The initial value of

the remaining variable, xl, must now be set and

in several directions.

the measure of effectiveness, y(xl,...,xn),

3. Ability to vary step length.

evaluated.

4. Ability to deal successfully with a

involves changing xl in rather large increments.

large number of decision variables.

Let

5. Termination criterion.

ij

The initial search over xl usually

be the jth increment chosen for the ith

decision variable and let m be the number of
increments for each variable, j=1,2,...,m.

The Sequential One-Factor-at-a-Time Method

Choosing bil relatively large allows the search

Sectioning or the one-at-a-time method

to rapidly locate the general' region of the

proposed by Friedman and Savage (7) is one of

optimum value of x
1

x

given the fixed values

1'

the simplest optimum seeking techniques avail-

of the remaining variables.

able and may be applied to functions of any

assume that in searching over any decision

number of decision variables.

variable, we first increase the value of the

y(x
l'

Suppose

x 2 ... x ) is a cost function tobe minin

mized, where xi,
variables.

Let us arbitrarily

variable and if this does not prove fruitful we

are the decision

then decrease its value.

To apply the method of sectioning,

Therefore, the first

step in the search moves us to the point

the analyst fixes the values of the last n-1
(x1+611,x2

..... xn).

If Y(x1+611,x2

..... xn)

<

variables and varies the first until a minimum,

y(xl ..... xn), we must continue to increase x

or at least near minimum, is found.

next examining the measure of effectiveness at

Let x°1 be

the minimizing value of xi with associated cost

(x +26
1

y(xl,x2 ..... xn).

at x

l'

and x.

2

The value of xl is now fixed

11'

x

2'

x ).
n

until a point (x.i +M6

This procedure is continued
11'

x

2 ..... xn)

is found such

is varied until its optimal value
that Y(x1 +M(511'x2"."xn)
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Y(x1+(M-1)611'x2".

.,xn).

If the objective function is convex, xl

lies between x +(M-2)8
1

11

and x +Mb 11
1

procedure for the search over x
that for xl.

.

If Y(x1+611tx2"'"xn) > y(xl,...,xn), a

2

is identical to

After all n variables have been

searched over once, the search returns to x

1

further increase in x
1

would not be warranted if

the objective function is convex.
the next point evaluated would be
If y(x.-8

.,xn).

1

starts the whole process over again.

Therefore,

and

The search

terminates when for every i

(x. -

i 611x
' 2,

2"."xn) > y(xl,...,xn),

11'-x

then xi is such that xl-

0

'II < xi < x1+611.

0

o

0.

y(xl,x2,...,xi,...,xn)

If

(1)

Y(x1-611'x2,"xn) < y(xl,...,xn), xl is
When the initial search over x
further reduced until a point (x.-M8
1

terminates,

1

x

11' 2".
the analyst may choose to search over the remain-

.,x

n

is found such that y(x.-

)

M611'2(2'" .,xn)

ing variables before refining the search over xl.

y(x1-(M-1)611,x2,...,xn), in which case xi is

If this is the case, xl is fixed at the initial
such that xl- m611 < xi < x1-(M-2)811.

value of x
Ignoring boundary constraints, the result

and the search over x

I'

in increments dn.
of the initial search over x
1

is conducted

2

This process is repeated for

is an '.nterval of

all n variables.

Here the search returns to x

width 2611, the center of which, xi, is the best
again searching in increments 611.
estimate of x

1

thus far.

The search

At this point the

increment for any variable is not reduced until
analyst may choose to continue the search over
a point (x

o
l'

xl, keeping the remaining decision variables

x

o

x

2'

'

)

n

is found such that for

every i

fixed at their previously established values.
yvc

To accomplish this, the analyst chooses a new
increment for x

8

12'

o

o

x
l' 2'

o

'

x +8 il"'"xn/

which is less than the
y(x 0 x

l' 2'

initial increment.

...,x

o

>
o

x
i" n

)

(2)

The starting point for this

search is the center point of the interval about

When this condition is achieved, the increments

xl which was obtained in the initial search, x1.

on all variables are reduced to 81.2, i=1,2,..

The procedure described for the initial search

.,n, and the search over all decision variables

of x

is repeated until the termination criterion

1

is then repeated until a new value of x

is derived.

1

given is satisfied.

The entire process is repeated

over and over again until x7 is bracketed by a
sufficiently small interval.
over x

1

The Pattern Search Method

When the search

terminates, the search over x

2

The philosophy underlying the pattern

begins,

fixing xl at the last value of xcii: derived and

search technique is based upon the hopeful

holding x3,...,xn at their initial values.

conjecture that any adjustments of the decision

The
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variables which have improved the effectiveness

good as b

1'

y(b -6 ) is evaluated.
4 4

If this

function during early experiments will be worth

point is better than the base point it is

trying again.

denoted as the temporary head; otherwise b

The technique begins from the

is
1

starting point by moving in small steps.
stepe grow with repeated success.

The

This process

designated as the temporary head.

Failure at

is repeated for each of the decision variables

any step length indicates that shorter steps are

following the rule that a jth temporary head

in order.

(t

If a change in direction is required,

the technique will begin over again with a new
pattern.

4j

is obtained from the preceding one,

)

tid-1, as follows:

The method is a yidge following techt

if it lies along a straight ridge.

In the area

- i,j-1

of the optimal the steps become very small to
avoid overlooking any promising direction.

.

-1,J-1

nique and a pattern of moves can succeed only

t

ij

.

7

L9J -1

- 6

if y(-19J-1
t

]

+ 6

j

)

d

< y(t

6.) < Y(-

)

)

=

if y(t.

- 1,j-1

As

+ 6. if y(t

before y(x) is the value of the objective func-

-1j-1

min[y(t

,j-1

)

<

+ 6), y(t

-

,j-1

6j))

(3)

tion evaluated at the point x, previously
defined as (x

x

2' ... '

x

n

).

The technique seeks

an optimal in a series of cycles.

Equation 3 covers all variables j(1 < j < n) if

One cycle,

the convention is adopted that

differs from another basically in the step
lao = 124

length employed for the decision variables.
In visualizing what is meant by a "pattern"

When all decision variables have been perturbed,

it is helpful to think of an arrow, its base at
one end and its head at the other.
begins at a base point bl.

the last temporary head point, tin is designated

A cycle

as the second base point b2, i.e.,

At the beginning of
t

a given cycle a step width 6i is determined for
each decision variable.

-ln

E b

-2

.

Let 64 be the vector

The original base point in the cycle bl and the
whose ith component is 6i, the rest being zero.

newly determined base point, b2, establish the
After evaluating y(bl), y(21+61) is evaluated.
first pattern which is the arrow joining 1)1 to
If the new point, 14 +.1S1, is better than the
1)2

base point, this point is called the temporary

At this point in the procedure an accelerhead t

11'

where the first subscript indicates

ation step is initiated to establish the next

the pattern number under construction and the
temporary heading.

Under the philosophy that

second subscript indicates the variable number
if a similar exploration is conducted from b2
most recently perturbed.

If b1 + 6 1 is not as
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the results are likely to be the same, the local

perturbations are ignored and the search is

dure improves the objective function it is

extended to a new temporary head tic) for the

second pattern based at b2.

continued.

The im.tial tempo-

If, however, the attempt to establish a

rary head is given by

120

E

new temporary head is unsuccessful the pattern
is destroyed and perturbation of the independent

2(22-121)

variables is begun at the current 6 values about

=b+b-2
-2
-4
= 26

2

-

the pattern to grow and as long as this proce-

the last successful base.

are successful the pattern will again begin to

(4)

1

If these perturbations

grow and accelerate.

If, on the other hand,

In other words, the arrow (representing the
perturbations about the last successful base are
direction of the pattern) is extended from
2' immediately doubling its length.

1

to

unsuccessful then the cycle is complete.

A new

In line

cycle is begun by reducing the step size

with terminology previously used, the double
(elements of di), and initiating perturbations

subscript on the temporary head t20 indicates
about the base with the new step, size.

The

the initiation of the second pattern with no
termination criterion for the pattern search is
local explorations yet performed.

A local

normally couched in terms of step size used for
exploration is now carried out about t20 to
perturbations.

When the minimum step size is

correct the tenative second pattern, if necesreached the technique is terminated.
sary.

The logical equations governing estabFigure 1 illustrates the operation of the

lishment of new temporary head t21,
pattern search technique for a two variable case.

will be similar to Equation 3, the only differIn this example the search begins by proceeding
ence being that the first subscript will be 2
in the positive direction for both decision
instead of i.

If, after all variables have
variables.

been perturbed, the last temporary head t
is
2n

As the search proceeds successfully

during cycle one the pattern continues to grow.

better than b it is designated as the third
2

At temporary heading to the search falters and

base point b3.
is unable to make further improvements at the

As before, a new temporary head t

30

is

existing step width.

At this point the step

established by extrapolating from b2 through
width is decreased and the second cycle begins.
i.e.,

Note that during the second cycle (indicated by
t

30

=

3

- b
2

.

primes) the direction of the.search completely

(5)

changes.

At point t50 the search is unable to

Repeated success in a given direction causes
find further improvements.
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In that the step

t'

? 60
4.- +...--

i

...,

t'

' 50

= b'
6

Search
terminates
at t50

+36

4

le

x
1

FIGURE 1:

Operation of Pattern Search
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width has reached its
dure terminates.

minimum value the proce-

xoi), j=1,2,...,k.

An excellent discussion of

paper y(x1,x2,...,x

)

n

In the context of this
is evaluated through

this technique can be found in Wilde and

simulation although an appropriate mathemtical

Beightler (19).

model could be used for this purpose if it were
available.

Successive Quadratic Approximation Method

Having fit the approximating function to k

The search by successive quadratic approx-

points in the solution space, y(xl,x2,...,xo) is

imation is based upon the assumption that the

optimized through the classical methods of

objective function can be roughly approximated

calculus.

by a quadratic equation.

That is

The reliability of

+ 2b

b

ax

the approximation increases as the region of

i

i+u

x. = 0

(7)

the optimal to which the approximation applies
and
is reduced.

Let y(x1,x2,...,xo) be the objec-

tive function and (x

x

l' 2

"

x

n

)

x

= -b /2b

(8)

i+n

the decision
*

*

variables.

The approximating ft ction,

The point (x1,x2,...,xo) represents the initial

y(x ,x

x

estimate of the optimum for y(x1,x2,...,xo) and

1

2 ,... '

can be expressed by

)

n

'

is the next point at which y(x1,x2,..6.,xo) is

n

Y(x1,x2,...,xo) = bo +

E

bixi +
evaluated.

1=1

Once y(xi,x2....,xo) has been
*

*

evaluated at (x1,x2,...,xo), the point
n
b

E
1

(xii,x2i,...,xoi) for which y(x1,x2,...,xo) is

(6)

i+n xii

least optimal, j=1,2,...,k, is dropped from
Let m be the number of coefficients in the

further consideration.

approximating expression.

point be denoted by (xl,x,...,x').

m= 2n + 1

Therefore

Let the least optimal
Therefore

the number of points in the analysis is still k,

.

but (x' x'
l

'

2

x') is"replaced by (x
" n

*

l'

*

x

The approximating function given in Equation 6

2

"

x ).
n

Again applying the method of least squares,

may be augmented by the addition of terms such
y(x1,x2,...,xo) is fit to the new set of k
as xixj to improve the approximation.

However,

points and the entire procedure is repeated.

the authors have found Equation 6 satisfactory
As the search progresses the region of
in most cases.

The constants, bi, which specify
investigation of the solution space will gener-

y(x1,x2,...,xo) are developed through the method
ally contract about the optimal point*, although
of least squares.

Therefore, y(x1,x2,...,xo)
this general contraction may be accompanied by

must be evaluated at k > m points (x1i,x2i,..
periodic expansions.
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This variation is

1,000

900y . 667.964
x' . 81
x* . 13

Y

1.936x + .069x

2

800-

Y

900-

703.576 - 3.398x + .06.1x2
y
x' . 72
x* = 20
Y

800,-

700

20

40

I

1

60

80

I

I00

x
FIGURE 2:

Application of Successive Quadratic Approximation
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illustrated in Figure 2 where y is a function

wasted computer time ,esulting from excessive

of one variable, x, and the objective of the

iterations.

search is minimization of y.

iterations may not be expensive, since many

Three successive

iterations of the search are shown in which the

However, the cost of these extra

athematical models can be evaluated rapidly on

region of the search varies from 41 < x < 81 to

a digital computer.

13 < x <72 to 41 < x <72.

When the system to be optimized is modeled

The analyst may adopt a termination

through simulation, the cost of evaluation of

criterion of his own choice in using the search

the model can be expensive.

by successive quadratic approximation.

iteration of the search procedure may result in

For

Thus excessive

example, termination may be effected by specify-

a situation where more is spent identifying the

ing a fixed number of iterations.

optimum or near optimum than was saved by find-

Another

alternative is to terminate the search whenever

ing the optimum.

the region of investigation is reduced to a

from two-sources.

sufficiently small neighborhood.

vector of decision variables representing a

However,

The cost of simulation arises

Let (xl,x2,...,xn) be a

these criteria are most effective when

point at which the system is to be evaluated in

y(x ,x

the course of the search and let y(xl,x2,...,xn)

1

2 ,... '

x ) can be expressed in mathematical
n

form.

be the corresponding expected cost of operation
of the system.

Termination of the Search

Since y(x1,..2,...,xn) is to be

evaluated through simulation, the value of

Whin the system model to be optimized is a

y(xl,x2,...,xn) can only be estimated.

Let y

mathematical model, the search procedure usually

be the estimate of y(xl,x2,...,xn) obtained by

tezninates either after a fixed number of

one replication of the simulation.

Then

iterations or when the step size in the explory = y(xl,x2,...,xn)

(9)

atory segment of the search has been reduced to
a predefined minimum, although other termina-

where c is a random variable representing the

tion criteria may also be used.

error due to simulation with mean zero and

The purpose of

2

the applicati 1 of a search procedure is to

variance o

identify a point a' or near the optimum for the

at (xl,x2,...,xn) alone may be expensive.

mathematical model.

To insure this, the ter-

.

One replicate of.the simulation

addition, depending upon the value of o

2
,

In

one

'minat'ion criteria is usually defined in such a

replicate may provide a poor estimate of

manner that the search continues well beyond

y(xl,x2,...,xn).

the identification of an adequate approximation

y(xl,x2,...,xn), we may replicate the simulation

to the true optimum.

N times at (xl,x2,...,xn).

Thus, there is normally
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To improve the estimate of

Let yry2

y

N

be

the simulated values of the cost of operation of
the system for replications

Then

of the system as estimated through r1,r2,...,rk
replications of the simulation for the first k

N

1

E

= 171

i=1

Let y1,y2,...,yk be the costs of operation

(10)

Yi

points evaluated in the course of the simulation.
Let

02

has mean y(x ,x_,...,xn) and variance
1

Let C

r

.

yl

z1

be the cost of one replicate of the

simulation, k the numucc of iterations of the
and define z
i

z

p'

the number of
y

k

1

replicates at the ith point evaluated in the
search.

z

2' 3'

search until termination, and r

Then the total cost of executing the

p < k as a subset of

such that

Zj = _ yz

search is:

where 2. is the smallest i for which

k

Cost of Search = C

E r
r
i
i=1
y

i

< z.

J-1

.

Let y1 be the estimated cost of the system at
The definition for the z's given above holds

the first point evaluated in the search and 70
th.: minimum estimated cost found in the course

for all optimization procedures which have a

of the search.

single point in solution at any time.

Then the savings in system cost

achieved by the search is y1

70, and an attempt

optimization procedures where more than one
point is in solution at a given time, as in the

should be made-to design the search such that

y1

In

sequential quadratic approximation method, a

k
yo > Cr E ri
i=1

(12)

slightly different definition is necessary.

If

m is the number of points in solution at a given
Of course, there is no guarantee, prior to

time, then define S
i

execution of the search, that the expression in

as the set of m points in

solution at the ith iteration.

The set S
1

Equation 12 will be satisfied.

For example, if

consist of the first m points that are evaluated.

the starting pax.t for the search is close to

Also define

the optimum, large savings as a result of the
search may not be possible.

will

zi = yi

Therefore the
then,

termination criterion should be designed such
z

= y

that a condition of this type will be detected
where fl'is the smallest index i for which

quickly and the search terminated..

y
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< max

[71y C

S

j 1]

and S

is the set of m points obtained from S1_1

by replacing the worst point in Sj_i by zj.

the method of least squares.

If the slope, bl,

of the straight line given in Equation 14 is

To illustrate consider the sequence of

significantly less than zero then there 15

values of yi shown below for the first 15

reason to believe that continuation of the search

iterations of a search.

may yield further savings.

As shown, zj is the

However, if the slope

value of the objective function, as estimated

is greatel than or equal to zero, then it is

through simulation, at the point in the search

likely that the search should be discontinued in

at which the jth improvement in the estimated

the sense that the maximum savings has already

value of the objective function was observed.

been achieved.

Iteration

Simulated
Cost

i

j

Since L

zj

b
1,

is a random variable, the slope,

is a random variable.

To determine whether

or not the slope is significantly less than zero,
1

1000
1268
1342
987

2
3

4
5
6

1014
824
915
927
887
831
807
801
835
763
771

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15

1

1000

a t-test is conducted each time an improvement,
2

987

3

824

zj, is detected.

bl
T-- < t
b
°

j

5

807
801

6

763

r

[

(15)

]

t
t=.1

1

4

If,

1

where
r
t

= the number of replications at the
th
t

improvement

At the jth improvement the loss resulting
then, the hypothesis
from the search up to that point is calculated
Ho

and given by
zj - z1

Lj

R

b > 0
-

is rejected, and the search continues.

(13)

the

Otherwise

,:earch is terminated.

where R is the cost of the search up to and

To implement the termination criteria it is
including the jth improvement.

R is given by

necessary to specify a and determine rt and M.
Equation 11 where k

s the iteration at which

the jth improvement occurred.

After each iteration of the search the number of
P
replications at the next point is evaluated and

A simple straight

line of the form
the number of points, M, to which the straight

L

b

o

b

1

x
'

(14)

line will be fit, if the t-test is conducted, are
determined.

is then fit to the last M < j improvements by

However, these calculations require

specification of a breakeven rate of return, ob,
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on investment, a desirable rate of return, pd,

a rather large "flat" region about the optimal.

and the 6 error corresponding to the desirable

A sensitivity analysis performed about the

rate of return.

optimal shows little response to changes in

The logic incorporated into the

search routine then calculates r

and M such

decision variables for a rather large area.

t

that the equations

The response surface is flat enough that

P(search continueslb
1

= 0) = a

(16)

random error can easily mask out true differences
in response thereby possibly causing a premature

P(search Continuesibi = Pb) = .5

(17)

P(search continuesibi = pd) = 1-6

(18)

termination of a search procedure.

are satisfied as nearly as possible.
the minimum values of M and r
t

than 2.

The model discussed in the previous para-

are never less

graph was coded as a FORTRAN IV subprogram.

However, the user may specify a minimum

greater than 2 for either M or r

Method of Operation

In any case

Each optimization technique was coded as a

or both.
t

FORTRAN IV main line program.

of the overall solution procedure is shown in

The Model to Be Optimized

Figure 3.

The function whose expected value is to be

The general method of operation is

that the optimization program specifies values

minimized is
AiBi

5

y = 5,

The macro logic

E

1=1

F--- +
xi

Cixi

of the decision variables which are passed to

Ai
(1 -

2

+ c

D

(19)

the simulation model.

i

The number of replications

required at the next point is then determined.

where
This determination is based upon desired confii

A.

B

C
i

1
2

3
4
5

100
200

300
400
500

10

1

20
40
100
50

4

3
5

8

D

i

dence levels and the sample variance as discussed

1000
1000
1000
1000
2000

previously.

After the simulation is complete

the subprogram returns a particular value of the
effectiveness function.

At this time a statis-'

tical test is performed to determine if a

and c is distributed uniformly on the interval
[-25, 25].

significant improvement in the objective function
The minimum value of E(y) is
has been achieved.

Based upon a synthesis of

approximately 7300 at (47, 50, 107, 163, 91).

this information, the search program then
Each procedure began at (500, 500, 500, 500,
calculates
500).

The value of y at this point is

set of decision variables which

are passed to the simulation mdel, and the
approximately 19820.70.

The response surface
entire process

for this model is a well behaved surface with
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repeated.

This procedure

continues until the termination criterion is
achieved at which time the process terminates.

Simulation Results
Read

The simulation results obtained for the

Pertinent
Pertinent
Data

three optimization techniques are summarized in
Tables 1-3.

Initialize
Program
Variables

Values of a = 0.10 and 0 = 0.20

were used for the statistical routines.

The

cost of replication was assumed to be $2.00.

The

results show that all three optimization techCalculate
Decision
Variables

niques came fairly close to the actual optimal
of 7300.

This indicates that search procedures

can successfully be employed to optimize
Compute
Replication

simulation experiments.

The optimal point,

total number of replications and the simulated
Call
Simulation
Model

cost for each of the optimization techniques is
presented in Table 4.

No attempt is made to

compare their relative performance.

Perform

The results also indicate that the termina-

Stat..Tests

tion criterion based on cost, a and 0 errors
and the rates of return is effective.

The

number of iterations for the three search
procedures ranges from 32 to 275 indicating that

termination based only on the numberof iterations
would be grossly inadequate.

Variations in the

evaluation of the objective function are inherent
in simulation experiments.

Depending upon the

magnitude of this variation, a step in the right
direction may appear to be otherwise.

A termina-

tion based only on the improvement between
FIGURE 3:

Mhcrologic of Optimization Procedure

successive iterations, when encountering the
above situation would terminate the search
prematurely.
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To illustrate, termination under

- 1,000

- 3,000

- 5,000

- 7,000

M = 4, search continues

- 9,000

M = 5,-search terminates

.

- 11,000

.

.

.

.

-13,000

- 15,000

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

j

FIGURE 4:

Losses Li from Table 3 for a search where termination
occurred at the 18th improvement
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25
28

31
34

20034.90
19594.81

19369.10
19164.61
18968.97

23701.50
19750.59
18175.44

7633.54
7601.88
7391.50
7337.99

7324.22
7319.56

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

29

42

45

50

73

81

TABLE 1:

262

238

169

144

138

99

21

16

12

8

4

524.00

476.00

338.00

288.00

276.00

198.00

68.00

62.00

56.00

50.00

42.00

32.00

24.00

16.00

8.00

Cumulative
Replication
Cost

25

24

23

22

21

20

6

-

-

5

4

3

2

-

1

(j)

Improvement
Point Number

7319.56

7324.22

7337.99

7391.50

7601.88

7633.54

18175.44

18968.97

19164.61

19369.10

19594.81

19819.45

J

Value
At Improved
Point (z,)

-11975.89

-12019.23

-12143.46

-12140.50

-11942.12

-11988.46

-1576.01

-800.48

-612.84

-418.35

-200.64

J

L,

Loss

Simulation Results for One at a Time Search Applied to a Five Variable Inventory Problem

"

19819.45

1

Replications

II of

Cumulative

Simulated
Cost

#

Iter

13
17

21
26
29

36'

19010.94
18606.25
18089.67

16943.89
14138.26
13948.89
13339.78
12957.38

12546.43
11436.08
7911.42
7911.53

8074.42

7626.95
7596.78

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

21

32

TABLE 2:

9

19635.42

2

258.00

148.00

112.00

106.00

100.00

94.00

90.00

86.00

76.00

72.00

58.00

52.00

42.00

34.00

26.00

18.00

10.00

Cumulative
Replication
Cost

15

14

-

-

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

(i)

Improvement
Point Number

r

7596.78

7626.95

7911.42

11436.08

12546.43

12957.38

13339.78

13948.89

14138.26

16943.89

18089.67

18606.25

19010.94

19635.42

-11966.13

-12045.96

-11809.50

-8290.84

-7184.49

-6777.53

-6405.13

-5800.01

-5624.66

-2825.01

-1689.24

-1180.67

-783.97

'- 167.50

-

i

Point ( zi )

19820.92

Loss
L

Value
At Improved

Simulation Results for Pattern Search Applied to a Five Variable Inventory Problem

129

74

56

53

50

47

45

43

38

5

Replications

# of

Cumulative

19820.92

Simulated
Cost

1

#

Iter

19820.00
17372.57

25635.70
16057.61

8193.09
7726.22
7635.86

1

2

3

5

223

228

230

512

7520.51
7377.21
7373.00
7338.58
7337.26

250

251

265

269

275

TABLE 3:

510

7525.02

244

1120.00

1096.00

1080.00

1024.00

1020.00

996.120

968.00

940.00

932.00

912.00

40.00

24.00

16.00

8.00

Cumulative
Replication
Cost

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

3

-

2

1

(i)

Improvement
Point Number

7337.26

7338.58

7373.00

7377.21

7520.51

7525.02

7566.05

7635.86

7726.22

8193.09

16057.61

-

17372.57

19820.00

zj)

Value
At Improved
Point (

Simulation Resul
for Sequential Quadratic Approximation Method Applied
to a Five Variable Inventory Problem

560

548

540

498

7566.05
484

470

466

456

20

12

8

4

Replications

.11 of

Cumulative

237

4

Simulated
Cost

11

Iter

-11362.74

-11385.00

-11367.00

-11418.79

-11279.49

-11298.98

-11285.95

-11244.14

-11161.78

-10714.91

-3722.39

-

-2431.43

Loss

TABLE 4:

47

Theoretical Values

3

107

120.99

100.00

100.00

x
4

163

175.19

180.00

162.50

x
5

91

92.67

100.00

87.50

x

560

129

262

Replic.

II of

Total

Summary of Simulation Results for Three Optimization Techniques Applied to a
Five Variable Inventory P Jblem°

.

47.25

58.24

Sequential Quadratic
Approximation

50

100.00

100.00

Pattern Search

50.00

2

50.00

xl

x

One-at-a-Time

Optimization
Technique

Optimal Point
.

7300

7337.26

7596.78

7320.11

Simulated
Cost

4

this criterion would have occurred at iteration
number 42 ip Table 1.

The termination criterion

defined in this paper effectively overcomes the
situation described above.

6. Ketcher, R., and Powell, M. J. D., "A
Raridly Convergent Descent Method for

Figure 4 illustrates

the operation of the termination criterion.

5. Draper, Norman R., "Ridge Analysis of
Response Surfaces", Technometrics, Vol: 5,
No. 4, November 1963.

Minimization ", Computer Journal, Vol. 6,
No. 2, July 1963.

The

7. Friedman, Milton, and Savage, L. J., Chapter
13, 'Planning Experiments Seeking Maxima",
Techniques of Statistical Analysis, McGrawHill, New York, N. Y., 1947.

data from the "Losses" column in Table 3 is
used to plot Figure 4.

8. Graybill, Franklin A., An Introduction to
Linear Statistical Models, Vol. 1, McGrawHill, New York, N. Y., 1961.

Conclusions

The results of this study demonstrate that

9. Gue, Ronald L., and Thomas, Michael E.,
Mathematical Methods in Operations Research,
Macmillan, London, 1968.

search procedures may be. effectively used in

the optimization of simulation experiments.

10. Hooke, R., and Jeeves, T. A., "Direct Search
Solution of Numerical and Statistical
Problems", J. Assn. Comp. Mach., Vol. 8,
No. 2, April 1961.

More importantly, a termination criterion .ased

on cost of replications, a and B errors, minimum
11. Kiefer, J., and Wolfowit.z, J., "Stocilitic
Estimation of the Maximum of a Regression
Function", Annals of Mathematical Statistics,
22, 1952.

rate of return and desired rate of return is
proposed.

It is found that the termination

criterion based on these economic and statisti-

12. Montgomery, Douglas Carter, "Some Techniques
for Determining Machine Center Capacities in
a Job-Shop", Ph.D. Dissertation, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University,

cal considerations is effective for simulation
xperiments.

This termination criterion may be

1969.

ised for any search procedure applied to

13. Myers, R. H., Response Surface Methodology,
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts,

stochastic systems.

1971.

14. Sasser, W. Earl, Burdick, Donald S., Graham,
Daniel A., and Naylor, Thomas H., "The
Application of Sequential Sampling to
Simulation: An Example Inventory Model",
Communications of the ACM, 1970.
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A NEW APPROACH TO SIMULATING STABLE STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS*
Michael A. Crane and Donald L. Iglehart
Control Analysis Corporation and Stanford University

Abstract.

A technique is introduced for analyzing simulations of stochastic systems in steady-state.
Confidence intervals are obtained for a general function of the steady-state distribution.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The principal goal of most simulations of

intervals, hypothesis testing, regression, and

stable stochastic systems is to estimate properties

sequential estimation since the observations are

the stationary or steady-state behav-

ior of the system.

now i.i.d.

Two of the major problems in

Furthermore, information that is use-

ful in 2stimating the steady-state behavior of

such simulations are the statistical dependence

the system can be collected from scratch thus

between successive observations and the inability

eliminating the problem of the initial transient.

of the simulator to begin the system in the
steady-state.

The key requirement for obtaining these

The first problem has necessitat-

i.i.d. blocks is that the system being simulated

ed using methods of time series analysis rather
than classical statistics.

return to a single state infinitely often and

The second has

that the mean time between such returns is

inspired many simulators to let the system run

finite.

for a sufficient length of time so that the

but not all, stable systems that might be

initial transient wears off and a steady-state

simulated.

condition obtains.

This procedure, of course,

In this paper we shall illustrate tite main

requires a judgement on how long to let the

ideas of this approach as applied to Markov

system run before making observations.

For many stochas

This requirement will be met for many,

chains, in both discrete and continuous time, and

'stems being simulated

to the GI/G/1 queue.

The results will only be

it is possible to find a random grouping of

sketched here as the complete details are avail-

observations which produces independent identi-

able in DJ, [2], and [3].

cally distributed (i.i.d.) blocks from the start

nized as follows.

of the simulation.

Section 2 summarizes the

This grouping then enables

the simulator to avoid the two problems mentioned
above.

This paper is orga-

He has at his disposal the methods of

classical statistical analysis such as confidence
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probabilistic structure of Markov chains with an

01

are the successive times the process returns

eye toward using these results in carrying out a

to

O.

simulation.

We shall speak of the integers

Section 3 does the same for the
(61(-1

GI/G/1 queue.

in Section 4 a s:atistical confi-

as constituting the kth

ek)

'

cycle of the M.c.

Let

= S. - 6.
1
1-1'

a.
1

dence interval is stated for the ratio of two
means.

and for

k >

> 1
i

form the random vectors

1

Numerical illustrations of this method
V

and the M/M/1 queue.

= (a

k

are given in Section 5 for the repairman problem

k'

X

8

k-1

+1"

X

6

)

k

The reader who is only
As a consequence of the fact that the random

interested in the results and not the underlying
variables (r.v.'s)

(Bk

k > I

:

are optional

theory can turn directly to Section 5 with

and finite with probability one it is possible to
little loss of continu;ty.
show the

2.

following results.

PROPOSITION 1.

MARKOV CHAINS

The random vectors

(Vk

k > 1)

:

are independent and identically distributed.

Suppose we are interested in simulating a
This proposition lies at the heart of our method

stochastic system evolving as a Markov chain
(M.c.).

Let

(Xn : n > A)

of analyzing simulations.

be a discrete M.c.

(0,,

defined on a probability triple

P)

Now let
with discrete state space

I

= (0, 1, 2, ).

(-03, +o)

f

be a function frcm

I

to

and suppose the object of our simula-

Everything we do here can be carried over to the
case of

I

finite.

tion is to estimate

1

ary expected value of

f.

f(j) wi,

the station

Assume that this M.c. is
Define new r.v.'s

known to be irreducible, aperiodic, and positive
B -1

recurrent.

k

Under these conditions there will
=

Y
k

exist a unique stationary distribut,on,
(n .

i c I),

1
i=8

f(X.),

k > 1

.

k-1

for the M.c.

As an immediate corollary of Proposition 1 we

Select now a fixed state of the M.c. which

state

we shall take for convenience to be the state
Now set

X0 = 0

with probability

O.

one; that is,

we shall always begin our M.c. in the

COROLLARY 1.

0 state.

(Yk

Since the M.c. is assumed to be positive recur-

:

k > 1)

The sequences

(ak :

distributed.

The second important result is

= 0

X
6i

(6i

:

i > 0)

with probability one.

such that
Thus the epochs
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and

are independent anfl identically

rent, there exists an infinite sequence of random time epochs

k > 1)

PROPOSITION 2.

If

If(j)irri < co, then the

1

jcl

we let
f(j) 7- = E {Yk } /E {ak}

-

(Ai =

i

then

is the

cci

length of the ith cycle from the state

j eI

If

is the time of ith return to 0.

B.

Thus

and

0

plays the same role as in the discrete time case.
Corollary 1 and Proposition 2 form the basis for our method.

While the technical details for the contin-

We mention in passing that

uous case are much harder than the discrete case,

all the results of this section carry over to
the case where

n > 0)

(Xn :

the intuitive deas are the same. Hence for

is a Markov pro-

cess with a general state space E,

this discussion we shall keep the details brief.

a single

f

Let

ergodic set and no cyclically moving sets, pro

be a mapping from

I

to

(-=e, +co)

and

define the r.v.'s

vided there exists a point (singleton set) to
f3k

which

X

returns infinitely often with prob-

n

.

the cycles is finite.

Corollary 1 continue to hold. These results

a continuous time 14.c.

Let

a continuous time M.c.

defined on a probability

(X(t)

:

t > 0)

be

provide the basis for analyzing simulations of
continuous time M.c.'s.

and having.discrete state

P)

I = (0, 1, 2, -). and standard transi-

tion matrix

(pii(t)

:

t > 0, i,j c I).

3.

QUEUES

Again

Consider now a GI/G/1 queueing system in

assume that the M.c. is irreducible and positive
recurrent.

.

For this continuous time M.c. Proposition 2 and

Suppose now we are interested in simulating

space

k> 1

k-1

ability one and for which the expected length of

triple (ft,Jc,

-f[X(s)]ds

Yu =

which the 0th customer arrives at time t0 = 0,

As in the discrete casc, there

exists a unique stationary distribUtion,

finds a free server, and experiences a service

i e I), of the M.c. Also the
lim p(t) = rrj, for all i,j c I.

time v0' The
Th nth customer arrives at..time t

(ni

:

Now set

experiences a service time vn.

arrival times to -

X(0) = 0 with probability one.

Since the state

0

{vn : n > 0)

(un

assumptic. of positive recurrence, we can define

are themselves independent.

pi(i > 1) to be the length of the ith visit to

Mtn} =

state

Thus p(X)

0.

Then let 00 = 0,

13i = inf(t > pi + 131_1

:

and

X(t) = 0), i > 1

Assume

and

o > 1} each consist of i.i.d. r.v.'s and

number of times as a consequence of our

:

Let the inter-

= un, n > 1.

that the two sequences

will be entered an infinite

and

and

Let

p = VI! where

Eitin1

0 < a,

u < co.

has the interpretation of the mean

service (arrival) rate. The parameter p is

.

called the traffic intensity and is the natural
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measure of congestion for this system.

assume that p < 1,

We shall

served in the kth busy period (b.p.) and they are

a necessary and sufficient

condition for the system to be stable.

The principal system characteristics of
interest ars

Q(t),

numbered

{Bk -1' 4k-1 + ,

sequence

(Bic

t;

W

n'

the waiting time

the nth customer;

yl = (al, X1,

in the interval
and

D(t),

the work load facing
B(t),

t;

[0,t]

+1,...,x3 }.
and yk = {ak, x
"uk-1

Xk = (vk_i, uk)
k > 1.

the s-rver at time

plays the same role here

Next define the random vectors

(time for arrival to commencement of service) of
W(t),

The

as in Section 2 on M.c.'s.

the number of customers

in the system at time

k > l)

:

, Bk -1}.

the amount of Lime

that the !erver is busy;

the total number of customers who

...)berve that the vector

includes all the data

, X

required to completely construct the behavior of
the system in the first b.p.

Let

surable function from

to

[0;0)

be a mea-

f

(---' co)

and set

have been served and have departed from the
Bk -1

[0,0.

system in

Yk

f(WP

/

k> 1.

J=Bk-1

Here we shall review the basic structure of
the GI/G/1 queue relevant to our simulation

Then Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 continue to
study.

Using the notation of optional r.v.'s,
hold.

Hence we have the intuitively plausible

it can be shown that there exists a sequence of
conclusion that comparable r.v.'s in different
r.v.'s

(Bk :

k > 0)

Bk < Ow, and

such that Bo = 0,

b.p.'s are i.i.d.

However, Proposition 2 must be

Wel( = 0 with probability one.
replaced by

In other words, the customers numbered

Bk

are

PROPOSITION 3.

those lucky fellows who arrive to find a free
server and experience

If

E(!f(W)I} < m,

then the

no waiting in the queue.

Eff(W)1 = E(YO/E(ak)

.

The fact that there exists an infinite number of

where W

such customers is a direct consequence of the

assumption that p < 1.

is the stationary waiting time.

The time axis

In addition to obtaining results for
R

1

= [0;0)

can be oivided into alternating
E(f(W))

we can also handle the expected value of

intervals during which the server is busy, idle,

the stationary queue length and virtual waiting
busy, etc.

We call these intervals busy periods

time, length of a b.p., b.c., or i.p. Further(D.p 's) and idle periods (i.p.'s).

An i.p.

more, this technique can be extended to the queue
plus the proceding b.p. is called a busy cycle
GI/G/s,
(b.c.).

then

.1k

If we let ak = Bk - Bk_l, k > 1,
represents the number of customers
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s > 1;

see [1].

Next let
and let

From Propositions 2 and 3 we are confronted

the

io of two means.

ran

Attain) vectors

, n

---

p2

u

and the

Observe that the

a {k} = a

2

= all - 2va12 +

The idea of introducing the

(122'

Zk's

is due

Suppose we observe 1.1.d.

to ROY and POTTHOFF (1958) and is the key to the

Xl, X2,-,Xn, where

confidence interval we obtain.

and assume that

with

(pi, p2)

2

2 Z,.
k=1 2^

i(n) = 1

Mk} = 0

with the need to produce confidence intervals for

Xk = (Yk,ak),

Zk = Yk - avk, k = 1, 2,

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

4.

E(X1}

Let

z

=

1

(y),

where

Let the positive

O.

1

o(z)

definite covariance matrix of

be

X1

1

with

jz

e-u2/2 du .

iffr1-

elements given by
Using the central limit theorem for sums of
i.i.d. random variables and the strong law of

a12

large numbers we can show that for
and large

a22

Let

v = pl/p2.

interval for v
:

1 < k < n}

Our goal is to form a confidence
based on the observations
where

n

is large.

(ir;

[ a

the random interval

n-

- hs12) - D1/2

2

(i& - hs12) + D
'

- hs 22

surrounds the parameter

For the case of bivariate normal random vectors.

approximately

1'

---

,

X

n

(1)

2
- hs 22

1-y,

v with probability

where

observations

n

D =
X

a

1/2

This

problem was treated by ROY and POTTHOFF (1958)

Let the sample mean of the

0 < y < 1

- hs12)2 - (Y2 - hs11)

(Fx2

- hs22)

be denoted by

and

Y(n)

n

X(n) =

Xi =

-n-

h = z

i=1

a(n))

2

-/n .

1-y/c

and the sample covariance matrix by
5.

S(n) = 141_ ii1

(2(i - ion

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

- X.(n))1

We illustrate our methods with simulations
with elements

of two different models.

The first is the

cles2lcal repairman Problem, and the second is

s11(n)

the M/M/i queue.

The theoretical results for

S(n) =

these models are well knean and provide a basis
s

12

(n)

s

22

(n)

comparison.
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The repairman problem is a continuous time

for a fixed number

cycles and applying the

h

Markov chain that can be described as follows.

method of Section 4.

We have

& denote respectively the sample means for

Y

and a

s22

M

identical pieces of equipment

11

which have an exponential failure time with
failure rate

At most

A.

of these units

ti

operate at one time, the other M
thought of as spares.

Let

p.

X(t)

When a unit fails, it is
S

:

denote

ak.

E(f(X)}

is

the function

i)

f:

i,

i = 0,

, M

f2 (i) = i2,

i = 0,

, M

f3 (i) =1?

' = 0,
i = M

I,

i = 0,
i = S

I,

f
1

(i) =

;

With the

t.

t > 01

k

To illustrate, we consider seven choices for

ii)
(X(t)

sl2

and

confidence interval for

and

then given by equation (1) of Section 4.

failed units undergoing or waiting for service

above assumptions

Yk

i

and

s
11

A 100(1-y)',4

denote the number of

at the repair facility at time

observations, let

the sample covariance between

repairmen (servers) having exponential repair
rate

k

n

denote the seraple variances, and let

units being

sent to a repair facility consisting of

in

In particular, let

N

;

is a birthiii)

death process, a special type of the continuous

:

, M

M

N

time M.c. discussed in Section 2.

iv)
Let

X

be a discrete random variable

having the stationary distribution
1mi

i = 0,

:

words,

X

, M

N}

v)

of the M.c.

vi)

X(t)

, S

0,

f6 (i)

:

S4

,M +N;
S

1,

M

N:

i =
i = 1,

f6

, M

N

;

M

N

We simulated the
110

vii)

repairman problem in order to estimate

E(f(X)}

:

In other

is the random variable to which

converges in distribution.

f4 (i)

for various choices of the function

0

i
'

= 1, ---

f.

These functions allow us to estimate, respective-

Now let

X(0) = 0.

In order to analyze

ly, the expected value of

the simulation recall that the process returns
to the state

0

infinitely often, and

at

the length of the kth cycle from the state

As in Section 2, let
f[X(t)]

Yk

of X,

is
W.

exceeds

Efy/E(ak1.

are i.i.d. and that

X

exceeds

M

S

X

(positive queue length), the expected

number of idle servers, the probability that

From Proposition 2

X

exceeds zero (at least one server busy), and the

and Corollary 1, we know that the random vectors
((Yk,ak) k > 11

the probability that

the second moment

(insufficient spares),the probability that

be the integral of

over the kth cycle.

X,

probability that

E(f(X)} =

idle).

X

equals zero (all servers

The-e are of course many other functions

We may thus obtain a confidence
which would yield useful estimates of the steady-

interval for E(f(X)}

by simulating the system

state behavior.
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Table 1 shows 90% confidence intervals

M = 4 spares,

obtained after a run length of 300 cycles from

A = 1,

the state

estimates for

X(0) = O.

used for this run were

The parameter settings
N = 10

operating units,

S = 3

servers,failure rate

and repair rate

Table 2 shows

u = 4,

in ten replications of the

E(X}

simulation.

TABLE 1

SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE REPAIRMAN PROBLEM

Parameter
Effi(X))

=

E(X}

E(f2(X)}

=

E(X2)

E(f3(X)}

=

E(f4(X)}

Theoretical

Value

Point Estimate

90% Confidence Interval

3.471

3.406

[3.205, 3.607]

17.278

16.844

[15.094, 18.594]

P(X > M)

.306

.294

(.206, .328]

=

P(X > S}

.438

.429

[.393, .465]

E(f5(X))

=

E([S - X]+}

.678

.705

[.637, .773]

E(f6(X)}

=

P(X > 0)

.939

.930

[.919, .942]

E(f7(X)}

=

P(X = 0)

.061

.070

[.058, .081]

TABLE 2

ESTIMATES FOR E(X}

Replication

IN TEN SIMULATION REPLICATIONS OF THE REPAIRMAN PROBLEM

Point Estimate

Confidence Interval

1

3.406

[3.205,

3.607]

2

3.386

[3.221,

3.551]

3

3.384

[3.196,

3.E71]

4

3.440

[3.260,

3.620]

5

3.234

[3.047,

3.420]

6

3.542

[3.373,

3.712]

7

3.433

[3.246,

3.620]

8

3.382

[3.163,

3.600]

9

3.380

[3.213,

3.548]

10

3.415

[3.234,

3.596]

3.400

[3.216,

3.585]

Average
Av,rage length

Theoretical value of

0.369

E(X} = 3.471
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Our second example is the M/M/1 queue.

We

served in the kth b.c., we once again have

have Poisson arrivals, exponential service, and
a single server.

Eff(4) )= E{Yk}/E(ak),

Although the queue length

W

where

waiting time and the random vectors ((Yk,ak) k

process is a birth-death process and could be

are i.i.d.

treated like the repairman problem, we focus our

to obtain confidence intervals

attention here on the sequence of customer waiting times

{Wn : n > 0}.

Recalling the discus-

0

For these

runs, the customer arrival rate was assumed to
be

Letting

f

p = .5.

letting

Yk

be a function on the state space,
f(Wn)

E(f(W)).

Table 3 shows 90% confidence intervals in ten

vals between returns define busy cycles (b.c.'s).

be the sum of

for

consisting of 2000 busy cycles.

infinitely often, and the time inter-

over the kth

5

and the service rate

f(1:1) = W,

b.c. and letting ak be the number of customers

10

so that

We consider only the function
although there are many other

interesting possibilities.

TABLE 3

ESTIMATES FOR EN)

Replication

IN TEN SIMULATION REPLICATIONS OF THE M/M/1 QUEUE

Point Estimate

Confidence Interval

0.110'7

[.096,

.123]

2

0.091

[.080,

.102]

3

0.095

[.084,

.105]

0.111

[.087,

.133]

0.096

[.083,

.109]

0.103

[.087,

.112]

0.092

(.081,

.103j

0.099

(.084,

.114]

0.096

(.082,

.109]

0.090

(.078,

.102]

(.084,

.111]

.027
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> 1)

We may thus proceed exactly as before

replications of the r _ueing simulation, each

sion of section 3, the process returns ,o the

state W

is the stationary
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Using an Extended Version of GERT
To Simulate Priority and Assiomment Rules
In a Labor Limited Jobshop System

Michael J. Maggard
Department of Managemert
The University of Texas at Austin
William G. Lesso
Operations Research Group
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin
Gary L. Hogg
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
University-of Illinois
Don T. Phillips
Center for Large-Scale Systems and
Department of Industrial Engineering
Purdue University

ABSTRACT
In the literature, prior to 1965, most research on jobshop
systems was on machine limited queueing systems.

Mo , recently

this research has been directed toward labor and machine limited
queueing systems.

In this direction, the authors have developed

and implemented an extended version of GERT called GERTS III QR
(a GERTS model able to handle queueing systems with rescgrce
limitations).

This model is further refined to handle both

homogeneous and heterogeneous classes of labor.

This paper describes the GERTS III QR model and gives an
illuste.ation of its

1,1)11..cation.

with service centers in para:lel.

The example is a jobshop system
Three alternative priority and

assignavintrules, first-come-first-served, random and shortest
operation time are evaluated.
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The vast majority of the literature on

only.

jobshops has been addressed to the machine
limited queueing systems.

Labor Blocking.

Recently, some analy-

One of the phenomena that

occurs in DRC systems is "labor blocking".

This

ses of actual jobshops suggest that machinery

occurs where there are idle ' -ors and there are

may not be the critical item but that available

jobs left in one or more queues.

labor and its relative efficiency at various

if there are empty machine centers and the only

machine centers may be the limiting factor,

(4).

With the introduction of the human element

This can occur

jobs waiting are in queues behind busy machine
centers.

It no jockeying between queues is

into this type of system, another dimension is

allowed, we have both waiting Sobs and idle

added to the decision-making process.

workers.

With a

Such a situation can occur in reality

strict machine limited system, the problem was

where eaLn machine center performs some special

to determine "good" machine loading rules.

task that cannot be performed by the others.

Conway

al (3), Nanot (12) :nä others have

developed such strategies.

For example, a repair garage may have only one

When the system is

rig to realign the front-end of cars, ore

labor limited, however, the problem becomes more

paint spray booth, etc.

complex, i.e. one must also specify labor

The Model.

assignment rules.

The basic model described in

this paper is a variation of GENT (Grapnical

Complete Labor Assignment Procedure.

The

Evaluation, and Review Technique).

Developed

complete labor assignment procedure includes

by Pritsker (18,19), GERT, which is similar to

the queue priority rule and its related labor

PERT, is a procedure for modeling stochastic

assignment rule.

decision networks.

In this paper, these systems

Since its inception, GERT

are designated as DRC systems, e.g. Dual

has evolved thribughGERT II and GERTS III (a

Resource Constrained systems.

general purpose program written in GIWD) for

In DRC systems,,

moreover, the labor class may be either homo-

simulating stochastic networks.

geneous or heterogeneous in nature.

by GERTS

In

homogeneous systems all laborers are equal and

This was followed

C, GERTS III Q and GERTS III R.

Basic GERTS.

The general features of the

have identical efficiencies at each machine

basic GERTS simulation models include:

center.

a)

Many variations in labbr efficiency

Network branches - characterized by the

patterns may be depicted in the heterogeneous

probability of being selected, the time required

systems, where the laborers do not have equal

to complete the activity represented by the

and identical efficiencies at each machine

branch (it may have any on' of soveral probability

center.

for the experiments described iri this

distributions), and the efficiency ,f each!

paper all DRC systems were homogeneous in nature
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resource required to perform that activity

(optional).
h)

node until a service activity is performed on

Nodes - characterized by number of "releases;'

befc.re the node is realized or reached for the

that item.

Statistics are automatically main-

tained on QUEUE nodes.

first time and after the first time, which

STATISTICS Nodes:

STATISTICS nodes are

activities must be completed for the node

those at which statistical quantities are

(event) to be achieved (since some branches have

collected.

a probability of being selected, not all

can be collected.

branches incident upon a node need be required),

or MARK node is a candidate for a STATISTICS

method of scheduling the activities emanating

node.

from the node, and the statistics to be

mal GERT nodes and Figure 2 gives the notation

For network modeling purposes, each node

for QUEUE nodes.

may be classified in one or more of 10 cate-

used.

Any node. except START, QUEUE,

Figure 1 chows the node symbolism for nor-

collected (if any) at the node.

gories.

There are five basic statistics which

NUMBER OF

DETERMINISTIC

RELEASES /OUTPUT

In this work only the following were
(See (17) for a description of all types)-.

SOURCE Nodes:

Nodes which initiate acti-

NOD
UMBER

vities at the origin time of the project.
SINK Nodes:

25-

Nodes which may be the ter-

minal node of the network.

Normally SINK nodes

only receive flow, but it is also possible to

NUMBER OF

PROBABILISTIC

RELEASES
TO REPEAT,

OUTPUT

have activities leaving a SINK node if so
desired.
MARK Node:

FIGURE 1
This node is used as a time

INITIAL NUMBER
IN QUEUE

frame reference point for an item being pro-

cessed.--The point in time at which an entity

DETERMINISTIC
OUTPUT

passes a MARK node is recorded as an attribute
to that entity.

PARK statistics are collected

a; INTERVAL STATISTICS nodes and constit-te the
time spent in passing between the MARK node and

MAXIMUM
PROBABILISTIC
NUMBER ALLOWED
OUTPUT

the INTERVAL STATISTICS nodes.
QUEUE Nodes:

QUEUE nodes are those which

IN QUEUE

provide a storage capacity for items in progress.
Items are automatically held at a QUEUE

FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3

Figure 3 further illustrates the node symbolism

the first laborer has an efficiency of .9; the

and also displays the method for specifying the

second .7; and the third .5 when performing'

arc parameters.

this activity.

Figure 3 shows a variety of

Further explanation will be

node and arc types, for which a brief explana-

given in the context of the GFRT III QR network

tion follows.

examples in the next section.

Node 6 is a node which has proba-

bilistic output, thus the probability of

The GERTS III QR simulation model was

selection (P) is less than one on arcs (6,7)

constructed using GERTS III Q as a framework,

and (6,8).

and integrating the concepts of GERTS III II'

The parameter set format is defined

on arc (6,7) and a typical numerical example is

with some modification.

given on arc (r,8).

designed for the study of. activity networks

Here the, robability Of

GERTS III R was

selection is .5; the time of traversal is given

with limited resources; i.e., most arcs repre-

by the first parameter set and first distribu-

sent activities which are resource constrained.

tion type, and there is no counter or activity

So in the processing of the network, GERTS III R

number assigned.

assumes that the resource constraints act upon

Both nodes 7 and 8 are queue

In most queueing networks, the

nodes with ihltial queue length of zero and

every arc.

infaite queue capacity.

only arcs which might require resources are the

Note that the output

arc,; of these nodes have additional parameters,

ou...put as of Q-nodes, which represent the

el, e2,

service activity associated with the queue.

,

e

;

n

these parameters give the

efficiency of each resource in performing the

Most often the c%her arcs of a queueing,net-

activity.

work merely represent flow patk,s for the items

The parameters of arc (8,9) show that
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flowing through the system.

1

Thus; considerin7

exists in the DRC situation.

every arc to be labor constrained could lead to

Hence, it is inaccurate to say that the

much useless monitoring; therefore, GERTS III

GERTS III QR model is formed by mere superposi-

(zit considers only output arcs and nodes in the

tion of GERTS III R upon GERTS III Q.

normal GERTS III manner.

the GERTS III QR simulator was written for DRC

Another important change in the basic con-

Although

systems it will simulate ordinary machine

cepts of GERTS III R is the incorporation of

limited systems with little or no loss in com-

the facility to deal with heterogeneous labor

putational efficiency compczed with GERTS III Q.

forces.

However, for networks where practically all arcs

In GERTS III R a number of resource

types is specified (in the present version as

ere resource constrained and no queues are

many as three, although a special application

involved the GERTS III R simulator is more

to be reported later uses tlin resource types)

effective.

and an activity requires a fixed number of

tioll Of all the standard features of GERTS III R

units of each type.

and GERTS III Q.

The resource types are not

interchangeable and each type is equally
efficient on all activities.

GERTS III QR represents an integre-

A standard feature of GERTS-IIX nR-is tic

In GERTS III QR

QUEUE node.

The QUEUE node is one wh

resources are interchangeable; that is, if

vides a storage capability for on-goin. items.

an activity requires units of some resource

The concepts of first and secondary releases

any type can be used.

are not appropriate for a QUEUE node, and so

Thus the type merely

identifies the resource.

Further, the time

the QUEUE node is characterized by:

(1) the

required to complete an activity is a function

number of items initially in the queue, and

of the resource type (le.,,I;er) which performs

(2) the maximum number of items allowed In the

the activity and the identity of activity

queue.

(service facility).

QUEUE node are the order of processing and the

Hence, complex patterns

of labor and machine effiCiency can be studied.

node to which an item would balk if it arrives

Some modification of the basic concepts of
GERTS III Q was also required.

Other parameters associated with a

when a queue is full.

In DRC queueing

In the version used in this study, GERTS

systems, items may be detained in the queue

III C11 was further modified to include priority

not only becaus.,

rules other than the standard rules, LIFO And

service facility is busy

but also because no labor is available, so that

FCFS.

a service facility may be idle while items are

attributes had to be added to the queue list

in queue.

since job processing times were assigned to the

Thus the basic queueing concept had

to be modified to deal with this dichotomy which
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To implement the SOT rule additional

job upon entry into tha system.

Therefore, a

job selection sub-routine was also now required.
Implementation of the RANDOM priority rule

can be computed.

the data input to the GERTS III QR program.

required only minor modification of the SOT
subroutines.

This description is part of

A powerful device when using the GERTS iII

The initial randomly assigned job

QR program to anatyze complex activity networks

times were used as the random variable for job

is the ability to modify the network while an

priority selection using the SOT procedure,

activity is in progress.

however, a different job processing time was

Specification of an

activity number allows network modifications

then assigned when the job underwent actual

based on the completion of specified activities

processb.

within the %lode'.

For STATISTICS nodes, GERTS III QR obtains

be numbered.

An activity may or may not

Pnwever, only those activities

estimates of the mean, standard deviation, mini-

which Ire numbered are candidates for network

mum, maximum and a histogram associated with the

modification.

time a node is realized.

Fi

types of time

Standard output of the GERTS III QR programs

statistics are possible:

clnsists of the following:

F.

The time of first realization of a node;

A.

T1.

B.

The time between realizations of a

1.

cime of all realizations of a node;

The time interval required to go

A.

Node characteristics*

B.

Branch characteristics

C.

Listing of tho SOURCE, SINK, and

between two nodes in the network; dnd
D.

check of the input data, consisting

of:

node;
I.

An ech

STATISTICS nodes

The time delay from first activity

D.

completion on the node until the node

2.

is realized.

Network modifications

Statistical summaries consisting of;
A.

The nodes on which statistics are to be

The probability of node realization
during the simulation period.

The

collected and tne type of statistics desired are

mean, standard deviation, number of

part of the description given to a node by the

observations, maxi:tam, and minimum

input to GERTS III QR.

time units to realize a STATISTIC node

A distribution type and parameters a_a

during the simulation.

as-igned to an arc through the specification of

B.

a parameter set number and a distribution type.

All of the above statistics for counter
types.

Each parameter set defines parameters from which

C.

Mean, standard deviation, minimum and

the mean, variance, maximum value and minimum

maximum of the qaeue leng,n, waiting

value for each of the above distribution types

time, busy time of processors (service
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D.

activities), and balkers per unit time,

assumed to be identical and exponentially

for all QUEUE nodes.

distributed.

Histograms of the time to realization

less than the number of machine centers, m.

for each STATISTICS node, and the queue

Thus the system is constrained by both labor

lengths for each QUEUE node.

and machines.

Histo-

The number of laborers, n, is

Labor is allocated to available

grams reflect the underlying probabi-

jobs by assigning the most efficient laborer

lity distributions associated with

to the machine center with the job having the

All, Interval, Delay. Between, and

highest priority per the selected priority rule.

First realization statistics.

In this example the labor force is assumed to be

It should be noted that the above of

homogeneous and all laborers' efficiencies are

quantities are common to all GERTS simulation

equal to 1.0 (100%).

programs, and the interpretation of each

The Problem Statement

statistic has been-previously discussed in
prior publications (1,2,20).

The problem can be stated as follows.

Hence, in the

Given the system described above, determine the

examples which follow, only the output statis-

proper job selection rule (machine loading) and

tics unique to GERTS III QR will be discussed.

its related labor assignment rule so as to

A GERTS III QR Network Model for Multi-Queue,

optimize some measure of system performance.

Multi-Channel, Single-Phase, DRC Queueing System:

The key measures used in this study are job

An Example

waiting time characteristics.

In this section an application of the GERTS

The machine loading and labor assignment

III QR model will be illustrated; the systems

rules to be evaluated are:

modeled are multi-queue, multi-channel, single

from the queue per the first-come-first-serve

phase systems.

(FCFS) rule and assign idle laborers accordingly,

Each service facility contains

one machine and has its own queue.

Balking

(1) select jobs

(2) select the job from the queue with the ex-

or switching between queues and reneging are

pected shortest-operation-time (SOT) and (3)

not allowed.

select jobs at random (RANDOM).

The arrival process is Poisson

with a mean arrival rate of A = 1.0.

Each

representation of the experimental systems is

job is routed to a specific service channel

given in Figure 4.

with equal probabilities, l/m, upon arrival.

This illustration, representing a typical

Every job requires only a single processing

labor limited (DRC) system, is merely one

operation at the service facility to which it
is routed.

A schematic

example of the application of GERTS III QR.

The mean processing times are

Certainly many other system descriptions could
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using Nelson's (9) simulator; so a comparison of

--5)000 -I

simulator effectiveness can be made, as well
as some verification of the model.
Upon further exam'

21-"D 000

:don of Figure 4 one

may see why the network approach was applied

A =1

to systems of this type:

the system schematic

itself suggests a network model.

Thus the

network description is conceptually appealing
and investigation in this area seems natural.

The GERTS III QR network model for a 3 service
facility and 2 laborer syst,em is depicted in

Figure 5.

Figure 5 depicts a GERTS III QR network
FIGURE 4

model for a system-with three machines and two
Vik

have been chosen as the technique is very

laborers.

general in structure.

arc parameters for this excimple are given 4,,

However, this particular

The accompanying set of system and

system was chosen for three major reasons:

Table I.

(1) there are many actual situations which are

specify that this system has three machines and

closely approximated by this model; (2) the

two laborers.

system is complex enough to illustrate the

to as a 3-2 system; the first number being tne

power of GERTS III QR and yet simple enough

number of machines, m, and the latter being

for reasonably compact discussion; and (3) a

the number of laborers, n.

study was conducted on systems of this type

FIGURE 5
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The data in this table and the figure

For convenience this is referred

TABLET
System and Arc Parameter for Example 1

System Parameters

Total number of nodes = 12
Number of sink nodes = 2
Number of nodes to realize the network is 1

Number of resources (laborers) = 2
Number of source nodes = 1
Statistics collected on 5 nodes

Arc Parameters

Parameter Sets
(Probability of realization; distribution of traversal time; labor efficiency)

Arcs
(2,3)
(3,3)
(3,4)
(4,5)
(4,6)
(4,7)
(5,8)
(6,8)
(7,8)
(9,9).
(8,10)
(10,11)
(12,13)

(1.0; constant time of zero; no resources)
(1.0; exponentially dist. with mean = 1.0; no resources)
(1.0;
(1/3;
(1/3:
(1/3;
(1.0;
(1.0;
(1.0;
(1.0;
(1.0;
(1.0;
(1.0;

constant time
constant time
constant time
constant time
exponentially
exponentially
exponentially
constant time
constant time
constant time
constant time

of zero; no resources)
of hero; no resources)
of zero; no resources)
of zero; no resources)
diet. with mean = 1.8; e = 1.0, e = 1.0)
1
2
dist. with mean = 1.8; e = 1.0, e = 1.0)
2
1
dist. with mean = 1.8; e. = 1.0, e = 1.0)
2
of Zero; no resources)
of zero; no resources)
of zero; no resources)
of zero; no resources)

Experimental Design

designed to be multiples of these two basic

The two basic building blocks in these

systems.

experiments are the two machine, one laborer

For each systim (2-1, 3-2, 4-2, etc.) a

system and the three machine, two laborer sys-

total of 26,000 jobs were simulated with the

tems.

first thousand jobs discarded to initialize the

The 2-1/FCFS System can be solved analy-

tically since it is equivalent to the 1-1/Fa'S

system.

system.

equivalent levels of utilization, the arrival

In fact, it was one of the methods

used to validate the simulation model.

The

In order to compare systemsrat

rate was held constant and the mean service rate

2-1/SOT system was also solved analytically

vas adjusted to compensate for the varying

and used as a check of the model.

number of labors.

(The analy-

tical solution for this system is not readily
found in the-literature.

System utilizations of 0.75,

0.90 and 0.95 were selected for study.

An equivalent form

As proposed by Nelson (14), system utiliza-

was found in Saaty (21) and'is attributed to

tion, e.g. average labor utilization, may be

the work by PhippsA

estimated by equation 1.1 (in a simplified form):

The 3-2 system is the smallest truly labor
limited system.

1.1

All subsequent systems were
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jiz = A/nu

Measures of System Performance

From the Table, it is evident that the SOT

System performance is measured in terms of

rule is more efficient in terms of normalized

the "normalized" system mean waiting time,

mean waiting time and mean flow time, than the

was, i.e., the actual mean waiting time, w,

FCFS and RANDOM rules.

measured in units of one mean service time, ;,

intuitive as is the result that SOT y:11ds a

as obtained from the simulations.

higher variance of flow time than FCFS.

As the ex-

These results are

This

perimental labor and machine limited systems

rule quickly processes the short jobs and thus

currently defy analytical solution, the normal-

reduces both wait and flow times.

ized mean waiting time values were obtained

those jobs with long estimated processing job

from the results of the simulations.

times usually have a long wait, hence the

The Experimental Results

higher variance.

In Table II, the results using the FCFS,

However,

In comparing the variances

for SOT and RANDOM, SOT has lower variance for

SOT and RANDOM machine loading and labor

systems of size 4-3 or greater.

assignment rules are summarized.

to labor blocking, RANDOM had the greatest

The main

With respect

control variables were system configuration and

amount followed by SOT with FCFS having the

labor utilization.

lowest amount.

TAUB fl
waiting. Flom Time and Gabor Stocking Characteristics of the
Selected Priority and Asslynment Rules tar the Experimental Systems

-----

SOT

FC FS

Run
.?'umber

SYST

Est%sted

Coshgura Don Utilisation

Honsulised

System

%a Haste

Mean
Watheg

Mean

System
Flow

Flow

Labor
Blockutg

Mauro

Normalised

Mean

Mean

Wahlsg

Flow

Flow

TM.

TUTe

THINC

.1.

SIFT

0. 2F

Tg...

TUT,

nn.n

Pt

six

7427

2.1
2.1

.75
.90

2.3170
8.1722

2.9414
9.0122

8.612
161.13

C
0

1.51119

1.9142

2

? 173

1.3701

1.2
1.2
1.2

.75
.10
.15

I. 6540

4
5

1.5147
7.5662

4.0161
0.7767
14.1209

12.115
54.56
114.16

1.662
2.181
1.:16

1.1074
2.1676
1.2044

5.7146
8.0020

4.2
4.2
4.2

.75
.90
.95

1.7144
4.2161
8.2942

9.5019
17.7141

15.72
69.50
181.30

2.411
1.427

0.1758
2.0118
3.0524

2.1741
5.0127
7.7142

4.1
4.1
4.3

.75
.90
.95

1.6194
11.6395

5.4777
20.11
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15.25
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32.434.00.
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1 6.26 17

10.1960
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61.6417
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22.162.82

17 15
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5.2560
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.95
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-.10

23,0177
34.6755
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42.726
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.95
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2.1 8 12

18.1 393

106.98
502.80
1822.31

1.4
1.6
1.5

.75
.10
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1.0221
2.6499
3.6430

9.1104
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26.5558

73.31
286.41

85.517
30,941
17.818

.7892
1.3480

81.05
8.0835
12.7100 351.11
16.5212 1209.02
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Mean

2.5874
7.1127

0.7392

1.8917

Variance

Mean
Wei non

2.4627
4.9245

7,612

455.17

Sytem

0
0

136.44

19.21
74.31
124.41

.90

DO/4

Bonnet...8
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20.270
mg o 1
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14 07.6152

11.5166
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21.5474
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0
0
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6.571.49
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8,441.71
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3.3663
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1 7. 2971

1 713. 1034

1 LI 97. 83
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1.1169
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22.1011

195.2167
2175.6958

564.573.13

10.1 002

7454. 2246

78.452.48

270.212
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2.0591
4.1117

8.0256
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16.5188 11 10.5102
29.3173 11148.0932

361.357. 77

1 11,11 0

54,008

1.0155
4.2840

51.911.64
29.211.72

I 33.778.4 1

157.101.25
67.011.8.7

A somewhat surprising result is that the

to the experimentally obtained u-shape curves,

amount of labor blocking is higher for the SOT

curves for the "theoretical normalized mean

rule than the FCFS rule.

waiting time" using FCFS and SOT are shown.

The authors have no

The

readily intuitive explanation for this phenome-

data points for these curves are given by the

non, and it is a subject for further research.

equation:

Another effect is that for a given system with

1.2

(WA)n = Wilyn

all rules, labor blocking drops as system
where
utilization increases.

Again, this is an intui-

(Wi)n = the "theoretical" normalized mean
tive result since labor blocking is a phenomena

waiting time for a system with n
associated with idle laborers and this (idlelaborers.

ness) decreases with higher systems utilization.
1

= the mean waiting time for a system

Labor Effectiveness
with one laborer
To compare selected experimental results
1

= the mean service rate when the

with computed analytical results let's refer
system has only one laborer.
to Figure 6.
n

9

m = 8 stations I

8

n s

I to 8

I

labors

I

`Pl= .90

7

cir ri 6

1

The "theoretical" values given by this for-

FCFS
Experimental

mula assume that each laborer added to the system
is equally as effective as the first laborer;

4.1

As I

i.e.; this formula neglects the effects of both

Zet 5
P4-

labor blocking and "flexibility" in the system.

4

E4

/

E

3
8 z* 2

SOT
Experimental

Here "flexibility" is measured by the number of
machine centers to which an idle laborer may be
assigned.

,./FCFS

z

Theoretical

1

I

lilt

By comparing this theoretical curve

with the simulated values of normalized mean

SOT

0

= the number of laborers.

waiting time, one may get some conception of the

Theoretical
I

effects of blocking and "flexibility" on the

2345678

system performance.
FIGURE 6

If additional laborers were as effective as
In Figure 6, the number of service centers, m,

the first, the normalized mean waiting time

is fixed at 8, k = .90, and the number of
laborers, n, varies from 1 to 8.

would decrease.as.shown by the theoretical curve.

The experimen-

Since the effectof labor blocking is present,

tal change in wig resulting from a change in n
is depicted by the u-shape curves.

one would expect that as the number of laborers

In addition

increases, their effectivenessmould decrease,
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i.e. labor blocking increases because there are

calculating the statistics but were required to

fewer machine centers to which an idle laborer

initialize the system.

can be assigned.

A single laborer, in fact,

can greatly affect system performance.
is very busy then two things happen:

times ranged from 142 seconds for a 2-1 system

If one

to a maximum of 175 seconds for a 9-6 system.

(1) he

This includes 13.5 seconds for compile time.

is not oftenavailable to help cover the

Ti" e run times for the FCFS and RANDOM systems

remaining ',fork space and (2) jobs in this queue

are blocked from the other laborers.

were generally 20% higher than for the SOT rule.

A true

The core storage requirements were 40,200 words.

measure of "labor effectiveness" remains to

For identical small systems the GERTS III QR

be formulated and appears to be an interesting
area for future research.

The simulation run

simulator requires less than half the computa-

Nevertheless, we

tion time required by the prior SIMSCRIPT simu-

can see from Figure 6, that the SOT rule con-

lator (9,14).

sistently performs the best with respect to

is even more siq4ificant.

W/.

Conclusions
In Table II are shown some comparisons

For larger systems the savings

The results of this study show that for

between multiples of a basic system at the

labor and machine limited queueing dystems the

same level of utilization.

GERTS III QR model is not only a feasible

and 3-2, 6-4, 9-6).

(4-2, 6-3, 8-4

As can be seen, the normal-

model but that it is a very efficient model.

ized mean waiting time decreases as the size

With respect to thL example problem, the Shortest

of the multiple increases.

Operating Time rule is found to be superior to

This is due to the

fact that, for example, an 8 -4 system is more

the First-Come-First-Served and RANDOM rules.

efficient than two 4-2 systems since laborers

This is also the case with purely machine limited

can cross over to any of the 8.machines in the

systems.

first, while constrained to stay within each

menon exists in the form of labor blocking.

set of four machines in the second system.

causes a change in normalized mean waiting time

The same effect and analysis applies to mean

from the theoretical values.

flow time.

Among these three rules, again SOT

However, in the DRC systems a pheno-

The GERTS III QR simulator represents a

gives the best results.

powerful tool to simulate labor limited job

Computer Experience

shops and to evaluate various machine loading

The simulations were run on a CDC 6600

and labor assignment rules.

computer at the University of Texas at Austin.

While the discussion in this paper centered

A total of 26,000 jobs were simulated in each
run.

This

upon parallel channel, single phase, homogeneous

The first thousand jobs were not used in

DRC experimental systems, GERTS III QR has been
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extended and used in a realmorld erplication.

GERTS III Q, GERTS III C, and GERTS III R,"

At a major air force maintenance base this

NASA/ERC Contract NAS-12-2113, iirginia

model has been used to plan the work flow of

Polytechnic Institute, (May, 1970).

aircraft engines through overhaul.

The network

2.

Burgess, R. R. and A. A. B. Pritsker,

consisted of three major maintenance lines in

"The GERTS Simulations Programs:

parallel with each line being a network of

GERTS III Q, GERTS III C, and GERTS III R,"

service centers in parallel and series, requir-

NASA/ERC Contract NAS-12-2113, Virginia

ing up to ten resource classifications.

Polytechnic Institute, (May, 1970).

Eech

line consists of at least 40 nodes and the

3.

entire network includes 132 service centers.

Conway, R. W., "An Experimental Investigation of Priority Assignment in a Job Shop,"

The preliminary runs were used to identify

Memorandum RM-3789-PR, The Rand Corporation,

both bottlenecks and greatly underutilized
service centers.

GERTS III,

Santa Monica, California, February, 1964.

This facilitated a shift of

4.

Harris, Roy D., "An Empirical Investigation

resources throughout the network in order to

and Model Proposal of a Jobshop-Like

achieve a more balanced workload.

Queueing System," Western Management Science

The experiments reported in this paper

Institute, Working Paper No. 84, University

are being duplicated for heterogeneous DRC
systems.

of California, Los Angeles, July, 1965.

These latter investigations have led

5.

Harris, Roy D., "A Manpower Limited Service

to the evoluation of some interesting and

Center Model," Working Papstio.6±-14,

practical labor assignment rules and they will

Graduate School of Business, University of

be the subject of a future paper.

Texas at Austin, November 1967.

In summary, GERTS III QR is a major

6.

Harris, Roy D. and Michael J. Maggard,

improvement over the more traditional simulation

"Empirical, Analytical and Simulation

packages for ease of structuring systems and

Studies of Labor Limited Production Systems,"

in savings of computer time.

Working_Paper No. 70-16, The Graduate
School of Business, The University of

We wish to acknowledge the work done by

Texas at Austin, November, 1969.

Hogg (8) and Hoge (7) in developing the

7.

statistics on FCFS and SOT respectively.

Hoge, James, "A GERT Simulation of Labor

Limited Queueing Systems Using the Shortest
Operating Time Priority Rule," Unpublished
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EVALUATING JOB SHOP SIMULATION RESULTS

Carter L. Franklin, II
Assistant Professor of Management
Wharton School
University of Pennsylvania

Abstract

The problem of predicting the effectiveness of simulation results as
applied to job shop production is discussed.

A measure of effective-

ness is developed which allows both absolute and relative evaluation
of different scheduling techniques and the conditions for profit
maximization under a customer service constraint are presented.
The development is based upon a model of the shop process which assumes
random scheduling behaviur and which serves as the reference point for
evaluating schedules.

I.

Introduction

of the scheduling problem is widely recognized by

The problem of scheduling production is

members of both the academic and the industrial

the central element of the production control
problem for the job shop.

community.

Production perfor-

The solution to the job shop scheduling

mance is almost entirely determined by the

problem has its ultimate value in application.

quality of schedules produced.

The scheduling rule or procedure, which is the

Research and

applications studies on the problem have, almost

solution, may be used in either a manual or

entirely, been either simulations or simulation-

computer based system to effect maximal production

based.

The use of simulation is mandated by the

performance.

The objectives served by the pro-

complexity of the problem and the lack of an

duction control function in the job shop, through

algorithm for finding solutions.

the schedule, are: (1) profit; (2) customer

The importance
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service; (3) reduced investment in work in pro-

IL.

cess inventories; and (4) improved utilization
of capacity.

The Problem of Measurement

A major source of difficulty in assessing

Conway, Maxwell, and Miller [1)

the transferability of results between two

discuss these objectives, pointing out that

industrial applications or between academia and

direct costs are irrelevant to the scheduling

the industrial community is the lack of a good

x

decision and that only indirect costs form the

and generally acceptable measure for evaluating

proper basis for evaluating schedules.

schedule quality or performance.

The search for the best scheduling rule
has gone on for many years.

The problem is

compounded by the fact that academic studies are

The work that has

typically couched in purely technical terms

been done may be placed in two broad categories:

(flow time is the eilvz;c common measure) with no

"Academic Research" and "Industrial Applications:

reference to economic criteria, and that industrial

Much of the progress made in one cateogry is of

applications are described primafily in terms of

little value in the other.

the change in economic performance achieved.

Results and findings

A

are not seen as transferrable and, as a resul,,

means of constructing a true cost effectiveness

are not transferred.

measure for changes in schedule quality Exit be

The academic studies are

devoted to problems too highly abstracted and

available if scheduling studies and applications

bearing little relation to those found in

are to effect general changes in manufacturing

industry.

performance.

Industrial applications are too

The cost of a scheduling study or

speCialized, conforming to the special and

application cannot be determined in the absence

possibly unique needs of the company which

of information about costs of computation, pro-

developed the application.

gramming and manpower.

In addition, results

The effectiveness of a

and details of system structure are often viewed

scheduling rule or system, in application, can

as proprietary and are not publicized.

be found both is absolute terms and in terms of

Reports

of effectiveness, when made available, are often
without meaning when taken out of context.

the improvement over current procedures.

Thus,

The requirements for the measure of

when one company can claim to have reduced late-

effectiveness, or benefit, are neither simple nor

ness by a half or a third through scheduling,

easily satisfied.

another company has no guarantee that the same,

varying importance may be stated, there are four

or a similar, system will produce the same result

which are of primary importance:

for them.

(1)

Although many requirements of

Schedule performance must be measurable in
both economic and technical terms.

In

addition, the conversion from an economic
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Job shop scheduling simulations, whether

to a technical measure, and vice versa,

(2)

must be easily accomplished.

abstract or applied, do not .tad to normative

The effectiveness measure must be general

results in the sense that optimal schedules or

and widely applicable.

tied

(3)

(4)

It must not be

scheduling rules can be specified.

to unique or special eceomic or

This

how-

ever, should not imply that a normative, profit

technical characteristics.

maximizing, criteria should not be used as a

The measure must be capable of bring

basis of comparison for simulation resoits.

easily understood by managers, both in

Normative measures have not been either developed

terms of technical and economic perfor-

or applied in job shop research"or application

mance.

and progress toward the ultimate solution to the

The measure must be applicable to both

"job shop problem" has suffered as a result.

actual and simulated performance.

III.

That

is, it must not require information cot

The Job shop Process
Job Shop production is difficult to char-

readily available in a job shop.

acterize because of

The last of these requirements can be of

.e variety and complexity

of products produced, both to customer order and

particular importance, especially since the

inventory.

No measure of output, other than

motivation to undertake a scheduling study or

a generalized measure of producta produceJ per

application most often arises from an evaluation

unit time

of the effectiveness of procedures currently in

difficult to characterize since they may Oe

use.

unique to each product.
Every scheduling procedure cr production

is available.

true for materials.)

Inputs are siwlarly

(This is. particularly

A generalized model of the

control system, whether manual or computer based,

job shop process must, for these reasons, be

presumably exhibits some of the characteristics

aggregated And stated in terms of cost and

of intelligent, goal seeking behavior.

resource flows.

Under

This does not present great

this premise, the performance under any such

difficulties since our evaluation of the job shop

system should exceed that available from a

process is, primarily, couched in terms of

completely random system; i.e., one in which

indirect resources and their costs.

scheduling decisions are made on a random basis.

the direct resources required by products and

In the following sections, the measure of

the processing requirements for individual

efrettiveness will be developed and it will be

products that gives the job shop problem its

applic4 to a random system so that a baseline

complexity, we can avoid much of this complexity

for comparison will be available.

and the problems it creates through aggregation.
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Since it is

The job shop process is amenable to analysis

of capacity, defined as

under the structure of Figure 1.

AP
M

Pf =

The job shop process, as represented
and pd, the ratio of mean processing time to

by Figure , is that of taking the inputs
mean flow time (F) for products

1
,

machinery, labor and supervision (in the
required proportions) as the productive resource
"capacity".

P

d

P
F

=

To capacity is added the input
Assuming that the job shop system is a queueing

materials and capacity is transformed into the
system and that steady state conditions obtain,

resource "work in process."

The resource work
then N =

F and pd may be written as

in process in then transformed into units of

XP

completed products which are represented in
revenue terms.

P d=

N.

This model of the job shop pro-

At steady state, Npd = Mpf and output, X (in
cess is unique, perhaps, since only capacity and
products per unit time) may be written as

work in process are viewed as productive
resources (which have productivities).

X = NPd
--

The inputs

P

=

MPE

-P-

machinery, labor, supervision, and materials are
not individually productive.

demand occurs at a rate

In this model,

(in products per unit

time) and the average, processing requirement for

products is P (in units of time per product).
1

The resources are M,*the number of machines (or

Technically, the productivities are pdP and
pd/P. but the denominators cancel in all cases
and 4re ignored. Both pf and pd are between
zero and one under steady conditions.

points of processing capability), and N the.

number of products in process.
ities of the resources are p
f'

Machinery
Labor
Supervision--/P

The productivthe utilization

I

Capacity

p

I

I !

Materials

Figure 1

The Job Shop Process
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Work in
Process

pd

Revenues

IV.

Measuring Effectiveness

This may also be written as MCf = NCd.

Control over the job shop process under

optimal operating configuration is found in the

this model may be effected by controlling, M.

following way.

Under the assumptions stated, control is exer-

N =

cised so that profit is maximized subject to a

puted as M = NCd /Cf.

constraint on customer service, stated as a

pd may be found.

mean flow time requirement, F.

The

P.

First 17 is calculated from

The optimal value of M is then cam-

-

The point at

From M and N, both pf and

These relations may be used to evaluate

which maximum profit occurs is that at which the

simulation results in a straightforward manner.

ratio of the marginal productivity: to marginal

Let us first assume that the simulation is

cost is equal across all resources.

1

To compute

conducted for potential application of a

these ratios, knowledge of marginal cost cast be

scheduling rule to a shop with known cost data.

available.

It should be noted in passing that, under a man-

These are simply the incremental

costs. of having additional units of work in

process and additional units of capacity.

ual control system acting to maximize profits in

2
It

the manner described above, it is extremely'dif-

should be noted that since both N and M are time

ficult to maintain the optimal operating con-

averaged, the increment costed need not be inte-

figuration.

ger and, in the case of M, a new machine need

purposes of comparison, that a manual system

not be purchased if overtime is available.

achieves this state since the average effects of

Letting Cd and Cf be the marginal costs of

a set of individual control decisions, made

incremental work in process and capacity,

serially, cannot always be controlled very well.

respectively, profit is maximized when

Continuing the example, it is clear that the

Pd
Cd

_

It should not be assumed, for

ratio pd/pf must be. equal to Cd/Cf at the optimal

pf
Cf

operating point.

The value of pd (under the

random assumption) is also known from F. On a
graph of pf versus pd, the ratio Cd/Cf may be

1

See Samuelson [5], p. 60.

drawn as a line through the zero point of the

2

graph with positive slope.

The production system described by this
model is stochastic and steady-state is assumed.
Therefore, the best, and only, estimate of
marginal quantities is their time average.

The intersection of

this line with the line represented by lid is the

profit maximizing operating configuration.

This

graph is illustrated in Figure 2.

Simulation results, for a utilization of
pf, should fall above the intersection of the pd
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and pf lines.

If they do not, then the

upper left corner of the graph and slope downward

scheduling rules tested do not perform as well

to the right.

as the'random rule.

reptesenting a mixed scheduling technique

The simulation results for

These lines, particularly those

the load/capacity configuration represented by

(e.g., truncated SOT), may not necessarily be

pf may be plotted on the pf line (the symbol

linear - or even continuous.

"0" represents these on the graph).

results might be presented in the fashion illus-

None of

these represent optimal profit performance-since
none of them falls on the Cd/Cf line.

A set of simulation

Crated in Figure 3.

Further
1.0

simulations must be run until a result is found

which falls C /C
d

f

line zt the highest value of

/C
f

pf attainable.

It is noteworthy that this

result may not be the minimum average flow time
result for the load/capacity ratio tested.

P

d

I
Pd

It

may also occur that the pd line may not intersect the Cd/Cf line,

particularly in cases

when the value of C /C is small.
d f

When this

occurs, there is no operating configuration or

1.0

Pf
scheduling technique_ which will satisfy both the

p

customer service constraint (F) and the profit
maximizing condition.

Figure 2

In this case the manage-

ment of the job shop h;s some (possibly) diffi-

1.0

cult choices to make.
Simulation studies conducted in the
absence of economic information, obviously,
cannot specify an optimal scheduling technique
for any job shop with a customer service constraint.

In the absence of economic information,

performance of the several scheduling techniques
tested must be represented by lines on the
1.0

pf, pd graph and the determination of optimality'
P f

must be deferred.

The performance lines for a
Figure 3

set of techniques will, in general, start in the
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V.

Data Acquisition

route need not be simple, but must be followed

As might be expected, the primary data

for the entire job.

The balance of the technical

problems which arise in evaluating the

data can be found by using one or more of the

effectiveness of simulation studies are not

sources mentioned above.

related to the simulation or its results.

rate of demand or shipment (presuming steady

The

Information about the

only precautions which need be taken are those

state) can be obtained from the production con-

of insuring that steady state is achieved aod

troller and the accounting office.

that actual resultant values are found for P,

about mean processing time is available from

and N.

The major difficulties arise in

Information

sampling production control rccords and from

determining current shop performance (so that

supervisors on the shop floor (after determining

a point of comparison is obtained) and measuring

the fraction of jobs processed in each work

the economic factors.

center).

Since it cannot (or should not) be

Data on capacity is available in the

production control office and from observation on

assumed that the performance of the control

the shop floor.

procedure in operation in the shop conforms to

most directly found by inspection and may be

the structure developed under the assumptions

confirmed by the production controller.

of the random model, both technical (productiv-

average flow time may be found by sampling pro-

ity) and economic measures should be made.

duction control records and compared to the

There are several sources for this data,

calculated value.

including the shop floor, the production control

The number of jobs in process is

The

Economic information may be more difficult

function and the financial statements of the

to obtain, depending upon the nature and avail-

firm.

ability of accounting and financial data.

These sources may not prove to be

The

consistent upon cross checking (which is highly

unit marginal cost of work in process must, in the

recommended), creating problems which must be

absence of specific information about the "next"

solved by closer examination of records or "by

jobs, be assumed to be equal to the average cost.

assumption."

Further, the average in-process job can be

Not the first, but probably the most

assumed to be half completed.

It is reasonable

significant problem that will be encountered is

in most cases to assume that all materials are

that of defining a job.

committed when the job is started and that pro-

A job, which may be

several customer orders or a part of a single

cessing costs are directly proportional to

order, is a piece, or set of pieces, which

processing time.

follows a single route through the shop.

of direct labor and machine time that can be

The
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Processing costs are the costs

directly attributed to the job.

It is

because individual costs must be aggregated in

important that these costs be direct, not

a way not consistent with standard accounting

The means for obtaining machine

allocated.

practice.

Hillier [3]

discusses a similar cost

cost per unit of processing time will be dis-

finding problem and his paper is recommended to

cussed next.

those who wish to pursue this problem further.'

The average unit cost of capacity is
determined in the following way.

VI.

First, the

Summary

The procedures for determining the effec

annual cost of supervision is determined and

tiveness of job shop scheduling simulations

divided by the number of units of capacity.

meet all of the criteria stated in Section II

Next, the total annual depreciation and interest

above.

for productive machinery is calculated and

relative and absolute comparisons for every

divided by the number of units of capacity.

case in which economic information is available.

Finally, the annual direct labor payroll is

They increase both the effectiveness and desir-_

divided by the units of capacity.

ability of job scheduling simulations because

These are

The measures developed allow both

summed and further divided by productive days

they allow the interpretation of simulation

in the year to obtain the average daily cost of

results in either a technical or an economic

capacity.

context.

The average cost of capacity is not

equal to the marginal cost of capacity.

The

The measures lead directly to a

statement of the conditions for profit

machine cost component of capacity cost is zero

maximization and bring all of us with an

at the margin if overtime or undertime produc-

interest in this fascinating and complex

tion is available.

problem a step closer to its ultimate solution.

The direct labor and super-

visory components can likewise vary depending
upon whether or not over or undertime
is available or whether modifications to the
size of the workforce must be made.

Deter-

mination of the marginal cost of capacity is
largely situation specific and, for the most
part, depends upon the availability of.overtime
production.

The determination of work in process and

capacity costs is not difacult in concept.

In

practice, some difficulties may be encountered
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SIMULATION APPLIED TO A MANUFACTURING
EXPANSION PROBLEM AREA

J. Douglas DeWire
Olin Brass
Olin Corporation

Abstract

This study uses computer simulation to arrive at a specific answer to a critical problem
area in a capital intensive manufacturing environment.
expanded due to growth in business.

A CastingPlant is being

The logistics of the operation are such that an

existing service facility, an overhead crane, will have added to its present workload,
servicing an additional Casting Unit.

Management desired to know what magnitude of crane delays would result from increased
task interference as a result of the increased workload on the crane.

The answer to

this question is crucial since certain types of crane delays generate a loss in
casting capacity.

The simulation covers thirty-seven discrete types of tasks that the crane is required
to do.

These tasks are classified into three general types -

1)

Fixed Time of Occurrence

2)

Random Time of Occurrence

3)

Random Time of Occurrence within some
fixed distribution of known cycle times.

The simulation is designed to simulate operations for one-month, using one-minute
time units.

29.8

better understanding of, and therefore, more

INTRODUCTION

confidence and trust in the technique, as a
The manufacturing environment provides an
result of their involvement throughout the
extremely challenging area for applications of
development of the project.
simulation.

Many manufacturing problems

become so involved and complex, that a tool

The structure of this paper will basically

like simulation is often a necessity to mean-

follow the sequence of steps used in executing

ingfully capture the interrelationships of

the project.

variables characteristic to the manufacturing

most part, displayed in the appendixes, while

environment,

These complex interactions and

Technical information is, for the

the body of the report focuses more on the

the "real world" type problems of the man-

logistics of successfully executing the

ufacturing area are precisely the challenge.

simulation study.

An additional facet that increases the chall-

given below:

enge is dealing with manufacturing personnel

1.

Problem Definition

in fonylating and analyzing a simulator for a

2.

Collection and Development of Model

given situation.

Parameters

Manufacturing people, from

necessity, must deal with a barrage of pressing daily problems and tasks.

Project structure is

3.

Formulation of the Model - Present
Situation

Therefore,

careful project management is required to help

4.

Benchmarking the Model

insure the maximum utilizatiori of the in-

5.

Addition of Proposed Equipment to Model

valuable input the manufacturing people have

6.

Conclusions and Results

to offer.

7.

Summary

Through careful design and feedback control, a

A brief description of the manufacturing

simulation study may be executed in such a way

operation is given in APPENDIX C to aid in

that the manufacturing people are "on board"

understanding the nature of the problem at

the project from its design through its con-

hand.

clusion.

The value of this direct involvement
PROBLEM DEFINITION'

cannot be overstated; in addition to better
parametic input to formulate the model, the

As a result of the business growth and pre-

results of the study have a much greater

dicted future growth, manufacturing capacity of

probability of actually becoming utilized

the Casting Plant was projected to become

input to the decision-making process.

insufficient to meet market demand.

This

fact results from these people's having a

This

projection signaled management that the
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answer the major question and to provide other

casting operation had to be expanded.

decision-making information to manufacturing
Although the original design of the existing
management

casting plant incorporated future expansion
1.

What 'd,:".tude of crane task interference

capabilities in casting equipment, it did not
would occur?
inherently provide for expansion of peripheral
2.

What new workload would result for the

One critical consideration

service equipment.

crane?

in this area was concerned with overhead crane
3.

Would interference be great enough to

The present overhead crane

workload capacity.

justify extensive research to alleviate
was believed to be operating at a level near
same?

its capacity in the present layout.
4.

Workload on the crane is critical to the casting plant operation.

Was it possible that no real problem
existed?

Certain types of crane
After some analysis by manufacturing manage-

delays occur as a result of crane task interment, it became evident that the crane operatference (more than one task requiring service
ing system was extremely complex and almost
simultaneously).

These delays often cause an
impossible to reliably analyze by conventional

extension of the casting cycle and subsequently
methods.

a loss in total casting capacity.

Assistance in analyzing the situation

With an

was requested by manufacturing management, and
estimated 20-25 per cent increase in crane
it was specifically requested that a simula-

workload projected as a result of the
tion model of the crane operating system be
additional casting equipment being planned,
constructed.

a significant question began to crystalize.

This question became a statement of the prob-

The fact that manufacturing had specifically

lem this simulation study would be called upon

requested the simulation study proved to be

to solve.

extremely valuable throughout the study.

This

fact helped elicit good cooperation from the

Now much casting capacity would be lost, withmanufacturing operating personnel from the
out modification to the overhead crane
design phases to the conclusion of the project.

operating system, as a result of the new
This involvement of manufacturing personnel at
.casting equipment being brought on line?

The
all phases of the study served to inform them

answer to this question was the absolute
about the technique of simulation and, in turn,
objective of this study.

generated, in them, a trust in the method and
Several sub-questions required answers to help

its results, probably unattainable by any
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other method.

In short, the results of the

Development of parameters consisted of

study were viewed as reliable inputs to the

accumulating information such as descriptions,

decision-making process by manufacturing.

'tailed times for executing tasks, and
descriptive information relative to distribu-

Reiterating, the objective of the simulation

tion of occurrences of the various tasks.

became to measure the magnitude of the
expected casting capacity loss due to'the

Each crane task (16 discrete types) was de-

increased workload of the overhead crane.

tailed by sub-dividing it into sub-tasks.

Given this measure, manufacturing would be in

(See APPENDIX A)

a position to make a more intelligient and

be broken down into 5 sub-tasks; each sub-task

well-informed decision as to what course of

with a specified time for completion.

action should be taken.

For example, one task might

were detailed in this manner in order that task
priorities might be handled in the most real-

DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL PARAMETERS

istic manner possible.

Manufacturing involvement in this phase of the
project was critical.

Tasks

Task breakdown and task

priorities are discussed further in the

In essence, they would

FORMULATION section of this paper.

describe the system and their description
After several meetings with manufacturing,
would be abstracted into a simulation model.

a

sufficiently complete set of crane activities

It is important to note that a model was not

and their descriptions were compiled.
constructed and submitted for manufacturing

At this

point, a study of several months' past pro-

approval; the model was developed with

duction and maintenance history was done, using

manufacturing an integral part of the

the information previously developed as a basic

development.

structure for gathering the data.

For example,

A series of meetings were held with operating

given the various tasks, the study was used to

and management personnel ranging from first

develop occurrence frequencies for the tasks,

line supervision through Director of Manu-

based on history.

facturing.

The initial meeting was somewhat
The results of the historical study were com-

unstructured.

Generalities about the project

bined with manufacturing's best "operating feel"
were explained, and "rough" descriptions of
to yield the best estimate of the system
system parameters were developed.

At sub-

parameters involved in this simulation.
sequent meetings, parameters were refined and

Specifically at this point, all crane tasks
expanded until all parametric information
were identified and defined, frequency
was developed.
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distributions for occurrences for each type

The simulation program was developed or

task were complete, the nature of the

structured into three main sections that

occurrence distribution was known, and

correspond to the three occurrence types.

priorities had been assigned to the tasks.

A specific example of each occurrence type
FORMULATION OF THE MODEL - PRESENT SITUATION

might be helpful.

Formulation of the model combined the para-

The totally random events are exactly what the

metric information that had been previously

name implies.

developed with the necessary logic to properly

occurrences of this type event, but the time of

represent the interactions of the various

an occurrence is generated in a truly random

components of the model.

way.

There is a known fixed number of

For example, furnace failures are con-

sidered to be totally random.

Their

A major part of the program logic required was
occurrences are equally likely at any logical
knowledge about logical sequence of occurrence.
time throughout the simulation.

That is, what events could logically occur
at the same time and which events must occur

An example of an event that is random within a

at mutually exclusive times.

known cycle time is removing cast bars from

Through

cooperation with operating personnel, a matrix

the casting equipment.

was developed that fixed which events could

this task is assigned by a random distribution

not happen simultaneously.

given a cycle time assigned by a known

IF. APPENDIX B)

Occurrence time for

distribution.

The other major part of logic development used
in the model, dealt with generating tasks by
the proper distributions.

A unit change on a casting unit is an example

During this phase,

of a fixed time occurrence.

The

tire for this

it became clear that the crane tasks that had

task to occur was assigned before the sim-

been defined could be classified into three

ulation and its occurrence was forced to con-

types with respect to the nature of the

cur with this assignment.

occurrence distributions.

These classIt is worthy to note that the fixed occurrence

ifications were:

tasks are in reality not fixed.
1.

Totally random occurrences.

2.

Totally random occurrences within some

They are

referred to as fixed here, because they were
dealt with in the actual simulation program as
known but varying cycle time.
though they
they were fixed.
3.

These "fixed"

Fixed time occurrences.

occurrence tires were preassigned by psuedo
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They were handled as

random generation.

manufacturing people gained additional con-

"fixed" in the model to assure logical

fidence in the model, since they could see that

execution sequences.

it was simulating the existing operation with a
high degree of accuracy.

As mentioned briefly before, each of the sixteen crane tasks were sub-divided by breakpoints into sub-tasks.

BENCHMARKING THE MODEL

This was done to
This'phase proved to contribute more than any

facilitate the most realistic application of

other to management's confidence in the simjob practices.

ulation model and more importantly, the
Since many of the crane tasks are relatively

acceptance of its results.

long in duration and consist of several dis-

Several simulation runs were made of the
tinct steps, it was decided to allow the crane
"before" situation.
to be pre-empted

The results were tabu-

at any breakpoint in a major
lated for management review.

Due to the

task if a higher priority task was waiting.

structure of the model, it was possible to
The pre-empted task or tasks would be com-

determine many significant operating parapleted as priorities and crane workload

meters that could be measured against reality
allowed.

In this manner, the model operated
or known past performance.

For example, it

the crane very much as it was physically

was possible to report production for the
operated.

Queue statistics on all task and

month, not only in total, but in some detail
task breakpoints were tabulated for analysis.

with respect to product mix.

The fact that

The model was designed to simulate a month's

production generated by the model was totally

activity.

believable, when compared to actual history,

The smallest time unit used in the

model was one minute.

All time statistics

played a major role in convincing management

were accumulative in terms of minutes.

that the model was valid.

It was also poss-

ible to demonstrate that all prescribed tasks
An advantage capitalized on in this study

had been completed by the crane throughout the
was that initially, the simulation model simmonth.

ulated an existing set-up.

Again, task occurrences closely

Given the vast

paralleled actual experience. (See APPENDIX D)
knowledge the manufacturing personnel had
gained by experience, it was possible to

Given the confidence gained in the model by

calibrate or benchmark the accuracy of the

"benchmarkirl" it with reality, the additional

model before adding the unknown element, the

equipment was added to the model for evalu-

additional equipment.

In this way, the

ation.
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Needless to say, the model was designed so

Conclusions were drawn by comparing the sim-

that the additional equipment could be easily

ulation ur the present casting operation, an

incorporated.

The author's intention and

accepted valid picture of reality, to the sim-

approach from the beginning was to model the

ulation results of the proposed casting

present situation, gain the confidence of

operation with the additional equipment

management by demonstrating the model's
The major conclusion drawn showed that due to
accuracy, and insert new equipment and
increased crane task interference, a 2.8% loss
measure its effect.

This approach was taken
in capacity could be expected.

This percentage

to maximize the probability of acceptance of
was, in turn, converted into total pounds of
the studies results.

The method proved to be
production loss to be expected.

a good approach.

This fact then

became the major contribution of the simulation
ADDITION OF PROPOSED EQUIPMENT TO MODEL

to the decision process.

The magnitude of the

problem had been quantified and it was now up

The equipment that was projected to be added
to management to determine what action was
to the casting operation was incorporated into
required.

the existing and accepted model of the present
casting operation.

The important contribution this study made was
that management was in a position to make a

Simulation runs were made with the revised
much more informed decision that it would have
model.

By comparing the "before" and "after"
been without the simulation.

Critical to this

simulation run results, it was possible to
fact was that management accepted the results of
achieve the project objectives.
the simulation as valid.

The confidence that had been gained in the
Due to the proprietary nature of many of the
model by this time really paid off throughout
statistics involved, relative changes between
the remainder of the project.

present and proposed operations are shown; no
The comparisons of before-and-after run

absolute statistics are given.

results allowed predictions to be made on the
Realizing the detailed structure of the model,

critical characteristics of the crane
it is possible to conclude that the difference
operating system.

Specifically, it enabled
measured between the two situations'are

the estimation of increased casting delay due
attributable strictly to the increase in crane
to crane task interference increases.
task interference.

CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS

The fol%eing table shows

some critical relative statistics between the
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two situations simulated.

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS BETWEEN PRESENT AND
PROPOSED SITUATIONS SIMULATIONS
PROw:SED SITUATION
Average Number of Casting Cycles Per Day Per Machine

i.8

Decrease

Crane Workload

15 % Increase

Zero Wait Time Bar Removals

17 % Decrease

Average Wait Time For All Bar Removals

44 % Increase

Average Wait Time for Bar R?movals That Had To Wait

No Change

Percent of Bar Removals When More Than One Production Unit Was

7.9 % Increase

Ready To Have Bar;; Pulled At The Same Time

Percent of Occurrence *;

Removals That Exceeded Allowable Delay

SUMMARY

4 % Increase

The final acceptance and utilization of a
simulation study are less relarzd to the tech-

If this summary had to be limited to two words,

nical excellence of the study than they are to

those two words would be MANAGEMENT

the confidence It is possible to gain from
.INVOLVEMENT.

management if the project is executed properly.
Any competent O.R. oriented person can develop

This statement is not intended to say that

a simulation model of a situation.

This fact

technical excellence is not a requirement for

alone, however, means very little.

Unless

ultimate success, but to stress that management

the simulation gains management's confidence

participation cannct be overlooked or under-

and acceptance, the study is worthless to the

estimated if simulations full potential is

organization.

ever to be realized.

It is possible to greatly enhance the
probability of management acceptance of a
simulation if management involvement and
participation in the simulation are forced to
a maximum.

This involvement should spread over all levels
of management involved and should be sustained
throughout the study.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS

TASK
D.

C. Casting

Bar Removal

BREAKPOINT TIMES *
(MINUTES)

DESCRIPTION

Cast bars must be removed from

PRIORITY

11 (No Breakpoints)

10 (Top)

casting units and moves to other
equipment.

Coil Change

As a result of failure, heating coils 10-5-20-40-20-5-10

9

must be replaced.

Replace Charge
Weigh Line

6

8

6

8

6-6-6-6

7

5-5

7

145-10-10-10-10-10-10-10-10-

6

During charge weigh line failure,
crane must move materials to
casting floor ordinarily done
by charge weigh line.

Replace Gantry
Crane

During gantry failure, crane must
handle gantry crane's jobs on
the casting floor.

D.C. Mold Carriage
Change

D.C. Mold Liner
Change

D.C. Unit Change

Unplanned Melt
Changes

Replacing the mold carriage
on D.C. Casting units.

Replacing the mold liners on D.C.
Casting units.

Completely changing 5 melt
furnaces and holding furnace

60-10-10-10-10- 120- 6- 6 -6 -6-

associated with D.C. Casting

10- 10- 10 -10- 120- 20 -15 -30

Changing only 1 of the 5 melt

10-5-10-40-10-15-20

6

10-5-10-40-10 Then 13-10

6

furnaces on a casting unit as
the result of some failure.

5-Melt Change

Replacing the 5 melt furnaces
assocated with

5 Times
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5 Times

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS

TASK

BREAKPOINT TIMES *
/MINUTES)

DESCRIPTEIN

Random Tasks

Small jobs such as moving materials

PRIORITY

5

5

5

5

20-25

4

6-6

4

15-15-10-10-10

4

10

4

10-20-10

4

to casting floor.

Ascast Bar Removal

Removing bars from another type (f
casting unit.

Booked Mold Casting Replacement of molds on "bcok
Mold Changes

Ascast Mold

mold" casting unit.

Replacement of molds on "ascast"

Change

Ascast Furnace

casting unit.

Replacement of melting furnace on

Change

Changing Wertli

ascast unit.

Molten metal must be carried to
this production unit by the crane.

Wertli Failures

Given certain types of failures on
this production unit, the overhead crane is required to help
recover the unit.

* Underlined times are times crane is required.

Times not underlined must elapse before the next

step is done, hcwever, the crane is fr2e to do another job during the non-underlined times.
APPENDIX B
2

1. D.C. Bar Removal

X

X

2. Coil Change

X

X

3. Charge/Weigh Failure

3

4

5

6

7

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

4. Gantry Failure

X

5. D.C. Mold Carriage

X

6. D.C. Mold Liner

X

X

X
X
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X

9

X

X

10

15_16

7. D.C. Unit Change

1

2

X

X

8. Unplanned Melt Chg.
9. 5-Melt Change

3

4

5

6

7

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

9

10. Random Task

10

11

12

13

14

X

X

15

16

X

11. Ascast Bar Removal

X

12. Book Mold Mold Chg.

X

13. Ascast Mold Chg.

X-

14. Ascast Fce. Chg.

X

X
X

15. Charge Wertli

X

X

16. Wertli Failure

X

X

Note: X Indicates Row Event and Column Event May Not Occur Simultaneously.

APPENDIX C

Perhaps the most critical piece of material

DESCRIPTION OF MANUFACTURING OPERATION

handling equipment is the overhead cranes which

This is a large manufacturing business pro-

has the ability to move the entire length of the

ducing copper and copper-base alloy strip.

casting plant.

Specifically of interest here is the

detail in APPENDIX A.

The crane tasks are described in

casting operation.

The crane has serviced the operation in a
The casting operation employs a semi-contin-

totally adequate manner to-date.

uous direct-chill casting.process.

plans to add casting equipment, the question

The

Now, with

function of the casting operation is to pro-

arises as to whether the crane will be able to

vide large cast bars of non-ferrous alloys for

handle the subsequent increase in crane tasks.

further processing by rolling mills and fab-

APPENDIX D

ricators.

COMPARISON OF HISTORICAL AND SIMULATED TASK

The bars are cast from various

combinations*of virgin and scrap raw

FREQUENCIES

materials.

% ERROR IN
SIMULATED
FREQUENCY

The casting operation consists of a number of
1. D.C. Bar Removal

Not Applicable

sub-systems which include melting furnaces,
2. Coil Changes

0%

holding furnaces, casting pits, and various
3. Charge/Weigh Failures

30%

4. Gantry Failufes

30%

supporting material handling equipment.
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This pre-assignment was done using a

COMPARISON OF HISTORICAL AND SIMULATED TASK

run.

FREQUENCIES

combination of randomness and logic.al pattern

knowledge for events occurrences.

% ERROR IN
SIMULATED
FREQUENCY

In the simulation program, these pre-assigned
5. D.C. Mold Carriage Change

0%

6. D.C. Mold Liner Change

0%

7. D.C. Unit Change

0%

tasks were handled as follows:

A function was

set for each day to be simulated which contained code for the proper pre-assigned tasks
8. Unplanned Furnance Changes

40%
to take place on that day.

These functions, in

0%

9. 5-Melt Changes

conjunction with the various generate state4%

10. Random Tasks

ments, kept transactions coming at the crane

20%

11. Ascast Bar Removal

in a logical pattern throughout the sim12. Book Mold Mold Changes

0%

13. Ascast Mold Change

0%

14. Ascast Furnace Changes

0%

ulation.

Both tasks associated with pre-assigned events

15. Charging Wertli

20%

and random events contained breakpoints as

16. Wertli Failures

10%

explained in the body of this report.

These

breakpoints allowed the crane to be pre-empted
APPENDIX E

within a job, if a higher priority task came
PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS
due.

The task time distribution associated

The simulation model was written using RCA's'

with the various tasks were handled by

Flow Simulator is a

creating a function for each task which

Flow Simulator language.

language very similar to G.P.S.S. and was

included advance times for service and free

selected basically because the computer

time for the crane within a job execution.

available was a RCA Spectre 70 on which the
For example, a job could consist of the

simulation language available was Flow
following Simulator.

The programming problem most basic to the

Crane Time

6 Minutes

Crane Time

10 Minutes

success of the project was, of course,

7 Minutes

representing the crane operating system in
the most realistic manner possible.

5 Minutes

Non-Crane Time
Crane Time

During the 10-minute non-crane time, the crane

To

achieve this goal, certain types of activities

was considered to be free for executing

were fixed in time prior to the simulation

other tasks.
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Various tables were set up to collect data in
addition to the standard data output of Flow
Simulator.

For example, a table was gen-

erated for assigned cycle times and for
realized cycle times.

Comparing those two

distributions was helpful in demonstrating
the effect of workload on casting cycle time
realization.

Tables were also kept showing interference
patterns.

These tables indicated what tasks

were interferring with what other tasks.

This

information was collected to help in designing
new procedures for the actual crane operating
system to minimize interference in the
future design.

The smallest unit of time considered in the
simulation was one minute; the total simulated
time period was one month.

The simulation

took approximately 25 minutes to simulate one
month and required 220K of core.
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CYCLE-TIME SIMULATION FOR A MULTIPRODUCT MANUFACTURING FACILITY

M. M. Patel, J. M. Panchal. and M. T. Coughlin
IBM System Products Division, East Fislikill
Hopewell Junction, N. Y. 12533
Abstract

This is a generalized simulation model for a multiproduct manufacturing line
with interdependent production equipment. Based on various product demands,

it simulates resources such as manpower and equipment and generates product
cycle time. It is a deterministic model. It takes into consideration equipment

reliability, man-machine interactions, yields, rework, and process-related
constraints. The model could also be used to plan resource requirements to
fulfill required product cycle times. The model is written inGPSS language
with PL/1 subroutines. The temptation to induce relatively less pertinent
factors is resisted in order to keep the model economical.

dynamic nature of business is verycomplex, however,

INTRODUCTION

The successful commitment of resources is one

due to many variables: demand fluctuations, change

of the most crucial responsibilities plant management

in product mix, addition of new products, Variation in

faces. This is particularly true in the semiconductor

number and types of manufacturing operations for

business, where new products are introduced at an

different products, variation of process times for

ever-increasing pace from laboratories, and new

operations from several minutes to several hours,

product applications create modifications of current

batch type and individual unit operations, and variation

products. These factors -- and the spur of com-

of batch size by operation.

petition -- make product manufacturing cycle time

To gain insight into such complexities and an

more important than ever.

understanding of interrelationships is beyond the

The cycle time to manufacture a product is

capability of one person without the aid of some

affected by three major factors: equipment, human

meaningful tool. Simulation is one of the most exciting

resources, and buffer or work in process. The

techniques employed. When enhanced by high-speed
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computers, simulation makes it possible to tackle

model is not designed to give the global optimum

complex problems in very short times. It also deals

solution in one exercise, but can lead to a nearly

with dynamics. The real-world complexities can be

optimal solution by iteration. The economics in terms

closely represented in a physical model on paper.

of dollars and cents has to be evaluated externally for

Manipulation of the model for different strategies

the different iterations.

enables management to find out what the probable

The model enables management to analyze the

results would be, and thus leads to making sound

impact of the following manufacturing parameters:

business decisions before actually committing the

1) daily schedule start by product, 2) product route

resources,.

and modifications, 3) rework loop or loops, if any,

This paper describes a fairly complex, deter-

and different rework percentages of virgin products,

ministic simulation model of a multiproduct manu-

4) equipment plans, 5) manpower and productivity,

facturing facility. The model was developed

6) job enlargement, 7) production losses or yields by

primarily to better understand the interrelationships

operation or group of operations, 8) operation-level

of the complexities of the manufacturing floor and to

time parameters, i.e. , unit or batch process time,

reduce the product manufacturing cycle time. Such

9) reliability and maintainability of equipment, and

insight permits faster manufacturing response and

10) plant operation policy for shifts, working days

a reduction in time and cost when introducing pro-

per week, etc.

duct changes. An independent, controlled experiment

The model is a generalized one to simulate most

carried out on the manufacturing floor helped to

discrete manufacturing facilities. It is designed to

Validate the model by achieving results on the floor.

provide a general framework for simulating the flow

The combined efforts of model and experiment led to

of jobs through a manufacturing facility using specified

a reduction in product queueing times by 66 percent.

equipment, manpower, and buffer (WIP) resources.

Depending on the basic information and the end

The model is written in GPSS-V language with PL/1

result sought after, the model can give product cycle

subroutines. The PL/1 subroutines are used for two

time based on the available resources, or the

purposes: for ease of input data manipulation, and for

resources required to meet the planned cycle times.

GPSS output report summarization and interpretation.

The impact of a proposed engineering change or

A typical system requirement for ten products having

group of changes can be meaningfully analyzed. The

a routing of 90 to 300 operations and about.350 pieces
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of equipment can be about 400K bytes of core space.

MANUFACTURING LINE REPRESENTATION

Figure 2 represents the system and logic modules,

To simulate two months of manufacturing activity for

the situation just described can take about 25 min of

which are. described below.

CPU time on a System/360 model 85 computer. It

Facility Representation

Physical realities of a manufacturing plant are

is essential that the simulation time be long enough

closely represented in the model by equipment groups

to rcach steady-state conditions.

by departments or segments of a department.

The outline of the model structure and its

Equipment Parameters

salient features are presented here.

Each equipment group can be given two param-

MANUFACTURING CYCLE TIME

The cycle time of a product consists of the

eters, for planned and unplanned downtime or main-

actual time to process for each operation, the waiting

tenance. The planned downtime can be specified as a

time before each operation, and the transfer time

fixed-time activity for one of the periods, such as

between operations.

each shift, each day, or each week, etc. By scheduling
downtime, it is possible to reflect start-up activity,

Reliability of the equipment also has an impact

on the cycle time and buffer requirements. To

periodic instrument calibration, etc. Unplanned

maximize utilization of equipment and people usually

maintenance can be specified by two factors: mean

requires large buffer volumes, which leads to longer

time between failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair

cycle time. Immediate implementation of 'a manda-

(MTR). Each factor can be either of Ned time value

tory product change becomes very costly because of

or a mean value of a statistical distribution with its

the scrapping of large buffer volumes.

variance.
Manpower

Figure 1 presents a sketch of a unique manu-

Manpower is assigned by a manpool, which pro-

facturing plant segment. Say there are 5 products,
8 operations, and 32 pieces of equipment, within 12

vides service to given equipment groups based on

equipment groups. Let A-E represent the products

skill and training. The man - machine relationships,

and 1-8 represent the operations. The schematic

such as one man per machine, one man for more than

shows the product dedication by equipment group for

one machine, and more than one-man crew per

each operation, as well as the rework path. Any

machine, can be specified. Here, job enlargement

discrete manufacturing facility could be represented

policies to eliminate monotonous activities can be

similarly by a schematic drawing for simulation

studied.

studies.
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5 Products (A-0
8 Operations (1 -8)

E3 12 Equipment Groups
0 32 Pieces of Equipment
A

8

ft

A
B

7

...
opvl,
0111

C
D

REWORK PATH

Fig. 1. Schematic of a unique factory segment.

GPSS MODULE

Reports

Input

,--...----

Data
N...

Equipment Activity
Simulation Time Control
Calendar & Output Statistics
Product Process Routings
Manpower Activity

..../

Options,

Input

Output

Data

Initial WI P Loading

Product Priority

Program

Process Window Removal
4,' Job Split over Day End
Lunch-Time 1 mpact

.

Data

Program

e

Fig. 2. System and logic modules.
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1

L

a unit or batch to enter the system, and parameter B

Staggered lunch periods for certain operation
coverage can be realized by using a cafeteria log

is the remaining time a unit or batch has to spend in

algorithm. For example, where cafeteria service

the system.

is available between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. for the

An outline of the basic job flow is shown in Fig.

morning shift and the lunch period is for one-half

6.

hour, an operator would go to lunch within the

Work-Time Policy

The work time policy can be specified for the

cafeteria service time depending on the product flow

following:

and the process time for a given operation,
Process Routings

Working hours per shift.

Each product has detailed process routings

Number of shifts per day.

for sequential virgin operations and rework paths,

Number of working days per week.

as required. Two types of rework paths can be

Number of weeks in a period.

specified, as shown in Fig. 3. The rework is given

Number of periods to be simulated.

as a percentage of the jobs for each path. Also,

Process Window

the maximum number of times a job can be reworked

The program takes into consideration whether

at an operation can be specified.

a job can be finished before the end of the working day.

Operation Parameters

If the available time is less than the process time,

Each operation can be given three time param-

then the job waits unitl the next day or is processed on

eters, two for process time (A and B) and the third

overtime.

for manpower (C). The use of two process param-

MODEL OPTIONS

eters permits a single-step or multiple-step

Buffer/WIP

process to be represented. A single-step process,

Initial buffer distribution by process step by

such as inspection, testing, baking, milling, ete.

product can be assigned as an input or the model can

is shown in Fig. 4. Multiple-step processes such

be run without it.

as chemical clean-rinse-dry, progressive drawing,

Product Priority

bearing cage stamping, multiple-pass grinding,

etc., can be represented as shown in Fig. 5.

If desired, priority can be assigned to a product
or group of products. Otherwise, the model will

In

such cases, parameter A is the time interval for

handle buffer and the released products on a FIFO

(first-in, first-out) basis.
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(a) Internal Path

(b) External Path

Fig. 3. Rework paths.

Inspection
Operation
A

I.
In

Operation Time = 5 min
Operator Time = 5 min

Out

5 min

Process Parameters
A

B

C

5

0

5

Fig. 4. Single-step operation.

CLEAN AND DRY OPERATION

A
Clean

In

Rinse--1Dr

5

Out

m in

min

Total Process Time = A + B = 13 min
Operator Time . 5 min
Process Parameters
A

B

C

5

8

5

Fig. 5. Multiple-step operation.
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Equipment
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Fixed cycle

Multijob type
Wait in que

Equipment not available
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-with prio:ity or

equipment

que without
priority

Check all end of
shift, day, or week
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planned downtime
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Wait until
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conditions are
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fulfilled

met
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shit t

Obtain operatorfs)
from manpool

Operatorfs) not available

Wait until
operator(s)
available

Crew size

Check for operator's
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Cannot go for

Go for lunch before

lunch after

job processing

processing

If equipment

4

breaks down

Job

Remove job. If available,
get other equipment or
go to que

processing
1
_

-

Spend arIMMIStratIVC/

Perform repair for
given time

transport time

Determine for job
completion

Determine time for
next expected failure

F

MTR

distri
but ion

MTBF

distri
bution

If complete,
remove & update

Go to P for next
operation

Fig. G. Basic job flow.
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Ntscess Window Removal

1.

On equipment with uniterruptable process times

Total jobs and quantities released at the first
operation, and jobs and quantities placed in

this option enables a plant to get one extra batch a

stock by period by product.

day per piece of equipment specified. Maximum over-

2.

Sector or segment and over-all cycle -time mcan

time in such cases would be equal to the 'process

with standard deviation, and sector raw process

time' by processes by pieces of equipment.

time (i.e. , sum of each operation's process time

Lunch Time

in the sector) by product.

Depending on the manufacturing environment,

3.

this option can be exercised or not in the simulation

Equipment group utilization and maximum queue
buildup.

model.

4.

Manpool and over-all manpower utilization.

Job Split

5.

Buffer /WIP distribution in line by operation by

This is useful when a product is released in a

product.

lot size of 50, 150, or any number of units, and in

CONCLUSIONS

some operations performed on a unit basis. Use of

The simulation system described in this paper

this option permits partial processing of a lot at the

can be used as a tool to aid plant management In

end of a working day and the remainder on the fol-

evaluating alternative strategies, where selection of

lowing working day.

equipment, manufacturing processes, new facility

Manpower

design, or modification of existing facility is involved

The input subroutine program can compute

and short cycle times are required. The immediate

manpower by pool by shift based on the release

management responsible for production can visualize

schedule, or it can be preassigned in the input data.

the impact of job enlargement, process step modifi-

OUTPUT REPORTS

cations and/or eliminations, different levels of

The contents of the output reports are designed

manpower and equipment utilizations, and product

to give only pertinent data to facilitate decisions for

volumes, on cycle time.

all levels of management. They are enumerated as
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Session 7:

Chairman:

Urban Problems
Gary Brewer, The RAND Corporation

The panel examines several operational uses of simulation in the urban problem solving environment. Papers range from an attempt to develop a generalized urban planning model capable of
managing substantive areas as varied as health and education, all the way through to a very
specific example of a police patroling dispatch!ng simulation. Other examples include an effort
to understand, model and improve a portion tti`New York's troubled judicial system and a
deployment model used by the New York Fire Department. The emphases throughout are serious
and operational. Discussants have been chosen not only because of their Wchnical qualifications
to comment on model specification, construction and operation but also because they each have had
considerable experience dealing with the specific substantive issues treated in the discussed
simulations.

Papers

"A Demographic Simulation Model for Health Care,
Education, and Urban 'Systems Planning"
Philip F. Schweizer, Westinghouse Electric Corporation

"Simulation M;:del of New York City's Felony Adjudicatory System"
Lucius J. Riccio, Lehigh University
"A Simulation Model of the New York City Fire Department:
Its Use as a Deployment Tool"
Grace Carter, Edward !gnat! and Warren Walker,
the New York City RAND Institute
"On-line Simulation of Urban Police Patrol and Dispatching"
Richard C. Larson, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Discussants

Daniel Alesch, The RAND Corporation
John Jennings. The New York City RAND Institute
Gary Brewer, The RAND Corporation
James Kakalik, The RAND Corporation
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A DEMOGRAPHIC SIMULATION MODEL FOR HEALTH CARE,
EDUCATIONAL, AND URBAN SYSTEMS PLANNING
Philipp F. Schweizer
Westinghouse Research Laboratories
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

15235

Abstract

This paper describes the development, application, and digital computer
simulation of a demographic model suitable for long term planning.

The

simulation model is based on the "cohort survival methodology" and projects

population characteristics (population numbers for each region, age group,
se*, year and racial or income group) for a planning period less than
or equal to twenty years.

Demonstration of how the simulation model is applied to problems in
Health Care, Educational and Urban Systems Planning are presented.

1.

Introduction

Bureau and whether or not thib information was

This paper discusses the development and
application of a demographic model for use in
long term planning.

An examination of the information available
froM the U.S. Census Bureau uncovered the following

The need for demographic information became
apparent from previous work concerne
development of planning

sufficient for the intended planning purposes.

ith the

Is for the Westinghouse

difficulties: 1) Population forecasts for the U.S.
and most states were available, however, forecasts
for counties

and local areas were rare.

When and

Health Systems Department and the Westinghouse

where these forecasts for local area existed, quite

Learning Corporation.

often, they were merely ratios of aggregate pro

Population forecasts were

necessary to determine the future demand on health

jections for the state or county.

care facilities and to predict enrollment in

not account for local influences on the population.

planning educational facilities.

2) The population projections are commonly given

An initial investigation was conducted to

for 10 or 15 year periods.

The forecasts did

However, many planners

determine the demographic information available

must make fecisions on a yearly or even monthly

from local planning groups or the U.S. Census

basis.

In ar area where rapid change prevails

The next stage of the,investigation involved

interpolation of the projections may be difficult.

3) In most cases a single population forecast was

the resolution of whether a demographic model should

given which did not yield a sensitivity of the

be developed or whether an existing model could be

population to various factors such as fertility

used.

Models operating on past history were available

rates, mortality rates, migration, employment,
housing development, etc.

This sensitivity infor-

(Ref.5).

Significant work in the area of statistics

mation is a valuable asset to the planner and

has allowed planners using regression techniques to

could be provided with a family of forecasts,

build models based on past history alone.

however, these again when provided were usually

jections from this type of model have provided

with respect to a single factor.

valuable information for the short term.

Recognizing that

The pro-

Caution

the factors of interest to various planners would

certainly must be exercised in applying these mode

be different, a scheme was needed for producing

for long term planning.

forecasts which were a function of local

the short term projections are a_arate, the long

influencing factors.

term projections are misleading.

In ma-

cases even though

A better approach

appeared to be a technique which made use of past

In studying information from some local

planning groups, it was apparent that the quantity history but also weighed the planner's subjective
and quality of available information was highly

judgments about the future (i.e., housing develop-

variable and depended on the size and sophistica-

ment, land use, future employment).

tion of the specific planning group.

Investigating various available models

Since the

program goal was to provide a planning tool that

(Refs. 4,5,6) showed that some were aimed at very

would be applicable to any local area or state

general studies (i.e., population forecasts for

it was assumed to be too risky to rely on a local

U.S., the world, India, China, etc.) while others

planning group for sufficient information.

at very specific applications.

The cone sion drawn from the above was that

None of those

uncovered seemed directly appropriate to the

although the Census Bureau could provide regional

problem of forecasting population for a rapidly

population forecasts and-local planning groups

developing suburban area or new town which was one

could provide many of the "necessary bits and

of the primary intentions of this work.

pieces" of the demographic picture, this infor-

concluded that a model should be developed since

mation alone would not be sufficient for local

modification of existing models would require as

and even state planning needs.

It was

much or more effort.

A demographic

The approach finally taken was one based on

model would be necessary to manipulate this-data

the "cohort survival method" which has been adopted

into a more usable form.

for use by the U.S. Census Bureau.
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In general, the

"cohort survival method" begins with the detailed

are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

distribution of a population obtained in a base
Deaths

year (most likely a census year), and moves that
population through time applying to it various
population changing factors, according to a set
of assumptions about those factors.

Cohort
X

Aging

A model was

Into
Cohort
from
Younger
Cohort

constructed using this methodology but with
modifications for including local population

Aging
Out of
Cohort
To
Next Older
Cohort

Age
Distribution
Ni to N2
Years

influencing factors.

Refs. 1 through 4 provide background infor
mation for the decisions made and the models
developed in this study.

NET Migrat on from
Other Regions or Outside,
the Arsa

Although none of the

information from these references were explicitly
used, considerable insight for the modeling

Fig. 1Single Cohort (age group) model

problem was obtained from them.
The remaining sections of this paper present
the mathematical model (Mathematical Model

The dynamics are incorporated in the model by changing
Description), discuss the computer code used in

the number of people that belong co the cohort each
implementing the model (Computer Code), and
planning period (usually each year,).

A certain

demonstrate applications (Applications) of the
number of people are removed from the cohort to
simulation model.

represent those that have aged to the next older
2.

Mathematical Model Description

cohort, those that have died during the planning
The model classifies the '-

' population

period and those that have migrated from the area.

according to five factors: 1) geographical
Numbers of people are added to the cohort to represent

location (region), 2) age groups, 3) year of

those that are aging from a younger cohort and those
existence, 4) race or income group, and 5) sex.
that are migrating into the area.

A variable (or state) is assigned to represent
The above modeling procedure may be
the number of people possessing any possible

mathematically expressed for each cohort by the
combination of the above five factors.
following expression.

The total population is divided into age
groups or cohorts.

Diagrams depicting the four

basic considerations, aging, mortality, fertility
and migration, that are modeled for each cohort
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( Aging

Cohort

Cohort

0-5
Years

3

6-11

12-14
Years

Years

Cohort
8

Cohort

2

65*
Years

-TFertility

Migration

)

Fig. 2Functional diagram of Demographic Model depicting the four primary considerations
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1
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Years
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50-64
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Fig. 3Functional diagram depicting the feedback effect of female population through
expected births
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xm'n
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2
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v

year because of aging.
is computed from

j-1,k

/CS

where terms in Equation (3) are as defined in

(1)

n

Equation (2).

m,n

m,n
i,j,k-

The third term y

represents the number of people in a

into or out of the i

particular population cohort

and k

with subscripts

j

designating the age grouping of the

region for the j

year.

JCB2

cohort

m,1
a

2:

th

models

x

The

parameters used in this term are defined by
Fm

designating the year.

JCB1

and with superscripts

the fertility rates for each race, m
the first cohort with women of child-

designating the race or income group

n

designating the sex.

bearing age (15-44 years)

m

JCB2

the last cohort with women of child-bearing
age

Each term in Equation (1) will subsequently
aj

be discussed with regard to its contribution to

m,1
x
i,j,k

the total expression.
1

The first term, (1-A

j

k

n

)x

'

i,j ,k

fraction of the cohort of child-bearing age.
female population in cohort j, region i,
year k, and race m.

represents

Figure 3 depicts the effect of this fertility

the difference between the cohort population in
the k

represents the migration

j=JCB1
l'i'k
th
the expected births during the k
year.

cohort
k

th

i,j,k

th

The fourth term, Fm

designating the demographic region

th

(3)

1,13,1(

where
x

The aging

term on the total population.

year and the number of people who will

Females in the

leave this cohort during the kth year because

child-bearing cohorts are multiplied by fertility

of aging.

rates to determine expected births for males and

The aging parameter A j1

k

females.

is computed from

The fifth term, Mm'r,un

Al
= CD
/CS
j,k
j,k
j,k

(2)

th

CS

is the span of cohort j in the k

CD

is determined from the age distribution

jk

x

m ,n

models

id ,k

m,n
the expected deaths during the kth year (Fig. 4).

where

j,k

id

The parameters of this term are defined by

year

mm,n

th

of cohort j in the k
The second term

A2
j

xm'n

n
D

year.

,k i,j-1,k

the mortality rates for each race and sex
the mortality distribution (the
portion -of total deaths that are in the

represents

th
j

the number of people who will enter the cohort
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cohort with sex n)

Death
Total

Population

Mortality)
FMD

Female Mortality Distribution

MAD

Male Mortality Distribution

Rates

FMD
(I)

Cohort

Cohort

8

0-5
Years
Males

65+

L
Cohort

Years
Males

Cohort

1

8

0-5
Years
Fenalas

65*
Years
Females

Fig. 4Functional diagram showing the interaction of mortality rates
and distribution
with each cohort
Students Enrolled

Cohort
1

0-5
Years

Cohort

Cohort

2

6.11

Years

Cohort

3

4

12-14
Years

15 -17

Years

-T- -T-

-1--

Migration
Distribution

Housing
Changes.

Employment
Changes

Migration
Computation
Actual
Change In
School Enrollment

Total Population

Fig. 5Functional diagram of migration model

"Normal"
Change in
School Enrollments
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x

m,n

bk

The migration term in Equation (1) may be

represents the total population

m,n

(the summation over all regions,

known from other considerations or may be computed

cohorts, races, and sex).

from the following expression
NC

The last term in Equation (1) models the

m,n
m (AFS/ANSAC)(xmi,j,k
'n
Y i,j,k - SECA

effect of the population because of changes in
types and numbers of dwelling units.

coefficients H

with
SECA

represent the average number

= (E

i

past for region i, and race m
SEC

These dwelling units could

i,k

NYEH

houses; Luxury, convenience and low income

AFS

housing is made by considering the lot size and

ANSAC

NC

These classifi-

follows.

and may be chap -ed by the planner if desired.

subsequently multipLied by AFS to determine the

the following expression

immigrating Population.
(4)

i,j,k

i,r,k

Equation (5) is used.

The model for migration (Fig. 5) allows the

represents the scholastics in region i,

planner to use one of two options (term 3 or 6 in

grade r, and year k.
ED

i,r,k

To allocate this popu-

lation to appropriate cohorts, the ratio in

where
S

This number is then divided by

ANSAC to determine immigrating families and

are determined from the general population by

x

First, the number of immigrating new

history, SECA.

enrolled in kindergarten through grade twelve,

i,r,k

= number of cohorts

school enrollments is estimated based on past

The scholastics defined as those students

= ED

= average number of school age children

The reasoning behind Equation (5) is as

cations of dwelling units are actually arbitrary

i,r,k

= average family size

per family

The distinction between

luxury, convenience, and low income apartments

S

= number of years of school enrollment
history

The

distinction between premium, choice and economy

is based on living space area.

= actual school enrollment change for
region i, year k, and race m

be considered as premium, choice, and economy

living space area.

)/NYBH

= average school enrollment change over the

SECA

i,p,k

apartments; townhouses and mobile homes.

i,k

where

represents the number of p type dwelling units in
region i in year k.

SEC

k=1

of people belonging to cohort j and living in a
The variable v

(5)

NYEH

The

P

dwelling unit of type p.

xmi,j,k
'n

j1

is the fraction of the j

th

Equation (1)).

cohort in

Option 1 uses Equation (5) and

computes migration from a knowledge of past and

grade r for region i and year k.

present school enrollment changes by race, the
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average family size and average number of school

include type and number of dwelling units, and the

age children. ,Option 2 uses the sixth term in

average number of people per type dwelling unit.

Equation (1) to compute migration bated on the

The expression used in the computation is given by

type and number of dwelling units being con-

x

m' n = (ANP ) .(PRi) (TAi)/ALS
SATi,j
p
p

(9).

structed or removed from the area.
where
In cases where an exact number of future

ANP

represents the average number of people
P

dwelling units are unknown the units for the

living in a p type dwelling unit for

planning period may be dynamically represented by
v

v

i,j,k+1

C

(6)

i,j,k Ci

cohort j
PR

represents the percentage of region i that

i

where
C

will be devoted to residential development
is an estimated annual rate of change of

i

TAi

is the total area in region i

ALS

dwelling units for region i.

is the average area occupied by a p type
P

dwelling unit.

When estimates of future employment are
available, the rate of change, Ci is determined

Equations (1) through (9) are used to make the

from
C
i

= KE

population charactieristics projections for the
(7)

i

planning period.

where
K

is a proportionality constant

3. Computer Code

. E i represents the annual rate of change

The model equations presented in the preceding

in basic employment in region i.

section have been implemented in a computer code
which is written in Fortran V and is operational on

In making the population projections, the

the Univac 1106 computer at the Westinghouse

maximum population or saturation condition for
each region must constrain the population numbers
4t

for each region.

i,j,k

m,n
SATioj

A version of the code in

Fortran IV is also available at other Westinghouse

This constraints is enforced

locations and on a time sharing basis.

by the following expression.

mo

Research Laboratories.

A

description of this code will not be presented here

(8)

because of space limitations and because the
where
x

mon
SATi,j

primary intent of this paper is to demonstrate Its

is the maximum expected popuatlion
in the j

th

application to long range planning.

cohort region i for

4.

race m and sex n.

Applications

The purpose of this section of the paper is
This saturation population for each region
to briefly demonstrate how this simulation model
is computed from an assumed set of characteristics
has been applied so that the reader might
for the neighborhood.

These characteristics

perceive of ways of applying the methodology
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Igi Decrease

0 Increase
Male

Female

Male

Female I

Male

Female

65+
45-64
25-44
18-24
15-17
12-14

6-11
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1.5 1.0 0.5

0

0.5 1.0 1.5

4.0 2.0 0 2.0 4.0

(a) Base Year Population By
Age, and Sex (1000's)

(b)

Population Difference From
Base Year by Age and Sex
(1000's)

4001_

Specific
Hospital
Admissions
(Per Year)

300

, Elderly (65+)

.
. .-,

200

100 -4*. -;....---I

Maternity

I

10

(d)

'.'

20

Planning Period (Years)

Fig. 6Health care planning example
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1.0 0.5
(c)

0

0.5 1.0

Population Difference From
10 Year Period by Age and
Sex (1000's)

presented here to his particular problems.

(65+, 100 per 1000 pop. per year) and maternity

The

examples demonstrated (Figs. 6 through 10) have

(assuming 75 births /1000 females, ages 15-44)

been simplified to avoid the details that were

are plotted versus the planning period.

At least two areas of significance appear

obtained in thorough studies of these problems.

from an examination of the results.

Applications are discussed in three areas:

First, the

1) Health Systems Planning; 2) Educational

planner should be cautious in overstaffing or

Planning; and 3) Urban Planning.

building for maternity admissions early in the

4.1

Health Systems Planning

planning period and secondly, one must not delay

The population characteristics projected for

too long in planning for elderly care to avoid a

the planning period when used with the known

crisis situation ]ate in the planning period.

incidence of disease for race, sex or income

This demonstrates just one of the many

group provide a future demand forecast for health

population related problems in health care

care facilities.

planning that might be examined through simulation.

This information is then used in

determining the size and location of new facilities
or the modification of existing facilities.

4.2

Educational System Planning

The projection of scholastics for the planning

Consider the problem of forecasting hospital

period is of direct value to educational planners

admissions for elderly and maternity care for a

in determining future enrollments which dictate

20-year planning period as shown in Fig. 6.

the location, size, staff and material requirements

It

is assumed that this hospital is servicing a

for educational facilities.

rapidly growing suburban area in which developers

also be used indirectly to determine the financial

are building 400 or 500 units per year over the

resources or size of bond issue necessary-for

first five to eight years of the planning period.

future facility construction and operation.

From the eighth to the twentieth year moderate

addition they can provide information which shows

or little developer activity is assumed and the

such situations as a peak in grade or middle

area grows at its natural rate (based on assumed

school enrollments followed by a sharp decline.

fertility and mortality rates).

Situations like this may favor portable modules

In

for schools rather than permanent construction.

Results from the demographic model simulation are shown in Fig. 6.

The projections may

Consider the problem of forecasting educational

In (1) a graph

depicting the population composition in the base

costs and resulting school tax burdens in a

year is shown.

rapidly growing suburban area as defined in the

In (b) incremental changes from

the base year are shown and (c) incremental

previous section.

changes from the 10-year projection are shown.

from a demographic simulation for this problem are

Hospital admissions for both elderly

shown in Figure 7.
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Results obtained directly

In (a), (b), and (c), the

s

Elementary

OOOO

3000

School

Students

2000
(a)

Middle
School
Students

High
School
Students

10

20

Planning Period (Years)

700

School
Costs

0C
4";">..

c.)
4A.

0

6

00m6

"*.

g 500 -I-

(d)

tv4 4

0
°°

School
Tax

E2

ID co

300

Burden

N ''0
10

20

Planning Period Years

Fig. 7Educational planning example
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elementary,

iddle and high school students, as

4) transportation planning, 5) recreational

obtained from tits demographic code, are plotted

facilities planning, and 6) low cost housing

versus the plannitv, period.

programs.

In (d) educational

system costs (assuming $1000 per year per student)

Some of the results from applying this

and resulting tax but den are plotted for the

simulation model to a study of the population

planning period.

and school enrollment for the Alief Independent

The 'ax burden is approximated

L 7 dividing the educati:nal costs by the sum of

School District, Harris County, Texas, are shown

the cohort populations ao 2! and above.

In an

in Figs. 8, 9 and 10.

educational system based entirely on

estate

For this study the Alief area was divided into

taxes this may be slightly inaccurate with regard

five regions as depicted by the simple map shown

to exact numbers but the trends as shown in Fig. 9

in Fig. 10.

should still be valid.

by the following.

The inflation factor has

These regions are explicitly defined

also not been explicitly accounted for in the

Region 1 - north boundary, Alief Independent School

dollar values.

District; west boundary, Barker Reservoir; south

It has been assumed that in-

flation has equal impact on the tax burden and

boundary, Fort Bend-Harris County line; east

school costs.

boundary, feeder to Katy Highway.

Examination of Fig. 7d shows that the tax

Region 2 - north boundary, Alief Independent School

burden rises during the development period

District; west boundary, feeder to Katy Highway;

(1-8 year planning period) but once the community

south boundary, Fort Bend-Harris County line; east

has matured the burden actually falls below

boundary, Synnoti Road.

initial levels.

Region 3 - north boundary, Alief Independent School

This dynamic change in tax

burden demonstrates the importance of a well

District; west boundary, Synnot Road; south boundary,

planned development schedule.

Alief Jeanetta Road; east boundary, Alief Independent

4.3

Urban Planning

School District.

This digital computer demographic simulation

Region 4 - north boundary, Alief Jeanetta Road;

should be helpful in investigating many urban

west boundary, Synnot Road; south boundary,

problems.

Bissonnet Road; east boundary, Alief Independent

Some particular applications might

include: 1) showing the

School District.

fects of eliminating

one type of dwelling unit (i.e. single family

Region 5 - north boundary, Bissonnet Road; west

housing) and replacing them with another type

boundary, Synnol. Road; south boundary, Fott

(i.e. low income apartments), 2) effects of

Bend-Harris County line; east boundary, Alief

zoning law changes, 3) population shifting impact

Independent School District.

of new towns on existing communities,
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Figure 8 shows a high, average and low

5.

Benrud, C. H., "Systematic Procedures for

population projection corresponding to three

Population Estimates and Projections for

different sets of Input data to the demographic

North Carolina," Vols. 1 and 2, Research

code for a planning period of 12 years beginning

Triangle Institute, N.C., PB 190 224,

in 1968 and continuing through 1980.

February 1969.

Some of

the necessary input information for computing the

6.

Benrud, C. H., "A Review of Population Estimation

saturation population of the area is shown in

and Projection Procedures with Special Reference

Figura 9-

to Small Areas," Working Paper No. 1,

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the

Project SY-388, Research Triangle Institute,

population which was constructed from the

December 1968.

simulation output for two years, 1975 and 1980.

7.

This output ins been used by Alief planners in

Lowry, I. S., "A Model of Metropolis," Rand
Corporation Memorandum RN-4035-RC, August 1964.

estimating future community needs.
6.

Conclusions

The development, application and simulation
of a demographic model suitable for long range
planning has been described.

Applications of the simulation model to
problems in health care, educational and urban
systems planning have been presented.
7.
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SIMULATION OF NEW YORK CITY'S FELONY ADJUDICATORY SYSTEM
Lucius J. Riccio
Department of Industrial Engineering
Lehi

University

Abstract
A simulation model is described in this paper that was
part of an analysis of New York City's Grand Juries and
Supreme Courts.

It has been used to test the relation-

ship between additional court resources and the length
of delay in the courts and the number of defendants in
detention facilities.

Introduction

including defendant-caused delay. ---

Like many other states, New York

The State Legislature, fearful that

has been considering the implementation

the courts could not possibly respond

of court procedures generally known as

quickly enough to meet the demands such

"speedy-trial" rules.

rules placed on them, opted for the rules

The rules contem-

plated in New York with respect to non-

advanced"by the District Attorneys'

homicide felony cases are the following:

Association.

The rules were identical to

A defendant shall be dismissed if

those above with the exception that the

his trial has not begun within iso

milestone to be reached, rather than the

days of arrest, not including

beginning of trial, is the "ready for

defendant-caused delay; and

trial" declaration by the District

A defendant shall be released on

Attorney.

his own recognizance if he is in

must be ready to go to trial within 180

custody and his trial has not begun

days of arrest not including defendant-

within DO days of arrest, not

caused delay.
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That is, the District Attorney

The benefits of realizing speedy
trials would be very great.

the defendant is informed of the charges

The cause

against him.

At this time, the case may

of justice is clearly vitiated by the

be dismissed, the charge may be lowered

lengthy delays presently characteristic

to a misdemeanor, a plea may be offered 2

of felony adjudication.

or the case may simply pass on to the

The prosecu-

tion's case is weakened as delays drag

"ext stage.

out court proceedings; evidence can be

the system he may be scheduled for

lost, witnesses and victims may forget

Criminal Court appearances which

important facts or may die.

generally lead to a hearing.

On the

If the defendant remains in

However,

other hand, oftentimes defendants will

many cases are taken out of the Criminal

plead guilty simply to escape the de-

Court by the District Attorneys to avoid

tention facilities which in general are

a hearing.

not very pleasant places (in Manhattan,

expose undercover agents.

the Detention Facility is appropriately

in many narcotics cases.

called "The Tombs").

for their own reasons, choose to waive

These two aspects

of the problem do not cancel each other,

In that way, they need not
That occurs
Some defendants,

the Criminal Court hearing.

but rather widen the possibilities for

The next step in the procedure is

injustice.

the presentation of the case to a Grand

Other'aspects favoring speedy-trial

Jury.

In addition to those cases des-

legislation are that by insuring the

cribed above, many cases start at this

speedy flow of defendants through the

stage.

courts, detention populations would be

indictment before they authorize an

minimized, and a greater degree of

arrest.

satisfaction would be imparted to other

the following things:

District Attorneys often seek an

The Grand Jury can do one of

law enforcement agencies, such as Police,

Vote an indictment

who have become increasingly critical of

Dismiss the case

the courts.

Return the case to the Criminal

New York City's Felony processing

Court for processing as a

system can be simply described in the

misdemeanor.

following way:

After -n indictment is filed, the

Felony arrests made by the Police

defendant is arraigned in the Supreme

are brought to the Criminal Court (Lower
court)

1

Court (Superior Court).

for arraignment, at which time

3

Pleas (which

can be offered at almost any stage) can
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be offered here.

That generally depends

on the court's calendar.

on the presiding judge in the arraign-

After all trial part proceedings

ment part and whether or not the county

have been completed and the defendant(s)

has pre-trial conference (PTC) parts.

has neither plead guilty nor had his case

The pre-trial conference parts, which

dismissed, the case is placed on the

are the next step in the process (where

"ready and pass" queue.

they exist) have recently been estab-

tains all cases in the part ready to go

lished to improve and institutionalize

to trial.

the plea-bargaining procedure.

queue when both parties declare

If the

This queue con-

A case gets placed in this

county does not have PTC parts, re-

readiness for trial or the judge decides

appearances may be scheduled in the

there is no reason for further delay.

arraignment part to try to get a

trial part will try only one case at a

disposition without going to trial.

time.

Following the arraignment and PTC
parts are the trial parts.

4

A

Figure 1 is a diagram of the

Trial parts

preceding description of the Felony

are designated as either Legal Aid,

Processing System.

regular (private counsel), homicide, or

system at the beginning of this study

narcotics.

can be summarized as the following:

Usually a case will require

a number of appearances in the trial

The status of the

As of the end of 1971, approxi-

part before the case is either disposed

mately 40% of all felony cases city-wide

or made ready for trial.

required more than 180 days from the

The length of

adjournment between appearances is a

time of arrest to disposition or first

function of many things, often a function

trial appearance.

of the cause of adjournment.

felony cases in detention need more than

For

About 65% of the

example, the failure of a witness to be

90 days for disposition or first trial

present at the proceedings may cause an

appearance.

adjournment.

city prisons were in the 120-200%

The length of the

Detention populations in

adjournment will then be a function of

capacity range.

the availability of that witness.

plating building a new "tombs" to

Some

The City was contem-

other reasons for the variation in the

accommodate the increased detention

length of adjournment are counsel (or

population.

the arresting officer) being on vaca-

would be in the neighborhood of

tion and the availability of an opening

$60 million, or about $48,000 a bed,
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The cost of the facility

with the benefits, at this tima, to the

county, the number of defendants disposed

criminal justice proc,s at best ;Jeinq

of in 1971 was divided by the number of

questionable.

5

trial parts to obtain a measure of trial

Planning for the Speedy-Trial Rules

part productivity. 'They divided that

Although the installation of the

figure into the total number of defendants

speedy-trial rules had been expected for

presently awaiting a trial part appear-

nearly a year, it was not until the

ance to arrive at the additional parts

winter of 1972 that an analysis of

needed to eliminate the backlog.

Supreme Court needs was undertaken.

At

Also,

the productivity measure was divided

that time two were performed; one by the

into the expected increase in cases that

New York City Budget Bureau and the

will reach trial parts in the coming

other by The Committee on Court Delay

year to find how many parts will be

(an Ad Hoc Group formed from the major

needed to handle the greater case load. 7

city and state agencies dealing with the

The sum of these two calculations was

courts).

The two analyses were similar

the recommendation for additional trial

both is approach and in conclusions.

parts.

The Budget Bureau recommended the fund-

arrived at in a similar fashion.

ing of 35 new trial parts and 1 addi-

The Grand Jury figures were

Certainly a massive infusion of

tional Grand Jury while The Committee on

resources will reduce the backlog and

Court Delay suggested 30 new parts and

speed up processing times.

4.2 Grand Juries.

Most of the

However, it

is questionable whether such a dramatic

recommended trial parts would be

increase is required.

temporary; their purpose would be to

additional phalanx of trial parts to

help eliminate the backlog.

6

Judges

reduce the present backlog may not be

would be "borrowed" from civil case
processing to man the trial parts.

The need for an

real.

The need would be a function of

the amount of delay caused by resource

The

cost of the new parts and Grand Juries

constraints.

was set at 3.7 million by the Budget

ing will approximately equal the average

Bureau while The Committee on Court

number of cases arraigned per day times

Delay projected a $12 million expenditure

the average number of days for case dis-

to fund their recommendations.

position.

Both studies employed reasonably

The number of cases pend-

The average number of days

for case disposition would approximately

similar input-output techniques for each

be equal to the number of appearances
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times the average length of adjournment
between appearances.

The number of dispositions would

With that in mind,

also be quite sensitive tc ::hr amount of

it is clear that diminishing returns for

input.

additional trial parts may be reached

cases take a long time for disposition,

rather quickly.

many cases "plead out" early in the

The addition of parts

This is because although many

will reduce the length of time between

process and also because as the backlog

appearances.

increases, greater pressure is placed

However, there are limits

to that reduction because as discussed

on the system to dispose of cases.

earlier, there are other reasons besides

Essentially what

limited court time that affect the length

"productivity" is a function of many

of adjournment.

things, and that additional parts may

Thus a point will be

reached where the addition of more trial

am sayihg is that

not be the entire answer.

parts would only result in smaller

Finally, the input-output models do

calendar sizes and not a shortening in

not take into account the vicissitudes

the time to disposition.

of some parameters.

The trial part productivity measure

In the past, many

parts would shut down during the summer

is also somewhat misleading.

and all parts would shut down for two

Productivity, as it has been defined in

weeks at Christmas.

the mentioned studies, is a function of

debilitating in Manhattan.

many things, one being the size of the
backlog.

This is particularly

The Committee on Court Delay recom-

Productivity would increase as

mended a list of improved court procedures

the backlog increased until the backlog

such as standardized adjournment dura-

is large enough to maintain full

tions and calendaring procedures.

calendars.

these recommendations could be implemental,

After that point, producti-

If

vity would not increase as greatly and

it is quite possible only a few new parts

that increase would probably be the

(or maybe none at all) would be needed.

result of lower plea offerings.

8

Pro-

However, they did not attempt to quantify

ductivity is really a function of the

and predict the effects of such improve-

number of defendant-appearances per day

ments or whether they could even be

presided over by a Judge.

implemented at all.

Thus once

calendars are full, and if all else

Neither study attempted to uncover

remains the same, productivity can

the precise functional relationship

increase little.

between additional court resources and
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the amount of delay in the system.

from within the delay distributions

Neither could say that their recommenda-

associated with various levels of

tions will reduce the delay in an optimal

resource allocation.

fashion, optimal in accordance with some
well-defined criterion.

It was decided that the model would

Clearly that

not simulate the Criminal Court proceed-

must. be the objective of any detailed

ings, considering the

study dealing with court delay and

on this study.

speedy trial rules.

replaced in the model by a probability

The Simulation Model

distribution that describes the delay

Recognizing the deficiencies of those
studies, The Mayor's Criminal Justice 4.

constraints

The Criminal Court is

from arrest to held for Grand Jury.
0

The model is a descrete-event

Coordinating Council (CJCC) and The Bud-

simulation updating itself on a daily

get Bureau authorized the development of

basis.

a computer simulation model of the court

weekdays..

system to analyze specifically the

cluded since they count toward the

problem of delay as it relates to the

speedy-trial rules.

speedy trial rules.

schedules new arrivals, "calls the

The vast majority of delay is due

9

All work is accomplished on
However, weekends are in-

On each day it

calendars" of all grand juries and parts,

to the wait between appearances in one

and schedules trials.

processing element or another.

case placed in the held for Grand Jury

The

An "arrival" is a

present amount of delay can be described

queue.

by frequency distributions generated

function in the following way:

from sampling studies.

Such sampling

All of the processing units

When a case first arrives at a

studies are snapshots of the system at a

station, it is assigned a priori the

given point in time, but are not of

number of appearances it Will require

great value in trying to predict how the

for a disposition at that stage.

delay will change with changes in system

then scheduled into its first appearance.

resources.

The number of appearances remaining is

Waiting time is a function

It is

of many things, one of which being the

retained and with each appearance, it is

size of the backlog.

reduced by one.

Thus it was pro-

When all appearances

jected that a simulation model that

have been completed, the model deter-

incorporated all of the vital aspects of

mines if the case goes on to the next

the system would be able to generate

processing stage or if it leaves the
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system.

cases.

Probably the most critical aspect

Those units may handle other

cases if there are openings on their

of the model and the real system is the

calendars.

calendaring procedures.

daily calendars and then, if a case is

It is critical

in that it is very difficult to ascertain
precisely what is done.

The philosophy

Trial parts dispose of their

ready, schedule a trial.

Many simulation models have the

behind the model's scheduling algorithms

built-in assumption of independence

can be broken into tvo parts.

between stages and uniformity within

The first

places limits on the amount of cases

stages.

that will be scheduled for a working day.

data is stored by the program and

An "opening" is considered to exist on a

"carried" from stage to stage, this

day if on that day fewer cases than the

model is not restricted by the

limit have been calendared.

assumptions of independence and uni-

Some

Because each defendant's vital

scheduling is done by assigning a case

formity.

to the first available opening.

functional dependency and categorical

First

Many variables were tested for

appearances are generally assigned in

peculiarity.

this way.

handled differently throughout the

The second aspect to

Jail and bail cases were

scheduling recognizes the multiplicity

model.

of causes that affect the lengths of

required different parameters than

adjournment.

non-homicide cases.

As such, the length of

Also, homicide cases generally

However, most

adjournment is found with the aid of a

variable-pairs were found to have

probability clistribution.

virtually no discernable amount of

The date

chosen for the next appearance is checked

interdependency; e.g., the number of

to be sure that the limits mentioned

appearances prior to trial part seemed

above have not been violated.

to have no affect on the number of

Most

re-appearance scheduling is performed in

appearances in a trial part.

this fashion.

variable-pairs found to be in some way

All processing units give

Those

priority to jail cases over bail cases

interdependent will be mentioned later

and re-appearances over first appearances

in the text.

'All criminal justice officials queried

Input to the Model

agreed with this formulation.

As part of their study, The

The model earmarks some Grand

Committee on Court Delay commissioned a

Juries and trial parts for homicide

sampling study of felony cases that had
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reached disposition in the year Novem-

that cause a violation of the above con-

ber, 1970 through October, 1971.

straints.

That

The definition of backlog used

study provides a significant amount of

by this author has been and will remain

reasonably good data.

synonymous with the number of cases pend-

The following

information was generated from their

ing.

study.

of the term by the other studies

As mentioned earlier the Criminal

referenced.

Court processing would be represented by
a probability distribution.

This is consistent with the usage

The sample also provided some infor-

Figure 2

mation on the number of appearances

is a graph of the time from arrest to

required air disposition at arraignment

held for Grand Jury for all cases.

and in trial parts.

model used two distributions

The

one for

Figure 3 is the

frequency distribution of the number of

jail cases and one for bacil cases, each

appearances that were required prior to

having the same shape as Figure 2 but

trial part consideration.

with averages of about 2 weeks and 7

were no PTC parts in Manhattan, all of

weeks, respectively.

these appearances were in the arraign-

The distribution in

Since there

Figure 2 yields an average time of 4.73

ment part.

weeks from arrest to held for Grand Jury

distribution of the number of appearances

with approximately 70% of the cases

in trial part required for disposition or

requiring one month or less to reach the

readiness for trial.

held for Grand Jury stage.

known about how fixed these distributions

The distribu-

Figure 4 is the frequency

Very little is

tion may have improved since the time

are, whether they will change with

that those cases sampled went through

changes to the system.

this segment of the system.

However,

As stated earlier, the number of

this distribution is representative of

appearances required for disposition at

system performance described as "current"

a stage is assigned to a case when it

which in court parlance is the proverbial

first arrives at that stage.

goal of all court administrators.

appearances have been completed, the

Current means the court is disposing of

model determines if the case goes on to

as many cases in a month as it receives

the next stage or if it leaves the

and the time to disposition is within a

system.

certain specified criteria. Backlog can

stricted by the assumption of

then be defined as the number of cases

independence, the possibility of going
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When all

Since this model is not re-

to trial was viewed as a function of the

ing.

number of trial part appearances.

are disposed of on the day they were

This

hypothesis was "tested" using the sample
data.

Approximately 20% of the trials

begun.

However, there were so few cases

With the implementation of

speedy-trial rules, at least as they

that went to trial (3.8% of the sample)

were originally constituted, this dis-

that it was quite difficult to draw

tribution might shift.

conclusions.

Figure 5 shows both the

More defendants

might wait until trial before pleading.

fraction of cases going to trial for

After the first juror is called there is

each number of appearances and the

less advantage to continuing.

assumed probability distribution.

The

A very important aspect of the model

plot means that, reading on the assumed

is that part dealing with the length of

probability line, a case which required

adjournment.

10 appearances in a trial part has a 5%

researched area.

chance of going to trial when its tenth

Committee's sampling study does provide

appearance has been completed.

some information regarding that

Once a case has reached trial it
is assigned a length of trial.

parameter.

Again,

This is certainly an underHowever, the Ad Hoc

In that study, for each case

reaching the trial part stage, they

there is little data on this subject.

recorded the date of first trial part

Ms. Virginia Ambrozini, a consultant to

appearance and the date of the commence-

CJCC, performed a study of Supreme

ment of trial, plea, or dismissal.

Court operations in the summer of 1971.

difference between these two dates

Figure 6 shows the results of her study

divided by the number of appearances

with respect to the length of trial.

minus one is the average time between

Figure 6 also shows a assumed distribu-

appearances.

tion of length of trial.

frequency of those average times.

This parameter

The

Figure 7 is a plot of the
This

could be quite sensitive to the speedy-

distribution does unfortunately include

trial rules.

those cases that did go to trial.

Presently, some defendants

Those

plead guilty as soon as the first juror

cases include the time between their

is called.

last trial appearance and commencement

(That is the landmark

signifying the beginning of trial.)

of trial in their averages.

They plead at that time knowing they

account for the four data points having

have no case; they got as far as trial

over 100 days between appearances (which

possibly hoping for a lower plea offer-

I considered to be outliers).
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That could

This plot

was used as an approximation for the

in observations just as the chart tends

lengths of adjournment.

to move upward.

The length of adjournment distribu-

Since the number of

observations was small, it was assumed

tion is reflective of all the causes of

that the number of appearances has no

adjournment and the causes of variation

effect on the length of adjournment.

in the length of adjournment.. Imbedded

was important to consider this point

in it is, of course, the resource

because if there was a correlation either

restrictions placed on the calendaring

positive or negative, it would have an

procedures.

impact on the spread of the distribution

To run the model with

It

accuracy the part of the distribution

of time through the trial part phase of

caused by resource restrictions and

the system.

manifesting itself in terms of calendar-

The other aspect of calendaring dis-

ing interference should be subtracted
out.

cussed earlier is the maximum number of

This is important because the

defendants a trial part will schedule

lengths of adjournment will fluctuate

for a day.

with the level of resources.

to jail cases over bail cases and

The way

Since all parts give priority

the subtraction will be accomplished

re-appearances over first appearances,

will be by running the model with a

the model uses two limits for scheduling.

fixed calendaring procedure and comparing

The lower limit applies to first

the distribution obtained with Figure 7.

appearances for bail cases and the upper

Admittedly, this is a crude technique.

limit applies to jail cases and re-

It was thought that there was a

appearances.

Preference is also shown

possiLility that the average time

by attempting to schedule jail case

between appearances might increase as

appearances with shorter average lengths

the number of trial part appearances

of adjournment.

increases, the reasoning being that the

this is an agreeable formulation, there

same reasons that cause many appearances

is little data that provides an accurate

might also cause longer adjournments.

assessment of those limits.

Figure 8 is a graph of the average time

Unfortunately, although

Figure 9 is

.a frequency distribution of trial part

between appearances versus the number of

calendar sizes obtained from a sample,

trial part appearances.

compiled by the author, taken from the

It appears that

there is a slight upward trend in the
averages.

listings of trial part calendars

However, note the rapid drop

printed in The New York Law Journal.
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It

is a very small sample; however, a

reasons.

pattern is clear.

ties house defendants, not cases.

A further study would

One is that detention facili-

probably show that the calendar size of

Another is that many defendants may be

atrial part is a function of the judge.

charged under one indictment or many

From Figure 9 I selected 15 a3 the lower

indictments can be charged to one

limit and 20 as the upper limit for all

defendant.

non-homicide trial parts.

the system some indictments may be

Of course,

As the defendant traverses

judges get holidays and sick days and as

dropped, others consolidated.

a result judges sit on the average only

of defendants to cases will change

4 out of every 5 weekdays.

several times during processing in a way

The model

The ratio

compensates for the sick days and

presently unknown.

holidays by lowering the limits by 20%

the difficulty of the defendant to

to 12 and 16, respectively.

caseload conversion, the model uses

Very little of the data needed for

defendants as the operational unit of

the model is known about Grand Jury
presentations.

Therefore, to bypass

measure.

There are no statistics

The model calculates a figure for

available concerning the number of

the number of defendants in custody

appearances or the length of time between

awaiting Grand Jury or Supreme Court

appearances.

appearances.

It is assumed, before more

Each defendant is assigned

information can be collected, that the

either a jail or bail status at the held

distribution of appearances drop off

for Grand Jury stage.

sharply after.one, much like arraignment.

about 75% is used in the jail-bail

When building the model, the
question of work units arose.

decision.

What con-

A remand rate of

(Of course; few defendants

are actually remanded.

Defendants in

stitutes a unit of work for a trial

jail are for the most part peopl,.: who

part?

cannot make bail.)

For a Grand Jury?

It would seem

The remand rate of

a case would be the standard unit of

75% is held constant in the model not

measurement of judicial performance.

because

However, virtually all court statistics

constant but because it is subject to

are presently based on the number of

many forces and the function that

defendants that pass through the

governs the remand rate is not presently

various processing elements.

precisely known.

Records

are kept by defendant -count for several

reality it actually remains

The model is

completely capable of incorporating a
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remand rate function and one should be

provide accurate estimation.

included when a reasonable formulation

was made of the year 1971.

has been arrived at.

compares statistics obtained from the

One factor to

consider is the percent occupancy of the
jails.

It may be the case that when

A test run
Figure 10

model against actual data.

The distri-

butions of times to disposition were

detention populations reach the

quite similar in form to those obtained

150-200% capacity range, judges give

from the Court Delay Committee's.

lower bail decisions.

sampling study, however with slightly

Validating the Model

smaller variances.

Before obtaining projections of

The spnead of the

model's distributions was less for a

future needs, the model had to be

number of reasons.

"validated".

data is based on averages, the use of

Since total validity is

Some of the inputed

virtually impossible, a better des-

which tends to tighten rather than

cription of this procedure would be

spread distributions.

"building confidence" in the model.

vity and calendar size were determined

There are two ways this is done.

by an averaging process.

The

Judge producti-

The percentage

first is by having confidence in the

of defendants pleading out at arraign-

structure and input to the model.

ment is a function of the judge sitting

The

second is by demonstrating that operating

in the arraignment part.

results for a controlled run reflect

fluctuate much more than the model per-

past experience.

mits.

The structural assumptions of this

This could

The model is capable of

incorporating these mere accurate

model have been continuously tested in

aspects and should include them as

discussions with Criminal Justice

better data is generated.

officials from many parts of the system.

Figure 10 demonstrates the fluctua-

Most of the input to the model was

tions in the number of defendants

acquired from The Committee on Court

awaiting trial part appearances during

Delay's sampling study, a sampling of

the twelve months covered by the

statistical repute.

committee's sampling study.

Once the model was operational, it

Also on

that graph is the simulation's results

was "fine-tuned" to adjust for errors in

for the test run.

assumptions and input for those situa-

In the Fall of 1971 Manhattan added

tions where there was not enough data to

a pre-trial conference part.
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All cases

go through this part between arraignment

this is not a complete analysis; however,

and trial part.

I think the-point is clear.

Since there is little

data about this part, it was assumed

Oct 30,
1970

Oct 30,
1971

May 1C,

Grand Jury

530

523

298

Arraignment

682

530

322

Trial Part

2165

2198

2527

TOTAL

3377

3251

3147

that almost all cases now have only one

appearance in the arraignment part and
the remaining appearances prior to trial
part in the PTC part.

That is the total

Table 1

number of appearances prior to trial
part is still the same as before the
addition of the PTC part.

1972

The behavior indicated above was

The capacity

demonstrated in a test run of the first

of the PTC part was established, in much

half of 1972.

the same way as the trial part linits,

following included a 20% increase in

at 30 defendants per day.

grand jury presentations over 1971.

In February

1972, two trial parts, designated speci-

That run and all others

Using the Model

fically for narcotics easel., were added.

As discussed earlier the purpose of

In the Spring of 1972, a grand jury was

the model is to determine what is

added.

required to reduce processing delays,

This last addition accounted,

quite naturally, for a rise in indict-

the backlog of cases, and the detention

ments and a dramatic reduction in the

population.

number of defendants awaiting grand jury

ting 400 nays beginning with September

action.

1972 using the system conditions

approval.

This met with widespread

However, the hidden effect

The model was run simula-

monitored at that time.

of adding a grand jury was to send a

The model was run without any

sudden jolt to the rest of the system.

further additions of resources other

Rather than reducing the total number of

than those mentioned in the last section.

defendants in the system, it simply

By September the jolt given the system in

shifted the burden to the trial pa.As.

the Spring by the additional grand jury

The sudden rise in defendants awaiting a

had worn off.

trial part appearance is reallya

the months September through the first

transient effect rather than a steady

half of December 1972 a decrease in tne

state condition.

number of defendants awaiting trial part

Table 1 shows the

The model projected for

total number of defendants in the sy'stem

appearances from about 3200 to 2600.

at three points in time.

The two-week shutdown in December would

Admittedly,
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boost the backing log up to nearly 2800

of the additional PTC part to get defend-

but during the first six months of 1973

ants to plead out before going on to a

the model projects a steady decline to

trial part.

about 2300, at which time the total

The addition of the PTC part shifted

number of defendants in the system would

score of the burden to the trial parts.

be just under 3000 and the detention

However, the average calendar size per

population would be about 1670.

trial part w.nt up only to 6.3 defendants

Although the decline in the number

per day.

Thus it is clear that it is not

of defendants looks encouraging, the

more parts but tighter con'.

percentage of cases taking less than 180

adjournment lengths that are needed for a

days for disposition is

reduction in delay.

)wn only to 32%.

,ls on

To compensate for

Further analysis of the results indicated

the low calendar sizes two additions to

two things:

the model were made:

(1)

There would, be an

(1) A calendar

apparent bottleneck in the PTC part;

size control mechanism, and (2) an

and (2) the addition of trial parts

emergency scheduling algorithm for cases

would do little towards the reduction of

approaching the 180 day limit.

delay ur:ess tighter controls were

explained below.

placed on the lengths of adjournment.

They are

The system to a certain extent is

The average length of an adjournment in

self-regulating with respect to adjourn-

the trial parts was still over 18 days

ment lengths.

and the average calendar size in a trial

average length of adjournment should

part was under six defendants per day.

drop.

The model was run, starting again

As the backlog drops the

A simple control mechanism was

incorporated whose purpose was to adjust

in September, with the addition of one

adjournment lengths so that average

PTC part.

calendar size would not drop much less

This expedited case process-

ing dramatically and reduced the backlog

than 6.

to about 1725 defendants and a detention

runs of the model showed six to be a

population of 1150 by June of 1973.

consistent figure for that parameter,

However, the percentage of cases requir-

and assuming new trial parts will functial,

ing more than 180 days for disposition

at worst, like old cmes, six seemed

was still high at 26%.

reasonable.

The reduction of

Six was chosen beca.se previous

A lower limit was placed on

that percentage from 32% to 26% was

adjournment lengths to account for

almost entirely the result of the ability

uncontroll*d variables.
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No matter what preferences judges

leverage point lcft in the, system.

or DA's have for size of workload, it is

As stated earlier the distributions

certain that no one will want to be

used by the model for criminal court

given blame for allowing someone to

delay were probably somewhat outdated

"escape" under the 180 day rule.

due to improved administration within

Thus,

as a case approaches that mark, both

that court.

will accept slightly larger calendar

described in the paragraph above with

sizes resulting from shorter adjournment

all cases using the distribution pre-

lengths.

viously used for jail cases only.

To reflect this, the model was

The model was run as

That

set-up so that when a defenJant was in

is, the model was run using an average

the system for more than 140 days he

criminal court delay of 2 weeks for all

would be allowed adjournment lengths of

cases.

5 days on the average.

reality this reduction has already been

The model was run with these

realized or it could be realized wit-out

additions, again using 2 PTC parts and
17 trial parts.

It is quite possible that in

an addition of resources.

In that-run, average

The results of that run show only

calendar size rose only to 6.6 defendants

18% of defendants requiring more than 180

per day.

days for disposition.

The number of defendants

This figure is an

awaiting trial part appearances

adequate system goal from the point of

plummetted to less than 1500 in the

view of the model for four reasons.

first 4 months of the simulation.

How-

First, not all delay is caused by the

ever, the percentage of defendants

state; some is caused by the defendant

requiring more than 180 days for dispo-

(request of an additional appearance or

sition dropped only to 22%.

extra long adjournment) and as such is

Thus it was

clear that concentration solely on the

not ch6rgeable to the 180 day rule.

trial parts was insufficient because

Second, all indicators point to the fact

many caLes were coming to their first

that the system has enough slack to allow

trial par_ appe

additional special expediting of cases

ance having already

logged in nearly 180 days.

Much of the

near the 180 day limit.

Third, the 18%

pre-trial part delay was, from the

figure includes homicide cases (most of

model's point of view, caused by

which take more than 180 days) which are

excessive delay of bail cases in the

not covered by the rule.

criminal court.

18% figure also includes some cases

This was the only
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Fourtn, the

arrested before the rules went 'Tito
effect.

cause major repercussions would be the

That is, the true figure for

number of grand jury presentations.

cases covered by the rule is probably
11
between 5-12%.
Taking into account

However, even a large increase in that

defeadant caused delay and possibilities

since the constraining relationships in

for additional expediting, the system

the system are not due to lack of

resources defir

resources.

variable would not cause great damage

in this last computer

run will be adequate to meet the

This model has demonstrated its

requirements of the rule.

usefulness in the analysis of this court

Conclusions

"crisis".

The results obtained from the model

However, it can, and should

be, used to test system sensitivity to

point to the following recommendations

various parameters and to study other

for Manhattan:

aspects of court system behavior.

This

1.

Add 1 PTC part.

simulation model is a powerful tool,.

2.

Add trial part emergency expediting

useful Eo the process of understanding

mechanism for defendants in the

and improving court operations.

system for more than 120 days.

Notes

Reduce Criminal Court delay to an

1.

3.

The Criminal Court disposes of all

average of 14 days for felony

misdemeanor and violation cases in

cases.

addition to being the first stage of the

Many aspects of the model could

Felony Processing System.

change, such as the number of appearances

2.

required for disposition, and as such

posing of cases before they tie up

would change the results and recommenda-

valuable court resources.

tions herein described.

majority of defendants adjudged guilty

However, these

Plea Bargaining is a means of dis-

The vast

predictions are based on rather con-

are disposed of via a guilty plea.

servative data.

defendant is induced to plead guilty by

It seems unlikely, with

The

the low utilization rates of most

being offered a shorter sentence than

resources and the urgency of the

the expected sentence if found guilty

situation, that any aspect of the system

as the result of a trial.

will relax and cause the model's results

offering may be a plea of guilty to a

to be overly optimistic.

lower charge.

The-only

parameter change that could possibly

3.
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The plea

The Supreme Court handles only

felony cases.
4.

9.

New York City has five counties

each being a Judicial District and each

A trial part like an arraignment or

PTC part is the term used for a court-

has their own Criminal and Supreme Court.

room staffed by a Judge, District

The model is set-up to simulate the

Attorneys, and clerical staff.

operations of each county separately.

5.

The majority of quantitative information

In addition to the original cost

in this paper refers to Manhattan.

there would be about $12 million in
annual operating cost:.

Also, it will

10.

See Jennings, "Quantitative Models

take a considerable amount of time to

of Criminal Courts," 39th National

build the jail.

Meeting of ORSA, May 5, 1971.

6.

There are many definitions of the

11.

cases not affected by the rule would not

term backlog used to describe system
status.

The definition used in this

have statistics collected about them.

paper is the number of cases pending.
7.

That run showed only 2.8% of defendants

Budget Analysts were more percep-

tive in this calculation.

The model was set-up so that those

took more than 180 days for disposition.

They took

Another run was made setting the

into account the fact that the present

maximum trial part calendar size at 10

number of parts was insufficient to

(had been 16).

handle properly last year's caseload.

defendants affected by the rule took

Thus, befor

more than 180 days.

considering the expected

In that run 12% of

The backlog was

increase in caseload, they added parts

reduced to a projected figure of 1700

to allow the cov-t to be a match for

defendants by June 1973.

last year's input rate.
8.

The backlog could be eliminated

quickly if the court decided to lower
significantly its plea offerings.

That

fact leads to difficulties in predicting
system behavior; but more importantly it
shows the imprecise nature of felony
adjudication.

Lower plea offerings

would have the effect of lowering the
average number of appearances for
disposition.
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A SIMULATION MODEL OF THE NEW YORK CITY FIRE DEPARTMENT:
ITS USE IN DEPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Grace Carter, Edward Ignall,

Warren Walker

*

The New York City-Rand Institute

Abstract

This paper describes a simulation model developed as a tool to aid
deployment decision-making for the New York City Fire Department.

The model, written in Simscript 1.5, has been used to evaluate
alternative solutions to workload and response problems plaguing
the City.

These solutions involve new policies for locating,

relocating and dispatching fire-fighting units to achieve a more
effective, utilization of resources.

Several specific applica-

tions of the simulation are described.

In addition, methodolog-

ical issues concerning the design and use of the model are
addressed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

a simulation model of the responses of firefighting units to alarms, which has been one of

Since 1968 a large-scale research program
for the Fire Department cf the City of New

the tools used for this evaluation. A compre-

York has been in progress at The New York City-

hensive description of the design of the simula-

Rand Institute.

tion model is given in [2].

An overview of that research

is contained in [1].

Our emphasis in

this paper will be on the use of the model.

A major part of the pro-

We

gram has been an investigation and evaluation

will describe the various policies which were

of alternative policies for the deployment of

compared and present the differences in their

fire-fighting resources.

performance.

This paper describes

We will also note new policies

which have been implemented based in part on
*

Also Columbia University.

simulation results.
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We had two primary motives for using

However, box histories showed that the
probability that a given alarm signalled
a serious fire varied greatly by time
and area. With the simulation it was
possible to observe the effect of varying the standard response.

simulation:

(1) To be able to compare alternative
policies without risking lives and
property end spending considerable
sums of money by trying them in the
real world; and

(2) Relocation policies: given several
units busy in an area (at one large
fire or several small ones), which
available units should be moved into
empty fire houses in the area, when
should they be moved, and which empty
houses should they fill? The method
being used by the Department was not
designed to handle the increasingly
common instances of several fires in
progress in an area simultaneously.

(2) To gain a better understanding of
fire department operations by making
clear the effects of interactions
within the system and the secondorder consequences of suggested
actions.
The need for such understanding and for
the development of new policies had become ap-

existing fire-fighting resources and increas-

(3) Allocation policies: how many units of
each type (engines and ladders) should
be located in .each area at each time of
day, and where should their houses be?
Traditional practice in New York City
and throughout the country is to have
the same number of units on duty 24
hours a day, although, for example,
the alarm rate in New York City between
8 p.m. and 9 p.m. is six times as high
as between 5 a.m. and 6 a.m., and over
60 percent of the day's alarms are receivedbetween 3 p.m. and midnight.

ing the pressures on the City for adding to

The new dispatching, relocation, and al-

parent to the Department as the alarm rate
began to grow exponentially in the 1960's.

In

1968 the Department responded to 227,000
alarms, more than three times the number responded to in 1956, placing a severe strain on

However, a full-time fire company--a

location policies tested in the simulation were

pumping engine or ladder truck and a comple-

designed on the basis of the experience of fire

ment of men sufficient to man it around the

officers and analysis by officers and members of

clock--costs over $600,000 per year.

the Institute's staff.

them.

The Fire

The purpose of the simu-

Department wanted to make more efficient use

lation experiments was to compare the new poli-

of existing resources and to determine the

cies to the traditional ones under controlled

most effective ways to add new resources.

The

conditions to see how much better (or worse) the

simulation became the major tool for evalu-

new ones would be expected to be.

ating candidate poliCies.
II.

We present here the results of simulation experiments in which three types of

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

A direct way to measure fire department

policies were tested:

performance is in terms of loss of life and

(1) Dispatching policies:

how many and
which unitsof each type (engines
and ladders) should be sent to each
incident? With some exceptions, in
the past the same response was sent
to all alarms received by street box
in all areas during all times of day.

property damage, but we made an early decision
in the design of the simulation model not to
attempt to do so.

The relationships between

deployment actions and these direct measures
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were not known, and obtaining such measures

this internal measure can be used as a surrogate

seemed to be a long and possibly futile proj-

for loss of life and loss of property.

ect.

We felt that our immediate objectives

The fol-

lowing analysis shows how this may be done.

could be met by using several easily calculated

A useful measure of a policy at a particular

surrogate measures of performance such as the

incident is the vector of the response times of

response time of units to fires.

all units responding to it.

It developed

The vector of re-

that different policies could often be ranked

sponse times for engines gives the time of ar-

in terms of performance in preventing life loss

rival (relative to the time of alarm) of the

and property damage by examining their perfor-

first engine, second engine, etc.

mance on the surrogate measures if one assumed

vector into two parts depending on whether the

only a monotone relationship between them and

uni. is an engine company or a ladder company.

the direct measures.

The vector for each type of unit is then put in

By a surrogate or "internal" measure we

We divide the

order of unit arrival.

mean an aspect of the Fire Department's perfor-

If, at a particular incident, one policy

mance which can be observed by watching only

produces a response time vector every component

the Department's activity and not its conse-

of which is smaller than the corresponding com-

quences.

ponent for another policy, and there are no

Examples of internal measures are the

number of units responding to incidents, the

other differences between the two policies, then

time it takes each one to arrive, the number of

it is clear that the former policy is as good or

responses made by each unit, and the proportion

better for preventing loss of life, even though

of time each unit spends working.

we do not know the precise relationship between

In order to show the close interrelation-

response time and loss of life.

We would not ex-

ship between direct and internal measures let

pect one policy to be better all the time, but we

us focus on one direct measure:

can aggregate the response time vectors by inci-

loss of life.

How would it be affected if the current policy

dent type and estimate the distribution of the

were changed?

response time vector for each type.

In order to find this out from

(See Table 1

the simulation we would have to know, first,

for one possible breakdown of incidents by type.)

how the pattern of responses would differ

The empirical cumulative distribution function

under the new policy; and second, how this

(cdf) for a given incident type can then be used

changed pattern would affect loss of life.

to test whether one policy is better than another

The latter question is quite difficult to an-

policy for response to that type of incident.

r.

On the other hand, the answer to the

the grouping we are using for this analysis is

rmer is easy to obtain in a simulation, and

those incidents at which arrival time is the
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If

primary factor in determining if a life will be

to be simulated, this program, written in

then, if the empirical cdf for policy 1

1e

SIMSCRIPT 1.5, generates the set of incidents

r than that of policy 2, policy 1 is

(exogenous events) which will occur in the

the better policy; that is, it will result in

simulation.

as few or fewer lives being lost.

The description consists of:

o potential incident locations (we used
alarm box locations);

Determining whether the empirical cdf under
o for each alarm box location, the arrival
rate of each type of incident and the
proportion of each type which are reported by telephone;

policy 1 is better than that under policy 2 is
generally not an easy task.

For example,

policy 1 may get the first ladder to incidents

o a description of each type of incident,
which includes the number and kind of
companies required to handle the incident and the length of time each company
is required.

faster while making the second ladder response
slower, than policy 2.

In practice we have

generally focused on individual components of
2. The simulation program.

the vector of response times.

For example, we

have compared different policies wit!

This program,

also written in SIMSCRIPT 1.5, simulates the

respect to

o the distribution of first ladder (engine, arriving unit) response times to
different types of incidents

Department's response to a given set of in-

cidents undei aParticular set of deployment
policies.

o the average first ladder (engine, arriving unit) response times to different types of iLzidents.

The program produces statistics on

company utilization, workloads, response times,
and coverage.

It also produces output files

We use standard statistical tests to determine
that are available for later analysis.

Usually,

if differences in these response time measures

this program is run several times with the same
between policies are significant.

input file but using diffetlt deployment
Other internal measures of interest are

policies.

coverage (the current proportion of alarm
3. Post-simulation analysis program.

These

boxes for which nearby units are available) and

are programs, usually written in FORTRAN, which
workload (the number of responses made by firemeasure the statistical reliability of the simufighting units).

They are discussed in detail

lation output and make comparisons between simuin Section IV.

lation runs based on various measures.
THE SIMULATION MODEL

The run time of,the simulation program increases linearly with both the number of alarms

The simulation package consists of three

processed and the number of times the simulation

parts:

1. An input program.

is interrupted to obtain samples of the state

Given a probabilis-

vector.

tic description of the fire demands in the area
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Approximately 78 saMples or 10,6 alarms

can be processed in one CPU second on the

to travel at 20 mph, and a combination of right-

IBM 360/65.

angle'and Euclidean distances is used to deter-

A typical run might contain 3,000

alarms and 500 samples and thus require 288 CPU

mine response distance.

seconds.

The first of the FARV events to occur for a

The simulation was designed to facilitate
the process of making policy changes.

particular incident produces a CALIN (Call In)

To write

at which the first arriving unit "reports" the

a program which would be able to simulate many

condition of the incident to the dispatching of-

different policies withotit being sure in ad-

fice.

vance what these policies would be recti-ed the

directed to return to their houses; that is, the

use of interchangeable sub-routines and a flex-

FARV events of the excess companies are cancelled

ible data base.

and HARV (House-arrival) events are scheduled for

We present below a brief sum-

If too many units have been sent some are

mary of the organization of the simulation

them.

program and a description of the data base

are available for dispatch to other alarms.

which was used in our experiments.

the fire is a greater alarm fire, HARLM (higher

Simulation Flow

alarm) events are scheduled, resulting in more

During their return home these companies
If

DISP and FARV events until enough equipMent is

The progress of an incident can be traced
by following the series of event routines

at the scene of the fire.

through which it passes.

from service) events are scheduled at times

(In what follows

The RELS (release

the names of event routines will be written in

which depend on the arrival time of the company

capital letters.)

and the work time parameters found on the input

The FIRE first breaks out

and, some time later, at an instant predeter-

tape.

mined on the input tape, the ALARM is turned

their fire stations, causing HARV events.

in.

After release, companies proceed back to

The details of the event routines and the

The program--using a given dispatch pol-

output statistics have been tailored to Her York

icy--decides which companies to send to the

City.

alarm and schedules a DISP (dispatch) event to

However, metropolitan fire operations are

occur after a one-minute delay to allow for

sufficiently similar across the country that the

the alarm to be -rocessed at the dispatching

basic. structure of the simulation should be ap-

office and for the men to climb onto the ap-

plicable to other cities.

paratus.

Data Base

In the DISP event an arrival event

(FARV) is scheduled for each of the dispatched
units.

Thc., Bronx, one of New York City's five

The arrival time depends on the dis-

tance between the fire and the unit.

boroughs, was the subject of the simulation ex-

The

periments reported on he're.

responding (and returning) units are assumed

Seven incident

types were defined based on the number of units
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required and the amount of time each unit would

on every second street corner) were gathered

work.

into 358 relatively homogeneous box groups.

The incidents ranged from false alarms,

which require only a short search by an engine

Each of these box groups is then simulated as

and a ladder to assure that there is no fire,

if it were a single alarm box.

to third alarm fires, at which fifteen com-

each group was defined as the centroid of the

panies work for several hours each.

boxes composing it.

For each

The location of

The box groups were then

type of incident work times were treated as

assigned to one of two sets based on their loca-

constants, made equal to our estimates of mean

tion, dividing the Bronx into two disjoint

work-time.

regions.

The simulation also distinguishes

The buildings in Region 1 (the South

between alarms received by telephone and those

Bronx) are older, the region is more densely

turned in from street boxes, since most dis-

populated, and it has a very high rate of fire

patching policies depend on how the alarm is

alarms.

received.

and fewer fire alarms.

Table 1 lists the seven alarm types

Region 2 has a lower population density
In both, about 40 percent

together with the number of units each requires

of the street box alarms are false while less

and the other incident characteristics.

than 5 percent of the telephone alarms are false.

To reduce computer storage requirements,

Some other regional characteristics are:

the 2,500 alarm boxes in the Bronx (roughly one

Table 1.

INCIDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Percentage of all alarms
in region_11968)

No. of units
required.
Incident type

Engines

Ladders

Average work times (mins.)
Engines

Ladders

Region 1
Box

Phone

Region 2
Box

Phone

False alarms

1

1

5

5

24.2

2.3

12.6

3.0

Easy emergencies,
non-structurals,
and transportation
fires

1

1

18

18

23.9

15.7

12.0

29.3

Hard emergencies and
easy structural fires

1

1

18

18

13.1

17.1

7.4

32.1

Structural fires

2

1

75,45

60

Structural fires

3

2

150,105,60

Structur.

.res

7

3

240,180,120,90,
90,60,60

Structural fires

11

4

360,300,"70,240, 330,270,180,
240,180,150,120, 135
120,90,90

Total

358

1.02

1.08

.51

1.53

150,90

.60

.63

.30

.90

180,135,105

.12

.13

.06

.18

.06

.06

.03

.09

63%

37%

33%

67%

Region 1

IV.

o over 2/3 of the alarms in the Bronx
o covers 1/4 of the borough's area
o almost 2/3 of the alarms in the region
are reported by street box

POLICY ANALYSIS

In the last three years we have made many

simulation runs 1, evaluate the effects of various deployment policies.

Region 2

directly to the implementation of new policies by

o less than 1/3 of
alarms in C
Bronx
o covers 3/4 of the borough's area
o 1/3 of the alarms in the region are
reported by street box

the New York City Fire Department; others have

indicated deployment changes which are now being
considered.

The exact proportions used in the experiments
were based on analysis of 1968 incidents.

Many of them have led'

We describe some of these simula-

tions in this section.

A

percentage breakdown of incidents by type for
INITIAL DISPATCH AND ALLOCATION POLICIES

A.

each region is included in Table 1.

This series of simulation experiments con-

Since modelling the incidence of box and

sidered a way of reducing the heavy workload

telephone alarms for each type of incident at

being experienced by some companies, without

the location of each box group as independent

either sacrificing fire-fighting effectiveness

Poisson processes yields good fits to the ob-

or making a large investment in new fire com-

served data (see [3]), we have used this
Poisson assumption in generating alarms.

panies.

For

adding a small number of new full-time or part-

computational ease, we generate independent exponential random variables for the times between
successive incidents in the entire borough.

The

space in the fire house for men and equipment

incident, we let it happen at a particular

(part-time units needing less), and the need for

alarm box with probability equal to the propor-

falp, as measured by the workload of the current

tion of all 198 Bronx incidents which occurred

units.

This location also determines the region

New York City's dispatching policies employ

Given the region

alarm assignment cards, one of which is asso-

assignment, we let the incident be a box or
telephone alarm with the probab
ate to the region.

The locations used were

determined by practical conditions, such as

Specifically, for each

in which the incident occurs.

policy to send fewer companieg to some alarms.

existing fire houses.

termined by matching random numbers to condi-

there.

time companies and modifying the dispatching

The potential locations for the new units were

type and location of each incident is then de-

tional probabilities.

The solution examined consisted of

ciated with every alarm box in the City (a sample

lty appropri-

card is shown in Fig. 1).

The incident is then as-

The first half of the

card lists the engine companies and ladder com-

signed a type using a probability appropriate

panies in increasing order of distance from the

to the region and how it was reported.
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alarm box.
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A Typical Alarr Assignment Card

The traditional dispatching policy

units without changing the response
policy was hard to calculate. The
same work would not be split among a
larger number of units.
Instead, more
units would be available on the average,
so the total number of responses would
go up, not necessarily reducing any
company's workload.

for box alarms is to send whoever is available
of the first three engines and two ladders
listed on the card for the bok, "special
calling" companies if necessary to assure a

(2) Sending exactly two engines and one
ladder under adaptive response might
not reduce any company's workload
either.
In the case of engines, for
example, even though some box alarms
received three engines under the traditional policy some also received only
one.
Thus, it was even possible that
adaptive response, at least during busy
periods, might actually increase the
total number of engine responses.

response of at least one engine and one ladder.

The new dispatching policy to be tested, called
adaptive response (AR), would send exactly two
engines and one ladder to alarms reported from
selected street boxes.

(In the simulation, the

change to AR required only the rewriting of the
(3) The effect of adaptive response on response time WAR also unclear. If
availability 'were increased, then reductions in first and second engine
and first ladder response times would be
expected. If a third engine or second
ladder were needed at an incident at an
AR box, one would guess that its response time would, go up, since these
alarms would always have to wait for the
first arriving unit to request additional
help. However, the overall average
third engine or second ladder response
time could end up being reduced since,
even under adaptive response, telephone
alarms which sound serious are dispatched

ALARM subroutine,

We simulated because naive calculations of
the effects of these proposals were inadequate
and simulation would permit more precise calculations.

For example:

(1) Under the traditional dispatching policy as few as one engine and one ladder
might be sent to a box alarm because
other units were unavailable.
Therefore, the effect on workload of adding
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the full complement of three engines
and two ladders. Reducing response to
potentially less serious box alarms
means a greater chance of having a
nearby third engine available for a
serious telephone alarm. Also, even
though the initial dispatch of the
third engine (when needed) at AR boxes
is delayed by the amount of .ime it
takes the first unit to arrive, the
third engine will, on the average, be
closer than under the traditional policy and might sometimes get t- the
fire faster.

all three response times decrease (with a statistically significant reduction in second engine
time).

However, the average number of engine

responses per hour increases, which implies that
engine availability would be so low under the

traditional policy that, on the average, fewer
engines were dispatched than under adaptive response.

We simulated the adaptive response policy

From Tables 2 and 3 we also note that under
or several different specified numbers of fire

either the traditional policy or AR, adding new
companies and four different alarm rates,
units has a greater effect on response times at
5, 13-1/3, 21 and 30 alarms per hour in the
high alarm rates than at low ones.
borough.

Under the

These alarm rates roughly correspond

traditional policy, for example, reduction in
to the average alarm rates for early morning,
the average first ladder response is about one
midday, evening and a peak evening.

All runs

second (.025 minutes) per ladder added at 5
at the same alarm rate used the same sequence

alarms per hour; 5 seconds per ladder added at
of incidents (numbering about 2,000), so that
13.5 alarms per hour; and 16 seconds per ladder
true differences between policies were not
added at 30 alarms per hour.
obscured by their facing differcat alarm

As we supposed, the workload reductions for
realizations.

The results are given in
busy units when companies are added under the

Tables 2 and 3.
traditional response policy turn out to be leas

The most important interpretation of these
Lain what might naively be expected.

For

results is that, at high alarm rates, the adap

example, for ladders at 30 alarms per hour, we
tive response policy apparently dominates the

have 2.072 responses per ladder per hour with
traditional one for ladders.

That is, we see
12 ladders.

When three ladders are added, if the

that at 30 alarms per hour and 12 ladders, the

same work were to be redistributed, we would exaverage time to first ancPsecond ladder both
pect (12/15) x 2.072 or 1.658 responses per laddecrease, and the responses per hour per ladder
der per hour.
decrease.

However, the simulation results

(We say apparently because neither
in 1.942 responses per ladder, indicating that

response time reduction is, by itself, statisthe main effect of the new ladders on the origtically significant.)

inal ones is to make them available ro answer
For engines, we see that under adaptive
alarms that previously. xeceived one ladder or a

response at either of the two high alarm rates,
ladder from outside the region.
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Ts ,e 2.

ADAPTIVE RESPONSE SIMULATION TEST
REGION 1 RESULTS: ENGINES

t-

Response times (mini.) to

w h ut AR

Bronx
alarm rate
(alarms/hr.)

No. of
engines

First engine

Second engine
when needed)

Third engine
(when needed)

No. of
responses/hr.
per engine

18
19

2.30/
2.30/

3.26/
3.26/

4.32/
4.28/

18
19

2.56/2.55
2.53/2.52
2.44/2.42
2.41/2.39

3.55/3.43
3.53/3.39
3.43/3.37
3.42/3.33

4.81/5.35
4.79/5.25
4.75/5.27
4.72/5.16

1.174/1.079 .

21

2.92/2.89
/2.62

4.47/4.07
/3.78

6.13/6.05
/5.80

1.649/1.657
/1.468

18
21

3.57/3.57
3.13/3.10

6.12/5.33
5.05/4.62

8.07/8.05
6.76/6.75

1.829/2.224'
1.940/2.041

Range of no. of incidents

1820-2208

50-78

25-31

Range of raw std.
dev. of indicated
response times

.81-1.93

1.72-2.39

2.56-2.74

5

13-1/2

20
21
21

18

30

Table 3.

.533/

,474/

1.136/1.028
1.102/.986
1.068/.943

ADAPTIVE RESPONSE SIMULATION TEST
REGION 1 RESULTS: LADDERS

Response times (mins.) to
Bronx
alarm rate
(alarms /hr.)

:without AR/AR)

No. of
ladders

No. of
responses/hr.
er ladder

12
14

2.58/
2.53/

4.02/
3.81/

12
13

2.93/2.90
2.79/2.77
2.79/2.78
2.67/2.66

4.42/5.07
4.19/4.90
4.01/4.80
3.90/4.61

1.196/.969
1.143/.900
1.086/.846
1.046/.794

15

3.47/3.44
/2.99

5.67/6.12
/5.44

1.678/1.473
11.238

12
15

4.45/4.37
3.61/3.55

8.11/7.94
6.82/6.72

2.072/1.927
1.942/1.710

Range of no. of incidents

1820-2211

50-78

Range of raw std.
dev. of71ndicated
response times

.97-2.07

5

13-1/2

14

15
21

30

-

First ladder

Second ladder
(when needed)

12
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1.94-3.41

.547/
.480/

Tables 2 and 3 can also be used to com-

Department adopted AR in part of region 1 in the

pare the benefits derived from adding part-

evenings and added several part-time and full-

time companies to those derived from adding

time fire-fighting units in late 1969.

full-time companies.

For example, assuming
B.

that a day consists of three 8-hour perixis at

RELOCATION POLICIES

One aspect of deployment is the relocation

each of the last three alarm rates (with these
high alarm rates meant to correspond to what

of avec

can be expected in the near future), we can

coverage created when one large fire or several

compare adding one 24-hour unit to adding three

small fires are being fought simultaneously in a

that work only eight hours each evening.

single area of the city.

The

to fire companies to fill holes in

Currently in New York

average daily workload would be 35 responses

City the alarm assignment cards are used to

per ladder and 40 per engine.

specify predetermined relocations based upon

Under AR, the

reduction in average daily responses per re-

houses made empty when companies are working at

gion 1 ladder would be about 1.67 if one ladder

an alarm at a particular box.

is added around the clock (1.67 = 8 hours x

right-hand side of the card lists the reloca-

(See Fig. 1.

The

3

(responses/hr/ladder in period i with 12
1=1
ladders - responses /hr /ladder in period i with

tions.)

15 ladderS)/(15 - 12) = 8 x (1/3)[(.90 - .794)

only alarm in progress in the general area and,

+ (1.473 - 1.238) + (1.927 - 1.710)]).

therefore, that each company specified to relol

If three ladders were added in the evening, the

cate is available to do so.

the assumption that the alarm Lt that box is the

reduction would be about 1.74 response per ladder per day (= 8 x (1.927 - 1.710)).

The relocations specified are based on

This method of pre-planned relocations
breaks down when, as is an increasingly common

A simi-

lar calculation for engines shows that the re-

occurrence, several incidents are in progress

duction in average daily responses for region 1

simultaneously in one area

engines is about 1.35 for one full-time engine

developed [4] which replaces the system of pre-

and about 1.46 for three evening only engines.

determined relocations by a system which deter-

Overall, we see that by adding new com-

An algorithm was

mines relocations based on current information

panies and using adaptive response during the

on incidents in progress and current unit avail-

evening hours we can get both a reduction in

ability.

company workload and an improvement in average

ment's new on-line computerized Management In-

response time relative to the traditional pol-

formation and Control System.

icy.

Encouraged by the results of these simu-

It was designed for use in the Depart-

We used the simulation to aid in designing

lation experiments, the New York City Fire

the new algorithm and to compare the performance
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of the new algorithm to the system currently
being used.

succeeded in providing adequate.coverage by

The input program was used to pre-

sampling, at 15-minute intervals, the proportion

pare a sequence of 3620 incidents covering a

of alarm boxes which had at least one of their

180-hour period of constant high alarm rate--

two closest ladder companies available and the

tlent to three weeks of evening periods
placed end to end.

proportion of boxes which had at least one of

We did not want to look at

their three closest engine companies available.

low alarm periods of the day since few reloca-

For coverage purposes the higher the proportions

tions would be required uuring these periods,

the better the relocation policy.

and little difference could be seen between polAgain, for control purposes, the sane

icies

able to improve coverage considerably.

sequence of incidents was faced by both policies.

We found that the proposed algorithm was
Table 4

presents the empirical cumulative distribution

The adaptive response policy described

functions for the coverage measure under each of

above was used to determine the initial dispatch

the relocation policies.

to alarms.

Table 4.

We compared the results of these two sim-

RELOCATION SIMULATION TEST RESULTS:
EMPIRICAL CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTIONS FOR COVERAGE

ulations using three different measures of performance:

F(x) = P (.(x percent of boxes have at least
1 of 2 closest ladders available)

coverage, workload, and response

tines.

F (x)
Coverage,

(Pro osed .olic )

Fire is a random phenomenon, and since
35.

the Department cannot be sure where the next

alarm will come from, it tries to position companies so that, no matter where the next fire

40
45
50
55
60
65

occurs, tLere will be units available close by.

70

The fire houses located throughout the city

TO

75

85

90

provide this protection when they are occupied,

100

but, when fires are in progress, some houses

.000
.001
.006
.007
.011
.024
.043
.063
.096
.152
.257
.423
.622
.944

.000
.000
.001
.006
.006
.008
:018
.032
.:;64

.113
.195
.338
.555
.944

become empty and the "coverage balance" is
The empirical cdf evaluated at x is the proporupset.

Relocations are used to correct the
tion of the samples at which <x percent of the

imbalance.

This is the most'important reason

alarm boxes have at least one of their two
for making relocations.
closest ladders available.

The lower the value

We measured the degree to which the cur-

of this proportion for a given value of x, the
rent and the proposed relocation policies
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better the policy that produced it is for coverage.

The behavior in the tails of the response

Letting Fc(x) be the empirical cdf from

time distributions is also important.

It was

the current relocation policy and Fp(x) be the

hoped that the new relocation policy would re-

empirical cdf from the proposed relocation pol-

duce the probability of having large response

icy, we see from Table 3 that

times to fire:

The simulation indicates that

this will happen:

F (x) > F (x) for all x.
C
P

Let G (x) = fraction of all alarms which
have a first ladder response

These results indicate that, as far as

time < xminuts using the
coverage is concerned, the proposed relocation

current relocation policy

policy is at least as good as the current policy and may be considerably better.

Gp(x) = fraction of all alarms which
have a first ladder response
time < x minutes using the
proposed relocation policy.

The propor-

tion of the time that less than 90 percent of
We found that Gc(x) < Gp(x) for all values of x.
the boxes have at least one of their rwo
The inequality also holds when we look at
closest ladders available drops from .42 to
second ladder response times rather than first
.34, a 19 percent decrease.
ladder.

Response Time

Differences between the two policies

are greater than for first ladders and are often

In the proposed relocation airprithm

meaningful.

For example, the proportion of

coverage is the criterion used to determine

alarms at which the second ladder arrives in

which of the empty houses should be filled.

more than 8 minutes was reduced from .15 to .08.

To determine which of the available companies
Workload
should be moved to fill those houses a reThere is a wide disparity in workload among
sponse time criterion is used.

Of course,
fire-fighting companies in New York City.

There

coverage and response time are related meaare areas of the city in which companies respond

sures; coverage representing latent response
to over 6000 alarms a year, while several miles
times.

But they are far from equivalent.
away other companies respond to fewer than 2000

The proposed relocation algorithm led to
alarms.

Relocation, as an auxiliary effect, can

small but consistent improvements in respinsa
help balance workload.
time.

Generally, the empty

For example, we found a 1 percent rehouses to .be filled will be the houses of the

duction in average time to first arriving ladbusy companies.

If a company's workload were

der and a 6 percent reduction in average time
considered in choosing companies to fill these
to the second ladder.

(The simulation runs

houses, low running companies could be given inwere too short for these and similar differcreased work.

The current relocation policy does

ences to be statistically significant.)
not consider workload; the propose:I one does.
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The simulation showed that the proposed policy

platoon works from 6 p.m. until 9 a.m. (15 hours).

would lead to significant shifts in workload.

Under the proposed work-chart (called the "con-

For example, one busy company's workload was

current two platoon" schedule) one platoon would

reduced 10 percent while a slow low running

work from 3 p.m. to midnight (9 hours) and the

company's workload was increased by 17 percent.

second platoon (manning a separate piece of ap-

After these initial tests of the proposed

paratus) would work from 9 a.m. to midnight (15

relocation policy were made, to determine if

hours).

the policy would work at least as well as the

concurrent company's house the following number

present policy, we used the simulation again to

of vnits over the day:

test the proposed policy on a real scenario

midnight-9 a.m.
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m.-midnight

which represented the alarms received on one of
the worst evenings ever experienced in the
Bronx.

This schedule would place on duty in the

0 units
1 unit
2 units

Assuming there are nearby units manned in the

No change was required in the simula-

usual way, this schedule provides a time distri-

tion program to test this case; it was suffi-

bution of units which closely matches the time

cient to bypass the input program and use the

distribution of alarms.

real data as input to the simulation program.

in an area, one a concurrent, would provide

We then compered the simulation's output with

1, 2, and 3 units on duty in the area in the

the actual results from that evening.

three tire periods.

The

results are reported in [4].

For example, two units

The impact of such a reassignment of manpower was hard to predict without simulation,

C.

OTHER ALLOCATION POLICIES

particularly if it were tried in conjunction with
One approach to catching the fire-fighting

a change in the response policy for street box

resources on duty during a given period to the

alarms (namely a change to the adaptive response

demand for their services is to create "part-

policy previously described).

time" companies which operate only during tie

3 p.p.. there would be no difference in workload

periods of high alarm incidence.

or availrbility since there would be no change

was described above.

This approach

An alternative approach

Between 9 a.m. and

in the number of active companies.

However,

is to use existing full-time units, but revise

between midnight and 9 a.m. there would be

the firemen's work hours to have the on-duty

fewer units on duty than before, and the in-

periods Zoe the two shifts (or platoons) of

crease in response time to alarms occurring

firemen

during these hours would have to be compared to

1-erlap or run concurrently.

Currently one platoon of firemen works

the reduction in workload and response times

from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (9 hours) and the second

produced during the hours of 3 p.m. to midnight.
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In addition, the magnitude of increase in

several ways to develop allocation policies which

workload for the concurrent company would have

match service to demand.

to be examined.

wish to determine the number of concurrent com-

We ran the simulation using three differ-

For example, suppose we

panies to create so as to minimize the average

ent alarm rates:

response time to all serious fires (fires re-

o 5 alarms per hour, representing the
period midnight to 9 a.m. (period 1)

quiring the services of two or more ladder companies).

o 10 alarms per hour, representing the
period 3 a.m. to 3 p.m. (period 2)

The rate of occurrence of serious fires

is not the same thro.ghout the day.

o 20 alarms per hour, representing the
period 3 p.m. to midnight (period 3)

The percent-

age of- all alarms in region 1 which are serious,

the average number of serious alarms which occur

The traditional initial dispatch policy was
per hour, and the percentage of the day's serious

used for rates of 5 and 10 alarms per hour and
alarms which occur in each of the 3 p.riods of
the adaptive response dispatch policy was used
the day are given below:

for 20 alarms per hour (since adaptive response
Percentage
of day's
Serious
Serious alarms serious
Period (i) Percentage
per hour
alarms

had been shown to be most effective at high
alarm rates and when extra companies were on
duty).

The number of ladders on duty in re-

gion 1 (the same high activity region as in
the first set of simulations) was varied from
10 to 19 a25.

9 a.m. and 3 p.m., take away

certain number of

units (n) between midnight and 9 a.m., and add

dents was used for the 5 and 10 alarms per hour

this number of el'ts to the region for the 3 p.m.

.s were occurring faster

to midnight shif

But, for 20 alarms per

For example, one such policy

(for n = 3) locates, respectively, 18, 21 and

1-our, a different probability distribution of

24 engines in region 1 for the three periods of

incident typos was used (since false alarms and

the day (which means transforming three full-

rubbish fires represent a significantly higher

time engine companies into concurrent two-platoon

percentage of alarms in the evening than at

companies).

other times).

To determine the n which minimizes the aver-

Results from 16 of the simulation runs
are presented in Table 5.

3

22
24
54

(the number.currently located there) between

The same sequence of inci-

at 10 alarms per hour).

3

.25
.40
.60

which leave 21 engines and 15 ladders in region ]

In each case a run length of 3620 in-

runs (although the a'

4

platoon policies we look only at allocations

combinations of alarm rate and number of units

cidents was used.

5

2

To evaluate alternative concurrent two-

number of engines from 12 to

The simulation was run for 22 different

on duty.

1

age first engine response time to serious fires

They may be used in

in region 1 we calculate, for each n:
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Table 5.

CONCURRENT TWO-PLATOON SIMULATION TEST
REGION 1 RESULTS

Engines

Alarm rate
(alarms/hour)

No. in
region

5

12
14

(midnight9 a.m.)

.,7

'8
.a

10

12
14
17

(9 a.m.3 p.m.)

20

(3 p.m.midnight)

Ladders

Response times
mins.)

Workload
(responses/
hour)

1st E

2nd E

3rd E

.720
.642
.538
.515
.448

2.41
2.31
2.28
2.20
2.17

3.80
3.51
3.51
3.25
3.17

4.90
4.74
4.33
4.17
3.83

10
11
12
13
15°

1.261
1.152

4.47
4.10
3.85
3.61
3.43

5.86
5.39
4.80
4.71
4.16

4.79
4.45
3.62
3.32
3.29

7.61
6.58
5.31
4.82
4.90

18
21a

.996
.956
.849

2.76
2.58
2.45
2.33
2.27

12
14
21a
24
25

2.075
1.958
1.464
1.308
1.260

3.45
3.15
2.50
2.35
2.32

No. in
region

Workload
(responses/
hour)

Response times
(mins.)

1st L

2nd L

.623
.577
.549
.515
.443

2.57
2.47
2.46
2.40
2.33

4.17
3.99
3.87

10
11
12
13
15a

1.119
1.050
1.018
.962
.838

2.94
2.78
2.73
2.62
2.47

4.92
4.67
4.44
4.29
3.84

10

1.631
1.541
1.283
1.158
1.105
1.053

3.66
3.43
2.77
2.66
2:56
2.50

6.51
6.16
5.04
4.75
4.64
4.50

11
15 a

17
18
19

3.7.2

3.53

aThe number of units currently located in Region 1

S(n) = .22R,(21-n) + .24R (21) + .54R.,(21+n)

times over the day.

2

case (n = 3 for engines) the spread in average

where S(n) = the average first engine response
time to serious fires with n concurrent engine-companies

response time to the third engine is reduced

R (k) = the average first engine response
time in time period i with k engine companies located in region 1.

from 1.48 minutes (n = 0) to .66 minutes without
seriously degrading response times during the
.

early mcrning hours (the first and second engine

The values of S(n) for n = 0, 3 and 4 are

response times during period 1 remain better

tabulated below:
n

§(n)

0

2.372 minutes
2.293
2.299

3
4

For example, 'l the above

than during either of the other periods).

The other major effectiveness measure which
is affected by the creation of concurrent com-

We see that creating 3 (or 4) concurrent en-

panies is workload.

gine companies would reduce first engine re-

above, suppose 3 concurrent engine companies are

sponse time to serious fires by about five

created.

seconds.

in period 1 with each one making more responses.

The use of concurrent companies has an-

Continuing the example used

As a result, 18 engines remain on duty

The average number of runs made per engine com-

other effect on response times, serving t(,

pany during this period is increased from 4.0 to

reduce the wide spread in average respouse

4.6.
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But, by having 24 units on duty in period 3

instead of 21 the average number of runs per

Their partners are indicated by a single asterisk

engine company during this period is reduced

in Table 6.

from 13.2 to 11.8, lightening their burden

The results indicate %at several of the

during the busiest time of day, when they need

engine companies (principally those which gain

it most.

a partner during period 3, indicated by a double

Although it is interesting to look at the

asterisk in Table 6) would obtain a significant

effects of concurrents on average workload,

reduction in period 3 workload.

their principal usefulness is to reduce the

workload of engine 10 in period 3 is reduced

workload of specific busy companies.

The work-

For example, the

32 percent, from 1.42 responses per hour to

load effect from creating concurrents will vary

.96 responses per hour.

widely depending on which companies are chosen

only a small increase in workload in period 1,

to become concurrents where they are deployed

its average daily responses drop 17 percent, from

and what the response policy is.

If the com-

23 to 19.

panies made into concurrents are low running

Since it experiences

However, most of the 18 regular com-

panies do not get so much relief.

companies, and they are stationed with high

The three concurrent companies become hard

running companies, splitting their responses

working companies.

to alarms, then a better balance in company

period I and double up during period 3 their

workload would be obtained.

workload, which had averaged 14 percent less than

The simulation can be used to assess the

Since they do not work during

that of the other 18 companies, becomes almost

workload effect of concurrents on each individ-

16 percent higher than the new reduced average

ual company.' In particular, Table 6 shows the

workload of the 18 companies.

distribution of work among the 21 engine com-

company, which had been the lowest rut ing com-

panies in Region 1, and the effect of creating

pany of all 21 units, becomes thirteenth lowest.

three concurrent engine ccmpanies.

The average

One concurrent

The other two concurrent companies have their

number of responses per hour has been tabulated

rankings increased from 10th to 17th lowest and

for each company for each time period with and

from 12th to 18th lowest (or fourth highest).

without the three concurrent companies.

For

The concurrent two-platoon system has not

.each company the average number of daily re-

yet been implemented.

sponses has been calculated from the hourly
averages.

There is a natural reluc-

tance of the fire-fighters to change their work-

The three companies chosen to be

ing hours, which are now guaranteed by a provi-

made into concurrents are each co-located with

sior in the state constitution.

another engine company at present, so no en-

implementation grow as the city's budget problems

gine house was left vacant during period 1.

and demands for increased productivity grow.
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But, chances for

EFFECT ON WORKLOAD OF CHANGING 3 PERMANENT
ENGINE COMPANIES TO CONCURRENT COMPANIES

Table 6.

Average number of responses/hour
without concurrents/with 3 concurrents)

Engine
identification

Midnight-9 a.m.

9 a.m.-3 p.m.

3 p.m.-midnight

Daily average

.547.55
.61/.61
.43/.77
.35/.36
.35/.36
.53/.54
.34/.35
.34/.35
.35/.62
.51/.52
.76/.77
.83/.82
.30/.31
.45/.46
.66/.66
.37/.37
.37/.37
.27/.50

.96/.96
1.06/1.06
.87/.87
.70/.70
.70/.70
.99/.99
.69/.69
.69/.69
.72/.72
.96/.96
1.31/1.31
1.39/1.39
.60/.60
.87/.87
1.17/1.17
.74/.74
.74/.74
.54/.54

1.48/1.08
1.73/1.68
1.48/1.39
1.41/1.32
1.41/1.32
1.59/1.49
1.28/1.23
1.28/1.23
1.48/1.33
1.42/.96
1.97/1.99
' 03/2.02
1.12/1.09
1.56/1.42
1.77/1.28
1.27/1.20
1.27/1.20
1.11/1.04

23.93/20.46
27.39/26.95
22.41/24.66
20.04/19.32
20.04/19.32
24.96/24.20
18.72/18.36
18.72/18.36
20.79/21.87
23.13/19.08
32.42/32.69
34.09/33.99
16.37/16.15
23.31/22.14
28.88/24.47
19.20/18.57
19.20/18.57
15.66/17.10

Average:
Regular companies

.46/.52

.87/.87

1.48/1.35

22.74/22.01

Concurrent companies
19a

.27/--

.54/.54

15.66/24.12

.35/ --

.72/.72

.43/--

.87/.87

1.11/1.04
--/1.28
1.48/1.33
--/1.08
1.48/1.39
--/.96

.35i--

.71/.71

1.36/2.3r

19.62/25.50

Regular companies.
1**
2

3*
4

5
6

7
8

9*
10**
11
12

13
14

15**
16
17

18*

b

20a
b

21a
b

Average:
Concurrents

20.79/26.01
22.41/26.37

*

Presently one of the 3
co-located with this company
arc created one of them will
midnight) and will share its

companies to be made into a concurrent company is
and shares its responses.
When three concurrent companies
be co-located with this company for 15 how-s (9 a.m. responses.

**

When 3 concurrent companies are created one of them will be co-located with
company for 9 hours (3 p.m.-midnight) and will share its responses.
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ON-LINE SIMULATION OF URBAN POLICE
PATROL AND DISPATCHING

Richard C. L'arson

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract

This paper describes a computer simulation of police patrol forces that
has been implemented for resource planning in several police departments.
The work is based on the simulation methodology described in Urban
PolicL Patrol Analysis (M.I.T. Press, 1972).

Accompanying the presenta-

tion will be an on-line computer demonstration of the model using a data
base supplied by the Boston Police Department:

The developed system is

general and can be adapted to suit the needs of any police department
in evaluating policied in the following areas:
o

the allocation of preventive patrol effort and the effect

of changes in patrol resources and manpower scheduling on
the allocations.
o

the design of standard or overlapping sectors.

o

the costs and benefits of an automatic car locator system.

o

response patterns for specialized ,..its (e.g., police
ambulances).

I.

Introduction

decades.

Until very recently police departments did

Prior to the work of tie President's

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
1

not have access to quantitative decision-aiding

of Justice

tools that have gained wide acceptance in indus-

not widely known.

trial and military settings over the past two

tions and the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
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,

the urgent need for these tools was
The Commission's recommend?.-

Street Act

provided the impetus for research

extent the actual dispatch and patrol operations

and development to assist police administrators

of most urban police departments, thereby provid-

in address_ag a wide range of important policy

ing a tool to assist in answering the types of

questions:

questions listed above.

o

o

o

Is a ten percent increase in manpower

-should find simulation models valuable for the

justified?

following purposes:

What are the tradeoffs between the activi-

1. They facilitate detailed investigations of

ties of responding to calls and performing

operatiOns throughout the city (or part of

preventive patrol?

the city);

How is an automatic car locator system to

2. They provide a consistent framework for

be evaluated?
o

Police administrators

estimating the value of new technologies;

What would be the effects of shifting to

3. They serve as training tools to increase

one-man cars in parts of the city?

awareness of the system interact.low and

o

Should the tour structure be changed?

consequences resulting from every day

o

Should dispatching procedures become more

policy decisions;

formalized?

4. They suggest new criteria for monitoring

o

HoY should sectors be designed?

o

If ambulance runs were made the responsi-

and evaluating actual operating systems.
3

A recent article-by Colton

reporting survey

bility of police, how would overall -er-

results from approximately 500 police departments

formance be altered:

revealed that F

That these questions were not receiving

,

0 themselves view the use of

computers for resource allocation as the single

systematic attention is evidenced by the fact

most important application of camputers'in the

that far less than one percent of the budgets of

coming years:

police departments had been devoted to research

lytical tools should play an important role in

or development and that usually 90 percent or

this work.

more of the costs of a police department were

Simulation models and other ana-

This paper will outline the structure of the

consumed directly by salaries and fringe

model developed by the author, its use in an on-

benefits.

line Interactive mode, and its current implemen-

One response to these needs is the recent

tation status in several large U.S. cities.

development and implementations of a general

Accompanying the oral presentation of the paper

purpose simulation model of police dispatch and

will be a demonstration of the model, using data

patrol operations.

derived from the implementation at the Boston

This model is constructed to

allow its users to replicate to a very great

Police Department (Boston, Massachusetts).
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Overall Model Structure

others.

The simulation works in the following way:

specifies the set of decision rules the dis-

The dispatch and reassignment policy

Incidents are generated throughout the city,

patcher follows when attempting to assign a

distributed randomly in time and space accf..rding

patrol unit to a reported incident.

to observed statistical patterns.

the dispatch policy are the priority structure,

Each incident

Included in

has an associated priority number, the lower

rules abwat cross-precinct iispatching, the queue

nAbers designating the most important inci-

discipline, and so forth.

dents.

For instance, a "priority 1" incident

There are several important measures of

would be "officer-in-trouble," "felony-inprogress," or "seriously injured person;"

operational effectiveness that the model tabua

lates.

These include statistics on dispatcher

"priority 4" incident could be "open fire

queue length, patrol travel times, amount of

hydrant," "lock-out," or "parking violation."

preventive patrol, workloads of individual

As each incident becomes known, an attempt is

patrol units, the amount of intersector dis-

made to assign (dispatch) a patrol unit to the

patches, and so on.

scene of the incident.

In attempting this

The simulation program is organized to re-

assignment, the computer is programmed to dup-

flect the spatial relationship: inherent in

licate as closely as possible the decision-

patrol operations, as well as the sequential time

making logic of an actual police dispatcher.

nature of events which is common to all simula-

In certain cases this assignment cannot be per-

tions.

formed because the congestion level of 'the force

ture is discussed, then the time sequence of

is too high; then, the incident report (which

events.

might in ortuality be a complaint ticket) joins

II.

First the spatial of geographical strut;

a queue of waiting reports.

The queue is

1.

Geographical Structure

The city, or arbitrary share, is partitioned

deplLed as patrol units becqme available.

into a set of "geographical atoms."

The model is designed to study two general

Each atom is

a polygon of arbitrary shape and size.

classes of administrative policies:

The atoms

are sufficiently small so that any probability

1.

The patrol deployment strategy

density functions over the atom (depicting, for

Z.

The dispatch anti reassignment policy.

instance, the positions of reported incidents)

The patrol deployment strategy determines the

can be considered uniforth over the atom.

total number of patrol units, whether units are

does not restrict accuracy of results, because

assigned to non-overlapping sectors, which

the atoms can ha arbitrarily small.

sectors ;constitute a geographicIP command, and

This

A patrol unit's, sector is a collectim of

which areas are more heavily patrolled than

atoms.
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The atoms in the collection need not be

contiguous (spatially) or consecutive (in the

smallest rectangle fully containing it.

numerical ordering of atoms.)

using two random numbers, a candidate point that

In general, each

Then,

atom may belong to any number of (overlapping)

has a uniform distribution over the rectangle is

patrol sectors.

obtained.

A patrol command (f r instance, "precinct,"

If this point is also within the poly-

gon, it is accepted as the sample value; other-

"district," or "division") is also a collection

wise it is rejected and new points generated

of atoms.

until one is accepted.

Each sector must be fully contained

within a command.

The probability that any

candidate point will be accepted is equal to the

The technique that is essential if one is

ratio of the area of the polygon (A p) to the

to structure the geographical data in this way

area of the rectangle (,OR).

is the point-polygon method.

didate points that have to be generated until

This method pro-

The number of can-

vides a computer algorithm for answering the

one is accepted is a geometrically distributed

following question:

random variable with mean AR/A .

"Given a point (x,y) and a

For reason-

polygon specified by its I clockwise ordered

ably compact polygons, this number, reflecting

vertices (x1, yi),(x2, y2),..., (xi, y ), is

sampling efficiency, is r !ally less than 2 (and

I

the point (x,y) contained within the polygon?"

often quite close to 1).

The basic idea of the method, which is fully

II.

4

discussed by S. Nordbeck

,

is to extend a ray

2.

Time Sequence of ,vents

The situw.ali-n is an event-paced model.

in any direction from the point in question; if

That is, once a certain set of operations asso-

the ray intersects the sides of the polygon an

ciated with one event is completed, the program

odd (even) number Of times, the point is

determines the next event that occurs and up-

not

within the polygon.

is

The method is com-

'sates a simulation clock by adding to the present

pletely general and does not require any spec-

time the time until the next event.

ial properties (for example, convexity) of the

then proceeds with the set of operations associa-

polygon.

ted with that event.

It is particularly well suited for

machine implementation, since the tests for

maximum time (T

max

The program

Once t::e clock reaches some

), the simulation is terminated

intersortion are quickly performed on a com-

and summary statistics are tabulated and printed

puter.

out.

In the simulation model the point-polygon

One completed run of the s'mulation entails

inputting data, initialization of simulation

method provides a convenient way to generate

status variables

samples (x,y) uniformly distributed over a

equivalent time Ttllx, :AA printing the summary

geographical atom.

statistics.

The atom,

hich is a poly-

gon of arbitrary shape, is enclosed in the

executing the program for an

We 4, not have space here to provide details
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cf the various dispatching algorithms or patrol

that of the incident (s precinct or

deployment policies, but we provide a brief dis-

district policy)

cussion of the important parameters at each

Option 3:

point in the simulation.

designation is the same as that of the

The main type of event that occurs is a

incident (a division policy)

reported incident or a "cal) for police service."

Only assign a unit whose division*

The particular option on a given run is Jsually

The times of occurrence of calls are

specified at the start of the run, although the

generated as in a Poisson process with rate

user may choose to use the interactive feature

par=

to alter the dispatch policy during the course

hour).

1r LAMBDA (*average number cf calls per
The greater the value of LAMBDA, the

of a run.

more likely it is that the system will incur
congestion (saturation) of resources.

Given that apatrol unit is within the

The

correct geographical area for a particular in-

location of the call is d,-- ermined from histor-

cident, th:: algorithm then determines whether

ical patterns which indicate the fraction of

the unit is considered "eligible for dispatch"

calls that originate from each atom; given the

to L is '-cidenL.

atom

estimated travel timo to the incident, the

e call, its spatial location vithin

This determination focuses on

the atom is assumed to be uniF.ormly distri-

priority of the incident, and the current acti-

buted.

vity of the patrol unit.

The priority of the call is determined

from historical data which may vary by atom.

In general, the user

may specify a dispatch policy that allows very

Once the position and priority of roe in-

important incidents to preempt (interrupt) patrol

cident are known, the program executes a

units servicing incidents of lesser importance.

DISPATCH algorithm that attempts to assign a

In addition, the "importance" of preventive

patrol unit to the incident.

patrol may vary with each unit, thereby giving

This algorithm is

governed by the diastgh policy specified by

the user the capability of assuring at least

the user.

some minimal level of continuous preventive

lne component of the dispatch policy

specifies the geographical area from which a

patrol.

unit may be dispatched:
Option 1:

Option 2:

Only assign a unit whose p

If no unit is found eligible for dispatch,
rol

the reported incident is inserted at the end of

sector includes the geographical

A queue of other unserviced incidents.

atom containing the incident (a

may be separate queues for each command and each

sector policy)

priority level.

There

Only assign a unit whose precinct or

*A division containat5evaral precincts or
districts.

district designation Ss the same as
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If at leastone unit satisfies the eligi-

II.

bility conditions, one is selected for dispatch

4.

Simulation Variables

The simulation program can tabulate statis-

according to a prespecified criterion such as

tics on any algebraically defined variable.

minimal expected travel time.

variables that have been most often recorded in

The assigned

unit's priority status and position are ;hanged

our studies are:

accordingly.

1.

A second major type of event occurs when a

Total time required to service an incident,
that is travel time plus time at the scene.

A

patrol unit completes servicing an incident.

The

2.

Workload of each parrol unit (measured in

REASSIGNMENT algorithm is then executed that

total job assignments and in time spent on

eiC.er (1) reassigns the returning unit to an

jobs).

unserviced incident or (2) returns the unit to

3.

Fraction of services preempted.

preventive patrol.

4.

Amount of preventive patrol.

5.

Travel time of a unit to reach the scene of

The eligibility conditions

regarding priorities, travel distances, and
geographical areas, which are necessary to

the incident.

specify a dispatch policy, are also an integral

6.

Dispatcher queue length.

part of the reassignment policy.

7.

Dispatcher queue wait.

it is necessary to specify how one unserviced

8.

The number of intersector dispatches.

incident is given preference over another.

9.

The fraction of dispatch and/or reassignment

In addition,

This part of the reassignment policy, called

decisions for which the car position was

the reassignment preference policy, parallels

estimated, rather than known exactly.

the queue disciplite in ordinary queuing

10.

systems.
II.

3.

The fraction of dispatch decisions which
were nonoptimal, in the sense that there was

Location Estimation

ac least one available unit closer to the

If not all available position information

scene of the incident.

is used or if the unit is performing preventive

11.

patrol, the method of estimation of patrol unit
position must be specified.

The extra distance traveled as the result of
a nonoptimal dispatch assignmant.

Three options are

As will be dTscussed below, each variable

available, one which simulates the information

may be tabulated at any one of several levels

provided by an automatic car locater system,

of aggregation.

and two which simulate estimation guessing pro-

III.

cedures that are commonly found today in most

On-Line Interactive Capabilities

During the past two years a great deal of

police operations.

effort by J. Williamson, R. Couper, and
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C. Vogel* has been devoted to implementing at

average workloads, etc.

easy-to-use on-line Input/Output package with

tains no statistical jargon (for instance,

the simulation.

This effort has resulted in a

The LEVEL 1 output con-

"variance" or "sample size") and no program vari-

program that is readily usable by someone with-

ables.

out detailed knowledge of computer operation,

We have found LEVEL 1 to be quite useful for in-

the simulation logic, or statistics.

troducing.police planners and administrators to

The core of the I/O package is a sequential

It is self-

ntained and self-explanatory.

the capabilities of the simulation and.for

tree structure that presents to the user the op-

quickly eliminating runs with obviously poor

tions than are available to him.

performance characteristics.

If the user

expresses interest in a particular option, de-

At this point the user may request LEVEL 2

tails of use are printed out, the level of which

output.

is determined by the responses of the user.

be seen, this level is less aggregated and pro-

De-

A sample is shown in Figure 3.

As can

fault options are standard, so that if the user

vides average values of many variables by

does not know what to do at a particular point,

priority level.

a simple carriage return yields additional

of users will find the information presented in

helpful information.

A sample "I/O session" is

We expect that a sizable number

LEVEL 2 adequate fog certain high-level planning

depicted in Figure 1.

and decision-making problems (e.g., determining

Once the initial I/O session is completed,
the user has specified the following:

overall manning levels).
If the user desires even more detail, he

the

particular geographical data base he wishes to

now requests portions of a LEVEL 3 output.

employ (these data are usually stored on disk),

sample is shown in Figure 4.

the dispatch procedures,the method of car loca-

this level presents many detailed statistics and

tion estimation, the length of the run, and

can be of great assistance in very fine-grain

whether he desires to trace the simulation (and

planning problems, for instance, sector design.

possibly interact with it) while in progress.

We expect that very experienced users will

Following completion of the simulation, a
"LEVEL 1" output is printed.
in Figure 2.

A sample is shown

As one can see,

usually demand LEVEL 3 output before making de.

This contains a small number of

cisions affecting actual operating procedures in
the field or at the dispatcher's position.

highly aggregated statistics describing the
run:

A

Regarding the other on-line capabilities,

average travel time, average total

we have found that the TRACE option (which

response time (including queuing delay),

prints out the details of each call,. assignment,

and reassignment in real-time) assists new users
*All of Urban Sciences, Inc. of Wellesley,
Massachusetts.

in learning of the operation of the model and in
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developing a good intuition for system opera-

Bonner hopes to educate field commanders in its

tion.

use so that many decisions that are made at the

We also have in mind the use of the

TRACE option for training dispatchers in new

district level could 7)e made with the assistance

dispatching procedures.

of the simulation model.

In this mode of opera-

tion, the computer would request the user to

IV.

make the dispatch or reassignment decision at

2.

Washington, D.C.

A somewhat different off-line version of

the appropriate times (and the standard

the model is being crea;?..d and implemented for

DISPATCH and REASSIGNMENT algorithms would be

the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police Depart-

by-passed).

ment, under the technical guidance of Mathemati-

Once the "dispatch-user" settles

an a particular strategy that he wishes to test

ca, Inc. and with the support of the Law En-

in detail, he can stop the TRACE, input the

forcement Assistance Administration.

control parameters des-ribing his strategy, a

Here the

city's geographical structure is modeled as a

.

run the model for a sufficiently long time to

set uf'discrete points, rather than polygous,

obtain reliable statistics.

each point corresponding to one city (surveyor)

IV.

Implementations

IV.

1.

block.

Boston, 'Massachusetts

proximately 6,000 points, or sufficiently fine-

To date, the model has been implemented in
detail for the city of Boston

5

For Washington, D.C. this represents ap-

grain detail to make the model useful for

and used in a

sector redesigns for the 138 Scout cars distri-

preliminary way in a number of other cities.

buted throughout the city.

The Boston implementation requires call-for-

point geography was based on detailed block-

service data for each of over 800 "reporting

level statistics that are available for Washing-

areas" (geographical atoms) and for each of

ton, D.C. and on the fact that an off-line model

four priority, levels.

need not produce rapid turn around times (in the

Poston is partitioned

The selection of a

into 12 districts (patrol -commands), with a

same sense as an on-line real-time model).

total of approximately 93 radio-dispatchable

effort started in January of 1972 and is reported

patrol units in the fielA at any one time.

The

This

in periodical publications of Mathematica, Inc.

model has already been used tc analyze the

and the Washington, D. C. Metropolitan Police

effects of various automatic car locator sys-

Department.

tems for the city.

IV.

It is currently being used

to perform sector redesigns and to determine

3.

New York City

In August 1972 the New York City Police De-

the effects of adding additional "district-

partment contracted with the New York City Rand

wide" cars to certain districts during heavy

Institute to adapt the on-line simulation and

workload hours.

Deputy Superintendent John
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ti

related allocation tools* to the special re-

and 5 patrol cars.

quirements of New York City and to implement

documentation of this work by January 1973.

these tools for analysis of the entire patrol

IV.

fo ce (distributed throughout 75 precincts in

5.

They anticipate preliminary

Demonstrations in Other U.S. Cities

the New York City Rand Institute, as part

over 700 regular radio-dispatchable patrol cars,

of a contract with the U.S. Department of Hous-

plus special-assignment cars and radio-dispatch-

ing and Urban Development, is demonstrazing the

able foot patrolmen).

use of the on-line simulation model in a number

The Deportment hopes

eventually to provide each precinct commander

of cities.

with a readily understandable set of on-line

with expressed interest in quantitative tools

decision tools, with easy terminal access from

to assist planners and decision makers, select-

each of the 75 precinct station houses.

ing a subset of these cities, and traveling to

Thus,

This is done by identifying cities

as in Boston, it is hoped that these tools will

the cities with a portable computer terminal

be used for short-term decentralized decision-

which can be conne ted to the central computer

making, as well as for longer-term, central-

in either Waltham, Massachusetts or San Francis-

ized resource allocation and planning and re-

co, California via a simple telephone call into

search.

a nation-wide WATS* line network. The long

As of this writing this work is still

in the planning stages, but its progress will

range goal in this work is to assess the useful-

be documented in reports from the New York City

ness of the model in cities with diverse charac-

Rand Institute.

teristics, to introduce system planners and

IV.

4.

National Research Council of Canada

decision-makers to the notion of using a simula-

During the past year or so T. Arnold and

tion model, and to arrive at recommendations

F. R. Lipsett of the Radio and Electrical

for improvement of the model.

Engineering Division of the National Research

s.111 in progress and is reported in periodical

Council of Canada have reprogrammed the version

technical reports published by the New York City

of the model detailed in Ref. [7], in order to

Rand Institute.

This work is

adapt the programs to their computing system.
*Wide Area Telecommunications Service.

Their work is currently in progress, aimed at
determining the potential usefulness of simulations to small police forces.

Recently they

have started simulating a co-operating police
force near Ottawa which operates with 5 sectors

*See, for instance, the resource allocation algorithm described in Chapter 5 of Ref. [8].
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ENTER DISTRICTS TO BE SIMULATED (OR 'ENTER "ALL")
15

ENTER DISTRICTS YOU WISH:1'0 MODIFY

NONE
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY VARIABLES?
YES

SIMULATION VARIABLES AND THEIR VALUES
1.

LENGTH OF SIMULATION RUN = 2.00 HOURS

2.

NUMBER OF CALLS PER HOUR =
DISTR. 1
2 3
4
5
6

7

11

13

14

15

NO.

4

10

5

5

3

8

17

8

12

5

6

3.

VEHICLE SELECTION METHOD = STRICT CENTER OF MASS

4.

SERVICE TIME AT SCENE AND VEHICLE RESPONSE SPEED
PRIORITY

5.
6.

1

2

3

4

SERV. TIME (IN MIN.) 33

33

33

33

RESP. SPEED (IN MPH) 15

12

12

10

TYPE OF SIMULATION OUTPUT = CITY
MORE DETAILED INFORMATION

ENTER NUMBER(S) OF THOSE TO BE CHANGED
1,3,5
1.

ENTER THE LENGTH OF THE SIMULATION IN HOURS =

3.

1.

THERE ARE 3 VEHICLE SELECTION PROCEDURES, THEY ARE =
MODIFIED CENTER OF MASS

2.

STRICT CENTER OF MASS

3.

THE RESOLUTION OF A VEHICLE LOCATION SYSTEM

20.

PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE =
2

S.

DO YOU WANT CITY-WIDZ OR DISTRICT SIMULATION OUTPUT?

DISTRICT
FIGURE 1

SAMPLE I/O SESSION WITH
POLICE DISPATCH AND PATROL SIMULATION
11 A
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STATISTICAL SUMMARIES - DISTRICT NO. 15

THE AVERAGE PATROL UNIT SPENT 34.21% OF ITS TIME SERVICING CALLS
AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME TO HIGH PRIORITY CALLS WAS 6.40 MINUTES
AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME TG LOW PRIORITY CALLS WAS 7.27 MINUTES
AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME WAS 3.19 MINUTES
AVERAGE TOTAL JOB TIME WAS 34.59 MINUTES

FIGURE 2
SAMPLE LEVEL 1 OUTPUT OF
POLICE DISPATCH AND PATROL SIMULATION

11 B
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DO YOU WANT TO SEE LEVEL 2 STATISTICS?
YES

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES - DISTRICT NO. 15

AN AVERAGE OF 34.21% OF THE TIME OF ALL UNITS WAS SPENT SERVING CALLS
THE FOLLOWING UNITS WERE SUBSTANTIALLY BELOW THIS FIGURE:
UNIT NO.
UNIT TYPE
4
WAGON
0.00
THE FOLLOWING UNITS WERE SUBSTANTIALLY BELOW THIS FIGURE:
UNIT NO.
UNIT TYPE
1
SECTOR CAR
79714
AVERAGE TIMES FOR'EACH TYPE OF CALL litRX AS FOLLOWS (STATED IN MIN.)
PRIORITY
DISPATCH DELAY
TRAV. TIME
RESPONSE TIME
1
0.00
1.60
1.60
2
3
4

ALL CALLS

5.06
0.00
3.72
3.62

3.40
0.00
3.55

--7717---

8.46
0.00
7.27
6.81

THE AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME WAS 3.19 MINUTES WITH REGULAR SPREAD
10.53% OF THE CALLS INCURRED A QUEUING DELAY DUE TO CAR UNAVAILABILITY
0.32= AVER. EXTRA MILES TRAV. DUE TO DISPATCHING OTHER THEN CLOSEST CAR
THE AVERAGE TOTAL JOB TIME (TRAV. TIME+TIME AT SCENE) BY PRIORITY WAS:
1
77.54 MINUTES
2
37.45 MINUTES
3
0.00 MINUTES.
4.
18.05 MINUTES
THE AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH FOR EACH TYPE or CALL WAS:
1
2
3
4

0 00
0 00
0.00
0.00

THE MAXIMUM DELAY IN QUEUE FOR EACH TYPE OF CALL WAS:
I
0.00 MINUTES
2
35.39 MINUTES
3
0.00 MINUTES
4
33.46 MINUTES

FIGURE 3

SAMPLE LEVEL:2-OUTPUT OF
POLICE DISPATCH AND PATROL SIMULATION
11 C
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DO YOU WANT TO SEE LEVEL 3 STATISTICS?
YES
DISTRICT SUMMARY

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7

8.

9.

OVERALL STANDARD MAXIMUM
PARAMETER
AVERAGE DEVIATION VALUE
WORKLOAD (%)
34.2
28.6
79.1
reSPONSE TIME (MINUTES)
6.8
10.9
39.8
TRAVEL TIME (MINUTES)
3.2
2.0
10.5
EXTRA DISTANCE (MILES)
0.3
0.4
1.2
TOTAL JOB TIME (MINUTES)
34.6
49.2
227.3
NUMBER OF CALLS PREEMPTED FOR HIGHER PRIORITY
=
0 ( 0%)
NUMBER OF CALLS ASSIGNED TO UNIT ON PREVENTIVE PATROL = 17 (89%)
NUMBER OF CALLS ASSIGNED TO UNIT ASSIGNED TO SECTOR
= 17 .(89%)
NUMBER OF CALLS ASSIGNED TO CARS OTHER THAN CLOSEST
=
7 (37%)
,,,,,

FOR WHICH PARAMETER DO YOU WANT A FURTHER BREAKDOWN?
.4-

WORKLOAD BY PRIORITY

PATROL UNIT

.

1

2

-

47.48
0.4%
0.7%
0.0%

1
2
3
4

3

17.6%
17.3%
19.7%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

4

TOTAL

14.2%
7.1%
12.5%
0.0%

DO YOU WANT MORE DETAIL FOR ANY OTHER PARAMETERS?
XES
FOR WHICH PARAMETER DO YOU WANT FURTHER BREAKDOWN?
7

BY PRIORITY?
114.

FOR WHICH UNITS?
ALL

CALLS ASSIGNED TO UNIT ON PREVENTIVE PATROL
PATROL UNIT

NO. CALLS

1

6

2

6

3

5

4

0

PER CEUT
100.0%
85.7%
83.3%
0.0%

FIGURE 4

SAMPLE LEVEL 3 OUTPUT OF

POLICE DISPATCH AND PATROL SIMULATION
12
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A

79.1%
24.8%
32.9%
0.0%
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SIMULATION OF A MULTIPLF. ELEMENT TEST ENVIRONMENT

Kenneth E. Dominick
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Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542

Phoenix, Arizcna 85029

Abstract

A real-time simulation of a multiple element defensive test environment is under study
41nd development.

This simulation is to be used for evaluating performance of command

and control systems.

The initial version of the simulation generatl-es simultaneously

up to twenty aircraft each with up to two jamming devices.

The overall appreach is

to generate aircraft tracks and jamming returns at a large scale central digital
computer.

This data is then transmitted to remote radar sites and converted by on-

site equipment to analog signals which are injected into the radar circuitry.

A

unique feature of the approach is that both real and simulated aircraft will be observed and tracked simultaneously by radar operators.

Introduction

Up to twenty aircraft, each with up to two

A real-time simulation of a multiple ele-

electronic counter-measures (EC) radar jamming

ment defensive test environment is presently un-

devices, are generated in this initial version of

der development.

the simulation.

The rationale, design'concept,

Additional numbers of aircraft

and various features of the simulation are des-

wi21 be introduced as required, after the basic

cribed in this paper with emphasis on the digi-

simulation has been further developed.

tal portion of the simulation.

all approach is to generate aircraft tracks and

The over-

jamming returns at a large scale certral digital
This work vas supported by the Range Development
Division of the Air Force Armament Development
and Test Cen%er under Contract F08635-72-C-0060.

computer (CDC 6600).

This data is then trans-

mitted to remote radar sites and converted by on*Formerly with the University of Florida, Eglin
Air Force Base, Florida.

site equipment to analog Signals which ere
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injected into the radar circuitry.

A unique

possible to extrapolate results obtained with a

feature of the approach is that both real and

few aircraft to the case of many aircraft (or

simulated aircraft will be observed and tracked

saturation).

As t result, it becomes highly de-

The simu-

sirzble from both economic and operational con-

lated aircraft will be indistinguishable from

siderations to generate some of the threat air-

simultaneously by radar operators.

real aircraft on the radar displays.

Radar

craft via simulation.

On the other hand, the

operators will then interface with the remainder

presence of real aircraft provides increased

of the command and control system in a normal

realism and improves the validity of the exer-

fashion.

cise.

A simplified block diagram is illustrated
in Figure 1.

Another somewhat unrelated, but signifi-

cant, advantage resulting from the use of some

Referring to Figure 1, the topics

real aircraft is that other existing and planned

discussed in thi9 paper include required inputs

simulations which utilize simulated aircraft

to the CPU, simulation activities of the CPU

only can be validated.

such as aircraft track and jamming return gen-

The current stage of development of the

eration, transmission of data to the on -site

simulation can be summarized as follows:

buffers, and feedback information from the radars
to the CPU.

Not discussed here is the cn-site

a) Simulation requirements have been established.

These are based on numbers of aircraft,

D/A conversion equipment, the radar signal in-

maximum aircraft velocities and ranges, types of

sertion equipment, and the interface between the

radars considered, and maximum desirable data

radars and the command and control center.

rates between CPU and radar sites.

Both

the D/A conversion and signal insertion equip-

b) Much of the Modeling is completed.

In

ments and associated concepts were developed by

some areas, decisions concerning approaches to

the Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.,

be taktn have not yet been made, however, trade-

under a separate contract.

off studies are currently underway.

The need for a simulation such as this
arises as a result of several factors.

c) 0n-site digital processing, D/A conver-

A funda-

sion, signal generation, and signal insertion

mental problem is that of validating a command

equipment has been developed and demonstrated.

and control system (CCS) by attempting to defeat
it.

d) Interface requirements between the CPU

Each such attempt requirts the dedication

and the on-site processing equipment have been

of large numbere-of aircraft, since experience

established.

has shown that the relationship between numbers

c) Input data requirements are only partially

of threat aircraft and utilized capacity of the
CCS is highly nonlinear.

defined, arid are currently under study.

That is, it is not

f) Study of requirements for data
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organization, storage, and retrieval is just be-

(TWS), and conics, scan (CS).

ginning.

ber of aircraft tracks to be generated for each

g) Specification of user inputs including

The maximum num-

type of radar are listed in Table I.

Aircraft

format is not yet completed, however, it has

dynamics for the worst case data transfer (i.e.,

been established that a Scenario Input Language

highest data rate) can be bounded using the known

will be developed to simplify test specifica-

maximum target velocity of Mach 3 (3000 ft./sec.)

tion o-3 users and to maximize control during an

and maximum acceleration of lOgls (322 ft. /sec.2).

exercise.

These latter bounds are determined from a consid-

h) Development of algorithms and coding is
just underway.

eration of user requirements.

Initial coding will be in FORTRAN

In establishing the basic simulation require-

IV, however, assembly language will be employed

ments, it was considered desirable to use exist-

if determined necessary.

ing telephone lines for transfer of data between
the CPU and the radar sites.

However, the maxi-

Aircraft and Jammer Return Generation

mum capacity of these lines is 2400 bits/sec.

Aircraft track information is provic'ad to

When a maximum data rate was calculated based on

each radar in the form of radar cross-section

the numbers of targets required, the worst case

(RCS) and aircraft position in range, azimuth,

target dynamics, and characteristics of the

TABLE I.

and elevation.

RADAR TARGET REQUIREMENTS

RADAR
TYPE

MAX. NO. OF
TARGETS

MAX. TARGET
RANGE (MI.)

EW

20

150

2

TWS

8

60

2

CS

4-

60

2

This information must be sup-

MAX. JAMMERS
PER AIRCRAFT

I

various radars, it was found to be far in excess

plied to the radars by the CPU at a rate suffi-

of 2400 bits/sec.

cient to insure realistic target aircraft behav-

that some computation would be carried out on-

ior on the radar screens, that is, behavior

site.

indistinguishable from that of a real aircraft.

parameters from the CPU and performing simple

Three types of radars are initially being

linear interpolation on-site, it was possible to

utilized - early warning (EW), track-while-scan

reduce the maximum data rate to 2060 bits/sec.
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As a result, it was decided

By reducing the update rate an track

All ou-sitw computation is performed using hard-

TWS radar display is to appear realistic, tne in-

ware rather than programmable software, and re-

dicated update rate is too slow.

quires no opelator to be present.

the assumption of linear variation of track pa-

To illustrate the approach finally adopted,
we consider the TWS radar.

Therefore., under

rameters"within a 626 msec. interval, a constant

At intervals of 626

increment is added to each track parameter every

milleseconds, values of target aircraft RCS,

62.6 msec.

range, azimuth, and elevation are made avail-

by a factor of 10.

able at the radar site.

for incrementing track parameters is also listed

The number of bits re-

Thus, the update rate is increased

The number of bits required

quired for each track parameter of each target

in Table II.

is she

the radars in the form of gain factors.

in Table II.

These are determined from

TABLE II.

NO. OF
BITS

RCS

A

RANGE (R)

14

AZIMUTH (8)

12

ELEVATION ()

11

ARCS

5

AR

5

A8

5

A,

5

OTHER DATA

96

TOTAL/UPDATE/TARGET

161

The 96 bits for "other

are updated in the same fashion as track

data" includes jamming information, timing, bookkeeping, and the like.

These

CPU TO TWS RADAR DATA FLOW

TRACK
PARAMETER

accuracy considerations.

Jammer information is provided to

If 8 target tracks are

parameters.
Various methods of generating aircraft

updated at the indicated intervals and with the

tracks at the CPU have been examined.

indicated number of bits, a data rate of approxi-

mum target ranges, it appears that pointto-point

mately 2060 bits/sec. results.

trajectories specified in terms of latitude,

However, if the
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At maxi-

longitude, and altitude will provide sufficient

modulated by the on-site processing equipment so

accuracy and realism.

as to properly position the target within the

However, at lesser ranges

it appears that numerical integration of equations of motion will be required.

antenna pattern.

Several

Three-dimensional jammer patterns are stored

integration methods which are particularly

at the CPU,

suited to the present application are being

differences of .5 to 1.0 decibels in RF signal

examined.

level has been established for jammer pattern

Results obtained to date are sum-

marized in the Appendix,

storage.

A requirement for adjacent level

This requirement is based on the con-

A variety of models and computational

clusion that level differences of this magnitude

schemes either have been developed or are under

are essentially indiscernible when observing the

development for specific target and jammer

resulting video on a radar display.

parameters.

However, results are detailed

and will not be presented here.

Each time the simulation is exercised, ex-

Examples

tensive user inputs in the form of a completely

of these are the equations used to compute

defined scenario will be required.

radar returns, models for jammer gains, and

ant that the specification of a scenario be in

algorithms for deter.iining which targets are

terms of parameters and dimensions familiar to

in the field-of-view of which radars.

the user.

It is import-

It is impractical to expect the user

to learn a computer language before he can exercise the simulation.

Inputs To The Central Processor

For this reason, it has

been determined that a Scenario Input Language

As discussed in the Introduction, input

will be developed.

data requirements are only partially defined.

The language will make it

,possible for the user to specify aircraft

Problems of data organization, storage, and re-

positions, aircraft maneuvers, and the like, in

trieval will be addressed in the next phase of

terms familiar to him, thereby rendering the

this continuing effort, as input data require-

simulation more usable.

ments become better known.

In general, data

inputs and file updates will be off-line since

Interface With On-Site Equipment

requirements for each exercise will be fixed.

The interface between the CPU (actually, the

Radar antenna patterns are stored at the
radar sites rather than at the CPU.

data link) and the on-site equipment has two

As a re-

facets - hardware and software.

The software

sult, radar returns are computed at the CPU with

interface was discussed above for the TWS radar,

the target always at mid-beam of the main lobe

where it was seen that a 161 bit word lust be

of the antenna pattern.

provided on-site for each target in view every

The return is then
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626 msec.

The analysis supporting the selectton

of these values was also outlined.

Feedback From Sites To CPU

Similar sue-

In establishing simulation requirements, an

lysas have been completed for the other radars.

important objective was to maximize computation

Results are summarized in Table III.

performed by the CPU and minimize on-site pro-

The in-

dicated word length in each case, if provided at

cessing.

the rate specified, will insure that all accuracy

conflicting objective of low data rates between

and resolution requirements are satisfied.

CPU and sites led to a requirement for some on-

There -

fore, Table III completely defines the software

site computation.

interface between tha CPU and the sites.

TABLE III.

However, as discussed earlier, the

The feedback channel from the site to the

CPU /RADAR SOFTWARE INTERFACE

RADAR
TYPE

WORD
LENGTH

UPDATE
INTERVAL

IRS

161 bits

626 num.

CS

171 bits

810 msec.

EW

176 hits

The hardware interface, illustrated in Fig-

3 sec.

CPU provides a means of reducing data rates and

ure 2, consists of an array of input registers

on-site computation.

at each site, one for each potential target (see

how each radar antenna is oriented as a function

Table I).

of time, then targets in the field-of-view of

The existing configuration provides

If it is kitown at the CPU

one storage register per target, of word length

each radar can be identified and only those tar-

as indicated in Table III.

gets need be transmitted to the respective site.

Thus, each target

word can be stored on-site for a period of time

Without feedback it becomes necessary to transmit

corresponding to the update interval for that

all targets to each radar, and to then isolate

radar.

targets within each field-of-view by means of on-

This provides a tolerance on data com-

putation and data transmission at the CPU.

The

site computation.

The latter approach would

existing tolerance can easily be increased by

involve higher data rates and require additional

expanding the number of input registers, e.g.,

on-site computing capacity.

doubling the number of registers will double

Shown in Table I is the maximum number of

the tolerance.

aircraft tracks generated for each type of radar.
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If the number of aircraft within the field -of-

method applied to two problems whose analytical

view of the TWS or CS radars exceeds 8 or 4, re-

solution is known.

spectively, then some of the targets must be

are all basically predictor-corrector techniques.

eliminated from consideration.

For the second order method the Nystrom.midpoint

(It is assumed

The four techniques selected

that the total number of targets generated never

formula is used as the predictor and the modified

exceeds 20, so that a similar condition never

Euler formula as the corrector (Reference 1).

arises in_the case of the EW radar.)

the fourth order method the Adams-Bashfourth for-

The CPU

For

will eliminate targets as required using an

mula is used as the predictor and the Adams-

appropriate algorithm, probably to be based on

Moulton formula is used as the corrector (Refer-

target ra:me.

ence 2).

This isan additional computation

The four techniques employed are:

which must be performed on-site if the feedback

a)

Predict, Correct c times (PC).

channel is eliminated.

b)

Predict, Correct c times, Modify (PCM).

c)

Predict, Modify, Correct c times (PMC).

d)

Predict, Modify, Correct c times, Modify

Summary

A digital simulation of a defensive test
environment is under development.

(PMCM).

The simula-

The first problem invcstigated was

tion provides maneuvering target aircraft with

Y1

1

1

Y2

Y1

ECM jamming for exercises designed to validate
command and control systems.

The simulation is

y2(0)

1

;11" y2

y1(0)

1

;12 w -(9.25571+y2)

Y2(0)

- 1/2

311(0)

1

an integral part of the CCS, which also includes

The second problem was
radars, displays, operators, real aircraft with
jammers, and a command and control center.

In this continuing program, simulation requirements have been established, modeling is
completed or underway, significant interfaces

The results for the second-order method can

have been defined, and on-site hardware has

be summarized as follows:

been developed and demonstrated.

a) PCM is best with PC close second.
b) PMCH is, surprisingly, no better than PCM.

Appendix

c) Hy making h, the integration step size,

Four numerical integration techniques for

smaller we grin more in accuracy than any

generating aircraft tracks from equations of

change in method produces.

motion have been examined, each with a second

d) Differences between methods are much more

and fourth-order integration method, and each

pronounced for larger values of h.
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For the fourth-order method:

6.

a) PC is best with PCM second.

Range Instrumentation Design Plan, Report No.

b) Difference between techniques is not as

86-52313, Westinhgouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md., November )9, 1971.

pronounced as with second order methods.
c) PMCM does relatively better in fourth order

1, 1972.

that it does with the second order method.
In general:,

a) Fourth order accuracy increases faster
(relative to second order accuracy) with
decreasing h.

b) Dividing h by 2 and using second order
gives about same, or a slightly better,
result than using fourth order with original h.
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COST/RESOURCE MODEL

Betty J. Landstra
Hughes Aircraft Company
Field Service and Support Division

Abstract
The Cost/Resource Model is a simulation model intended
for use in management decision-making.

The model por-

trays the impact of proposed new business or changes
in existing business on company resources including
labor, equipment, facilities, material and money.

INTRODUCTION

will have on company resources.

A simulation model has been designed for

also examine the effect of possible revisions to

use as a management tool in planning resource
requirements and allocations.

The model can

contracts or proposals currently in house.

The model permits

Indi-

vidual contracts may be expanded, reduced,

determination of the impact on a company of

deleted, stretched, advanced or delayed.

changes in existing contract schedules or pro-

model then determines the impact on company

duct requirements, addition of new contracts to

resources,c:aused by any of these eventualities.

the company's business level, or cancellation

The model permits the forecasting of costs

of existing contracts.

When a request for a proposal is received,

The

and resources ror five years into the future for
-

a medium-sized manufacturing division of a

the estimated characteristics of the proposal

major aerospace company.

are examined and its demands aggregated with

ministic and is based on resource data that

the requirements of all contracts currently in

exists within the company.

house to determine what effect this new business

model are all the resources necessary for
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The model is deter-

Considered in the

company operation:

labor, material, machines,

facilities and money.

enable management to make these decisions most

Another factor consi-

profitably, adequate information must be acces-

Aered is other direct costs which includes

sible concerning resource availability, resource

costs that may not be charged to any of the

demand and cost of operation.

resources.

Under rapidly changing environmental condi-

A vital aspect of the model is its quickresponse capability.

tions, how is management to determine within a

Anticipated turn-around

time for the model is one day.

brief period how much manpower will be needed

The model is

each month for the next five years, how much

programmed in Fortran IV in the batch world.

space these people will occupy, how much machine

Design of the program is modular to permit

time will be required and how much money will be

ease in removing the influence of one or more

needed?

resources.

A givea resource may also be iso-

How can management adequately ascertain

the potential impact of possible new busiress on

lated simply by zeroing out the inputs for all

manpower, machines, facilities and money.

other resources.

Another problem management ftces is revision of

Outputs include:

headcount

per month by type of personnel, total head-

contras ~; currently in house.

count required per month, machine hours re-

to the resource outlook if a contract were

quired by work center, shortages or surpluses

stretched out, deliverable items were added or

of labor and machines, space requirements per

deleted, or a contract were terminated?

month, resource costs and money requirements.

What would happen

Because of this type of question, Hughes

Additional outputs are available as required.

El Segundo Manufacturing Division management re-

The model Was de'signed specifically for

quested that the tools of management science be

the El Segundo Manufacturing Division of the

used to analyze company operations and develop a

Hughes Aircraft Company, a manufacturer of

model that would provide answers with a minimal

complex electronic equipment, but its gene-

lapse of time.

rality makes it applicable to other companies

PURPOSE OF THE MODEL

with a minimum of revision.

The Cost/Resource Model calculates and portrays the impact of potential new contracts,

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Management in any company must make deci-

changes in existing contracts, cancellation of

sions affecting operations several years into

an existing contract, or the effects of changes

the future.

in resource parameters such as wage rates, holi-

Sc mo of these decisions concern

whether or not to pursue new business opportu-

days, capacity of machines and space, and inte-

nities; cthers concern expansion or contrac-

rest rates.

tion of resources such as facilities.

mit management to ask "what if" questions and to

To
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The purpose of the model" is to per-

see the simulated impact of its decisions so

contract may be reduced by a specified percen-

that this information can be incorporated into

tage or certain end items may be deleted.

decision-making strategies.

the same way, an expansion to a contract may be

Use of the model for planning purposes

In

effected by adding a percentage or adding a spe-

makes it essential that it have a quick-response

cified number of end items.

capability.

Anticipated turn-around time is one

sources and costs of changes to parameters such

day or less.

This means that answers can be ob-

The effect on re-

as wage rates, capacity of machines or space,

tained and new alternatives considered in the

and interest rates may also be determined.

short time span characteristic of this type of

The results of these possible changes are

decision-making.

shown in reports showing requirements for man-

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

power, material, space, machines and money.

The Cost/Resource Model is a deterministic

Costs of operation are determined and displayed

simulation model that forecasts resource re-

along with projected revenue and gross earnings.

quirements and costs by month for five years in-

Other additional output options are available at

to the future based on projected resource de-

the discretion of the modeler.

mands.

Structure of the model is modular to permit

The model first aggregates

squirements of

revision of the program for estimating one re-

all contracts currently in house and outstanding

source without affecting the other resources.

proposals which are expected to be captured.

separate module exists for each of the resources:

A

A

new request for proposal may then be selected for

labor, material, machines, facilities and money.

study of its potential impact.

Another module is provided for a category of

Its basic re-

quirements are generated and the resulting de-

costs called "other direct costs" which are

mand for resources is superimposed upon the re-

direct costs that cannot be applied to any re-

quirements of contracts and proposals currently

source.

in house.

spreading the requirements of a new proposal and

Another function of the model is to deter-

Separate modules are also provided for

for revising existing contracts and proposals.

mine what mill happen to resource requirements

Characteristic!, of the model are shown in

if a contract or proposal currently in house is

Figure 1.

terminated or revised.

proposal, revisions of existing contracts, and

Six options for revi-

Inputs include requirements for a new

sion are available; the delivery schedule of

parameter changes.

end items in one or more contracts may be

existing contracts and proposals which involve

slipped, advanced, reduced, expanded, deleted

manpower, machine and material requirements.

or stretched.

These requirements are input for each contract;

Under the reduction option, a

0
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Other inputs are data for

the model aggregates the requirements, follow-

resulting total resource requirements per month

ing applicable revisions of the contracts, into

and resource costs per month are displayed and

total requirements per month.

control is again returned to the main program.

Shown as circular forms in Figure
submodels for the resources.

I are the

Following completion of all programs, the main

These submodels,

program calculates total cos:5 and displays

or modules, summarize the requirements for the

gross earnings.

resource per month and the costs of the re-

in Figure 1 below the respective submodels.

sources per month.

Submodel Characteristics

Hach of these submodels is

Resource Spread Model:

a program which calls the revision program and

The first of the

submodels accessed by the main program is the

the spread program as needed.

A flow diagram Of the program relationships is. shown in Figure 2.

Outputs of the model are shown

resource spread model, or program.

Activity origi-

The function

of this submodel is to determine resource re-

nates in the main program which calls each of

quirements of a new proposal or contract.

the submodels, or programs, in sequence.

submodel takes as input the total lump-sum re-

The

This

first program called is the resource spread

quirements for resources for the entire new pro-

program which spreads the resource requirements

posal.

for the new proposal under consideration.

end item delivery, setback and makespan, the

Con-

It also takes as input the schedule for

trol then returns to the main program and the

distribution according to which the work is to

first of the resource submodels is called, the

be spread (eg. according to a learning curve),

material summary model, or program.

and the performance factor as shown in Figure 3.

This pro-

gram in turn calls the revision program which

The resource spread program spreads the require-

alters the material requirements per month of

ments and outputs the direct labor requirements

a specified -ontract.

per bid category per month, work center (machine)

For certain types of re-

visions, it is necessary for the revision pro-

hours required per month, other direct costs per

gram to call the resource spread program to

month and material requirements per month for

attain the desired revision of resources.

the new proposal.

Following revision and aggregation of the re-

spread program is stored on disk files and be-

sulting material requirements over all con-

comes input to the resource submodels.

tracts, control is returned to the main program.

Material Summary Model:

Subsequently, each of the resource sub-

models is called in turn.

Output of the resource

Second of the

submodels accessed by the main program is the

Requirements for

material summary model Figure. 4.

The function

that resource are read from tape or a disk

of this submodel is to determine the require-

file, revisions are made as required, the

ments (in dollars) for material per month.
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Inputs to this model include the material re-

factors specified for the company.

quirements per month for each existing con-

These functional relationships were derived by

tract and proposal. Also input to this submodel

conventional management science techniques.

are the monthly material requirements for the

material submodel then calculates the total costs

new proposal which are an output of the re-

per month for material and material burden and

source spread program.

displays this output.

Another input to the

model could be a parameter change or a contract
revision requirement.

Other Direct Costs Summary Model:

The material summary

The

The next

submodel, Figure S, considers other direct costs

model revises the specified program and aggre-

(ODC), which includes those direct costs that

gates material requirements per month over all

cannot be charged to any of the resources.

contracts and proposals.

puts to the submodel are the ODC per month for

It then calculates

In-

the material burden rate according to the

the new proposal and the ODC for each existing

following equation:

contract and proposal.

MBR-

(nat'l req per mo))x[1.0 +

1

.04 12y
121

requirements for revision of contracts and para-

material required per month
where;

As in the material model,

meter changes are input to the submodel.

MBR = material burden rate

The

submodel makes the roquired changes to the

a = minimum cost for the

existing contracts

materiel function

proposals and aggregates

the ODC requirements per month over all contracts

y = number of years since the

and proposals.

base year

This aggregate monthly value is

then output to the computer printer.

Material burden rate is the ratio of the cost

Machine Summary Model:

Machine require-

of acquiring material to the cost of the mate-

ments are considered in the next submodel,

rial itself.

Figure 6:

Material burden costs are then

calculated as follows:

Again'the inputs include the output

of the resource spread submodel (machine require-

Procurement Costs = (A)(MBR) (Material

ments per work center per month for the new pro-

required per month)

posal), machine requirements per work center per

Receiving Inspection Costs = (B)(MBR)

month for each existing contract and proposal,

(Material required per month)

and contract revision and parameter change re-

Receiving Costs = (C)(MBR)(Material

quirements.

required per month)

The machine summary submodel makes

the necessary revisions to existing contracts

Finance Costs = (D)(MBR)(Material

and proposals, then aggregates the machine re-

required per month)

quirements per work center per month over all

where A, B, C, and D are distribution

contracts and proposals.
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The monthly

requirements are compared with the machine time

per month for the new eroposal (output of the re-

available (working hours in the month) to pro-

source spread submodel), manpower requirements

vide a statement of the surplus or shortage of

per month for each existing contract and propo-

machines per month by work center.

sal, and revision aata.

Whenever a

Manpower tequirements

shortage of machine time occurs in a given

are input to this submodel acco

month, it is necessate to "off load," or sub-

of personnel involved.

contract, that portion of the work that the

of labor are called "bid categories."

shop cannot handle.

The machine summary sub-

'ng to the type

The desioators for types
The sub-

model revises the necessary contracts, then

model determines whether subcontracting is re-

aggregates the manpower requirements (hours per

quired in any work cente7..s for each month.

bid category) over all contracts and proposals

It

thcn determines the number of hours that must
be subtracted from labor r
month and calculates the

for each month in the five-year span.

;r1ments for that

Headcount for each bid category for each

of subcontracting.

month is then obtained by dividing the hours re-

Subcontracting costs involve procurement, re-

quired by the hours available in the month.

ceiving inspection, receiving and finance costs

headcount is compared with the heaucnunt cur-

similar to material burden costs and are calcu-

rently available to determine projected shortage

lated in the same manner as material burden

or surplus of manpower in each bid category for

costs.

This submodel then takes as input the

each month.

This

Total direct labor requireMents par

costs of new machines that it is anticipated

month over all bid categories are then obtained.

will be purchased in each month and the costs

Next the submodel determines the indirect Labor

of subcontracting that was planned in advance

headcount required by the following equation:

(as distiiguished from "off loading").

Indirect labor headcount LI A+CI(DL11)-C2(DLH)

New

machine c,mts, planned subcontracting costs

where:

DLH = direct labor headcount

and "off loading" costs are then aggregated to

A r. indirect labor headcount with

provide machine costs per month over the fiveyear time spin.

2

zero direct labor headcount

Outputs from this model in-

C

& C
1

2

are empirical constants

clude machine requirements per work center per
month, surplus or shortage per work center per

Indirect labor includes all personnel who are not

month, and total machine costs per month.

charging their time directly to a contract.

Libor Summary Model:

Next in the sequence

The

submodel then adds the direct labor headcount

of opera%ion of the Cost/Resource Model is the

and indirect labor headcount to obtain total

labor summary submodel, Figure 7.

headcount per month.

Inputs to

this submodel include the manpower requirements

Total headcount, direct

labor headcount per bid category ano shortage or
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surplus of labor by bid category are printed

Space requirements per person for each category

out by the submodel for each month of the five-

are input to the model and are multiplied by the

year span.

appropriate headcount to determine total space

Labor burden costs are then calculated by
this submodel.

requirements per category.

Equations for labor burden

A shift factor is

included in this calculation to account for the

costs have been derived through regression ana-

number of people working on the night shifts.

lysis on historical data.

These people would occupy the same space occupied

Included in labor

burden are indirect labor costs, fringe bene-

by the day shift personnel; consequently, no

fits, utilities, operating costs other than

space is allocated for the second and third

those charged directly to the contracts, in-

shift people.

,___/

direct data processing, depreciation, taxes and

These space requirements are then aggregated

insurance, rent and leasehold costs, and plant

and added to special space requirements, which

upgrade.

are input to the model, to obtain total space

Costs for direct labor per month are then

requirements per month.

These requirements are

calculated by multiplying the direct labor

then compared with the anticipated space avail-

hours in each bid category by the anticipated

able, also an input to the model, to determine

average wage rate for that month for that bid

the shortage or surplus of space for each month

category.

over the five-year time span.

Total labor costs per month are then

The submodel then

obtained by adding direct labor costs and in-

outputs space required for each category per

direct labor costs.

month, total space requirements per month and

An estimated labor burden

rate for each month of the five-year time span

the shortage or surplus of space over the five-

is calculated by dividing labor burden costs by

year time span.

direct labor costs.

This estimated labor bur-

den rate is printed out by the submodel.

Parking space requirements are also calcu-

Other

lated by the facilities submodel.

The direct

outputs are the components of labor burden,

labor headcount is modified by the shift factor

total labor burden and total labor costs' for

and then added to the indirect labor headcount.

each mor.L.h.

This sum is then divided by a "car pool" factor

Facilities Summary Model:

The facilities

of 1.2 that accounts for the average number of

summary submodel is the next program in the

people riding to work in one car to give the

sequence.

number of parking spaces required per month.

This model takes as input the direct

labor headcount per bid category per month and

This figure is printed out by the model and is

indirect labor headcount per month from the

compared with the parking spaces available for

labor summary model

each month to determine the shortage or surplus

shown in Figure 8.
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of parking spaces.

revenue for the entire period are then trans-

Another input to the model is planned ca-

ferred to the main program.

pital expenditures for new plant for each month
of the future five years.

In the main program, depreciation is added

These expenditure

to money requirements to obtain total costs.

The

figures are the facility costs for the time

total costs arid total revenue are then compared

span under consideration and are used in the

1

money summary submodel to calculate total

consideration.

costs.

a.e then printed out by the model.

Money Summary Model:

The money summary

obtain gross earnings over the time span under
Total costs and gross earnings

These values

enable management to compare probable earnings

submodel is the last of the modules in the

figures for different combinations of contracts

Cost/Resource Model.

and proposals.

Inputs to this submodel

are the outputs from the other submodels:

the

If the goal is to find the roster

of contracts that will provide the greatest earn-

costs per month of labor, machines, material,

ings, this figure is available from each run of

facilities, and ODC.

the model with different contracts and proposals

Labor costs are reduced

by the amount of depreciation.

This submodel

included in each run.

aggregates these costs per month to obtain the
net money requirements per month.

USE OF OUTPUTS OF THE MODEL

Revenue per

Predicted resource requirements generated

month for the new proposal and for each exist-

by the model enable management to plan effec-

ing contract and proposal is the input to the

tively for the future.

submodel.

at a high level at the present time, the model

These revenues are summed and com-

If manpower available is

pared with the net money requirements to deter-

will indicate when a surplus of manpower will

mine whether money must be borrowed each month.

occur and the kinds of manpower involved.

The money borrowed is multiplied by the current

rally, contracts in house phase out after a few

prime interest rate to determine the cost of

years and valleys occur in resource requirements.

money for each month.

Management must know where those valleys will

This cost is added to

Gene-

the net money requirements to obtain the total

fall so that new business may be obtained to

money requirements per month.

take up the slack.

Money borrowed,

cost of money borrowed and total money require-

management with this information.

ments per month are printed out by the submodel.

This model will provide

On the other hand, the company may have a

The submodel then aggregates over all

large backlog of business with an expected

months in the five-year timespan money require-

shortage of resources.

ments and total revenue per month for all con-

may come in and management must know whether to

tracts.

Total money requirements and total

bid on it or not.
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A request for proposal

It is important to know over

what time span the proposed business would
demand resources.

acquired.

If it comes at the peak

The model also provides management with a

period, it would be most politic not to submit

view of what resource allocations would be if a

a bid since the company could not show a capa-

contract currently in house were revised or ter-

bility for performing.

minated or if a proposal currently under consi-

It is also necessary

for management to know when to start enlarging

deration by a customer were slipped or advanced

the work force to accommodate the peak work

or changed in scope.

load.

Or, it may be desirable to work overtime

Management must be able to

react quickly under these circumstances to pro-

for a pdriod rather than to staff up and a few

vide the customer with an estimate of the cost

months later have to lay off.

of the proposed revision.,

It is essential

to know how large the gap is between require-

Quick-response is one of the characteristics

ments and resource availability to determine

of the model.

whether overtime in lieu of adding workers is

on disk files and updated quarterly through the

feasible.

time-sharing terminal.

Space requirements are another important
factor in management planning.

Most of the input data are stored

Manpower data are stored

on tape which is updated quarterly.

Will we be

Input data

which must be prepared at the time the model is

short of space for a certain peak period?

Will

run involve requirements for a new proposal, re-

we need to expand space for the long run?

Can

vision requirements for an existing contract or

we change the shift factor and increase the

proposal and requirements for planned subcon-

sizes of the night shifts to effect better uti-

tracting and new machines.

lization of space?

volved with this data.

Management must know when

Two files are in-

One additional Zile must

peaks occur, what the trend of space require-

be revised when a new proposal or contract revi-

ments over the longs run will be, and when

sion is under consideration:

valleys in space utilization occur so as to

This state of preparedness and minimization of

plan efficiently for adding facilities,

data preparation at model-run time provide the

planning additional leasing of facilities, or

quick-turnaround time essential to management

phasing out presently held leaseholds.

decision-making.

The model will provide all of the informa-

VEHICLE FOR THE MODEL

tion required for management to make these
,types of decisions.

The Cost/Resource Model is programmed in

The Cost/Resource Model

Fortran for the batch world of the Honeywell 635

is an effective tool for management in
planning resource allocations and determining

the revenue file.

computer.
.

the most profitable new business to be

65K.

Memory required for the program is

An overlay technique is used to keep pro-

gram size down as much as possible.
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Running

time for the model is six hundreths of an hour,

this forecast, a new technique will be used of

or three and a half minutes.

applying actual times to contract requirements.

Fortran was chosen as the language for the

Space requirements have been analyzed to deter-

model because the original intention was to

mine the amount of space occupied by each type

operate the model in the timesharing mode and

of person.

none of the simulation languages were available

as warehouses, are input as special space re-

at that time in the timesharing mode of the

quirements.

635 computer.

available within the company.

Design, programming and testing of the

Areas not occupied by people, such

This information is currently

Revenue per month from each of the contracts

model have required two years of one person's

is obtained from the Finance Department.

time.

data than those specified here are obtained from

Approximation of the current level of

Other

Division activity has also been accomplished

various reports and manuals prepared by the com-

within that two-year time span.

pany.

DATA COLLECTION

of machines in each work center, average wage

Data for the model were intended to come

rate for each type of personnel, costs of new

from sources already available within the company.

Included are man/machine ratios, number

facilities per month and subcontracting rates.

A previously issued report which has

Data are stored on tapes or disk files

been updated quarterly provides manpower data

depending on their sources.

in the form of hours required per contract, per

generated in the timesharing mode and are trans-

type of direct personnel, per month, per depart-

fated to BCD files through the Cardin system,

ment, per phase in the contract (implementation,

which is the interface between timesharing and

production or production support phases).

the batch world.

report is on tape.

This

Material requirements are

Disk files are

MODEL VALIDATION

obtained from a currently produced report

The model will be validated by using actual

which provides information in the form of

data as inputs for a given month or series of

material dollars per month per contract for a

months.

two-year time span.

for each resource for those months.

This report is not pre-

Total actual requirements will be known
It will then

sently in a form suitable for direct input to

be possible to verify that the results obtained

the computer.

by the model correlate with the real world.

It must also be extended to a

five-year term.

STATUS OF THE COST/RESOURCE MODEL

Machine information is obtained from an

Design and programming of the Cost/Resource

eight-year forecast of machine requirements.

Model have been completed.

It is anticipated that rather than updating

model (with a new proposal, without a new
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All options of the

proposal, with each of six revision options)
have been tested successfully.

One run has

been made with partial real data.

The model is

now running and ready for implementation in a
production mode.

It is awaiting acquisition of

the data necessary for production operation.
GLOSSARY
End Item - The deliverable equipment item
specified in the contract
Make Span - The period of time required to
manufacture the item
Set Back - The date on which production must
begin (obtained by subtracting
the makespan from the last end item
delivery date)

Gallagher

Distributions - A series of six
distributions that represent experience in manufacturing effort over
the makespan (derived by Paul
Gallagher, Hughes Aircraft Company)

Selected

Increment distributions - The makespan is divided into twenty equal
increments and the proportion of
effort for each increment is
specified

Turn-Around Time - The period from receipt of
new proposal input data and contract revision information to submittal of resource reports to
management
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MAFLOS-A GENERALIZED MANUFACTURING SYSTEM SIMULATOR
Kazryuki Mitome
Susumu Tsuhara
Susumu Seki
Ken'ichi Isoda
Central Research Laboratory, Hit,. hi, Ltd.
Kokubunji, Tokyo, JAPAN

SUMMARY

Manufacturing systems are very complicated, so it is very difficult to grasp
the actual behaviour of the manufacturing
processes in detail.
Eyen if we obtain a
new idea of the scheduling algorithm or
the process layout, it takes a long time
until the idea is put into practical use,
because it is difficult to prove the actual
validity of the idea.
The simulation technique is valid to
solve this bottleneck. However, the conventional simulators lack the ability to
simultaneously simulate the material flows
and the control systems' behaviour.
in this papers, the authors analyze
the functions of manufacturing system in
the following factors:
(a) equipment layout (b) control system,
(c) material, (d) operation.
According to the analysis, we present a
new type simulator which is named "MAFLOS".
MAFLOS is characterized by the
following features.
(a) HAP1,OS has seven kinds of unit-element
to describe the equipment layout of
the manufacturing system. The simulation model is therefore generated by
combining these unit-element.
(b) MAFLOS can simultaneously simulate the
material flow and the control system
behaviour.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing systems are very
compliuAted, so it is very difficult to
grasp the actual behaviour of the manufacturing processes in detail. Even if we
obtain a new idea of the scheduling algorithm or the process layout, it takes a
long time until the idea is put into
practical use, because it is difficult to
prove the actual validity of the idea.
.Simulatiou2) is one of the best methods to
examine the validity of such idea.
Conventional simulators such as GPSS,
SIMSCRIPT etc., which a:-.e generally used

to solve queueing problems))4), lack the
ability to simulate the control systems'
behaviour. Hence, the conventional
simulators are not convenient for simultaneously investigating the material flow
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and control system.
In this paper, the authors will present MAFLOS (Material Flow Simulator:
a new type simulator for manufactiring
systems). MAFLOS has the function to
simulate the control systems' behaviour,
the process layout and the material flow.

2.

ACTIVITY OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEM

We now consider the activity of the
manufacturing system shown in Figure 1 as
an example.
In this system, the materials
are manufactured in the sequence which
follows:
(1) The materials which arrived from
external system are loaded in the
"container."
(2) The containers are .ransfered to the
central "storage" by the "handling
machines" and the "conveyor."
(3) The central handling machine transfers
the containers from the central
storage to the local storages which
are located beside the "production
machines." The containers are transfered according to the sequence of
the work schedule for the production
machine.
(4) The handling machine selects a material which is demanded by the production machine, from the container.
(5) The selected material is put on the
production machine.
(6) The production machine works on the
material.
(7) The handling machine returns the
worked material to the container.
(8) The central handling machine sends
back the container to the central
storage.
The container stays at the
central storage until another production machine requests it.
(9) The materials flow through production
machines according to the manufacturing sequence individually given. The
manufacturing sequence for each
material is predetermined.
(10) The ftnished materials are taken away
by the conveyor and the handling
machines.

following two sets of data:
(a) The state of materials.
(b) The state of unit-equipment.
or example, the manufacturing time at the
production machine is calculated according
to time standard in data set (a) and
probabilistic disturbance (if necessary).
The carrying time of a handling machine is
calculated according to the present position of the handling machine, in data set
(b), and the present position of material,
in data set (a), and position where the
material should be transfered, in data
set (b).

3.4.2

Confirming function for the starting conditions
Proceeding the start of an operation,
the confirmation of the starting condition
must be done.
As for the starting condition, there are two cases.
(a) Synchronization of materials: Before
the start of assembling operations,
all parts that are needed to assemble
must be put together.
(b) Propriety of the manufacturing
sequence:
Before the start of manufacturing operations, whether the
operation is on the correct manufacturing sequence or not must be

4.2

Events inducing the state change
The state of the materials and the
unit-equipment in the MAFLOS is changed
by the following events.
(a) The start and the end of the working
hours.
(b) The operation completion of the unitequipment
(handling machine, production machine, conveyor).
(c) The occurrence of the disturbance
(the troubles at the unit-equipment,
the manufacturing failure etc.).
5.

THE STRUCTURE OP MAFLOS

5.1

The discription of the model of the
manufacturing system
The simulation model is generated by
feeding the information st :n in Fig. 5,
to MAFLOS.
Shown in Table
and Table 4
are the partial input data for the model
shown in Figure 1.

.

5.2

Output (simulation reports)
MAFLOS prepares the following output
items for simulation reports.
(1) The interim simulation reports at
arbitrary time.
(a) The state of materials.
(b) The utilization rate of storages.
An example is shown in Table 5.
(2) The final simulation reports.
(a) The lead time of each product.
(b) The rate of operation of the unitequipment (the handling machines,
the production machines, the
conveyors).
(c) The work schedules of the unitequipment (if necessary;.
An example is shown in Table 6.
The output items can be easily
extended.

examined.

4.

A sign "0" in Table 2 denotes that the
state is necessary for defining the state
of unit-equipment.

THE STATE OP THE MANUFACTURING SYSTEM

4.1

The state description of the
manufacturing system
The state of manufacturing system is
described by the state of the materials
and the state of the unit-equipment.
MAFLOS has the function to describe the
following state of the manufacturing
system.
(1) The state of materials.
(a) The present position.

(b) The progress on the manufacturing
sequence.
(c) The classification of material
quality:
a good material or no good
material.
(d) The classification of materials in
waiting state: the material waiting
the operation in the unit-equipment
or the material waiting the scheduling in the control system.
(2) The state of ne unit-equipment.
(a) The state of operation of the unitequipment.
(b) The progress on the work schedule.
(c) The name of the material on the
unit-equipment.
(d) The present location of the unitequipment.
The transition diagram in the state
of the operation for the production
machine is shown in Figure 4.
The items deciding the state of each
unit-equipment are shown in Table 2.

5.3

The program structure of MAFLOS
The whole structure of program is
shown in Figure 6. The simulating program
for the operation of H/M, P/M and C/V is
controlled by the time advance routine and
renews the state of the unit-equipment
and the state of the materials. If it is
necessary to run the scheduling programs,
the supervisory routine initiates the
scheduling programs. The scheduling
programs regenerate the work schedule in
accordance with the new situation.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The fundamental factors which characterize the manufacturing systems are the
following four items:
(a) equipment layout.
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3.

DESCRIPTION OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEM
IN MAFLOS

(b) Scheduling

Material flow detecting function
for synchronizing the material flow
and the control system.
Material flow detecting function is
important for obtaining the information of
material flows. When the material passes
through the predetermined point in the
layout of the manufacturing system, the
information about the material flow is
transmitted to the control system. The
material flow detecting function in MAFLOS
are classified into the following two
3.2.1

In MAFLOS, we classified the factors
which characterize the manufacturing
systems' behaviour into the following four
categories.
(a) equipment layout
(b) control system
(c) materials
(d) operations
We will describe each category in the
following sections.
Equipment layout
The equipment layout is defined by
the following two items.
(a) The functions of each unit-equipment.
(b) The connections between unitequipment.
3.1

items.

(a) Material
incoming
(b) Material
material

flow detecting function for
materials.
flow detecting function for
being removed.

3.2.2 Scheduling function
The production machines work on the
materials according to the work schedule.
The work schedule is regenerated according
to the scheduling algorithm suited for the
controlled manufacturing process. Scheduling programs can be incorporated into
MAFLOS and the timing the scheduling in
MAFLOS can be selected in the following
three manners:
(a) When the material flow is detected by
the material flow detecting function.
(b) When workers cannot maintain the work
schedule previously given.
(c) When a given period of time passes.

Classification of unit-equipment
Unit-equipment is classified into
the following seven classes according to
their functions.
(a) Production machine (P/M): the material are manufactured by the production
machines, taking the machine tools as
an example.
(b) Handling machine (H/M): a handling
machine transfers the materials from
one place to another. The crane which
moves along the path is an example.
Workers carrying the material are also
regarded as the handling machines.
a connector is a
(c) Connector (C/N):
simplified handling machine.
(d) Rail (R/L):
a rail is a path along
which the handling machine is guided.
(e) Conveyor (C/V): a conveyor is a
carrying machine as the belt conveyor
or the overhead conveyor.
(f) Conveyor Guide (C/G): a conveyor
guide is a path along which the
conveyor is guided.
is a unit(g) Storage (S/G): a st
equipment which stocks the materials.
3.1.1

-

Material
MAFLOS can accept the following
information about the materials in relation to the production machine and the
handling machine.
(1) As for the production machine.
(a) Information of the product structures
as shown in Figure 3.
(b) Information of the manufacturing
sequence for each product.
(c) Information of production planning.
(2) As for the handling machine.
(a) Information of the carrying unit,
for example container or pallet, for
each operation of the handling
machine. However, the quantity to
be carrying can be changed by
scheduling within the carrying unit.
3.3

Expression for the unit-equipment
and their connection
In the simulator-MAFLOS, the unitequipment represents as shown in Table 1.
The main parameters which specify the
ability of the unit-equipment are also
shown in Table 1.
The connection between unit-equipment
If
A and B is defined by the pair (A, B).
A and/or B have some substate, the pair
must include the index of substate as
position or coordinate.
The manufacturing system which is
shown in Figure 1 is expressed as shown
in Figure 2 by using Table 1.
3.1.2

Operation
In MAFLOS, the operation of each
unit-equipment is evaluated by the time
elasping in the operation, therefore the
function to calculate the operation time
The confirming function (the
is required.
starting conditions are nomplete or not)
is also required in ordel to evaluate the
scheduling results.
3.4

Control system
MAFLOS has the functions to simulate
the control system with respect to
(a) Material flow detection

3.2

Calculation of the operation time
The amount of time for each operation
of a unit-equipment is calculated from the
3.4.1
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(b) control system.
(c) material.
(d) operation.
The authors analyzed these fundamental
factors in detail, and consequently proposed a new type simulator MAFLOS.
MAFLOS is characterized by the
following features:
(a) MAFLOS has seven kinds of unitelements to describe the equipment
layout of the manufacturing system.
The simulation model is therefore
generated by combining these unitelements.
(b) MAFLOS can simultaneously simulate the
material flow and the control system
behaviour.
(c) MAFLOS has "material flow detecting
function" in order to synchronize the
simulation of the material flow and
the simulation of the control system
behaviour.
(d) MAFLOS has "confirming function" in
order to evaluate the scheduling
results.
MAFLOS is suited for the design of
the layout and/or the control system.
This simulator is especially suited for
the design of total manufacturing system
including the control system and the
layout.

2) Tocker, K. D.: The Art of Simulation,
D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc., Princeton,
N. J., (1963)
3) J. H. Mize and J. G. Cox: Essentials
of Simulation, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
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4) A. R. Pai and K. L. McRoberts:
Simulation Research in Interchangeable
Part Manufacturing, Management Science,
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Central Storage

Material
Container
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Storage

Conveyor

Materials

Handling
machine
Rail(Path)

Production
machine

Fig. 1

Manufacturing system
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Local Storage

Symbols for unit-equipment

Table 1

-7

Main parameter

Symbol

Unit-equipment

Production
machine

Manufacturing speed

-

Handling
machine

0

Transfer speed
Pick up and take down time

Connector

A

Rail NO.

Rail

3

B

Coordinate(Branch NO.,X,Z)

B

2
1

1

2

3

1

i

.

3

Conveyor

Li-i-->i

Conveyor
guide

1

2

1

2

UNIT-

EQUIPMENT

STATE OF MANUFACTURING
PROGRESS ON WORK
SCHEDULE
MATERIAL NAME ON
UNIT-EQUIPMENT
POSITION OF
UNIT-EQUIPMENi

-

3

-

Coordinate ( X

2

-

)

-

Capacity (X,Y,Z)

illti
1

ITEM

Conveyor speed
Conveyor length
Conveyor guide NO.

1

lit(

Storage

Table 2

-

1

-

Items deciding the state of each unit-equipment

PRODUCTION
MACHINE

O
0

HANDLING
MACHINE

CONNECTOR

O
0
0

O

RAIL

CONVEYOR

CONVEYOR
GUIDE

O

O

EXPLANATION: A SIGN "0" DENOTES THAT THE ITEM IS NECESSARY FOR DEFINEING THE STATE (le
THE UNIT-EQUIPMENT
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STORAGE

Nintert,,1

P/N

11

11 /M

C/v

3 1

4 0 I

210102

120401

%
L1

S
1

110205

1

11/M
310'' 01

S /0
110 202

H/
310 201

S./0
1102,13

H/M

S

S/O

110 101

310501

.--..

110204

P/N P/4
120301 120302

320 701

C/V
210 101
11 /3A

(/*

Explanation

S

3101 01,--

1111

110201

1101() !etc. MACHINE CODE)

Mntertal

Fig. 2

Manufacturing system described by MAFLOS' symbols

C

(0) C

11

1 1

(1) C11(2)
1

C.(j):PROGRESS ON MANUFACTURING SEQUENCE OF PRODUCT k
ASSEMBLY OF MATERIALS(PARTS)

Fig. 3

Product structure

(DIFFERENT)
MATERIAL
INCOMING
WAITING

WAITING

NEW
14ATERIAL

SETTING

WORKING

kNCOMIN

(SAME)
MATERIAL
INCOMING

Fig. 4

(FINISHED
MATERIAL
RETIREHEN

MATERIAL
RETIREMENT

Transition diagram in the state of the operation'
for the production machine
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OUTPUT(SIMULATION REPORTS)

INPUT DATA

EQUMENT LAYOUT

INTERIM SIMULATION REPORTS
(AT ARBITRARY TIME)
a) STATE OF MATERIAL
b) UTILIZATION PATE OF STORAGES
FINAL SPIULATION REPORTS
a) LEAD TIME OF EACH PRODUCT
b) RATE OF OPERATION OF UNIT(HANDLING MACHINES,
EQUIPMENT
PRODUCTION MACHINES, CONVEYORS)
c) WORK SCHEDULES OF UNIT-EQUIP(IF NECESSARY)
MENT

a) CAPACITY OF UNIT-rQUIPMENT
b) CONNECTION BETWEEN
UAIT-EQUIPMENTS
CONTROL SYSTEM
a) LOCATION OF MATERIAL FLOW
DETECTING FUNCTION
b) WORK SCHEDULE OR SCHEDULING
ALGORITHM PROGRAM
c) TIMING OF SCHEDULING
MATERIAL
a) MANUFACTURING SEQUENCE
b) MANUFACTURING PLAN
INITIAL STATE
a) SPATE OF MATERIAL
b) STATE OF UNIT-EQUIPMENT

Fig. 5

Input data and simulation reports

YODEL

rNITIAL DATA

(DATA)

ki

AT

TASK TB.

MACHINE
CAPACITY T

MANUFACTURING
PLANNING TP

MANIIFACTURIVG

ROUTE TR.

S
1.5
;CHIMING
PINE

RTN.

PP.cucT:ou
tCHEDULF
TR.

5
SCHEDULE TO.
CHINE

t

STATUS TO.

I

I&OGRIPSs4e
/CONTROL ;
NT4.

,1
INF

4

*I

T.

PRODUCTION
STATUS TA

.14

LIMULATION4
TN.

EXPLANATIONS

RTN (=)
KEE MILE

-- INFORMATION now
PROGRAM CONTROL

IQCARDIINPUT)

PRINT(OUTPUT)

Fig. 6

Program structure of MAFLOS
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Table 3

Input data format for unit-equipment
(partial input data for the model shown in Fig. 1)

A0E
S ATTRIBUTE OF PROCESS ELEMENT

6

0

Storage NO.

* STOkAGE

1-A110101

3

11U201

1

3

1

110202

1

20

1

110203

1

3

1

1111204

1

3

1

110205

1

3

1

Storage capacity ( X,V,Z

)

a PRODUCTION MACHINE

1

3

1

5

4

1

5
5

.5

110111

Table 4

Input data format for connective relation
(partial input data for the model shown in Fig. 1)
PAGE

Rail NO.

S CONNECTIVE RELATION BETWEEN PROCESS ELEMENT

2

1

2

0

0

110201

0

1

1

1

210101

1

100

1

0

1

0

Connective relation
((Rail NO. 1)6(Unit-equipment NO.110 ol))

0

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

12

1

1

3

1

11

1

2

0

0

2

11002

0

1

1

1

1

1

110101

2

1

1

3

1

1

nit-equipment NO.

14302

"
o

2

1

-1 1
°
0

0

n

0

0

0

0

0

0

n

0

0

1
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0

9

Interim simulation report for the model shown in Fig. 1

Table 5

Report time
Material NO.

** PALLET *4

SAKU RAN

BRANCH

KOTEI NO.

Material quality
(good)

GOOD OR N

GOOD

EQUIPMENT NO.

120101
Position of material
(unit-equipment NO.

Progress on mfg. sequence

** CONTA1NtK **

NUMBER OF PALLET

CONTAINtH NU.

PALLET SAKU RAN
Contain r no.

EQUIPMENT NO.

=RANCH NO.

)

X

KOTEI NO.
GOOD OR NO-GOOD
Position of container
(unit-equipment NO.
110204
1
1

.4
)

1

1

Material

2

1

Material quality(Good)
2

1

2

:110204
2

1

3

1.

2

2

1

2

3

2

0

1

Utilization of storage
** STOHAGE NO.
I

110101
110201
110202
110203
110204
110205

1,

CAPACITY

MAX NUMBER

MIN NUMBER

3

1

1

3

0

0

20

0

0

3

2

0

3

3

1

3

0

0

Total space
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1

1

3

1

3

1

1

0

110101

1

2

0

110204

2

1

Table 6

Final simulation report for model shown in Fig. 1

+ OUTPUT REPORT
.

MODEL NAME

.

M.A.KOOEL

SUmULAT1ON INFETIVAL

1001/ 8/ 0/ 0

1001/10/30/ 0

STATISTICAL TABLE 1

° NOJKI YOYUU °

Manufacturing finished time

JOB NO.

SISAKU SU

1

L__

3

3

2

2

1

1

STATISTICAL !ABLE 2
p/m NO.

120101
i120101
120301
120302
120401

*

SHU6YOU
JIKAN wA
(MINUTE)
240
240
240
24u
240

Production machine NO.
STATISTICAL TABLE 3
w/m NO.

SmuGYOU
JIKAN WA
(MINUTE)

:410101
11

240

110301
110401
110501
110601

240
240
240
24U

KANSE1 SU

3

* KADOU 141TSu

KADOU
JIKAN WA
(MINUTE)

NOUK1

1001
1002
1003

(

P/m

KANSE1

NOUKI YOYUU

1001
1001
1001

0

1

2

)

KADOU RITSU
Rate of operation
(Production machine)
0.167
0.167
0.062
0.104
0.042

40
40
15
25
10

Operation time
* KADOU RITSU ( H/M )
KADOU
JIKAN WA
(MINUTE)

KADOU RITSU
Rate of operation
(Handling machine)

0.1 1
----711i--(2.L2:1"-1
11

0.046
0.004
0.021
0.025

1

5
6

Handling machine NO.
O

STATISTICAL TABLE 4
C/V NO.

UNPAN
NOURYOKU

KADOU RITSU
UNPAN KOSU

C/V

)

KADOU RITSU
Rate of operation
(Conveyor)

2

Conveyor NO.
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NUUK1

A DESCRIPTION OF AN AAW MODEL AND ITS CLASSROOM USES.

Alvin F. Andrui

Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California

Abstract

A probabilistic event store computei simulation of the
interactions between surface-to-air missile systems
and aircraft in a non-jamming environment and over
flat terrain is presented.

The purpose of the model

is to test the general disposition of the missile
areas and the associated missile system reaction times
against an aircraft attack.

The model is used as

text material in a simulation'course.

Several model

applications are included.

1.

INTRODUCTION

is determined in the model by comparing the

The model presented in this paper is an
event store computer simulation of the inter-

numerical value assigned to the probability of

actions between surface-to-air missile systems

success or failure to a program generated random

and aircraft in a non-jamming environment and

number.

over flat terrain.
FORTRAN.

The model is programmed in

The model was constructed as a classroom

aid to be used in a graduate course on system simulation as applied to military conflict situ-

The purpose of the model is to test

The motivation behind the construction

the general disposition of missile areas and

ations.

the associated missile system reaction times

was to provide a model that would be complex

against an aircraft attack.

The model is a pro-

babilistic monte carlo simulation.

enough to be interesting for the student to use
and at the same time simple enough to illustrate

That is,

the success or failure of a probabilistic event

the programming techniques of computer simulation
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model building.

systems.

These missile areas need not be located

within the playing area; however, since only the
2.

PLAYING AREA

results of interactions occurring within the
The playing area for the model is a pie
playing area are considered in the model, the
slice portion of a circle.

The center and radius
sphere of influence of the ::.fissile area must in-

of the circle and the central angle defining the

clude some portion of the playing area in order
pie slice are inputs.

The numerical restrictions
for the missile areas to exert any effect on the

within the computer program are such that the
simulation results.

central angle and radius must be less than 180

Associated with each missile area are the
degrees and 1000 miles respectively.
parameters needed to describe its missile system.
3.

OFFENSE

The values of these parameters are inputs to the

The .offense consists of as many as twenty
aircraft.

model, and the parameters are:

These aircraft fly through the playing

(1)

Search radar maximum range.

area in an attempt to penetrate a set of missile

(2)

Missile maximum range.

defenses.

(3)

Missile average speed.

area for the aircraft are generated uniformly

(4)

The number of tracking radars.

over the arc of the circle defined by the playing

(5)

The number of missile launchers.

area.

(6)

Maximum and minimum time required to

The entry points into the playing

The flight path for each aircraft after

it enters the playing area is to fly straight
toward the center, (GX,GY).

reload a launcher.

The spacing time

(7)

between aircraft and the speeds and altitudes

Maximum and minimum time required to
assess a target after missile intercept.

of aircraft are generated uniformly between

(9)

their respective minimum and maximum values.

The significant time delays inherent to the

These minimum and maximum values are inputs to

missile systems included in the model are:

the model.

(1)

The aircraft in the model play a passive

to act.

Reload time:

The amount of time re-

quired to reload a missile launcher.

role and serve only as the set of stimuli needed
to cause the missile syste:

Missile single-salvo kill probability.

(2)

These air-

Acquisition time:

The amount of time

required, once an aircraft is observed

craft do not defend themselves against missile

on the search radar, to transfer the

attack nor do they attack the missile areas.

aircraft as a target to an available
tracking radar.

4.

DEFENSE
(3)

Assessment time:

The amount of time

The defense consists of as many as three

the tracking radar must remain trained

missile areas with their associated missile
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on the target after missile intercept

numerical restrictions, on a first-come first-

in order for the result of the inter-

served basis.

cept to be observed.

tude or minimum range restrictions on the missile.

In the model all of these times are assumed

The model does not include alti-

An illustration of the playing area with a

to be uniformly distributed between their maximum

typical missile area and aircraft flight path is

and minimum values, which are inputs to the model.

included as Figure 1.

5.

ASSUMPTIONS

6.

GAME DOCTRINE

With the input parameter values assigned the

It is an assumption of the model that all

aircraft are observed by all missile areas sub-

model considers the interactions that occur in

ject to the aircraft radar horizon and the

the playing area between the missile systems and

missile area search radar maximum range.

aircraft.

It is

For the given set of defensive and

also the case that in order to fire a missile,

offensive parameters the required number of air-

or salvo, at in aircraft:

craft 'All enter the playing area at points,

The aircraft must be observed at the

times, speeds and altitudes generated by the

time of fire.

computer program.

(2)

A missile launcher must be loaded.

proceed directly toward the center, (GX,GY),

(3)

A tracking radar must be free in order

passing through the missile defenses.

(1)

One complete pass through the computer

to be used for full course missile

(4)

(5)

This set of aircraft will then

guidance.

simulation cith one set of aircraft is referred

The intercept point must be within the

to as a replication.

missile maximum range circle.

istical purposes, at the completion of a re-

The aircraft must not be past the

plication the computer program will generate a

point of closest approach to the mis-

new set of aircraft and using the same set of

sile area at the time of fire.

input values will produce another replication.

To generate data for stat-

The desired number of replications is an input

The firing doctrine for a missile system is
shoot-look-shoot at all available aircraft.

value and must be less than twenty-one.

That is, when a missile area has launched a

entire set of replications for a given number

salvo against a target no new salvos against

of aircraft is referred to as a run.

that target will be launched from that missile

run the model output consists of any of the

area until that salvo has inters.epted the target

following forms of output:

and the results of the intercept have been assessed.

(1)

Battle History:

An

For each

An event history of

each replication containing the gen-

The aircraft are selected as targets,

erated events of the battle in the

within the missile launcher and tracking radar
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(2)

/3)

other in which the events occur and

aircraft rather than to the deviations of the sets

are generated.

of random cumbers used.

Standard:

A compilation of each,re-

The model contains two

missile firing procedures.

These procedures are

plication containing all aircraft

referred to as uncoordinated and coordinated and

initial conditions and the number of

the procedure used is determined by the user as

salvos fired

an input to the model.

each missile area at

The uncoordinated missile

each aircraft and the identification

firing procedure allows all missile areas in the

of the missile area responsible for

simulation to fire missiles at all aircraft that

killing each aircraft.

can possibly be fired upon while the coordinated

Summary:

A summary of information,

missile firing procedure allows a nisaile area to

by totals with respect to replication,

fire missiles at an aircraft only if no other

for each run including the sample

missile area is currently engaging that aircraft.

mean, variance and standard deviation

When the user elects to employ both procedures,

of all totals presented.

they are not intermixed in the simulation but

The computer program will make as many

are run separately and the same sets of aircraft

runs as desired with an increased number of

and sequences of random numbers are used in the

aircraft for each run.

corresponding replications and runs of the sim-

The number of aircraft

in the first run, the increment for the number

ulation so that difference, in the results can be

of aircraft in each new run, and the number of

attributed to the procedure used.

runs are input values.

Each new run is con7.

EVENTS

sidered by the model to be an extension of the

As mentioned earlier the model is an event
previous run, that is

if run three contained
store computer simulation, i.e., all actions

seven aircraft and run four is to contain nine
..!:nt are to occur In the simulation are dyna-

aircraft, then for all replications in run four

mically generated by the computer program as a
the first seven aircraft will have entry points,

result of previous simulation actions and are
altitudes, speeds and times identical to those
listed chronologically in an Event Store List.
replications in run three, etc.

The random

Each of the actions included in the simulation
numbers used in the replications of a run in

assumes the form of a computer program suborder to fl.atermine the outcome of probabilistic

routine, called an event, and the information
events are used again in the .replications of a

pertatming to the action on the Event Sto"e List
new run.

In this manner it is hoped that any
is the information needed to execute the proper

changes in the results between runs can be
subroutine.

There are only four major actions

attributed to the increase in the number of

included in the model as events and these events
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are the set of model inputs contained in Table 1.

are:.
(1)

Fire Missile Salvo.

The position of the missile sites is illustrated

(2)

Missile Intercept.

in Figure 7.

(3)

Reload Missile Launcher.

in this presentation is missile system effective-

(4)

Free the Tracking Radar from an Inter-

ness defined as the percent of aircraft killed

cepted Target.

averaged over the replications.

The measure of effectiveness used

Using this basic

Each of the computer program subroutines repre-

input as a starting scenerio we shall use the

senting these events uses as input parameters

model to investigate trade offs in the values

the following information:

of the missile system parameters in an effort to

(1)

Time event is to occur.

maintain missile system effectiveness at a

(2)

Identification of Event.

minimum value of .95.

(3)

Identification of Aircraft.

(4)

Identification of Missile Area.

8.1

kill probability for the missile system the mis-

battle from start to finish forms the executive

sile kill probability was varied from 35-to 95

This exe-

percent while all other parameters were held

cutive routine consists of two program subroutines referred to as SNE and TNE.

In order to

determine an effective minimum acceptable missile

The dynamic process of simulating one air

routine for the computer simulation.

Missile Kill Probability:

constant.

SNE, Store

The results of the model, i.e. the

percent of aircraft killed as a function of

4

Next Event, is the subroutine that takes the

missile kill probability for four raid sizes, are

generated information pertaining to an inter-

displayed in Figure 8.

action and properly places this information on
the Event Store List.

of aircraft killed increases with increasing

TNE, Take Next Event, is

missile kill probability.

the subroutine that, at the completion of any

In Figure 9 is the graph of the percent of

of the four events, interrogates the information

aircraft killed as a function of raid size for

on the Event Store List and transfers control

the missile kill probabilities of 35, 65 and 95

of the computer program to the proper subroutine.

General flow charts describing the logic

From the graph it can be seen that

the saturation raid size for the missile system

the interrelationship of events are included

appears to be between 10 and 15 aircraft, i.e.

as Figure 2 through Figure 6.

the percentage of aircraft killed seems to begin
decreasing in this range indicating the missile

MODEL RESULTS

system begins to lose effectiveness for raid

In this section a typical application of
the model is presented.

percent.

for each of these missile kill probabilities

included in each event of the simulation plus

8.

As expected, the percent

Basic to this discussion
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sizes larger than 10.

It can also be seen that

there isn't much difference between the coordin-

raid size for the selected aircraft speeds 350,

ated and uncoordinated firing modes.

750 and 1050 miles per hour.

This is due

It can be seen

to the position of the missile sites and the

from these graphs that missile system effec-

range of the missile in the scenario, i.e. these

tiveness decreases as aircraft speed increases

constraints are such that very few aircraft are

and that for the aircraft speed of 750 miles per

simultaneously considered as targets by more than

hour

one missile site.

It should be noted that for

tested.

missile system effectiveness is not at the

8.4

Maintaining the

Tracking Radars and Launchers:

Using the

same scenario as that used above for the sensi-

missile kill probability at 65 percent, we shall

tivity of the system with respect to aircraft

now look at other parameters of the system to

speed, the basic missile system was changed from

determine their effect on missile system effec-

one launcher and two tracking radars to two

tiveness.

8.2

missile system effectiveness has de-

creased below 90 percent for all raid sizes

the 65 percent missile kill probability that

desired level of 95 percent.

.

launchers and four tracking radars at each site.

Missile Speed:

The missile average speed

The results are graphed in Figure 14.

This

was then varied from 600 to 1300 miles per hour.

increase in missile system capability provides

The effect on missile system effectiveness for

an increase across the board in missile system

the four raid sizes is graphed in Figure 10.

effectiveness.

The results indicate, again as expected, that

missile system effectiveness as a function of

the percent of aircraft killed increases as

raid size for the selected aircraft speeds of

missile speed increases but is still below 95

350, 750 and 1050 miles per hour.

for the raia size of 20.

these results to those contained in Figure 11 it

Figure 11 contains the

Figure 15 ccntains the graph of

When comparing

graph of missile system effectiveness as a

should be noted that the "doubling" of missile

function of raid size for the selected missile

system capability does not in fact double missile

speeds 600, 900 and 1300 miles per hour.

system effectiveness.

8.3

Aircraft Speed:

750 miles per hour for instance, the maximum

Employing a missile speed

increase in missile system effectiveness caused

of 1300 miles per hour and a missile kill pro-

by the increase in missile system capability is

bability of 65 percent the sensitivity of the
system was tested against aircraft speed.

45 percent.

The

in Figure 12.

The overall maximum increase -in

missile system effe "Aveness is 73 percent and

model was run varying aircraft speed from 350 to
1050 miles per hour.

At an aircraft speed of

occurs at an aircraft speed of 1050 miles per

The results are graphed

hour with a raid size of 20.

Figure 13 contains the graph of

missile system effectiveness as a function of
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( GX,GY )

Entry arc for aircraft
Typical aircraft entry point and flight path
3:
Location of missile site
4:
Missile maximum range circle
5:
Search radar maximum range circle
6:
Point of closest approach
GX,GY: Center of circle defining playing area
RCC:
Playing arca radius
0:
Central angle
1:
2:

Playing Area Illustrating Missile Site and Aircraft Flight Path

Figure 1
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Start Program

1.
Read:

Inputs
Set game constants
Inputs
Print:

For each aircraft, Generate
Point of entry
Speed
Time of entry
Altitude
Radar horizon

For each missile area, Compute
PCA distance
PCA time

SNE Fire Event for each aircraft/missile
area combination at earliest possible
missile firing time

Simulation Logic for Model Initialization

Figure 2
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FIRE EVENT
Input: Current time, T
Missile site number
Aircraft number

'Ilibm 1'NE

Aircraft alive
YES

NO

Launcher loaded

SNE Fire Event for this
aircraft/missile site at
T + STEP

YES

NO

Cracking radar free
YES

Coordinated firing mode
YES

YES

Aircraft engaged
t

w NO
SNE Intercept Event for this
aircraft/missile site at
T + Time of Flight

Intercept possible
YES

Intercept point beyond
missile range

*

SNE Reload Event for this
missile site at T + Time

o ;load

YES

SNE Fire Event at T + STEP

Fire Event Logic

Figure 3

Reduce number of loaded launchers and
available.tracking radars for this
missile site

1

II PERCEPT EVENT
Input:
Current time, T

Missile site number
Aircraft. number

Aircraft alive

THE

IF YES

NO

Aircraft killed

I

YES

SNE Fire Event for this
aircraft/missile site at
T + Assessment Time

SNE Free Tracking Radar Event
for all missile sites engagin
this aircraft at T + Assessment Time

i
rSNE Free Tracking Radar
Event for this missile
site at T + Assessment
Time

Set aircraft indicator
dead

Intercept Event Logic

Figure-4
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Free Tracking Radar Event
Input: Current time, T
Missile site numbe

Increase number of free
tracking radars by 1 for this
missile site

Reload Event
Input: Current time, T
Missile site numbe

Increase number of loaded
launchers by 1 for this
missile site

Free Tracking Radar Event Logic
Reload Event Logic
Figure 5
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TNE

Intercept
Event

Reload
Event

Tracking
Radar
Event

Free

Fire
Event

SNE:

Free Tracking
Radar

I NO

Future
Possible

NO

Launch

YES

YES

SNE:

Fire

NO

Aircraft killed

Fire

Intercept
Reload

SNE:

SNE;

1

1:
2:

Missile maximum range, 50 miles
Typical aircraft flight path

Disposition of Missile Sites for Application Scenario

Figure 7
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9.

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to describe in minimum detail a missile system simulation and some
typical applications.

It has been assumed that

the complexity of the surface-to-air missile antiair warfare situation is-such that answers to the
4

questions posed in the applications of Section 8
are not readily available by convenient analytical methods.

If this is true then a model

of this type can serve a useful purpose.

The

model has been used in several classes as an aid
to solving several anti-air warfare problems.
In the course in system simulation in which the
model is used the student adapts the model to
a problem of his own selection, creates the in:

s, uses the model to generate data and then

performs an appropriate analysis of the data.

The simplicity of the model's structure has influenced the thinking of several students in the

development of models forMaster's Thesis in
Operations Research at the Naval Postgraduate
School.
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SIMULATION IN THE DESIGN OF
AUTOMATED AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Paul D. Flanagan, Judith B. Currier, Kenneth E. Willis
METIS Corporation

Abstract

This paper describes the design and use of a
simulator of some of the newly automated safety
separation functions for terminal air traffic
control (ATC).

The program was used not only

for analysis and design of these functions but
also as a testbed for the logic actually implemented in the Knoxville, Tennessee terminal.

Imbedded in the program is an emulator of the
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation STARAN IV Associative Processor used at Knoxville.

The three

major ATC functions simulated are:

1) advanced

mid-air conflict prediction and evaluation,
2) conflict resolution maneuver generation, and
3)

automated voice advisory message generation

and scheduling.
INTRODUCTION

time, there was an ongoing program (the

In early 1971, the Federal Aviation

ARTS III program) to provide automated

Administration (FAA) began a program to

radar tracking and alphanumeric display

provide expanded automated air traffic

functions at the 63 largest terminals in

control (ATC) functions at the FAA test

the U.S.

sic.: in Knoxville, Tennessee.

At that

The Knoxville experiment was

designed to extend these automated func-
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tions to provide safety separation func-

testing the safety separation logic on

tions, namely, mid-air conflict predic-

the simulator, other functions could use

tion, resolution maneuver generation, and

more time on the Knoxville system without

automated vocal traffic advisories.

impeding logic development.

Another important aspect of the

In addition,

the simulation program was located in the

Kn-wrille experiment was the evaluation

programming facility in the Washington,

of the STARAN associative processor (AP)

D.C. metropolitan area.

built by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation.

simulation development were offset by de-

This new type of computer was to be con-

creased travel costs and reduction in time

sidered as an addition to the ATC system

required on the Knoxville computers.

to provide large amounts of computational

GENERAL DESIGN

power for various specialized ATC functions.

Thus, costs of

The simulator was a model of the

The STARAN would act in conjunc-

software functions used in the Knoxville

tion with a UNIVAC 1230 processor to pro-

experiment.

vie the data processing required for the

explicitly, although hardware characteris-

Knoxville terminal area.

tics which impacted on the software func-

As participants in this program,

No hardware was simulated

tions were included in the model.

Figure

the authors designed and used a simulation 1 displays the data processing functions
of the ATC system to be used at Knoxville. of the original Knoxville experiment.
The simulator was used for analysis and

The simulator was written in FORTRAN

design of the safety separation soft-

for the CDC 6600 computer.

ware required for the experiment.

of the Executive, Beacon and Radar Target

In

addition, the simulator functioned as a

The functions

Return Processing, and Data Entry and Dis-

testbed for the logic actually implemented play Processing were modeled functionally.
in Knoxville.

That is, the input and output of these

The major benefits derived from de-

functions were defined by the Knoxville

signing and testing the software on the

system and used in the simulator.

simulator were low cost of implementa-

logic of these simulated functions, how-

tion and ability to allow parallel soft-

ever, was not identical to that used in

ware development.

Knoxville.

Many functions were

The

The Conflict Resolution func-

being programmed for Knoxville, a unique

tion was modeled logically.

system with only limited time available

tor was used as a test bed for this func-

for program test.

tion.

By designing and
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The simula-

The software of the AsL)ciative

Processor was modeled by using an emulator of the AP in the simulation.

As the project progressed, various

The

changes were made in the required func-

same instructions used in the AP at

tions.

Knoxville were input to the emulation

so that traffic advisories could be auto-'

portion of the simulator to provide

matically transmitted on the ATC voice

these functions.

channel.

In addition to the

Conflict resolution was changed

Conflict prediction was examined

functions shown on Figure 1, a test

as a serial processor function rather than

track generator was added to the simula-

as a parallel processor function.

tor so that the output of the data

various modules not shown on Figure 2 were

acquisition system could be simulated.

added to the basic simulation design.

Thus,

ASSOCIATIVE
PROCESSOR

1230

EXECUTIVE

DATA
ACQUISITION
SYSTEM

CORRELATION
AND TRACK
SMOOTHING

BEACON AND RADAR
TARGET RETURN
PROCESSING
CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

CONFLICT
PREDICTION

DATA ENTRY
AND DISPLAY
PROCESSING

DISPLAY)

DISPLAY

'KEYBOARD]

!KEYBOARD]

Figure 1
DATA PROCESSING FUNCTIONS - KNOXVILLE EXPERIMENT'

Figure 2 shows the simulation structure.

The box labeled APEX represents

=igure represents the initial

s'

ition design.

serial computer

tracking logic, serial computer conflict

che associative processor emulator.
Thf

These modules were:

prediction, and automated voice advisory
message generation.

The remaining sections of this paper
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describe the design of the various

position would be reported to the track-

silation modules.

ing function after a suitable amount of
: SIMULATED EXECUTIVE CONTROL
OF KNOXVILLE 1330

TEST
TRACK
DATA

-.-

TRACKING
LOGIC

TRACK
GENERATOR

CONFLICT
PREDICTION

(AP

[R CONFLICT

[RESOLUTION
LOGIC

(AP)
I

I

APEX r*

r
1

SIMULATED

I

41.- ASSOCIATIVE

ARRAY
Figure 2

S_mulation Structure

EXECUTIVE AND TEST TRACK GENERATOR

error was added to model the radar posi-

These two modules were the simplest modules in the simulator.

tion errors.

The

ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSOR EMULATOR

executive function merely called the

This section describes the design of

other modules in the order they were

the module which functionally simulates

called at Knoxville.

the Goodyear Associative Processor,

The system

worked on a radar scan time basis.

STARAN IV.

Each scan represented four seconds of

designed as a research and development

time, equal to one radar antenna rota-

tool, primarily for use in assisting in

tion.

software development for the Knoxville

The track smoothing logic was

Although the

simulation was

called eight times a scan (once every

experiment, the simulator is flexible in

half second of simulated time) and all

design, and is capable of accepting any

other functions were called once per

algorithms written in the associative

scan.

processor instruction set.
The test track generator merely

be adapted to accept new or modified AP

read in a description of, the desired

test track flight paths.

It can easily

instructions.

At each scan,

The simulator system accepts as in-

the position of each aircraft would be

puts a program written in the associative

updated to a new position.

processor instruction set.

This new
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The system

then interprets and executes the AP

The AP simulator is designed to

instructions so as to provide outputs

operate in-two parts.

identical to those that the AP would pro-

an assembler or encoder (GAPE - Goodyear

vide.

The simulator also can output the

The first part is

Associative Processor Encoder).

This pro-

exact configuration of the associative

gram takes AP assembly language instruc-

array at any desired point in the AP

tions as input and produces an interpre-

program.

tative code to be executed by the second

Finally, it provides as 'out-

put the exact time that would be con-

part of the simulator.

sumed by the AP in executing the pro-

of the simulator actually manipulates the

grammed instructions.

simulated associative memory by executing

(These timing

calculations include the time required
to page new instructions or data into
the control memory of the AP.)

The second part

the interpretative code produced by GAPE.
-The second part is named APEX for Associ-

The

ative Processor Executor.

This division

simulator is capable of maintaining

of the simulator is analagous to the

statistics on the execution sequence in

standard assemble (or compile) and execute

order to identify the time binds in the

steps usually used in any higher level

actual AP.

language.

The Goodyear Associative Processor

executable form and APEX loads the inter-

accepts programs written in an assembly
language form.

GAPE assembles the code into

pretative code and simulates the functions

An assembler program

of the

szociative processor.

Figure 3

executed on a XDS Sigma V computer

displays the operational flow for AP

translates such programs into the

algorithm execution.

machine language instructions required

The assembly step (GAPE) reads

In order to make the simu-

STARAN IV code directly from card input

lator faster running, and be more use-

and translates the instructions into an

ful, it was designed to accept as inputs

"executable" form suitable for processing

programs written primarily in the higher

by the AP executer (APEX).

by the AP.

order AP assembly la.iguage.

The simu-

The output

is normally punched cards.

lator maintains a simulated associative

Additionally, the assembler flags

array in the core of the host computer.

errors in the STARAN IV input deck, such

This array is manipulated by the AP

as illegal instructions, doubly defined

instructions precisely as the AP mani-

symbols, and undefined smbols.

pulates its associative array.

GAPE assembler is written in FORTRAN IV
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The

1

XDS SIGMA 5
---_......(

ER
"ASSEMBLER

AP OBJECT
CODE

r

ASSOCIATIVE
PROCESSOR
t

_

....._

ASSEMBLY
CODE

ACTUAL
SIMULATED

PROBLEM
INPUT
DATA

I

PROBLEM
OUTPUT
DATA

-1--1

IBM 360

CDC 6600

GAPE
ASSEMBLER

// APEX
OBJECT CODE

I

APEX
J.

(TIMING

DATA
Figure 3

Problem Solution Process
and BAL for the IBM 360.*

It occupies

approximately 80K bytes of core.

to determine if the instruction is to be

Its

executed,

device requirements are a card reader,

A

a card punch, a printer, and a scratch
file.

the operation,

The CPU time required is approxi-

.op. is the binary operation to be

m :ly .1 sec per AP assembly instruction

performed,

on a 360/65.

B

The output deck of the assembler
I

The general form of

is used,

If T: then: A..op. B(I)-S(J)

S

no operation

is the parameter field to be
replaced by the results of the

where T is a parameter to be tested

operation,
and

*An alternat

is the location of the "address"
of B if indirect addressing

an operation to be performed by APEX is:

: otherwise:

is the second parameter used
for an operation,

is a series of 30 bitwords (punched
in octal format).

is the first parameter used for

)RTRAN version is

J

is the location of the "address"
of S if indirect addressing

implemented on a CDC 6600.

is used.
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The first word (30 bits) of each

APEX reads the instruction list pro-

group of words transferred to APEX is
called the command word.

vided by GAPE, reads the timing informa-

It contains

tion, and simulates the logical and arith-

This

basic instruction information.

metic functions of the STARAN IV processor.

information includes the instruction

Figure 4 presents a diagram displaying

operation and suboperation codes Umne

the relationships between the subroutines

bits and four bits respectively), the

comprising APEX.

number of parameter words following

allows the user to input five different

the command word (three bits), a para-

AP algorithms for selective execution by

meter descriptor list (five bits), a

an external control program.

data register index (five bits), an

of operation closely simulates the mode

instruction test parameter (T)

of operation of the AP at Knoxville.

(one bit),

The design of APEX

This mode

As

an argument usage parameter (one bit),

each algorithm is selected, APEX modifies

and the two most significant bits of

the simulated associative memory accord-

the argument if present.

ing to the assembly instructions which

If the argu-

ment usage bit is set, the command word

created the algorithm.

is followed by a word containing the 30

There are two basic kind of instruc-

least significant bits of the argument.

tions for the AP.

Following the command word (or argument

inputs from words of associative memory

word if present) is a series of 15 bit

or the response store and produces output

half-words, packed two per word.

in the associative memory or response

These

The first kind uses

parameter half-words each contain a

store.

parameter identifier (e.g. A)

plished sequentially in the simulator

(two bits),

These instructions must be accom-

the address of the most significant

through each simulated word of associative

bit of the parameter field (eight bits),

memory.

and the number of bits in the parameter

execution of these instructions.

.

.

field minus one (five bits).

Subroutine DOIT provides for
There

are 15 operations or tests which can be

The second part of the emulator,

performed by the AP on the bit fields

APEX, is implemented in the FORTRAN IV

of associative memory.

language on the CDC 6600.

The code is

less than, less than or equal, equal, not

written to be compatibles

th the

equal, greater than, greater than or

These are:

FORTRAN implemented on the UNIVAC 1230

equal, logical not, logical and, logical

computer.

or, logical exclusive or, absolute value,
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add, subtract, multiply, and divide.

Information

Program Control
INIT

Read Instruction

GAPE
Output

1_

List. Initializes

TIMING DATA
1

INSTRUCTION
LIST

Associative Memor

DIRECT
Controls Proijram

Timing
Data

Flow. Performs
Timing
Calculations

Simulated
Associative
Memory

F

INTEX

1

-Y

1

1

. .

FDOIT

Executes
Instructions
Which Are
Nonparallel

t

1

1

Executes
Instructions
Which Are
Parallel

1

1

1

HDU MP IT

MOVEBF,
LBYT, SBYT

1. -- . . - . - - .Prints State

1

1

Manipulate

of

Bit

-

LFields
_

Associative
Memory
Figure 4

APEX Logic Relationships
Subrov.tine DOIT extracts the bit fields

store values, control program flow, pro-.

for each operand (A,B) from each word of

vide input/output, etc.

associative memory; performs the re-

of instruction is executed by subroutine

quested operation, and stores F.. result

INTEX.

in the specified field (S) in each

internal subprogram for each instruction

associative memory ww.u.

of this type.

The other instruction type makes
less use of associative memory.

This subroutine contains a small

As the instruction is en-

countered, the internal subprogram mani-

Instruc-

tions of this type manipulate the arith-

pulates the AP registers in the appropriate fashion.

metic register, output re0cter, field
pointers, or date registers.

This second type

The use of DOIT and INTEX is con-

These

trolled by subroutine DIRECT.

instructions may also shift the response

This sub-

routine controls the selection of instruc-
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I

tions and the interpreting of the com-

tion.

mand words and parameter identification

cell.)

words of the language produced by GAPE.

2.

(This is the primary

If the aircraft is within 1/2

Subroutine DIRECT also maintains the in-

the minimum safe separation dis-

struction execution frequency

tance of a cell edge, place the

Id timing

information data.

aircraft in the adjacent cell.

Subroutine DUMPIT prints the state

(This is a positional secondary

of the associative array on command.

cell.)

Subroutines MOVEBF, LI3YT, and SBYT per-

3.

Place the aircraft in cells

form bit field marapulations in the

(called velocity secondary cells)

simulated associative array.

according to three indices:

CONFLICT PREDICTION

a. speed class

The prediction function is respon-

b. cell quadrant position

sible for identifying (1) all pairs of

c. heading

aircraft that are in hazardous positions;

The speed class is an index to the air-

and (2) all aircraft flying too close to

craft's indicated ground speed.

the terrain.

quadrant position is the quadrant within

The basic design of this

The cell

module was inspired by the implicit geo-

the cell within which the aircraft lies.

metric filter concept described in the

The heading is an index derived by divi-

paper "Intermittent Positive Control" in

ding the compass into twelve equal sized

the March 1970 issue of the Proceedings

(30 degree) sectors.

of the IEEE.

t-e aircraft into adjacent cells to allow

The airspace is divided into 1024
horizontal square cells,
each 4 miles on one side.

This placement ic.

for flight during the warning time is

)r "boxes",

performed by a table look-up on speed

This grid

class, cell quadrant position, and head-

covers a square area 128 miles to a side:

ing.

Each aircraft is entered into a number

ments to calculate the new cell indices

of boxes according of its location,

from the basic cell index.

speed, and direction of flight.

tion of the table was performed off-line

The

The table contains cell displace-

The construc-

method of placement in cells is as

to provide for fast reLl-time execution.

follows:

The table considers the tracking errors.

1.

Place the aircraft in the cell

After all aircraft are entered into

containing its present posi-

the cells, the conflicts between those

.
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aircraft are selected.

The box size and

dimension to the predictici process and

placement method are such that if an

determines if the aircraft can violate

aircraft is the only cell occupant, there

the safety standard.

can be no conflict.

If mire than one air-

Because the aircraft are tracked,

craft occupies a cell, further tests

the software can determine if a near miss

are required to determine the hazard.

is predicted.

(These tests are described later).

ing data provided ..)y the tracker is sub-

Terrain avoidance is performed

ject to error.

It is known that the head-

Thus, for each speed class

during the cell placement process.

and bearing position, there is a maximum

Each cell has a minimum altitude for

error in the velocity components in the

safe flight.

two horizontal directions.

Only aircraft with altitude

The coarse

information can be checked for terrain

hazard filter will add these maximal

avoidance.

e7-rors to the predicted velocities to

Before an aircraft with

altitude information is placed into a

obtain the highest relative closing

cell, its reported altitude is checked

velocity.

against the acceptable' minimum altitude.

calculation will determine if the air-

If the aircraft is too low, the appro-

craft could pass within the minimum safe

priate information is output.

miss distance.

There are three further filters to

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

be performed before an aircraft pair is
output as a conflict.

Then, a simple miss distance

Once a possible conflict has been

First, the soft-

isolated by the prediction function, it

ware determines if tl'is aircraft pair

must be further evaluated to determine its

was selected as a conflict in the pre-

relative collision potential, or risk.

vious 60 seconds.

Ordering the possible conflicts by risk

If so, no further

processing is done, as this pair has

allows the automated system to respond

already been processed by display or

consistently to the priorities of the

resolution.

users in presentation

The second test is an

altitude filter..

If both aircraft have

2 warnings.

The

chosen measure of risk is the probability

a.Ltitude information and have reported

of violating a given miss distance within

greater than 500 foot vertical separa-

the warning time provided by the system.

tion, then the conflict is.ignored.

This probability is calculated from the

The

final test is a coarse hazard filter.

geometriC configuration of the two air-

The coarse hazard filter adds the time

craft and the uncertainties inherent in
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their position and velocity data.

The

ensemble, however, the volume of air-

logic does not consider the conditional

spa..e occupied by the ensemble grows, and

probability that an aircraft will turn

data must be available to define the

from its current course, although future

probability distributions of turning

systems should utilize whatever "intent"

paths.

information is available in the system.

is compounded by the fact that the track-

Considering the aircraft's current

The problem of turning aircraft

ing logic prouuces greater variances in

position, velocity, and acceleration, it

current estimated heading, as well as

is possible to project an ensemble of

time lags in heading prediction, when a

possible paths which the aircraft could

turn is in progress.

follow.

led to the assumption of a uniform dis-

The uncertainty associated

These considerations

with the choice of a path from this

tribution of headings in the direction of

ensemble arises from two sources:

turn if a turn was determined to be in

variances in the current data, and un-

progress from the track data.

certainty about the pilot's intent.

for the assumption was that if an air-

Uncertainty in velocity (in par-

The basis

craft were turning in the terminal environ-

ticular, heading) is a major source of

ment, it was equally likely that it would

spread in the path ensemble.

continue turning, or stop turning at any

This

uncertainty is approximated by the

point on the current trajectory (and

normal distribution of straight paths

proceed straight along a tangent to the

symmetrically projected about the es-

turn curve).

timated heading of a non-turning track.

only a modest first. approximation to a

Uncertainties in position are accom-

definitich of the full path ensemble, it

modated in the miss distance criteria.

does reflect the broader distribution

Lack of knowledge of the pilot's

While this assumption is

resulting from the turn in a realistic

intent is another source of uncertainty

manner.

in defining the path ensemble.

conflict resolution logic must examine

If an

Further development of the

aircraft turns within the projected

the possibility of developing valid

time period, then the assumption of

a priori probabilities of turn in the

straight flight can result in a hazard

terminal airspace, perhaps as a function

suddenly appearing with less than 60-

of aircraft position, wind patterns, or

.2conds to possible impact.

other variables.

If all

possible paths are included in the

Future systems might

incorporate such "intent" information
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from the other ATC functions in the data

where W(Tij) is a we-ghting function
ca

processor.

(0-1) which is a function of T ij

ca'

The risk probability is calculated

by a nu

craft.

time of closest approach for paths i and

integration over the en-

semble

the

J.

15.sible paths of the two air-

An aircraft configuration is con-

The area encompassed by the

sidered hazardous if the risk probability

potential paths is divided into a num-

is greater than a threshold value.

ber of equal size segments, and a repre-

ing to the Knoxville experiment require-

sentative path selected for each segment.

ments, certain configurations required

Accord-

Each representative path has a probability calculation of a maneuver which would
associated with it.

If the two aircraft

eliminate the conflict.

This maneuver

paths result in a violation of the miss

was displayed to the controller for trans-

distance in e.s warning time, then the

mission to the pilot.

joint probability is summed into the
risk probability.

The aircraft are divided into two

More explicitly, the

types, associated and unassocialed.-

risk probability becomes
RISK =
i

wh,

Associated aircraft are under direct

L Pi pi?
-3 6(Dca)

positive control of an ATC controller

j

(Instrument Flight Rules).

p2 is the probability aircraft A

aircraft are not under positive control

traverses the ith path in the ensemble
and

(Visual Flight Rules).
Cr(Dca) = 1 if the distance of

For conflicts

between one associated and one unassociated

closest approach for paths i & j is

aircraft where both aircraft are report-

less than a critical distance, and 0
otherwise.

Unassociated

ing altitude information, a maneuver is

A mcre responsive risk

calculated for the associated aircraft.

criteria function currently under inFor other types of conflicts, the convestigation would additionally weigh
troller iz merely alerted to the exis-

each contribution-of a conflicting

tence of the conflict.

path pair according to the time remainNote that when altitude information

ing to violate the separation criteria.

is available, the risk probability has

This criteria becomes

been calculated on the basis of the

RISK =

ecPciii) x
]
Ca

j

W(T

three-dimensional position and velocity

I]

ca

vectors.

)

If a level off command will

reduce the conflict probability below
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the threshold value, the recommended

different for any two aircraft paths.

maneuver is "Level Off".

Thus the ensemble of paths around each

However, if

that probability is greater than the

aircraft generates a spectrum of these

acceptable safety threshold, a turn

critical times.

maneuver is calculated.

of interest, different paths have different

Since -,ost of

If, within the time span

the aircraft in the system do not have

advisable turn directions, the maneuver

altitude reporting transponders, posi-

becomes ambiguous.

tive climb and dive maneuvers are not

be discovered by inspecting the edges of

generated.

the ensemble of paths.

If a lateral maneuver is

This ambiguity can

If a maneuver

required, the associated aircraft is

is ambiguous in this sense, the resolu-

turned away from the unassociated air-

tion algorithm indicates this on the

craft until the distance of closest

display and does not recommend a resolu-

approach is greater than the allowable

tion.

miss distance.

The paths used to cal-

culate this turn are selected frc

To decide how far the aircraft should

the

turn, different degrees of turn, at the

ensemble of paths of the aircraft on

standard rate, are- projected.

the basis of shortest time to conflict.

tance between the aircraft pair at the

The direction of turn may be deter-

The dis-

end of each trial tura ib determined in

mined by considering the two aircraft as

order to insure that the aircraft Co not

a physical system and locating the posi-

violate the minimum miss distance while

tional centroid of this system at the

the maneuvering aircraft is turning.

time of the expected turn.

The path tangent to the turn circle is

The maneuver-

ing aircraft is turned away from this

then checked against the unassociated

centroid.

aircraft's worst case heading vector

Turning the aircraft towards

the centroid may, in some cases, produce

(appropriately projected in time) and

less severe maneuvers.

the distance of closest approach is cal-

However, in a

system with uncertainties in aircraft
position, velocity, and time of maneuver

culated.

If this distance, the closest

that the two aircraft will ever get to

initiation, a turn toward the centroid

each other if neither deviates from

often increases, not decreases, the risk

the given course, is greater than the

The time at which the relative location

minimum in as distance, then this is

of the centroid, and therefore the

considered to be a feasible maneuver.

advisable direction of turn, changes is

The two new vectors then have their risk
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probability calculated.

If this proba-

The simulation module merely pre-

bility is less than the threshold, then

pares a message in a form which could be

the maneuver is accepted.

sent to an automatic voice response unit

If the

probability is greater than the threshold

for transmission to the pilot.

then the aircraft is turned further and

the time required to send an advisory

checked again.

will exceed the time for one antenna scan.

This last step is re-

In general,

peated until a safe maneuver is found.

The average message will take two or

No turn greater than 180° is considered.

three scans to transmit.

Tables are maintained to determine

During peak

periods, there will be messages wait-

if an aircraft gets into multiple con-

ing in a queue to be sent to the aircraft.

flicts.

The message generator must choose the

If so, consistent maneuver

suggestions are calculated.

If the

order in which the messages are trans-

multiple conflict occurs-from the same

mitted.

side, then the larger of the bearing

The basic structure of the system

changes will be sent as the maneuver.

allows for a flexible priority scheme

If the conflict is from the opposite

for message transmission.

side, then a flag is set to indicate

defined classes of messages which are

that no unambiguous maneuver was found.

assigned afferent priorities based on

ADVISORY MESSAGE GENERATION

selections made by the controller.

The newest function added to the

There are

In

addition, within these classes, priorities

simulator is a simple module which pre-

are established as appropriate.

pares messages which could be trans-

example, the risk level provides a good

mitted to pilots involved in conflicts.

priority measure within the traffic

A similar function was implemented and

advisory class.

tested at Knoxville in 1972..

conflicts will receive the first messages.

The messages consist of traffic

For

Thus, the most hazardous

Other messac.,s, such as "all clear of

advisories and service messages.

traffic" are given priority based upon

Traffic advisories warn an aircraft of

time in queue.

the location aid heading of aircraft
which could be in conflict.

Service

messages warn of restricted areas,
terrain conflicts, loss of radar contact, etc.
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Session 9: Financial Models (General)
Chairman: Theodore Mock, University of California

This session reports upon several uses of simulation methodology in finance and accounting. Two
papers consider the effect of variability, variability assumptions (e.g. normality), and uncertainty on measurement of investment returns. In addition two applications of simulation in financial planning and control will be discussed.
Papers

"Accounting (late of Return vs. True Rate of Return:
Considering Variability and Uncertainty"
John V. Baum ler, Ohio State University
"Variability Assumptions and Their Effect on Capital Investment Risk"
F. J. Brewerton, Louisiana Tech. University and
William B. Allen, United States Air Force
"A Computerized Interactive Financial Forecasting System"
Philip M. Wolfe and Donald F. Deutsch, Motorola, Incorporated

"Multiple Capital Budgeting: A Simulation Model"
Thomas J. Hindelang and. Andre Fourcans, Indiana University
Discussants

Eugene Comiskey, University of California
Mel Greenball, Ohio State University
Kenneth Si ler, University of California
Harry Grossman, Security Pacific Bank
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ACCOUNTING RATE OF RETURN
VS. TRUE RATE OF RETURN
CONSIDERING VARIABILITY AND UNCERTAINTY

J. V. Baumler

Associate Professor
Academic Faculty of-Accounting
The Ohio State University

Abstract

An accounting rate of return and a defined true rate of
return were assessed for a simulated firm composed of
independent long-lived investment projects.

The param-

eters of each individual investment project were determined by a Monte Carlo simulation technique.

Differing

degrees of environmental variability and uncertainty

were represented by the simuir"tn techniques used.
Accounting 'rate of return, c

temporary accounting practi

,ed consistent with con-

and a true rate of return,

defined in economic terms, ware contrasted.

The effi-

cacy of accounting rate of return as a surrogate for
true rate of return was found to be a function of the
deyree of variability and uncertainty represented in the
environment.

I wish to thank members of the At:Cot-rking Re-

search Colloquium at The Ohio State University
for their halpful comments and The Ohio State
University Instructional and Research Computer
Center for its support in making available free
computer time.
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The relationship between accounting rate of

firm, operating in a variable and uncertain envi-

return (ARR) and true yield of a firm has been

ronment, are defined and measured.

the subject of considerable research'.

measures can then be assessed in terms of the

ARR has

Accounting

generally been defined consistent with account-

magnitude of actual underlying changes that are

ing practice.

necessary to have a corresponding impact on the

True yield in such studies has

been an economic concept.

Previous researchers

accounts.

have contrasted accounting and economic. measures

In the next section of this paper, the

in an almost endless variety of situations--and

model used to represent an enterprise, and the

the accounting measures haven't always faired

accounting and true yield measures are described.

very well.

Particular emphasis is given to the means by

This paper starts with the conclusion that

"\

which inter-year changes in the economic fortunes

accounting measures of return are imprecise sur-

of the enterprise are induced.

rogates for the related economic concepts with

section, the correlation between changes in the

which they are apparently to correspond.

measured true yield and the measured ARR, as a

Such a

In the results

conclusion, while disturbing to some, need not

function of inter-year variability, is presented.

detract from the usefulness of accounting mea-

Finally, a macro-sensitivity analysis is pre-

sures.

sented to provide some indication of the gener-

It may be that period to period changes

in accounting measures of return correspond

ality of the results-obtained.

closely with interperiod changes in true yield.

The Model

The relationship between changes inARR and

As in most previous research, a firm will be

changes in true yield is the subject of ft:s

envisioned as a collection of investment pro-

paper.

jects.

Let us state the approach taken by means of
an analogy.

2

We will begin our description of the

firm by describing an example project.

With a crude thermometer, we would

be followed by a discussion of the generation and

not expect to accurately measure temperature, or

aggregation of projects.

even-to record-minor changes in temperature; but

An Example ?roject

we wocic expect.to be capable of identifying
major changes in temperature.

This will

It will help in describing projects to think

The precision of

of those aspects of a project w:lich are known by

such a thermometer could be assessed by deter-

management at the time it is undertaken, and

mining how violent temperature changes must be

those aspeca which will be known at a later

before they are capable of being recorded by the

date.

measuring instrument.

time the investment project is undertaken, it is

In this paper, ac-ounting

and economic measures of return for a simulated

Consider the following example.

At the

known that the investment outlay is $142,879 in
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then current dollars.
286.

The price index stands at

start of a year, other receipts and disburse-

Management estimates the project will have

ments occur at the end of the. year.

Investments

a life of 8 years, after which time the salvage

consist of depreciable assets only.

The price-

value will be $2,858.

Straight line deprecia-

level index applies to the end of the year.

tion will be used for

iancial reporting pur-

Net

receipts are either reinvested in other projects

poses and sum-of-the-years-digits depreciation

or distributed as dividends.

wili be used for tax purposes.

ventions in mind, Table 2 can be seen as proof

After the fact,

the following information is.known.

The pro-

With these con-

that the internal rate of return (IRR) for the

ject actually lasted 10 years, at which dm. the

example project is 4.56%.

salvage value was $8,200 but the price index

earnings and asset values based on net present

stood at 410.

values using the IRR as a discount rate.3

The income tax rate was 50%

throughout the project's life.

The cash flow,

Table 3 presents

It

presents measures of earnings and investment

expressed in real dollars on a bet,re ,ax basis,

such that each year their ratio equals the IRR.

generated from the investment each year and the

Table 3 will be used below to define what will

associated price index is shown below.

be called the true rate of return (TRR) for the

Year

Real Dollar Before
Tax Cash Flow

firm.

Price Index

True Rate of Return
2
3
5

6
7
8
9

10

297
298
298
308
322
337
356
377
389
410

$7549
6821
8749
6689
7842
6652
7010
8732
6497
8223

Fro Table i and Table 3, the ARR and the
IRR for this project can be compared.

However,

such a. comparison is not very interesting.

Rath-

er, the comparison of the ARR and TRR for the
firm is of interest.

But if each project the

Real dollars refer to dollars with the purchas-

firm undertakes has tables such as Table 1 and

ing power of an arbitrarily selected base-year--

Table 3 prepared for it, the summation of appro-

the price index for that base year is 100.

priate table entries would provide the numerators

Given the ex ante and the ex alt information,

and denominators of the two ratios of interest.

Tables 1, 2, and 3 can be prepared.

This may be made clear by example.

Table 1

in-

Assume the

dicates what impact this project will have on

example project were undertakenlin year 1961, and

accounting statements during its 10-year actual

we are interested in the 1965 ARR and ?RR for the

life and provides the very orthodox definition

firm as a whole.

of ARR used tn this study.

be the sum of appropriate entries from coluMn

Table 1 as well as

Tables 2 S. 3 are based on the following convention's

The numerator of the ARR would

(10) of tables like Table 1.i The example project

Investment outlays are made at the

would contribute $33893 to this sum.
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If each

TABLE

1

Calculation of Accounting Rate of Return for Eiample Project
(1)

Years

(2)

7549

2

6821

3

8749
6689
7842
6652
7010
8732
6497
10223

5

6
7

8
9
10

cosh flow

297
298
298
322
337
356
377
389

410

(7)

7503
17503
17503
17503
17503
17503
17503
17503

0
2858
142879

Accounting
Before

Provision

tax

for

profit

taxes

134128
116625
99122

125376
107874
90371
72868
55366
37863
20360
2358
2858

4942
2800
8566
3077
7785
4900
7423

81620
64117
46614
29112
11609
285b
2858

0

(II)

(10)

(3)

(8)

Reported Accounts and Ratios
Asset
Asset writeoff using
balance- Average
straight line end of
asset
year
depreciation
balance

22444
20303
26069
20579
25288
22403
24926
32885
25270
41896

308

(6)

(5)

Current
dollar
before tax

Real dollar
Price .ndex
before tax
cash flow
(base
100)

1

4

(4)

(3)

2471
1400
4283
1538

25,70

39039

15F,l9

15382

(10) i

(7)

2471
1k00

1.84%
1.20%

4283

4.322
1.882
6.07%
5.26%
12.75%
66.25%
422.16%
683.07%

1538
3893

3893
24;0
3712'
7691
12635

rate of
return

Ler

tax
profit

2450
3712
7691

1263
19519

TABLE 2

Calculation of Internal Rate of Return for Example Project
Investment in Real Dollars
(2)

(1)

Year

da::::
before tax
cash flow

Price index
(base

I

7549

297

2

6821

3

8749
6689
7842
6652
7010
8732
6497
10223

298
298
308

4
5

6
7

8
9
10

(4)

(3)

100)

Current
do!!::
before tax
cash flow
22444
20303
26069
20579
25288
22403
24926
32885
25270
41896

322

337
356
377
389
410

$142,879/2.86
(6)

(5)

$50,000

(7)

(9)

(8)

(0)

-

Accounts for Tax Purpose
Asset writeCurrent Dollars
off using
Dor.I An11,..

P

After tax
cash flow

after tax
cash flow

valcc of (9)
at 4.56%

26780
23765
24703
20013
20423
17036
16352
18387

9007
7984

...-cf-7::

digits depreciatIon method
31116
27226
23337
19447

.

'

,

Taxable

Taxes

income

paid

-8672
-6924
2732

-4336
-3462

0

1)32
9730
10734
17147
28996
25270

1366
566
4865
5367
8573
14498
12635

2858

39039

19519

15558
11668
7779
3889

8614
7303
7252
5442
5067
3870
3365
3417
2174
3495
50000

8291

6505
,6333

5058
4599
4882
3249
5460

12635

22377

TABLE 3

Calculation of True Rate of Return for Evamplo Project
(1)

Year
1

2

3

4
5

S
7

8
9
10

(2)

Real dollar after
tax cash flow

(4)

(3)

True rate of
return earnings
.0456 x (6)

9007

2281

7984
8291
6505
6333
5058
4599
4832
3249

1974
1700

5460

23

1399
1166
931
742

566
370

True rate of return
capital recovery
(2)

(6)

(5)

End of year
investment
(5)

(4)

t-1

Average
investment
(5)t-1

(3)

6726
6010
6591

5106
5167
4128
3856
4316
2879
5222
50000
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43274
37264
30673
25568
20401
16273
12417
8101
5222
0

50000
43274
37264
30673
25568
20401
16273
12417
8101
5222

(7)
True rate of
return
(3) i (6)

4.56%
4.56%
4.56%
4.56%
4.56%
4.56%
4.56%
4.56%
4.56%
4.56%

project had a Table 1, all the contributions to
accounting earnings would be known.

Another way of describing true rate of re-

SimiIrly,

turn and justifying that rather presumptuous

the denominator of the ARR is obtained by sum-

label, is to take a brief look at the accounting

ming appropriate entries from column (7).

problems of leasing companies.

example project contributes $64,117.

The

The numer-

Two approaches

have had widespread use in the field, the rental

ator of the TRR is found by summing appropriate

method and the financial method.

entries from column (3) of Table 3; and the

method, now in many cases required6, is supported

denominator from column (6)4.

by analogy to economic concepts.

The example pro-

The financial

In effect, TRR,

ject contributes $1,166 and $25,568 to the nu-

as previously defined, is ca/culated using the

merator and the denominator of the firm's 1965

financial method to account for non-lease in-

TRR respectively.

vestments.

Thus, TRR as defined in this

The financial method can only be

paper is the weighted average of the IRR's of

used if all of the cash flows that will result

the projects existing when the TRR is calculated.

from an investment are known.

The weights used are asset values using the cap-

is approximately met in the leasing situation,

ital recovery method of depreciation5.

and exactly met in a computer simulation.

To be more precise, let IRRt-be the Liter -

Such a requi ement

It

could be met in the real world on a retrospective

nal rate of return for tha uroject commenced in

basis (indicating what the financial statements

year t (this assumes

shoulu have been) given.adequate bookkeeping.

1

and only I project per

year--an assumption relaxed later in this paper).

Thus, the arguments for the validity of the TRR

Let cashti be the after tax, real dollar, cash

measure used in this --ner are as strong as the

flow in the i th year of the project commenced

arguments for the fit

in year t.

for lessors.

By convention, a positive value re-

.al method of accounting

And a major problem from describing

presents an inflow and a negative value (1=0)

the TRR in terms of the capital recovery method

represents an outflow then, the true rate of

of depreciation is countered.

return in year k is:

that the capital recovery method of depreciation

k

k-t

IRRt

E

t=1

E

k-t-i

Some would argue

should use the firm's cost of capital as the dis-

- casht,i(1 + IRRtj

i=0

count rate; and not the IRR of the project with

TRRk =
k

k-t

k-t

which the depreciable asset. is associated.

i

EE-cash41to+ IRRt]

t=1 i=0

is not the case for the .financial method of

TRRk is totally expressable in terms of cash

accounting for leases.

flows since IRRt is the value for which

the yield rate alsociated' with each lease.

0 = f cash

Such

./(1 + IRR ji
t

The financial method uses
Thus,

the support for the financial method can be mar-

t o

shalled behind the TRR measure used in this study.
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The Collection of Projects

This is the salvage value used in preparing de-

Assume for the moment the ex stence of the
simulated firm.

preciation schedules for both tax and reporting

Each year a certain after tax

purposes.

cash flow is generated (by convention, at the
end of the year).

Se,, is a random variable ranging

between .5 Sac and 1.5 Sa,c.

The amount of cash to be in-

The before tax real dollar cash return from

vested (again by convention, at the start of the

the project takes one of two basic patterns,

next year)

selected randomly, each with equal probability.

is a random variable between 50% and

150% o. the cash flow generated.

If less than

One pattern is basically level over the life of

100% is reinvested, it is assumed that the rest

the project.

is distributed as dividends.

averaging a 5% reduction per year.

If more than 100%

is reinvested, it is assumed that the sale of

Let the real

dollar before tax cash flow in year t = Rt.

common stock provided the necessary additional
funds.

The other is a declining pattern,

R t+1 = R t (1

A separate and independent (except that

- a)

Then:

b

= 0 for level pattern

Where:
a

the firm is taxed as an entity) project is under-

= .05 for declining pattern

taken each year.

b

is a random variable ranging between
.917 and 1.083.

Other Model Parameters
R

The actual life of a project (L) is an

0,

the base used to calculate R

1,

is a random

variable ranging between A and B times the real
integer random variable between 10 and 20 years.
dollar investment dividend by the project life.
The estimated life of a project is an integer

A and B aee variables used to induce different
random variable between L-3 and L+3 years.

De-

degrees of uncertainty and variability into the
preciatior. schedules for the duration of the
simulation model.

They are discussed later.

actual life are based on the estimated life.

The Environment'
For tax purposes, an accelerated depreciation

The environment in which the simulated firm
method (sum-of-the-years digits)

is used; for

operates, has the following characteristics:
reporting purposes, itraight line depreciation

a) Accounting information Is prepared on an
is w,ed.

historical cost basis.

Accountants

The real dollar actual salvage iL a random
ignore price level changes.

inter period

variable ranging between 0 and 20% of the real
tax allocations are made by act.:ountants.

dol/ar investment in the project.

Let Sa,r =
b) Inflation averages 3% a year.

aGtual salvage in real dollars.

'Let S

a,c

The price

=

index In year t+1 is a random variable

actual salvage in current dollars--current mean-

ranging between 1.00 and 1.06 times the
ing dollars as of the original investment.

Let

price index in year t.
Sa,c = estimated salvage in current dollars.
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.111

Mr.11/1

c) Taxes are assessed at a rate of 50% of
taxable income.

a

Taxable income is com-

p

P = .5v

puted in-the same manner as accounting

and either

income except different depreciation

p >

methods are used.

1

or p,a <

I

u was an uniformly distributed random variable

The Variables Manipulate

from a pseudo random number generator.]

The variables of interest were inter-year

Since

changes in the measured rates of return and the

the cumulative beta function cannot generally be

degree of variability embodied in the simulation

evaluated in terms of etementary functions,

model.

approximations were necessary.

Variability was induced two ways.

First,

Specifically,

a pseudo random number generator was used to make

was limited to 100 "equally likely" values for

Monte Carlo draws from specified distributions.

each v, and Monte Carlo draws were taken from

The ranges of these distributions have been

this list.

stated.

ing from .05 to 70 were used to induce different

Their form has not been specified.

degrees of variability and uncertainty.

These distributions took 18 different forms to

The second means by which wietobility and

represent different degrees of uncertainty an.
variability.

Eighteen selected values of v, rang-

Limited uncertainty and variability

uncertainty was induced was by alt -'ng the rig:19e

was represented by symetrical distributions,

of the distribution of base year re,: dollar be-

ti;ntly clustered at the mid-point of the ranges.

fore tax cash flow.

Previously this range has

been referred to as A and B.

Different degrees of variabi4ity were re-

At one extreme,

presented by spreading out the distributions in

this range was from 0 to 500% of annualized real

steps, through uniform distributions, to U shaped

dollar cost of the investment.

distributions.

was 295% to 275%.

More specifically, if a contin-

The other extreme

Eight intermediate ranges

uous random variable had a range from X* to X*,

were used, or 10 ranges for base year real dollar

then it was selected as

before tax cash flow in all.

X* + (X* - X*)

Each of the 10

ranges was used with each of the 18.probability

F

where r is a random variable on the internal

distributions-- resulting in 180 simulation runs,

to 1.

each exhibiting different degrees of variability

i.was basrJ on the beta distribution,

a,/.1 uncertainty.

calculated to approximate
r = F

(alp,v)

=

f (tip
0

The Concepts of Variability and Uncertainity

) dt

where:

It

Is important that the meaning of the

f (t10,v)dt = tP-1 (1-00-1
terms variability and uncertainty be clearly

fl

) to -1 (1-0o-idt
0

stated.
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Variability merely means that the pa-

rameters of individual investment projects differ.

ed mean

No two projects are alike.

the-less, the

rate of return.

Each has a different

Inducing more variability means

reverting measures of return.

None-

conomic outlook for the firm, at

any point in time, even thu not explosively

that the projects tend to display greater dif-

unstable, was unknown because it was dependent

ferences.

upon the particular existant and future invest-

Uncertainty means that management

does not know all of the parameters of an in-

ment projects, which from the viewpoint of man-

vestment project at the time of its undertaking.

agement well all uncertain ventures.

Hence true rate of return cannot be calculated

Results

on a current basis.

Only a surrogate, account-

ing rate of return Lan be so provided.

The modeled firm was simulated 180'times,

There is

using each of the 18 forms for probability dis-

considerable uncertainty surrounding individual

tributions and the 10 r4-9es described above, in

investment projects at the time they are under-

combination.

taken.

firm.

Management :s represented as not know-

ing what return would be forthcoming
dividual investment projects.
projects had negative IRR's.

n in-

measures

Further, the life

salvage value is only an estimate.

The ARR and the TRR were calculated fo,

each year of each simulation.

In fact, some

of a project could Ohl, be estimat-A.

Each run simulated 200 years of

Toe ARR and TRR

one run are shown graphically In

Figure 1.

Siyilarly,

Figure

Thus a great

1

is based on the most volatiie

situation modeled.

This resulted in wide inter.

deal of uncertainty is expressed at the Invest-

year changes in ARR and TRR.

ment project stage.

aillty and uncertainty is measy .*.d by the stan-

Since the firm was envi-

The amount of vari

sioned as a collection of virtually independent

dard deviation o-7 *.he TRR series--in thi' case

Investment projects, some smoothing occurred in

.03813.

anregation.

that the modehd firm's economic performance was

Because profitable project.. were

Mere tr.'pection

1-"gure

1

discloses

more likely to be undertaken than eeprofitable

highly variable.

projects, the simulated firm wds not prone to

sure of return can he determined by contrasting

bankruptcy.

ARR with TRR.

A greater degree of volitability

The efficacy of ARR as a mea-

More exactly, Inter-year changes

could have been incorporated by allowing inveut-

in ARR were correlated with inter-year changes

ment project parameters to drift over the life

in TRR8.

of the firm or to create dependencies between

Figure 1, the coefficient of correlation between

returns fro. existant investments and future in-

changes in the measures of return is +.77407.

vestment decisions.

Of course, either step

might cause instability in the model.

Fo the simulation run depicted in

Figure 2 is based on the most minimal state

The model,

of variability and uncertainty modeled.

as developed, was stable in.the sense It produc-

In this

run, the modeled firms economy performance was
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considerably more stable.

As in the case of

Table 4 is arranged such that the 18 entries in

Figure 1, the ARR is generally greater than the

each column represent runs with constant ranges

TRR, due in large part to the effects of infla-

of base-year real dollar before tax return but

tion.

different distributional forms for Monte Carlo

However, transient conditions in the early

years (roughly years

1

through 20 since the

draws.

The 10 entries in each row have constant

maximum project life was 20 years) were now

distributional forms but different ranges for

evident.

base-year returns.

Therefore, only the la.t 180 years of

This, the two methods for

the 200 years simulated in this and all other

inducing variability and uncertainty form the

simulations runs were used for results purposes.

rows and columns of the table.

The standard deviation of the TRR series in

Generally, moving

from left to right across the rows and from

Figure 2 is .00567, far less than .03713 for

bottom to top in t!-- columns means an increase

Figure 1.

in var "sbility and uncertainty.

The coefficient of correlation

between changes in ARR and changes in TRR is also

Table 4 is analyzed by rows and columns.

far less in Figure 2 than it was in Figure 1;

Consider, for example, the 6th row of Table 4.

+.11577 vs. +.77407.

The ten simulation runs reported in this row all

Thus, the evidence from

these two simulation runs is consistent with the

used the same distributional forms for Monte

crude measuring instrument hypothesis.

Carlo draws, but different ranges for base-year

The more

variability and uncertainty, the better account-

return.

ing measures serve as surrogates for their

each of the 10 runs in this row are graphically

economic counterparts.

depicted in Figure 3.

The evidence from all 180 runs is also con-

The two concomitant observations for

Inspection of Figure 3 shows that not only

sistent with the crude measuring instrument

does increasing the range of base-year return

hypothesis.

increase the standard deviation of the TRR series,

Table 4 summarizes all these runs.

For each run, in the body of the table, is shown

but it also increases the coefficient of corre-

the standard deviation oc the TRR series and the

lation between inter-year changes in TRR and ARR.

coefficient of correlation between inter-year

The coefficient of correlation between the con-

changes in ARR and changes in TRR (the latter

comitant observations in the 10 runs is +.93669.

being in parentheses).

This value is shown for row 6 in the margin of

Summary measures pre-

viously discussed for the run depicted in Figure
1

Table 4.

are in the upper right-hand corner of the body

of Table 4.

Figure 2 data is in the lower left-

hand corner.

The rest of the data in Table 4 is

The correlation of concomitant obser-

vations for all the rows and columns are similarly indicated in Table 4.

The conclusion being

that the runs summarized in each row and column

intermediate to the values in these two corners.

display the interesting relationship that the
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.00048
(.17514)
.00624
(.22136)
.01514
(.20068)

.01226
(.33978)
.01125
(.33972)
.01155
(.34299)
.00964
(.12810)

.00762
(.22639)
.00619
(.12820)

.00607
(.19198)
.00585
(.174%8)
.00527
(.16287)
.00578
(.14530)
.00576
(.16361)
.60576
(.19166)
.00575
(.12064)
.00560
(.11832)
.00567
(.11044)

.01162
(.25244)
.01121
(.26034)

.01094
(.27465)
.00923
(.07642)

.00740
(.17697)
.00602
(.09700)
.00603
(.17476)
.00585
(.15778)
.60526
(.14399)

.00577
(.12079)
.00576
(.16581)
.00574
(.17629)
.00576
(.11331)

.00566
(.11243)
.00567
(.11577)

.40

.60

.80

2

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

50

60

70

Correlation Coefficient
of Concomitant Observe.
tions In Colorns
.78393

.89674

.01406
(.42703)

.01263
(.32566)

.01200
(.23529)

.20

to

.94587

.60571
(.12504)

.00572
(.12:77)

.00578
(.13311)

.00502
(.21229)

.00522
(.20704)

.0o522
(.17051)

.00595
(.18112)

.0031L
(.29155)

11057
.21031)

.01282
(.42829)

.01319
(.43395)

.01362
(.43422)

.01424
(.41751)

.01447
(.43952)

.6127;
(.31575)

.01211

.01205
(.22673)

.05

.01206
(.34335)

225-274

.96253

.00577
(.13536)

.00571
(.14341)

.00506
(.15021)

.60594
(.23725)

.00514
(.23477)

.00600
(.20034)

.00612
(.22125)

.00614
(.23421)

.00653
(.259E3)

.00693
(.23110)

.00829
(.36322)

.01178
(.30340)

.01460
(.51351)

.01505
(.52331)

.01554
(.52285)

.01611
(.52018)

.01638
(.51118)

.01672
(.52747)

.96566

.00586
(.14/C6)

.00509
(.16174)

.00;92
(.17127)

.00620
(.20552)

.06612
(.26570)

(.25406)

.00021

.00636
(.25731)

.n0443
(.272060

.00693
(.30404)

.00752
(.29292)

.00924
(.43525)

.01333
(.39357)

.01675
(.58701)

.01730
(.59931)

.01787
(.59795)

.01859
(.59760)

.01296
(.58124)

.01140
(.60141)

.96253

.09518
(.16574)

.000O3
(.18317)

.00533
(.19553)

.03031
(.29605)

.99035
(.21360)

.00648
(.27054)

.00666
(.71566)

.06080
t.31447)

.00742
(.35097)

.00822
(.35392)

.01093
(.50125)

.01509
(.47473)

.01917
(.04262)

.01924
(.66043)

.02041
(.65331)

.02139
(.65905)

.02187
(.65082)

.02241
(.66001)

.95596

.00513
(.18416)

.00020
(.20709)

.00632
(.22224)

.00056
(.32790)

.00003
(.33261)

.00671
(.30722)

.00702
(.33407)

.00723
(.35615)

.00799
(.39222)

(.41211)

.00901

.01215
(.55979)

.01702
(.54455)

.02181
(.69711)

.02259
(.70002)

.02335
(.70533)

.0244G
(.70626)

.02504
(.69815)

(.70491)

.02568

)

.94706

.00630
(.20625)

.00640
(.23268)

.005;5
(.25065)

.00005
(.36025)

.00694
(.56685)

.00715
(.345q5)

.00743
(.37331)

.00773
(.39812)

.00262
(.44410)

.00927
(.46592)

.01345
(.61045)

(.6030

.0191

.02464
(.73 62)

.02556
(.74409)

.02643
(.74095)

.02775
(.74156)

.02844
(.73343)

.02919
(.73215)

.93589

(.22915)

.00040

.00062
(.25990)

.00620
(.28010)

.03717
(.19342)

.00730
(.40053)

.00755
(.38261)

.00789
(.41160)

.60827
(.43955)

.00931
(.48750)

(.51463)

.01078

.01423
(.65360)

.02130
(.65104)

.02768
(.70261)

.02478
(.77031)

1.7173)

.6;025

.03131
(.70663)

.03211
(.75836)

.03297
(.76125)

Range of base Year Real Oollar beforeJti Swum as a Percent of Annualized investment Cost
200:100
175.325
125.375
100.400
75.425
50.450
150.350_
25.475

(.26023)

Distribution
Pararoter
0 .500

.92142

.00071
(.25321)

.00657
(.2E782)

.00709
(.31001)

.00752
(.42331)

.00762
(.43322)

.63793
(.41170)

.00838
(.44706)

.00866
(.47801)

.01003
(.52781)

.01173
(.55812)

.01625
(.68196)

.02365
(.63184)

.03016
(.78167)

.03218
(.72720)

.03337
(.72218)

.03522
(.78163)

.03615
(.77312)

.03713
(.77407)

.99750

.99354

.98957

.98453

.97968

.98393

.98132

.98273

.98710

.98181

.96842

.96623

.93669

.91690

.92379

.910503

.91735

91870

in Ras

Correlation
Coefficient of
Concomitant
Observations

Two Concomitant Observations for 180 Simul,tion Runs: Staridard Deviation of True Rate of
Return Series and, in Parentheses, Coefficient of Correlation between Inter-year Changes
in True Rate of Return:
Original parameters.

Table 4

Figure 3

Graphical Depiction of Concomitant Observations Reported in Row 6 of Table 4
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greater the degree of variability and uncertain-

eter values selected.

ty, the better accounting measures serve as sur-

parameter values produced consistent results.

rogates for economic concepts. 9

Discussion

A Macro-Sensitivity Analysis

Two sets of reasonable

This paper has treated accounting measures

The parameters of the model were selected

of return as crude surrogates for an economic

in what can only be called an arbiCrarY manner.

concept.

The only defense that can be made for the par-

surrogate is has been developed, but more im-

ticular values selected is that they were thought

portantly, the Monte Carlo simulation technique

to be reasonable.

has been brought to bear on an area of inquiry

reasonable.

Other values would also be

As a gross test of sensitivity of

A method for assessing how crude the

which has heretofore seen almost exclusive

the model to parameter values, a new set of

reliance upon certainty models. 11

values were selected and the complete study re-

must be stated strongly is that certainty models

run.

The original and new parameter values are

listed in Table 5.

are probably inadequate.

Results, using new values,

One point that

The degree of environ-

mental variability and uncertainty has been shown

are shown in Table 6.

to be an important factor when contrasting

It should be noted that in this version of
the simulation, the single project pea year

accounting and economic measures.

e-

Finally, some potential areas for farther

quirement is removed, adding greatly to the com-

research can be identified.

puting time required.'

might ask if adjustments for price level changes

Variability and uncertainty were again ma-

For example, one

in the accounts, as suggested by the accounting

nipulated by altering the forms of probability

profess:on12, would improve or detract from the

distributions and the ranges of base-year return.

correlation measures used in this study?

Results using new parameters, as shown in Table

log relationships and moving averages could be

6, were similar to those previously obtained.

investigated.

Again, the greater the decree of variability and

duced into cash flow patterns.

uncertainty in the ARR series, the higher the

additional research opportunities present them-

correlation between inter-year changes in the two

selves.

return measurers.

10

Consistent results from this

second version of the simulation allows at least

a minor degree of confidence that there is some
generality to the relationships found, but of
course caution is warranted.

At least the re-

sults are not dependent upon the original param-
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Lead-

Economic cycles could be introThus, a host of

TABLE 5
Parameters Used in Simulation Model

Parameter

Original

Percent of available cash flow
re-invested
Maximum
Minimum

150%

50%

Number of investment projects
undertaken annually

1

New.

100%
50%

3

Cost of an investment as a
proportion of current capital
budget

100%

Life of investment project
Maximum
Minimum

20 years
10 years

15 years
5 years

3 years
3 years

4 years
year

Accountant's error in estimating
life of investment project
Maximum over estimate

Maximum underestimate
Actual salvage value in real
dollars as a proportion of
investment
Maximum
Minimum

18.3 to 50%

1

20%
0%

30%

50%

50%

25%
25%

50%

80%

50%

20%

5%

7%

8.3%
8.3%

15%
10%

Price level changes (annual)
Maximum

+6%
0%

+10%
+ 2%

Income tax rate

50%

40%

Accountant's error in estimating
salvage
Maximum over estimation
Maximum under estimation
Patterns of cash returns from
investment
Probability of level returns
Probability of decreasing
returns
Average annual reduction with
decreasing returns
Random deviations from pattern (annual)
Maximum
Minimum
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10%

600

wJ

4a

.01877
1.482171
.01845
1.41714)

.01636

.20

.02951
(.565081

(.512381

.02410
(.501881

.02055 "
(.453271

.00817"
1.33664)

(.271201

.0^',8
..31935)

.; 7.3

(.25336)
.33733,,
(.30708)

.00692

.00619

.00597
1.25649)

40

(lions In Columns

Correlation Coefficient
of Concomitant Observe-

70

60

50

.00645
(.307401

.03619
(.28894)

35

.32057

.00607
(.22339)

.00605
(.26191)

.00598
(.23447)

.CC65C
1.294701

(.347531

30

.92692

.94083

(.25013)

(.27531)
(.233681

(.291341

.G0622
.00643

.00645

(.248221

.04623

.00645
(.26534)

.00616

(.273731

.00680
(.328811

.00670
.00708
(.367661

1:321071

.00644
(.33)581

.00765.(.338181

1.308301

25

20

(.37702)

.95258

(.269041

.00669

.00673
(.30937)

.00678
(.284991

.95951

1.289731

.00699

.00707
1.32876)

(.3C638)

.CC71.3

.00736
(.34333)

(.37643)

'(.352091

.00689
1.318241

.CC775

(.413571

.CC809

.00724

(.389)51

.00754

.00478
(.381391

(.381451

135773)
.00817
(.358621

.00949

.C3878

.01026
1.364651

.00865
(.298771

.00804

.00761

15

(.414291

- .00940
(.330601

(.34423)

10

.C1168
(.453361

(.382521

.00960 " .C1058

.00880

.03822
(.319311

.C2I00
(.564111

.02724
1.60894/

(.551991

.01467
(.460471

.01827
(.524681

.C2343
1.563751

.C2805

.01304
(.42000)

.C1C40
(.35165)

.01159

.C1581
1.488221

.CI998
(.518711

.00957
(.331631

C.446.61

.01373
1.400243

1.480331

.01710

4.413691

(.649271

.02156 (.460141

.02532

.02213 - .02616
(.517921
(.563011

.C3063

.03111
1.638751

.02257 - .02661
(.543941
(.591541

1.563071

5

2

.01509
1.457521

.80

01)23

.01563
1.393301

.60

.31762

(.534081

.01651
1.466831

.10

(.395431

.01925

.10

(.520791

.01705
1.48295)

.03174
(.656631

.C2720
1.610831

.96235

(.311581

.C.)732

.00745
1.349011

.00762
(.32885)

.00786
(.369161

.00832
(.401091

.6087C
(.43784)

.C4046
1.405641

1.40681 )

.C1C28

.01121
(.399411

.01288
1.492291

.01644
(.531281

.02390
(.60317)

.03131
(.65C59)

.03227
(.599121

(.613421

.63400

.03539
1.651511

.03593
(.681221

(.697771

.0366C

.01202
(.469271

(.467261

.01133

.01553
(.665231

.02025
(.577751

(.672631

.03310

(.718161

.03998

.04133
(.677321

(.693711

.34363

.C4554
(.718261

.34623
(.74678)

1.760001

.34703

C

.00863

.00912
(.420861

(.449981

.00959

(.486491

.C1007

.96219

(.33407)

.03769

.00787
(.369691

.9698)

.00139
(.356791

(.393571

.03832

(.35186(.375331

.03811

(.395151

.00842

(.426721

.00893

(.462281

.00936

.0/S19
.31297
1.43C67/' (.455911

.01112
(.63296)

.01223
(.43384)

(.529841

.01416

.01831
(.540711

.02694
(.639671

(.687131

.03556

1.641131

.03670

.C3871
1.655431

(.688021

.04338

.04098
(.717291

.C417C
(.73213)

.95561

.00852
(.379431

.00880
(.41118)

(.398051

.00918

.CC9b6
(.44600)

.01C27
(.473651

.C1081
(.513181

.01178
(.48C941

.C1296
(.485251

.C1441
(.499221

(.598051

.01689

1.6118':1

.02226

.03335
(.701641

.04454
(.743891

(.7C771)

.0461:6

.04867
(.71954)

1.742431

.05389

.C5167
(.770041

(.781851

.05250

.01971

.02310

-Rome of-Saie-Yeil, Real Oollar Before Tax Piety n as a PeircentofAnnUaTized*Investment COif
200-300
175-325
150-350
125-37S
100-400
25-426
50-490
26-425

225-275

.01743
(.494201

05

(1')

Olateibution
Parameter
0 -SOO

.94965

.0.897
(.401761

.00930
1.43157)

(.42071/-

.0C976

.C1331
(.470391

.01099
(.49658r'

.01158
(.53314)

(.50542),

.C1263

.01393
(.510551

(.52946/

.01556

(.628121

.01832

.02432
(.642781

.03676
1.726841

.34926
(.764691

.05101
(.732591

.C5394
1.742391

.C5645
(.763791

.C5733
(.78748)

1.798111

.05822

99697

99585

.99698

99498

.99415

.99500

.99849

.99883

.99607

.99426

.99618

.99536

.98625

98894

.98523

.98565

.98100

.97731

Observationsin Rows

Correlation
Coefficient of
Concomitant

Two Concomitant Observations for 180 Simulation Runs: Standard Deviation of True Rate of
Return Series and, in Parentheses, Coefficient of Correlation between Inter-year Changes
in Accounting Rate of Return and Inter-year Changes in True Rate of Return: New Parameters.
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the following statistics are offered. For the
18 row r's, tests to reject the null hypotheses that r=0 resulted in t's ranging from
6.458 to 39.942; each with 8 degrees of freedom.
For the 10 columns, t ranged from 5.050
to 14.866; each with 16 degrees of freedom.

10 For the 18 row r's, tests to reject the null
hypotheses that r=0 resulted in t's ranging
from 13.049 to 58.386; each with 8 degrees
of freedom. For the 10 columns, t ranged
from 9.880 to 14.161; each with 16 degrees of
freedoms See Note 9.

3

Often referred to as the compound-interest
method of amortization.

11 Livingstone and Salamon op.. clt. concluded
their paper by noting "Like other studies
cited, this one also assumes a constant IRR
for all projects. While convenient, this
assumption is certainly limiting and its
removal would provide a better approximation
to the real world. So, likewise, would the
recognition of uncertainty."

4

Of course the TRR could not be calculated
until all of the required ex post information is known.

12 See Accounting Principles Board Statement No.
3, "Financial Statements Restated for General
Price-Level Changes," June, 1969.

5

The capital recovery (or compound-interest)
method requires an interest rate. The project IRR is used for the assets of each
project.
It should be noted that the use
of project !RR's rather than a firm's cost
of capital has been criticized in William
J. Vatter, "Income Models, Book Yield and
Rate of Return," The Accounting Review,
Vol. 41, No. 4, October, 1966, pp. 681-08.

6

Accounting Principles Board Opinion Number
7, May, 1966.

7

The pseudo-random number generator was
derived from P. A. W. Lewis, A. A. Goodman,
and J. M. Miller, "A Pseudo-Random Number
Generator for the System/360," IBM S stems
Journal, Vol. 8, No. 2, 1969, pp. 136 -146.

8

Evaluating the information content of
changes in ARR rather than of ARR itself
reflects the dominant role of the consistency convention in Accounting practice.

9

would prefer to limit statiscal analysis
to descriptive statistics since the assumptions of classical statistical methods are
not met in such a computer simulation experiment.
See R. W. Conway, "Some Tactical
I
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VARIABILITY ASSUMPTIONS AND THEIR EFFECT

ON CAPITAL INVESTMENT RISK

by

F. J. Brewerton
Louisiana Tech University

William B. Allen
United States Air Force

1

Introduction

variability assumptions will produce simulated
Conventional methods of analyzing risk in

rates of return that are normally distributed but

capital investment decisions fail to represent

with greater degrees of variability.

investment risk or variability in investment re-

of this paper is to examine the results of simu-

turn because the calculation of rates of return

latie

using simple averages of the basic investment

compare these results with those obtained using

factors disguises the combined, effect of exter-

normally distributed investment factors and mean

nal factor values on the rate of return.

value investment factors.

With

Monte Carlo simulation, the sampling of invest-

The purpose

which utilize non-normal factors and to

A simulation approach rather than F,

nalyt-

ment factors according to their probability

ical approach is used in the study because of the

estimates allows the representation of factor

nature of the bounded statistical distributions

variability in the rate of return calculations.

used in the investment model.

The

usual procedure of assuming normally

is complex to the extent that analytically han-

distributed factor probability is a simplifying

dling the investment factors included in the
-model; generates considerable mathomatifga tedium.

assumption that influences the representation of
variability and risk.

The model itself

According to statistical

Furthermore, the mathematics of combiming sta-

theory, Monte Carlo simulations with non-normal

tistical distributions oE varying types can be
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extremely difficult and at times impossible.

(2)

Techniques of sale.
'precasting, cost
projection, and ,vestment prediction
provide subjective probability estimates which are statistically valid.

(3)

Computer programming and processing
facilities are available at reasonable
cost.
(These costs are not included
in the factors included in the investment model.)

(4)

Monte Carlo simulation of the investment model reasonably approximates
actual behavior in decision-making.

(5)

Tne simulation model reasonably represents the pertinent factors and rela;'ionships of the investment decision.

(6)

The internal. 'mt.', of return is a

Assumptions and Limitations

The scope of this study is restricted to
those decisions involving one particular category of capital investment, the investment in
initial production facilities.

The type of in-

ventment under study is defined as a single cash
outlay which produces varying revenues at varying costs over a future useful, life.

The study
reasonable measure of an investment's
attractiveness.

is furaer limited to a particular business
environment in which the investment is influenced only by specified factors.

Factors Influencing Investent Profitatillity

These factors

include the major marketing, investment, and
The analysis of risk L.. a pv-)pcJed capit:a

production variables that contribute to the
investment requires identification of the basic
determination of profitability.

It is further

investment factors contributing to the deterassumed that there is perfect positive correla-

mination of profitability and whirl have a sigtion between the rate of return for this type of
nificant effect on the risk of achieving expectinvestment and that of the firm as a whole.

Not
ed profitability.

Since the future values for

included art such considerations as the opportuinvestment factors may have different values
nity for alternative investments, the cost of
than estimated, the final return on investment
financing, or limitations on the amount of fiis subject to considerable variability.
nancing available.

The key

In general, the hypothetiuti
variable factors seem to be those that directly

investment decision included in this study is
relate to investment earnings, such as sales
concerned only with the profitability of a sinrevenue and production costs, or those that
gle capital investment measured solely by its
directly influence the nature'of the investment,
own earnings.

such as the amount and life of the investment.
Other basic assumptions surrounding the
In actual applications of risk analysis,
study include:

the choice of significant factors will depend
(1)

A reasonable approximation of risk is
acceptable for confident, effective
decision-making. Although other measures of risk are available, the
standard deviation of the rate of
return distribution is considered an
acceptable measure of risk and will be
used to measure risk in this study.

upon the particular market, production, and
investment characteristics.

For example, Hertz

[1] selected as the key factors such variables
as market size, selling prices, market growth
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beginning production.

rate, share of market, investment required, residual value of investment, operating costs,

B.

INVLFE

- the useful production
life of the iuvestmenc.

C.

SALVAG

- the residual value of

fixed Costs, and useful life of iAcilities.
the investmen:. at the
end of its useful life.

Nagle [5] selected the same factors while
considered only revenue and cash

Hillier [3]

IV.

flows.

Dynamic Factors

used demand, price,

Hess and Quigley [a]

A.

GROWTH

- the percentaEn rate of
change in market sales
volume.

B.

RINFLA

- the percentage rate of
change in preuct prices
and production costs
and expenses.

fixed cost, variable cost, amount of investment,
and plant capacity.
The .1.mulation model here identifies and

utilized eleven investment factors as being
significant.

The selection of these particular
The Hypothetical Investment Model

factors results from the desire to construct a

The hypothetical model used in this study to

hypothetical investment that involves a relatively high level of risk.

grouped in

demonstrate Monte Carlo simulation and to evalu-

The factors are

ate different factor varlet:a...1-V assumptions is

four classes and are defined as

constructed primarialy with the aim of revealing

follows:
I.

the risk involved in typical capital investment

Marketing Factors
A.

B.

PRCMKT

,VOLMKT

decisions.

- the number of product
units of total industry

the variability of their probability estimates.

number of probabilistic investment factors and

This emphasis allows the element of risk tp be

sales.
C.

II.

SHARE

reflected in the rate of investment return

- the firm's percentage
share of the total
industry sales.

without undue distortion trom other sources.
Although basically an artificial construct,

Production Factors
A.

VARCST

Emphasis in the model Is on the

- the dollar sales price
of the investxent
product.

the hypothetical model is designed to represent

- the variable manufacturing costs in dollars
per unit, including

reasonably realistic business conditions but not

taxes.

to parallel any particular capital investment.
B.

C.

III.

FXDCST

SAEXP

- the dollar amount of
fixed manufacturing
cost, including depreciation.

Actual applications of /dente Carlo.simulation

will necessitate a spOific model tailored to
the particular invesment sltuati..m.

- the dollar amount of
selling and administrative expenses.

elements of the.niodei are the rate of return

function, the basic/investment factors of the

Investnent Factors
A.

RQDINV

Essential

return function, the interrelationships between

- the dollar amount of
investment required for
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these factors, the estimated numerical values

sents the present value of future cash flows,

for the factors, and the type of variability in

CASHFL(j) is the expected net cash receipts in

the factors.

period j, RATE is the rate of return which causes
equality, and INVLFE is the useful life of the

The Rate of Return Function
investment.

Measuring profitability by the discounted
The net cash flow, CASHFL(j), consists of
cash flow method determines a rate of return
the sum of cash inflows less cash outflows.

which equates the sum of the present values of
According to the discounted cash flow method,
future period cash flows to the amount of ini-

cash inflows include the sales revenue each
tial investment.

It is defined as that rate of
period plus depreciation charges.

Cash outfloas

return r which equates the initial investment I
are the costs of owning and operating the investto the sum of expected cash flows C1, C2, ...,
ment each period.

The model computes the rate

Cn as follows,

of return after taxes, with period taxes being
1

I = CI

+

1

(l+r)1

treated as part of period costs.

[

Considering the

(1+0 2

model equation with these component cash flows,
then
(1)

CASHFL(j)=CFSALEj - CFCOSTj + DEPRECj

(3)

in which the value of r is found by trial and
in which CFSALE represents sales revenue each
error techniques [6].

period, CFCOST is the total accounting cost in
Since the desired. simulation model is one

each period, and DEPREC refers to the deprecia-

which represents the objective function, the
tion charge for each period.

The expression

hypothetical investment model is essentially
( - CFCOST

the discounted rate of return equation.

+ DEPRECj) is equivalent to the cash

J

Ex-

outflows per period and CFSALE (Sales revenue) is

pressed in the programming notation used for
equivalent to cash inflows per period.

the computer simulation, the equation is:
It is possMe (and perhaps more desirable)

RQDINV = PRVALU, in which
to compute the period cash flows by subtracting

INVLFE
PRVALU =

E

1

CASHFL(j)

period expenses from sales revenues and thus

[(1 + RATE).]
eliminating depreciation as a variable in the
1

+ SALVAG

model.

Such an approach presupposes that the

(2)

(1 + RATE)INVLFE

cash flow information is available.

Accounting

In the above relationship, RQDINV is the amount

records very often are the only source of input

of initial investment required, PRVALU repre-

information for the model despite the fact that
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accounting "costs" may not be identical to

return variability is ignored for simplic:FLy.

"expenses."

Following this assumption, the investment begins

In such instances the accounting in-

formation must be properly adjusted to coincide

production simultaneously with the investment,

with actual cash flows.

and sales occur at the time and rate

For example, the two

tion.

production variables FMFCST and VMFCST contain

The model recognizes two sets of function-

elements of depreciation which are not cash flow
elements.

ofkoduc-

ally correlated investment factors, market price-

The model thus recognizes the dispar-

ity between accounting costs and expenses and

sales volume and sales volume-variable manufac-

determines the period net cash flows in the

turing costs.

manner indicated in equation (3).

between these correlated factors is accomplished
by utilizing multiple subjective probability

The model uses the straight-line method of
depreciation accounting for simplicity.

Statistical interrelationship

estimates.

Actual

For each possible value of one func-

simulations would follow the particular conven-

tionally correlated variable, there is a range

tion of the user.

of possible values for the other variable.

By the straight-line method,

These

the depreciation charge each period is the net

multiple estimates represent each factor as

amount of investment divided by the expected

statistically independent although the variables

useful life of the investment.

themselves are functionally correlated.

The equation for

the model is

Each time period of the investment life is
also interrelated.

DEPRECJ.=(RQDINV - SALVAG) / INVLFE.

To maintain statistical

(4)

independence and to allow for functional correlation over time, the dynamic factors of growth

Other cash flows in the model are defined

and inflation serve to relate factors in earlier

as

periods to the present simulation period.
CFSALE = PRCMET * SALVOL,

The

(5)

model is constructed, and the simulation is perin which

formed so that the rates of growth and inflation

determine a new range for the probability disSALVOL = SHARE * VOLMET

(6)

tribution of each investment factor.
and

To illustrate the sensitivity of rate of
return variability to the assumption of the type

CFCOST = FSDCST + (VARCST * SLLVOL) + SAEXP CO

of factor probability distribution, separate
The model assumes that any time lags are

simulations of the Nypothetical investment were

constant over the life of the investment, and

performed, using six different assumptions.

consequently the effect of time lags on rate of

are a bounded standard normal distribution, a
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They

bounded peaked normal distribution, a bounded
flat normal distribution, a bounded left-skewed

PEAKED NORMAL

34
32
30

distribution, a bounded right-skewed distribu-

28

tion, and a random selection of these' five

20

distributions.

22

24

RIGHT SKEWED

LEFT SKEWED

NORMAL

20
18

These distributions are defined by varying
?..^

the parameters of two basic functions.

16
14

The

12

10

normal function is symmetrical, and different

8
b

standard deviations change-the degree of peak-

4
2

Its equation is [4],

edness for a given mean.

0
.1

x-x

1

f(x)

.3

.4

.5

.b

.7

.8

.9

1.0

Figure 1 The Five Distritutions of the Simulation Over the Unit Interval
(8)

e-1/2

aFTT

.2

[

a

The Beta function is skewed, and different
parameters change both peakedness and skewness.

conjunction with the assumed type of variability

Its equation is [4],

to provide subjective probability estimates for
each investment factor.

(a+b+1)

!

f(x)

xa (1-x)b
a

b

The numerical

(9)

values

for

the range

!

estimates (bounds) of the eleven investment
.Figure 1 depicts the five types of distributions over the unit interval.

The selection

factors are arbitrary.

The objective in the

model is only to produce a measurable rate of

of these distributions is arbitrary and is

return and to reveal the effect of factor

intended only to reveal moderate departures from

variability upon rate of return variability.

normal variability.

Whenever reference is made to any of the distri-

Having assumed a type of

variability, numerical parameters are necessary

butions used in the study, it is understood that

to completely define the factor subjective

they are bounded distributions and do not neces-

probability distributions.

sarily correspond precisely to their theoretical
counterparts.

Numerical Factor Values for the Model
The extremes of a distribution are a means

Simulation Flow Diagram
The logic flow diagram for simulating the

to quantify and bound a function when the type
of function between these extremes is known.

hypothetical investment is shown in Figure 2.

Accordingly, simulation of the model utilizes

The basic flow is to simulate randomly different

the extreme high and low range estimates in

investment .ives from the same conditions and to
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compute the return for each life.

ability assumed for the investment.

After all

After this

simulations, probabilities and statistical

definition of the investment, each period of

measures are calculated for the returns simulat-

investment life is simulated.

The rate of growth in market volume (GROWTH)

ed, then, for comparison, the rate of return is
computed by averaging factor estimates.

and the rate of price-cost increase (RINFLA) are
selected at the start of each period except the

Simulation of an investment life first

These rates update the ranges of market

involves a definition of the hypothetical invest-

first.

ment by determining the amount of investment

volumc (RNGMKT) and the three costs.

(RQDINV), the life of the investment (INVLFE),

the factors determining revenue cash flow are

and its residual value (SALVAG).

determined next.

Values for

Values for

The selection of a market price

these factors, like all eleven factors, are

(PRCMKT) also defines one of fifteen possible

selected by the Monte Carlo method.

Yarket ranges (RNGMKT) allowing for price-volume

A value is

randomly selected between the high and low

correlation.

range estimates according to the type of prob-

is then selected from the defined market range.

A value of market volume (VOLMKT)

After selecting a value for the firm's share of
this market volume (SHRMKT), the sales volume
(SALVOL) is computed as the product of share
and volume.

The revenue cash flow (CFSALE) is

then computed from price and volume.
The next phase consists of selecting values
for cash outflows.

The value of sales volume,

representing production volume, defines one of
ten ranges for the correlated variable cost
(VMFCST).

After selecting this cost (VARCST),

values forfixed manufacturing (FXDCST) and
selling-administrative expenses (SAEXP) are
1

ilveraw
Lmton

selected.

Cash outflow (CFCOST) is calculated

by summing these costs and expenses.

Ui
MW

The net

cash flow (CASHFL) is then calculated from the

AMOR

revenue, cost, and depreciation cash flows.

This sequence is repeated for each period of

IfixI4te
%MINI

imirsr
the investment life.

Figure 2 Program Flow Diagram
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When all periods have been simulated, the

2.

The simulation that randomly used
the five types of variability resulted in a distribution of returns
with a lower expected value and a
larger variation than obtained by the
normal variability simulation.

3.

The simulations involving four
types of factor variability, which
were non-normal, gave rates of
return that were significantly
different from the distribution of
returns from the normal variability
simulation. These distributions
also directly reflected the type of
variability distribution assumed
for the factors.

rate of return is computed from the period net
cash flows and the residual value of the investThe calculated rate of return is recorded,

ment.

and the entire simulation is repeated for another trial simulating another investment with the
same set of investment conditions but c.,ntinuing

to randomly select factor values.

After the desired number of investment

trials has been

imulated, statistical and

These results suggest that, when measuring risk

probability measures are calculated for the

by the variability of the simulated rates of

returns simulated to provide an indication of

return, Monte Carlo simulation gives a different

the approximate risk in the hypothetical invest-

representation of risk depending upon the

The rate of return is computed using the

ment.

assumption of variability in the basic invest-

conventional risk analysis method of averaging

ment factors.

factor values for a comparison.

the expected rate of return approximated by

First, the

These results further imply that

average value for each of the eleven investment

Monte Carlo simulation is likely to differ from

factors is calculated from their high and low

the expected return computed by the conventional

estimates.

method of risk analysis.

From these averages, the cash flows

are computed for the average life of the investThe Rates of Return Simulated
ment.

The rate of return is then determined by

Tle rates of return c'tained by the computer
the same procedure as in the simulation.

simulation are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
Results of The Model Simulation

Figure 3 involves 1000 trial frequency distributions while Figure 4 involves 1600 trials.

The

The computer simulation of the hypothetical

curve for the simulation of normal variability
investment produced a distribution of rates of

conditions in Figure 3 is based upon the first
return as the objective measure of risk in-the

1000 trials whereas in Figure 4the curve is
proposed investment.

The important results are:
based upon the_total 1600 trials.

1.

The simulation using the assumption
of normal variability in the investment factor esticaLes produced a
distribution of returns with an expected rate of return which was much
higher than the rate of return
computed from the average of factor

The signifi-

cance of these Figures is that they reveal how
the distribution of returns varied over a range
of possible returns from 0 to 270 percent.

values.

Referring to Figure 3, the distribution for
the five simulations varied over the range of
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returns according to the type of investment

from the normal distribution with peakedness

factor variability assumed during the simulation

similar to the normal distribution.

The simulation assuming normal variability

ter of these five curves corresponds very

The charac-

closely to the character of the five curves of
IM

the basic types of factor variability shown

150

1011\

to
sicosio

uo

Ilk

105

6

5

B

IS

earlier in Figure 1.

UF

43RMA

sumo'

Figure 4 shows the rate of return frequency

curves for the simulations of 1600 trials using
normal variability and a random selection of the
five types of variability.
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Statistical measures provide

a numerical description of the distribution
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The simulation also produced a distribution
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of simulated returns and computed a single rate
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of return by the conventional averaging method.
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The comparative advantage is shown in Figures 5
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Figure 5 represents the "risk profile" of

and 6.

produced a distribution that was approximately
symmetrical over the range of returns.

The

distribution for the simulation assuming peaked

14

it

13

normal factor variability resulted in a distri-

12

>-

NORMAL

ANALYSIS

VARIABILITY

11

0

bution that was also symmetrical about the

CONVENTIONAL

10

9

normal distribution but was more peaked than

o
the normal._ The distribution for the flat nor-

z

8
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7

s80

5

mal simulation resulted in a distribution that

o

was also symmetrical but less peaked than the
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4

normal.
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The distributions for the right and
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left skewed simulations produced distributions
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that were skewed right and left respectively

Figure 5 Risk Profile of Hypothetical Investment
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managers through Monte Carlo risk analysis.

Management has a direct measure of the approxi-

10)
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
ASSUMING NORMAL VAR 11111 ITY

SO

F

mate risk and the chances of achieving various

5

.rates of return.
60

Analysis of Results and Conclusions

Table 1 shows the calculated statistical
20

measures for the six rate of return distributions

to
0

o

0

20

60

0

110

110

to

MO 00

NO

20

220

obtained from the computer simulation.

260
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6n0 Monte Orb klelhats

Statistical Measures

A comparison of the means and standard

the hypothetical investment for the conditions
of normal and random factor variability.

deviations supports the observations concerning

It is

the frequency curves for the simulated rates of

a percentage frequency distribution of the

return.

various, simulated returns and indicates not only

and peaked variability simulations have approxi-

the variability in investment return but also

mately similar means (151.5, 154.5, 148.1).

the inferred probability of each rate of return.

Their standard deviations bear a relationship

Figure 5 also includes the single expected rate
of return computed by the averaging method.

The distributions from the normal, flat,

corresponding to their assumed type of variabil-

For

The standard deviation for the distribution

the hypothetical investment, a significant

ity.

difference in the anticipated investment returns

of the simulation using flat variability is

is apparent.

larger than the standard deviation for the
simulation using normal variability (37.69:

Figure 6 shows the cumulative proba:Ality

The standard deviation for the distri-

curves for the two conditions of investment and

29.04).

indicates the probability of realizing higher

bution assuming peaked variability is smaller

rates of return.

than the normal distribution standard deviation

It was drawn from cumulative

The distributions from the

probability values calculated from simulation

(23.84:29.04).

results.

skewed simulations have means (95.4, 195.1) that

The probability for the investment

return using the averaging method is one since

are considerably different from the means for

it is a single value.

the normal, peaked, and flat variability simula-

Figure 6 reveals a

Their standard deviations, however, are

difference between the averaging and Monte

tions.

Carlo methods.

similar (30.39, 33.05).

Figures 5 and 6 are also repre-

The simulation of

random variability has a distribution with a

sentative of the decision guide available to
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TABLE 1

STATISTICAL MEASURES FOR THE DISTRIBUTIONS
OF SIMULATED RATES OF RETURN

Assumed
Type of
Variability

Mean

Standard Normal

Standard
Deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

151.5

29.04

0.2

2.8

0.73

Peaked Normal

154.5

23.84

0.2

2.7

0.75

Flat Normal

148.1

37.69

0.3

2.7

1.19

Left Skewed

195.1

30.39

-0.1

2.8

0.96

Right Skewed

95.4

33.05

0.5

3.2

1.05

124.6

50.99

0.2

2.6

1.28

Random

Sampling
Error

mean (124.6), lower than the means from the

simulation distribution using random variability

three distributions of symmetrical variability

had the lowest degree of peakedness.

but higher than the maan for the distribution of

sures of skewness and kurtosis are something of

right skewed variability.

The standard devia-

The mea-

a cross-check on the reliability of the simula-

tion for the random simulation (50.'99) is much

tion since the calculated measures of skewness

larger than the other standard deviations.

and kurtosis indicate approximately normally

Comparing the peakedness and skewness of

distributed sampling distributions.

these distributions to the theoretical normal

Sampling error is another check on the

peakedness (kurtosis value of 3) and to the

simulation validity.

theoretical normal skewness (skewness value of

error in estimating the actual mean rate of

0), the distributions for the normal, flat,

return from the mean of the simulated rates of

peaked, and random variability simulations are

return because of the random simulated sampling

slightly positive or right-skewed and somewhat

used in the Monte Carlo method.

more peaked than a theoretical normal distribu-

the sampling errors and means in Table 1 reveals

tion.

The simulation assuming left-ikewed

It indicates the possible

A comparison of

that the differences between the means for the

variability produced a distribution that was

Six simulations are greater than the possible

more left-skewed than the others.

errors which might result from the randomnesss

In contrast,

the simulation assuming right-skewed variability

of the simulation.

produced a distribution that was more rightskewed and that had more-peakedness.

The
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Anal sis of Risk for the Hypothetical Investment

ly accepted as a measure of this risk.

The purpose of Monte Carlo risk analysis is

The

frequency of individual rates of return occur-

to determine for the proposed investment the

ring during simulation is a means of constructing

variability in possible rates of return and the

an anticipated rate of return distribution.

probability of various returns being achieved.

distribution is the basis for determining rate of

Investment risk is defined as the likelihood of

return variability and inferring the probability

not achieving the expected rate of return and

of achieving various rates of return.

the variability in investment return is general-

This

The rate of return frequency distributions

TABLE 2

RATE OF RETURN FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES FOR-THE
SIMULATION ASSUMING NORMAL FACTOR VARIABILITY

Rate of Return
Intervals
0 or less
1 to
11 to
21 to

Frequency
1000
Trials

Frequency
1600

Trials

0

0

10

0

0

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

31 to
41 to
51 to
61 to
71 to
81 to
91 to 100
101 to 110
111 to 120
121 to 130
131 to 140
141 to 150
151 to 160
161 to 170
171 to 180
181 to 190
191 to 200
201 to 210
211 to 220
221 to 230
231 to 240
241 to 250
251 to 260
261 to 270
over 270

2

3

10

16

24

42
67
113
161
207
216
199
191
142
98

41
72

100
119
129
126
130
88
61
42
27

65

15

37
26

9

10

4

6

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Percentage
1600
Trials
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.002
.010
.026
.042
.071
.101
.129
.135
.124
.119
.089
.061
.041
.023
.016
.006
.004
.001
.000
.000
.000

Cumulative
Probability
1600 Trials
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.998
.988
.962
.920
.849
.748
.619
.484
.360
.241
.152
.091
.050
.027
.011
.005
.001
.000
.000
.000
.000

and their means and standard deviations have
alrea

anticipated rates of return with more variability
if the factor subjective probability estimates

been presented for the six simulations

of different conditions of factor variability.

are non-normally distributed than if they are

The mean represents the most likely expected

normally distributed.

rate of return and the standard deviation repre-

the approximate probabilities inferred from the

sents the variability of investment return or

frequency of returns occurring during simulation.

the dispersion of returns about the mean.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show

The significant difference between the mean

Con-

sidering the risk of the hypothetical investment

rates of return for the simulations of normal

measured by the mean and standard deviation, the

and random variability may be indicative of the

hypothetical investment has generally lower

weakness of the usual Monte Carlo method of risk

TABLE 3

RATE OF RETURN FREQUENCIES AND PROBABILITIES
FOR THE SIMULATION ASSUMING A RANDOM
SELECTION OF VARIABILITIES

Rate of Return
Intervals
0 or less

3

20
30
40
50
41 to
60
51 to
70
61 to
80
71 to
90
81 to
911 to 100

4
15

to
to
to
to

101 to 110
111 to 120
121 to 130
131 to 140
141 to 150
151 to 160
161 to 170
171 to 180
181 to 190
191 to 200
201 to 210
211 to 220
221 to 230
231 to 240
241 to 250
251 to 260
261 to 270
over 270

.003
.002
.003
.009
.019
.035
.037
.050
.062
.067
.071
.072
.073
.052
.071
.069
.070
.049
.039
.036
.036
.026
.015
.010
.009
.004
.007
.001
.002

5

10

1
11
21
31

Percentage
1600 Trials

Frequency
1600 Trials

30
56
60
80
99
108
114
115
116
83
113
111
112
79
62
57
58
44
24
16
15
6

11
1

3
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Cumulative
Probability
1600 Trials
.997
.995
.992
.983
.964
.929
.892
.842
.780
.713
.642
.570
.497
.445
.374
.305
.235
.186
.147
.111
.075
.048
.033
.023
.014
.010
.003
.002
.000

TABLE 4

RATE OF RETURN FREQUENCIES ASSUMING PEAKED NORMAL,
FLAT NORMAL, LEFF SKEWED, AND RIGHT SKEWED
VARIABILITY

Rate of Return
Intervals

Peaked
Normal

0 or less
1
11
21
31

to
to
to
to

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270

41 to
51 to
61 to
71 to
81 to
91 to
101 to
111 to
121 to
131 to
141 to
151 to
161 to
171 to
181 to
191 to
201 to
211 to
221 to
231 to
241 to
251 to
261 to
over 270

Total Trials

Flat
Normal

Left

0
0
0
0
0

31

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

52
63

3

97

2

82
61
37
29
23

2
3

4
14

6

21
46
92
145
155
160
140
.99

98
107
114
78
65

'66

44

33
30

33

37

80
102
113
131
132

34
62
I

6

0
0
0

1,000

9

18

25

17
11

0
0
0
0
0

3

15

41
30

2

0
0

1

81
101

5

Right
Skewed

Skewed

73
105
128
136

25

120
91
79
60
36
22

2

10
5

4
0
0
0
0
0

6

1,000

2

0
0

1,000

1,000

analysis, since most studies on Monte Carlo ana1-

derived intuitively in that a random selection of

ysis of investment risk assume normal variabil-

the five types of basic variability should aver-

ity in their factor estimates.

age out after many selections to a type of

From the proba-

bility aspect, the simulation using a random

distribution that approximates a normal distribu-

selection of the five types of factor variabil-

tion but with a greater variability.

ity should have a rate of return distribution

A possible explanation for this significant

with a mean not significantly different from

difference involves the complex effect of prob-

the ncrmal simulation mean and with a greater

abilistic relationships in the hypothetical

standard deviation than the simulation using

investment model.

normal variability.

with two pairs intercorredated.

This expectation may be
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There are eleven variables
Furthermore,

net only are the periods in the rate of return

There is also an upper limit to the quantity of

equation intercorrelated, but time itself is a

sales and production volume, either of which

variable.

could truncate the distribution of cash flows.

It is possible for the probabilities

to combine in an unusual manner not representa-

Thus the differences in means could arise because

tive of the assumed probability because of the

of the model construction.

construction of the

del.

If this is the case

and the model is truly representative of typical

For example, suppose in the random vari-

investment situations, then the effect of non-

ability simulation a lower range of factor

normal probabilities is important.

values of one particular investment factor has

suggests that the simulation using a random

a greater influence on the race of return than

selection of non-normal probabilities is prefer-

the higher range of values.

able to a simulation using only normal probabil-

The resulting rate

This effect

of return distribution would then tend to be

ities because it is a more representative

right-skewed.

measure of risk.

The hypothetical model does in

fact contain certain factors with distinct
ranges such as variable cost or market volume.

TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY STANDARD SCORES

Standard
Score
Interval
From
-3.5
-3.0
-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5

To

1.0
1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0

Totals

Standard
Normal

Under
-3.0
-2.5
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

Assumed Type of Factor Variability
Peaked
Flat
Left
Right
Normal
Normal
Skewed
Skewed

Random

Theoretical
Normal
Curve

.000
.001
.015
.042
.100
.168
.190
.188
.139
.083
.044
.022
.007
.001

.000
.000
.013
.043
.094
.176
.203
.169
.141
.080
.050
.027
.002
.002

.000
.002
.008
.044
.110
.169
.195
.191
.114
.080
.059
.022
.006
.000

.000
.003
.022
.042
.092
.138
.216
.178
.135
.098
.058
.013
.002
.000

.000
.000
.010
.028
.116
.177
.204
.197
.104
.078
.040
.033
.008
.000

.000
.000
.008
.048
.114
.173
.178
.169
.145
.089
.049
.018
.009
.000

.001
.004
.017
.044
.092
.150
.191
.191
.150
.092
.044
.017
.004
.001

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000
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Cross-Checking by Standard Scores
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distributions by means of standardizing their
distributions serves as a cross-check on the
validity of the simulation results.

Standard

score values were calculated for each of the six
rate of return distributions and converted to
percentage frequency.

Table 5 shows these

percentage frequencies by standard score and
also the percentage frequency for the theoretical standard normal curve.

A close similarity

exists not only between the six simulations but
also between the six distributions and the
standard normal curve.

This standard tabulation helps to verify
the statistical validity of the computer simulation.

It indicates that, after correcting for

the different means and standard deviations,
there is no significant difference between the
six simulations resulting from the simulation
method.
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A COMPUTERIZED INTERACTIVE/FINANCIAL FORECASTING SYSTEM
Philip M. Wolfe

Motorola Inc., SemiConductor Products Division
Donald F. Deutsch

Motorola Inc., SeMiconductor Products Division
Ph6enix, Arizona
1

i

ABSTRACT

A computerized i7iteractive forecasting system has

been developed for the Finance Department at the
Semiconductor Products Division of Motorola Inc.
While being b17sic in its operation, the financial

forecasting 4stem has permitted the analysis of
large amount

of data on a timely basis. 'Inter-

:

active profit and loss forecasting models have been
developed thich represent the various operating
levels of 'responsibility in the Division in both

domestic and international areas.

The financial

analyst, from a remote terminal, can communicate
with the computer to access, update and report
forecast data as well as manipulate any or all of
the financial models.

The forecasting system was

designed to place complete control of operation
in the hands of the users, and also to provide
flexibility in adapting to constantly changing
financial forecasting requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1971, all financial fore-

5.

No historical data base existed

casts at the Semiconductor Products

which the financial analysts

Division of Motorola Inc. were generated

could readily use to prepare the

manually.

forecasts.

In general, profit and loss

forecasts were prepared every month to

6.

Accountants were being used as

project financial activity for the next

clerks to run the calculators

three months, for the remaining quarters

in order to prepare the required

in the year, and for the next year.

forecasts.

This

was done for some sixty operating seg-

7.

ments of responsibility within the

analyzed.

Division.

The recognition of these problems

Because these forecasts were pre-

resulted in the search for a better

pared manually, many problems occurred:
1.

2.

method.

mats could not be reduced due to the re-

sidered in a forecast was

quirements of the Corporate Office, it

limited.

was decided to computerize the financial

Excessive time was spent gen-

forecasting process.

Several companies were visited to

thereby prohibiting detailed

ascertain how they accomplished their

analysis in preparation of the

financial forecasting; financial modeling

forecasts.

seminars were attendea; and a consulting

Because of the excessive time

firm specializing in financial modeling

spent in preparation of a fore-

was investigated.

cast, errors in the forecast or

thorough study, the decision was made to

changes in the assumptions

develop an in-house system which would

.could .got be adjusted once the

Following a very

facilitate interactive financial fore-

forecast preparation was near

casting.

completion.
4.

Since the basic forecasting for--

The detail that could be con-

erating and verifying numbers,

3.

Few "What if" questions were

A system, called the Profit and Loss

No valid procedure. for measure-

(P&L) Forecasting System, was developed

ment of forecast accuracy

through the joint efforts of the Planning

existed because of the exces-

Administration, the Financial Analysis,

sive manual effo 1-.s required.

and the Management Science Groups.
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The

aim of this system was to provide a set

implementation must not cost

of interactive timesharing computer

more th,n $25,000.

models which would depict the P&L struc-

The System must be developed and

9.

ture within the Divisions and which

implemented within 3 months

would permit the generation of financial

elapsed time (7 man-months).

forecasts within that structure.

These objectives which were ful-

The specific objectives to be met

filled resulted in a general Modeling

in developing the P&L Forecasting System

System which has facilitated the develop-

were the following:

ment of other financial and also non-

1.

The System must be written in

financial models at this Division.

FORTRAN to be run on an in-house
P&L FORECASTING METHODOLOGY
GE-430 timesharing computer.

Each month, a P&L forecast is pre2.

The System must provide
pared for the Semiconductor Products
security.

Division.
3.

This forecast is divided into

The System must be flexible
two major segments, Domestic and Interenough that organize-cional

national, and is.broken out for the next
changes do not require rethree months, for the remaining quarters
programming.

in the year, and for the next year.
4.

Also

It must be easy to set up and
contained in this forecast are historical
change report formats and then
results for the last month and year-togenerate reports.
date.

5.

This forecast is prepared at five

It must be simple to enter and

levels of management under the Domestic
retrieve large amounts of data
and International segments (see Figure
from remote timesharing
1).

Forecasts are prepared for approxi-

terminals.

mately sixty operating segments of res6.

The System must be general
ponsibility within the Division.

Each of

enough to facilitate other
the reports contains approximately
modeling efforts.
seventy line items covering sales, direct
7.

The System must be simple
and indirect costs, and profit categories.

enough to use such that a proThis monthly P&L forecast is a pringrammer is not required to run
cipal operating document for the Division.
the system.

It provides goals and measures of per8.

The development and first
formance for Division and Corporate
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management.

It is also used for budge-

courses of action could be performed.

tary control.

Furthermore, before the P&L forecast

The preparation of the P&L forecast

was modeled, many human errors were made

is complicated by involved consolidation

which if detected too late, could not be

adjustments between the Domestic and

corrected, or which would remain undetec-

International segments.

ted.

Also, the

Also, the forecast required many

Domestic P&L's represent complete manu-

weeks to be prepared; consequently, many

facturing and sales entities while the

of the figures were invalid by the time

International P&L's differ in that some

the Division forecast was released.

represent such things as sales subsidiaries and assembly plants.

Once the P&L Forecast was modeled,

In addi-

several things have changed concerning

tion, actual results and forecasts are

the way a forecast is made and the amount

received from around the world that must

of "what if" simulation that can be per-

be analyzed and validated as being rea-

formed.

sonable.

Another complicating factor

The financial analyst has more

time to prepare the forecast; therefore,

is that, when a line item is forecast

more time can be spent in analysis.

for as many as nine time periods (months,

a historical data base now exists to aid

quarters, years), the coefficients in

in the analysis and the measurement of

the function relating that line item to

forecast accuracy.

.another line item may be different for
all nine time periods.

More detail (more

line items and time periods) is now in-

For some time

cluded in the forecast; consequently,

periods, there may be no relationship at

management has more visibility.

all; instead the analyst must input the

if" simulations may now be run,at any

forecasted value.

Also,

The indirect costs

"What

level modeled within the Division and

provide additional problems in that

the impact evaluated throughout the

suitable bases must be maintained to al-

Division.

locate these costs, and these costs must
THE P&L FORECASTING SYSTEM
be forecasted and allocated to the variBasically, the P&L Forecasting
ous operating segments of the Division.

System is composed of a set of FORTRAN
Thus, because of the size and complexity
programs which are called the Modeling
of the monthly forecast and the fact

System, and another set of FORTRAN prothat it was prepared manually using cal-

grams called the P&L Model Logic which
culators, little simulation of alternate

are linked to the Modeling System to
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perform the P&L calculations.

The

System have a specific arrangement, a

Modeling System is essentially indepen-

model structure, defined according to

dent of the P&L Forecasting Application;

their functional interrelationships.

therefore, it can be utilized for other

These interrelationships are defined by

applications.

the management organization and by finan-

The Modeling System may be defined

cial reporting procedures.

The typical

as an integrated set of computer programs

model structure is depicted in Figure 1.

which provide a user with capabilities

The location of a specific model in the

for creating a structure of models and

model structure is controlled with a

associated data files, for identifying

code (model code) associated with each

and organizing the data within the data

model.

files; and for accessing, storing, and

flexible and can be easily changed in the

displaying the data from the data files.

management organization and/or the finan-

The functions of the Modeling System are

cial reportin

very general.

The P&L Forecasting

Thus, the model structure is

procedures should change.

Each model in the P&L Forecasting

System utilizes the Modeling System in

System has associated with it a model

conjunction with the P&L Model Logic

data file which is a location in the com-

developed for preparing financial fore-

puter for storing an array of informa-

casts.

tion.

A general description of this

System is given in Figure 2.

The array consists of rows which

contain line items and columns which rep-

In the P&L Forecasting System, a

resent

elements (time periods).

A model

model is a set of mathematical equations

data file organization is application

which represent the sales revenues and

dependent.

production costs of a segment of the

organization of a model data file used

Semiconductor Products Division such as

in the P&L Forecasting System application.

Domestic Factory.

The mathematical

Figure 3 depicts the typical

The first 26 elements (1-26) of a

equations in a model define line items

data file comprise space allocated to

such as Direct Materials cost.

history.

Thus,

Elements 27-44 are allocated

given an expected sales level for a time

to forecasts, and elements 45-60 are

period, each model will compute a profit

allocated to parameters used to calculate

forecast for the segment of the Divisioi

the forecasts.

that it represents.

calculate a particular forecast is stored

The models in the P&L Forecasting

The parameter used to

in the same row and 17 elements to the
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right.

Thus, if element 28 line item

the System functions under his own user

15 contains the forecast for Direct

number.

Materials for the current month, then

tain of the internal model data files

the parameter used to calculate the fore-

under his user number and then operate

cast is stored in element 45 line item

on them independently of the internal

15.

Some exceptions are elements 27 and

Such a user may duplicate cer-

model data files.

These duplicate files

44 (CM-1 and Goal elements) for which no

are called the external model data files.

space is allocated for parameters.

It is also possible to transfer informa-

The P&L Forecasting System is main-

tion back and forth between the internal

tained under a master user number and is

and external model data files.

available to users under any other user
WHAT CAN BE DONE
number proVided the proper access privi-

WITH THE FORECASTING SYSTEM
leges have been given.

Under the master

Modeling System Major Functions
user number are stored the main system
The major functions of the Modeling
files, the P&L Forecasting System proSystem are described below:
grams, and the internal model data files
1.

Model Structuring

2.

Data Storage and Retrieval

3.

Model Execution

4.

Report Generation

5.

Sensitivity Analysis

6.

External Model Capabilities

7.

Security Procedures

which contain the master or permanent
P&L information.
The Main S%- ;tem files contain in-

formation which identifies the line
items, the models, and the report for-

mats to be utilized in the operation of
the Forecasting System, and also the

Model Structuring
passwords which provide access to the
This function entails creating the
System for various users.

These files

main system files and initializing their
are created through the Forecasting

contents as well as providing the user
System with the exception of the passwith the facility of building and mainword file which must be generated outtaining a structure of models.

The crea-

side of the System.

tion of the main system files provides
A user from any other user number,

space for stdring such things as line
if given a Modeling System password, may
item and model descriptions, data file
access the P&L Forecasting System.

This

names, record addresses, and model

access allows a user to perform many of
structure codes.
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This function also

above level 6.

provides the facility for defining and
changing line item and model descrip-

3.

Calculate a P&L for a higher

tions, creating and deleting model data

level model (levels 1-5) with-

files, and listing existing line items

out first executing models at

and model data files.

level 6.

Data Storage and Retrieval

4.

justments for the Division.

The inputting, retrieving, and

Model execution is a function of

listing of data from the model data
files is handled by this function.

the particular application.

The

Report Generation

data may be input through a terminal or
from an existing file.

Calculate consolidation ad-

The Modeling System permits the

Likewise, data

may be retrieved from model data files

analyst to set up report formats inter-

to be listed at the terminal or placed

actively through a remote terminal and

in a file and listed later at the ter-

to write these reports either to a ter-

minal or at an off-line high-speed

minal or to a file.

printer.

file, the reports. can be printed later

Model Execution

at a terminal or at an off-line high-

The execution of a model involves

speed printer.

If written to a

The report formats may

executing the model logic (mathematical

be general with the user specifying

equations) that make up that model.

what information is to be printed at the

Values are calculated for a specific

time a report is written, or the report

time period for the appropriate line

can be so specific that the user only

items.

specifies what report is to be printed.
Once a report format is created, it gis

Iii the P&L Forecasting application,

some of the functions performed with

saved andmay be used again.

model execution are:

Sensitivity Analysis

1.

2.

Management may see the impact of

Calculate a P&L for the lowest
level model (level 6 in Figure

changing the values of variables in the

1) .

models.

Execute a P&L model above level

value in a model data file, then execu-

6 by executing the associated

ting that particular model, and then by

level 6 models, and calculate

either listing out values for line items

parameters for those models

of interest either through a data file
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This may be done by changing a

list option or through a report print

data file to the initial status simply

option.

by recopying desired data from the inter-

Another way is through a sen-

sitivity analysis option which permits

nal model data files.

the analyst to specify a range of values

analysis and report printing performed

for a particular line item that is to be

with the internal model data files can

changed and the increments of change.

be performed using the external model

The analyst must also specify the line

capabilities of the Modeling System.

items of interest for which he would

Security Procedures

like to see values once the desired
model is executed.

Essentially, any

A user must have a Modeling System

The sensitivity

password assigned to him.

This password

analysis option does not disturb the con-

gives him access to, specific models and

tents of the data file associated with

options of the Modeling System.

the model on which the analysis is

user may have access to only one model

performed.

and may only list information from the

External Model Capabilities

associated model data file using an ex-

The Modeling System provides the

Thus, a

ternal list option (see Modeling System

capabilities of creating duplicates of

Options), while another user may have

the internal model data files under

access to all models and nay zanipulate

other user numbers.

the associated data and generate reports

Data may be moved

back and forth from internal and exter-

as he desires, using any of the external

nal files as well as between external

and internal options.

files.

Although anyone with the proper

Modeling System Options

password clearance can move data from

The major functions of the Modeling

an internal file to an external file,

System are performed by the user specify-

only one password is cleared to move

ing an option number when prompted by

data into the internal files from ex-

the System.

ternal files.
rity

This controls the integ-

There are twenty explicit

options:

of the internal data files.

Once external model data files

1.

Initialize System Files.

2.

Update Line Item Table.

Permits

exist, the analyst can perform desired

adding, deleting and changing

"what if" analysis using these files.

of line item descriptions.

This permits extensive analysis with

3.

the capabilities of restoring a model

Update Model Table.

Permits

adding, changing and deleting
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4.

of model data files, model

listing of any data in a model

data file names, and model

data file; one or many values

descriptions.

may be listed at one time.

Construct Report Formats.

Per-

put may be via a terminal or a

mits definition of complete or
partial report formats.

5.

6.

file.

Input

11.

file.

mats have been defined through

List Model Table.

Permits

Option 4.

terminal or file with the cap-

names of all existing model

ability of printing the file

data files and the associated

using an off -line high-speed

model descriptions.

printer.

Update Model Data.

Permits

12.

Update External Model Table and

modifying data in any model

Move Data Between Files.

data file, one or many values

mits the creation and deletion

at a time.

of external model files, the

Also permits dupli-

Per-

cating all or portions of

moving of data between internal

one data file in another data

and external files, and the

file as well as resetting all

moving of data among external

or portions of any data file

files.

Input may be from a

13.

List External Model Table.

Per-

terminal or from a file.

forms the same function for ex-

Execute Models.

ternal models as Option 5 does

Permits execu-

for internal models.

List Line Item Table.

14.

Permits

6.

line item descriptions.
List Valid Models.

Update External Model Data.

Performs same function as Option

listing of any or all existing
15.

Permits

List External Model Data.

Per-

forms same function as Option 10.

listing of any or all models

10.

Output may be via

listing of a table containing

dependent upon the application.

9.

PerMits the

printing of reports whose for-

tion of model logic, which is

8.

Print Reports.

may be via a terminal or a

to zero.

7.

Out-

16.

Execute Models From External

validated ior the current user.

Data Files.

List Mode;, Data.

function as Option 7.

Permits
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Performs same

17.

Perform Auto-Sensitivity

Along with the

Permits varying any

forecast dollars, each line item value is

line item for any model over a

computed as a percentage of Net Sales and

range of values, executing the

is listed to the right of the forecast

proper models, and then listing

value.

any desired line items after

analysis using Option 17, automatic sen-

each model execution.

sitivity analysis.

Print Reports From External

in Figure 4.

Analysis.

18.

15-20, 30, 50 and 82.

Data Files.

It is possible to perform this

The analysis is shown

Performs same

SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE AND ENHANCEMENTS
function as Option 11.

The initial P&L Forecasting applica19.

Update And Age Model Data.

tion was not very sophisticated from a
Updates the System time and

simulation viewpoint, although it did

ages data when the System time

permit extensive "what if" Sensitivity
changes, i.e., shifts data to
analysis.

It performed the specific

the proper elements within the
function for which it was developed.
model data file to reflect the

In

addition, it brought more sophistication
correct relative time for that
to the financial analyst and more accu-

data.

rate and timely reports to management.
20.

Update And Age Model Data In
The acceptance by the users (financial
External Files.

Performs same
analysts) was greater than expected as

function as Option 19.

the first year billings (storage, connect
Example:

"What If

Simulation

time, and cpu time) were approximately
Assume that for the Model 1,

$75,000 at the GE Mark II billings rate,

Silicon Transistors, it is desired to
but much less at the in-house rate.
vary the Net Sales (line item 10), for

A significant by-product of this
the next month (element 28), between
effort was a sophisticated general
the values of $1,000 and $2,000 in

Modeling System with the following
steps of $500, and to recompute the
special features.

comp3ete P&L Statement for each sales
1.

value.

However, because of the time

Timesharing random access of
data.

required to print all the line items,
2.

External model capabilities.

3.

High-speed printer output.

only those specified will be printed,
which in this case are line items 10,
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** OPTION ** ?17

ENTER MOD #; ELMNT #; L.I. # FOR ANALYSIS

?1;28;10

ENTER START, END VALUES; INC; L.I. IS TO LIST
?1000,2000;500;10,15-20,30,50,82
MODEL

1: SILICON TRANSISTORS

ANALYSIS ELMNT 28, L.I. 10, VALUE
FORECAST ELMNT 28
NET SALES
DIRECT MATERIAL

1000
110

FRT,SCRP,SHR,OBS

6

DUTY
DIRECT LABOR
DIRECT LABOR BURDN
DIRECT LABOR FRING
COMMITTED COSTS
TOTAL INDIREC COST
NET PROFIT (LOSS)

1
80

150
3

21
124
252

100.0
11.0
0.6
0.1
8.0
15.0
0.3
2.1
12.4
25.2

ANALYSIS ELMNT 28, L.I. 10, VALUE
FORECAST ELMNT 28
NET SALES
DIRECT MATERIAL
FRT,SCRP,SHR,&OBS
DUTY
DIRECT LABOR
DIRECT LABOR BURDN
DIRECT LABOR FRING
COMMITTED COSTS
TOTAL INDIREC COST
NET PROFIT (LOSS)

1500
165
9
2

120
225
4

21
124
415

2000
220
12
2

160
300
5

21
124
578

8'.0

15.0
0.3
1.4
8.3
27.7

100.0
11.0
0.6
0.1
8.0
15.0
0.2
1.0
6.2
28.9

FIGURE 4

AUTOMATIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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1500

100.0
11.0
0.6
0.1

ANALYSIS ELMNT 28, L.I. 10, VALUE
FORECAST ELMNT 28
NET SALES
DIRECT MATERIAL
FRT,SCRP,SHR,&OBS
DUTY
DIRECT LABOR
DIRECT LABOR BURDN
DIRECT LABOR FRING
COMMITTED COSTS
TOTAL INDIREC COST
NET PROFIT (LOSS)

1000

2000

4.

User-controlled report
generator.

3.

Selective security procedures.

6.

General sensitivity analysis.

The Modeling System has facilitated
the development of other financial and
non-financial models.

This system has

been used to develop the following
interactive models:
1.

Five Year Sales Forecast.

2.

Production Control Sales
Forecast & Billing Report.

3.

Marketing Sales Forecast.

4.

Corporate Consolidated Ualance
Sheet.

5.

Budget System.

In addition, a batch version has
been developed to run on IBM 360 equipment that is being used in Europe to prepare P&L Forecasts for the European
s.lbsidiaries.

A batch version was

necessary as the Corporation has no
timesharing facilities in Europe.

Enhancements are periodically being
made to the Modeling System.

Statisti-

cal rout,nes are being added to aid in
foreoast'ng, the report generation and
wr1=i-ag has been made more general, and

data storage has been made more efficien,..

In addition, a version is being

developed to run on IBM's Timesharing
Option (TSO) .
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MULTINATIONAL CAPITAL BUDGETING: A SIMULATION WOE.

Andre Fourcans
Indiana University

Thomas J. Hindelang*
Indiana University

Abstract
The rapid growth of multinational corporations has hastened the need for the
development of robust models to handle the increased risk and complexity.
Particularly in capital budgeting, careful analysis and.adequate reflection
of the critical variables are essential.

The great number of relevant vari-

ables, their significant interrelationships, and the high degree of uncertainty render mathematical models highly complex or infeasible to solve.
TO overcame these Shortcomings, a "Hertz-type" simulation model is formulated for the multinational firm.

The important international variables

foreign exchange rates, foreign tax methodology, host government controls,

and other social, economic, and political factors are reflected in the
model.

A two stage approach is utilized:

first, investment projects are

analysed by the subsidiary and if they pass this first screening they are
proposed for the parent's consideration; second, the parent evaluates the
attractiveness of projects from its point of view and ranks proposals for
acceptance considering all global opportunities.

The model is designed so

that sensitivity analysis can be easily performed.

`The authors gratefully ackncialege the helpful =vents of Dr. W.C. Perkins, Dr. Jahn F. Muth,
Dr. Donald Tuttle, Dr. Larry Merville, and the members of cur doctoral seminar in international
finance at Indiana University.
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I.

INTRODUCHON

tional approadhes, as well as mathematical pro-

Unquestionably, the capital budgeting pro-

gramming formulations, have been found wanting in

cess is of critical importance in helping firms

their ability to precisely and robustly reflect

achieve their various Objectives.

the multidimensional setting while rendering a

Hence, the

more accurately capital' budgeting models reflect

model which can be accurately solved within

the actual conditions faced by firms, the great-

"reasonable" computer time and memory require-

er will be the assistance the models provide in

ments.

readhing corporate goals.

to consider Monte Carlo simulation as a natural

The past decade has

These shortcomings make it advantageous

seen a significant evolution of the methods

resolution of the dilemma.

utilized in capital budgeting.

tively.oe used to reflect diverse and complex

Payback and re-

Simulation can effec-

turn on investment approaches have been recog-

interrelationships among stochastic variables

nized as inferior to the discounted cash flow

over a series of years.

models--net present value and internal rate of

can be ascertained.

return.

to changes in state and decision variables can

In addition, the importance of reflect-

Key decision vat ibles

The sensitivity of results

ing "risk" has became accepted because of the

also be determined.

inadequacy of a single parameter (the expected

to the shape and parameter values of input vari-

value or mean) to incorporate all of the rele-

able distribution can be tested and their impact

vant underlying aspects of cash flow distribu-

pinpointed.

tions.

flexible and powerful approach to the multina-

Therefore, meas=es of variation or dis-

persion are called upon to enrich the formulations.

Various assumptions relative

Hence, simulation proves to be a

tional capital budgeting process.

However, sudli extensions are not free of

This paper extends the Hertz (see Hertz [le)

theoretical and applied difficulties. 'To fur-

and [17]) simulation model to the multinational

ther complicate matters, correlations among in-

capital budgeting process.

vestment opportunities, multipericd capital

discussed above are incorporated.

rationing, reinvestment of cash throwoffs, and

is flexible enough to utilize severa3 criteria in

financing decisions should also be reflected.

the final investment selection process.

An even more challenging task is at hand when

The critical areas
The approach

The next se:..,..on surveys the traditional,

the dimensionality of the problem is still fur-

mathematical programming, and simulation-based

ther increased by considering the multinational

capita3 lAidgeting models developed to date.

setting.

tion three investigates the important il.terna-

This necessitates the incorporation of

Sec-

foreign exchange rates, differential foreign tax

tiata2 variables and their estimation.

treatment, and international economic, social,

incluUes an analysis of the parameters, exogenous

and political factors.

and end...gencus variables, and identities of the

Unfortunately, tradi-
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It also

model.

Section four presents the model's output

The major reasons for this switch to the NPV and

and supplementary analysis effective in select-

IRR models are that:

ing profitable capital investments.

the time value of money (a dollar of cash inflow

Lastly,

extensions of the model are discussed.
II.

(1) they accurately reflect

today is more beneficial than a dollar a year

CAPITAL BUDGETING MOMS

from now) which is ignored by the former two; and

lb appreciate the great value of simulation

(2) they consider the importance of the finan-

techniques, a survey of the predominant capital

cing decision relative to the investment under

budgeting models is necessary.

consideration.

For interested

readers, various references are given.

This

Thus, any sophisticated approach

to the capital budgeting process should incor-

part of the paper investigates briefly three

porate these two important aspects.

groups of capital budgeting techniques:

cussion of these models see Johnson [19],

traditional models;

(1)

(2) mathematical programming

For a dis-

Bierman and Smidt [1], or conventional finance

models; and (3) simulation models.

texts as [31] and [33].

Traditional Mbdels

The "risk" case is generally treated through.

Model builders distinguish three areas of

one of the following three approaches:

the in-

consideration concerning knowledge of the future:

formal reflection of risk, the risk-adjusted dis-

(1) "certainty" where perfect knowledge is

count rate, and the certainty equivalent.

These

assumed; (2) "risk"--where only the parameters

three methods reflect the fact that future events

and shapes of the probability distributions of

are unknown but probability distributions can be

future occurrences can be specified; and (3)

used to specify the likelihood of various occur-

"uncertainty " - -where neither all possible states

rences.

of the world nor the probability of tots occur-

distributions are used to provide decision cri-

rences can be specified.

teria.

Due to th

.,suer know-

ledge of the "certainty" techniques and the
overwhelming difficulty of the "uncertainty"

The mean and standard deviation of these

The informal method subjectively evaluates,

the tradeoff between the riskiness of projects

.

assumptions, the "risk" case will receive our

and their net present values.

greatest attention.

are similar in terms of their riskiness (i.e.,

The traditional "certainty" capital bud-

If two projects

the standard deviations of the discounted return

geting models (payback, return on investment,

distributions are approximately equal) the one

net present value - NPV, and internal rate of

with the higher mean NPV would be selected.

return - IRR) only require a very brief comment.

Weston [33, Ch. 8] gives a good illustration of

More and more firms are discarding the former

the application of this technique.

two techniques in favor of one of the latter two.

The risk adjusted rate of return model
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classifies investment proposals according to

models were formulated; their major dharacteris-

their riskiness based on the standard deviation

tics are now discussed.

of the cash inflows over the life of the invest-

Mathematical Programing Models

ment.

Then, the cash inflows are discounted at

Four classes of mathematical programing

a rate dependent upon the risk class that the

models have been applied to the capital budget-

proposal falls into- -the riskier the project the

ing process under risk:

higher the rate.

dynamic programming, stochastic linear program-

The magnitude of the risk ad-

quadratic programming,

justment should reflect both the riskiness of

ming, and chance constrained programing.

the proj ct per se and the firm's attitude to-

brief and general description of these approadhes,

ward risk taking.

and some of the major contributions made, will be

In the certainty equivalent method, "risky"

Only a

undertaken.

future cash flows are weighted by a coefficient

Quadratic programming is a technique used

reflecting the investment's degree of risk (the

to optimize a non-linear Objective function sub-

greater the risk the lower the coefficient).

ject to linear constraints.

These figures are then discounted at a "risk

ing works in this area was by Farrer [10).

free" rate (e.g., the rate of interest on U.S.

reflected uncertainty in the Objective function

Governmental Bonds).

by using both the mean and variance of the net

References discussing

One of the pioneer-

He

these latter two models would include Van Horne

present value distributions of the investment

(31), Weston (33), and Robidhek and Myers [27).

proposals under consideration.

These three models.are a step in the right

This technique

also enables the incorporation of project inter-

direction in that they attempt to reflect the

dependences through the use of the variance-

stochastic nature of future events.

covariance matrix.

Needless to

Cohen and Elton [6) used

say, their major shortcoming is their simplicity

this approach in the QP model they formulated.

--they fail to reflect many very relevant and

They generated an "efficient set" of achievable

vitally important aspects:

risk-return tradeoffs given the feasible com-

interrelationships

among investment opportunities and current

binations of investment alternatives.

operations, various contingencies over the life

nately, as the number of projects grows, diffi-

of the investment, and the capital rationing

culties in the solution of the problem escalate

phenomenon.

In addition, the multinational

.quickly.

dimension necessitates the incorporation of new
relevant variables.

Unfortu-

From a conceptual point of view, a very

Tb overcome these short-

powerful way of handling uncertainty in mathe-

comings, decidedly more robust mathematical

matical programming =leis is dynamic program-

programming models were necessitated.

ming.- This technique optimizes a recursive

Such
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functional describing a sequential, multi-stage

firm's capital budgeting process.

decision-making process where some of the vari-

lack of efficient solution algorithms for rea-

ables are stochastic.

listic size problems limits the tUlity of this

Unfortunately, as the

number of variables and/or the number of con-

However, the

approach at the present time.

straints on the problem increase (as is certain-

After this brief review, it is possible to

ly the case with even a small real world pro,-

show how simulation techniques can be of super-

blem) the "curse of dimensionality" prohibits

ior practicality and applicability.

efficient solution of the model within realistic

of the mathematical models suffer from one or

computer time and memory requirements.

more of the following serious limitations:

Same ad-

vances have been made by Weingartner and Ness

1.

Indeed, all

The model itself is not sufficiently

[26), Glover [13], and Nemhauser [25) to improve

robust to reflect all of the relevant

the strengths of computer solution algorithms.

variables and interrelationships in

Stochastic linear programming is an

practical sized problems.

This is

approach used to solve problems where the para-

especially true of stochastic linear

meters of the model are uncertain but their dis-

programming and chance constrained

tributions can be specified.

programming, and to a lesser degree

The method in-

volves generating an empirical distribution for

of quadratic programming.

the optimum value of the objective function.

2.

The model has conceptual weaknesses

This is done by allowing the parameters of the

which jeopardize the validity of the

system to vary according to their probability

results obtained.

distributions and resolving the problem.

stochastic linear programming and

Cohen

Here again,

and Elton [6) and Byrne, Charnes, Cooper and

Chance constrained programming are

Kortanek [2] have applied this technique to the

the most faulty.

capital budgeting area.

3.

Chance constrained programming optimizes

The complexities of the model make
the accurate solution of realistic

an objective function with stochastic variables,

problems difficult at best and in-

and constraints which are only required to hold

feasible at worst.

with some probability less than unity.

ming under uncertainty aria chance

In this

Dynamic program-

area, four major uninational capital budgeting

constrained progranming are weakest

contributions have been made:

in this regard.

Nasland [22),

Byrne [3), [4), and Hillier [18).

In addition,

Due to these significant Shortcomings, simu-

Norville (21) has formulated a chance- constrain-

lation approaches offer desirable advantages over

ed programming model for the multinational

mathematical nodels.

1
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Their simulation reflects two types of uncertain-

Simulation Models

The pioneering work applying Monte Carlo

ties:

what future economic, social, and competitive

simulation to capital budgeting was undertaken
by Hertz [16] in 1964.

nine variables:

(1) environmental uncertainty based on

His approach considered

conditions may be, and (2) cash flow uncertain-

market size, selling prices,

ties where the mean and standard deviation of

market growth rate, share of market, original

the cash flows are considered.

investment required, residual value, operating

analyzed by ranking various portfolios of pro,.

costs, fixed costs, and useful life of facili-

jects as a function of differing environmental

The decision maker is asked to provide

ties.

conditions and/Or management preferences toward

estimates of the expected values and measures of

risk and return.

dispersion for the distributions of each of the
nine input variables.

In spite of its increasing importance, the

The output consists of an

subject of international capital budgeting does

empirical distribution of return on investment
(ROI).

not seem to attract financial model builders.

However, this initial work was embedded

This fact is very unfortunate because the rise

with three major limitations:
1.

2.

3.

The results are

of the multinational corporation necessitates

Cash flows were not discounted, and

sophisticated tools of analysis.

hence the timing of flows was not

certainly a very adequate technique for handling

taken into account;

the complex multinational set-up.

No consideration was given to the

strates the interdependence of variables in the

financing decision for the new in-

decision process and makes it possible to visual-

vestment proposal;

ize the dynamics in business decisions.

Project interrelationships and

more, risk (particularly international risk) can

environmental factors were not taken

be introduced very efficiently into the capital

into account.

investment activity which can thus be rendered

In his 1968 article Hertz [17] overcomes

very realistic.

the first shortcoming by providing three empirical distributions based on the simulation:

It demon-

Further -

As of now, evidently only one

simulation formulation has been applied to this

the

payback criterion, the ROI, and the discounted

Simulation is

field [5].

However, this model does not reflect

the crucial multinational variables involved,

.

and consequently is still constructed in an uni-

ROI.

In 1968, Salazar and Sen [28] developed a

national set up.

simulation utilizing Weingartner's basic hori-

The proposed simulation utilizes the

zon model and built his constraints for

strengths of the models developed to date.

interrelated projects into their formulation.

addition it reflects the critical international
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In

variables and the impact of social, economic,

evaluation is of paramount importance.

and political factors in -the multinational arena

a plant builtin a foreign country can be a very

of the capital budgeting process.

profitable investment in itself, but currency

III.

Indeed,

NATURE OF INTERNATIONAL

devaluations, tax differentials and/Or quantita-

CAPITAL BUDGETING

tive controls can make it worthless to the parent

The somewhat complicated evaluation of in-

company.

The proposed model handles both the

vestment opportunities in an uninational setting

case where the parent is considering a joint

is rendered extremely complex in less familiar

venture as well as_a 100% participation.. Fur-

environments.

thermore, the model allows for sinultaneous in-

Indeed, new financial systems and

attitudes, new variables such as exchange rates,

vestigation of several investments.

tax and interest differentials between countries,

Because of the unquestioned significance of

joint ventures, etc., necessitate a solid frame-

the international variables in the model's de-

work of analysis.

velopment, a discussion of these inputs and their

As mentioned above, the usual

mathematical programming techniques of capital

estimation is now undertaken.

budgeting lack the flexibility and generality

International Variables and Their Estimation

necessary to handle the complex international
problems.

Model generality is obtained by considering

Conversely, simulation procedures

all the necessary inputs without breaking than

constitute a powerful approach to incorporate

down into their specific components.

stochastic variables and interrelationships.

ing, the sophistiCation of the formulation is

SiMUiation is now just coming of age, thus gain-

enhanced without unbearable complexity in its

ing wider acceptance in the business community.

use.

Hence the model formulated h .1 should prove

By so do-

The following relevant international vari-

beneficial to the management of multinational

ables are incorporated:

firms.

1.

Foreign exchange rate risks

2.

Inflation risks

general as possible While not sacrificing ease

3.

Expropriation risks

of understanding and use.

4.

Risks of war

5.

Foreign taxation and differential tax

The proposed simulation has been made as

In order to provide

adequate information and a flexible analysis, a
two stage capital budgeting simulation is recommended.

treatments between countries

First, the investment is evaluated

6.

as a uninational opportunity by the subsidiary
proposing it.

controls

Then, it must be analyzed from

the parent's point of view.

Duties, embargos, and quantitative

The first four risks are represented by

This joint

stochastic inputs.
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The last two international

variables can be considered deterministic and
known a priori by Management.

-policies of foreign countries on

Sensitivity

investments

analyses allow considerable testing of the ade-

An analysis of these variables should lead

A

quacy and relative importance of each input.

to adequate forecasts of foreign exchange rates.

range of values and a probability distribution

For more-details the reader is referred to (9)

must be specified for each parameter.

and [34].

The fol-

lowing discussion considers the type of informa-

2.

tion which will enhance the quality of each estimate.

Inflation risks:

Inflation has a great influence on asset

Of course, the more accurate the data

valuation, profits, and credit availability.

inputs, the more precise and reliable will be

Consequently, this risk must also be studied by

the results.

management.

1.

Foreign exchange rate risks:

Inflation is often associated with immoder-

Changes in foreign exchange rates, and

ate creation of money.

A close look at the

particularly devaluations, can affect consider-

changes in the money stock is therefore of cru-

ably a project's worthiness.

cial importance.

Without question,

Other factors to be examined

the dollar equivalent of profits is decreased

are government spending and changed restrictions

When a devaluation occurs in the host country

of imported goods (through the balance of pay-

of a subsidiary.

Therefore, a careful predic-

ments).

A good analysis of inflation in the

tion of foreign exchange rates must be made.

multinational environment can be found in [14].

Various events contributing to changes in for-

3.

eign exchange rates must be examined:
a.

b.

Expropriation risks:

Obviously, expropriations of the foreign

Direct causes:

investment are of overriding importance.

There-

-import surplus crises;

fore, a careful evaluation of the characteristics

-government spending abroad;

of nations and their propensity to expropriate

-withdrawal of foreign balances;

must be established.

-over exporting of long term capital

firms more subject to expropriation must be

Indirect causes:

Also, the features of the

examined.

-inflation, particularly relative

a.

inflation;

Country characteristics:
-GNP per capita:

measures the level

-political conditions;

of development and can be expanded

-structural changes within the

to a ranking of nations according

country;

to their propensity to expropriate

-national demoralization;

[15].
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- Ideology of the industrial elite:

3. public utilities.

[8] gives a ranking of the elite

4. agriculture.

depending on its willingness to

5. manufacturing.

expropriate.

-Importance of the firm in the

- Public sectorprivate sector mix:

country's economic system:

the lowerthe weight put to the

factor renders the investment

value of private ownership, the

more or less vulnerable.

higher the propensity to expro-

-Foreign exchange activity of the

priate [29], [30).
- Political stability:

firm:

a major

depending on the contribu-

tions to the balance of payments

variable in theassessment of

the investment is more or less

expropriation [11] establishes a

subject to expropriation.

rating scale for stability which

-hationality of the firm:

for cul-

can be used to determine the

tural reasons some nationalities

risk of expropriation.

are more accepted than others.

- Balance of payments:

the worse

Ownership characteristics:

joint

the balance of payments the more

ventures are less vulnerable than

likely it is that the country per-

a brand or a 100% owned subsi-

ceives the repatriation of profits

diary [12].

as a threat, whid may lead to

-Tactical vulnerability of the firm:

expropriation.

product, skills, management style,

-Other variables such as the level

etc. also influence expropriation.

of the domestic entrepreneurial

4.

sector [30], colonial heritage,

Risk of war:

Whereas expropriation does not necessarily

etc.
b.

this

mean complete loss of the value of the assets

Firm characteristics:

(because of indemnity from governments), the out-

- Nature of economic activity:

break of a war can impose a complete loss.

from the highest propensity to

Therefore, as elusive as this variable is, an

expropriate to the lowest, in-

estimate of war possibilities should be mode by

vestments are classified as fol-

management. Avery useful rating sdheme for

lows:

such an evaluation is made in [8].

1. service.
2. extracting.
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5. & 6.

Tax treatments, quantitative con-

better the multiple interrelationships inherent

trols, duties, and enbargos:

to multinational investments.

Tax treatments, quantitative controls,

This procedure, in

conjunction with the decision maker's judgement,

duties, and eMbargos can be considered as known

leads to very realistic estimates of the crucial

with certainty even if some Changes can ocbur

uncertainty profiles.

over the life of the investment.

Project Related. Variables and Their Estimation

However, the

simulation allows probabilistic evaluation of

In addition to the critical international

these inputs.

variables, the following inputs are also required

The taxation of funds shifted from a for-

in order to ascertain the project's cash flows:

eign country to the U.S. is a very complex sub-

1.

Initial Outlay;

ject, and should be studied carefully for each

2.

Financing Costs (for the parent and

specific investment.

However, it can be stated

the subsidiary including principal

that a double taxation problem will often occur:

and interest);

funds are taxed by the country or region and

3.

Working Capital needs for the project;

possibly taxed again by the IRS.

4.

Market size for product generated by

Fortunately,

the US has taxation agreements with numerous

the investment proposal;

countries,so as to eliminate unfair taxation

5.

(for example, profits, even if not repatriated

the project;

will be taxed at about the same rate as if obtained in the U.S.).

Market growth rate over the life of

6.

Therefore, the taxation

Selling prices and demand relationships;

of dividends, profits, and royalties and fees

7.

Market share achieved by firm;

is one of the model's inputs both for the sub-

8.

Variable costs per unit;

sidiary and the parent.

9.

Fixed costs per year;

All the other inputs necessary for the

10.

Transportation costs;

determination of cash flows are straightforward

11.

Useful life and salvage value of the

enough and do not create special problems of

project as well as depreciation

estimation.

method selected;

Even if the predictions of the

international variables discussed above seem

12.

someWhat complex, they only require careful

'by the project.

evaluation and analysis of available information.

Host country tax on profits generated

Variables one, two, and twelve have very

Furthermore, such requirements should

little uncertainty associated with them; thus,

motivate managers to investigate the interna-

the dispersion in their distributions is small.

tional environment and help then understand

All of the others are more uncertain and take on
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distributions of varying shapes and dispersion.

Table 2 defines the variables (both exoge-

Because of widespread knowledge of the meaning

nous and endogenous) and formulates the identi-

and impact of the above variables plus thaLr

ties of the simulation model.

adequate treatment elsewhere in the Literathre

flow chart of this part of the simulation.

(see Hertz [16], [17]), further discussion is

course, the main results produced by the simula-

not felt necessary.

tion are the empirical values of net income after

Subsidiary Simulation of the Investment

host country taxes, and the yearly net cash in-

Proposal

flows over the life of the investment.

Figure 1 Shows a

Of

Based on

As mentioned previously, the nature of

these values, the desirability of the project

multinational capital budgeting decisions neces-

can be determined using the discounted rate of

sitates careful evaluation of projects both from

return, net present value, and the paybatk cri-

the subsidiary's and the parent's point of view.

teria.

Thus, we will discuss in depth how the simula-

mend that the project be accepted or rejected

tion proceeds in each of these analyses.

based on the empirical distributions of the vari-.

The subsidiary's evaluation of a given

The subsidiary will then either recam-

ous criteria mentioned.

This decision is made

investment proposal utilizes mainly the direct

by considering the subsidiary's cost of capital

project costs and revenues discussed above.

(which can,be different from the world-wide cost

The analysis uses a uninational framework and

of capital of the total corporation).

considers the parent mainly as a source of

Parent Company's Simulation of the Capital

funds to finance accepted projects.

Investment Process

The technical details of this stage of the

The parent company takes a more global view

simulation are presented in three illustrations.

in its evaluation of potential projects.

Table 1 lists the relevant cash inflows and out-

utilizes the empirical data relative to the pro-

flows for the subsidiary.

ject per se, but also incorporates the critical

TABLE 1

It

international variables associated with the

SUBSIDIARY CASH FLOWS

transfer of funds.

The additional risks and un-

certainties discussed above are built into the
Inflows

Outflows

framework so that the parent can adequately

Revenue from Sales

Initial Outlay

assess the situation before it commits funds to

Salvage Value

Financing Costs

a given project in a specific country.

Host Country Taxes

Table 3 shows the cash flows from the

Operating Costs

parent's point of view.
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TABLE 2
VARIABLES OF THE SUBSIDIARY SIMULATION MODEL

PARAMETERS:

SP

= Selling price per unit in year t

DRt

= Depreciation rate for year t selected by user

MAX

= Tbtal number of simulation runs to be considered

t

KS = The subsidiary cost of capital

EXOGENOUS VARIABLES:

Stochastic variables with known probability distributions:

MGt

. Market growth rate for eadh year t

MS 1

. Initial market size in number of units

SMt

. Share of the market for each year t

INV

= Initial Investment required by the proposal

N

. Useful life of investment

FCt

Total operating fixed costs in year t

VCt

. Variable Operating Costs per unit in year t

ICt

. Interest costs associated with the project in year t

CCt

. Other project related costs in year t

WCt

. Working Capital Needs of the project in year t

TRt

. Tax rate for host country tax on project returns in year t

IRt

= Rate of inflation in year t

WARt

. The probability that a war will break out in the host country during year t

LWARt

. The % of loss suffered by the firm if a war occurs in year t

EXt

= The probability that expropriation will take place in host country in year t

LEXt

= The loss suffered by the firm if expropriation takes place in host country during year t

ENECGENOUS VARIABLES:
USALt

= Unit sales generates by the proposal in year t

REVt

= Total revenue generated by the proposal in'year t

TCt

= Total costs associated with. the project in year t

TAXt

= Host country tax on taxable income generated by project in year t

NIATt

= Net Income after host country tax generated by project in year t
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T.2".2LE 2 - CCNTINUED

Net Cash inflow gen'ziated by project in year t

NCIt
EVt

. Bock value of the 'project in year t

SVt

. Salvage value of the project in year t

TINFn . Terminal, inflow if expropriation or war occurs
Payback period far the investment on the mth simulation run

PAYBm

NPVm

. Net Present value for the investment on the mth simulation run

IRPm

= Discounted rate of return for the investment on the mth simulation run

IDENTITIES:
EV0

LNV

EVt

. INV - (DRt)(EVt_i)

MSt

(MSt-1) (1-ltfrat-1)

ta2,3,...,N
t=1,2,...,N

USALt = (MSt) (SNt)
REVt

(EPt)(USALt)

TVCt

(VCt) (USALt)

DE P,

= (DRt)(EVt)

1Ct

= TVCt + FCt + OCt + DEPt

TAXt

= (TRt) (IMVt-Irt)

NIATt

REVt - TCt - TAXt

NCIt

NIATt + DEPt - InCt

t.1,2,...,N

n

SVn

I (INV - DEP t) (1 +IRt)
t-1

If expropriation (EXn) occurs in year n, determine loss suffered (LEXn), then
TINFn - (1 - LEXn) (SVn + NCIn)

If war (VIARn) occurs in year n, determine loss suffered (IWAR11), then
TINFn
PAYBm

(1 - LWARn) (SVn + 'NCI&

The period i. such that: 'D,V -
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t1

(NCIt + ICt)

0

n
Npvin

(1+16)t
IRRin

. The discount rate r such that:

N NCIt

/ (l+r)t
t.1

INV

0

Figure 1
FICAICHAr.T OF SUBSIDIARY SIMUIATION

MS=MS (1+MG)

I
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INITIALIZE
PARAMETERS

GENERATE:

1. MG

2. SM
3. VC

4. FC

5. 'IR
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f

7. OC

GENERATE:

1. FNC
2. WC

3. IR

5. DC
6. LDC
7. WAR

4. WAR

OCMPIYIE:

1. USAL 5. BV
2. REV 6. SV
3. 'IC 7. NIAT
4. TAX

8. NCI
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OUTPUT, PLOP
GRAPHS

V
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TABLE 3

farther into the future a user must estimate dis-

PARENT COMPANY CASH FLOWS

tributions, the greater the degree of uncertainty.

Inflows

Offsetting this shortcoming are two counter-

measures:

Outflows

(1) the discoupting process Which

weights more distant years less heavily, and (2)

Direct savings generated by the project

Equity funds provided

Profit repatriated

loans provided

Dividends

Labor, material, and
other costs

variables on the decision criteria.

Royalties and fees

Transportation costs

make the variable estimation process as painless

Interest and loan repayments

Taxes paid on dividends, royalties, and
profits repatriated

7n possible, the user is given many alternatives

the fact that sensitivity analysis can be used to
determine the impact of changes in the input
In order to

as to the method of specifying inputs:

(1) he

can provide the pessimistic, optimistic, and most
Table 4 represents the new variables and
identities of importance here.

likely'estimates; (2) the parameters of well
known distributions (e.g., Binomial, Uniform,

Figure 2 pre-

sents the flowchart of the parent's analysis.

Normal, Beta, etc.) can be specified; (3) he can

The same outputs as before internal rate of re-

input any discrete distribution that he feels is

turn, net present value, and payback provide

appropriate; or (4) he can specify that the dis-

the criteria in the parent's evaluation of the

tribution is a composite of various distribu-

worth of the project.

tions.

The decision is made by

The user is asked to input parameters and

using a world-wide cost of capital and any addi-

distributions for as-many years in the future as

tional qualitative factors.

he feels confident of.

Mechanics of the Simulation

will incur only minor Changes over time, and the

As noted above, the simulation is designed-

However, same variables

distributions can be unchanged for several years.

to be flexible and complete yet not overdanand-

It is important to describe more precisely

ing on the user relative to necessary data in-

how the international aspect of the simulation is

puts.

handled.

However, it was-also pointed out that the

The risks of expropriation and war are

more precise the input specifications are, the

Obtained through a Monte Carlo determination.

more exact and helpful will be the results

When the simulation establishes that expropria-

generated by the simulation.

tion or war occurred, it determines, from the

Thus, balancing

these tradeoffs, the decision-maker is asked to

input distribution, the associated loss.

specify the various variables as accurately as

result is used to derive the terminal inflow as

he can for as many years in the future as possible.

It is realized,

This

a proportion of s:lvage value and the yearly

course, that the

cash inflow.
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TABLE 4
VARIABLES OF THE PARENT COMPANY SIMULATION MODEL

PARAMEIERS:
DET0

= The debt funds.cammitted to the project by the ?anent in year 0

EQY0

= The equity funds committed to the project by the parent in year 0

DIVt

= The dividend rate as a percent of earnings generated by the project in year t

REPt

= The percent of profits repatriated in year t

KP

= The parent company's cost of capital

EXOGENCOS VARIABLES:

Stochastic variables with known probability distributions:
FERt

= The Foreign Exchange Rate in year t

ROYt

= The amount of royalties and fees to be paid to the parent in year t

SAV

= The direct savings generated by the project in year t

t

LMC t

= The labor, material, and other costs paid by the parent for production of the product
by sub in year t

TRAN

= The transportation costs associated with importing the product in year t

P1TRt

= The weighted "international" tax rate on dividends, royalties and profits repatriated

PHTRt

= Parent home tax rate

INTt

= The interest payments received by the parent in year t

PRIN

= The principal payments received by the parent in year t

t

t

REQYt

= Equity .funds retired in year t

ENEOGENOUS VARIABLES:
PREV

t

= The before "international" tax total foreign revenue for the parent generated by
project in year t

PTC
t

= The total cost for the parent generated by project in year t

PTAXt

= The total tax paid by the parent in year t

P1TAX

= The amount of "international" tax paid by the parent

PBTAX

. The amount of home tax paid by the parent
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TABLE 4 - CCNTINUED

PNIATt = The parent's net income after all taxes
PNCIt

= The parent's net cash inflow in year t

PPAYB

= The parent's payback for simulation run m

PNPV M = The parent's net present value for simulation run m

PIRRm = The parent's internal rate of return for simulation run m

IDENTITIES:

PREVt

= (FEBt)[(DIVt + REPt) (NIATO + ROYt + mut]

PTCt

LMCt + TRANt

PITAXt = (PREVO (PITRO
PHTAXt = (SAVt - PTCO(PBTRO

PTAXt

= Prratt + purAxt

PNIATt = PREVt + SAVt - PTCt - PTAXt
PNCIt

= PNIATt + PRINt + REQYt

PPAY

= The period i such that (DEP0 + MY,) -

PNCIt = 0
t=0

PNPV

=

PNCIt

- (DEP0 + EQY0)

t=0 (1+KP)t

PIRRm = The discount rate r such that

PNCIt

t=0 (l+r)t
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- (DEM + EQY0) = 0

Figure 2
FLCTRZHIM OF PARENT OaMPANY SIMULATION
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between other interrelated variables.

Inflation is dealt with in two ways.

First, it can be taken into consideration in the

One final detail should be mentioned.

Be-

estimation of the exogenous variables by the

cause of the two stage analysis of the investment

user's specifying a different distribution for

proposals--first by the subsidiary and then by

each year of the anticipated useful life of the

the parent--two different costs of capital are

project.

used.

Second, the distribution can be shift-

The subsidiary uses its awn cost of capi-

ed to the right, every year, by the expected

tal in order to determine whether the investment

percent inflation which can be done for selling

is desirable fran its viewpoint, and if the pro-

price, variable cost, etc.

ject should be recommended to the parent for

If a single distri-

bution is specified for all periods, the infla-

acquisition.

tion factor is built into the simulation and

a world wide cost of capital figure which it con-

taken into consideration in the yearly revision

siders relevant (given the risk posture of the

of the distributions for the exogenous variables.

investment and the economic, social, and politi-

It is also important to outline that the

In a similar vein, the parent uses

cal factors present in the host country) to

model handles dependency among the random vari-

determine whether it should commit funds to the

ables.

project.

Some relationships can be easily taken

Such an approach gives a double, sane-

care of in the estimation of the different dis-

what independent, more stringent screening of

tributions.

proposals.

For example, a high rate of infla-

tion in a given year must be associated with

in order to be adopted by the multinational firm.

larger expected changes in foreign exchange

IV.

rates for that year, and the corresponding distributions must be so built.

They must survive both cut off points

VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE

MODEL'S OUTPUT
The simulation_not only permits managers to

However, sale

dependencies are contingent on the value of the

evaluate and compare the performance of differ-

random variables generated by the simulation

ent potential investments, but also presents an

and can only be handled by the model.

analytical approach to determine relationships

example will make things clearer.

An

among investment variables and international

It is rea-

sonable to assume that, generally, a high level

factors.

of fixed cost is associated with a lower variable cost per unit.

The main output consists-in the two pro--

files of Net Present Value (NW) and Internal

Consequently, the model

takes this fact into consideration and gener-

Rate of Return (IRR) for the parent company and

ates low values of variable cost whenever high

for the subsidiary.

fixed costs are selected from its distribution.

return to the parent is not the same as to the

The same type of treatment is established

subsidiary in the country of the investment.
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As explained previously, the

Figure 3

Probability
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Therefore, a double evaluation of each invest-

of the organizations (parent's managers and

ment is highly recommended, even in the case of

possible partners in the country of the invest-

a 100% financing by the parent.

ment) with their possibly different aspirations.

Figure 3 gives an example of the main output.

Therefore, an investment is worth having only if

Curve I represents the IRR profile for the

subsidiary whereas II is for the parent.

these two groups' criteria of acceptability are

As can

met.

be quickly noticed in this specific case, the

How are these profiles used?

As demon-

IRR for the parent is everywhere lower than the

strated by curve I of Figure 3, there is a 98%

subsidiary's IRR.

chance that an IRR > 6% can be obtained, a 90%

However, this need not al-

ways be the case (it would depend on'the influ-

chance of more than 10%, a 50% chance of more

ence of foreign exchange rates, tax differen-

than 15%, and a 10% chance of an IRR > 22%.

tials, etc.).

know that the investment will be worthwhile

The purpose of these two pro-

We

files is to make sure that the worthiness pf the

(from the point of view of the subsidiary) if

investment can be evaluated by all the groups

the IRR is at least equal to its cost of capital.
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If we assume a subsidiary's cost of capital of

provide valuable insights relative to the invest-

10%, the chance of having an IRR > 10% are 90

ment's overall attractiveness.

out of 100.

The decision makers will have to

PaybaCk criteria are also given as an out-

decide whether they are ready to take the risk

put of the model through the same type of pro-

implied:

files.

90 chances out of 100 of having a pro-

This ratio tells the decision maker the

fitable investment, but 10 out of 100 of losing

number of years required to recover the initial

money.

cash investment.

The same analysis needs to be done with

This method of investment

curve II from the point of view of the parent

evaluation should only be used as a secondary

Noe wish to remind the reader that the cost of

criterion, i.e., to differentiate between mutual-

capital for the parent and the subsidiary can

ly exclusive projects which have about the same

be different).

IRR or NW profiles.

The analysis of the output data is rendered

However, even if the pay-

badk criterion is not a measure of profitability

more sophisticated than merely evaluating the

(it does not take into account the cash flows

graphical output by the following elaborations.

after the payback period) it can be important

A statistical analysis subroutine using a

for international investments.

multiple ranking criteria discussed by Kleijnen,

shorter the payback period the smaller the risk

Naylor, and Seas (20) analyzes and determines

of loss due to expropriation, war, or unfavor-

the order of the project desirability and

able foreign exchange rate fluctuations.

whether statistically significant differences

fore, managers can consider this measure as an

exist among the ranked projects.

important aspect of the multinational investment

This analysis

is performed by each subsidiary and by the

There-

process.

parent for all projects considered by the multinational firm.

Indeed, the

Another significant benefit from the simula-

Such results are invaluable

tion approach is the sensitivity analysis that

where the firms are faced with capital ration-

can be performed.

ing and multiple, carpeting opportunities and

change the distribution of each variable one at

risks.

a time, and have a good understanding of the

In addition, because of the importance of

Indeed, decision makers can

importance each variable has on the value of the

extremes, the simulation could be rerun at least

investment.

two other times to evaluate the impact of all

of the relationships among variables and their

the inputs having very optimistic distributions

impact on the decision process.

and very pessimistic ones.

is extremely valuable especially for the evalua-

Thus, each invest-

It allows an increased comprehension

This information

rent would have three profiles for each of the

tion of the international variables, particularly

criteria.

for foreign exchange rates which are difficult

This rore ua.vlete information can
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enough to forecast.

If, for example, the final
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Chairman:

Tutorial 2: GASP PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES
A. Alan B. Pritsker, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana

GASP II consists' of a set of FORTRAN subprograms organized to assist the systems analyst in performing simulation studies. GASP II formalizes an approach to simulation by specifying common
elements of simulation studies and providing subprograms for performing those simulation tasks
that are independent of a particular problem. In this tutorial, the structure and subprograms of
GASP II will be presented. Examples of the use of GASP II will be presented, which will include
the programming required, the input data formats and the resulting summary reports. An introduction to GASP IV, a combined discrete/continuous simulation language will be presented.

Ttitorial 3:
Chairman:

SIMULATION OF ECONOMETRIC MODELS

B. F. Roberts, University of California

The purposes of this tutorial are to present some fundamental properties of econometric model
structures relevant to effective understanding of simulation procedures, and to describe the use
of simulation software for analysis and forecasting.
The fundamental concepts of model specification are developed formally to provide a logical foundation for model construction and simulation procedures. The concepts of integrated and causal
structures, reduced and final forms are examined and related to issues of: empirical identificatio
and statistical estimation; interpretation; and computation. Procedures for decomposition of
causal systems into ordered subsets of equations are outlined. The formal analysis is supplemented
with specific examples.

The dynamic simulation capabilities of several available simulation software systems are described
in general terms and specific procedures for loading and simulating econometric models with the
California Economic Forecasting Project/Interactive Model Simulator (CEFP/IMS) system are given.
Procedures for generation of'dynamic multipliers, incorporation of judgment in forecasting and
forecast error analyses are discussed. The session is concluded with an on-line demonstration
of the CEFP/IMS.
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Chairman:

Session 10: Transportation Models
Richard de Neufville, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The four papers in this session cover a wide range of transportation uses and problem areas.
Thus, they are representative of simulation activity in the field of transportation, the potential
of simulation in both large scale and small scale problems, and the application
pplication of different simulation languages.

Papers

"Simulation Analysis of Marine Terminal Investments"
David W. Graff, Esso Mathematics & Systems, Inc.

"Simulation in the Design of Unit Carrier Materials Handling Systems"
W. Wayne Siesennop, University of Wisconsin,
Fritz Callies, Rex Chainbelt, Inc., Neil S.Campbell, A. 0. Smith Company
"A Generalized Model for Simulating Commodity Movements by Ship"
John C. Rea, Pennsylvania State University,
David C. Nowadling, University of Tennessee and

Philip W. Buckholts, R. Shriver Associates
"Simulation of Garland, Texas Vehicular Traffic Using
Current and Computed Optical Traffic Settings"
Frank P. Testa and Mark Handelman, IBM Corporation

4
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF MARINE TERMINAL INVESTMENTS

David W. Graff
Esso Mathematics & Systems Inc.
Florham Park, New Jersey

Abstract

A common problem in the oil industry is the optimization of terminal
facilities to minimize delays in servicing incoming tankers.

In Exxon

Corporation, simulation has been successfully applied to marine terminal
studies since the early nineteen sixties.

The development of a general

model in 1967 contributed to.wider use of marine terminal simulation
throughout the company.

This paper discusses the marine terminal

investment problem, the basic technical features of this model, and a
typical application of the model.

I. THE MARINE TERMINAL INVESTMENT PROBLEM
The oil tanker is a fundamental means of
transportation in the petroleum industry.

capacity is lost to the transportation system.

It

Accordingly, additional tankers must be brought

follows that marine terminals, where tankers can

or chartered to compensate for such delays.

be loaded or unloaded, are fundamental to a

planning facilities for a marine transportation

transportation system based on tankers.

system, it is necessary to estimate and plan for

A

In

refinery marine terminal is illustrated in

the time lost to port delays -- as well as to

Figure 1.

eliminate as much of these delays as is economi-

The ability of an oil company to

utilize its tanker fleet is dependent upon that
firm's configuration of marine terminals.

cal.

Any-

This problem may fall to the manager

time that,a tanker is delayed in port, its

responsible for the overall transportation system
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FIGURE 1
A REFINERY MARINE TERMINAL
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or to the manager of a particular terminal in
the system.

effectively by implementing some combination of

Several Unds of investments can

affect the service of a marine terminal.

the above alternatives.

An

The evaluation of these alternatives is

increase in the size or number of tanks can

quite complex.

reduce delays due to insufficient available
capacity to unload the ship.

Additional berths

of operation.

Furthermore, ships arrive with

varying degrees of randomness, and service time

On the other hand, one might achieve the

is highly dependent upon the status of the system

same results by increasing the flexibility of
one or more existing berths.

One must analyze the effect of

different terminal facilities under various modes

can permit the servicing of more ships at one
time.

..,...

at the time of arrival.

In addition, it

If ships arrived in

regular intervals, then the system could safely

is possible that improvements can be affected

be designed to process the average number of

by changing certain operating procedures, such

ships in port.

as the rules for assigning ships to berths.

Generally, however, the ship

arrivals are "bunched", and the number of ships

More often than not, delays can be reduced most

in port at
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am

point, in time may be several times

the average.

The effect of bunched ships

studies, it is possible to analyze the impact of

competing for the same facilities can often be

changes in facilities or operating procedures.

the most important factor in ship processing

Simulation can represent irregular and uncertain

time, and this factor cannot be evaluated using

phenomena in the system.

average value analysis.

case studies may be used to measure the sensitivity

Furthermore, additional

of the system to changes in the projected operat-

Proper analysis must take into account the
complexities of current operations, but it must

ing environment, includin6 such factors as demand,

also anticipate the changes which will influence

weather, and unscheduled maintenance.

L).

their operation in the futures.

As in any

Any marine terminal simulation model -.dst

industry, factors such as processing volumes

realistically approximate two complex phenomena

are bound to change.

-- the arrival of ships and the servicing of

In addition, hoi

Jr, the

oil industry is in the midst of altering the

these ships once they are in port.

entire complexion of its marine transportation.

simulate the arrival of ships, one must account

For instance, many of the new tankers are

for the influence of variability in the ship

extremely large.

arrival patterns.

These ships bring more cargo

into port at one time.

They may take up more

than one berth at a terminal.

In order to

The servicing of ships is

best simulated by a detailed representation of

Voyages of these

the actual decision process which governs the

tankers are often restricted to specific routes,

operation of the terminal.

with smaller tankers transhipping cargo from

This kind of model requires a detailed set
large terminals to smaller terminals.

New modes

of input, describing vessel characteristics,

of operation are evolving in order to deal with
the interaction of these new factors.

product and crude demands, berth capacities and

As a
flexibilities, environmental conditions (such as

result of all this change, it has become

weather and tides), and operating rules (governincreasingly difficult to draw conclusions from
ing berth and ship assignment).

The output

intuition and past experience.
reports from a case e:an include both summary and

II. SIMULATION AS A TOOL FOR ANALYSIS

detailed information on delays and inventory
levels.

It should be evident that simulation is

cost associated with the delays.

particultrly appropriate for analyzing the
operations of a marine terminal.

In addition, the model can calculate the

Simulation has

Delay costs are derived from the cost of

the flexibility to study this complex situation

chartering lost tanker capacity at projected

without imposing unreasonable simplifications

market rates.

on the problem statement.

terminal manager must evaluate any proposed

By the use of case
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As in any investaent study, the

investments against the related savings in pro-

time, however, is subject to variation by

jected costs.

inputting either a histogram or a standard

III. DESCRIPTION OF A GENERAL
MARINE TERMINAL SIMULATION MODEL

deviation to the normal distribution:

2.

If storms can close all or part of a

In the early nineteen sixties several

terminal, the model will generate a pattern
models were successfully developed and applied
of storms of length and severity correspondto marine terminals in such places as Italy and
ing to the input provided by- the user.
Libya.

Although each application more than paid

3. As each vessel arrives at the terminal, it
for itself, steps were taken to reduce the time
is placed in the queue.

The queue is

and money required to complete a particular

ordered on a first - cow, first - served
simulatton study.

basis, unless the user has elected a
Accordingly in 1967, a general model was
special priority basis.

The special

developed with the specific desi%n feature that
priority option groups the'vessels accordit be easily tailored to most refinery marine
ing to priority class, then according to
terminals in the Exxon Corporation circuit.
size within each priority class.
Existing technology was consolidated in this one
4. The complex berthing rules are summarized

model, and improvements in technology since then
as follows:

have also been incorporated in the model.

a. The berths are examined in preferential
The model will be described from two
order, which is generally from least to
points of view: the problem characteristics
most flexible.

If a berth is free, and

modeled, and additional technical features of
if weather permits, each ship in the
the program.

queue is examined in turn until a match
A. Problem Features
is obtained.

1. Tanker arrivals at the terminal reflect a

b. The berth must be able to handle the
mix of planning and variability.

The

size and cargo of the ship under considtotal number of ar 'orals each year is kept

eration, and the lines required to load
consistent with the tot ' amount of crude
or unload the ship must be available at
or finished product processed during the
the berth.
year.

The planned arrival time for each
c. If the ship is tu-unioad-cargo, the ship

tanker is ideal from an inventory control
standpoint, which reflects the actual

will not be berthed until there is

tanker scheduling procedures.

enough space in tke tanks to accept the

That arrival

ship's entire contents?
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d. A berth might be "res.erved" for an

incoming large tanker.

The model,makes no attempt to relate crude

This would

operations to product operations, or for

prevent a smaller ship from berthing if

that matter to relate the operations of

that would delay the large tanker.

different products to those of each other.

5. A ship which has qualified for berthing will

To do so would require modeling the detail-

go through the time delay required to

ed refinery operations, which is beyond

maneuver into the berth

the scope of this model.

await line

assignment, to complete the loading or
unloading of its cargo, to release its

Nut

lines, and to maneuver out of the berth.
These components of port time are constant,

TI. Taales I. Berth 2 UssYs TI. Coulty 015.063.
Be
I Is lI Alketed.

provided facilities are available.

6. If the assignment of a particular ship to
a particular berth should interfere with

the capacity of a nearby berth, the
capacity of the nearby berth will be
adjusted during the time that the first
berth is so occupied.

This phenomenon is

B. Additional Technical Features

illustrated in Figure 2, where the large

ship in Berth 2 limits the size of the

This section describes certain technical

ship which can go to Berth 3.

features not specifically related to the problem
structure of the model.

7. Crude inventories can be drawn down on a
continuous basis.

In the case of crude

1. The model is coded in highly modular

runouts, the crude drawdown rate is later

fashion.

increased until the loss is-made up.

location, output in another.

Some tanks may bro. 'estricted to holding

separate routine for each operation in the

one crude only, whereas others may be

simulator (suCh as queuing, line connection,

available for use by several crudes.

and berth dupartures).

8. Produce inventories are monitored.

Input operations are in one
There is a

Consequently, it

is very easy to isolate those portions of

It is

the program which require alteration in a

assumed that products are produced at a

'particular study.

constant rate, while export or import
operations are carried out by the vessels.
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2. The model is programmed in FORTRAN.

The new method is also more amenable to

FORTRAN was selected because of its

the use of remote teletype or cathode ray

computing speed, its wide use throughout

tube terminals.

the Exxon Corporation affiliates, and

5. The model tailors the dimensions of nearly
because it lends itself very well to a

all vectors and arrays to meet the specihighly modular structure.
fications of each case.

3. The model contains an option to generate

This recent

feature has eliminated the substantial

random numbers for ship arrivals and

re-dimensioning (and accompanied debugging)

storm statistics using a "variance

that used to be a part of every study.

reduction" procedure known as "random

has also eliminated the wasteful tendency

sequence sampling".

to over-estimate array size in order to

The procedure

selects without replacement from a pre-

It

avoid later redimensioning.

designated set of numbers, but in random
In the future, additional features will
order.

The mean of resulting statistics

be added according to the two processes which
(e.g., delays, turnaround time) is

have brought about modificatit_s and extension'

unaffected, but the variance is substantially reduced.

to date: technological advances and refinements

In most cases, the mean

developed for particular studies.

of a statistic is the measure desired,
IV. A CASE STUDY EKAMPLE
and equilibrium conditions can be reached
much sooner usin

This section makes use of an example to

this option, which

outline the steps essential to virtually any

thereby reduces computer time per case.

application of the general marine terminal
.4. The model accepts inpi

data in "free
simulation model.

form".

This particular example is

This means that data is identified

based on an actual study, done for one of the
by the use of keywords, rather than by

Exxon Corporation refineries in the summer of
card number or card column.

As an example,
1971.

PRTANKERS BOUNTY SIZE 80 NUMPRODUCTS 2
would be interpreter' to indicate that the

A. Study Objectives and Manning Requirements

product tanker BOUNTY has a draft size of

The specific objective of the study was

80 and carries 2 products.

This input

to evaluate alternative proposals for pier

system was included in 1971, and since

expansion and also for additional crude oil

then it has proven far more viable than

storage tanks.

the former system based on card columns.

provide the refinery staff with a model that
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A breme. objective was,to

could be used for similar studies at any future

in port, together with a breakdown on the

date.

various sources of ship delay.

Accordingly, the study was manned jointly

by refinery personnel familiar with computer
Characteristic of other applications of

programming and by a member of the centre/ OR
this model, some aspects of this specific
group.

The refinery personnel provided the
terminal's operation had not been anticipated

expertise in the local terminal operations, and
in the model's design.

Accordingly, portions of

the OR man provided the expertise in the general
the logic had to be changed to complete the
model.

By the end of the study, the refinery
representation of the terminal.

It was here

staff was completely capable of using the
that the modularity of the model proved
adapted model without further outside assistance.
especially useful.

B. Modeling Considerations

Because of the ease of

changing one portion of the model without

affecting others, substantial logic changes were

One of the first activities in setting up
a study schedule was the description of the

incorporated by altering about 300 out of 7500

physical problem in modeling terms.

source statements in 12 of 51 subroutines.

This

The

description could then be compared to the

major changes are summarized here to illustrate

features of the existing model in 'order to

the kinds of factors that hinder complete
.

identify the modifications required to represent
the refinery's terminal operations.

generality in this type of model.

1. Transshipment vessels discharged one grade

of crude oil and picked up another grade

The basic problem structure was wellsuited to the application of the model.

for delivery at another terminal.

Vessels

This

arrived at the terminal, based on an ideal

required coordinated scheduling between

inventory control strategy, but subject to

all vessels for the two crudes.

random variations.

the vessels for each crude would be

Upon arrival, a vessel

would be berthed immediately, provided sufficient
empty storage existed to receive the ship's

Normally,

scheduled independently.

2. A scheduled maintenance period closed the

entire cargo, and provided there were an empty

terminal for twelve hours each week.

berth equipped to receive the ship.

Otherwise,

This scheduled closure could occur only

the ship would be placedin a queue until those

after all berths were empty, and conse-

conditions were met.

quently it imposed a restriction against

In addition, subsequent

arrivals of higher-priority vessels could

berthing a ship too soon before maintenance

further delay the

began.

rvicing of a ship.

Records

were kept on each snip's total turnaround time
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3. The queuing rules were mots complex than

once the arrival patterns had been validated,

those originally programmed, in that they

the model was also able to produce realistic

allowed for increasing a vessel's priority

operational statistics for berth occupancy,

if it had been delayed beyond a specified

delays, and maintenance.

period.

In addition to validating the model against
4. The interaction of berth capacities (as

past performance, it was necessary to determine

illustrated in Figure 2) was also more

the length of simulated time required to achieve

complex than in previous applications of

equilibrium.

the model.

the results of a particular case run several

Several berths were so close

This was established by comparing

together that the berthing of a large

times using ship arrival patterns generated from

tanker in.one of them restricted the

different sequences of random numbers.

capacities of the rest of them.

instance, the results become stabia after four
years of simulated time.

C. Validation of the Revised Model

In thin

This required approxi-

mately seven minutes of 360/65 CPU time per
At the same time that the modeling changes
case.

were -_.ng specified and coded, data was being
prepared for a validation case, taken from the
refinery's 1969 records.
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HISTORICAL AND SIMULATED INTERARRIVAL DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR CRUDE A TANKERS

Validation of the

model consisted of checking model performance
50

against actual results, and also of establishing
H, AO

how long the model should be run to represent
system performance.

a

Both facets of validation

a 30
0

were preret;uisites to using the model for case
20

studies of future performance.

a
.I0

The most time-consuming part of validation
consisted of comparing moslel statistics with

historical results.

OATS BETWEEN ARRIVALS

As a first step, the model

demonstrated that it could generate vessel
arrival patterns representative of those during
D. Case Studies
the 1969 test period.

Figure 3 shows one
Case studies and analyses were completed

comparison between the historical distribUtion
following the validation of the model.

Figure 4

of interarrival times and the corresponding

illustrates one set of relationships established
distribution generated by the model.

Secondly,
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by running case studies with the model.

This

support was necessary either to run additional

particular graph relates the volume of crude

cases or even to modify the model if the need

processed per year (which dictates the volume

arose.

of ship traffic) to the expected time spent
V. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
waiting for berths.

Curves have been piottez!

For the past decade, simulation has proven
for configuijations of two and three berths.

to be an effective tool for the study of marine
The decision to build the third berth would,
terminal facilities.

The general model has

of course, be justified when the volume reached
provided numerous studies with a framework for
a level such that the (time-adjusted) difference
problem identification, solution, and analysis.
in delay costs exceeded the investment outlay.

There is every expectation that marine terminal
Case studies would also be used to derive
simulation will continue to be a widely accepted
similar relationships for crude storage tanks

technique throughout the affiliates of Exxon
or other terminal facilities.
Corporation.

EFFECT OF REFINERY VOLUME ON BERTH DELAYS

VOLUME OF CRUDE PROCESSED PER YEAR

E. Study Duration

Model re-design, revision, validation,
and the running of initial cases were carried
out in nine weeks.

At-the end of that time,

the development was complete, and the refinery

staff were completely indoctrinated in the
applic-*ion of the model.

No further outside
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ABSTRACT
Unit carriers are used in satisfying many current materials handling needs.
using this kind of car-on-track hardware can be extensive and complex.

A system

This paper

discusses the values and benefits of simulation as applied to the design of such a
track system.

The design of the automatic baggage handling system for the Seattle-

Tacoma International Airport is used as an example of such a unit carrier system.

Design

requirements include input rates of baggage loading stations and car destination
patterns over a relatively fixed system geometry.

A simulation model is used to evaluate

overall performance including empty car availability and minimized network flow.
Design of the trackage controls as well as tuning of the entire baggage handling
system are aided by use of the model.

The results show that simulation is a highly-

cost-effective tool for this problem.

INTRODUCTION:

A unit carrier is defined as

handling equipment interfaces with the standar-

a vehicle used to transport one or, more items

dized carrier rather than with the item carried.

to a certain destination.

This is in contrast to conventional materials

In warehouses de-

signed for automated order picking, unit carriers

handling hardware where each item moves along a

are loaded with several items and deliver these

conveyor system with its pssition fixed with

to a specific control point.

respect to other objects.

In institutions

The items interface

and post office factories individual carriers

directly with the conveyor belt chain or rollers

or trays are used in a similar manner.

and with any control or processing equipment of

Another

common example is a passenger elevator.

In a

the conveyor system.

unit carrier system these discrete, individual

Unit carriers are particularly useful when

vehicles carry an item or items along fixed

the items are fragile or of nonuniform size or,

routes, each relatively independent of the

in general, when they are difficult to handle by

other vehicles in the system.

conventional conveyor methods.

In the case of the unit carrier, all

Because positive

control as well as ability to remember are
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features of the unit carrier design, items can

troublesome.

be processed at greater rates and with more

tion have come the problems of handling larger

reliability and safety than items on a conveyor

quantities of baggage which must be moved quickly

With this added traffic and conges-

and carefully in ever-increasing volumes, while
Accompanying the advantages of unit carriers

minimizing damage, pilferage, or mis-direction.

however, are the problems associated with the

Currently, most airport terminals handle

dramatic increase in the level of complexity

baggage by means of well-designed conveyor sys-

and sophistication required.

tems and ramp vehicles.

Unlike a contin-

But for a growing number

uous processing system, the typical unit carrier

of airports, particularly those of medium and

system contains a large number of relatively

large size, these are no longer adequate.

independent containers traveling to different

carrier syste-

destinations through a network containing branch

capacity and high-quality solution to these

points and merge points.

baggage handling problems.

The unit carrier system

Unit

provide a highly flexible, high-

Several companies

requires a supply of available carriers at

now produce such carrier systems for this baggage

the origin, and a place to store the carriers not

handling market (2)

in use.

In order to design such a system, the

(3).

The new Ground Transport Express (GTX) sys-

control logic must allocate carriers to differ-

tem at the expanding Scattla-Tacoma International

ent areas within the network.

Airport involves over ',,000 four-wheeled carriers

The result is a

complex track network requiring considerably

(Fig. 1) operating on an extensive network of

more sophisticated design techniques than those

20,000 feet of track and serving some 3500 peak

required for conventional conveyor systems.

hour 1,..'sengers .(Fig. 2).

This paper concerns the use of simulation

The track network,

which has 80 switch and merge points, connects

in the design of a unit carrier baggage handling

all of the airlines, including two satellite

system for the Seattle-Tacoma International

terminals and four parking lot check-in stations,

Airport (1).

into one unifidd system.

This baggage syrite7. presents pro-

blems which are common to many unit carrier

It facilitates check-

in and interairline transfers.

materials handling system applications.

A typical GTX carrier trip ii,represented

SEA-TAC BAGGAGE HANDLING SYSTEM - Airport

schematically in Figure 3.

A carrier moves to

congestion, due to increasing air travel and

a loading position from an adjoining storage line.

larger aircraft, is becoming increasingly

It is loaded with luggage and coded for the pro-

familiar.

per destination.

Aircraft congestion slows arrivals

and departui

ted parkin

Automobile congestion and limi-

The carrier then moves through

the complex track network to the proper dump

.ilities are increasingly

station.
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After discharging the baggage, the

empty carrier seeks the nearest available

magnetic sensors located at decision points along

storage

the guideway (5).

In th, sea -Tac

system, baggage enters

These sensors interrogate a

memory, fixed to each car, which carries a binary

the system at passenger check-in countersin

code indicating the empty or full condition of

the main terminal and in the parking lot.

the car and its destination.

It

This code is entered

proceeds by carrier to different luggage sort-

at the loading point.

ing areas where the baggage handling system

ory is changed to indicate an empty carrier.

automatically sorts it by airline or, in some
cases, by flight number.

After discharge, the mem-

The system, then, must manage a large

The baggage is then

number of independently programmed carriers

transported by ramp vehicle to the airplanes.

operating simultaneously, traveling from a large

Inter-and intra-airline luggages is also handled

number of origins to a large number of destina-

by the GTX system, although at Sea-Tac, de-

tions on a network of track which is constrained

planing luggage is sent by conventional methods

both by cost and by the existing physical track

to the baggage claim area.

configuration environment.

The unit carrier in the GTX system is a

The system must

operate efficiently under all circumstances and,

185 lb. car with a V-shaped pocket formed in

in fact, its primary justification is its lower

the body to provide a secure holding place for

per-unit cost at both low and high activity levels.

almost any size and shape of passenger luggage
(Fig. 1).

SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS - An acceptable

Motive power is supplied to the car`

system must be designed to at least meet the

by means of a friction drive mechanism built

customer's specifications.

into the track.

movement at the Sea-Tac Internationo

A probe

on the carrier allows

it to switch from one track to another upon
command.

Regarding baggage
Airport,

two major flow characteristics were specified:

The detailed physical characteristics

1.

Travel Time - this is a measure of the

of the hardware of the carrier system for the

maximum amount of time required for a

Sea-Tac Airport are described in (4).

bag to travel to its destination in

Specialized equipment allows cars on

the system.

secondary lines to merge into traffic on a
. primary line.

This'includes the time

needed for an empty carrier to travel

Inclines, declines, and ver-

to the check-in station, to be loaded,
CA,

tical lifts allow for necessary changes in elevation.

and to travel through the system.

The Carrier is capable of dynamically

2.

Peak Network Flow Rate - this rate

discharging its baggage onto a stationary slide

specifies the number of bags per minute

or moving belt collection system.

that each originating station may send

Carrier traffic is controlled by means of

to each destination under peak conditions.
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These two criteria, in turn, imply other
constraints on the operation of the system.

carriers in the system, the physical track conFor

figuration, or other aspects of the system.

example, the ability to handle a certain peak

lilt:

Analysis and design problem is to relate the LA^

number of bags per minute from a certain facility

asure of performance, such as the availability

implies that there must always be an adequate

of empty carriers in a particular area,

supply of available carriers at that facility.

system design parameter such as the total number

The maximum travel times from point to point

of carriers in the system, in order to allow the

to a

imply that the traffic densities at peak con-

designer to appreciate the effects of design

ditions must not be so large as to prevent the

changes on performance.

merging of traffic at critical points in the network.

The design of a dynamic system typically

The restriction on traffic densities at

has two major phases.

certain points implies that unnecessary movement

The first phase is a

static or steady-state phase; it essentially

of empty carriers should be minimized to speed

asked what the maximum loading conditions are

the flow of the full carriers through the net-

like, on average, add uses this average loading

work.

to produce a preliminary design.

Any unit carrier system can be designed

use the conventional methods of analysis much

with enough redundancy to insure its satisfactory performance under any circumstances.
cost of redundancy, however, is high.

This phase can

like those used in balancing assembly lines.

The

Assuming that the system must be able to operate

It may

at steady -sta

,3t some maximum rate, the ca-

I

mean extra elevators, fork trucks, or in the GTX
system, carriers and track.

pacities of each part of the system can be

The problem, then,

is to produce a system which will meet a spe-

determined from these input rates.
.

cified set of performance criteria under anti-

cars in equals

cars out.

,

cipated operating conditions with a minimum of

In the-past, this static analysis has been

redundancy, excess capacity, and unnecessary

sufficient for many systems.

activity.

Tuning of the

system was done by adjusting either the real

The design problem involv s finding a way

system after it was built or an actual physical

to relate the system's measures of effectiveness

model.

to Lhe system's design parameters to allow

This tuning corresponds to the second

major phase of systems analysis and design.

meaningful cost-benefit trade-offs to be
examined.

really, a mass-flow analysis:

This is

Using

the preliminary design, the second phase inves-

For example, a lack of empty carriers

tigates system response to dynamic loading con-

available at a specific loading area may be due

ditions.

to the system logic, the total number of

This dynamic analysis deals with the
i
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system response to such factors as random ele-

may lead to a system in which each component is

ments in the loading, system start-up, system

designed independently.

shut-down, or a net crossflow of carriers in

component design and poor system design.

the system.

timizing subsystems does not necessarily optimize

The random nature of arrivals to

to the airport may'for short periods transform

Op-

the total system.

a low average demand rate per hour to a demand
well in excess of the design criteria.

This can result in good

To cope with such large system problems,

Rapid

computer simulation is regarded as the most cost-

start-up may cause temporary shortages of empty

effective tool.

cars.

Certain random loading conditions may

model allows the designer to gain experience with

produce an unbalanced cross-flow of carriers

the system as the system design and model evolve.

in the system.

He then has a clearer understanding of system per-

This can result in shortages of

Use of e computer simulation

empty carriers if the control logic does not

formance relationships while the design process is

respond adequately to compensate for this flow

still going on.

condition.

derstanding of the significance of different

Several of these conditions may

measures of effectiveness can guide the progress

occur at once, compounding the problem.

of the design by providing fast, efficient feed-

More than the conventional static design

back as changes in the system are made.

tools are required to intelligently design for
this kind of system loading.
tinuo.,

In this way the designer's un-

The usual con-

A simulation analysis usually has credibility

nodeling techniques used in many en-

not only with the designers, but also with manage-

gineering control system design applications

ment and decision makers.

do not allow for probabilistic inputs.

shown what the computer is doing at each stage of

Queueing

The manager can be

models allow for certain kinds of random ele-

the process, and the manager can verify that the

ments in the system but become unmanageable for

computer model does represent the process being

large systems.

modeled.

In addition, the queueing theory

The model can be coded in as much detail

assumptions often become unrealistic and con-

ea is necessary to reflect the real system, with-

fining for such problems, and formulation of

out worrying about fitting the constraints of

queueing model segments require data which are

particular theoretical model.

not always readily available.

.approach allows examination of the effects of many

Use of analyt

.

different and unusual loadings.

odels requires that the

a

The simulation

Control parameters

problem be divided into small components which

and alternative configurations are readily changed.

can be dealt with and for which clear relation-

System design then becozes an iterative process with

ships among design variables can be defined.

the model builder searching for the best solution

.

Analysis relying entirely on these small units

in terms of his evolving understanding of the pro-
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blem at hand.
velopment and design.

SIMULATION PROJECT PLANNING AND

MANAGMENT :

Based on a preliminary examination of the

With an iterative design process

project as a whole, a specified task, a specific

for a large system, project planning and management are critical factors.

completion date, and limited resources were

A lack of _areful

ri':sigred to the effort.

The project design was

planning and management can allow project costs

thus controlled by both available resource inputs

to become greater than necessary without signi-

and the required outputs.

ficantly improving the results.

The tendency

The next step in the planning process was

to include more detail than necessary can in-

to allocate the available resources to produce

crease data collection, model development,
running, and data analysis costs.

the desired results.

A model stru-

The demands to be placed on

the model and the inputs to the model were defined.

cture which does not take advantage of system

How the model would be used and what kinds of ex-

modularity can result in higher development,

periments would be run were important design con-

testing, validation, and running costs.

siderations.

Poor

The resulting design stressed sim-

choice of a simulation language can result in

plicity of output and modeling, modular design,

higher model development costs or running costs.

and testing of modules prior to assembli of the

With these problems in mind, the GTX model was

total podel.

carefully planned and budgeted.

was a project plan with milestoties and rei.iew

For the Sea-Tac System, the possible pro-

points.

ject conclusions included the following:
1.

3.

4.

These were important factors in the

economic as well as design success of the project.

Confirming that the original system

ACTUAL MODEL - Having analyzed the problem

design was satisfactory
2.

Associated with the 'modular design

and established the project budget, completion

Revealing that the original design,

time and environment in which the model was to

or portions of it, was unworkable

operate, the final level to consider was the model

Discovering control lOgic changes and

itself.

additions which would improve system

model rAnnitj is the choice of a simulation lang-

performance

uage..

One of the most important aspects of any

The language chosen for modeltng the baggage

Finding ways of cutting costs without

handling system was General Purpose Simulation

impairing system performance

System (GPSS).

Each of these outcomes was valuable, ar/
each was present in some degree.

The combined

This choice was made in order to

reduce model developtunt time at the expense of
somewhat longer running times aed larger core

value of these results was the value that was

requirements.

relevant to the development of the project de-

velopment would be the most expensive and time=
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It was anticipated that model de-

consuming portion of the project.

With discrete

With this planning completed, the actual

carriers flowing through a network of tracks, this

coding began.

system was a good application for CPSS, which is

contained about 1500 GPSS statements, was de-

oriented toward flaw type systems.

veloped in an elapsed time of two months, and

For this baggage handling system, the

The Sea-Tac

system model, which

represented about a three man-month effort.

This

system geometry was fixed (Fig. 2) before the

included time required to plan the project, collect

simulation was initiated.

data, be'ld and test the modules of the system,

The total baggage

handling system network, consisting of about

and asemble the complete model.

four miles of guideway, was divided into five

was spent in an iterative process revising both

subsections.

system and model logic to achieve a reasonably

Each section was programmed, de-

Then one month

bugged, and tested independently and then the

satisfactory level of operation.

segments, which

the simulation could be considered a finished

too highly interactive to

At this point

give meaningful results independently, were

tool representing, an operable system.

joined into one total system.

This modular con-

additional five months were then spent using this

struction minimized the cost, time, and ccmputer

tool to develop and refine the logic of empty car

charges required for model programming, tenting,

control, to evaluate the effects of specific con-

and debugging.

trolharati'are,

The design choices were assumed fixed for

areas.

An

and to work out solutions to problem

Working with the simulation was a great

such design parameters, as number of carriers in

aid to imaginative innovations; however, the

the system, line speeds, and storage bank capa-

project time and budget constraints regulated the

bilities.

degree to which these could be pursued.

The latter was largely Influenced by

architectural and constructural considerations.

The simelatior, modni, once constructed, was

Therefore, the model was not organized for easy

used to understand the system by asking "what if"

alkua,cion of these parameters.

questious.

Speeds and distances were converted to
delay-times for each piece of ec

Using different rates of baggage

arrivals tt different parts of the network, the

(lifts,

response of the system was carefully monitored.

inclines, turLtables, lines, etc.) involved in

The number of cars in each section was monitored,

the system.

as was the rate of flow oSc traffic at critical

These were grouped into about 140

line segments, each with the appropriate transit

points, the availability.of empty carriers, and

time (Fig. 4).

the cross-traffic from otie section to the other.

Attempts to model randomness in

these transit times were a refinement deemed

The system was examined during system startup in

unnecessary and one that would complicate

the morning, peak operating levels during the

debugging and checkiNs of the simulation output.

day, and as the system activity decreased later in
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the evening.

Arrival rates were changed at

from outside the system.

The results of the simllation are no pore

different sections of the system to test the

ability of the system to respond to uneven loading
in various parts of the network.

accurate than the inputs to the simulation.

There-

fore data must be gathered or generated with

Each of these

In the case of the Sea-Tac simulation,

experiments served to provide a deeper under-

great care.

standing of the system's performance, and point

a complete engineering study was conducted prior

1

to the simulation (7).

out critical areas in the system.
Some of the relatively fixed design features

were changed as the simulation pointed out

were derived from that report and from the customer specifications.

problem areas which needed to be corrected.

Baggage input spectrums

Figure 5 is an example of

the magnitude and distributibn of total airport

In

most cases where changes were originally anti-

baggage arrivals used for input data in the

cipated, the input was programmed for easy

computer simulated system.

changes.

With clear measures of cost effectiveness

Control logic at each switch was re-

presented by a predefined true-false Boolean

available, the required level of detail in the

variable, a set of logical conditions

system was initially established.

which,

More detail

when satisfied, cause the carrier to switch.

was added later in the project, but only after it

These Boolean variables evaluated such things

became clear that the added detail would have

as whether the carrier was loaded and, if so,

a significant effect on the system performance

its destination.

at key points in the network.

For an empty carrier, the

For example, it

levels of relative need in various storages

was initially decided that all merges would be

would influence its path.

simulated as working without physical constraints.
When a. AS were detected where rates were exceeding

The generators which created GPSS transactions to represent the arrival of baggage were

equipment capabilities, merge suppression was

controlled by values which could be initialized

modeled.

or changed at any predetermined time in the

points, however, significant costs were avoided

course of a simulation run to reflect various

without jeopardizing the project results.

system loadings.

By adding this detail only at key

MACRO SUBROUTINE EXAMPLES - Exploiting pro-

Destination of the carrier

fro= various input locations was controlled by

gram modularity through the use of GPSS U*CROS,

random number generators which would produce

or subroutines, further reduced-codint

distributions to match predetermined but easily

bugging tine and expense.

changed functions.

ad de-

Macros used in the

system simulation were designed to standardize

Thus the system was repre-

sented by a mathematical model including both

and document the modeling of similar physical

the internal system logic and the inputs arriving

situations, and provide the basic framewor.k around

ubich the rest of the system model was built.
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The proposed system of releasing empty cars

enters the ADVANCE block -There it spends the

from storage banks was modeled in a macro;

loading time E (typically 3.7 seconds for a station

eventually several different macros were used to

rate of 17 cars/min.).

represent the different methods of ordering cars.

has elapsed, the transaction enters a TEST block

Macros were also programmed for each kind of

and tests whether or not there are empty cars

station, carrier storage queue, and other

waiting to be loaded and bags waiting in the

facilities which occurred at several points in

queue.

the network, as well as for various initiation

into the second UNLINK black and releases one

routines.

empty car from the storage bank H.

These macros were then called at the

appropriate point in the program.

A discussion

If this

When the loading time

s true, the transaction .....oves

If there are

no hLgs waiting to be loaded, or no empty cars

of one of these macros follows, to illustrate

available to be sent out, the transaction goes

this capability.

to the RELEASE block G.

The Load Macro (1.1z. 6) describes a portion

facility A, an-dhe transaction representing the

or the system where bags are loaded into carriers.

This simplified diagram, in which each symbol

full car leaves the loading area.

OUTPUTS IN RELATION TO GTX SYSTEM DESIGN

represents one GPSS statment, illustrates the

-

The philosophy of adding details only where

one-to-one relationship between GPSS statements
and system logic.

It leaves the loading

required was followed in specifying simulation

The macro models the process

out,lut.

Initially tb-

y output was the standard

of loading empty cars and initiating calls for

GPSS statistics.

additional cars to be released for loading if

and verified, it furnished a broad overview of

there are both empty cars and more bags waiting.

the overall performance of the system.

In the Load macro (Fig. 6) empty cars enter

Once the model had been debugged

In

addition, it.provided the ability to examine in

the loader and occupy the loading facility A.

any desired depth of detail the areas of special

The car, represented by an GPSS transaction,

concern.

then moves into two successive ASSIGN blocks

became apparent, additonal tables were added.

which store tin- number of the origin B and the

As key problem areas in the system

Problem areas common to unit carrier 4nstal-

number of the destination C in parameters assoc-

lations have been ad' assed previously (6) and

iated with the car.

determine overall system effectiveness.

The transaction, the car,

Certain

then moves into an UNLINK block which removes

of these problems, including excessive line flow

one bag from the bag queue D and loads it into the

rates, insufficient empty car supply, and overall

car.

system imbalance, were examined in the Sea-Tac
Having performed these bookkeeping functions

system design.

in 4ero simulated time, the transaction then

System imbalance can result

from many occurrences, including high activity
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within one particular area or a disproportionate

Several types of output contributed to this

number of loaded carriers sent from one station

analysi ..,

in the system to another.

conditions of empty carrier storages (Fig. 8).

Both have the tendency

the most important being the tabulated

to deplete certain areas of empty cars, resulting

Shown in the figure is the activity of each empty

in lack of containers it. thoses areas and causing

car storage area in the system, including a

high line desnities in other sections.

number designating each storage and the empty

Lack

of empty cars at a checkin area is one of the

car capacity for th... storage, current contents

most serious system problems.

of empty cars, and the rate of cars entering the

If empty con

tainers are abse..t, the airline passenger is

delayed and the airplane may be detained.

storage at this particular point in time.

This

In general, a low level in a storage bank

not only results in a poor customer relation

at any given time is not always significant.

ship, but may also mean additional expense for

Perhaps no carriers are needed in a certain

the

storage during normal running conditions; this is

It was a prine design consideration.

One of the prirary indications of the

the case for ST080.

performance of the baggage handling system

are already enroute.

as the length of the baggage waiting queues.

Maybe the Carriers needed
Likewise, a moderately

high level could still b.: dangerously low.

In

Baggage waiting queues formed at loading stations

the case of long tunnels, a number of carriers

when the system response was such that an in

may have entered previously and not yet em:rged.

sufficient number of empty cars was available

Therefore they are not available for immediate

to handle the rate of baggage arrivals.

use.

Figure

Or, perhaps an inadequate flow may be

7 shows the amount of excess baggage that was

presently arriving which may cause a future

not removed from certain stations under the

shortage.

baggage input conditions given in Figure 5.

period is more meaningfall.

However, as the system responded and sent the

The average level over some small

A secmnd measure of empty car availability

necessary empty cars to those stations, the

can be used.

baggage waiting queues decreased.

number of carriers in line at the exit of the

Important

Other tables exist which show the

variables shi5Vni are the amounts of baggage in

storage area.

the queues and the time it takes for the queues

necessarily significant.

to be relieved.

arrives just when required, it will never stry

For a better understanding of why the

But again, a low

is not

If a carrier always

in the storage, so the number of carriers stopped

system handled or did not handle baggage in

and waiting could be small even-vith a large

variods areas, ;t was necessary to study the

number of carriers enroute.

availability and movement of the empty carriers.

inherent in these two methods of counting empty
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The problems

car storage contents resulted in a detailed study

in a queue until an adequate gap occurs in the

of the type of electrical sensors to be installed

primary linC to allow merging.

The higher th-

at various points in the physical system and their' -flow rate on the primary line, the less oppor-

effect on sysem logic.
Other g

tunity for cars to merge, thereby resulting

al portrayals help analyze

in a longer waiting line.

Each holding position

the condition of critical storages over time.

in the track requires some specialized hardware

Figure 9 is one example showing the activity

to stop, retain, and then advance the carriers

in the north tunnel bank, the main emy carrier

In addition, when the number of positions in the

reservoir in the north half of the GTX system.

queue is filled, the secondary line must shut

The return route irom the North Satellite

down until the queue is relieved.

contains a storage bank line_fer 261 carriers and

queue positio,s at a merge point is a matter of

a high speed line which alloys empty carriers to

economics as well as geometrical restriction.

bypass this storage when they are needed immed-

Minimizing line flow rat= minimizes merge pro-

iately elsewhere.

blems.

The figure shows that more

The number of

For example, the traffic density was-such

cars_than necessary were entering the storage

that it seemed advisable to add to the model a

and then immediately leaving, when in fact they

simulation of the marge at the output of the north

should have been bypassing the storage altogether.

tunnel storage bank.

In late simulation runs different control

simulating this area were also applicable to

methods were employed to reduce this flow.

developing the actual merge control used in the

In order to analyze where the carriers were

The efforts expended in

physical Sea-Tac system.

going to and coming from, it was necessary to

Studies of traffic densities also pointed

study the block counts of activity through each

out other problems.

logid-block of the model.

some preceding station or logic test before

From F4;tse a plot

Carriers were diverted by

of traffic density and carder location dis-

reaching their required destination, or they were

tribution

everywhere in the system could be

trapped in a loop.

prepared.

This vas of great value, particularly

illustrated with the loop shown in Figure 4.

in analyzing traffic at merges.

The latter type of problem is

After the first run with one set of logic, it

Line flow rate is limited by the car

was noted that there was abnormally heavy traffic

velocities and by the processing rates of such

in the lines in this loop.

equipment as inclines and elevators.

for switches SWBO2 and SWBO5 revealed an in-

If the

A review of the logic

line density becomes too high at the limiting

consistency which was preventing cars from

speed, merges become bottlenecks.

leaving the loop.

At merge

points, cars on the secondary track are halted

After this was corrected,

traffic was reduced to a reasonable level.
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In addition, tables were specified to re-

which minimized undesirable system responses.

cord the origin and destination of all carriers
passing certain points.

origin table

ORB11

destination table

EMPTY CAR MANAGEMENT - Many of these problem

Fig. 10 gives the

areas are related to each other and are really

for line LNB11 and the

DEB12

for LNB12.

symptoms of the overall empty car flow management

Table ORB11

problem.. The trip of a full, coded carrier is

shows the origins of cars passing an LNB11 during

deterministic in the sense that the path of

a given time; the column Upper Limit indicates

travel is kno,rn, and the trip times can be estim-

car origin station.

ated, within certain limits, depending on system

Similarly, Table DEB12 gives

the destinations cf cars passing on LNB12, the

traffic levels.

column Upper Limit representing the destination

more complicated.

stations, and Observed Frequency indicates the

it is coded as empty an? sent into the system to

number of carriers passing through LNB12 destined

seek a home in an empty car storage line.

for those stations.

car may pass through a number of switches before

Destination zero indicates

an empty carrier.

However, empty car flow is much
Once the car has been unloaded,

The

reaching an empty car storage line.

A more detailed study of destination and

When directing empty cars, the switches can

origin tables aided in locating GTX system

be generalized as either area switches or storage

control logic errors and in redesigning workable

line switches.

control logic.

to move imto a particular area which contains a

In an initial model run, these

An area switch allows the carrier

tables revealed that very few of the empty carriers

multitude of storage lines; a storage switch

required on LNB13 came from LNB12 (Fig. 4).

.allows the carrier to enter 4. particular storage

Most

empties entered storage bank 70, then left again

line Fig. 11).

on LNB23 as required.

area switch, the switch directs it into either

The result was a large

When an empty car reaches in

number of carriers in dynamic storage, i.e., on

area A or area B, depending on the relative number

their way into and out of bank 70, rather than

of empty cars in storage in these respective

bypassing via LNB12.

areas and/or the priority of the one area over

A set of bypass logic

was devised to prevent the carriers from going

the other.

into this loop.

approaches a storage switch (A-1, Fig. 11).

Analysis of the effects of the

After a carrier is in an area, it
If

new logic revealed that under certain circum-

storage A-1 has room and there are no priority

stances it resulted in starving station 10.

needs downstream, the car enters.

Con-

sequently, a reserve level had to be established

it passes, traveling on to switch A-2.

for storage bank 70, below which it could have
priority.

Otherwise

Another aspect of empty car management

All these considerations were

enables certain empty car storage lines to call

'eventually integrated into a net of final logic

for empties when their level becomes critically
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lov.

If the level of empty cars in storage A-2

With this. simulation tool available, it

is low, a signal can be sent to storage A-1 to

will be comparatively easy in the future to

release a certain number of cars.

model similar systems with relatively small

Upon reaching

switch A-2 these cars will satisfy the needs of
storage A-2.

changes to the design approach.

Another form of signal can also

be initiated when storage A-2 is low.

From an engineering standpoint, the major

The signal

result was a good final design.

On a more

will block Switch A-1, preventing any empties

specific level, it became clear that the symptoms

from entering storage A-1.

by which the system's performance would be

It may even block the

area switch preventing any empty carriers from

measured were all part of empty carrier manage-

being diverted to area B.

ment.

Therefore all empties

will go into A-2 until its needs are met.

and workable solutions developed.

Figure 12 is a simple model of only a
small part of the overall system.

In designing the GTX system for empty car

In reality,

management, then, it became evident that:

there are 39 storage lines scattered throughout

1.

the Sea-Tac installation with capacities ranging
from two carriers to 276.

Their placement and

2.

The overall capacity of each line must
be set within geometric constraints

to architectural constraints.

3.

The Sea-Tac simulation was

useful in several ways.

A priority must be established among
storage lines

capacities are, like the track itself, subject

CONCLUSIONS:

This area could be systematically analyzed

Operating levels and critical levels
must be determined for most storage

It clearly showed that

lines

the static preliminary design alone was insuf-

4.

Depending on storage lines priorities

ficient for a complex unit-carrier system, and

and their desired performance parameters,

that simulation was a very helpful tool in design

the automatic call logic must be designed.

of dynamic systems.

This was demonstrated not

These points constitute the controlling

only in an engineering sense, but also in an

elements of empty car management.

economic sense--doing the analysis quickly and

highly interactive

at a relatively low cost.

point may have far-reaching raaifications

The modular design

approach to development was a central prt of
this coat effectiveness

.

A set of macros was

developed and then used extensively.

They are

and adjustments at any one

throughout the network.

Thus a computer sim-

ulation becomes a necessary part of the design

In

process in order to develop the best logic system.

addition, building and testing the entire system

In some cases there is not one best logic.

in pieces and then assembling these saved many

A perfect control system would have to anticipate

hours and dollars.

demand changes ahead of time.
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Varying input of

bags at different stations results in different
requirements on the system.

It is only possible

to set relative priorites on the goals and to
strike a compromise between 'such conflicting

requirements as immediate car availability and
minimum non-essential traffic.

However, the

simulation allows the designer to try various
schemes and precisely monitor their effect
throughout the system while other parameters
remain constant, an accomplishment which may
never be possible in the real life system.
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TABLE NUMBER CRB11
ENTRIES IN TABLE
24

MEAN ARGUMENT
43.750

UPPER
LIMIT

OBSERVED
FREQUENCY

23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37

9
0

PERCENT
OF TOTAL
37,50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0

n
0

0.00-

0

0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.67
4.17
8.33
0.00
0.00

.36

41

i.

43
45
47

0

49
51
53
55
57
59

4

0

0
1

2

0
9
0

62

C,

6:

0
0

65
67
69

0.00
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
33.33

0

0

11

0

73
75

0

17
79

0

i

0
0
6

61

STANDARD DEVIATION
31.744

REMAINING FREQUENCIES ARE ALL ZERO

CUMULATIVE
PERCENTAGE
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
54.2
58.3
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
66.7
6 .7
100.0

SUM OF ARGUMENTS
1050.000
CUMULATIVE
REMAINDER
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
45.6
41.7
33.3
33.3
33.3
33.3
33.3
33,3
33.3
33.3
33.3
33,3
33.3
33.3
33.3
33.3

MULT;LE
OF MEAN
0.526
0.571
0.617
0.663
0.709
0.754
0.600
0.646

DEVIATION
FROM MEAN
-0.654
-0.591
-0.528
-0.465

-0002
-0.339
-0.276
-0.213

0.891

-.0.150

O.i.,37

-0.067
-0.024
0.030
0.102
0.165
0.228
0.291
0.354
0.417
0.490
0.543
0.606
0.669
0.732
0.795
0.858
0.921
0.964
1.047
1.110
1.173

0.983
1.029
1.074
1.120
1.166
1.211
1.257
1.303
1.349
1.394
1.440
1.416
1.531
1.577
1.623
1.669
1.714
1.760
1.606
1.651

0.0

NON-wEIGMTED

I

TABLE NUMBER 0E112

ENTRIES IN TABLE
21

MEAN ARGUMENT
2,667

UPPER
LIMIT

OBSERVED
FREQUENCY

0

12
0

1.

2

3

3

2

4

2

5

0

6

0

OVERELOW, WITH AVERAGE VALUE.

STANDARD DEVIATION
5.295

PERCENT
OF TOTAL
57.14
0.00
14,29
9.52
9.52
0,00
0.00

CUMULATIVE
PERCENTAGE
57.1
57,1
71.4
81.0
90.5
90.5
90.5

SUM OF ARGUMENTS56.000
CUMULATIVE
REMAINDER

MULTIPLE
OF MEAN

MOD

42.9
42,9
28.6
19,0
9.5
9,5
9.5

0.375
0.750
1.125
1.500
1.875
2.250

:.1540

FIGURE 10
Origin and Destination Tables
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DEVIATION
FROM MEAN
-0.504
-0,315

-0.04

0.00

0.252
0,441
0.630
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Abstract

The paper describes the logic structure and techniques used in
a Simscript program for simulating the movemer' of ships
through a network of locks, reaches, lakes, and ports.

Tha

program also provides for endogenous route selection between
"micro-route" alternatives, i.e., parallel locks or,canals, and
for the endogenous scheduling of ship

)vements,given pnrt-to

port commodity movement demand and fleet mix.

The model is

basically a general network simulation tool based on the
concept of a "route map" which describes the sequence of facilities to be traversed between given points in the network.

The

cardinal mechanism in the model is a Movement Control Module
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which wnitors the route map of each ship during its voyage
and sends the vessel to generalized satellite modules where
the performance of locks, reaches, lakes, and ports are simulated.

Attributes carried by the ship initialize the

generalized modules to simulate a specific lock, reach, lake,

or port as dictated by the-ship's position along its route map.
The model is being used to simulate the performance of the
Great Lakes System for the Corps of Engineers.

Background

simulation tool; modules for simulating the

The model described in this paper was

operation of water navigation facilities are

developed to assist the U.S.. Army Corps of

linked to NETSIM to provide the unique capabili-

Engineers in thier assessment of the need for

ties required by the Corps.

improvements to the Great Lakes and inland

specific formulation of NETSIM for the simula-

waterway systems.

tion of waterborne transportation syste:ls, the

This is a third-generation

model deriving from research sponsored by the

acronym NETSIM /SHIP is used.

Corps over a number of years.

The Problem

Initial research

resulted in the.models WATSIM [3] and TOWGEN
[1] for simulating inland barge systems.

To describe this

The overall problem to which the model is

The

addressed is that of simulating commodity move-

Corps subsequently sponsored the development of

ments between multiple origins and destinations

a model for simulating components of the Great

by ships or barges through a network of naviga-

Lakes System; this resulted in the Multiple

tion facilities.

Channel Deep Draft (MCDD) model [2,4,51.

leading to the Corps' sponsorship of the research

During

the development of the MCDD model, a number of

Some of the specific questions

project are:

powerful techniques were formulated which

1.

An appraisal of the need for a new

promised to form the basis of a generalized model

Niagara Canal to paral'?1 the existing

to meet all of the Corps' needs in the area of

Welland Canal in the light of increasing

systems simulation.

commodity movement and an evolving fleet

A third and current re-

search protect was spo;lored by the Corps to
develop and apply such t model:

mix

The Network

2.

Simulation (NETSIM) model described here is the
result of this research.

Determination of the response of different combined Welland-Niagara Canal

As suggested by the

configurations to imposed loading

acronym, NETSIM is basically a general network

3.
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Determination of the response of the

existing Eisenhower-Snell lock complex

4.

5.

6.

reaches, lakes, and ports.

and possible new configurations to

The first three problem areas are, in fact,

imposed loading

general to many transport systems; and it is only

Determination of the response of the

the fourth which specifi

existing Sault locking system and pos-

to a shipping application.

sible new configurations to imposed

Transit (PRT) application, for instance, the

loading

specific facilities might be switches, track

Identification of potential shipping

segments, and stations, and the commodities to be

bottlenecks in the Great Lakes System

transported would be people.

under various system states

NETSIM Structure

The need to relate design and perform-

conceptual basis of the model (Figure 1).

Network

ing the model.

into four general areas:

the preprocessor,

Simulation of a transportation network- -

the simulation, and the postprocessor stages.

specifically, the ability to route a

The Preprocessor Stage
The preprocessor stage is concerned with

minimum or otherwise specified path

preparing and loading the data stream which con-

Endogenous assignment of ships between

sists of:

parallel facilities--a vessel may have

1.

Run option and specification parameters--

to decide between parallel locks or

choice of Experience Data Bank or Event

between a series of locks and reaches,

Log run; simulation run length; switches

e.g., the Welland Canal versus the

to select service look-ahead feature,

possible Niagara Canal

parallel facilities, port rescheduling

Endogenous scheduling of ship move-

procedure, vessel file options, and

ments--specifically, the ability of an

input-output device options.

individual ship in the simulated sys-

these terms will be defined in later

tem to react to ephemeral coMthodity

sections.

movement demand and thereby schedule

4.

NETSIM may be considered as

consisting of three stages.

ship through a redundant network via a

3.

This

structure has been largely retained in implemen-

The modeling problem can be disaggregated

2.

In a Personal Rapid

The purpose of this paper is to present the

ance in planning future locks.

1.

ly orients the model

2.

Each of

Network description - -the transport net-

its next movement

work is represented by nodes and links

Simulation of specific facilities--for

in the usual manner.

the Corps' purposes, these are locks,

transit facilities such as lakes,
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Links represent
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of NETSIM /SHIP

.

Event

Log

.

reaches, and locks; nodes are located

allow for cases where parallel "micro-

at facility coterminal points; and

route" options exist within a macro-route

ports are also represented as nodes in

link, a special code is entered in the

the system.

facilities identification table.

The actual description of

This

the network is based on the singularity

code serves to address a parallel facil-

of spanning (minimum path) trees based

ities table where the sequence of

on a given root.

navigation facilities within each micro-

In effect, each port

is treated as a root and heads a

route are identified.

column which has entries for each node

3.

System facility-enumeration and descrip-

in the network, the column entry being

tion--number of ports, lakes, reaches,

the identification number of the next

locks, etc. and their sperational and

node in the path from the subject node

physical characteristics.

to the root port.

Using this formula-

4.

tions, one vector fully defines the

quantities by type of commodity.

route structure from any network node
to a given port.

C-...mlodity movenent--origin-destinati,1

5.

A matrix of size

Fleet description--number, type, and
characteristics of available fleet.

(number of ports x number of network

6.

Schedule of movement--movement schedules

nodes) serves to define the route struc-

can be specified in one of two ways.

ture for the entire network.

the scheduling is to be endogenous, then

Nupplementing the above "next node"

only the initial origin-destination move-

table is a facility identification

ments for each vessel are required.

matrix.

Since an ordered sequence of

If

Subsequent movements are then determined

two-node numbers defines a directional

internally.

link, a matrix of size(number of network

specify exogenously the entire schedule

nodes squared) encompasses a mapping of

of movements that are to occur during

directional links into navigation

the simulation period.

facility code numbers.

can be derived by using TOWGEN [2], a

(Clearly, there

It is also possible to

Such a schedule

exists some redundancy here since the

model which utilizes commodity movement

two tables could be combined by de-

and fleet data to gi "e a time-ordered

fining the network route structure in

list of movements.

terms of facility identification num-

auxiliary input defining multiple-port

bers; the separation is made in NETSIM

trips for specified vessels is also

to simplify data preparation.)

possible (e.g., ore-ships on committed

To
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Note that an

shuttle movements).

rescheduling mechanism.

The Simulation Stage

Each vessel's route map is monitored by the

Completion of the initialization of the

cardinal Movement Control Module.

As a vessel

system by the preprocessor stage signals the

moves along its route, the Movement Control

beginning of execution of the simulation mech-

Module identifies three characteristics of the

anisms embodied in the simulation stage.

next link to be traversed--the type and identi-

The

approach to simulation is based on the concept

fication number of the facility which the link

of a route map which describes a vessel's cur-

represents and the direction of movement through

rent trip and is unique to each vessel.

the facility, by virtue of the node number

In

NETSIM, a vessel carries with it four route map

sequence.

attributes.

fact, encompassed by one attribute value.

These are numbers representing the

The three characteristics are, in
The

previous node, current node, next node, and the

attribute is assigned to the entity representing

port of destination.

the vessel, and the entity is passed into the

Once the origin and desti-

nation of a vessel are determined, the sequence

appropriate facility module where the performance

of links and nodes comprising the route from

simulation is effected.

the origin to the destination port is defined by

passed back to the Movement Control Module where

the network description "next node" array.

the next link in the route is identified and the

As

The entity is then

a vessel traverses its route, the first three

processes repeated.

route attributes are continuously updated.

sequence continues until the end of a ship's

Note

This monitoring and referral

that these route attributes key into the facility

current trip.

identification matrix, so that the sequence of

intermediate ports for a given trip en route to

facilities (i.e., reaches, locks, etc.) com-

the final port of destination if on a committed

prising the route is known and that the previous

voyage.

facility and the next facility to be traversed
are uniquely identified.

Note that a vessel may call at

Linked to the Movement Control Module, in

When the vessel's

satellite fashion, are the modules which simulate

route attributes have been updated to the point

the performance of the different types of

where the current node and the port of destina-

facilities.

tion are identical, the current trip has been

lock, lake, and port modules.

completed.

to recognize that the satellite facility modules'

It is this route map concept which

In NETSIM/SHIP, these are the reach,
It is important

enables NETSIM to deal with complex networks that

are generalized logic sequences.

incorporate alternative routing options, maker

attributes carried by a vessel as it enters the

possible the use of a modular approach to the

facility module which direct and enable the

structure of the model, and facilitates the

module to simulate the operation of a specific
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It is the

facility.

This approach is very flexible and

The Postprocessor Stage

enables additional modules to be added easily as

Upon completion of the simulation period,

required to simulate the operation of any type

the third, or postprocessor, stage of NETSIM

of transportation facility.

comes into effect.

These satellite

The function of the post-

facility modules are passive until activated by

processor is to generate system performance

a vessel's routing requirements which, in turn,

reports from the coded event file that is the

are dictated by the nature of the transport sys-

output of the simulation stage.

tem being simulated.,

lists in time-sequence all events which occurred

Common to the Movement Control Module and

The event file

in the simulated system during the simulation

its satellite facility modules are many routines

period.

for searching, adjusting, referencing, and

analyzed using a simple Fortran program to

stochastic sampling.

produce a set of statistical reports.

To avoid duplication,

These recorded events are subsequently

This

seven such routines have been assembled into a

approach was adopted to minimize the time re-

Support Module which is referenced by the other

quired for the actual simulation on a large

modules as necessary.

computer and to provide maximum analytical

Upon completion of a given vessel's trip,
the need to reschedule the vessel arises.

flexibility.

If

In addition, this approach enables

each potential user to produce reports suits. le

an exogenously specified schedule is used, an-

to their own needs.

other trip is triggered by the scheduled event

matter to make appropriate changes to the exist-

file and the process described above repeated.

ing NETSIM/SHIP postprocesso:: program to augment

If an endogenous reschedule is required, the

its report generation capability.

timing and destination of a vessel's next trip

approach offers another advantage in that the

is a function of the location, type, and amount

simulation need not be rerun to obtain supple-

of commodities awaiting shipment in the system.

mental performance reports; it is only necessary

The character of the ship also determines its

to rerun the taped event file through additional

suitability for transporting the available

postprocessor programs.

commodities.

Ship Navigation Modules

In the absence of suitable demand

at the current port, a trip must be scheduled to

It is a relatively simple

The event file

The place of the reach, lake, lock, and port

the nearest port at which a suitable cargo is

simulation modules in the model structure was

available.

described in the last section.

Since ship rescheduling is intimately

Some of the fea-

associated with the port simulation module,

tures of these modules are now described.

further discussion is delayed until the logic of

Reach Module

the port module is outlined.

The reach module represents ship transit
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time by sampling from a transit time probabil-

processing (to change water level with a vessel

ity function appropriate to the particular

in the chamber), and one for recycling the lock

reach in question.

(to change water level in an empty chamber).

The function may be derived

from empirical data, or it may be a theoretical
function.

The entry and exit CDFs are direction differen-

The module incorporates an optional

tiated and can be adjusted for differences in

reach-specific no passing rule which allows a

vessel performance.

trailing vessel to overtake but not to pass a

Two service rules are included in the logic

preceding vessel in a reach.

structure of the lock module, their selection

Lake Module

depending upon.conditions at the lock.

The lake module'functions in a fashion

When

queues exist on both sides of a lock, a Serve-

similar to the reach module except that no

Opposing-gpeues-Alternately (SOQA) service rule

constraints are imposed on passing.

is adopted.

An

If a queue exists only on one side

internodal distance matrix is specified for

of a lock, then a First-Come-Firit-Served (FCFS)

each lake in the input stream.

service rule is adopted.

When a ship is

These are standard

to cross a lake between given node points, this

operating procedures for locks operated by the

matrix is referenced to obtain the appropriate

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority and for locks under

distance.

the control of the St. Lawrence Development

Lake transit times are derived by

sampling from a standard cumulative density

Authority.

function (CDF) which is adjusted according to

These service rules alone do not, however,

the distance to be traversed on the lake and

suffice to simulate lock operations in the

the characteristics of the subject vessel.

manner adopted by experienced lockmasters.

Lock Module

example, on the Great Lakes System lockmasters

The lock module has the most complex logic
structure.

For

have radio communication with approaching vessels

This intricacy results from the

so that they can anticipate vessel arrivals and

inherently complex nature of an efficient lock-

can make appropriate operational decisions.

ing operation and was dictated, in part, by the

decisions are replicated by means of two "look

need to simulate the performance of a lock so

ahead" features in the logic structure.

that it is sensitive to engineering design fea-

first of these is the "service look ahead"

tures,

mechanism.

Figure 2 depicts the nine time elements

Such

The

Prior to making a decision to recycle

in relation to the physical lock configuration

a lock to accommodate a waiting or approaching

that are used to simulate lock operations.

vessel, the service look ahead scans the adjacent

Five time elements are used for entry maneuvers,

reach on the, opposite side of the lock for

two for the exit maneuvers, one for chamber

approaching vessels.
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If a vessel in this reach

Clear Point 1

Queue!

Gate1

Clear Point2

Chamber Gate2

Throat!

Throa t2
Queue2

7

00

a

8
9

L Clear point to short -entry position, moving start.
2. Clear point to short-entry position, stationary start.
3. Short-entry position to chamber.
4. Clear point to chamber, moving start.
5. Clear point to chamber, stationary start.
6. Chamber to gates-clear point,
7. Gates -clear point to clear point.
8. Process ( with vessel).
9. Recycle ( empty) .

FIGURE 2 Sthematic of Lock Time Elements used in NETSIM/SHIP.
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could enter the lock chamber at its current

in a port awaiting shipment are a function of

water level before the opposing vessel could

port storage capacif, inputs from the overland

enter the recycled lock, the lock recycle is

transportation system, and previous cargo move-

suppressed.

ments from the port.

The second feature is the "recycle

look ahead" feature.

In the absence of opposing

After oa- or off-loading cargo, a ship must

traffic, the recycle look ahead adjusts the

be rescheduled (under the endogenous scheduling

water level in the lock chamber to receive an

option) and may be in one of three states.

approaching vessel directly into the chamber.

the vessel is on a committed voyage, it will

If the vessel arrives before the recycling is

have a predefined next port-of-call, the current

complete, the vessel waits in the short-entry

port being an intermediate stop.

.

If

In this case,

position until entry is posSible.

a trip to the next port-of-call is scheduled,

Port Module

with cargo if cargo is available or in ballast

The immediate applications of NETSIM/SHIP

if not.

If the vessel is not on a committed run,

envisaged by the Corps of Engineers do not

a completely new voyage must be scheduled.

require an elaborate port module.

suitable cargo exists in the current port, the

The current

If

model, therefore, determines ship turnaround

next voyage is scheduled to accommodate this

time simply by sampling from port-specific CDFs.

commodity movement.

The mechanisms to support a more elaborate

search for suitable cargo at other ports must be

module are, however, built into the structure

instituted, starting at the nearest one.

of NETSIM/SHIP.

obviate sterile in-ballast trips, the incoming

The logic structure of an elaborated port

If no such cargo exists, a

To

ship list of each port must be checked and the

module has been defined with a port considered

available cargo manifests at that port adjusted

to have attributes relating to berthing capacity,

to account for commodity movements which will

ship servicing capacity (e.g., craneage), com-

occur before the subject vessel can reach that

modity-specific storage capacity, and seasonal

port.

attributes which define the opening and closing

identified, a voyage to the nearest such port is

dates of the port.

scheduled for the subject vessel.

Each port also maintains an

incoming-ship list that contains the identifica-

Assignment Decision Technique

tion of every ship that currently considers the
subject port as its next port-of-call.

When the location of suitable cargo is

In ship navigation contexts (excluding

The time

oceans), redundant networks rarely exist in the

spent in port by a ship is a function of berth

sense that alternative, nearly competitive, routes

and servicing availability and the amount of

are not usually available.

carnro to be on- and off-loaded.

macro-route, alternative micro-routings may exist.

The commodities
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However, within a

Examples are twinned locks or parallel canals,

differentiated by direction, and conutitute the

the Welland-Niagara carals being a case in point.

EDB.

This situation is common in many transport

A set of dummy transit time predictor

systems.

equations of the form E(T) + C
o

Decisions as to which macro-route to use

already built into NETSIM/SHIP.

are usually easily made by observation or, if
need be, by a minimum path algorithm.

+ E CJX, are
As a result of

the EDB analysis, the user simply calibrates

Selecting

these equations by specifying the influencing

between alternatives at the micro-scale within

variables (X ) and assigning coefficient values

a macro-route usually depends upon the condi-

(c

tions prevailing in the micro-route alternatives.

).

When running a system simulation with

The NETSIM assignment decision technique is

calibrated equations, values of the appropriate

based on this philosophy.

traffic condition variables are automatically

It is assumed that it

is possible to derive an equation to relate ex-

obtained for each micro-routing alternative

pected transit time through a sequence of

when a ship reaches the appropriate assignment

facilities to the traffic conditions prevailing

decision point.

in those facilities.

computed for each alternative using the transit

The mechanisms to support

The expected transit time is

the derivation of these equations is built into

time prediction equations, and the ship is

the NETSIM/SHIP logic.

assigned to the micro-route offering the least

Prior to simulating the

operation of a system containing micro-route

expected transit time.

alternatives, it is necessary to derive a set of

Language

expected transit, time prediction equations for

Although the earlier MCDD model was con-

each such alternative.

structed using IBM's General Purpose Simulation

The equations are derived by regression

System (GPSS), it was decided to use Simcript

analysis of an Experience Data Bank (EDB) which

for programming NETSIM/SHIP.

is built up by simulating the operation of each

for the MCDD model because it could encompass

micro-route alternative individually.

the restricted objectives of the MCDD model and

The

approach is shown graphically in Figure 3.

In a

GPSS was selected

it offered considerable savings in programming

simulation run to construct an EDB, as a ship

effort.

passes the assignment decision point, a snapshot

was correct for that purpose since it allowed

is taken of current traffic conditicns in the

tha MCDD model to be programmed within severe

subject micro-routing alternative; as the ship

time constraints.

leaves, the actual transit time is recorded.

In retrospect, the selection of GPSS

While the MCDD model development had

These observations are made for each ship,

limited objectives, the generality and power of
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Assignment Decision Point(ADP)

Branch Point (BP)

Branch Point (BP)
Assignment Decision Point (ADP)
snapshot of

traffic conditions
ahead

ACP

/decompose

If

take snapshot of
traffic conditions

the

system and simulate
performance of camonent

ahead

micro-routes seperately

record

actual

ADP

transit time V

BP

record actual

B record actual

transit time

transit time
ADP

ADP
take

snapshot of traffic
conditions ahead
experience

data
bank
statistical
analysis
program

L

equations to
predict transit

equations to
predict

thnau h branch

Itirou0 branch

FIGURE

3

Derivation of Assignment Decision Equations.
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the NETSIM concept made it impossible to pre-

oriented to personal rapid transit, highway,

specify its potential uses and applications.

traffic light, And airport systems is being

Certainly, even in a shipping context, it is

considered.

easy to envisag% model capabilities beyond those
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Abstract

This paper presents results of a study utilizing computer simulation of vehicular traffic in the
downtown area of Garland, Texas. A general discrete digital simulation model, the Vehicle Traffic
Simulator (VETRAS), developed by IBM Corporation, was used for the simulation. Using data
supplied by the City of Garland, traffic patterns for three peak periods of daily operationA.M.,
Noon, P.M.were simulated. Two simulations were run for ea;:h period. In the first, intersections
were controlled with signal settings currently in use in Garland. In the second, intersections were
controlled by signal settings derived via a pattern optimization algorithm. A minimum interference
technique was used to compute coordinated signal settings and offsets to maximize arterial and
network performance.
The results show that arterial and network performance improves in each of the peak periods using
the computed signal settings. Further, there is a direct relationship between volume and relative
improvement. Estimated cost benefits for these improvements are also presented.

THE PROBLEM

The city of Garland, Texas is considering the implementation

A means was sought to quantify the expected improvements
from such a system since actual installation of the' necessary
hardware and software, even for a limited trial area, would be

of a real time computer system for control of its vehicular
traffic. Traffic signal patterns corresponding to peak periods,
weekends, special events, etc.. would be generated, using a
traffic responsive optimization technique. The system would
select and apply the appropriate pattern for a given situation

expensive.

It was decided to use digital simulation for

evaluation of the improvements possible from the proposed
system. The simulation would provide the data necessary for
a comparison of the performance of Garland's current traffic

in response to actual traffic demand. Data gathered by the
system from online traffic detectors would be used to update
the patterns. In addition, the system would monitor and

signal settings with settings representative of optimized

patterns that would be used for computer control during AM,
NOON, and PM peak periods:

report traffic network performance.
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THE MODEL

The simulations were performed using IBM's Vehicle Traffic
Simulator (VETRAS), a general purpose discrete simulation
model. VETRAS is written in IBM's General Purpose System
Simulator language. GPSS/360, chosen for its ease of

programming and timekeeping and statistics gathering

a.

Cycle length is the total time for a single sequence
of red and green.

b.

Split is the percentage of the cycle given to green
time.

e.

Offset is a percentage of the cycle used for initial

lea tures.

synchronization of related phases.

VETRAS simulates vehicle traffic moving through a network

Intcrsection I in Figure I is a simple two-phase intersection.
Phase one controls the East/West lanes, while phase two
controls the North/South lanes.

of streets and intersections. It is designed to be an aid in
analysis of traffic control techniques. Some of the statistics
gathered by the model are:

For intersections under actuated control, one or two
a.

Average time cars spent in queues

sequences of phases (called step sequences) arc used. A phase

b.

Trip times

regulator is generated for each sequence. It steps through
each phase in turn, setting it green and the others red. The

c.

Percentage of cars that did not have to stop for
traffic lights

d.

Lane utilization.

amount of time a given phase remains green may vary,
depending on traffic demand.

The user can

specify network, vehicle, and control
parameters. The main elements of the VETRAS structure

!I

are:

4.1121.1

a.

Geometry

b.

Signal control

c.

Vehicles:

h

re
ty,
fi.

If

GEOMETRY

The network geometry consists of lanes and intersections

.

!Me

Ca 01.1.

into which the lanes empty. Lanes are grouped into segments
composed of adjacent lanes carrying traffic in one direction

between two intersections. Intersections are the regions
common to two or more intersecting lanes where there is
usually some competition for the right of way. The

Ow ...um..

e

1

Figure 1. VETRAS Network Geometry

intersection of any two lanes determines a cell. Thus, each
intersection is divided into a number of cells equal to the
product of the number of intersecting lanes. Routes through

aio

the intersection for each approach lane are given as sequences
of cells.

4

1.

Cu

All lanes, segments intersections, and cells used to describe a
network must be uniquely numbered. Figure
shows a
sample network and Figure 2 shows a sampi. intersection.

C

CI,

CM

eis

eit

1

0"

UE f, 1U/1/1104.1,,MG

r.F., I C

Cf

1-

THROUGH 1 AMC ROWING
Cy

CONTROL

RIGHT lUlth OICrT11(

The movement of vehicles into an intersection is controlled
by signal light phases, with one or more phases controlling
traffic streams that have simultaneous right of way. VETRAS
permits two types of phase control for an intersectionfixed
and acu wed. A fixed phase is defined by a cycle length, split
and offset:

1

I Cl

-

"

' et
C3 I Ct

Figure 2. VETRAS Intersection Geometry
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Actuated phases are of three types:
a.

Main fixed time off

b.

Main demand off

c.

True ac sated.

The latter are of the type used for computer control and are

designed to maximize the flow of a traffic network in
response to traffic demands.

Two simulations for each of the peak periods were
conducted. Current signal settings were used to control
traffic in the first simulation while computed signal settings
were used in the second. The traffic flow rates input to each
pair of peak periods simulations were identical and were
derived from the data supplied by the city of Garland.

Main type phases will always turn green when encountered in
a step sequence. Fixed time off phases will remain green for a

constant lime, then turn red. Demand off phases will be
green for some minimum time and then remain green until a
demand is presented at an intersection access controlled by

The portion of Garland. Texas included in this simulation has
the following inclusive boundaries:

another phase.

A true actuated phase will turn green when encountered in
the step sequence only if a vehicle demand is sensed, and it
will stay green some minimum time. If additional demand is
detected within some given detect interval at the end of the
minima 4reen time, the phase will remain green for some
Ovens litional time. This process is repeated up to some
maximum allowable green time.

a.

EastFirst Street

b.

WestGarland North Star

c.

NorthWalnut Street

d.

SouthAvenue D.

The major arteries in the network included the border streets
mentioned above, as well as the following:.

VEHICLES

Vehicles are input to the network on peripheral lanes. In
Figure 1, Lanes 1. 2, 8, 9, 14, 15, etc. represent pOssible

a.

North-Sou thGlenbrook Drive and Fifth Street

b.

East-WestState Street and West Garland Avenue.

input lanes. Special internal sources and sinks of traffic, such
as parking lots, can also be introduced by specifying them as

additional input and output locations. For each specified
input lane a mean time between arrivals, ta, and a standard
deviation, aa, must be supplied. Vehicles are generated at the
lane entry points every ta + kaa, where k is a random variable
-such that -.999 4 k 4 + .999. When a vehicle is generated, a

IN/UT

SIMULATOR

OUT PUT

I trout Lew No

°mete* Vehotles

Meer Tone

II 'word Lanes

A. .n is

number of operating characteristics are assigned by the
model. These include length, speed, intervehicle gap, and
route through the intersection ahead. Routes are assigned on

a percentage basis where the percentages of right and left
turns :Ire input for each segment.

Aso/en V0.6.
Choremenshes
Lens'''.

I Length Ontwtwtron
Mem./ On Inbutron

Velotswe

Each vehicle moves down the lane until it reaches either an
intersection or a queue of other vehicles. Vehicles in a queue

iron Percentage

Coo
Rowe

Lent Use
Contents
I wne on Lew

move up toward an intersection until they are first in the
queue, whereupon the vehicle will move into the intersection
only if the appropriate phase is green. Figure 3 is an overview
of VETRAS.

Oveve Data
Orwve

Move Down Lane

Network Geometry

and Jon (1,u.

No Vets -'(Twos
Per center Sinew
Irene . Ownw

SIMULATED NETWORK

More Into

Imersreetton

Internee,.

Ave. age lnr.e.n

No Veh Thortt

The city of Garland supplied data describing network
geometry, traffic flow and traffic signal settings for

Phase No
StOtreartOM

Control

Crete Length
Sohl PereenteV,
011see Peroentayr

SteOSetionntes

twenty-four intersections in the central business district
during three peak periods of traffic flow-- AM, NOON, PM.

More Thmtos
Intel me non

Bandwidth optimization techniques described in a later

TM.*

section were applied to the flow data provided by Garland to
develop synchronous signal settings for each of the three
peak periods. The signal settings supplied by Garland will be
called the current signal settings, and the bandwidth
optimization-derived settings the computed signal settings.

Gtaphs

IitmI

Figure 3. VETRAS Overview
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The network is shown in Figure 4. There are 24 signalized
intersections currently controlled either by fixed cycle
phases. traffic actuated phases, or flashing signals. A single
control policy is in force for the entire day, and no arterial

a consequence, when this control discipline was imposed on

the simulation of the Garland traffic network, large queues
were seen to form at intersections along heavily traveled
arteries during peak traffic periods.

progression scheme is currently in use.

To demonstrate possible improvements, a traffic pattern
optimization algorithm was used to develop new control

For intersections currently under actuated control, phase
time given to an arterial approach may be distributed among
straight and turn phases. The turn phases are actuated and
will not be given green if there is no demand. For straight
phases, the A flow is a main demand off type phase, and theB flow is a main fixed time off phase. These A and B phase
type assignments also hold for intersections under two-phase
actuated control.

strategies. This algorithm is based on the concept of adaptive

computer control of traffic signal settings. It provides for
optimization of traffic flows within a network based on
maximized bandwidth.

Figure 5 shows a time-space diagram for traffic movement
along an artery. The horizontal line segments indicate the red

times at each intersection and the gaps between them

In the simulations using computed signal sets, all main type
'phases are fixed time off. Any green time not used from the
maximum allocated green time of an associated actuated turn
phase is given to the main phase during any cycle. In this
fashion, total green time allocated to a given direction will be
used according to the demand. However, the green time will
always terminate after some fixed time interval to preserve
the computed offset relationships among phases on an artery.

correspond to green times for each signal cycle. The sloping
bands represent the bandwidth up and down the artery for a
given velocity. A vehicle whose travel trajectory is confined
to one of these bands can travel unimpeded the length of the
artery in the direction of the band.

The procedure used for bandwidth optimization along an
artery can be briefly described as follows. given a base cycle
and green times for each intersection, the algorithm

In addition to the signalized intersections, "dummy"

determines a maximum bandwidth for a given range of

intersections have been included in the network. Dumm.

velocities and computes the offsets necessary to coordinate

intersections have no signal control and serve several purpose:

the signals.

in the simulation:
a.

Realistic modeling of left turn space

b.

Model non-signalized intersections

c.

Provide for traffic gains and losses along an are.y
due to non-modeled intersections.

In this study, the maximum through-band for each artery was
computed by the above procedure for a fixed cycle length of
fifty seconds. This was representative of currently used cycle
lengths, and analysis of trafi'ic flow data supported its use.
The allocation of green splits for all phases of each
intersection was computed proportional to directional traffic
flows.

DERIVATION OF COMPUTED SIGNAL SETTINGS

The computations for each artery were performed over a
velocity range of 30 - 50 mph. The intersections that were

The current method used for signal control in Garland is

included for each artery were selected based-on a criteria of
major flow contributions in both a North-South or East-West
direction. Those intersections which did not provide linkage
between major crossing arteries were not used in the
bandwidth calculation. Consequently, these intersections

based upon one set of fixed time and vehicle-actuated control

settings. This method of signal control is not responsive to
changing network states. Furthermore, there are no
synchronized traffic signals along heavily traveled arteries. As

Daum<

Tel.

I Ifft06,1K14,11

Figure 5. Space-Time Diagram Showing Bandwidth for Arterial
Progression in Two Directions

Figure 4. Portion of Map of Garland Showing Network Simulated
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were included as flashers in the traffic simulation for both

as supplied by Garland, were Input. For each peak. period,
runs were made with the current signal settings and with the
computed signal settings derived for that peak period.
Simulation runs of 15 minutes were considered sufficient, as
data sampling showed the model stabilizing. This is
reasonable since the distributions of trip tunes show mean

current and computed signal settings.

Orca the maximum bandwidths were computed for each
amry. a performance index was calculated to determine the
best combination of a North-South or East-West artery and
all opposing arteries for optimization of network flows.

times of 2 minutes or less.

The arteries chosen for optimization for each of the peak

The histograms of Appendix A show comparisons of certain
system performance criteria. For each peak period,
distributions of queue waits, queue lengths, and trip times are
graphed. The light bars give the distributions under current
signal sets, while the dark bars represent distributions under

flow periods were as follows:
a.

AM- Walnut Street and all North-South

b.

Noon-Garland/North Star and all East-West

computed signal sets.

c.

PM-Garland/North Star and all East-West.

Figure 7 shows an example of arterial flow performance
comparisons that were plotted for each of the three peak
periods. The results of 15 minutes of simulation under
current signal settings are plotted against the results of 15
minutes of simulation under computed signal settings. Four

Once the arteries for optimization were selected, the offsets
computed via the bandwidth calculation were synchronized
on a network basis by selecting a 'reference intersection and
adjusting each offset relative to that intersection.

quantities are plotted for each artery. They are:
el.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

0

I..040

1.-J1

J t_

Data supplied by Garland and computed signal settings were
translated to punched cards in a form acceptable to VETRAS

I.

.11-1

and put in a data base on a direct access storage device.
VETRAS itself, and a GPSS Output Edit report generator
were also resident on direct access data sets. The simulation
output was written to a direct access device, later archived to

tape. The report generator was used with the simulation
output as its data base to produce output reports for analysis
and inclusion in the report made to the City of Garland.

No modifications to the VETRAS code were necessary. The
majority of presimulation effort was in preparing the Garland
data-geometry, traffic, signal control-for input to VETRAS
and building the data base. The analysis, input formatting,
and the construction and checking of the data base required
approximately 1 month.

Figure 6. Data Reduction and Simulation Process Overview
....IV WOO SIC

A total of 10 simulation runs were conducted. The first four
simulation runs did not contain signal control. One run was
made

to

check

.6

the Garland geometry as described to

MC

VETRAS, and three runs were inac'e to check the AM, Noon,

and PM peak traffic patterns. Two runs of 15 minutes
simulation time were then conducted for each peak period
(one with the current signal settings and another with the

*I

'0
I

Ii..Om

i

computed signal settings).

OW.

Own. Wm

All simulations were run on an IBM System/360 Model 65,
using one 2314 disk pack for direct access storage.
Simulation of 15 minutes of traffic time required an average
of 8 minutes central processor, or CPU time. Figure 6 gives

M1

Sort

an overall view of the operational process.

0

SIMULATION RESULTS
Flow volumes into the network and turn percentages at each
intersection corresponding to each of the three peak periods,

00.

Figure 7. AM Peak, Garland-Northstar Traveling South,
IS Minutes Simulation
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4.

0. 0

a.

b.

Percent Queue Zeros -The percent of cars that did
not have to stop before entering an intersection.

The improvements discussed above result from application of

the bandwidth optimization algorithm to compute coherent
arterial offsets, cycle lengths, and splits as a function of

Average Queue Wait-The average time, in seconds,

demand. Improvements over current control would also be
possible using non-optimizing procedures to compute arterial

that stopped cars had to wait before entering an
intersection.
c.

offsets for current cycle lengths and splits. Altering cycle
lengths and splits as a function of time of day would also

Number of Entries in Queue-The number of cars

bring improvements over current performance.

that have approached an intersection.
The greatest improvements are, however, expected by using a
d.

Number of Stops-The number of cars that had to

computer in

stop before entering an intersection.

optimization algorithm is used to compute offsets and signal
sets based on demand, where the demand is automatically

A study of similar statistics gathered for all arteries indicates
queue waits and number of stops are generally lower along an
artery under the computed signal sets than under current
signal sets. Throughput, as measured by number of entries in
the queue, is generally somewhat higher under computed
signal sets. The percent of queue zeroes is also higher for

a

traffic responsive mode. The bandwidth

sensed and reported to the monitoring computer. The
demands are used to update the signal patterns and to select

appropriate patterns for use when needed. The
demand-monitoring, signal pattern optimization and pattern
selection functions performed by the control computer
provide a responsive and flexible control system.

computed signal sets.

Expected improvements for Garland compare favorably with
the - results of similar analyses conducted for other cities as
shown in Table 2.

As might be expected, the computed signal sets also resulted
in better overall network performance. Table I shows a
comparison of several general network statistics taken after

IS minutes of simulation. Note that two queue waits are

COST ANALYSIS

given. The average queue wait includes cars that did not stop

before entering an intersection. The average queue wait
includes only cars that had to stop.

The cost to the motoring public during each of the peak
periods under control of the current and computed signal

A direct relationship between traffic volume and relative

settings can be estimated. Figures for the cost computations
are taken from the American Association of State Highway

improvement in network performance can be seen in Table I.
For the NOON, AM, and PM peaks, which have successively

Officials report entitled Road User Benefit Analysis for
Highway Improvement. This report determines the cost for
stopping a vehicle from various speeds, plus the cost of a

heavier flows, the improvements in each of the measured
quantities are successively greater.

standing delay.

Table I. Network Performance Comparison

AM

Noon

PM

Improvement (%)

Item

Current

Computed

Current

Computed

Current

Computed

Throughput
(Number of Cars)

1298

1354

1146

1180

1366

1523

4.3

3.0

11.5

Queue Zeros (%)

58.9

66.9

65.8

673

57.0

70.4

13.6

2.0

23.0

Average Queue
Wait (Seconds)

9.0

5.5

6.9

4.8

11.9

4.9

39.0

33.0

63.6

SAverage Queue
Wait (Seconds)

21.9

16.6

20.2

14.7

27.7

16.6

24.0

27.0

40.0

Length (Number
of Cars)

2.3

1.9

1.8

1.6

2.75

2.15

17.0

11.0

22.0

Average Trip Time
(Minutes)

2.0

1.6

1.6

1.3

2.2

1.6

20.0

18.5

27.0

Number of Stops

2940

2433

1832

1744

3456

2473

17.0

5.0

28.0

AM

Noon

PM

Average Queue
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Table 2.

Improvements Comparison

where stop time is in seconds. The average queue wait for
stopped cars can be used for this figure.

Item

Garland

San Jose

Wichita Falls

Intersections

26

32

80

Table 3 presents a summary of estimated costs and savings
for each of the peak periods. The formulas used are:
Cost/hour

Estimated
Savings/year (5)

118,830

Stop Probability
Reduction (%)

250.000

Cost/stop x Number of stops/1 5 min x 4

4,200.000

100
17

17.8

8

= S Cost/hour

The elements of cost used in the report are based on national

Saving/year

averages and are delineated as follows:

Saving/hour x 2 x 260 = S Saving/year
Gasoline = S0.32 per gallon

Oil

= S0.45 per quart

Tires

= S100 per set initial cost

Time

In the cost per hour formula, the number of stops observed
in 15 minutes of simulation is extrapolated linearly to obtain

number of stops per hour by multiplying by four. In the
saving per year formula a 2-hour peak period is assumed and
a 260-day work year (365 - 2x52) is used.

= SI.55 per hour.

For a speed of 30 miles per hour, which is the posted speed
in the network simulated, the following figures are given:

For each of the peak periods, the average time per stop is less
under the computed signal sets than under the current signal

0.74 ¢ = Cost of a vehicle stop

sets. This results in a lower cost per stop. This (inference is
most noticeable in the PM peak figures, where the cost per
stop is 26 percent less under computed signal settings. In

0.008¢ = Cost per second of idling

addition, the number of stops during each of the peak
periods is less under the computed signal sets. This, combined
with the lower cost per stop produces a lower cost per hour.
For the PM peak period, there are 28 percent fewer stops
under computed settings. There is, however, a 48 percent

0.043¢ = Cost per second of waiting.
Using these figures, a formula for cost per stop is:

difference in the cost per hour. Table 4 summarizes the

0.740 + stop time (0.008 + 0.043) = 0 per stop

differences in costs for each of the peak periods.

Table 3. Cost Comparison of Current and Computed Signal Settings

AM

Noon

PM

Item
Current

Computed

Current

Computed

Current

Computed

Stops per 15 min

2940

2433

1832

1744

3456

2473

Average Queue
Wait (Seconds)

21.9

16.6

20.2

14.7

27.7

16.6

Cost per Stop (S)

1.86

1.59

1.77

1.49

2.15

1.59

Cost per Hour (S)

218

154

130

104

300

157

Saving per Hour (S)

64

26

143

Saving per Year (5)

32,640

13,260

72,930

Total Saving per Year (S)

118,830

586

I

Table 4. Relative Cost Benefits of Computed Signal Settings

Table 5. Improvement Factor for Current vs
Computed Signal Settings

Difference (%)

Item

novement (%)
AM

Noon

PM

Item
Noon

Stops per 15 min

17.0

5.0

28.0

Cost per Stop

14.0

16.0

26.0

Cost per Hour

29.0

20.0

48.0

AM

PM

Throughput (Cars)

3.0

4.3

11.5

Queue wait

2.0

13.6

23.0

33.0

39.0

64.0

length

I1.0

17.0

22.0

by Table I, where relative improvement in each of the

Average trip time

18.0

20.0

27.0

measured statistics increases with an increase in volume, or
throughput.

Stops

5.0

17.0

28.0

Average queue

wait

A study of Tables 2 and 3 indicates a relationship between
cost and traffic volume. As volume, indicated by stops per 15
minutes, increases, so does the saving per hour. The
relationship between volume and improvement is supported

Average queue

CONCLUSIONS

Period

Simulation results of current versus computed signal control

AM

36,640

computer-generated signal settings can significantly improve
the performance of Garland's traffic network. This

Noon

13,260

performance improvement

PM

72,930

Saving per Year (S)

for each of the peak periods demonstrates that use of
is measured in terms of
throughput, number of stops, wait times, trip times, and
queue statistics. Table 5 shows the improvements for the

Total

NOON, AM, and PM peak periods which have successively
heavier traffic volumes. The larger volumes of traffic in the
PM period realize greater relative improvement.

118,830

This estimate does not take into account weekends, which
constitute 28 percent of the year, and special events which

could present very high traffic volumes. Even more
importantly, this estimate does not consider the growing
lino74;einents hi network performance also can be translated

nature of Garland's traffic volume.

into estimated costs savings to the motoring public. Using
cost figures for stops and delays and potential improvements

In addition to the direct dollar benefits, other community

obtained from the simulation study, yearly cost savings for
the three peak periods (i.e., six hours for five days or 25

benefits would be accrued in the environmental areas of air
and noise pollution and in the enhanced safety, convenience,
and comfort of daily travel.

percent of weekday operation) were estimated as follows:
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Appendix A. NETWORK PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
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CORPORATE PLANNING MODEL DESIGN:

COMPUTERIZED SCRATCH PADS

Harley M. Courtney
The University of Texas at Arlington

Abstract
This paper describes a modular approach
to the construction of financial planning models.

This paper will describe financial planning

thing from preparing budget schedules to select-

model design permitting such flexibility of use

accounting methods.

that the models become management's financial

well-designed planning models permit is the heu-

planning "scratch pads."

ristic selection of various investment alterna-

Moreover, the structure

A significant activity which

of a model designed according to this philosophy

tives so that a myriad of corporate objectives

will be described and a global run of the model

such as planned profits can be more nearly

will be presented.

achieved than otherwise.

Significant interrelation-

Thus a well-designed

ships between model design, operating environ-

model will permit a corporate planner to manipu-

ment and programming language will be considered.

late the plan almost effortlessly, extracting and

The corporate planning model has, in recent

inserting segments of operations to determine

years, largely supplanted its pedestrian predecessor, the hand-generated budget.

their effect on the total financial picture.

The majority of planning models have been

An immediate

benefit was the freedom from computational con-

developed and are still used in the batch mode.

straints.

It is not surprising that their design has been

But of fundamental significance is the

possibility of elevating the term "profit-

influenced by the environment in which they have

planning" from the level of a neologism to-that

been constructed and used.

of a concept.

tion'involves a single program (main program)

"Profit-planning" is used in the

financial planning literature to describe any-

The typical construe-

which May call subroutines or may contain all
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parts of the model within the single program with

the previously mentioned problems associated with

input and output options provided.

batch-processing consuming considerable student

A phyr:cal

problem unrelated to model design, but associated

tire.

with batch-run model:, is turnaround time and the

more intolerant than students of the time con-

physical necessity of handling data cards for

sumption and the start-stop aspects of planning.

each run.

Since other computer usage in the course was via

In many installations, good turnaround

Probably corporate managers would be even

time is a matter of several minutes and typical

a tire-shared terminal, it seemed that conversion

time is in the hours.

of the model to this mode would assuage student

If a run is made of the

model, and revisions in the financial plan appear

problems in running the model.

to be desirable, then not only must cards for the

would be reduced to perhaps twenty minutes.

variables being changed be handled, but all data

another problem appeared:

cards must be rehandled and re-run.

used for the entire model, all variables must be

A solution to this problem has been found in

Turnaround time
But

If one program was

entered for each run of the model, and this would

the use of time-sharing, but previously unrecog-

be more onerous than handling cards.

nized problems surface with the change in opera-

reason, and in order to simplify the programming

ting environment.

by segmenting the task, it was decided that three

These can be attributed to the

For this

model structure which, although appropriate for

functions (programs) would be written.

batch-processing mode, appears to be unnecessar.;

function would receive input data, the second

4y restrictive for a time - sharing environment.

would perform the calculations, and the third

The most confining aspect of batch design models

would produce the financial plan.

is the necessity that each run of the model be a

design of the batch process model and the time

total run, and that output must be specified as

shared model is

a part of the initial input to the model.

that the batch- processor is holistic in structure

The history of the development of a modular,

The first

Thus the

contrasted in Exhibit 1.

while the time-shared model is modular.

Note

Another

flexible model was that of discovery in stages.

change of substance from the batch to the time-

A private concern gave the author a corporate

shared model is the change of language, the

planning model to be used for instructional pur-

finer being written in FORTRAN'and the latter in

poses which was designed to run in the batchmode.

in APL.

While the model had been designed as a

Although there were other compelling

reasons for the change, it was mandated because

structured model into which various firma might

(a) the original model was in FORTRAN and AFL

adapt their accounting data, it was readily usa-

batch processors are not generally available, and

ble for university instruction in financial plan-

(b) because our time-sharing service proVides

ning.

APL, but not FORTRAN.

It was used with some success, but with
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.

Batch model

Time-sharing model
typing the names of the variabl?3.

Thus

operation of the model was further developed as
indicated in Exhibit 2.
All
At this point destgn characteristics permit-

functions
ted the model to be used as a "sc....uch pad" upon
in a

which a planning manager could enter incremental
single

changes and view he effects on selected varia-

program
bles in seconds.

Typical use of the model in

solving financial planning cases was to ralre an

initial run through he model, to examine the
Holistic design
Exhibit 1:

plan produced and conSide.r input variables which

Modular design

Contrasting deal'
batch vs. time-r

racteristics of

might be changed to refleyt additional investment

g models.

proposals or asset redeployments.

These variable

changes were entered individually, CALI was typed
BENEFITS DERIVED

and then selected outpt variables wen' inspec-

Probably the most compelling reason for mod-

ted.

Once a number of Changes had been made or

ular construction of the APL model version was

the plan appeared to be acceptable in respect to

the simplicity in writing functions and debugging

the few variables inspected, the total plan

them.

would be produced by typing PLAN.

However, it was discovered that after an

initial run of the functions INPUT, CALC, and
PLAN, one could then change several input varia-

bles most easily by simply redefining them rather

than by using theINPUT function again.

INPUT

Then the
SELECTED
INPUT
VARIABLES

CALC function could be run and the entire revised
plan could be reproduced without requiring use of
the lengthy INPUT function.

Moreover, if in the

CALC

lir

initial run of the plan, some one or two output

;SP4CT1

variables appeared to be critical and the addi-

CRITICAL
VARIABLES

tional run as to determine the effect on the
PLAN
critical output variables of changing certain
input variables,

the entire plan need not be
Exhibit 2:

reproduced.

Rather, after running the CALC func-

tion, given output variables could be obtained by
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Diagram of model operation with
modular construction.

The response is a program inquiry, "NAME OF CO?"

The sequence of steps is illustrated on the
immediate following pages.

The INPUT, CALC, and

Since literal input is required, the terminal

PLAN functions (programs) are executed in that

requests input at the left margin.

order; a line has been drawn between each func-

the next inquiry regarding the number of periods

tion run for the convenience of the reader.

and year is numeric and the terminal indents six

Typing by the user is indented six spaces with

spaces to receive the response.

the exception of literal input which begins at
the left margin.

In contrast.

Exhibit 3 is the first run of a three year
financial plan.

Computer- controlled typing

All significant corporate objec-

begins at the left margin except as otherwise

tives would be met if the plan proposed were

programmed.

realized.

For example the first function is

called by typing the name INPUT which is indented.

However, some additional funds must be

obtained (see last current liability item), and

INPUT
NAME OF CO?
BARCO ENTERPRISES. INC.
NO.IERIODS OF OUTPUT AND FIRST1EAR OF OUTPUT?
0:

3 1973
RATIO OF CASH-TO SALES?
0:

.04

MARKETABLE SECURITIES?
0:

5000

YIELD ON MARKETABLE SECURITIES?
0:

.05

RATIO OF ACC REC TO SALES?
0:

.09

BEGIN RAW MAT OF 1ST PERIOD?
0:
0

RAW MIT TURNOVER?

0:
4

TURNOVER a' WIP?
0:

18

DEGREE COMPLETION WIP?
0:
.5

BEGIN INV OF FIN GOODS (1ST PERIOD ONLY)?
0:
0

TURNOVER OF FIN GOODS INV?
0:

10 12 12
PREPAID EXP/SALES(N+1)?
0:

.02
Exhibit 3:

Illustration of a run of the principal functions.
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OTHER ASSETS?
0:

5400

PLANT AND EQUIP?
0:

300000 300000 500000
BEGIN BAL OF ACCUM DEPR?
0:
0

DEPR RATE?
0:
.075

LAND?
0:

20000
DEFERRED CHGS?
0:

2400

ACCTS PAY/MAT, PUR. ?
0:
.12

DIVIDENDS PAY/DIV DECLARED?
0:

.08

DIV PAkOUT RATE
0:

O 0 .3
WAGES PAY/DIRECT LABOR COST?
0:

.05

TAXES PAYABLE?
0:

1000 1000 1500
SHORT TERM LOANS?
0:

35000'35000 10000
INT RATE ON ST NOTES?
0:

.09

LONGTERM DEBT MATURING WITHIN 1 YEAR?
0:

O 0 5000
DEFERRED TAXES?
J:

O 0 4000
LONG TERMIEBT?
0:

O 0 45000
INT RATE ON LT NOTES?
0:

.06

COMMON STOCK SHARES ISSUED?
0:

2500

PAR VALUE COMMON SHARE?
0:

10

PREMIUM ON STOCK BALANCE(S)?
0:

20000
BEGIN RETAINED EARNINGS?
0:
0

YOU MAY ENTER AFIRST PERIOD SALES AMT. ND A GROWTH RATE OR
YOU MAY ENTER ABSOLUTE VALUES.
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DO YOUWTSH TO USE A GROWTH RATE?
NO
ENTER SALES VALUES FOR PERIODS OF OUTPUT DESIRED + ONE

:

50000 100000 225000 280000
COST OF SALES/SALES? ENTER EITHER A SINGLE VALUE OR
VALUESFOR NO. YEARS OUTPUT DESIRED + ONE.

:

. 6 .55

.5 .5

DIRECT LABOR COST/rOST OF !MODS COMPLETED?

:

.4

MATERIAL COST/COST OF GOODS COMPLETED?

:

.25

OVERHEAD/COST GOODS COMPLETED?

:

. 35

FIXED INDIRECT LABOR?

:

8000 8000 17000
OTHER OUT OFFUCKET FIXED OVERHEAD?

:

5000

VARIABLE OVERHEAD/DIRECT LABORCOST?

:

. 3

VARIABLEADMINISTRATIVE EXP/

:

SALES?

. 04

FIXED ADMIN EXP?

:

5000 10000 20000
VARIABLE SALES EXP/SALES?

:

. 06 .06 .05

FIXED SELLING EXPENSE?

:

5000 10000 25000
EXTRAORDINARY GAINS?

:

0

0 2000

EXTRAORDINARY LOSSES?

:

0 4300 0
END OF INPUT REQUIREMENTS
TO PROCEED, TYPE 'CALC'
CALC
CALCULATIONS ARE BEGINNIIIG, PLEASE STAND BY.
CALCULATIONS COMPLETED.
TO PRODUCE THE COMPLETED PLAN,TYPE PLAN
PLAN

TO CENTER OUTPUT VERTICALLYONWE PAGE,10LL THE PAPER
FORWARDTOA NEW PAGE AND THEN PRESSTHE1ETURN KEY. IF
CENTERINGSAOT DESIRED, SIMPLY PRESS THE RETURN KEY.
Exhibit 3: Continued
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BARCO ENTERPRISES, INC.
BALANCE SHEET
FOR }EAR ENDS

1973
CERREffT ASSETS
CASH

1974

1975

4,000
5,000
4,500
3,438
986
5,500
2,000

9,000
5,000
9,000
7,031
1,635
9,375
4,500

11,200
8,126
20,250
8,750
3,189
11,666
5,600

TOTAL CURRENT

25,424

45,542

68,781

EIXE2 AsgErs
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
LESS ACCDEPR.
LAND

30,000
2,250
20,000

30,000
4,500
20,000

50,000
8,250
20,000

TOTAL FIXED
OTHER ASSETS
DEFERRED CHARGES

47,750
5.400
2,400

45,500
5,400
2,400

61,750

80,974

98,842

138,331

1,478

2,198

WAGES PAYABLE
ACCRUED TAXES
SHORT TERM LOANS
LT DEBT MATURING
FUNDS NEEDED

710
1,000
35,000

1,178
1.000
35,000

3,650
733
2,296
1,500
10,000
5,000

2,771

14,700

TOTAL CURRENT

40,959

54,075

MARKETABLE SECURITIES
ACCOUNTS1ECEIVABLE
RAW MATERIALS
WORK IN PROCESS
FINISHED GOODS
PREPAID EXPENSES

TOTAL ASSETS

'5.400

2,400

ORRENT LIAEILITIES
ACCOUNTSPAYABLE

DIIDENPS PAYABLE

23,179

Ula BERM kIAMIZLEg
LONG TERM IEBT

45,000
4,000

DEFERRED TAXES

TOTAL LIABILITIES

40,959

54,075

72,179

25,000
20,000
4,985

25.000
20,000
234

25,000
20,000
21,152

80,974

98,842

138,331

)

groCKHQUER.5. Mar
COMMON STOCK

PREMIUM ON STOCK
RETAINED EARNINGS
TOTAL DEBTIEQUITY
ahibit 3: Continued
there is some concern that the company may have

ered.

difficulty placing the long-term debt to be

year and $5,000 the second.

issued during 1975, given the low current ratios

then be purchased in the third year.

for 1973 and 1974.

The leasing cost will be $6,000 the first

New equipment will
By leasing

equipment, short term loans required in 1973 can

Consequently, a proposal to

lease $20,00 of the equipment during 1973 and

be reduced and the necessary additional funds for

1974 rather than purchasing it is being consid-

1974 are less.
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Since additional funds must be

BARCO ENTERPRISES, INC.
INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THEFISCAL YEARS
1973

1974

1975

SALES
COST OF GOODS SOLD

50,000
30,000

100,000
55,000

225,000
112,500

STD GROSS PROFIT
OVERHEAD VARI.

20,000
7,085

45,000
1,709

112,500

ADJ. GROSSIROFIT

12,915

43,291

113,152

VARIABLE ADMIN. EXP
FIXED ADMIN. EXP
VARIABLE SELLING EXP
FIXED SELLING EXP

2,000
5,000
3,000
5,000

4,000
10,000
6,000
10,000

9,000
20,000
11,250
25,000

OPERATING INCOME
INTEREST EXPENSE
INVESTMENT INCOME

2,085
3,150

13,291
3,150

47,902
3,900

250

250

250

652

OURATIU ucepsEs

EXIMOUINARI IXEM,2
EXTRAORDINARY GAINS
EXTRAORDINARY LOSSES

2,000

4,300

INCOME BEFORE TAX
FED. INCOME TAX

4,985

6,091
1,340

46,252
15,701

NET INCOME

4,985

4,751

30,551

MANUFACTURING OVERHEAD
FOR THE FISCAL YEARS
1973

FIXED INDIRECT LABOR
OTHERETXED OVERHEAD
DEPRECIATION

UNDER
Ekhibit 3:

OVER APPLIED

1975

8,000
5,000
2.250
4,260

8,000
5,000
2,250
7,065

17,000
5,000
3,750
13,775

19,510
12,425

22,315
20,506

39,525
40,177

7,085

1,709

652

VARIABLE OVERHEAD

TOTAL ACTUAL OH
OVERHEAD APPLIED

1974

Concluded

secured for the second year, management is also

deficit.

considering the issuance of more shares in 1973.

are:

The planner then "scratch- computed" by first con-

1.

The steps as illustrated in Ekhibit 4

Redefine the values for plant and equip-

sidering the effect of leasing equipment and

ment, other fixed overhead, and short

reducing short-term debt, and then calculating

term loans.

the additional shares required to cover the funds
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2.

Compute new plan values using CALC.

PLTEQ410000 10000 50000
OFIXOH +11000 10000 5000
STLOANS4-15000 15000 10000
CALC
CALCULATIONS ARE BEGINNING, PLEASE STAND BY.
CALCULATIONS COMPLETED.
TO PRODUCE THE COMPLETED PLAN, TYPE PLAN
TCA+TCL
1.010533173 1.108029534
FUNDNEED
6971.111111 21726.49167
NI
-7685 3425.175

2.424549529

3900.331407

30551.08333

CSNO4CSNO+500
PRECS4PRECS+8)(500
CALC
CALCULATIONS ARE BEGINNING,FLEASESTAND BY.
CALCULATIONS COMPLETED.
TO PRODUCE THE COMPLETED PLAN, TYPE PLAN

FUNDNEED
12726.49167 0
TCA+TCL
1.509415808 1.418677585
0

3.052539434

STLOANS[2]+STLOANS[2]+13000
CALC
CALCULATIONS ARE BEGINNING, PLEASE STAND BY.
CALCULATIONS COMPLETED.
TO PRODUCE THE COMPLETED PLAN, TYPE PLAN

FUNDNEED
639.0916667 0
TCA+TCL
1.509415808 1.379461447
3.01316769
MKTSC
7028.888889 5000
9187.068593
0

STLOANS[3]+STLOANS[3]-4000
Exhibit 4:

3.

illustration of the "scratch pad" characteristics of the time - sharing model.

Inspect some critical variables -

appear.

current ratio (total, current assets

When the user is satisfied that the critical var-

divided by total current liabilities),

iables are satisfactory, he will then proceed to

net income, and funds needed.

production of the entire plan for perusal.

Redefine values for common stock and

that the turnaround time is governed by the

premium.

rapidity of the user's mental processes rather

5.

Compute new plan,vulues using CALC.

than by model constraints since run time for CALC

6.

Inspect the critical variables.

is usually equal to the time required for the

7.

Continue until acceptable variables

typewriter to type the messages involved.

4.
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Note

The

STORE
PLAN OUTPUT IS STORED

ARSALE÷.09 .15 .15
SALES4-50000 120000 265000 330000
VADEXPSAL÷.04 .05 .05
CALC
CALCULATIONS ARE BEGINNING, PLEASE STAND BY
CALCULATIONS COMPLETED.
TO PRODUCE THE COMPLETED PLAN, TYPE PLAN

PLANDIF
TO CENTER OUTPUT VERTICALLY ON THE PAGE,ROLL THE PAPER
FORWARD TO A NEW PAGE AND THEN PRESS THE RETURN KEY. IF
CENTERING IS NOT DESIRED, SIMPLY PRESSIVE RETURN KEY.
BARCO ENTERPRISES, INC.
BALANCE SHEET
FOR YEAR ENDS
1973

1974

1975

CURRENT ASSETS
CASH

800

MARKETABLE SECURITIES
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
RAW MATERIALS
WORK IN PROCESS
FINISHED GOODS
PREPAID EXPENSES

_2,000
3,126
19,500
1,563

1,100

9,000
1,250
321
1,667

400

.800

2,083
1,000

3,018

14,638

23,587

3,018

14,638

23,587

688
31

TOTAL CURRENT

1,600

567

VIED ASSETS
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
LESS ACCEEPR.
LAND

TOTAL FIXED
OTHER ASSETS
DEFERRED CHARGES
TOTAL'ASSETS
Exhibit 5:

Illustration of STORE and PLANDIF functions permitting the difference between two plans
to be produced.

messages were added since response time may be up
to ten seconds if many users are on the system,

make changes in variables and make a second run.

Then the second run can be produced and/or the

and students, being accustomed to faster

'differences between the first and second runs can

responses, were reassured by them.

be produced (the plan production will have posi-

Some additional modules have been added to

tive and negative values representing Changes

the model and other additions are anticipated.

between the successive plans).

Two functions have been added which permit the

illustrated by Ekhibit 5.

user to store the results of the current run, to

permit the user to specify certain financial goals
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This feature is

Another set o£ modules

GOALS
ENTER THE UPPER LIMIT FOR THE CURRENT RATIO
0:

2.3

ENTER THE LOWER LIMIT FOR THE CURRENT RATIO
0:

1.2

ENTER THE UPPER LIMIT FOR THE DEBT/EQUITY RATIO
0:
. 5

ENTER THE LOWER LIMIT FOR THE DEBT/EQUITY RATIO
0:
. 2

.2 .35

ENTER THE TARGET PROFIT ON SALES DOLLAR
0:
.- 1

0 .1

TARGET ASSET TURNOVER
0:

.8 1.2 1.5
TARGET EARNINGS PER SHARE
0:
2

1 5

END OF INPUT FOR GOALS
GOALVAR

CURRENT RATIO GREATER THAN UPPER LIMIT IN 1975 BY 1.1
PROFIT ON SALES DOLLAR DEVIATED FROM THE TARGET BY
0.054 0.025
FOR THE 3 YEARS RESPECTIVELY

0.037

ASSET TURNOVER DEVIATED FROM THE TARGET BY
-0.025 0.022 0.128
FOR THE 3 YEARS RESPECTIVELY
EARNINGS PER SHARE FELL SHORT OF THE TARGET BY
0.56 0.16 FOR 1973 1974
EARNINGS PER SHARE EXCEEDED THE TARGET BY
5.26 FOR 1975
ALL OTHER GOALS WERE ACHIEVED.
ahibit 6:

Use of programmed goals to diagnose acceptability of the plan.

such as earnings per share and current ratio and

tive use choices give the user maximum flexibil-

to determine the extent to which these goals have

ity in that he may:

been met.

Thus critical variables may be speci-

1.

fied in the model and their achievement evaluated
with each successive pass through CALC.

For some

Proceed straight through the basic
three functions, INPUP, CALC, and PLAN.

2.

Input the basic data, perform calcula-

purposes this is a more efficient "scratch pad"

tions, inspect critical variables, and

approach than the informal inspection of individ-

either recycle or produce the plan.

ual output variables.

The operation of this set

3.

of functions is illustrated in Exhibit 6.

Input data, perform calculations, input

goals, and then examine goal achieve-

The expanded planning model and the alterna-

ment, followed by a recycle or plan
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4.

production.

vectors on an element by element basis and the

Input: data, perform calculations, store

ability to mix integers and vectors.

the plan, recycle by changing input var-

ity eliminates the necessity for loops when com-

iables, performing calculations, and

bined with the use of certain primitive functions

then determining the differences

such as take (t) and drop (4) which are useful in

between the first and second run of the

accomodating lead and lag relationships.

plan.

subscripting of variables is unnecessary.

This abil-

Moreover,

In the

There are other variations of course, with this

model, for

variety essentially giving management a powerful

period is assumed to be a function of the follow-

scratch pad for planning financial operations.

ing year's sales.

Several other features can be conveniently
added due to the modular construction.

example, cash at the end of a fiscal

The program statements in

FORTRAN and APL are compared below:

RESTORE,

FORTRAN:

a function which restores a stored plan so that

DO 205, I=1,N0YRS

it can be produced can be easily added.

CASH (I) = RCASSAL(I)*SALES(I+1)

In fact,

a series of store and restore functions can be

APL: CSH+RCSHSALExPERIODfSALES

created and distinguished by adding 1,2, or 3 to

Of course the 'DO' loop encompasses variables

the function name.

other than cash.

The successive runs of the

But it should be noted that

plan could be retained within the same workspace

while several loops are required in FORTRAN, none

for future use or reference.

are required in the APL version of the model due

(In many instances

it will be more convenient to save the results of

to the structure of the language.

a run in a separate workspace.) A function

Another significant advantage of APL is that

called QUARTERS would convert annual values (such

no dimension statements are required; in contrast,

as interest rates and programmed fixed costs) to

the FORTRAN version of the model required fourteen

quarterly values, thereby permitting the genera-

lines of such statements.

tion of plans by quarters in addition to years,

also Rimpler.

Some additional segmentation of the existing

Output formatting is

FORTRAN:

functions may be necessary to accomplish this,

WRITE(108,2040) (CASH(I), I=1,N0YRS)

but the concept should be transparent.

2040 FORMAT ($CASH$,16X,F8.0,4(3X,F8.0))

THE RELATIVE MERITS OF APL

APL: 'CASH

Although other languages are available via.

IIBCI141 AFMT CSR

The lack of dimensioning in APL means that the

time-sharing, APL Possesses several chsracteris-

model can operate on one, five, twenty, fifty

tics which recommend it for use.

year projections; while the FORTRAN model is con-

Some of these

are the extension of arithmetic operations to

strained to a five year projection.
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The formatted

plan output in either case is limited to the

scratch pad approach to planning, permitting

width of the printing device.

attention to proposals and their effects rather

CONCLUSIONS

than distraction by interruptions occasioned by

The conversion from hand-generated financial

total runs of plans when such is unnecessary.

The

budgets to computerized planning models was a sig-

ability to enter only those variables being

nificant step in the development of corporate

changed and to inspect the effects of the changes

management.

within five to ten seconds permits the type of

The concept of multiple cuts of the

budget became a reality rather than a step

concentration being sought for by researchers in

resorted to on a partial basis or only in the

computer assisted instruction.

most extreme situations.

is achieved in corporate planning, the computer

The holistic design of

When this state

such early planning models was appropriate for

has become an interactive management tool rather

the batch operating environment.

simply a rapid calculator.

But with the availability and use of time-

The difference is

qualitative as well as quantitative, since man-

sharing, design characteristics should recognize

agement can do in an appropriately designed inter-

and capitalize on changes in the operating envir-

active environment what cannot be accomplished in

onment.

a batch oriented environment due to time con-

While some have called attention to

desirable characteristics of models, it is also

straints and limited retention ability of the

important to recognize interrelationships between

human mind.

the operating environment, model design characteristics, and even the choice of programming language.

For example, some have advocated the use

of flexible rather than structured models (as the
'one described here).

But flexible models begin

to assume the characteristics of a limited programming language, and require more user time
than structured models.

Thus if one utilizes a

concise language (APL) for model construction,
the cost of adapting a structured model to unique
circumstances may be less than the cost of using
(overlooking the greater programming cost) a less
powerful language.

A modular-designed corporate planning model
such as described here provides management with a
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"AN APPLICATION OF SIMULATION MODELS TO CORPORATE PLANNING PROCESSES"

Ronald A. Seaberg

XEROX of Canada Limited
January 1973

A family of timeshared computer models written in APL have
been developed
for

in an effort

communication, planning

models incorporate
forecasting,

budgeting.

long-range

functional areas
purposes.

and tools

planning

and

The

of simulation,

probabilistic

Developed in a short time span and at low cost,

offices in both the U.S.

XEROX in both corporate and region
and Canada.

a system of statistical and

involve the

control

and

the concepts

they are widely used at

discusses

to link the

the approaches

Under development is

econometric models.

used

to

design, implement

functional managers in building

the models.
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The paper
and

and utilizing

decision-making processes.

INTRODUCTION

We have developed and are utilizing
a

series

models

assist

to

planning
additlJnally

us

as

financial

in

Xerox

for

development

simulation

deterministic

of

(XCL)

step

a

in

simulation

are

questions when

and

managers.

the

systems

planning

corporate

of

definitions

The

to

purpose

The

to

the models in our

use

how we

describe

this paper is

of

which themselves

natural

Models

planning process, the types of models we

raised

corporate

with

working

and

Models are representations of

into

a

experimented

otherwise

models.

models

popularly

two

brought

be

of

environment

laboratory
on

(ships in tow tanks),

or

their

in

1970).

(Ackoff

classified as

be

can

are too large

physical

graphic, symbolic

implementation

representations (algebraic equations) of

procedure and how we maintain the models

the system; or a specified procedure for

internal/external

the evaluation of some criterion such as

utilize,

in

the

initial

changing

a

expenses

environment.
These

models are

APL.

and are

users,

functional

written

which

data bases

at

model

mechanically

whether

issue is

ourselves

can

make

Rather,

with

a

significant

applications

to

simulation

not

the

that it

XCL operations

(a

system

time.

which simulation

can

the
be

experiment

or

reproduces

functional component

or the whole firm) as

concerned

as

sense I'm using it,
an

is

manner

it moves

through

The manipulation may be by hand,

computer, or by a combination of man and
computer

working

together.

The

how to implement them in a way that

simulation models we have worked with to

science

date have been essentially of the latter

managers (without
background) will
them

conditions

manipulation of a model that

models can make an economic contribution
and

of

a

In the

studied.

contribution.

essentially

we are

such

in

"properties"

We accept and

simulation is of value.

have demonstrated to

or

operating

Simulation is the manipulation of a

interact with batch system data bases.
Not

other

on

that

(Schweyer)

subject to control by management.

in

They access an extensive series of

on line

depend

a timeshared

were developed by the

computer,

(T/S)

on

profit

or

into

a management

be able to incorporate
their

planning

type

(man-machine)

although

we

built some forecasting models that

and
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have
can

,'stand

under

alone'

control.

We

strict

computer

simulate systems (such as

operations of XCL) because we

the

to understand how they work,
factors

the

that

to

forecasting,

of

to

aid

is

in

plan.

this activity

Prior

to the

required about

4

and other

This

initial

model. was

operated

through a terminal where the analyst and

MODELS

most

is used

and

man-weeks of analyst level effort.

BEING

USED

IN

manager

FINANCIAL PLANNING AT XCL
It

which

and in the development

our operating

model,

decision processes.
SIMULATION

monthly

control device,

their

they react

performed

a task

resource planning, profit planning, as a

determine

their environment as an

planning,

is

want

influence

behavior and observe how
changes in

forecast of our business,

controlled 30

variables (such'as growth rates, product

important to

that we do not have a

(generally both)

realize

trading

planning model as

etc.)

relationships,
and

productivity,

obtained a foredast

of

300

such, rather, we have a series of models

output variables per month for 12 months

which are

(such

changing

we

as

about our business and as
about

how models

improving

more

we learn more

can

our

learn

assist

us

planning

previously
into

. models

(Gershefski

three

types" -

simple mathematical

in

(Seaberg 1972).

be seen in

1971)

been

System).

classed

base with

and large
We

first simulation

the simple

mathmatical

use all

developed

in

within

calendar

1

crude

it

operational

month

with

expenditure of less than $3000.00.
model was built

to

development

our

of

assist
rolling

us

in

Chart 1 (Initial

Simulation

On this chart you can see the

in-house batch

the

systems.

was keyboard entered

into the T/S data base;

now,

there are

mechanical (data tape) transfers

model was of

type,

etc.)

This initial system can

Initially the data

three types and variations in between.
Our

inventory

interrelationship of the timeshared data

budget compilers,
models,

forecasts,

expense and profit contribution,

and

have

complex integrated models.

order

changes, resource requirements, revenue,

decision-making capabilities.
Simulation

as

To

was

summarize

our

.

initiation

to

simulation models, one could say that it

form

started

the

with

a

computer model

This

recognition
could be of

assistance in obtaining

the

and

12 -month

consistent

a

forecast

that

a

significant
more

timely

of

XEROX

operations at a significant reduction in
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cost (4 man-weeks to 2 man-machine days)
and

assumptions

varying

flexibility

more

infinitely

simulated outcome on activity,

begin

revenue,

fair

amount of
service

detail,

our

distribution,

(support)

and

financial functions were
aggregated

and

simplistic procedures (although in

more

highly

in

detail than the manual
the

model

procedure

development of operating plans

and

Beginning

with our

their

detail,

operations

effort

derived

we

,

planning,

for

later used

this

in

long

simulation

years)

begins

with

studies and

trends

Management

campaigns,

of

then may

projection

key
Change

input

variables.

by

these

etc.)

key

destination

to be desired directites (objectives and

models tend to be

to determine the
and

the

eifects on
resulting

financial

analysts

operations

many

more

levels,

'eight rates

point

of

origin,

and outputs (an entire operations

and

and the modo,s are then executed

facility

As can le expected

and

variables consistent with what they feel

goa:ts)

and

trends by employee group,

of

reviews,

(compensation

variables

and

infrequent

or

pricing

as

locations analysis.

planning cycle (10
a

complex,

financial)

or

these large models have both

long range

current

more

one-time

such

promotional

projections.
Our

special

studies

model designed

range

From this

simulating procedural

and

reason we

assist

the

integrated models for use in forecasting

did

and for this last

model for the basis of a

in more
and

financial procedures of XCL.

structures

particular

model,

enlarged the models to describe

interrelationships

financial

simple

together with the functional areas,

we,

changes (operations

to

well as

as

for

operating

our

both

the

and

and

in

factors;

budgets.

which

The model

replaced).

stress key

however,

the

While it simulated our

marketing function in :/

handled

examining causal

between the functional areas;

We classified this initial model as
sa simple model.

apparent as we

interrelationships within,

expense variables.

increased

for

model complexity becomes

in

observing the

and

requirement

The

These

plan).

larger

operated primarily by

supporting

the

functional

manager.

financial

It is difficult if

imp_ications.

in

INTEGRATED MODELS

avoid looking
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both

planning

and

not impossible
forecasting

outside the

firm

to

to the

external environment.
case

the

of

even

of

not clearly

are

more

rarely

must

(even if

these

XCL DATA (sales, profits) and applying t

defined

he

quantifiable.

only

incorporated

in

Typically we

find that

factors

planning

for

implicit)

forecast and

a

these exogenous

on

the

firm.

that

hinj -sight basis

it

However,
is

nearly

on

economic

or

(up

(which

APL)

social (riots) did have
the

firm

becomes

(generally

an

provide

mechanism

explicit

as

incorporate

to

to-date

corporate

to

retrieved

quickly

a

comparable

basis

these

analytical

models.

efforts include

from

and

and

the

minimal

data so that it

these

a series of statistical

is

we have focused primarily

"search-analysis-display"
programs to

examine

is

such that both

stored on

anc
for

be

can

use

in

This is a

a
the

major

are on-line models
to

spend

only

is in

comparable form.

demonstrated on Chart 2 (A Procedure

Timesharing).

development

project

in

We overcame this obstacle and an example

ECONOMETRIC MODELS,

the

agencies

time retrieving and structuring

for

On

agency in

economic series

analyst wants

and econometric models and data bases.

To date,

of

1

problem since these

planning system.

results

type

organization of the data

other models and information links to be

Partial

this

doing

To this challenge we are developing

into our

series

A major problem we encountered

influences tn our planning process.

incorporated
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government

It

possible

of

an

(agriculture, commerce, etc .).

and

important

Bureau

provides

is the central

originating

an influence on

increasingly

base

Service

Canada for funnelling economic data from

a

earnings).

supports

which in turn

always

downswing)

and

and determine relevant
The

,emonstratable that environmental forces
both

multiple

relationships.

data

regression

maintained by Statistics Canada (CANSIM)

changes in them will have only a minimal
impact

find

economic

are

assumed not to change or at most,

(single,

stepwise),

plan.

of

statistical concepts

analysis

be

purposes,

unemployment, interest rates) and

(GNP,

these forces cannot be ignored

However,
and

many

XCL

relationships
and

Typically and in

Structuring

Through

of

specifies

timeshared

the

both

Data Series

With

terminal

user

the

the

economic

series

(CANSIM code) and the XCL data which the

econometric series

computer
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retrieves

from

the

files.

Another
data

series

of

according to

through

the

programs shapes the
information

by

terminal

apparent that

entered

forecast

the _analyst

covering such things as time periods

enhance

to

a variety of

models
the

would

value

of

statistical

significantly
simulation

the

models especially if they were

equipped

he utilized, lead and lag relationships,

with an override capability to allow the

and the identification of dependent

manager

independent

variables.

then

over and

take

and

Other programs

check

affecting

data

for

to

in

easily

add

the outcome

statistical

information

not contemplated

analysis.

These

completeness, deletion of any extraneous

statistical

data,

used foc estimating input variables with

and that the

data is

structured

properly for the analysis programs.
We have

obtained national economic

forecasts from
Analysis,
these
use

bon the

the

of Toronto

the planning

and

(12

Late in 1971, exponential smoothing
models were

simulation

and

forecasting

as well as on a stand alone basis.

forecasts also reside on-line for
with

planning and

be

month rolling outlook) simn!rttion models

Institute of Policy

University

models were designed to

models

made operational.

were

included

Three

the

general

single and

double.

in

models.

A sample output of an economic

model

analysis

and projection related to XCL

Optimization

procedures are an integral

While

part of

models

iultiple

compute

data is contained on

Chart 3.

this analysis results

from

regression analysis,

we are developing

a

- seasonal,

the

demand

seasonals,

and

more sophisticated models (to be covered

factors.

A

in Future

These

previous

actuals

used

by

included

market

or

determine the

print

Projects

progral3

market

section).

can

research

to

be

also

show

geographical profiles at a point in time

(criteria

or

deviation

how they

addition

are changing over time

to

comparison

in

with economic

MAD,

e

and

is

the

alpha

(over

the

- MAD).

minimum

models,

it

was

is

time)

absolute

In addition

orecastability index

deviation).

simulation

both

optimal forecasting model

STATISTICAL MODELS
our initial

bor

forecasts

produces (ac'ual performance

completing

weighting

tracking system
and

to

trends,

variables.

As we were

used

levels,

continually

to

are

Chart 4 shows

to the

is

also

standard
a

typical

output of these models.

becoming

The effect of introducing
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this set

of statistical models was something only

naive)

short of fantastic.

was decreased by
in some

econometric series.

an average of 30%

and

way in which we use them in our planning

by 50%.

was

reduction

in

reliable

forecast

the

The

a

other

significant

We

time to prepare a
now

since

are currently

the

be covered in the

.will

minimal

BUDGET COMPILERS

to

point

It

out

that

massage

the

forecasts

to

incorporate

knowledge,

such

managers

inventory

is

if

campaigns,
(a

man-statistical-simulation

interface)

the MAD
cent

decreases by a
indicating

managerial

the

models

computer

without the

manual

models

course

being

savings).

designed

( the

time

This is,

initial

well

grc,'

and

of

budget

from

the

out

available.

instances

of curve

fit

be

taken from

operating

and

models.

A

Most

input

As

in

manual

were

other

override

the

are

input

simulation

variables are
such

as

assumptions

and

expenses.

simulation models
capability

any last minute

of

the results of the

separately

the

The

variables

financial

few

to

and pro-forma

allocation rates for overhead

effort

a

exists for

"management directions"

manual
THE

programs

excellent

model

depreciation write-off

ROLE

OF

MODELS

IN

THE

CONTROL

FUNCTION

are

An

We have found these in many
to

budgets

purely

For use with the statistical models
series

compiler

resources

allocate

controlled

process they were to replace.

a

of budget

models

models

models

operations

statements.

directly

)enefit of

human

set

includes

fihancial

of course, because

simulation

directly

as the

that

output

simulations

statistical

predicted about as

the

based

a

of simulation

organizational units and programs.

and his insight
would point

I

execute

models

10 per

importance

involvement

into the process.
that

further

the

we

future projects

have a set

results from the XCL

special

constraint,

we

Once

statistical

sales

as

developing other

statistical forecasting techniques which

section.

intervention.

Chart 5 shows one

process.

simulation models could be operated with

significant

some

for

MAD

effect

human

models

The forecast

instances

significant

forecast

important

role

of

the

above

models and their data bases has been the

derivation of a

(although
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series

of

"control"

models.

The establishment of a control

system

is one

planning

the

feedback

important
process

Chart

to

6 shows how

assure

that

use of

actual
it

obtained,

forecasting

performance

is

system

simulation models

are

turn

data

is

in

the

incorporated

statistical analysis
a feedback

the

In

(Plans)is

trigger

management

statistical
(discussed

adopted

(through

as the basis for objectives and

resource

allocation

at which

time

loop

every plan is based on assumptions,

to

function,

the

the

a

utilizing

then

(especially

to

from

the

it

However,

contain

we have an

credibility).

The

forecasting

assumptions

and

gross

invalid plan

which can he worse than no

objectives
stimulus

Operating Plan.

the

defects,

observations

action.

above)

continuing process.

becomes an

defined

generally

a

models) which

discrepancy between actual
previously

this

At various time intervals a plan must he

if

control

in

UPDATE AND REVISIONS OF PLANS

planning models.

and'

simulation models

Planning is

As

in

the

control context.

works.

the

Over the past two years each of

our functional areas have made extensive

achieved.

the feedback

an adaptive mechanism for positive

action.

provides a

being

are

objectives/goals

component of

that

mechanism

with

plan

at all

viewpoint

of

It may then be necessary

within the operating cycle to revise and

models

update the Plan.

actual

this

process

The models are used in

which

in turn stimulates

performance data, projects trends and in

changes to

addition do a comparison

are then simulated and adjusted for this

These

through

routine

or exception

these control models

by

do

themselves

reports.

This

next

together all of

cliart

(chart

the various

puts

7)

models

we

(APL

in

not

trigger

have

to

correct

Business--System at 28 months).

provide

suggested by the chart we have to a very

they do

the

the

with

plans which

THE PLANNING SYSTEM WE ARE. USING

are passive

perceived deviations,

manager

long range

change in current direction.

made available either

in the sense that they
action

plan.

"actual-forecast-plan"

relationships are

While

against

the

exception

been

large degree

discussing

that they could

simulation models,

or
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on

As is

modularized the models

information which, when coupled with the
provides the manager

above

so

he used interchangeably

ajttand alone basis.

The data

base

contains

range

plans,

operating

plans,

forecasts,

current

and

About

99%

historic operating results.

of the data
models

it very easy to change report formats

in

of

case

the

.

One of the chief advantages of this
type of

either derived from the

is

or

long

an overall

system is

that

it

links together the historical and future

actual

data,

and

all of

the

parts

of

the

operating data, is mechanically fed from

business so that the business can at the

batch systems. The models to the left of

same

the Data Base

whole or be broken down into its various

are the models

discussed

in this paper.

components.

The special studies are models that

have been developed

by

the

data and

models ,

functional

areas for use in additional analysis
the

of

APL)

by

the

it can be

affect other

functional

simulated

These

and

indicated in

programs

or

sensitivity

information in a variety of user defined

calculated.

ways.

FUTURE PROJECTS

to

format

data

the

A unique function within the APL

system allows the
reports

user

in

to develop some

just

particularly useful

of

use

In

a few seconds.

Elaborate reports take longer.

shown

This is

to

one

lack

analyst does

not want to

manager
wade

or

through

effects

of

a

simulation outputs.

particular
In

set

models

of

flexible report writing procedure

of

is

For us this

must

change
to

Little,
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probably

result

in

or demonstrate a
of

other

means that our
answer

new

handle problems

and

to

alternatives not previously

makes

quickly

are these models

understanding

questions and

addition this

variable

We find that solutions

questions

Processes.

predetermined general reports to observe

Through

cases",

problem generally

being

the

or

or days for a

analysis

and data bases.

with the simulation

and the

seconds

in

an on-going process so

additional

and

"base

and

the same sense that planning is

models as frequently a unique problem is
examined

area

effects can be

whole series of alternatives.
the

the

areas

minutes rather than hours
System

simulation

functional

functional

the upper right hand side is a series of

basic

the

readily ascertained
one

firm as a whole.

department.

The Reporting

integrated

an

will reverberate through the system

"one-time-only" projects.

directly

as

Through

how a decision in

95 percent of these programs are written
(in

time be viewed

best

considered.

described

this

process

as

From

an

"analysis-education-decision

process"

this

will

information

for

come

(hopefully)

better

resource

where man in working with models updates'

allocation,

his intuition

areas and a measure of the influence

as

he

understands

about the problem and
in

this

process

more

the models assist

by interrelating

process

on-going basis

model

the

by changing,

on

are already

an

variance

discarding

analysis

statistical

and recreating, or at the same time both

discussed

enlarging

with

added

some

models (to account

complexities)

simplifying

models

for

and

for

adding

summary

are

as

and

earlier

the

level

forecasts

statistical

part

a

of

feedback

our

models

and this provides us

capability

in

also

continuously

We

are

researching new capabilities in order to

capability

learn

utilizing

more

of

applying

to our statistical

addition

about

our

business,

its

currently
of

doing

"Monte

environment, and to assist in developing

methods (AMA 1972).

better ways of doing business.

is to integrate

of

of

to

the

point

estimates.

We

some

doing

confidence intervals

analysis.

On

growth

PROBABILISTIC FORECASTING
We

changes

of

environmental data on our business.

factors for him (Little 1970).
We

identification

Chart 7 the asteriks represent

theory

the projects with which we are

analysis.

currently involved.

and

working on
risk

the

analysis

Carlo"

simulation

The objective here

modeling,

simulation

probability

for

investment

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

ECONOMIC DATA ANALYSIS

Currently we have the capability of

As previously indicated, we already

measuring the sensititivity of inputs by

have both historical and forecasted data

changing

for

re-simulating and mechanically measuring

set

several economic series and a broad
of

analysis.

statistical

Currently

are I/O models

economic

(potentials,

for

input

variable,

the change in output variables against a

under development

to develop industry

geographic forecasts,
both

routines

an

previously defined

and

method while

models to combine

crude.

and market research data

with likelihood

for the input variables.
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This

it is operational - it

We are enhancing

capability

penetration growth rates).

"base case".

the

is

existing

information

THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE

became involved with simulation

We

models

and

when

were

we

better forecast

(more timely

Direct Involvement -There

parties

replaced

economical as

and

(coding

As was indicates

well).

initial model cost us

computer

included

earlier,

to

APL

Language

-APL is

a few commands allows the user

systems

considerable

to

other

asking

us

have

APL

found

to

languages

(Fortran,

We were immediately requested

and

additional

features to

generalize the

(Redwood

use of the

several

contributing

factors

important
this

to

usefullness,

timeliness.

There

happy

ability

to

and

instantaneous

results.

terminal

and
become

1

and Schengilli

data

of terminals,

bases

and

other

implmented

APL

and

that

it

in the

change

conventioanl

obtain

batch system.

The

User

models
an

it

put

of
a

more
on

all

a

the

modelling

capability directly in
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write

in a

language

Involvement -Because
above,

time

would take to

the specifications

assumptions

essentially

1972

5-15:

allowed models to be developed

significant factors:

Interactiveness-the

from

COBOL,

-To implement useful models.

on-line

economy,
are

conventional

The combination

We have already discussed three

important ones -

save

1971).

Timeliness

-re

of

BASIC)

the U.S.

(in

input variables and simulate the

There

and

group

Management

over

model for them.

state.

Our

resources

incorporate

enhance

inception,

"programming"

to

effects.

macro

undar $3000 which

Sciences

change

extremely

oriented and knowledge of only

staff.

were

keypunch

the manager and the terminal.

capability.

areas

through

sheets,

analysis support and the time of our own

functional

work

our

costs,

From the models

intermediary

routines or programmers), just

Each new application must pass this same
test.

no third

are

cr

obstacles

and planning procedures

manual systems they

the

to

provided us with

alternative

that this

able

manager or

the

analyst.

ourselves and management

demonstrate to

than

extension of

hands

the user -

of

given that

he

to operate

ability

or

ability is required, but I do require of

analytical

has

orientation.
All of the

developed
one

above

models have been

consultant

time

from

timesharing vendor and myself -

None of us

of five.
time

modelling,

on

evolved

as

part

files

models

a total

greater

gives

in

a

The use of timeshared
each

of

analysts

the

responsibility

and scope

than

would

the

have

environment which has generally resulted

models

performing

of

our

in

We estimate our

possible

he

sufficiently

kinds

of

in

greater

much

a

manual

a

level

of

job

satisfaction.

be

conclusion

In

timeshared

worked

computer

the

full

under $30K to date.

these

use

calculator mode.

the

total investment in these systems to

with

and

have worked

overall responsibility.

We have

programming

no

the analysts, knowledge of how to access

by my staff complemented with

full

models

the

have

we

found

models

simulation

to

be

long

imminently

successful

modelling

processes.

We use them as an augment to

in

our planning

applications to observe their effects on

the manager in assisting him in planning

two other important work related aspects

and decision processes by

resource

requirements

and

job

capability

of

We

have

saved

retriever,

analyzer and projector.

satisfactioag

considerable

providing the

cost

using

by

computer

instantaneous

an

data

The

models have been adopted in the U.S.

as

based models rather than strictly manual

well,

approaches.

We

usefullness in these processes (Redwood)

require several

magnitudes

estimate

increases to

achieve the

output

significant

-

a

efficiency.

which

upon

all

50 hours per

of

of manpower

plus other

same level of
increase

adopted
smallest

in

phases

analysis

of

The average usage

month

per

analyst.

APL programming

ranges from poor to very. good.

attesting

uses.

We

to

have

the simulation models
divisions

that computer

they have come to rely

problem solving.

range

would

Each analyst has a low-cost

terminal
in

it

further

based

which

their

well

as

to

our

demonstrates

simulation

models

are economically viable in small as.tell
as large business.

and
is

The

capability
However,
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INITIAL SYSTEM

CPLANS

) BATCH
SYSTEM

PROJECTIONS

ASSUMPTIONS
PARAMETERS
STRATEGIES

- 8 CPU SECONDS
- 100%
- 2 MAN-MONTHS

ACTUALS

PROJECTIONS

SIMULATION
(N30)
INPUTS

SIMULATION
(N300)
OUTPUT

GRUM RATES

ORDERS BY PRODUCT LINE
INVENTORIES
PERFORMANCE DATA
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
PROFORMA FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

TRADE ASSUMPTIONS
INVENTORIES - BEGINNING
COMPENSATION STRATEGIES
SEASONALITY PATTERNS

CHART 1

ILLUSTRATION
CRAPE

SAMPLE OF AVAILABLE OPTIONS FOR STRUCTURIUC
EC04:0MIC/BUSIdESS DATA FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

zmast_cculdiaza_au_ccamaca
FREQUENCY 18
F-CODE? 13

acrturz.uuszerzu
CHANCES FREOUEhCY OF ECONOMIC SERIES 13 FROM
QUARTERLY TO AENUAL.

n:

QA
COMPLETE

LAG0 1

-1

R1965 1970 MATLAG 13 14 15
COMPLETE
C.1 2 3

BETRIEVQS ECOLOMIC SERIES 13. 14 AhD 15 FOR ?SE TM'
PERIOD 1965 TO 1970 (INCLUSIVE) DM SERIES 13 CONCURRLh7.
SERIES 14 LEADIdG ONE PENIOD. SERIES 15 LAGGILG ONE PERIOD
(INDICATED BY VARIAJLE LiC).
CHANGE ROW DATA OF ALL SERIES ( INDICATED QS VARIABLE C)
TO A PERCENTAGE CHAhGE OF THE PRevrouo PERIOD.

R.1 PCCNANGE R
COMPLETE
F.3 ADDTIME R

ADD THE VARIABLE TINE. WITH l'NE 3RD OBSERVATION AS THE

COMPUTE

GRIM. TO THE MATRIX OF ccouoorc SERIES.

R (RESULT NA:PIX FROG ABOVE ACTIVITIES)

BASE
YEAR

GRP

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

8.82
8.16
8.62
9.85
5.30

2

GOVERNNENT
EXPENDITURE
11.34
11.19
12.52
15.51
-97.53

GROSS
CAPITAL
FORMATION

TIME

10.27
11.88
7.00
8.62
10.05

ryE MATRIX R IS IN A USABLE FORMAT FOR ANY STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
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-2
-1
0

)

BATCH
SYSTEM

W

--I

70

S
>

el

'

,

0.049
-0.143

0.999
0.999
15.006
5554.629

1233.0
1344.0
1408.0
1497.0
1645.0
1909.0
2149.0
2368.0
2633.0
2986.0

ACTUAL

PROGRAM EXECUTISU

1242.6
1326.4
1411.1
1484.0
1658.0
1928.4
2158.7
2340.0
2632.0
2990.9

FORECAST

CC
DF

R
g

0.011

0.01,1

ST. ERROR

3354.0
3650.0
4035.0

3201.5
3468.3
3802.6

DF

DN

IC

K.

DV
IV
IV

188.9

152.5
181.7
232.4

11.9

11.9

28.0
1.0
-4.9

9.7

13.0
19.4

- 13.0

3.1

9.6
17.6

0.8
1.3

5.4

4.8
5.2
6.1

0.7
0.7

0.4
1.2
0.0
0.2

-0.2
0.9
0.8
1.0

1

0.025
0.027
2.180
7.000

40012
30867

VARIABLES

RESIDUAL
AMOUNT
PERCENT

1.000
1.000
15.916
2.000

52.083
-12.573

- T VALUES

NOTE: ACTUAL & FORECAST DATA ARE HYPOTHETICAL DATA

AVERAGE (ABOVE)

1969
1970
1971

PREDICTION INTERVAL TEST

AVERAGE (ABOVE)
OVERALL AVERAGE

1966
1967
1968

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

1959
1960

PREDICTIONS:

SE

E2

R2

STATISTICS:

82

-814.659

COEFFICIENTS

A
81

r

-

INPUT
VARIABLES

V.ULTIPLE REGRESSION OF FIRM DATA WITH ECONOMIC SERIES

-10.00-

0.00-

10.00-

20.00-

30.00-

58

o.

PERCENT
CHANGE
FROM PRIOR
YEAR

SALES
GNP
CORPORATE PROFITS

MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF SALES AGAINST GRP AND CORPORATE PROFITS

DV REGRESS IV

PITEST 3

smurrcArics 1

ChM 0

ANNUAL
STARTYEAR 1959
PREDICT ALL

ILLUSTRATION

59

0

/

60
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61

..
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.

v.

63

\O
0

YEAR

\

I

...

I

v..%
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65

...

%

.O

%

/
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0

i

i
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i.

',.--!,,.:....*::

)-h---,
..
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51e5

........-...\;;;;).
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69
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.

.
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Ae ILLUSTRATION
FOPECASTINN 11ITX l rport.TIAL S300,721INC

summit: esumms7wercurs BY
NO/NAP

MODEL

Do

So

Ta

.2
.2

.5
.2

DEMAND

rxeso

MA.)

68

-2.00
-3.00
69.00

12.6
11.3
11.5

.5

79

.1

71

ORDERS

JUL OUTLOOK'

MODEL

FI

2.7u
2.69
2.70

1

2
2

PERFORMANCE
JUN
OUT
MAD
ACT

ACT
144
144
144

155
153
173

11
9
29

$86
$6$
$66

OUTLOOK
ETD
OUT

ACTUAL - OUTLOOK

MAD

JUL

AUC

SEP

Q1

Q2

C2

04

FFEC

42
20
25

146
148

1S2
147
140

162
146

419

469

460

4"
419

4"
469

441
447

224
224
224

121.26
119.99
120.42

$83.

177
911

150

148

MODEL.-1T 'AC4NAL
2.- 'CLE

3'weOLE
OPTIMUM ALPHA (TIME) VEICETINC FACTOR
DEMAND composes;

D
7

7RAT composes;
seAsossurr COMPONENT

.

S

MAD

MEAN ABSOLUTE DEVIATION

CHART 4
ILLUSTRATION

USE OF CURVE FIT PROGRAKS TO DEVELOP DATA FOR ECONOMIC FORECAST

CPP CURVEPIT TIME

CROSS PROVINCIAL PRODUCT FOR ONTARIO (19S7
LINEAR

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

1962
1963
196u
1965
1966
1967
1968

1969

1969)

PARABOLA

CUBE'

OUARTIC

EXPONENTIAL

ACTUAL

FORECAST

DELTA

FORECAST

DELTA

FORECAST

DELTA

FORECAST

DELTA

FORECAST

DELTA

1278u
14060
14629
15300
16010
17016

11124

22.8
10.7

12846
14057
14515
15219
16170
17367
16811
20501
22429
24622
27052
29729
32653

-0.5
0.0

13973
14057
14446
15127
16089
17221
18811
20546
22519
24714
27122
29729
32526

-1.4

127:6
14123
14627
15224
16067
17194
18644
20420
22497
74622
27212
29861
32329

0.1

12566
12544
14599

9.7
3.8
1.6

15735
16960
162$0
19702
21227
22890
24672
26592
28662
20692

-2.8

12101

14266
15626
17402
16970
20537
22104
23671
25239
26806
28373

1099
20303
22477
25242
27102
29566
32493

3.9

-2.4
-8.0
-10.2
-9.0

29940

AVG ERROR

8.1

-5.0
0.4
1.1

4.2
8.5

-1.0
2.0
-0.6
1.0
0.2

2.9
.0.2
0.5

-0.5

7.4

COEFFICIENTS

1.9
A

LINEAR
PARABOLA
CUBIC
OUARTIC
EXPONENTIAL
ORICINs

2.2
0.5

B

11124.0
12846.4
12272.2
12776.2
4.1

OBSERVATION -

122.2
157.9
-52.0

NS

1

NSaNOT SIGNIFICANT
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2.7
1.:

0.5
1.8
-0.6
1.2
-0.2
2.5
0.1
-0.5
0.1

1.0
C

1567.2
87.7
-71.9
429.9

0.0

0.9
1.3
0.4
-0.4

-1.0
0.3
0.6
-0.1
2.1
-0.8

-1.0
0.5
0.7

0

-1.9
26.0

E

-1.2

5.6
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5.1

4.4
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2.7
1.9
3.2
5.2

4.2
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APL MODELS FOR OPERATIONAL PLANNING
OF

SHIPMENT ROUTING, LOADING, AND SCHEDULING

ABSTRACT

matrix (APL) operations. The way in which models are

A vehicle routing algorithm with an imbedded loading

conceived in APL leads to a closing analysis of its advantages

heuristic and movement simulation was developed to provide

and disadvantages as a simulation tool, at least as experienced

the interactive capability to plan shipment delivery and

in this system.

returns
SYSTEM OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
schematic of the system's operating

The vehicle movement model is a small discrete event fixed

Exhibit

interval simulation that uses the APL operators to keep track

environment. A national distribution staff is located in

of loading facility status, truck location, etc. for scheduling

Rochester, New York. Regional operating staffs are located

purposes.

in five major cities: Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Dallas,

I

is

a

and Washington. The national staff

is responsible for

The models operate in a field environment, but are linked to

development of operating policies, such as what modes of

centralized planning models and data bases.

transport can be used. In line with these policies, they
ncgot ce with caaiers and develop data bascs needed to plan

They are illustrative of APL's almost unique ability to

operations, such as freight rates by transport modes.

combine sin:mlation modeling with operational restrictions

Responsibility for regional movement of the product (Xerox

such as interactive operation by non-programmers.

copiers) is in the hands of the regional staffs who must also

supply data on how well they are performing to Rochester.
INTRODUCTION

This paper outlines the design of a system of APL models

The regional staffs must also develop the actual plans to

which support Xerox' distribution planning. It starts by

move the machines in time to notify the carriers. They

describing the operating environment in which the Planning

normally do this once a week and the calculations must be

occurs. This sets the stage for a discussion Of the models'

completcd in the span of a few hours. They obtain requests

overall design philosophy: The power of simulation should be

for copiers from branches and must decide:

in the hands of the functional user rather than an operations
research

flow many trucks from each kind of carrier to use.

specialist. Some details are then given on the

What routes should the trucks take.

routing, loading, and scheduling sub-models to give insight

How should the trucks be loaded.

into how they work together to aid dcvelopmcnt of a viable

Whcn should the trucks be scheduled to depart and

product delivery plan. This is followed by an cxplanation of

adv..

how the truck scheduling simulation is conceived in terms of
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1

NATIONAL. DISTRIBUTION STAFF

Nil TioNAL
PO ICY
PERFORMANCE

DATA

DATA BASE

I

COMPUTER MODELS

LOADING

ROUTING

SCHEDULING

EQUIPMENT

WEEK IN
EQUIPNIENT

DEMAND

MOVEMENT
PLAN
LOCO L
POLL CS'

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION STAFF
Exhibit I: System Operating Environment

These decisions must take into account local policies and
conditions

known

only

Is very -amenable to operator intervention .to reflect

to regional personnel; c.g., a

local conditions.

temporary shortage of trucks available to the preferred

Can be fed data by a ecntral staff of functional

carrier. The decisioa4 are also interlocked; c.g., how many

experts.

trucks arc needed depends on how they arc loaded, which in

Can be mail-tallied by a central staff of operations

turn dep'ends on how they are routed, and so on.

analysts.

OVERALL DESIGN

It is clear that the typical off line optimization study by an

Exhibit 2 shows the overall design of the system. This design

operations analyst has no place in this environment. What is

is aimed at ansivering the needs of the distribution planners

.:ceded is a systcm of models that:

just discussed through r ,:ploitation of the power of modeling

in general and of API. in particular. Later we shall review

Can be used by non-specialist personnel.

API, as a vehicle for simulation in the light of this design

Ilas very quick turnaround.

experience.
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Exhibit 2: Overall Systems Design

The first feature cf the planni..g system that should be noted

The regional distribution staff Enters weekly branch demand

is that the computer, the models and all data files are

for copiers, and also through answering questions, determines

centrally located. The work was initially done on an IBM

the local operating policies under which planning is done.

370.145 owned by an outside time sharing service. It

is

currently being converted to our own XDS Sigma-7 in

The local planner seeks to develop a best equipment plan

Rochester (an APL interpreter has only recently become

composed of best (near cost optimum) runs or routes, best

available on that machine). Central location enables us to

(highest, feasible load factor) loading, and best (minimum

keep national level control over model refinements and data

vehicle usage) truck schedule.

1

base updates. All interfacing with model including data entry

is done by teletypes over phone lines, so actual physical

In this task he is aided by three interlocking sub-models: a

location of the computer is immaterial except for phone

router, a loader, and a scheduler. The router examines a file

charges.

of available routes and queries the loader as to how many
t.

trucks would be required to meet input demand. The
The national distribution staff maintains files on product

corresponding delivery cost is also calculated. The router

characteristics, such as shipping weight, freight rates, vehicle

selects the cheapest routes and transport modes and ignores

capacities,

enter this data via file

scheduling problems. The interaction between the router and

maintenance procedures over a teletype. The data is stored

loader is entirely automatic; i.e., occurs without operator

permanently on disk packs at the computer center. Updating

intervention. What is produced

is done on an as needed basis.

consistent with truck capacities, but which may be infeasible

speeds,

etc.

They

from a scheduling viewpoint.
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is the

cheapest routing

The human opetator then intervenes to determine if the

not within the optimal schedule, he can evaluate the cost and

cheapest touting is feasible from a scheduling viewpoint. Ile

make a decision whether to approve the variance from plan.

inputs departure times for the cheapest runs t:onsistent with

his dock loading capacity. A truck movement simulator

This segmented design approach was taken because it

traces the movement of each vehicle and informs him of all

represented a good mix of computer and human talents

their activities.

If

not

under the technical limitations of API,. The calculation

satisfactory, he can manually input new departure times until

burden of searching thousands of routing alternatives was

they arc; then his job is done.

taken off the shoulders of the planner. The human supplied

If, however, no departure times can be found to make the

much the technical limitations of APL influenced the design

cheapest runs feasible, he may instruct the routing routine to

tradeoff is a later topic of discussion.

the

trucks'

arrival times

are

full recognition of rapidly changing local conditions. How

modify its recommendations; e.g., restrict use of one or more
runs.

TRUCK ROUTING, LOADING,
AND SCHEDULING CONCEPTS
This iterative process

is

repeated until the operator

is

Exhibits 3, 4, and 5 show iu conceptual terms how truck

convinced he has the cheapest route consistent with all

routing, loading, and scheduling are accomplished.

operating constraints even these the model is not directly
aware of. In other words he conditions the computer solution

The process begins with the planner entering the weekly

to make it feasible in light of nonluantifiable constraints.

demand for product pickups and deliveries through a

'START' routine. After this data is edited and filed, the
In all eases the model informs the operator orthe cost of all

START routine calls the ROUTE routine to determine a

alternatives. If, for example, a branch requests crash service

good set of truck runs. The planner can force the computer

START ROUTINE

ROUTING ALGORITHM,

FILES

Con tran Run

I. Cost out required runs per specified modes of transportation.
2. Cost out all runs to serve highest cost point.
3. Select cheapest run among alternatives.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until demand is exhausted.
5. Smooth selected runs and drop excess stops.
6. Compute total cost of selected run set.
7. Display basic cost report.
8. Display detailed cost report if (requested).

Specification

KEYBOA

Required Runs
Required

Transportation
Modes

Run Costs
Weight Breaks

Exhibit 3: Truck Routing Concept
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to make some runs for operating reasons and these will be

The loading concept as in Exhibit 4

routed and loaded first. The ROUTE routine depends on the

deals with products that are relatively large compared with

LOAD routine to tell it how many trucks are needed and

the vehicle. For example, only three 3f our large machines

what is their load factor.

can be fit side by side on a truck. Products of different sizes

interesting in that it

are normally shipped together. This means space can be
After all required runs are completed, the computei examines

wasted if the loading pattern is not well laid out.

all branches and determines which is most expensive to serve

with direct (I

It then searches all filed

The routing logic gives the loader data on the machine

multistop runs (CONTRAN) that go to that point and selects

demand at the potential stopping points. The loader loads the

the cheapest. The machine demand is decremented by the

stops in reverse order since there are doors only at the end of

truck's load and the process is repeated until all demand at all

the truck.

stop)

service.

points is exhausted.

Big machines (duplicators) are loaded first since they are the

Then, because the above heuristic is "greedy," loads are

hardest to fit. They arc loaded in from front to back until

shifted among the chosen runs to smooth the loading. This

they ere exhAAsted. Then middle size machines, known to fit,

may eliminate some excess charges incurred for very heavy

are filled in beside them. Next, consoles and desktops are put

loads and also some unnecessary stops.

in as sets of 3, 4, 5 until the first deck of the truck is

.

exhausted. A second deck is then gone to until the truck's
The ROUTE routine also displays the routing's total cost and

overall capacity is exhausted. Legal weight limits are also

run costs if desired.

observc.d.

r

ROUTING HEURISTIC

Each Truck's:
A. Potential
stopping

A. Truck'
Loading

points

B. Stops

B. Demands
at those

Chosen

points

LOADING SIMULATOR
1. Load stops in reverse ordcr.
2. Load duplicators
3. Fill in beside dups.
4. If no more demand, turn dups,
5. Load consoles and desktops
6. Go to second deck if necessary
7. Continue until space exhausted or weight
limit reached or demands exhausted.

FILES

Exhibit 4: Truck Loading Concept
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This loading process is essentially a shnulation of human

mileages, legal restrictions on driving hours, and the operating

dock loading practice and was tested and refined through

schedules of the deliver} point facilities. How this sumtlation

competition with experienced dock personnel.

works in detail is discussed in a moment to give a better feel
for API. model for

Note, however, that the point is not to "beat" the man on
the dock, but to make the planner aware of how the dock

The computed arrival times are displayed so that the planner

man would behave if he were told to load a given block of

can determine if the schedule is Nansfactory. If it is, the

machines. This enables the planner/computer to try many

planning job is completed. If it is not, he can juggle departure

different routings and Loadings to determine the cheapest.

times to avoid dock congestion or weekend runs until he
arrives at a satisfactory schedule. Occasionally he is forced to

Exhibit 5 shows the scheduling concept and how it relates to

redo the routing process with restrictions on the use of runs

the rest of the system.

that cannot be satisfactorily scheduled. In other words, the
routing-scheduling process is a feedback iterative process

The scheduler is called upon to determine the truck

controlled by the systems operator.

departure and arrival times for the runs initially selected by
the routing process.

The scheduler accepts manual starting times and simulates
truck movements taking into account truck speeds, intercity

LOADING
HEURISTIC

ROUTING
HEURISTIC

Dropoff

Selected
routes
and stopoffs

and pickup weights

SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

- Standard factors
- Loading times and
unloading
- Travel speeds
- Driver work day
- Point to point distances

1. Schedule CONTRAN runs.
2. Compute loading and unloading times for
each route.
3. Compute travel times between points on the
CONTRAN runs.
4. Given starting times, compute truck
5. Display dock loading schedule.
6. Display truck arrival schedule adjusting
for driver working hours.
7. Display travel times by padded van or motor
freight if requested.

Exhibit 5: Truck Scheduling Process
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- Truck loading start times,
day and hours
- Local factors for standard
factors

APL FORMULATION OF THE

calculated without

TRUCK MOVEMENT SIMULATION

movement, hence the procedure

The SCHEDULE routine is required to determine the arrival

simulation.

tracing the

prior history of truck
is

rightfully called

a

time of trucks given dcparturc times, truck speeds, inter-city
distances, etc.

The advantage of the approach 13 that in general individual

entities and events need not be traced in the coding. For
Exhibit 6 shows how this problem was formulated for APL

example, the array ARIV is a single matrix that is computed

coding. First, each trip was conceived of as occurring without

in a few steps without iterations or scanning to trace an

delays due to facility shutdowns or logged driving hour

individual truck making individual stops. Matrix operations

limitations. The truck was loaded, rolled to the first stop,

(x ÷ etc.) permit doing the job in one pass.

unloaded, rolled to the next stop, etc.

Other operations are used to flag facilities as open or shut to
Intercity distances and driving speeds were drawn from files

all trucks. In other words, as much homework as possible is

and travel times were computed from their ratios. Shipment

done before getting into the time scanning (which does

weight at each stop was drawn from the routing logic and

involve a FORTRAN type loop). In addition, historical scans

multiplied by a loading factor per pound. The sum of the

of the facility and crew status vectors are done directly with

loading time at the prior stop and the inter-city travel time

single operators. This prevents loops occurring within loops.

between each stop and the prior stop, gives the time between
arrivals in working hours.

These steps are taken because:

Input supplies working and driving hour limits and facility

It

open hours. This information is used to set up facility and

is conceptually easier to use the APL primitive

operators (after you get used to the idea).

crew status vectors.

APL is interpretive and loops should be avoided since
each line would be retranslated over and over.

A time counter is advanced starting at the input beginning
point. The truck is loaded for as many hours as it takes to fill

When formulating APL problems for the experienced coder,

it. The crew's time is not taken up in the initial loading. Once

it is often not necessary to go into much more detail than

the truck is full, the crew's status is marked as working and

Exhibit 6. This enables the analyst and programmer to

driving. This status is kept as each hour passes until an arrival

converse on the conceptual level rather than the coding level.

is due. The crew's log book or status vector is scanned each

hour to determine how long they have worked. When they

APL AS A SIMULATION MODELING TOOL

have worked their limit, they arc forced to sleep. If the truck

Exhibit 7 summarizes our experience with APL as a

arrives at a facility whose status is closed, time advances and

simulation modeling tool. In systems development, the main

the crew is forced to "sleep" again.

thing that stands out is the sheer coding speed of APL over

FORTRAN. For heuristics, models, and simulations, we
The effect of this process is to interject dead time into the

estimate it to be perhaps five times faster. This savings comes

arrival time schedule originally computed. In other words, we

from the fact that it is possible, as we have seen with the

convert working hours into calendar hours by taking into

truck movement simulator, to conceive the coding in terms

account departure time, sleeping time, and time spent waiting

of matrix operations that arc conceptually very close to the

at shut facilities. Thcrc is no way these dead times could be

basic processes to be modeled.
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I

I

FILES

ROUTER

Distance/Speed

Weight X Rate of Loading

4

Q
Loading/Unloading
Times

/

TOTAL-"--7.....
Prior To Current

(ARIV)
Arrival Times
Working flours
Between Arrivals

Time Scan Status Vectors and
Inject Sleep flours and
Waiting Hours

Input Facility
Open Hours

Input Crcw
Working and
Driving flours

I

Facility And
Driver Status
Vectors

Update Work flours and
Drive flour Status Vectors

1
(A)
Arrival Times

Calendar flours

Encode

(DAY)
Days Of
Arrivals

(HR)
Hours Of
Arrivals

Exhibit 6: Scheduling Simulation APL Formulation
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j

Besides reducing the coding bottleneck, APL's speed has

If coding speed is APL's strength, then its biggest weakness in

another major influence on the project. It made it possible to

our experience .vas the small available workspace. The total

experiment %.ith alternative heuristics on an ongoing basis;

storage requirement of the system exceeded the workspace

i.c., to conduct research as part of the planning system

availablC, forcing us to segment the routing and scheduling

design. This turned out to be very important because we were

into two separate workspaces. We don't believe that this-hurt

working in an area where operations research was required

the project too badly in terms of performance of the system

before the final design could be selected. For example, we

because the interface between these two processes probably

originally thought linear weight and area constral is would

will always require manual intervention anyway. However,

to determine product loading feasibility.
Experiments comparing the loads obtained against dock

under current APL software, program swapping or chaining is

loading practice showed it was necessary to simulate the

or large scale simulatians. This is a major limitation of the

fitting of each machine on hoard the truck.

language which is currently being addressed by software

be sufficient

not possible at the speeds necessary for algorithmic searches

INDICATOR OR
EXPERIENCE

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTIC

COMMENTS

Elapsed Time
Effort
(Months) (Man Months)

1..0

Desi gn

0

Coding

2

1.0

2.0

Development

Test And Implementation

3.0

CPU

9.0

3 - 4 Minutes
.

Time

Size

Time largely unaffected by
APL characteristics

Major reduction in time over
FORTRAN due to APL
coding speed.
Major reduction in time over
FORTRAN due to rapid rewrite
capability and terminal editing.

Much heavier CPU use not
practical on interactive basis.

Terminal Connect

20 - 40 Minutes

Much longer elapsed times not
practical on interactive basis.

Coding

Coding is stored and interpreted not compiled.

Total

Almost 48,000 bytes or
6,000 characters
About 75,000 bytes

CPU

$30

Estimated payoff per use: $200

Terminal Connect

$5 - 10

Relatively small proportion of
total cost for APL application.
Depends on distance to computer.

Operating

Small workspace size (48,000
bytes) forced use of program
segmenting.

Cost

Exhibit rrinmmary of System Characteristics
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groups. Disk files for data storage are available and were used

CLOSING SUMMARY

extensively.

Summarizing our experience with API. in this system. ise
%sere generally Impressed. We are sourer ting most of our

In terms of miming time, API. is faster than we originally

modeling efforts over 10 the language because of its coding

anticipated, but slow enough to force us to 1111111 the amount

speed ads a wages. We ate also requesting our soft ware ga maps

of tome searching done in the iyst cm.

to address the program chaining and win kspaee size issues on

our own machine. We anticipate a 50% increase in woakspace

API, is an interpretive language; i.e., it retranslates source

size.

coding on a line-by-line basis. This imposes a translation
overhead which can be very severe in highly repetitive search

Perhaps the best thing that can be said in APIs favor is that

processes. It is 1101 only desirable. to conceive models in terms

of matrix

Operations.

it

is

mandatory

if

speed

is

it makes it technically possible to pm models %dime they

a

belong (in the planner's hands) in an amazingly shot t period

consideration. Carrying out processes as in FORTRAN

of time.

ruse -by -rots- or columnby.column is not practical.

Ile then can participate in the testing process and give much
If the model is to operate in an interactive mode (as do most

mote rapid feedback on an vino:lett televanee to the teal

API. models), the amount of calculation that is practical is

moblem.

Hittites!. In our system the user, at some points, must wait up

implementation gaii that oft en (Weill:, With operations

to 10 minutes elapsed time for calctilations to be complete.

This

goes

research based projects.

PhOne connections are not reliable enough to push that figure

much higher.

Fortunately we found that the system helped the planner
reduce the distribution costs significantly within the limits
imposed by the technology. The direct savings came out
about 5.10 tittles system operating costs.
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A WO ASSET CASH FLOW SIMULATION MODEL

Richard C. Grinold
and

Robert M. Oliver
University of California, Berkeley

Abstract
We present an

APL PLUS

simulation model of a two

asset cash management system.

The two assets are

cash and an income producing portfolio.

The model

relates cash transfer policies and futures stocks of
cash and income producing assets to restrictions on

average and minimum balances; projections of future
cash flows, the costs of cash management, and user
specified objectives.

I.

Introduction

holding cash is the opportunity lost by not using

An organization's cash management system

the cash in some alternate way.

For example,

acts as a buffer between the organization's

cash could be used to pay existing loans, as a

internal cash needs and its external financial

dividend to shareholders, as a:short term extet

relations with customers, suppliers, tax col

nal investment, or as an internal capital invest

lecting agencies, and banks.

ment.

Three frequently

The opportunity cost for holding cash is

Cited reasons for holding cash'are to ease anti

the loss incurred by not using the cash in some

cipated disbursements, to act as a reserve for

optimal alternative manner.

unexpected cash demands, and to compensate banks
for their services.

Cash flow management involves scheduling

The most important cost of

the timing and size of cash transfers in order
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to meet the organization's needs without carry-

sidered as a first approximation to the multiple

ing excessive amounts of cash in nonproductive

asset model.

accounts.

sumption is inappropriate, will be discussed in

The two asset cash management model

presented in this paper is based on a forecast

Cases in which the two asset as-

the summary.

of future cash inflows, institutional restric-

Similar cash management models have been

tions on cash stocks, the costs of holding and

considered in references (1-3).

transferring cash, and a user selected objective.

(2-3) lead to large linear programs that are not

The model is not unnecessarily complicated and

suitable for flexible, interactive simulation.

includes many essential aspects of the cash

The model in (1), is based on the special struc-

management problem.

ture of optimal policies in a dynamic program

The simplicity and inter-

The models in

active nature of the computer model make it an

which includ:s fixed transaction costs but does

ideal simulation tool for decision makers.

not examine average balance constraints.

With

practice, the input and output of the model can
be quickly analyzed.

The next section describes the APL

This interactive feature

simu-

lation package, outlines the reasons for using

allows the decision maker to simulate the con-

APL

sequences of changes in cash flow forecasts,

several uses for the model.

opportunity costs, compensating balance agree-

lates the cash management problem and describes

ments, and cash management objectives.

several alternative cash management objectives.

Most large organizations have a choice of

as a simulation language, and suggests
Section III formu-

The fourth section contains an example of mar-

several income producing assets that are alter-

ginal analysis under the special objective of

natives to holding cash.

minimizing the total cost of cash management.

maturity, risk, and yield.

These assets differ in
The cash management

A

similar marginal analysis can be developed for

model presented in this paper, aggregates these

alternative objectives.

income producing assets into a single income

examples, and indicates how opii:aal policies

producing portfolio.

change in response to changes in external system

The two assets, cash and

the income producing portfolio, are similar to a

parameters.

household's checking and savings account.

izes the results.

If a

Section V presents some

The sixth and final section summar-

firm.is constantly in a borrowing position, then
the income producing asset can be viewed as a
loan portfolio.

II.

The two asset assumption leads

APL

Simulation

The simulation is based on an interactive

to considerable simplifcation, and can be con-

system of
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APL/360 programs.

These programs:

(a) Examine a set of globally defined

The simulation model is built around a

variables.

linear program that calculates optimal cash

(b) Construct a linear programming tableau

transfers and stock levels.

appropriate to the length of the plan-

computer program allows a decision maker to

ning horizon.

simulate the impact of changes in predicted cash

(c) Insert coefficients that are computed

flows, cash management objectives, institutional

from the global variables, (a), and

constraints, and the length of the planning ho-

the underlying cash flow conservation

rizon on cash transfer decisions and on future

equations.

stocks of cash and the incoran producing asset.

(d) Include user imposed constraints, such

The program package can be used_ in several ways.

as compensating balances and /ors lower
bound on the cash level.

(a) To find feasible cash flow transfer

schedules that will meet the organiza-

(e) Calculate the optimal timing ar-1 size

tion's commitments.

This scheduling

of cash transfers, and the marginal

problem can be considered in the long

values of changes in exogenous cash

run (monthly periods), in the short run

flows, compensating balanqc levels and

(daily periods), or over a sequence of

lower bounds on the cash level.

unequal periods (days, weeks, months,

(f) Organize the output in a graphical or

quarters, years).

tabular display as specified by the

(b) To estimal.:e the costs of cash manage-

user.

APL

The interactive

ment, and to project the future stocks

was selected as the program language

for two reasons.

of cash and the income producing asset.

First, the interactive aspect

(c) To determine the costs of institutional

of the language allows users to employ the pro-

arrangements such as compensating or

grams frequently and within the short timespan

minimum balance agreements.

available for making cash management decisions.

(d) To examine the impact of smoothing cash

Second, the compact, array oriented mathematical

structure of APL

flows.

is ideally suited for con-

(e) To forecast periods in which short-term

structing the appropriate tableau, for solving

borrowing will reduce costs.

the optimization problem, and for quickly modi-

(f) To identify unforseen investment possi-

fying the model's assumptions and parameters

bilities.

through user defined global variables.

(g) To test the effect of al ,ernate cash
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0

management objectives on cash manage-

at the end of period

went policy.

initial cash level

X[0]

cash inflows

are known.

(h) To calculate the cash transfers and

S[J]

(at time

J ,
,

The

J).

and the exogeneous
If a lover bound

stock levels of cash 'and the income

determined by the global variable LX

producing asset that result when the

on the cash account then equation (1) continues

worst possible cash inflow occurs,

to hold although.W[J] in (1) must be interpreted

(1) To gauge the impact of alternate cash

,

is placed

as the cash level in excess of the lower bound;

flow forecasts on costs and cash trans-

i.e. the actual cash level minus

fer decisions.

pensraing balance requitement is described by a

(j) To discover a suitab2

,lanning horizon

,.

.

A com-

constraint on the total cash holding.

for cash management planning.
(2)

III.

Formulation

Here

This section formulates the cash flow model

Al] + X[2] +

A

+ XCT] > (T x (AX - 14))

is a i-lobal variable describing the

average level in the cash account.

The simula-

and indicates some of the features that the

tion program ignores the average balance con-

simulation p.:ograi can accommodate.

straint if

The fundamental cash flow conservation

AK < LX .

The cash management objective is selected

equation

through a user defined global variable OF

.

The

four possibilities are:
(1)

XCJ] = X[J-1] + S[J] + UCJ]

VCJ]
OE 1-1:

for

with AO] = XO

nity and transfer costs
a user supplied global variable.
42:

J

Period
stant

J-1

is an interval of time from in-

to instant

J .

(1) are defined as follows:

level at the end of period

The variables in
X[J-1]

for an inflow and

43:

is the cash
44:

(at time

SCJ]

J-1).

during period

J

and

Other objective functions can easily Le handled.

J

The model is able to simulate the policy implies-

is the net inflow of cash
XCJ]

Maximum present worth of future cash
and securities

for outgo,

the cash account at the beginning of period

Maximum end of period cash and securities

J-1 ; UCJ] - VCJ]

I'M > 0

Minimum discounted sum of all future
cash transfers

is the net amount of cash transferred into,
UCJ] > 0

Minimum sum of all future opportu-

J = 1,2, ..., T

tions of following any specified objective.

is the cash level

Other features of the package allow for
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unequal planning periods, and allow for multiple
average balance constraints.

compensating balance restriction

For example, the

To avoid complications we shall concentrate our

planning period could consist of eight weekly

analysis on the special case DP = 1 , OE = 1

periods followed by four monthly periods.

and

If

the organization is constrained on an average

,

BP equals the length of the planning

horizon.

monthly balance then there are a total of six
balance constraints.
through

The first involves

X[4] , the second

X[5]

X[1]

IV.

through X[8]

Marginal Analysis
This section describes in detail the mar-

and the last four simply state that XCJ] > AX

ginal cost information derived in the simulation

for

when the cash management objective is the mini-

J > 9 .

The complete list of user supplied

global variables is described below.

mization of total opportunity and transfer cost.

XO - initial cash stocks

A similar analysis is possible for the other toh

YO - initial stock of income-producing

management objectives mentioned in Section III.

assets

The information derived in this section will be

CX - variable unit "opportunity" cost of

useful in interpreting the numerical examples

holding cash

that are presented in Section V.

CU - variable unit cost of transferring

The primal linear program minimizes the

assets to cash

total opportunity and transfer cost subject to

CV - variable unit cost of transferring

the flow equations (1) and the total balance re.

cash to assets
AX - the average cash level or compensating

balance

striction (2).

The dual linear program associ-

ates variables

PC1],PC2], ..., PCT]

with the

flow equations and a variable Q with the

LX - lower bound for cash stocks

balance condition.

OF - an integer denoting the choice of

the dual feasibility conditions

These varieties must satisfy

objective function
(i)

D

- discount i

for

-CU < P[J] < CV

J = 1,2, ..., T

(3)

(ii)

PCJ1- PCJ+1] < CX - Q

R - unit period interest rate
DP - a vector giving the number of days,

Where we assign

reeks or months in each accounting

P[T+1] = 0 .

In addition, a primal solution

period

and dual solution

BP - the number of periods that apply to a

(P,Q)

(X,U,V)

are optimal if and only

if they satisfy the complementarity conditions
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-CU < PEJ) < CV = VEJ) = VEJ) = 0

(i)

The variable

Q measures the rate of

increase in optimal cost per unit of increase

> 0 = PCJ] = CV
in the total balance constraint (2).

> 0 = P[J] = -CU

(4)

that

51J)

is increased by

Suppose,

E , S[Jt1]

is de-

creased by E , and the total balance require-

Q = X[J] = 0

PEJ3 - PEJ+13 < C-

(ii)

ment is increased by E .

If

E > 0

change can be offset by increasing
X[J] > 0

- FfJ+1] =

is the rate of change

With tois interpretation of

x (P[J] t Q- P[Jt1])

P in-mind

yields (3ii).

If

it is easy to derive (3) and (4). Increase S[J]

holds with E < 0 .

by a small amount

plies

This change can be off-

E .

set by a corresponding thcrease in

V[J] .

E X CI which must ex-

ceed the increase in the optimal cost

of the minimal cost with respect to changes in
.

by E.

X[J]

Q
The increase in cost is

The variable PEA

this

The

Division by

.

X[J] > 0

E

the same argument

Therefore,

X[J] > 0

im-

CK - Q = PtJ3 - P[J+1) .

It is useful to interpret CK - Q as an

increase in cost is E x CV which must be

opportunity cost in a related optimization prob-

larczr than the increase in the minimal cost

lem that obeys the flow conservation constraints

Since E > 0 , it follows that

E x P[J] .
CV >

> C

If,

.

then the arguMent

above could be repeated with E negative.
V[J) > 0

could be decreased.

Ex

cost remains E x CV

P[J] .

V[J] > 0

implies

SCA decreases by 2 > 0

Then

then

VEJ) .

(X,U,V)

will solve the related problem

cg < P[J] .

balance constraint.

CE =

C/ - Q

In this way,

incentive for holding cash.
U[J]

.

If

and no total

Q acts as an

If the incentive is

just right-then the opportunity loss will be re-

then this decrease

duced so that the optimal program automatically
satisfies the total balance restriction.

The increase in cost is

E x CU > -E x prJ3 .
However when

Therefore CU > -PM .

V.

the same argument can

'ICJ] > 0 ,

be repeated with E < 0

KJ) > 0

solve the original cost

with opportunity cost

can be offset by a corresponding increase of E
in

(X,U,V)

minimization problem subject to (1) and (2),

However,

A similar argument holds for

If

(2).

The increast in

ice E < 0 , it follows that
Therefore

(1) but ignores the total balance constraint

.

Several simulations are shown below.

The

data and length of the planning horizon were

It follows that

implies JU = -PM

Examples

selected to illustrate the output and to eese

.
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interpretation of the results.

In the output

tableau at the top of the next page.

format, the first row uumbers the time periods,
the second row contains the cash inflows
the third the asset to cash transfers
fourth the cash to asset transfers
fifth the cash levels

As'

(S)

U ,

P[2] = .04

and

P[4] =

.03

Note that

This implies

.

total costs could be reduced by delaying one

,

the

unit of input from period 2 to period 4.

V , the

In

contrast, costs are increased tf inflow is de-

X , the sixth the level

layed from period 1 to period 2.

Note that

of the interest earning account, the seventh the

Q = .06 < .1 = C/

costs incurred in each period, and the eighth

constraint will increase the holding of cash in

and final row contains the dual variables

some period.

The final column contains averages.

P .

To obtain

Raising the total balance

However, the cost of this is less

than the opportunity cost since the timing of

the total cost, the average cost should be mul-

additional holdings can be selected to save on

tiplied by the number of periods.

transactions costs.

the last column, row eight is

The number in

Q , the increase

The second tableau sets

in optimal cost of increasing the total cash
holdings by one unit.

L/ 4-0- 5000.

In addition, each of the

AK *- 0 , and

The result ay...7age balance is

5000 , however, costs increase due to a loss of

three examples is preceded by a data statement

flexibility.

that gives the relevant values of the global

flow with the transfers into the asset account.

variables.

In the third example L/ 4- 0

In each example the following global

was increased to

variables remain constant.

XQ

The optimal policy matches the in-

yQ

5000

BE

and A/

The value of Q

.

in

the first tableau indicates that average costs

,

.1

should increase by

5000 x .06 = 300 .

crease is actually

490 .

The in-

CE 4- .03

J

a +4-

C2 4-+ .04

10000

,

of Q

OE +4- 1

increases to

.08

Note that the value
.

This measure is a

loss in flexibility due to the increase in the
-4-+ 6

DP -4-P 1

.

total balance constraint.

The exogenous cash flow

S

remains the same in

With the

each example.

LK +4- 0

, and the compensating

balance constraint A/ -(-4- 5000 , the cost C/

was reduced to

S *- 20000

8000

5000

15000

10000

.05

.

This resulted in no policy

20000

change over Tableau 1 although Q
In the first example,
and

CK *- .1

.

LK +4- 0 , AK +4- 5000,

.02 .

The result is shown in the
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dropped to

EPOPTDATA
XO
YQ
5000.000 20000.000

AX

LX
0.000

PRINT EPOPT S
TIME PERIOD
1
NET CASH FLOW
20000.00
ASSETS TO CASH
15000.00
CASH TO ASSETS
0.00
CASH STOCKS
0.00
ASSET STOCKS
7000.00
CASH COSTS
450.00
MARGINAL COST
-0.03

EPOPTDATA
XQ
YQ
5000.000 20000.00

2

3

8000.00

5000.00
0.00
0.00
7500.00
14520.00
750.00
0.00

0.00
5500.00
2500.00
13200.00
470.00
0.04

LX
5000.000

PRINT EPOPT S
TIME PERIOD
1
NET CASH FLOW
-20000.00
ASSETS TO CASH
20000.00
CASH TO ASSETS
0.00
CASH STOCKS
5000.00
ASSET STOCKS
2000.00
CASH COSTS
110_ 0.00
MARGINAL COST
0.03

PRINT EPOPT S
TIME PERIOD
1
NET CASH FLOW
20000.00
ASSETS TO CASH
15000.00
CASH TO ASSETS
0.00
CASH STOCKS
O.(
ASSET STOCKS
7000.00
CASH COSTS
450.00
MARGINAL COST
-0.03

CX

CV
0.030

4
_
15000.00
7500.00
0.00
0.00
8472.00
225.00
-0.03

CV

0.100

CV
0.040

0.100

5

6

AVG

10000.00
0.00
10000.00
0.00
19319.20
400.00
0.04

20000.00
0.00
0.00
20000.00
21251:12
2000.00
0.03

1333.33
3750.00
2583.33
5000.00
13960.39
715.83

CV

0.030

R

0.06

R

0.040

0.100

2

3

4

5

6

AVG

8000.00

5000.00
0.00
5000.00
5000:00
16220.00
700.00
0.04

15000.00
15000.00

10000.00
0.00
10000.00
5000.00
13126.20
900.00
0.04

20000.00
0.00
20000.00
5000.00
34438.82
1300.00
0.04

1333.33
3833.33
7166.67
5000.00
13137.84
961.67
0.00

.

EPOPTDATA
XQ
YO
5000.000
20000.00

CX
0.100

5000.000

0.00

8000.00
5000.00
10200.00
820.00
0.04

LX
0.000

AX

0.00
5000.00
2842.00
950.00
-0.03

CX

10000.000

CU

0.100

CV

0.030

0.040

0.100

2

3

4

5

6

8000.00

5000.00
0.00
0.00
13000.00
8470.00
1300.00
0.01

-15000.00
2000.00
0.00
0.00
7317.00
60.00
_

10000.00
0.00
500.00
9500.00
8548.70
970.00
0.04

20000.00
0.00
0.00
29500.00
9403.57
2950.00
0.02

0.00
0.00

8000.00
7700.00
800.00
0.01
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0.03

AVG
1333.33
2833.33
83.33
10000.00
8073.21
1088.33
0.08

VI.

Summary

flexibility and interactive nature of the model

We have described a two asset cash flow
simulation model.

gives the user a feel for the cash flow process

Given a sequence of future

and the interaction of different policy varia-

cash inflows, institutional restrictions, and a

bles.

The decision maker, by using such a

cash management objective the model projects

simulation model, learns how to analyze cash

future cash transfers, the costs of these trans-

measurement policies.

fers and future cash and income-producing asset

greater confidence which usually results from

stocks.

the use of such interactive models the user

The model assumes a deterministic inflow
of cash.

In addition to the

should also be able to detect the sensitivity

In many cash management problems with

of new policies to various institutional as-

planning horizons of one year or less and plan-

sumptions and management objectives.

ning periods of one week or more, the random

Hopefully

this may lead to recommendations as to how the

component of cash inflow is relatively small.

cash management process may be better organized

Cash flows that occur in the relatively near

and controlled.

...zure are predictable in magnitude.

By con-

centrating on the nonstationary deterministic
component of cash flows, the model schedules

the size and timing of major cash transfers in
order to meet institutional requirements and
optimize cash management objectives.

The assumption of a single income producing
asset is a useful first approximation to the
multiple asset case.

In particular, if various

assets have larger yields for longer holding
periods, then the cash transfers and asset

levels calculated by the simulation program can
be used as inputs to a multiple asset scheduling
'subproblem.

Several uses for the simulation package
were outlined in Section II.

There is another,

perhaps more important, use of the model.

The
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Session 12:
Chairman:

Gaming and Man-Machine Simulation

Richard Levitan, IBM Corporation

This session features three papers in the field of computer based simulation in which humans make
decisions in a simulated environment. All are concerned with the use of such models for teaching
purposes; however, they provide an interesting spread in types of learning which is expected to
develop.

Papers

"Progress Toward A Proposed Simulation Game Base for Curricula in Decision Sciences"
Geoffrey Churchill and Edwin Heard, Georgia State University
"Interactive Budgeting Models: A Simulation Tool for MIS Education"
Theodore J. Mock, University of California and
Miklos A. Vasarhelyi, Pontificia Universidade Cato
doRio de Janeiro
"The Traffic Police Management Training Game"
Gay Serway, Allen Kennedy and Gustave Rath, Northwestern University
Discussants

G. C. d'Ans, IBM Corporation
Richard Staelin, Carnegie-Mellon University
E. G. Rodgers, University of Toledo

1
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PROGRESS TOWARD A PROPOSED SIMULATION GAME BASE
FOR CURRICULA IN DECISION SCIENCES
EDWIN L. HEARD
GEOFFREY CHURCHILL
OPERATIONAL GAMING GROUP

DEPARTMENT OF QUANTITATIVE METHODS, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
ABSTRACT

Use of a special purpose business simulation game as a laboratory
vehicle throughout a decision science curriculum is proposed as a
pedagogically useful device for achieving curricular objectives.
Development of such a game and its requisite characteristics are
described.

The multi-level nature of the game dictates that major

subsystems must exist at different levels in order to incorporate
dissimilar decision situations confronting players in various
courses.

Modular design is the means by which certain multi-level

features are incorporated and permits one to "tailor-make" the
game for a particular application.

Economies, analogous to over-

lays in FORTRAN, are achieved sincd only those program segments

or subsystems representing degrees of decision complexity actually
present must be stored and executed in core.

Many curricula have been designed

or quantitative business analysis.) For

to imbue students with the Decision

the most part, such programs have been

Science philosophy. (The reader is prob-

charged with severely limited success in

ably familiar with these attempts under

that they have not met the major objec-

such titles as scientific management,

tive of all Decision Science curricula:

operations research, management science,

to train effective situational problem
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solvers.

than either of the foregoing, types of

Instead, new graduates of such

programs tend to be sophisticated theo-

problems.

retical modelers whose value to business

static in nature and, based on the ex-

and industry is limited by their narrow

perience of the authors, relevant cases

technical yiewpoint. 1

appear tobe in short supply.

Their subsequent

Unfortunately, cases are

Project

paths of development are highly indivi-

assignments can offer students practice

dual, and depend not only on personal

in situational problem solving but, due

characteristics, but also on whether

to typical course time limitations, don't

they find niches in research-oriented

provide students an opportunity to fully

organizations. 2

examine the situational impact of their-

CURRICULAR VEHICLES

recommend:tions.

Traditional Vehicles

Traditional Vehicles
Consideration of the limitations of

Traditional vehicles used in Decision Science curricula include mathemat-

traditional vehicles might lead to the

ical exercises, "word problems", cases

conclusion that practical experience is

and project assignments.

the only instructional vehicle capable

While each of

these contributes, to some extent, to the

of meeting all the objectives of a Deci-

accomplishment of the aforementioned ob-

sion Science curriculum.

jectives, they are all severely limited.

is not the case, since real-world expe-

Mathematical problems are useful only for

rience is limited by its inaccessibility

teaching theoretical nuances and mathe-

tc most students.

matical manipulation, and no situational

significant real situational problems.

elements are involved.

However, this

Furthermore, most

are too complex for students' initial

Word problems in-

There is, how-

clude a few more situational elements,

learning experiences.

but do not adequately renect the dynamic

ever, one additional instructional ve-

characteristics required for situational

hicle available which, when appropri-

problem solving. In addition, word prob-

ately used in conjunction with the tra-

lems tend to be so brief that neither the

ditional vehicles, may meet all of the

choice of technique, nor the identifica-

objectives of a Decision Science cur-

tion of relevant data provides an impor-

riculum.

tant challenge to the ingenuity of the

gaming.

textboc

situ&

This vehicle is simulation

A Laboratory Vehicle

ise student. Cases may reflect

The authors contend that; (a) a

al peculiarities much better
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simulation game can be used throughout a

"real-world" situations eases the transi-

Deco-'on Science curriculum to integrate

tion to "real-world" problem solving.

th,

Still, simulation games can, by design,

ous topical areas and to provide

a laboratory situation in which students

be complex enough to demonstrate the

can obtain experience in all phases of

systemic interactions between decisions

Decision Science;

3

(b) a game to be

in several functional areas of the enter-

used for this purpose must have some

prise.

very special characteristics not in-

An aspect not to be omitted is the

cluded in existing widely used games;

impact on the organization offering the

and (c) a game with the requisite fea-

curriculum; typically a school or depart-

tures can be and is being developed by

ment within a university.

the Operational Gaming Group at Georgia

tion gaming has compelling advantages as

State University.

a teaching vehicle for Decision Science,

The other reasons for using a game

it is undeniably expensive.

While simula-

Two highly

throughout a Decision Science curriculum

significant expense elements are game

involve the general features and inher-

development and user (instructor) train-

ent student appeal of such a game. First,

ing.

simulation games are dynamic in nature.

package as the vehicle for an entire

This feature allows students not only

curriculum, it is expected that consider-

to make decisions at different points

able economies. may be realized on a per

in time in a competitive simulated en-

course basis as compare( with a totally

vironment, but also requires them to

independent choice of vehicle.

observe and live with the results of

By the choice of a single game

Even if none of the attributes men-

those decisions. Also, the documentation

tioned above was present, the quality of

accompanying such a game gives the stu-

student appeal in simulation games would

dent experience in analytical examination

make their use worthwhile.

of written descriptions of situational

perience, no other vehicle appears to be

problems, and in screening management

Capable of generating student interest

reports for relevant data.

and motivation to the extent that simu-

Further, use

of a game throughout a program provides

In our ex-

lation games do.

continuity not possible with the use of

In order to meet the objectives of

any other vehicle. The fact that a simu-

a Decision Science curriculum, It is

lation game is somewhat less compkk than

necessary to cavelop in students an
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awareness of the need for, abilities of,

sign of such a game.

and limitations of quantitative tech-

concern the simulated environment, com-

niques. Simulation games appear to have

plexity, flexibility, adaptability, and

a unique ability to create student demand

documentation.

for relevant quantitative techniques4.

ment at Georgia State University will

This is probably because the simulation

incorporate the requisite features out-

game may require students to make deci-

lined below.

sions in an environment where obviously

Simulated Environment

relevant data is present but where no

The game under develop-

Since the game is to be used

explicit instructions are given for its
use.

These requirements

throughout a curriculum, it will be de-

Thus overloaded with information,

sirable to be able to focus on different

students then become highly receptive to

subareas independently or simultaneously.

quantitative techniques which lend strtu-

A generalized business environment is

ture to this environment and which pro-

probably the only one which will ade-

vide information that can be used in ar-

quately cover the various areas where

riving at decisions.

decision problems arise.

REQUISITE GAME FEATURES

of the environment are less important

It was mentioned earlier that, the

The specifics

than the requirement that it must be

use of a single game throughout the cur-

possible to display the environment at

riculum would lead to economy of vehicle

a variety of levels of detail.

development.

If the desirability of

An appropriately designed business

using simulation games in a Decision

environment should provide potential

Science curriculum is accepted, philoso-

decision making opportunities at a var-

phical considerations also dictate the

iety of organizational levels ranging

use of a single game.

from repetitive short run operational

Student partici-

pation should be concentrated on acquir-

decisions at a lower middle management

ing experience in decision making and on

level to top management strategic deci-

using quantitative and behavioral tech-

sions of great long range consequence.

niques as inputs to the decision process,

On another scale, the decisions should

rather than on deciphering the documenta-

range from relatively mechanistic ones

tion of sevezzl different games.

in which the outcome of a given action

The

single game limitation imposes some

is highly predictable, through decisions

rather str.ngent requirements on the de-

in which uncertainty is a factor, up to
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those where the unknown future competi-

flexibility requires that the game be

tive actions of an opponent are criti-

modular and multi-level.

cal.

ample, the primary focus is on the pro-

Complexity

duction area, there must be a marketing

Several complexity considerations
are important.

If, for ex-

module which operates in simplistic

First, the game must be

fashion.

However, since in other cases

simple enough that the student is not

the desire may be to focus on marketing,

overwhelmed by its intricacies in his

a sophisticated marketing module must

initial experience with it.

also be built. Still another flexibility

At the same

time, it must be complex enough that the

requirement dictates that it must be

problems and solutions are not obvious.

possible to configure the game in such

Finally, its potential must be suffi-

a way. that outside "role play" can be

ciently rich to sustain student interest

superimposed on the operatiOn of the game

throughout a curriculum.

in a realistic and relevant manner.

Flexibility

Likewise, it must be possible to incor-

The use of the same game throughout

porate the impact of one time outside

the program and the need to focus on

effects such as strikes, anti-trust

different subareas independently and

action and surtaxes for excessive reten-

simult-neously have some powerful impli-

tion of earnings.

catic

.

for the structure of the comput-

er program.

Adaptability

During the early stages of

Since the game must be operated in

the curriculum, it will be desirable for

several different configurations, it is

the student to be expcsed to all subareas

necessary that the changeover time and

simultaneously, but in a very simplistic

effort required be sThall.

fashion. During the intermediate stages,

ministrator should be able to choose the

it will be desirable to focus on highly

desired configuration easily; for ex-

sophisticated decisions in one or a few

ample, by specifying one parameter value

subareas while suppressing complexity in

for each subarea, thus specifying a set

the remainder of the subareas.

of decisions which are to be held open

the final stage

During

the curriculum, it

or closed.

The game ad-

Another arrangement might

will be necessary to pull out ,all the

be through merging desired modules with

stops and allow the game to operate in

a base program to create a custom-tai-

its most complex form.

lored program with the desired combine-

The need for
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tion of simplicity and sophistication.

structor in choosing the game configura-

While this would be rather more demand-

tion which will best meet his objectives.

ing of the instructor (who may not be

Game Development

assumed to be sophisticated in the tech-

Unfortunately, any single game in

nical aspects of gaming), a richer var-

current use is woefully inadequate for

iety of options can be provided i.

use in such diverse configurations, al-

manner.

this

In such fashion, the game can

though there are several games available

be tailor-made to each specific course

which are admirably adequate for achiev-

in the curriculum.

ing specific goals within particular en-

Documentation

vironments.

Naturally, operating the game in

This is not surprising,

since most games were written to achieve

different configurations will prohibit

selected objectives within given envi-

the use of a single documentary unit for

ronments. Another limitation of existing

all applications.

games is the quality of the accompanying

Consequently, docu-

mentary adaptability must exist to the

documentation.

same degree as does computer program

written by individuals or by small teat's.

adaptability.

Such games and the accompanying instruc-

A background environment

Many games have been

description should be written which is

tions tend to reflect the special areas

general enough to provide the student

of interest of the authors.

with a broad understanding of the genera]

areas peripheral to the areas of interest

business environment of the game without

of the authors is given only superficial

detailing the specific decisions to be

treatment

made.

existing games is the level of sophisti-

Then, for each module, a set of

.

.

.

Coverage of

A final limitation, of

documentation must be prepared, one for

cation required of the participants.

each different level at which the module

Here again, special purpose games are

can be operated. These can also be coded

often written for audiences at specific

so that the modules chosen by the game

educational levels.

administrator to specify a particular

limitations of existing games, it is

configuration will also specify the ap-

necessary for game administrators to

propriate background documentation and

learn, implement and administer dii.ferent

decision forms to be prov',ed for the

gamesIn order to achieve specific pur-

students. Additionally, an instructor's

poses for differing audie;ces.

manual must be prepared to aid the in-

As a result of the

Recognition of-the limitations of
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existing games for accomplishing the ob-

would be accomplished simultaneously

jectivesof a Decision Science curriculum

with the programming, debugging, and

spurred the Operational Gaming Group

parameterization of the simplistic ver-

within the School of Business at Georgia

sion of the game.

State University to embark on the devel-

Various tasks were allocated to

opment of a game which would include all

each member of the Group.

of the requisite features above. The Op-

ment of a rough flowchart of the execu-

erational Gaming Group consists of a num-

tive routine was assigned to the Group

ber of faculty members, each of whom has

member with the most gaming experience.

expertise in some area important to gam-

Preparation of rough flowcharts for the

ing.

Participants in the Group are:

The develop-

individual modules was assigned on a

Geoffrey Churchill, Chairman; Sandra

one-for-one basis to Group members with

Beldt; Meru

expertise in the specific areas.

Elliott; David Ewert;

All

Dennis Grawoig; Elbert Greynolds; Edwin

rough flowcarts were funnelled to one

Heard; Don Jewell; Arthur Nichols; Brian

Group member for refinement and logic

Schott; Dwight Tabor; and Jerry Wheat.

review while another Group member trans-

The Group, centered in the Department of

lated all flowcharts to BASIC and stored

Quantitative Methods, is both interdr-

the program on the computer.

partmental and interdisciplinary with

was handled by a team of three, com-

representatives from accounting, econom-

posed of the Group coordinator, flow-

ics, finance, insurance, marketing, per-

charter and programmer.

sonnel management, and production man-

tion was handled by the group'economist.

agement.

Testing is taking place in two phases as

Parameteriza-

additional features are added.

The Group decided to program the

Debugging

First,

game in BASIC so that modules could eas-

the members of the Group play the game

ily be merged with the 1.xecutive routine,

and suggest possible modifications.

and because of the time-

Second, the game is tested in a graduate

1 capabil-

class at Georgia State University.

ity and widespread availability of the
language.

At this writing (October, 1972), a

The Group then made two cru-

'cial decisions; the first version of the

great deal of work remains to be done to

game was to include only relatively sim-

develop a game capable of supporting a

ple modules for each subarea; and devel-

curriculum such as that discussed below.

opment of more sophisticated modules.

1
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Nevertheless, the authors feel that a

substantial beginning has been made. The

programs have been class tasted by

executive routine, which embodies the ba-

Geoffrey Churchill and Sandra Beldt,

sic environmental model, is running reli-

with a view to implementation of the

ably on the GSU UNIVAC 7 as are the ini-

game in what will be described belnw as

tialization and output programs.

the "Early" core.

The.a

(Note that this does

functions have been deliberately sepa-

not presuppose implementation of an

rated, due to the relatively small siz:

entire game-based curriculum.

limit frequently imposed on BASIC pro-

course is presently based on an excel-

grams, in order that space be available

lent game11,

for merging a number .of modules simul-

use.)

taneously.

normal sort, it is fair to comment that

(See Charts I and II.)

These routines incorporate a market

one designed for MBA

Despite break-in problems of a

initial expectations appear to be met;

of a fairly high order of complexity (as
compared with existing marketing games),

pbut

This

students did grasp for models as a

6

satisfying way of bringing order out of

a production process of quite moderate

chaos.

7

complexity ,flnancial decisions of a ru-

PROPOSED CURRICULUM

dimentary sore, and fairly detailed accounting reports9.

The proposed curriculum consists

Additionally, some

of three major components: an "Early"

modules have been developed and tested.

Core, electives, and a "Late" core.

These include modules for Research and

Chart III illustrates the ,recedence

Development, Marketing Research, Person-

relationships between the three compon-

nel Evaluation and Fixed Asset Acquisi-

ents of the program.

tion (equipment replacement/plant expan-

"Early" Core

sion).

A financial accounting module

In the "Early" core, the student

which will permit examining the effects

is introduced to the game, remote ter-

of a vast variety of reporting proce-

minal time-sharing, systems concepts,

dures on accounting information is near-

basic modelling in a dynamic environ-

ly ready.

ment, and canned programs.

Work has begun on a module to

After a

expand the scope of financial decision-

preliminary introduction to

making.

the student is required to play a mod-

Personnel have been assigned to

",e game,

modules at higher complexity levels in

erately complex version of the game

both marketing and production.

with a relatively fast rate of decision

In a related project, the existing

making.
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The anticipated result is im-

4

CHART I

GAME PREPARATION FOR COURSE USE

Simulation
Module
Programs

t atput

V
Run Initial
ization
Program

Industry
History
File
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CHART II

SINGLE DECISION PERM) SIMULATION
GAME OPERATION

Input Team
Decisions

(

Industry
History
File

a

- --

Temporary
File

(

I

I

1

1

1

1

w

I

w

Simulation
Executive
Program
a
i

a
1

I

I

I

Operating/
Summary
4-----.!
File

t
1

.4.(

Tempora
File

\

Output
Program
1

1
1

Team
Reports

* External Modules

External
Simulation
Modules*

Research & Development,
Marketing Research,
Personnel Evaluation,
Capital Budgeting, etc.

L

STOP
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mediate chaos.

The student is next

op a view of the organization as a sys-

introduced to some basic quantitative

tem and to recognize and understand its

models, which will hopefully bring

information supplying and suppressing

order out of the chaos.

characteristics.

T

, basic models include fore-

A simpler version of

the game is used which reports only

castii.g, cash flow, regression, inven-

financial statistics and allows for the

tory and linear programming.

expansion of a product line.

Each

Students

model is introduced in a survey fash-

are required t6 design their own infor-

ion; the canned programs available for

mation systems for decision making pur-

them are presented and ways in which

poses and to trace the systemic implica-

they can be used to provide information

tions of product line expansion from the

for decision-making are presented.

opening of a research and development

Students are expected to adapt these

facility to pmduct maturity.

models to their needs in the game con-

core students are again used to criticize

text, thus getting practice in all

information systems designs and suggest

phases of Decision Science: observa-

revisions.

tion, problem identification, descrip-

Elective Courses

Von of relevalit relationships, experin. _

These courses are more nearly com-

tal investigation, interpretation of

parable with currently existing Decision

experimental results, and translation
of information into effective action

"Late"

Science courses than are either the

11

"Early" or "Late" core.

.

Before a student uses any model

Still, there

are substantial differences.

The ob-

for decision-making, he is required to

jectives of these courses include ex-

present a proposal that the model be

panding and intensifying the students'

built to a management committee con-

,aodelling capability; indoctrinating the

sisting of students from the "Late"

students with a feel for data problems;

core for their criticise a and evalua-

developing student understanding of the

tion.

After he has his proposal ap-

non-independence of quantitative tech-

proved, he is required to file an im-

niques; acquainting the students with

plementation report.

the more subtle capabilities and limita-

The systems courses in the "Early"
core have three objectives.

tions of models; improving the students'

They are

understanding and appreciation of sensi-

expected to enable the student to devel-

tivity analysis; and bridging the gap
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Prerequisites

Basic Mathematics
Matrix Algebra
Calculus
Statistics

Business
Undergraduate
Equivalent

CHART III

f--

1

Elective

Electives

DECISION SCIENCE CURRICULUM

"Early" Core

Basic
Modeling
in

Simple Gams
Environment

Systems

n

Elective

"Late" Core

in

High Pressure
Decision Making

Complex
Environment

Internship

between model solution and decision mak-

an excellent environment for the intro-

ing.

duction of mathematical programming.
Course construction to accomplish

configuration which required inventory,

these objectives is difficult but possible.

A

cash flow and product line expansion de-

Lectures can be developed which

cisions would provide an equally good en-

include a solid theoretical approach

vironment for the introduction of simula-

through logic and pictures, while escap-

tion.

ing the mathematicrl derivation-theorem

which to introduce multivariate statis-

proving time sink.

tics than one which required pricing de-

Situational problems

And what better environment in

can be utilized which require ingenious

cisions and forecasts?"

parameter development and allow for pre-

"Late" Core

diction of results of decisions.

Stu-

These courses are designed to pro-

dents can be introduced to canned pro-

vide the transition from student to de-

grams which can be used via remote ter-

cision scientist.

minal time-sharing to facilitate any re-

"Late" core courses would involve full-

quired computation.

scale use of the game with every compat-

Available practical

The first of the

computational algorithms should be re-

ible option present.

viewed along with sources and special

required to perform and report to a man-

features of different packages.

agement committee on major studies of

Here, too, the game has a very definite role.

Students would be

topics such as the automation of routine

It can be used in the ap-

decisions and the upgrading of return on

propriate configuration for each course

investment.

to demonstrate and provide specific

required to investigate the feasibility

course related situations where particu-

of, institute where indicated, and review

lar techniques are applicable. In gener-

plant expansion decisions, new product

al,

however, the game would be inciden-

These groups would also be

introductions, competitor acquisition

tal to, rather than dominant in, elec-'

decisions,

tive courses.

strategic impact.

At this point, perhaps some examples

d other decisions of major

Tbs final course' n the curriculum

are in order. A came configuration which

would require each student to serve an

required product

internship with a local business.

transfer pricing,

During

transportation, warehousing, and aggre-

this internship, he would be required to

gate scheduling decisions would provide

choose a "real" problem, use the decision
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science approach to solving the problem

tially completed.

and present his project in management

with the requisite characteristics has

recommendation form to a committee com-

been overlooked, the authors would

posed of members of the Decision Science

appreciate any available information

faculty and a representative of the firm

on it.

where he interns.

If an existing game

The student's only

other responsibility during the period

ENDNOTES

would be to serve on management committees for "Early" core courses.

1HalbrechtAssciates, Inc., "Indus-

This

try's Changing Personnel Specifications

feature of the curriculum would complete

for Operations Research Positions,"

the student's transition from student

Washington, n.d.
2

to decision scientist and would provide

Naturally, there are except'ons to

him with a brief but tantalizing view of

this generalization, such as those people

the other end of the decision making

who successfully move into line manage-

spectrum.

ment.
3

CONCLUSIONS

Progress in the direction the

This claim presupposes the avail-

ability of time-sharing remote terminals

authors have suggested here is highly

and canned programs for student use. The

desirable, but should not be rushed.

contention is based on the use of the

It was proba-.. the undue haste of

game as a learning vehicle rather than

various schools in entering the quanti-

as a teaching medium.
4

tative decision making arena that re-

See for example, Brian Schott and

sulted in the "sophisticated theoretical

Arthur C. Nichols, "The Use of a Business

modeler" phenomenon alluded-to in the

Simulation Game in an MBA Core Course in

first paragraph.

Quantitative Mex

ids," in Laboratories

requisite character=; acs outlined here-

for Training-and

evelopment of Execu-

in is essential to the success of a

tives and Administrators, Oklahoma

curriculum such as the One proposed in

Christian College, Oklahoma City, 1971.

The game with all the

5

this paper.

Edwin L. Heard and Geoffrey

To the authors' knowledge, an

Churchill, "Operational Gaming Group

appropriate game does not currently
exist12.

Formed at Georgia State," Simulation/

The Operational Gaming Group at

Gaming/News, Vol. 1, No. 2, May, 1972.

Georgia State University has _me par-

6
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For comparison, see Ralph L. Day,

Marketing in Action (rev. ed., Homewood,
Illinois:

in effect, provide two levels of com-

Richard D. Irwin, 1968).

plexity for each decision area, i.e.

7

For comparison, see Geoffrey
Churchill, JOBLOT (New York:

each decision area is either there or

Macmillan,

it is not.

1970.
8

For comparison, see Paul S. Greenlaw and M. William Frey, FINANSIM
(Scranton, PennsylvariP:

Textbook Company, 15

International

).

9

For comparison, see Bill R. Darden
and William H. Lucas, The Decision

Making Game (New York: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 1969).
10

Arthur C. Nichols and Brian Schott,

SIM, A Business Simulation Game for
Decision Science Students (Dubuque,
Iowa:

Kendall /Hunt, 1972).

11

See Ronald A. Howard, "Management

Science Education:

Nature and Nurture",

in Management Science, Vol. ]7, No. 2,
October, 1970.

Howard suggests that the

course program should include as key

elements of study uncertainty, complexity, dynamic effects, economics, optimi
zation, modeling and computer analysis,
and behavioral science.
12

Thanks to an un-named reviewer, we
have discovered that groups at Wake Forest and Carnegie Mellon are developing
business games which, allow for the se-

quential introduction of decision areas.
We understand that these games would,
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INTERACTIVE BUDGETING MODELS:
A SIMULATION TOOL FOR MIS EDUCATION
Theodore J. Mock
University of California, Los Angeles
and

Miklos A. Vasarhelyi

Pontificia Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro
Abstract

A relatively new and innovative educational approach in graduate
information systems is discussed.

The thrust of the approach is

to have student groups design computer-based simulations of the
budgeting processes of a firm in the form of an. interactive
budgeting model.

These are applied to the areas of financial

planning, control and managerial decision making.

Several dif-

ferent approaches were suggested to and adopted by students as

main design philodophies including modular planning and a matrix
accounting system.

The various implemented systems are described

and their features are classified.

In its attempts to keep up with

within thv Graduate School of Management.

practice, the academic world is ever

One goal of this program is to ex-

striving to develop improved pedagogical

pose students to online planning systems

techniques and thus better-prepared

as described-by Sackman and Citrenbaum

information systems students.

If more and more implemented information

1

This

paper reports on such a device, an Inter-

systems incorporate online planning and

active Budgeting Model (IBM), used in the

1

accounting-information systems program
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.

Sackman, H. and R. L. Citrenbaum (Eds.),
Online Planning, Prentice-Hall, 1972.

control features2, pedagogical adapta-

courses.

tion is necessary.

to give the reader an idea of the speci-

In this situation,

This summarization is intended

an edudational problem is to expose

fic features designed into these systems

accounting and MIS students to the meth-

and their shortcomings.

odologies, man-machine i_cerface, com-

fimi series comparison is presented of

plexities and problems of system design

the feAtures used at UCLA and Ohio State

in an academic environment.

University.

The approach

described here is based upon student

Interactive Budgeting Models

planning and implementation of a simula-

The implementation of an Interactive

ted, financially-oriented information
_system.

Budgeting Model is the focus of 1pproxi-

The financial, budgetary focus

mately fifty per,ent of the student's

of the project narrows the scope of

effort in a graduate class at the masters

possible projects and also has an addi-

level at UCLA.

tional benefit of requiring an in-depth

is oriented towards exposing students to

skill frequently lacking in MIS and MBA

the problems of information systems

A matrix accounting model is

design and corporate planing and control.

proposed to form the backbone of the

This course i

the second in a series of

-

system.

three where the first is oriented towards

This paper is partitioned into three

systems theory and the systeMs approach

main sections including this introduction

and the third is orient d towards problems

The following secticn discusses the con-

of measurement in information systems.

cept and implementation features of an

In response to inadeq4acies in case,

Interactive Budgeting Model in terms of

discussion and lecture approaches to the

its educational objectives, its simula-

course, a tool was sought that would pro-

tion features and its modeling features.

vide the experience students needed for

The third main section of this paper

systems analysis and system implementa-

describes actual projects designed and

tion of corporate financial information

implemented by students at UCLA and Ohio

systems.

State University in three different
2

This class, called Infor-

mation Systems for Planning and Control,

knowledge of the accounting process (a

students).

In addition, a

Such a tool should have experi-

ential features in which the student
would encounter the problems inherent in

For example, Redwood, P.H.S., "APL For
Business Applications," Datamation, May
1972, pp. 82-84; and "LiTT5PTErgetronic,Informat;_on Machine," Business Week,
March 28, 1970, pp. 158-160.

systems design and analysis and also

which would exhibit planning and control
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concepts.

Such specifications led to

given several basic references4 that may

the concept of the IBM, an interactive

be useful in constructing their IBMs and

system for planning and control in a

were told that some quantitative tech-

simulated environment.

niques such as PERT, linear programming

Students were instructed to design

or regression may be proi.Ltably incor-

and implement a conversational system

porated in the model.

which would allow a manager to interact

The first two or three weeks of the

with a terminal and assist in management

class were then dedicated to teaching an

decisions.

appropriate interactive computer language.

The nature of this task and

the boundaries of the problem were pur-

At UCLA, APL was used.

posefully left ill-defined as the prob-

interactive language is easy to learn and

lem specification and contextual design

students, working in groups, tend to make

phases are important experiences in the

up for their individual deficiencies.

desired educational process.

example, Pounds

3

For

This powerful

Interactive computing and debugging

points out that "seldom

permits students to obtain fast and

if ever, do managers analyze or under-

accurate performance feedback on the main

stand the sources of their problems,"

features of their models.

and "...the availability of formal prob-

their system, the following were sug-

lem 'solving procedures serves only to

gested as minimal design criteria:

in designing

highlight those parts of the manager's

1.

Security features

job which these procedures do not deal:

2.

File management of historical

problem identification, the .assignment

accounting data

of problem priority and the allocation

3.

of scarse resources to problems."

A useful interactive decision
aid

Therefore, in an education process,

4.

Planning and control features

accurate definition of a problem may

5.

Modular approach, matrix

hinder education in an area where the

accounting structure.

manager often is lacking.

Also, a list of possible modules for the-

Beginning with an ill-defined prob-

IBMs were given to the students:

lem specification, students were then
4

3

Pounds, W. F., The Process of Problem
Finding," The Industrial Management
Review, Vol. II, No. 1, Fall 1969;
pp. 1-21.

Mattessich, R., Accounting and Analytidal Methods, Richard D. Irwin, Homewood,
Illinois, 1964; Butterworth, J. W. "The
Accounting System as an Information
Function," Mimeograph, University of
British Columbia, June 1970; Ness, D. N.,
"Interactive Budgeting Models: An Example," Woi.king Paper, M.I.T.
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1.

Output module
Display of financial statements,
projected budgets, network
schedules, selected display of
underlyil-d planning assumptions
(e.g., rate of growth)

problems they wanted to model.
chose a simplified model of

Some

entire

firm or department and concentrated on
implementing several management science

2.

3.

4.

5.

Input module
Reading and storing information
Building data bases
Retrieving information

techniques.

Others decided to simulate a

small part of a large system and attempted

Performance analysis modules
Calculating performance analysis
ratios
Preparing output and management
exception reporting

to attar its problems extensively.

Part

of the learning gained from this step in
the model development is the need to

Incorporating transactions
Measurement of economic events
Periodic reporting

specify, limit and dissect the possible
problems to be tackled.

Building and using management science
functions
L.P., statistical analysis,
graphics, charts, discounting

difficulty

A main cause of

and frustration in such pro-

jects was tackling too large a problem
and the eventual difficulty of imple-

6.

Control and security features

7.

Specific planning and forecasting
aids
Regression, exponential smoothing,
consensrs (Delphi) techniques

mentation within time constraints.

8.

MIS classes usually,draw students
with a variety of backgrounds including

Programmed decision rules
Exception limits, cash constraints

accounting, computer methods, marketing
Such hetero-

and behavioral science.

As is demonstrated in a following sec-

geneity results in a

tion of this paper, these suggested

problem.

module specifictions inspired a large

.

or distribution

Frequently, students specialise

such that those interested in computer

variety of IBMs.

methods concentrate on programming while

In implementing the tasks involved

accounting majors study information flows

in constructing such an IBM, the student

and reporting techniques.

groups had fo consider a series of system
design problems including problem and

In-contrast

some groups divide programming tasks
evenly among their constituents.

project specification and management.

Either

approach fre7uently generates serous co-

These are discussed from a pedagogical

ordination problems as certain parts of

viewpoint.

the project are completed on schedule and

First, the student team had to

others are not.

decide on what type of organization and

Once a group settled on a problem

which specific planning and control

area, problem focus was needed.
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Groups

frequently tried to overachieve and

knowledge about the human aspects of or-

during the later stages of t17,

ganizations such as personality, small

project

began to realize that their objectives

groups, intergroups and living systems of

were not realistic and should be rede-

organizations norms."

fined.

Part of the difficulty of the

The Underlying Mrtrix Accounting
Structure

instructor's task was to warn students

The IBM concept has been suggested6

about such risks without undercutting
the leerning potentiality of these

as a technique to design surrogate infor-

experiences.

mation systems and decrease software
development costs.

The experience that an IBM project

In this era of rapid

lends to the students in terms of group

change in which education has lagged

processes is certainly an important

technological development, new tools for

educational aspect in MIS education.

Al-

education are needed.

Many principles in

though there was a definite-task and

the design of large scale software infor

deadlines and assignments in the begin-

mation systems are not theoretically

ning of the course, there was often too

sophisticated and may even be counter-

many ideas and little consistency among

intuitive in nature due to the intricate

Also there were emerging leader-

interconnection of different system com-

them.

7

ship patterns and conflict for.leader-

ponents.

ship roles.

the design and integration of large scale

Evidence of this was that

The same may also be true in

groups sometimes could not reach consen-

systems where a large number of compo-

sus and attr...tion occurred.

nents interact and factors are inter-

Management

and coordination problems always seemed

conected.

to occur.

utilization of simulation technology for

.students frequently experi-

In such a situation the

enced the point that Argyris5 makes "...

education and for the design of large

the introduction of a sophisticated

scale software systems seems to exhibit

information technol6sy is as much an

great value.

emotional human prOblem that requires

6

interpers..nal competence (as well as

Vasarhelyi, M. A., "Simulation
A Tool
for Pre-Implementation Testing of Large
Scale Software Systems," Winter Simulation Conference, 1971.

technical competence) and that requires
7
5

Arvyris, Chris, "Management Information
Systems; The Challenge to Rationality
and Emotionality," Management Science,
Vol. 17, No. 6, February 1971, pp. B275-292.
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Forrester, Jay W., "Alternatives to
Catastrophe - Understanding the Counterintuitive Behavior of Social Systems,"
Technology Review, January 1971.

Such a methodology allows users to design

The matrix approach to accounting
is suggested as the backbone of the IBM

and, through a simulation, consid..r the

for several reasons, some of which have

effects of policy eianges over projected,

been alluded to earlier.

proforma or budgeted financial statements.

Essentially a

matrix moNel reveals the entire (wholis-

Interesting effects can be obtained by

tic) impact of each actual (or planned)

augmenting such models with OR techniques

accounting transaction on the entire set

and interrelating interactive policy

of financial reports or budgets.

changes with partial optimization of

Thus

The utilization of

the student must relate to the entire

system parameters.

financial sys.Lem and the impact of plan-

simple linear projections can be made

ning assur.tions and decisions upon this

more realistic by the utilization of ex-

system.

ponential, logarithmic or exponentially
smoothed functions.

The matrix accounting approach con-

Clearly, however,

siders entries in the firm's chart of

the monitoring features of interactive

accounts as a vector of period transac-

simulation are advantageous as the type

tion amounts (T) multiplying an inci-

of projections can be a& ..?d to the

dence matrix (I) composed of zeros and

realistic overview of the

plus or minus ones.8

1.1,1ager.

Such

powerful tools have been utilized in the

The vector is

equivalent to the possible accounting

construction of IBMs as are described in

actions in the firm and the incidence

the next section of this paper.

matrix indicates which of the accounts
Implemented Models

of the firm are affected by such finan-

At this time, ten student IBMs have
cial trrulsactions.

All account balances
been designed.

In the remaining part of

(B) at the end of period t are given by
this paper, these systems are summarized

the identity BeTtI+Bt_iC, where C is a
and contrasted.

Focus is placed upon the

matrix which closes nominal accounts.

underlying computer language and system
For a computerized system t may repre-

characteristics and upon implemented
sent "real time," a day, a week or what -

simulations and man-machine considera'war ar

m may be projected (for plantions.

ning) or actual financial transactions.

The projects will be discussed in
The matrix approach can be extended to
terms 'of the three different classes

include policy changes in the firm.
where this technique was utilized.
8

Butterworth, J. W., op. cit.

Com-

puter capabilities and environmental
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factors were somewhat different for each

necessary for any realistic financial

class, thus providing an interesting

data base.

comparative, longitudinal study.

The

The third set of projects were de-

first projects were developed during the

veloped during spring quarter 1972 at

spring quarter of 1971 at UCLA only four

UCLA.

months after APL had been "brought up"

hardware previously described except by

on campus.

this time a preprogrammed fast format_ing

The IBMs were implemented on

This group used the same computing

the university's IBM 360/91 using APL

routine and file capabilities were avail-

which, at that time, had neither file

able.

nor fast forma_Ang capabilities.

As

In terms of overall results, the

APL was the only interactive language

scope, insight and technical quality of

available at UCLA, language choice was

the IBMs was quite impressive, even for

not a problem.

groups of graduate MIS students.

The second set of project*

sere

This is

evident in the sample material that fol-

developed at Ohio State during winter

lows.

quarter, 1972.

related to intro roue conflict or in-

ht that time, computing

was carried out

an IBM 370/165 and

Ps expected, most problems were

ability to establish realistic project

the Time Sharing Option (TSO) was up and

goals and scope.

running.

schedule :acing the students was as

Although BASIC and TSO FORTRAN

and PL/1 were available, all student

collows:

groups selected the CPS (Conversational

Course
Week

Programming System) language which is
1

essentially an interactive subse'- of
PL/1.

In comparison to UCLA, the main
i,2,

constraints of the OSU 1'ystem capabilities were:

1)

lim..ted selection of

& J
3

business oriented preprogrammed sub-

On the

positive side, the OSU system was more
stable and provided file capabilities so

Grneral, but purposely vague,
description of IBM concept, project requirements, and possible
design critL:ta
Review (learn in many cases)
appropriate computer language
Project plan and-description, including PERT-type szthedule, due
and presented during class (this
of course facilitltfpa cross fer-

6

Oral report on progress and
problems

9

Class demonstration of completed

is a less powerful language and requires

tively'slow response times.

Topic and Assignment

tilization of ideal,)

routines, 2) in comparison to APL, CPS

consideribly more code, and 3) rela-

The rather tight

IBMs
10

Written xeports including sample
output, documentation and,project critique

Project Summaries

participants tend to be "systems biased"

As one would expect, a wealth of data
exists on the ten projects.

In an at-

and thus they focus on implementing the
forecasting, accounting, data base and

tempt to reduce these data, a taxonomy

reporting systems.

of each IBM is included in Table I.

biases were fed back to the groups as

The

taxonomy includes available computer

Such oversights and

part of the learning process.

system capabilities, description of the
Sample Interactive
Budgeting Models

simulated entity, IBM modules, planning
and control features, system features

A sample of some of the IBM materials

and problems.

follow.

Upon examining this summary, the
following patterns emerged.

(Exhibit 1), a CPM-type schedule for an

First, the

IBM (Exhibit 2) and sample output of two

latter IBMs are more sophisticated than
the earlier ones.

systems.

Probably this was due

to an increasing ability on the instructor's part to describe alternatives.

Another factor was the improved system
capabilities, particularly file management.

Although simulation modules were
suggested either to incorporate environmental uncertainty or to test strategy
alternatives, no group implemented such
a module due to its intrinsic complexity.
More importantly, design of the manmachine interface was neglected.

For

example, the conversational features of
the executive modules were generally
inadequate.

This is disconcerting as a

"suggested systems criterion was "a use-

ful interface decision aid," i.e., user
oriented.

These include a project plan

One explanation is that in

the initial stages of such projects,
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321Yworkspaces

IBM 360/91
APL without fast
formatting
options

Computer
System
and
Options

dept.

Group 3
Ficticious,
Plate Glass Co.,
focus on 5 process production

Group 2
Ficticious,
Small retailer

Group 1
Ficticious
TV manufacturer
with 3 production
lines (Risk Inc.)

Organization
Description:
Simulation of
Real or Ficticious Firm

Control Features

Forecasting Sales,
Cash Flow (4 periods)
I/S and Balance Shc4t
Sales forecast based on
macro economic data,
historical company
data, e.g. UCLA business forecast

Sales forecasts and
derived financial
budgets
Financial reporting
Control (planned only)

Operational Control
Optimization of production re L.P.
,Effect on budgets,
sales forecasts
Management Control (MC)
Retrieval of current
financial statements
Stochastic sales
forecast
Ratio analysis of
financial budgets
Strategic Planning (SP)
Present value analysys of investments
GNP based long run
sales forecast

and

Other Planning

Planning: Complete
tr'nsaction based
financial plans
(flexible horizon)

Overall function TOT
integrates other modules and facilitates
comparison of forecasts
derived from SP and MC
including implications.

User can resort to and
test a variety of planning assumptions.

Class 1, UCLA, Spring 1971

System Modules
(*indicates
planned but
not implemented)

TAXONOMY OF PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

TABLE I

s

1 workspace
Poorly formatted output
Internally (WS)
managed data file

Output fairly well
formatted
Control features
(module) incomplete
Limited decision aid
Sensitivity aid

consideratzi

1 workspace
No file or s'lurity

What-if (sensitivity)
analysis implemented.

Developed from total
systems philosophy.

tines.

Use of preprogrammed LP
and REG library rou-

ERRORS.

Needed more than 1
workspace, WS FULL

System Requirements

.

Design Features
and Problems,
Miscellaneous Data

Limited
Preprogrammed
Public
Routines

ties,

Some File
Capabili-

Operated
under TSO

PL/1)

CPS language (Conversational
Processing
System,
subset of

IBM 370/165

Computer
System
and
Options

System Modules
(*im:Icates
planned but
not implemented)

TABLE I (CONTINUED)

Other Planning
and
Control Features

MBA Co., Real
Ohio non-ferrous
jobbing foundry

Group...2

Group 2
A-Loss Co.
Ficticious, sing
single product
manufacturing
company.

Group 1
Real Highway Construction Company
focus on contract
bidding- cost control and performance analysis.
Simplified contract developed.

Data base (actual
historical data)
*Integrated cost
control system
Accounting module
Regression analysis
and forecasting

Control and perfoimance
reports
Executive (overall
integration and sensitivity analysis
and security)

Financial forecig:t
(overall budget)
Transactions
(accounting)

Sales forecast

*L.P. generation of
optimal bid
Base generation and
management
Data base retrieval of
cost and interactive
bid generation
Cost measurement, variance reporting and
data base update

Monte Carlo
Simulation of financial
results with interval
estimates.

Management by exception

schedule)

Sensitivity of budgetto-budget assumptions
(e.g. collections

Group 3 (Continued) Process cost analysis
(including change of
costing rates) (cost
and transfer price)
Variance analysis of
budget to historical
and actual to budget
(both absolute and
relative)
Class 2, OSU, Winter 1972

Organization
Description:
Simulation of
Real or Ficticious Firm

Design focus on what-if
capabilities.
Integration of modules
never really completed.

needs.

Other desirable
features:
Dating function
Audit trail
Security log.
Information needs derived from management

System derived constraints;
Quarterly updating
Maximum of 30 accounts
and 20 transactions
Maximum of 5 systems
functions

cAgnificant code was
required, especially
for file management.
Integration was not
accomplished.
Significant file loss
problems were encountered.
Response time was a
problem, particularly
to retrieve file data.

Design Features
and Problems,
Miscellaneous Data

Real firm con-

(AFMT)

Security.

Executive query
Dhta base management
Management module

Cine-budget
Printout

data)

File creation (selection of movie activities and levels)
File Update (actual

Executive
Planning
Transactions
Control

Budgeting
Control

Secur?.ty

Real organization, Health

ject management

research L.Iro-

Other Planning
and
Control Features

1-year program budget,
5-year program
forecasts
Minimal control
implemented

PERT/Cost schedule
Progress and variance
reports
Completion performance
reports

Control.

Regression forecast of
So. California construction.
Cash focused financial

Comparative budgets
(updated vs original)

Report generator
Class 3, UCLA, Spring 1972

(executive)

Group 4,

Group 3
Real problem,
planning and
control system
for movie production

tracting,
fictitional data

48K work-struction con-

Group 1
Real Organization
AISRP Research
Center, UCLA

spaces

System Mcdules
(*indicates
planned but
not implemented)

TABLE I (CONTINUED)

Group 3 (Continued) Budgeting
Interactive Control

IBM 360/91
APL/360
with PLUS/
FILE option
and fast
formatting

Computer
System
and
Options

Organization
Description:
Simulation of
Real or Ficticious Firm

Program budget (PPB)
orientation
Focus on information
retrieval rather than
decision aid
Significant module interfaL* problems
System output bound.

tion.

Extensive file utiliza-

Designed re interview
of management's information needs.
Desirable additions
include user-control
over forecast parameters, explicit sensitivity comparisons.

Simplified fundsoriented accounting
structure

and loss.

Significant file errors

Design Features
and Problems,
Miscellaneous Data

EXHIBIT 1

Project Plan, Group 2, Spring 1972, UCLA
ORJECTIVE

The objective of our Project is to design an interactive budgeting and
control system to meet the information needs of the President of an insulation
contraction firm.

SCOPE OF OUR DES EN
The system that we are designing is concerned mainly in providing the
President with information to help him in the area of management planning and
It designed around an analysis of Ms major decisions in that area,
control.
the process he used to make those decisions, and the information he feels he
requires. Since the manner in which each branch is handled is similar, we
have designed the system with reference to only one branch with the assumption
that by duplication it could easily be expended to handle all the branches.
We have broken the system into five major modules which are described below.
MAJOR MODULES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS
Forecast Module
The forecast module is to be used to estimate quarterly sales for the
next 12 months. This will then be broken down into monthly sales. The method
of linear regression is to be appliedr utilizing those factors that we feel
are appropriate - interest rates, building permits,etc. Sensitivity analysis
will be available to the manager. Using sales forecast as a basis we will then
he able to fnrecast other accounts and prepare budgets.
Transactions Module
The Butterworth Matrix System of accounting will be used in this module to
handle the traditional accounting transactions and produce the monthly and yearly
Financial reports.
Control Module'

This module will produce the needed reports to show variances from the
budgets or standards. Certain general reports will be produced automatically
at Lhc end of each month or whenever desired, and other more detailed reports
will be available on request.

General Reports to Be Produced

Variation in Income statement and Balance Sheet accounts as
compared to budget - monthly and year to date.
Cash forecast for next three months
Signed sales contracts for next three months as compared to
estimated sales for next three months.
Profit as compared to budget and previous year.
ROI as compared to expected standard
Changes in current ratio
Changes in working capital
Accounts Receivable and Inventory turnover as compared to standard
Inventory level as compared to standard
Security Module
This module .41:1 handle sGzurity procedures to insure that it cannot be
accessed by unauthorized individuals.

Executive Module
This module will tie in all the other modules and make them part of an
integrated system that is cosy to use and change.
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9.
10.

8.

5.
6.
7.

3.
4.

2.

1.

Begin project
Establish initial IBM concept
Build data bases
Design operational control module
Design 'management control module
Design strategic planning module
Consolidate modules into IBM concept
Resolve discrepancies
Initial logic of interactive linkage
Enrich initial concept

20.

18.
19.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

= 42 Days

Activities

Critical

Spring 1971, UCLA

CPM Chart

Group #1 IBM Project,

EXHIBIT 2

Prepare final report
Turn-in report

Debug model

Test IBM

Finalize IBM concept
Finalize operational control module
Finalize management control module
Finalize strategic planning module
Consolidate modules
Finalize interactive linkage

Of the many interesting projects,

includes a rather descriptive executive

the following one was selected as it is

module.

representative of an early project and

9

Upon initiation the following

(Exhibit 3) is received .!,.y the user.

EXHIBIT 3

THIS YS AN INTERACTIVE RbDGET MODEL FOR RISK INC.
THE MODEL DOES MANY MAGICAL AND EROTIC THINGS, AS FOLLOWS:
PRIOR, YEAR BALANCE SHEET: TYPE BAL70
PRIOR YEAR INCOME STATEMENT: TYPE INCOME70
CURRENT DATA:
TO ANALYZE CURRENT OPERATIONS YOU MUST SUPPLY CERTAIN VARIABLES.
THIS ALLOWS YOU TO 3NTER WHAT YOU THINK TUE ACTUAL FIGURES ARE, OR
ENTER THE POTENTIAL VALUES.
IT IS SUGGESTED THAT YOU BEGIN BY ENTERING
THE ACTUAL VALUES AND THEN VARYING ELEMENTS AS DESIRED TO OBSERVE THE.
EFFECT ON THE OVERALL PICTURE.
THIS MODEL IS DIVIDED INTO THREE BASIC MODULES:
OPC
THIS MODULE CONCERNS PRODUCTION ELEMENTS AND EFFECTS ON COST
OF GOODS SOLD. TYPE OPC FOR THIS MODULE ALONE.
MC - THIS MODULE PROVIDES BALANCE SHEETS, INCOME STATEMENTS, SALES
FORECASTS, ETC. TYPE MC FOR THIS MODULE ALONE.
SP - THIS MODULE CONCERNS STRATEGIC PLANNING AND PROVIDES LONG RANGE
PLANNING TOOLS. TYPE SP FOR THIS MODULE ALONE.

EACH MODULE WILL DESCRIBE ITS VARIOUS FEATURES FOR YOU WHEN CALLED,
IN ADDITION, YOU CAN GET A BROAD OVERVIE'd BY TYPING TOT.
USING THIS
YOU CAN FOR EXAMPLE VARY PRODUCTION COSTS AND 1MM1%DIATELY SEE THE EFFECTS
ON INCOME WITHOUT HAVING TO CALL EACH MODULE SEPARATELY,

YOU MAY BEGIN NOW -- HAVE FUN.

Given a general overview of the
system the user is ready to begin.

Note that formatting options were
For

not available to this group and thus the

the neophyte, historical financial state-

units in the preceding statement do not

ments are available such as last year's

line up.

income statement:

of this system, further documentation is

SALES

2700400

COST OF GOODS SOLD
SELLING, ADMIN EXPENSE
INTEREST EXPENSE
EARNINGS
TAXES ON INCOME

1326000
481000
13000
880400
396180

NET INCOME

484220

needed.

To access the operating modules

The various modules were ac-

cessed as displayed in Exhibit 4.

3---Gordon, K.A., S. Archuleta, M. Ishii,
"The Interactive Budget Model: A Conceptual Study," Term Project, Profesbor
T. .J. Mock, Graduate School of Management, University of California,
Los Angeles, June 1971.
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EXHIBIT 4

OPERATIONAL CONTROL:
OPC
YOU 7AVE ACCESSED THE OPERATIONAL CONTROL MODULE.
THIS MODULES FUNCTION IS TO ASSIST Ill PRODUCTION PLANNING
USING A LINEAR PROGRAMMING ROUTINE TO MAXIMIZE A PROFIT FUNCTION,
YOU MAY VARY FACTORS OF PRODUCTION SUCH AS LABOR HOURS AND RA!' MATERIALf
AVAILABLE.
THE PROGRAM ALSO INTERACTS WITH THE LONG RANGE SAES FORECAST
TO PROJECT PRODUCTION COSTS BASED. ON PROJECTED SALES.

TO OPERATE THIS MODULE. TYPE SAMCOST
SAMCOST
THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE THE OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF PRODUCTION
RESOURCES USED IN THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF THREE TELEVISION
MODELS:
X1=BLACK AND WHITE, X2= PORTABLE. COLOR, X3=DELUX COLOR.
THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS TO MAXIMIZE. P=19X1+25X2+27X3, WHERE P
IS THE TOTAL CONTRIBUTION TO OVERHEAD AND PROFIT, AND X1, X2, AND
X3 ARE THE NUMBER OF UNITS TO BE PRODUCED TO MEET THIS OBJECTIVE.
THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS RASED ON THE FOLLOWING DATA:
X1

X2

X3

SELLING PRICE PER UNIT
90
350 425
VARIABLE COST PER UNIT
71
325
398
CONTRIBUTION TO OVERHEAD AND PROFIT/UNIT
19
27
25
CONSTRAINTS ARE BASED ON THE FOLLOWING DATA
WHICH INDICATES THE. AMOUNT REQUIRED
TO PRODUCE ONE UNIT:
LABOR A
5
3
5
LABOR B
8
14
12
LABOR C
12
14
14
MATERIAL D
10
12
12
MATERIAL E
15
18
20
MATERIAL F
1
1
1
INPUT PARAMETERS G. H, I, J, K, AND L. THE TOTAL LABOR HOURS
AND MATERIAL UNITS AVAILABLE,
0:

10000
0:

18000
0;

24000
0:

21000
0:

25000
0:

20000
0
0
0
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EXHIBIT 4 (CONTINUED)

MANAGEMENT CONTROL:

MC
YOU HAVE ACCESSED THE MANAGEMENT CONTROL MODULE.
'40DULE FEATURES ARE;
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET - IN ORDER TO GET CURRENT STATUS
TYPE RALCUR.
IF YOU WANT TO ENTER VARIABLESTYPE BALVAR.
INCOME STATEMENT - IN ORDER TO GET CURRENT STATUS TYPE INCCUR.
IF YOU WANT TO ENTER VARIABLES TYPEINCVAR.
SALESFORECAST - TYPE FORE AND YOU WILL BE ASKED TO ENTER PROJECTED
GROWTH RATE AND ACCEPTABLE STANDARD DEVIATION. TUE PROGRAM WILL THEN
PROJECT MONTHLY DOLLAR SALES FOR THE PERIOD YOU SPECIFY AND PROVIDE
YEARLY TOTALS.
YOU MAY THEN SPECIFY PERCENTAGE OF SALES BY MODEL AND
GET SALES TOTALS BY MODELS, INCLUDING QUANTITY OF EACH MODEL SOLD.
CURRENT RATIO - TYPE CR.
ACID TEST RATIO - TYPE AT.
RETURN ON ASSETS - TYPE ROA.
EARNINGS ON STOCK - TYPE ES.

FORE ROUTINE (SALES FORECAST) IN MC MODULE:
FORE
SALES FOR 1970 WERE 2,700,400. FORTY-FIVE PERCENT WERE PORTABLE COLOR,
THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT WERE DELUXE COLOR, AND TWENTY PERCENT WERE BLACK AND WHITE.
ENTER BELOW FIGURES FOR PROJECTED SALES GROWTH (PERCENT YEARLY), ALLOWABLE
DEVIATION (FOUR FIGURE INTEGER), AND LENGTH OF FORECAST In YEARS.
PROJECTED GROWTH RATE:
0:

.05

DEVIATION:

:

1000

FORECAST PERIOD (INTEGER REPRESENTING YEARS):
0:
2

SALES FORECAST
(BASED ON 5 PERCENT SALES GROWTH)
YEAR
1
JAN
2.36290
FEB
236302
MAR 236105
APR
236772
MAY 236279
JUN
236052
JUL
235876
AUG 236733
SEP 235859
OCT 236286
NOV 236170
236063
DEC
:

TOTAL SALES: 2834787
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EXHIBIT 4

(CONTINUED)

STRATEGIC PLANNING:
SP
YOU HAVE ACCESSED THE STRATEGIC PLANNING MODULE.
THIS MODULE OFFERS LONG RANGE PLANNING TOOLS FOR THE FIRM.
MODULE FEATURES ARE:
1.
PRESENT VALUE OF INVESTMENTS - TYPE ISHII3SP1
2.

LONG RANGE SALES FORECAST (BASED ON GNP) - TYPE ISHII4SP2

THESE FEATURES WILL BE DESCRIBED FOR YOU WHEN CALLED.

OVERVIEW OF TOTAL. SYSTEM:
TOT
THIS MODULE OFFERS A TYPE OF OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM.
THROUGH USE. OF THE THREE BASIC MODULES.
IT IS USED
TO COMPARE THE LONG RANGE SALES FORECAST BASED ON GNP
AND THE FORECAST BASED ON PERCENTAGE SALES GROUTH. THE
RESULTS OF THESE FORECASTS ARE TilN USED IN THE PRODUCTION
PLANNING MODULE, AND FINALLY A PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT IS
PRODUCED.

TO OPERATE THIS MODULE TYPE TOT1

Contrasting the above first genera-

included budget projections and critical

tion IBM with a third generation (class)

path (Exhibits 5 and 6), an updating

results in some interesting insights,

routine and subsequent project perform-

particularly in terms of system sophis-

ance reports.

tication and improved output feeores.
Consider an IBM designed to aid the
financial planning, scheduling and
control of the production of a motion
picture.

10

The essentials of this pro-

ject centered around a PERT/Cost
schedule of the activities.
10

The system

Tompkins, G. E., H. D. VanHolth,
S. E. Velasco, J.C.G. Gaspar and
K. D. Prado, "An Interactive Budgeting
Model for Producing a Motion Picture,"
Term Project, Professor T. J. Mock,
Graduate School of Management,
University of California, Los Angeles,
Spring 1972.
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3,000.00
2,700.00
750.00

50.0
80.0

60.0

30.0
30.0
10.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
'1.0
3.0
1.0

5.0
2.0
5.0
1.0
1.0

30.00
30.00

40.00
100.00
30.00
75.00

10,000.00

5,000.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
10,000.00

5,000.00
3,000.00

CAMERA EQUIP. RENTALS
CAMERA
SOUND EQUIP. RENTAL
LIGHTING RENTAL
LIGHTING RENTAL
MACE-UP,HAIR DRES.EXP
EDITORIAL EXPENCES
OPERATING EXPENCES

LABORATORY EXPENCES

MUSIC EXPENCES

7.1.1
7.1.0
7.2.0
7.3.1
7.3.0
7.4.0
7.6.0
7,0.0

8.0.0

9.0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

4,800.00

80.0
80.0

1.0
5.0

100.00
30.00

DIRECTOR PHOTOGRAPHY
OPERATORS
CAMERA
RECORDIST
SOUND
ELECTRICIANS
LIGHTING, ELECTRICAL
MAKE-UP,HAIR DRESSERS
MAKE-UP,HAIR DRESSING
EDITOR
NEGATIVE CUTTER
MUSIC, SOUND EDITOR
EDITORIAL
OPERATING STAFF, CREW

6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.0
6.2.1
6.2.0
6.3.2
6.3.0
6.4.1
6.4.0
6.7.1
6.7.2
6.7,3
6.7.0
6.0.0

1.0

4,800.00

60.0
20.0

5.0
10.0

200.00
20.00

CAST
EXTRAS
CAST AND EXTRAS

4.1.0
4.2.0
4.0.0

'

3,000.00

120.0

1.0

300.00

PIRECTOR

3.0.0

15,000.00
2,000.00
10,000.00

50,000.00
10,000.00

6,450.00

4,800.00

4,800.00

20,000.00
3,000.00

60,000.00
4,000.00

100,000.00
1,500.00

SUB-TOTAL 1
(DOLLARS)

BUDGET TOTAL

15,000.00

50,000.00

8,000.00
12,000.00

0.0
15.0

1.0
1.0

100,000.00
100.00

SUB-TOTAL 2
(DOLLARg)

STORY PURCHASE
SCRIPT WRITER
STORY AND SCRIPT

(DAYS)

1.1.0
1.2.0
1.0.0

QUANTITY

UNIT PRICE
(DOLLARS)

ACTIVITY
CODE

ACTIVITY NAME

TITLE:

THE BRAZILIAN CONNECTION
DATE OF REPORT:
06/10/1972
INITIAL BUDGET

(for "The Brazilian Conn.ction ")

Sample Budget Projections

EXHIBIT 5

335,550.00

3,000,00

5,000.00

87,000.00

39,050.00

64,000.00

36,000.00

1C1,:.100.00

TOTAL
(DOLLARS)

..,

N

ch

12
13
14
15

11

10

8
9

6
7

5

3
4

2

1

* PATH

673

672

120
300
410
420
611
612
621
632
641
671

ACTIVITY

641
420
641
672

420
611

611

612

612
621

621

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
:20
120
120
120
120

300
410
410
420
420
611
611
612
612
621
621
632
632
641
641

673
673
673

671
672
671
672
671
672
671
672
671
672

673
673
673
573
673
673
673
673
673
673

672 .673

671
672
*71

PERTAINING ACTIVITIES

01

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
410
632
410
632

PRECEDING ACTIVITIES

115
75
75
135
135
135
135
105
105
135
135
115
115

;1:5

135

DURATION

10

30

20
20

30
30

20
20
60
60

SLACK

20

30

30

80
60

20
60

SLACK

80
80
50

20

120
60

15

DURATION

10/12/72

06/24/72
10/22/72
09/12/72
09/12/72
09/12/72
09/12/72
09/12/72
09/12/72
09/12/72
10/12/72

06/10/72
06/30/72
06/30/72
38/09/72
08/09/72
06/10/72
06/10/72
06/10/72
06/10/72
07/10/72
07/10/72
06/10/72
06/10/72
06/30/72
06t30/72

10/:2/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/Z2/72
10/22/72
10/22/72
10/22/72

10/22/72
LAST DATES
BEGIN
FINISH

10/13/72

09/13/72

06/10/72
06/25/72
07/15/72
08/24/72
06/25/72
06/25/72
07/25/72
06/25/72
07/15/72
09/13/72

LAST DATES
BEGIN
FINISH

EXHIBIT 6
Initial Critical Path for "The Brazilian Connection"
THE BRAZILIAN CONNECTION
BEGIN OF PROJECT 06/10/72
END OF PROJECT
10/22172

CRITICAL
CRITICAL

CRITICAL
CRITICAL
CRITICAL
CRITICAL

CRITICAL

CRITICAL

CRITICAL

CRITICAL

CRITICAL

CRITICAL
CRITICAL

CRITICAL
CRITICAL

Results and Student Feedback

Critical

Two sources of data and experiences

"Learned nothing about systems - only APL"

exist from which the pedagogical effec-

"Too much time was required with respect
to coding"

tiveness of the IBM concept may be
evaluated.

The IBM project was trying to cover too
much material"

First is the instructor's

longitudinal observations over the three

"Students tend to underestimate the effcrt
involved in such a project"

classes and comparison with previous
courses.

"I learned nothing about planning and control ... too much time was wasted on the

From this perspective the IBM

IBM"

simulation seems to be an improved educational aid for the various reasons
Supportive

given in the text of this paper including
"IBM was creative and practical application of course subject matter"

most importantly:
1.

Its experiential nature

2.

Reliance on group, projects which

"The IBM ... proved to be quite a meaningful education experience"

reflect needed interpersonal and inter-

"Contributed much to my understanding of
the budgeting process"

disciplinary approaches to system design

"An enjoyable learning experience"

Replication of real world com-

plexity, time pressures and technical

"I especially liked working on the project although it does become timeconsuming"

difficulties

"Great learning experience"

3.

4.

Ability to obtain an overview

"'IBM was an excellent idea"

and understanding of the entire budgeting
system.

Another source of feedback was
student course evaluations that were
collected :In two of the courses.

Al-

though such appraisals are the result of
a single exposure to the course and al-

though student opinions are anything but
consistent, the following critical and
supportive quotes do lend positive evidence as to the overall usefulness and
difficulties of the IBM in MIS education:
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"The IBM was a demanding and interesting
experience ... most of the (course)
concepts acquired could be used in its
design"

Vr

THE TRAFFIC POLICE MANAGEMENT
TRAINING GAME

Gay Doreen Serway, Ph.D. Candidate
Allen S. Kennedy, M.S.
Gustave Rath, Ph.D.

Design and Development Center
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

60201

Abstract

The Traffic Police Management Training Game was designed for Northwestern's Traffic
Institute with the following basic objectives: (1) to provide police officers of super%

visory rank wit4 more insight and experience in traffic problems; (2) to show the importance of intensive analysis and planning; and, (3) to teach certain patrol enforcement
concepts.

The game requires three ingredients:

and the computerized game model.

the game administrators, the game players,

The game model provides the framework within which the

administrator may specify any type of urban model he believes meets his teaching objectives.

The game players input decisions on allocation of manpower for patrol enforcement.

The game model generates violations, which stochastically result in accidents.

The fre-

quency of these violations is assumed to be a function of parameters selected by the ad.ministrators and the enforcement applied by the players.

If a violation does not result

in an accident; the model computes whether or not an available unit detected the violation.
The model does not pretend to be realistic, but rather aims to achieve verisimilitude.
The object of the game is to achieve some "best" allocation based on criteria set up

by the administrators.

Organizational aspects of the game include:

player briefings, instructions, decision forms, and critiques.
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administrator

btu'

1.0

Introduction -- An Overview of the Game

player to formulate traffic control policies,

The Traffic Institute of Northwestern

allocate available resources and evaluate the

University trains police officers from all over

results of his decisions within the context of a

the world in the most modern techniques of

responsive gaming situation which is designed to

traffic police administration.

react, or at least appear to react, realistically

The Traffic

Police Management Training Game was designed to

to his ccrmand decisions.

integrate the principles, tools, and techniques

lying relationships, as presented in the model

taught in the Institue's program.

Although the under-

are relatively simple, the total appearance of

The object of

the game is to achieve some "best" allocation of

the game presents the players with a complex

the traffic police department's manpower and

system.

The game model provides the framework within

resources, based on measures of performance such
as a reduction in the number of accidents, an

which the administrator may specify any type of

increase in the detection of violations, etc.

urban traffic environment he believes best meets
his teaching objectives.

The remainder of this section will be an

administrator specifies the length of the

introductory overview of the Traffic Police
Management Training Game.

In addition, the

simulated time period the game is to operate and

The next section of

this paper presents a basic definition of a

the different daily patterns within the period.

management training game along with general

The basic unit of time assumed by the model is

objectives and characteristics of gaming.

one hour, but the minimum length of an operating

The

Depending on how the game is

Traffic Institute and the integration of its

period is one day.

objectives into a training game are next

to be used, it may be run for a simulated day,

delineated.

several days, a week, a month, etc.

The specifics of the Traffic Police

The administrator is free to divide the

Management training Gime will then be discussed.

The game model and simulation, administrator

class into several groups, each dealing with

and player input, and the output of the game

distinct urban systems, or to allow the class as

will each be presented.

a whole to "play" against one larger system.

Some final notes from

an actual experimental game session at the

Once the urban system(s) have been specified, the

Institute will complete the paper.

administrator gives the class a city map, a brief
demographic sketch, periods of operation, daily

Basically, the Traffic Police Management

patterns, and whatever additional information

Training Game provides an opportunity for the
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about the city he may deem necessary.

player select to measure performance.

The players must now organize their traffic

Each

play of the game generates data in report form

departments for effective deployment of traffic

for analysis and use in making decisions in

units.

subsequent plays of the game.

This may include establishing line

command structures, dividing the city into
districts, etc.

-

Having done this, the players

The next section of this paper presents the

basic management game theory which underlies

are required to make initial manpower allocation

the

Traffic Police Management Training Game.

for each daily pattern in the decision period.

Both the administrator and player forms

2.0

Management Gaming Background

2.1

refinition

are now keypunched onto computer cards in a
prescribed format.

This "input" card deck

together with the actual program deck are sub-

Management games are "games"

mitted to the computer for processing.

in the sense that there are

The game model produces traffic violations

participants, a set of rules,

with the simulated urban environment over time.

and a method of scoring.[15]

The frequency of violations at any particular

A management game consists of four elements.

intersection is a function of the parameter

There are the players who assume roles in an

inputed by the administrators and the enforce-

organization.

ment applied by the players.

the environment in which the organization

Accidents are

assumed to be the result of violations.

When

operates.

There is the model which simulates

There is the input which consists of

an accident occurs the closest (in time to

decisions by the players and there is the output

respond) available unit is assigned to respond.

which is generated by the model and provides

If an accident has not occurred, the model

feedback to tiro players from which to "score"

computes whether or not an available unit

the results of their decisions.

observed the violation.
a detection has occurred.

If the answer is yes,

A management game puts players into a

Thus, the probability

simulated environment where they assume roles in

of detecting violators increases with an in-

an organization characteristic of this environ-

creased manpower allocation.

ment.

The object of the game is to achieve some

In their roles as administrators, the

players make decisions applying their experience

"best" allocation based on the criteria the

and knowledge to achieve certain objectives for
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the

organization.

Through decision-making they

5.

become aware of the interrelatedness of adminis-

overview of the organization

trative actions in the organization.

6.

When a decision is made the sirulafed
7.

inputs and generates changes in the conditions

to provide an opportunity to learn
to work together

A brief description of each of these follows.

Reports are produced by the

Dynamic

model and the players now must make new decisions using this feedback from the game.

to provide an opportunity to
integrate knowledge and experience

model of the environment uses the decisions as

of the environment.

to provide an opportunity for an

Kibbee has said,

The

player is, thus, actually living with the

The two unique characteristics

consequences of his decisions.

which enable games to contribute

several plays of

the game may circulate. a year's operation of the

so powerfully to management

organization.

education are the novel use of

The player, thus, has an

opportunity to make decisions, see their results

the time dimension, and the

but not suffer the real world consequences, such

objectivity of the feedback. [15]

as, bankruptcy, war, or famine.

The management game is virtually alive.

Its

state is constantly changing in response to
2.2

The Objectives of Management Games

decisions.

Searching through the literature on

Further, the management game con -

denses a large amount of decision-making

management games a list of objectives of

experience into a relatively short period of

management games in education can be compiled.

time. As Thorelli has said about business

While any list would be only partial, we have

management games:

found the following general objectives:

While a case study of the

to provide a dynamic, reacting

traditional type provides an

time dimension

essentially static snapshot of a

2.

to provide objective feedback

business problem situtation, a

3.

to provide an opportunity to learn

game yields a moving, multi-

from experience

dimensional picture. [22]

1.

4.

to provide an opportunity for

Feedback

experimenting with different decisions

Objective feedback is provided
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in a mangement game by a set

cost of mistakes, or

of programmed relationships

inviting the resistance of

which transform the input

vested interest. [15)

decisions into performance
reports.

Experimentation

It enables the

Management games can make experimentation

participant to analyze the

possible, because it is always possible to re-

actual responses of a

turn to a previous point in the simulation and

business environment. [15]

proceed again from that point, making a different

The objective of providing feedback is linked

set of decisions to determine' their advantages

closely with the dynamic aspect of management
and disadvantages in comparison with those
games.

When the player makes his decisioa, the

previously tried.

management game proceeds to implement it, the

put

use by permitting thc.le participants who said,

The player, thus, has the

results of the application of decisions.

[15]

this feature of management games to a unique

simulated environment changing in response to
the players' inputs.

Clarkson College,

"I wish I had it to do all over again", to do it

In

all over gain, by resuming the exercise at the

effect, business management games, thus, are

point where they feel they went wrong.

like "case studies with feedback and a time

Overview

dimension added". [31

A vital purpose of management games in
Absence of real-world consequences

education is to provide the players with an
Closely linked with the dynamic time

overall. perspective of their organization and to

dimension is the management game objective of

improve their feel for the interrelatedness of

providing an opportunity to learn from experi-

the various functions.

By dynamic role playing,

ence without paying the price that would result
the player is forced to think about the interfrom wrong decisions made in real life, for

related aspects of functions and responsibili-

example, being fired.

ties.

The players also become aware of the

As Kibbee points out:
interrelatedness of short-and-long range plan-

The player is learning by
ning for the successful operation of their
implementing decisions withorganization.

out disrupting established

Other objectives

operations, incurring the
f.everal other objectives are claimed for
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management games in education.

Verisimilitude

Management games

offer an opportunity for applying and testing

Special features

knowledge-gained from reading and other experi-

Simple or Complex?

ences.

Complexity in a management game may manifest

The players can become personally involved

itself in the game rules, in the structure of the

in a simulated situation and find ways to work

decision forms, in the simulation model itself,

together under pressure in developing their

in the number of decisions to be made and so on.

decision-making abilities.

In a complex game, "undue anchorage of the model

Oae rinal purpose for using management

in the details of a specific industry, or

games, when programmed for a computer, is that

specific parts of the world, may cause disputes

the games are often a good way to introduce

about institutional facts and relationships of no

management to the realm of electronic data-

real consequence to the objectives of the game

processing equipment and computers. [151

and very well may divert the attention of the

participants to peripheral matters". [22]
2.3

Characteristics of Management Games

A review of the literature clearly indicates

Management games exhibit a degree of

that range from the depth and complexity of the

polarity in the individual characteristics

Carnegie Institute of Technology Game, in which

which can be developed in the game.

as many as 300 decisions may be made each "month"

An

enumeration of these includes:

to the simplicity of the original American

Simple

Complex

Management Association's Game, in which only six

Manual

Computerized

decisions were required.

Deterministic

Stochastic

Functional

Total organization

games can be used to illustrate management

Non-interactive

Interactive

principles has been frequently asked.

Qualitative

Only quantitive

study of the educational value of management

factors included

factors

games by Anthony Raia [51], the hypothesis that

Use for single

Use for repeated

a relatively simple game provides essentially the

play

plays

same benefits as one that is more complex, in

Discontinuous

Continuous play

terms of learning, attitude, and levels of

The question of whether simple management

play

In a

interest and motivation was accepted. [51]
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100

The choice of a simple or a complex

produced, manual calculation

management game rests primarily upon the

is much less expensive and

particular objective of using a management game

permits more flexible game

in a course, seminar or wherever.

administration. [81

The basic factors involved in deciding upon
computer or manual methods for management game

computations have been discussed by Grc^nlaw [811

Manual or Computer

Kibbee [151, thorelli [221, and others.

Management games can be classified as

The

factors include:

manual or computer on the basis of how the
computations, required to Lonvert the decisions

1.

speed and complexity of the model

made by the players into the performance reports

2.

accuracy required

returned to them, are made.

3.

cost

4.

flexibility

which the computations are made by clerks, or

5.

reports generated

by the participants themselves, usually with

6.

ease of experimentation

the help of desk calculators". [151

7.

glamour

Kibbee defines a manual game as one "in

Similarly,

Deterministic or Stochastic

computer games are ones in which the computa-

In a management game, the mathematical model

tions are performed by electronic data

processing equipment, analog and digital

is the set of relationships from which the out-

computers.

put report is computed from the input decisions.
Some management games are completely determin-

Greenlaw states:

Both approaches (manual and

istic models--models in which operating results

computer) to the computation

are determined solely by the decisions made by

of decision results have their

the players, and not by chance.

advantages and limitations.

stochastic or probabilistic models, in which

Although complexity can be

chance plays a role in one way or another and

more easily incorporated

influences the outcome of the game.

into computer-designed models,

game with stochastic elements, for example, may

results calculated more quickly,

put certain variables, such as the fluctuations

and more comprehensive reports

in the general level of business activity beyond
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Others, utilize

A business

the control of the players.

Games are usually a

production scheduling

mixture and seldom purely stochastic. [23]

personnel

Functional or total organization

physical distribution

"A general management game is designed to

toolroom operation

teach decision-making at the top management

manufacturing scheduling

level where all major functional areas of the

finance, asset management

total organization are involved in achieving

procurement and supply

fundamental organizational objectives."[31]

salesmanship

In

and so on [8]

the business management games, called total

Interactive or non-interactive

enterprise games, the basic problem is the
management of a complete company.

According to Greenlaw, a game is classed as

Typical

decisions to be made in total enterprise games

interactive "if the decisions made by one group

include:

of participants have a specific mathematically

1.

price of product

determinable effect upon the results achieved by

2.

marketing budget

other groups of participants". [3]

3.

research and development budget

4.

maintenance budget

5.

production volume scheduled

A game with interaction is like

6.

investment in plant and equipment

tennis;

7.

purchase of materials

action is like golf. [15]

8.

dividends declared

Kibbee has stated this characteristic very
interestingly:

a game without inter-

Further, he gives examples from business management games.

Functional games are intended to teach
specific skills in a particular management area.

In the Univac Marketing Game the

These games are highly specialized, confined

various teams are in competition

largely to problems within a relatively narrow

for a common market, and the

area.

action of any on

Functional business games may deal

team, say in

its pricing policy will affect

specifically with:

there is an

marketing

all the other teams;

maintenance management

interaction between teams.

material flow and inventory

Westinghouse Inventory Control
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In the

Came, on the other hand,

quarter, a year, is called the simulated time

each team is attempting to

period and decisions are,made for the length of

achieve the best performance

period of play.

beginning from the same conditions,

for the simulated time period.

but there is no interaction

may, thus, last in real time for an hour or a

between teams;

month, while the simulated time period may be a

the performance

of one team has no effect on

Decisions are made in real time
Management games

quarter or a year.

the other teams. [IS]

In a single play, die players make their

fualitative or only quantitative factors

decisions for the simulated time period, receive

In a management game, the relationship

the outcome, and the exercise is over; the feed-

between a particular decision and its effect

back from decision-making cycle is two step.

usually results from computations performed using

repeated plays, decisions are made, feedback

mathematical relationships built into the game

results, new decisions are made with the feed-

model.

back contributing to decision-making, more

It is possible, however, to use human

beings and introduce qualitative factors, their

feedback, and the cycle goes on.

"rational" judgements as to the results that

Discontinuous or continous play

should ensue on a particular decision.

a

These

In

Decision-making in management games may be

people are called judges, referees, or umpires.

continuous or discontinuous.

[ 81

decision-making game sessions, decisions are made
Another type of qualitative factor occurs

In continuous

at one sitting, uninterrupted by other work or

in the information flow in management games.

adjournments.

The management game may generate standard reports

takes place over many days or weeks.

from inputs or may include a qualitative decision

discontinuous sessions, the management game is an

as to the quantity and quality of reports the

adjunct or a complement to other course or

players would like to have.

training activities, rather than being the only

The players decide

Discontinuous decision-making
Usually in

upon what information they will buy from the

activity, which is the case in continuous play.

available quantity of data.

Verisimilitude

Single or repeated plays

Verisimilitude is the appearance of reality

Management games are played in "periods".

to the player, but it does not imply realism of

This interval of time, e.g., a week, a month, a

the model.
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Complexity is not necessary for

verisimilitude, the desired effect can be easily

rather aims to interrelate organize-

achieved by very simple models. [1S]

tion, management, planning, statis-

As Kibbee points out,

tical analysis, etc.

When a game is to be used

C.

solely for training purposes,
D.

that the mathematical model

Decisions of one

Non-interactive:

team do not effect the other teams

be realistic, but only that

E.

the game appear realistic to

Entirely quantitative, except for
administrator input

The appearance

IV.

Characteristics of the Administrative

of realism is known .as

process:

verisimilitude

A.

Ind this is

an essential fe ,cure of

management games.

Major events occur

stochastically

it is not necessarily important

the players.

Stochastic:

Role positions suggested but not
assigned by the administrators

The men

B.

Computer

who play management games

C.

Use for repeated runs

react to the business

D.

Discontinuous play

simulations very much as
they do in real life. [15]

2.4

Using an adapted version of the game outline developed by Greenlaw, et al.

Games -- How to Choose a Game

the Traffic

The method of systems analysis lends itself

Police Management Training Game can be summarized
in the terminology of this section, as follow:
I.

Name of game:

Then, certain criteria may be imposed, for

Traffic Police Manage-

example, the game must have discontinuous play.
Next, establish any constraints on the game,

Characteristics of the model:
A.

Specific:

such as the abilities and interests of the

deals only with traffic

players and administrators.

violations
B.

General view:

The first step is to set forth

the educational objectives expected of the game.

ment Training Gave
III.

to selecting the appropriate management game for
any organization.

Organization:' Northwestern Univeristy
Traffic Institute

II.

A procedural Point in Using Management

Now, determine the

resources available for the program in terms of
Not functional,

finances, time, staff, computing facilities, and
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stich.

On the basis of information from published

material, professional organizations, or game

more drivers and more vehicles.

The Traffic Institute of Northwestern

builders on all games being considered, a list of

University, through its nine-month Traffic Police

alternatives can be proposed.

Administration Training Program, provides

The list of

alternatives may include one specific game, a

specialized training that can prepare law en-

modification of an existing game, or the design

forcement officers to meet the demands brought

of a new game.

about by today's conditions.

Now the administrators must

Following the

select one alternative and schedule it in the

Northwestern University quarter system, the fall

overall program in such a way as to achieve

quarter is devoted to subjects of common interest

maximum impact on the players.

with specialized study in the selected areas

Finally, the

administrators should apply the systems analysis

beginning in the winter and continued through the

approach to the game to see whether the teaching

spring.

objectives were reached, and to learn how the

with a general education background as well as

program can be improved. 1-15] [18]

specialized study in selected areas such as

In the next section of this paper we will

The full program provides the student

traffic programs, management and training.

discuss the Traffic Institute and how its

Municipal, county, and state police officers

objectives lead to the development of the Traffic

come to the Institute from all over the world

Police Management Training Game.

sent by their home police departments.

These

police departments have recognized the need for
3.

The Traffic Institute and Its Objectives

having supervisory staff trained in the most
Police administrators across the United

modern concepts, tools, and techniques of
States, today, realize the need for command and
traffic

police administration.

An officer who

supervisory officers capable of assuming

has completed the program typically returns to
responsibilities in the administrative function.
his home department to set up training programs,

These officers must understand the scope of the
teaching the techniques he has learned at the
entire traffic accident prevention program, its
Institute.

coordination, and the interrelation of such

Analysis of the Traffic Institute's program
programs.

They must know the principles and
yields the following general objectives:

techniques necessary to reduce the number and
1.

to instill in each participant the

severity of motor vehicle collisions and how to

knowledge to operate successfully
cope with the problems of congestion created by
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2.

in and contribute significantly to

3.

Planning

the operation of the police

4.

Analysis for decision-making.

organization of which he is a part;

During discussions that Fall with members of

to provide detailed instruction

the Traffic Institute staff, a number of qualita-

for students with special

tive arguments were raised against the use of any

interests in the areas of police

existing business management game for police

management, traffic administration

training purposes.

or police training;
3.

1.

police training objectives are distinct-

to provide an educational base

ly different from business training

in areas related to police work

objectives (although some overlap of

such as oral and written

principles exists);

communications, sociology, law,

4.

,.Some of these were:

2.

the real-life systems are radically

etc.;

different resulting in a loss of the

to provide the instruction in

highly important verisimilitude concept

and the opportunity for

for police trainees participating in a

independent research in areas

business game;

of interest. (72]

The staff of the Traffic

3.

unlike the police system, the business
system is highly interactive.

Institute ex-

In short, a business game is not directed

pressed interest in using gaming techniques in
This

toward police activities, so it would seem that

interest stemmed from the wide acceptance

a management game directed at police systems to

business games had received in business manage-

serve police training objectives would be

ment training programs.

desirable.

their program, in the Fall of 1968.

Business games could

It was at this point that the original

provide an atmosphere for applying general management principles.

ideas for'the Traffic Police Management Training

Thus, we could expect that

Game were put forth.

such games would contribute to the management
aspects of police work.

Such a game did not exist.

The game would be limited

to the traffic department of a city police

We might expect a

department.

contribution in the following areas:

One objective of the game would be

1.

Principles of modern management

to focus the player's attention on the inter-

2.

Organization

relationships between various' methods of
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allocating policemen

in a city to achieve a

the most significant problems associated

"best" effect in terms of accident reduction and

with the operation

violation detection.

associated with the optimum allocation of the

Other objectives would be

a traffic division are

to stimulate the player's thinking about

available resources of time, manpower, equipment,

organization, management, planning, and

and budget to cover urban traffic control and

statistical analysis.

accidents, and with the formulation of police

The objective of the game

would be to achieve a set of "normal" short and

policies for dealing with traffic flow situa-

long range operating conditions within the de-

tions, accidents, violators, issuance of

partment by'apn17,!u: sound police management

'citations, etc.

principles.

is game, the emphasis would be

establish the cause and effect relationships

on sound management decisions and planning based

between allocation of manpower to tne various

on the use of data analysis techniques.

functions and the community response and

The

game would contribute to the following objectives
of the training program:

The game model mt't, thus,

reaction.

Kiboee [81] points out that the most

1.

Principles of modern management

important requirement in a management game model

2.

Organization

which is used solely for training is

3.

Planning

verisimilitude:

4.

Analysis for decision-making

Verisimilitude can be achieved with amazingly

5.

Traffic direction and control

simple mathematical relationships.

6.

Analysis and use of traffic records

underlying relationships may be relatively

7.

Use of statistics and budgeting

simple, the total appearance of the medal

In addition to contributing to these objec-

The appearance of reality.

Although the

presented to the players is that of a complex

tives, the designers hypothesized that the game

system.

experience for students who would later be

equations which describe the envir'nmental

training policemen in their own departments would

response to enforcement allocations made by game

provide an opportunity to evaluate the use of

participants are presented. [76)

games in their own programs.

At this point the

In this section the mathematical

The objective of the model is to simulate

game designers began to formulate a model of

traffic violation occura:Inces in time and space.

traffic to be used in the game.

The model also keeps track of the movement of

4.

patrol units in their assigned areas.

The Model for the Game
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Detection

of a violator requires the simultaneous presence

The time t of occurrence of each violation is

of a non-busy petrol unit and a violation

selected from a negative exponential distribu-

occurrence.

(n) with enforcement and time.

variation in V

accidents and assigns the closest (in time, not
space) patrol unit to respond.

It remains to describe the

tion (n-1 to n).

In addition, the model simulates

ij

Police enforcement

While the model

Assume that patrol unit k has been assigned

is capable of generating many types of Etatis-

to area Ak(n) and will weight his time according

tics, currently it generates the following:

(n), where

detected violations, by type, location,

to the intersection flow rates, Q

time

(i,j) e Ak(n).

2.

accidents by time and location

probability of finding unit k in a particular

3.

response times

cell (i,j) at time t during hour n is giver by

4.

service times

e (i,j) e Ak(n) at time t] = Qi (n)

5.

unit assigned to accident or handling

1.

ij

Thus, we assume that the

Qii(n)

L,

(i,j) e Ak(n)

violation
Definition -- Enforcement level E
To begin, a definition is required.

We define the enforcement level, Eij(n), in

Definition--Enforcement cell (i,j)

cell
(i,j) during hour n as the sum of the
c

By an enforcement cell (i,j) we shall mean

probabilities of finding a patrol unit in cell

the one half block in all directions from
intersection (i,j).

(ij) at any time t during hour n.

This concept is illustrated

Eij(n) =

in Figure 1.

For discussion purposes, it is sufficient

P

That is,

k e (i,j) e Ak(n)
(n)

ij

(2)

at time t j.

to consider the development of one hour n within

In particular, if only one unit k has been

the daily pattern p (a definition of daily

assigned to spot patrol at intersecti a (i,j)

The

then

model will range over each hour n for all days

d = 1,2...,N

2:

k e K

pattern is given in the Input section).

(n)
ij

Kij(n).= k , Ak (n)

in pattern p and all patterns p.

= (i,j), p[k e (i,j) at t]= Qii(n)
Qii(n)

Determining violation events
and E

We shall assume that the number of violations occurring in cell (i,j) during hour n obeys

ij

(n) = 1.

We are saying that applied police enforcement, i.e., number of units assigned to

a Poisson distribution with parameter Vij(n).
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Figure 1
Enforcement cell

7
k block

I tersecti n

block

k block

(i,j)
1

block

cell (1,j), is the sum of the probability de-

exponentially as a function of both enforcement

fined in (1) for all units assigned, for the

and time.

same hour of each of the same pattern day types.

indices (i,j) and n.

Thus, there is an applied police enforcement for

each cell (i,j), as a function of intersection

For the present we may drop the

First, we allow V to vary exponentially
between V and V as follows:

flow rate, number of units assigned, and

_ -YE
V(E) = V e

.- YE

+ V [1 - e

previous duplicate pattern d4ys' enforcement at

(3)

To determine the free parameter y, let
the same hour n.

Community perceived enforcement

V

vE

[i

KE] v
(4)

100

Following Fisher and Mosher [61, we assume
and require for E = 1 that
that the violation rate, V
ij

(n), will decay

VE

Such curves describe how quickly (in terms of

= V e-Y = V (1 - e-Y1

days) a community responds to a change in en-

= V + [V -V le-Y

or

e

-y

- V

E

V
or

y

-

V

-

V

= - In

forcement.

Generating the Master Violation Table

V

-

V

V

-

V

(MVT)

Equations (3) and (9) allow for the
computation of violation rates for all cells
(i,j) for each hour n.

The number of violations,

Note, that we have defined a "community"
Nij, of each type occurring in each cell (i,j)
response to a change in enforcement.

However,
during hour n, for each ,n, is now determined

the neighborhood generally has to be exposed to
from a Poisson distribution with parameter

a change in enforcement before the complete
Vij(n).

effect is realized.

violation occurrence times from a negative

To describe this "time delay" response, let

V

(0)

exponential distribution with parameter

be the violation rate at an old enforce-

ment level E

(0)

and V

,

(1)

1/ V

be the violation

rate at the new enforcement level, E(1).

(1)

(n).
ij

For simulation purposes, we wish to string

Again,

violation occurrences on a time line in minutes

assume an exponential decay after d days ex-

posure to the new level E

For each cell (i,j) we select the

during one hour n.

as follows:

To accomplish this, we

constrt.ct a master violation table (MVT) of

+

V(d) =

where V(0) = V

V(1)

violations ordered in ascending time of

1- e
(9)

(0)

occurrence.

.

To determine the free parameter 1, recall
that N

E

violation rate from V to V

V = V e

type of violation, the third is avenue number

1 required to drop the
E

E

time of occurrence of violation, the second is

is the number of days of continuous

enforcement a E

.

where violation occurred and the fourth is street

Thus, we require

number where violation occurred.

,4E

-TN

+ V (1 - e

The first entry in this MVT is the

Once the MVT is

sorted in time sequence, we are ready to run the
],

(10)

simulation for hour n by sequentially processing

or
T

= - In

V

each violation in the MVT.

E

- V

Patrol unit location

-v

V
N

In order to keep track of patrol units in

E

space and time we shall assign to each unit the
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following attributes:
1.

t

F

coordinate rectangle Ak(n)
.A

-the time the unit is available for

11. = left (west) boundary of the

reassignment;

coordinate rectangle Ak(n)
2.

t

-the time the unit was last located;

A
JT = top (north) boundary of the

1

3.

L -the avenue index when the unit was

i

coordinate rectangle Ak(n)
last located;
A

4.

JB = bottom (south) boundary of the

jL -the street index when the unit was

coordinate rectangle Ak(n).

last located;
5.

Similarly let,

the current area assignment.

R
i

When attempting to locate a unit at time t, we

= right boundary of the coordinate
rectangle Rk(t)

encounter three cases:
i

1.

t

> t-the unit is busy;

2.

t

< t-unit is available and inside its

F
F

t

F

= left boundary of the coordinate
rectangle Rk(t)

jT = top boundary of the coordinate

area;
3.

L

rectangle Rk(t)

< t-unit is available and outside

R
JB = bottom boundary of the coordinate

its area.

For cases (2) and (3) we wish to compute

rectangle Rk(t).

the unit's new position (i,j) at the present

Assuming some average patrol speed, vp, we can

time t.

compute the bounds on Rk(t) as follows:

For case (2), we assume the unit has been

iR.= min

[i,

patrolling its area since last located at time

ix = max

(il

tL.

R
jT

min

[JL

jR = max

[ji,

However, if tL is recent relative to t, it

may not be reasonable to expect that the unit
could be in every cell of Ak(n).

Thus, we

(t-t ),
L

R

- vp
vp

JIT]

- vp (t-td,

41

This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.

require the following:

We now select the current location of the

Definition--Region of influence Rk(t)

unit from the probability function
[k

We define the region of influence of unit k

e (i,j)

e Rk(t)1

= Qi (n)
(12)

(i,j) e Rk (t)

at time t as that coordinate rectangle in which
unit k can be realistically located.

+ v

2
Qij(n)
(i,j)eRk(t)

Let

This probability for each (i,j) e Rk(t) is

A
i
R = right (east) boundary of the

compared to a random number from a uniform
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Figure 2

Region of influence
Ak(n)

14

13

12

4

5

6

7
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8

9

10

I
1
1

,

distribution.

When the probability in (12) is

greater than the random number,

and assigns the unit with shortest response time

his (i,j) be-

to cover the accident.

comes the cell where he is.

Service time is negative

exponential with mean 1/Sy, where Sy, average

For case 3, unit is not busy, outside area,

service time for an accident resulting from this

we assume the unit returns to its area by the

violation is also inputed.

shortest route possible.

the servicing unit's location, i

Here, we have three

The model updates
j

L' L'

subcases as depicted in Figure 3.

In each case,

ability attribute, and time available for

the model computes whether or not the unit has

reassignment, tF.

had a chance to return to its area.

Event No Accident

If not, it

will compute the unit's position along the
route of shortest return.

avail-

If no accident occurs as the result of a

If the unit has had

violation, two further possibilities remain.

time to return, its time and location of

Either the violation is detected or not detected.

entrance into the area will be used to compute

a

The model requires the unit to be at the same

region of influence and the current location

location where the violation occurs in order for

will be selected as described previously.

the violation to be detected.

Event accident

detection involves locating each unit, determin-

When a violation is selected from the top

ing whether it is available or not and, if it is

of the MVT list, the question of whether it
resulted in an accident must be decided.

mcdel assumes accidents happen with
distribution.

The test for

available, locating the unit, as described in a

The

previous section, cases (2) and (3).

a uniform

Once

located the probability of detection becomes:

For each violation type v, a

number is inputed (see the next chapter, Input

P = 0 if icji,

i

iviol, jviol

and

P = 1 if icji,

=

iviol, jviol,

where

section) representing the percentage of

iviol, jviol is the cell where

violations of type v that result in accidents.

violation occurs.

When a violation is selected from the MVT, the

Model Logic

model checks whether the uniform number is

It is now possible to define the logical

greater than this percentage, indicating no

sequence of operations the model must execute.

accident occurred.

If an accident occurs then the model
computes the response time for all non-busy units

1.

Compute police enforcement

2.

Compute community perceived police

enforcement
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Figure 3
Return Routes. to Assigned Area

Case I

Case II

Entry points

A (n)

k

Case III
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3.

Generate Master Violation Table

The simulation is based on the model just

4.

Select violation from the top of the

presented.

MVT
5.

6.

Applying some of the terminology of

Did an accident occur?

simulations, the Police Traffic

a)

If yes, go to 6

Training Game's simulation basically has the

b)

If no, go to 7

following entities, entity attributes, and events

Locate all available units at time t

events.

and assign closest to respond to
accident.

Entities

Record response time, service

time, accident, violation type and unit

Attributes

Active:

Patrol unit

responding.

District to which it
belongs

Take unit out of service.

Go to 4.

Patrol speed

7.LocateavailableunitskeI(..(n) and

Response speed

1j

for each, test if unit location is

Busy or not busy

(i,j).

Inside or outside area

a)

If no, test if K..(n) is exhausted.

Time of day it was last

13

i)

If yes, go to 4, violation

located.

undetected
ii)

Location (i,j) where

If no, continue search on units

last located

k e K- (n)
b)

Time of day when it will

If yes, record violation type,

be non-busy

service time, unit responding.

The area to which it is

Take unit out of Service.
8.

Management

Go to 4.

assigned for the

The end.

current hour and

daily pattern
5.

The Simulation

Passive:

The simulation is written in Fortran IV and

Region

was developed for use on the CDC6400 digital

Avenue and street
boundaries

computer at the Vogelback Computer Center on the

Qualtative attributes

Evanston campus of Northwestern University.

(i.e., ghetto,
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industrial, etc.)

Districts

Minimum violation rate (V)

Avenue and street bound-

for this type

aries

Percentage of this type of

Police Headquarters

violation resulting in

An allocation of patrol

an accident

units

Intefilyion

Accident

Region in which it is

Requires a violation to

occur first, the system

located

generates accidents prob-

District in which it is

abilistically

located

Detection

Area in which it is

Requires a violation to

occur first, the system

located

generates non-accident

Traffic flow rates for

violations which the

each hour of daily

structure defines as

pattern

detected if the unit is

Events

Comments

available and at that

Violation

The basic event generated

intersection (i,j)

by the Traffic System.

6.0

It has the following

The Input
The Traffic Police Management Training Game

characteristics:

involves two kinds of input, as indicated in the

Type

overview .section.

Average time to

and player input.

service a detection

6.1

Average time to

There'is administrator input

Administrator Input
The administrator by inputing parameters

service an accident

defines the simulated urban environment in which

resulting from this

decisions will be made by the players.

type violation

these parameters will be made known to the

Maximum violation

Some of

players, others are useful only to the model for

rate (V) for this

generating violations, accidents, and so on, but

type

would be of no value to the players even if
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known, for example, V and V for each v, since

terminology.

they represent subjective judgements for the

Violation table

administrators.

Clearly, the administrator

The violation table is merely a list of all

defines the reference city by his inputs for city

the violation types to be considered in game

parameters.

play.

He specifies whatever type of urban

They are identified by an eight

traffic environment he believes best meets his

character code and a description of at most

teaching objectives.

sixty characters, including blanks.

Further, the administrator

establishes the length of the simulated time

Daily pattern table

period.

The daily pattern table introduces the Lime

The hollowing elements are required to

dimension into the game.

specify the urban traffic system:

The daily pattern table

serves to define the different daily patterns

1.

City limit definition

which are to be considered and how many of each

2.

Violation table

pattern are to be included in the play period.

3.

Daily pattern table

A daily pattern might be a particular day of the

4.

Composition definition

week, like Monday, or just the category weekday,

5.

Region definition

or Saturday, or Sunday.

6.

Composition to region assignments for

Composition definition

each daily pattern.

Game "parameters" are input in a block
A composition is an

A brief description of each of these follows:

termed a "composition".

City limit definition

artifical device for assigning constant parameters over time and space.

The basic unit of geographic area is a

It is a particular

rectangle whose sides are parallel to a

set of parametric values that can be assigned to

coordinate axis system.

the time and space dimensions where appropriate.

The city, for the sake

Associated with each composition are the

of simplicity, is thought of as one large
coordinate rectangle.

following parameters:

City boundaries are thus

specified by the dimensions, in terms of
avenues and streets of a rectangle.

The city

limit definition thus is designated

from

avenue
to street

to avenue
".

1.

intersection flow rate in vehicles per
hour

and street

Figure 4 illustrates this
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2.

patrol speed (miles per hour)

3.

response speed (miles per hour)

4.

the percentage of vehicles which will

Figure 4

The Coordinate Rectangle City Limit Definition

Street
38

A

A

v
e
n
u

v
e
n
u
e

e

i

33::

4

5.

be in violation if the drivers have the

be expected, due to a single patrol

knowledge that they will be not ob-

unit being continuously assigned for a

served or stopped by a patrol unit

specified number of days at a particular

(i.e., zero level enforcement)

intersection (defined as an enforcement

the percentage of vehicles which will

level of unity)

be in violation if the drivers have the

7.

the number of days a patrol unit must

knowledge that they will be continuous-

be assigned to achieve the reduction of

ly observed and violators will be

(4) above (this parameter defines the

stopped by a patrol unit (i.e.,

time response to patrol)
8.

unlimited enforcement)
6.

10

Street

the expected percentage of violations
of this type resulting in accidents

the reduction in violations that can
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These parameters are sufficient to give not

over the city.

Each region is identified by a

only the physical flow rates, but also allow for

unique integer and constructed from coordinate

a description of the community response to en-

rectangles.

forcement over time.

A community with respect

Examples of regions include:

1.

residential areas

for traffic law will have a low violation rate,

2.

coninercial areas

regardless of enforcement.

3.

main arterials

4.

trouble intersections

A community with

respect (or fear of traffic enforcement) will
quickly respond to patrol activity.

Problems

These regions do not take on "life" until

arise in communities where one or both of these

the compositions containing their environmental

conditions is not the case.

characteristics have been assigned as described

The composition

then becomes a vehicle by which the administra-

below in the next seztion.

tor may define traffic "problem" situations, in

Composition to region assignments for each

the environment.

daily pattern

The manner in which compositions are used

The assignment of composition to regions for

to specify the complete time and spacial

each daily pattern is the linkage which ties

environment is discussed below in Composition

together the previous elements and completes the

to Region Assignment.

description of the urban traffic system in both

Just as the hour is the basic time unit,

the time and space dimensions.

It is here that

the "region" is the fundamental unit in the

the advantage of using the artificial device of

environmental specification.

the composition to reduce the amount of informa-

That is,

composition environmental parameters are assumed

tion input is fully realized.

constant over both regions of the city and hours

composition can be sprinkled throughout the city

of the day.

at various hours of the daily patterns.

A region is a subset of the city area.

The same

Composition assignment is probably best

Like the city limit definition, the boundaries

understood through an example.

Suppose region 1

must be constructed from sides of a coordinate

consists of residential areas.

Composition 1

rectangle.

represents offpeak hours in these areas, with a

Regions may take the form of a

single intersection, lengths of streets, or
areas in general.

low intersection flow rate and few types of

They are defined to achieve

violations.

the desired spacial distribution of parameters

Composition 2 represents peak hours

and has higher intersection flow rates and more
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types of violations, for example, speeding on

of interrelationship between the total system

the way home from work.

and its parts.

During daily pattern

The following elements make up

weekday except for rush hours Composition 1

the decision input by players at each step in the

might apply, Composition 2, during the rush

discontinuous play.

hours.

Clearly, in a commercial area

1.

district definition

Composition I might never apply, or perhaps only

2.

area definition

apply in the wee hours of the morning.

3.

beat assignment

The administrator can, thus, use the six

A discussion of each of these follows:

tools discussed with which to create a seemingly

District definition

real urban traffic environment.

6.2

After the players have been Tresented with

Player Input

the urban traffic environment, they must organize

The objective of the players in the game

themselves into a traffic department.

While

situation is to allocate their available manpower

organizing their departments, the players have

through beat definitions which "solve" the

the option of dividing the city into districts.

problems the administrator has built into the
environment.

A district is defined in a manner identical

The player varies unit assignments

to that used by the administrator to define

and concentrations with each game play in an

regions.

effort to achieve an "optimal" system, in terms

area constructed from sides of coordinate

of time and space distribution, patrol beat size,

rectangles.

etc. Manpower must be optimally allocated to

quarters' location can also be inputed by the

cover routine traffic control problems or

players.

normally congested streets or intersections, as

Area definition

well as accident coverage and normal or

At this point, the district head-

The game model assumes three eight hour

emergency patrol activity within each traffic
area.

That is, it is a subset of the city

shifts as follows:

Given an initial report and reports

1.

lz midnight to 8 a.m.;

generated after each play, the team must

2.

8 a.m. to 4 p.m.;

establish policies and allocate given, limited

3.

4 p.m. to 12 midnight.

manpower during each play.

The players are,

Each shift, commander in each district must

thus, forced to absorb large amounts of data,

designate areas within the district he thin'xs

gain an overall perspective, and acquire a sense

are important for the assignment of patrol
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units.

One or more patrol units will be assigned

operation.

to each area for at least one hour during the
shift.

It is believed that these three facilities,

The collection of area assignments for

just discussed, provide most of the controls

one unit during the shift is the "beat" for that

exercised by a commander in a real life situa-

unit.

tidn.

It is assumed that these areas will

It is worth emphasizing once again, that

usually vary with each game play as the district

the game model has been constructed to provide a

commanders strive for a "best" area designation.

definite response to controls, so That the

Areas are defined by district commanders
for all shifts within each daily pattern.

student can derive meaning from playing the
game.

Areas

It is hoped that this remonse has the

are limited to coordinate rectangles for

appearance of reality, but the model itself does

simplicity.

not represent a real life environment.

This limitation does not appear

Thus,

severely restrictive, as the commander has the

model responses should not be construed as those

flexibility to change a unit's area assignment

which may occur in a real life situation.

hourly, as discussed below.

Coordinate
7.

The Output

rectangles can be selected for spot (one inter-

Using ex4mple traffic reports from Fisher
section), line (a length of street), or area
and Mosher (61 and the Traffic Institute, the
patrol.

following format has been created for the output
Unit beat

assignments
of the Game.

This output presents feedback in

A unit beat is a time ordered collection of
response Lc, the decisions made by the players on

areas assigned to the unit during the shift

effective police allocation throughout their
period.

The district shift commander has the
reference -city.

ability to assign units to different areas for
The report generated is called an Activity
each hour of the shift.

A unit

may be assigned
Summary.

One Activity SumMary Sheet is provided

to a different rectangle for each hour, to the
for each shift on each day of each daily pattern
same rectangle for the entire shift, or any
type.

combination thereof.

Suppose the game is being played for a

Beats, thus, have a time

simulated month, then, for example, if there are
and a space dimension.

four Sundays in this simulated month, an Activity
It is expected that the player commander
Summary is generated for Sunday number 1, Shift
will vary unit beat assignments with each game in
1, 2, 3, Sunday number 2, Shift 1, 2, 3 ...,
an effort to achieve an "optimal" system
Sunday number 4, Shift 1, 2, 3.
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The output on

the Summary includes:

Accident

Time, located, violation,

accident, response time, service time, and unit

A "Yes" entry Vindicates an accident resulted

identification, which are discussed below.

from this violation. A "No" entry indicates a

Time

detected non-accident producing violation.
Time of the violation which was detected or

resulted in an accident.

Response Time

Time is the hour of

Response time is the time required for the
closest (in time) patrol unit to move from his

the day where:
1 a.m. is

present location to the scene of the accident,

1

2 a.m. is 2

in minutes: A "0000." entry appears when a
detected violation has occurred, since by the
structure of the simulation, violations are

12 noon is 12.

detected only when the unit and the violation

1 p.m. is 13

are simultaneously at the same intersection,
i.e., instantaneous response time.
Service Time

Service time is the time required in
12 midnight is 24

minutes to service the violation or accident.

*

The fractional part of the hour, i.e., five

Detected violations receive tickets and may

minutes after, etc., is indicated by a number

involve intoxication tests, short lectu'res, or

from 1 to 59.

radioing and waiting for car and license

Thus, .if the first entry in the

time column is 2-54, this would indicate the

identification.

first accident or detected violation occurred at

calls for ambulance, call for towing, interviews

2:54 a.m.

with witnesses, and so on, including issuing

Location

tickets.

Location simply indicates the avenue and

Accidents may involve first aid,

Unit Identification

street intersection where the detected

Unit ID is the identification assigned by

violation or accident occurred.

the player to the patrol unit, indicating to the

Violation Identification

shift and district commanders what unit covered
the violation or detection.

Violation ID is the identification number
assigned to the violation by the administrators.

Thus, the information contained in this
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Activity Summary provides the players a basis

briefing for a new city.

for analyzing the effectiveness of their past

Notice that the administrators always have

decisions and directing their next decisions.

the option to change certain parameters when they
want to, i.e., increase intersection flow rates

Summary

8.

on side streets on the day of a parade.
In aummary the logical flow of the game is
9.

as follows:
1.

2.

The Traffic Police Management Training Game,

Administrators make decisions on the
parameters for the reference city

as presented in the preceeding sections of this

Players participate in a briefing

paper, was played as

their decisions on organization,

year's program.

planning, manpower allocation, areas,

Traffic Institute staff was extremely favorable.

The general reaction from the

The administrators are sold on the use of a

and beat assignments.

4.

1 experimental effort at

the Institute during the final 3 weeks of a

Players make

3.

Some Final Comments

Administrator and player inputs are

management game carefully integrated into their

keypunched onto data processing cards.

curriculum in the future.

Deck submitted.

be determined, the Traffic Police Management

Since, as far as can

Training Game is unique, the administrators can
5.

6.

Model from section 5 generates feed-

foresee many possibilities of its use by major

back in the form of Activity Summary

Police Departments, state and city, across the

Sheets.

country.

Certain administrator and player

applications and adaptations.

The player reaction was equally enthusiastic

input stored on tape for use in next

7.

8.

Further, they can see numerous

play of game

with'the positive reservation that they felt

Reports returned to players, who

more time should be devoted to the game, so that

base new decisions on them

it becomes an integral mechanism for tying the

New player decision made and deck

total program together.

The future of the Traffic Police Management

resubmitted, etc.

Training Game, thus, depends on the successful

The logical flow assumes the city is the

alteration of the Institute's program to

same, unless the administrators call a new

incorporate the game as a teaching tool.
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SIMULATION: METHODOLOGY FOR THE SYSTEM SCIENCES

G. Arthur mihrem, Ph.D.
Faculty of
The-University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia 19104

end
Consultant to
Operations Research, Incorporated
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Sessions:

a. Systemic Analysis and Model Synthesis
(3. Simulation: Ensuring its credibility
y. System Scientists: Executives in disguise

O. LEXICON

A. Simulation (dynamic, -stochastic): A generator of realisations
chastic process, of generally unknown characteristics.

from a time series, or sto-

2. Credibility: That quality or a literal model which is extablished as e result of:
(1) its concise, lucid, Ligical, and unambiguous expression; and,
(1) its precise reproduction of the simuland's observable behaviour.
C. System: A collection of interdependent and interactive elements which together behave in
a
collective effort to attain some (usually specifiable) goal.
O. Syitem Science: The search for explanations for (i.e., credible models of) systemic behaviour.
E. Simular: Of, or having to do with, a simulation model. In contrast with:
F. Systemic: Of, or having to do with, the system (or simuland).

C. The Scientific method: The operational procedure by which man augments his knowledge of the
World:
I. Systems analysis - The isolation of the salient components, interactions, relationships,
and behaviour mechanisms of a system;
II. System synthesis - The grammatical and logical organisation of the literal representation
of a system's behaviour, in accordance with the findings of the preceding systems analysis stage;
III. Verification - the comparison of the model's responses with those anticipated if indeed
the model's structure were programmed as intended;
IV. Validation - the comparison of recorded observations of the simuland with the simular
responses emanating from indenendently seeded encounters of the verified model, thereby establishing the verisimilitude of the model and the modelled;
V. Inference - the fifth (and most rewarding) :,tage of a model's development, concerned with
designed, simular experimentation, employing independently seeded encounters with the verified
and 'validated model.
II. Hull stage - At the outset of a scientific enquiry, a statement of modelling goals, now
knowledging the system scientist's accumulated neural recording of his religious, societal, and
cultural upbringing, plus that of his personal experience with nature and that of his exposure
to precedent scientists via educational institutions and their libraries.

q.

AliALYSIS AND .LDEL SYNTHESIS

I. SYSTE.45 ANALYSIS
11

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Definition of systemic goal(s).
Delineation of primary systemic attribute(s).
Study of primary systemic event(s).
Specification of secondary systemic attributes.
Determination of secondary systemic events.
Et Cetera: The Uncertainty Principle of
modelling.
G. Circumscription of boundary for systemic
feedback mechanisms.

&ANAL( ING
GOALS

21
SySTCPPS

ANLOStS

0
A Note Aside: The Cornerstone of Successful iodelling is the set of instructions for the collection
of data that shall be required by the programmed
(written) model.

it

VERIMATION

/I

of

u0DEL
VALIDATION

,'

it

II. SYSTEM SYNTHESIS
INTERENCE

A. The Simulation's Executive Algorithm.
LCf : Figure12.1
S. Definition of state variables.
C. Formulation of operationally defined event
algorithms (exogenous and endogenous):

Figure 1.:0ENIMC INOD
(or: CYBERNETICS Of EPISTEMOLOGY)

1. Test' section;

2. Action section;
3. Report section.
D. Stochasticity - seed phyla:
1. Histograms;
2. PDF's;
3. Series records;
4. Stochastic process.
E. Specification of initial conditions.
F. Selection of an ad hoc simulation programming
language.
A Note As;le. :ode). ;ompletion
can be considerably
expedite.: by maims of contemporaneous programming
and data .-.1.1ection efforts. LCf: Figure 2.1
"

INITIATIZATiON

CONTROL

SIMULATION: ENSURING ITS CREDIBILITY

III. MODEL VERIFIC4TION

CYLNI ROUIINC
SCIACTION

A. Grammatical rectification.
1. Orthography: at the keypunch machine.
2. Syntactic analysis.
B. Logical veracity.
1. Ambiguity exclusion: the language faults
corrected.
2. Deterministic verification tests.
C. Fundamental Principium of Seeding
1. Random samples.
2. One-sample statistical tests.
D. The Cycling Between Modelling Stages.

CVINI

EVCNI

EvEnt
n

[Cf: Figure 1.1
Figure 2.

IV. !WDEL VALIDATIUN
A. The Simuland Sampled: The Uncertainty Principle of kodelling Revisited.
B. The General Principium of Seeding:
1. Experimental error.
2. Two-sample statistical tests.
C. The Cycling Among Eodelling Stages.
LCf: Figure 1.1.

THE SIMULATION ALGORITHM

(ort CYBERNETICS OF EFFECTIVE EXECUTIVES)

G. A. Mihram, 8/1/72

y. SYSTEM SCIENTISTS: EXECUTIVES IN DISGUISE

V. INFERENCE

A. Modelling Goals: The Null Stage Revisited.
B. Analysis de Static Effects
1. Point and interval estimation of distributional properties.
2. forecasting the distribution of systemic
yields.
3. Prediction of the significance of diFforenees in systemic operating conditions:
Analysis of variance, regression, multivariate analyses.
4. foretelling preferabilities among operating
conditions:
Vultinle ranking and comparison techniques.
S. Prophesying optimal operating conditions:
Response surface methodology.
C. Analysis of Dynamic Effects
1. Trend predictions: their disclosuro and
removal.
2. Systematic fluctuations: spectral analysis.
D. The Augmentation of Human Knowledge
[Cf: Figure 1.1.

IANAGUENT IN SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE
A. Planning: The Scientific Method [Cf: Figure 1.]
3. Programming: The Executive Algorithm
(Cf: Figure 2.]
C. Cudgeting: The Regrettable, but Necessary,
Constraint.
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Evening 1: Night in a Berkeley Laboratory
Chairman: Austin Curwood Haggatt

A novel micro-programmed APL computer for laboratory control is being developed in the
Laboratory under sponsorship of the National Science Foundation. Visitors will have an opportunitS, to see a demonstration of the system 2nd hear a presentation of its design features.
Paper:

"A Micro-Programmed APL Language Laboratory Control System"
Austin Haggatt, Mark Greenberg, University of California
Jeffrey Moore, Stanford University

In addition there will be two presentations on joint teaching and research use of business games.
Papers

"A Business Game for Teaching and Research:

Some Experiences"

Martin Shubik, Yale University

"The New York University Business Game"
Myron Uretsky, New York University
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Evening 1

Night in a Berkeley Laboratory

Chairman

Austin Curwood Hoggatt, University of California

In this session we ovamine the impact of two large management games on the teaching and research
function of two krge teaching institutions, New York University and Yale University.

We conclude

with an examination of the development of an APL language processor which is to be the control
facility for an already established man-machine laboratory for the study of human decision making in
complex environments.

A Business Came for Teaching and Research:

Some Experiences

Martin Shubik, Yale University

This paper discusses an approach to gaming experimentation and teaching based upon the utilization
of one specific type of are and the construction of a time sharing system designed to provide
students and experimenters ease in playing the game, modifying the game and analyzing the output.

A Micro Programmed APL Processor for Experimental Control of Man-Machine Interaction
Austin Hoggatt, Mark Greenberg, Center for Research in Management Science, University of California
and Jeffrey Moore, Stanford University
The needs for laboratory control of man-machine interaction form a super set of the needs which lead
to time sharing systems.

In addition to facilities for on line construction and debugging of pro-

grams and operating systems aids to the allocation of resources, there are real time constraints on
system response in order that subjects are placed in environments which facilitate the recording of
observations on their behavior with minimal delays or machine induced artificiality of situations.

Requirements for console interaction and control of physical facilities (tape recorders, t.v. monitors, special input output devices)
dates these needs.

require the development of an operating system which accomo-

A need to describe models of the subject environment in an operational publica-

tion language led to the adoption of APL as the experimenter's language to which have been added
extensions to allow parallel operation of instances of the same process, multiple I/O units under
control of a single process, and control to provide for protection of the integrity of ongoing experiments.

Reasons of economic viability dictated that this be accomplished on a low budget system.

Under N.S.F. funding the CRMS Laboratory is pursuing the development of a pair of micro-programmed
systems on which respectively are implemented the operating system and the APL engine.

We emphasize

the interplay between needs of experimenters, software and hardware design and the allocation of
functions between hardware

.na software in order to minimize the difficulties of realization in the

resulting system.
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11.

EXPERIENCES IN TRANSFERRING A MANAGEMENT GAME
ACROSS CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC BOUNDARIES

Myron Uretsky, New York University
The New

-k University Management Game is a complex man machine simulation. It
based upon
the origin. Carnegie Tech Game, but has since been extensively modified. One of theis most
significant aspects of this particular simulation is its extensive interaction with the surrounding business
community: Boards of Directors are utilized, consisting of high
level business men; financing is
handled through live negotiations with major banks, insurance companies, and underwriters; federal regulatory agencies monitor and investigate Game-related activities. Legal counsel is available together with the provision of judicial services. Auditing and labor union activities are
provided through other courses being offered.

The heavy involvement of external participants has made it possible to modify this Game in order
to meet the needs of Polish and Hungarian educational institutions. The programming modifications
have been accomplished in a straight-forward manner. Involvement of Polish and Hungarian businessmen and ministry officials has provided automatic adjustments for some socio-economic factors.
At the present time 3 working version is operational in Budapest and a Polish version is expected
to be tested in late January. A number of behaviorally oriented research projects are now being
carried out in parallel in the United States and in eastern Europe. These studies represent
attempts to determine the impact of Management Gaming on eastern European businessmen, and an
attempt to isolate differences in business behavior in these two societies.
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Chairman:

Session 13: Management Applications
Arnold Ockene, Securities Industries Automation Corporation

This session presents four papers dealing with models for use by upper management. The first
is an evaluation of simulation as a tool for corporate financial plannino, and includes a discussion
of optimization models. This is followed by a description of a general university simulation program for the study 0 resource allocation and utilization problems. The final two papers are
concerned with gas utilities. Ore deals with the relationships between rate, revenue, and cost
of service; the other with the investment problems facing gas pipeline companies.
Papers

"Corporzte Simulation Models

A Reappraisal"
Willaim F. ,.:,:nilton, University of Pennsylvania

"A General University Simulation Model"
Charles C. Daniel, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hamid K. Eldin, Oklahoma State University
"Rate-Revenue-Cost of Service Simulation of a Natural Gas Utility"
D. Jeffrey Blumenthal, On-Line Decisions, Inc.

"A Simulated Investment Analysis for a Gas Pipeline Company"
H. J. Willer, Colorado Interstate Gas Company
Discussants

John Lastavica, First National Bank cf Boston
Stanley G. Reed, IBM Corporation
Harold Steinberg, IBM Corporation
Henry Lande, IBM Corporation
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CORPORATE SIMULATION WDELS - A REVIEW AND REAPPRAISAL

William F. Hamilton
Department of Management
The Wharton School
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19104

ABSTRACT
This paper examines the potential and the practice of simulation modeling
for corporate financial planning.

The contributions of formal models to the

planning process are reviewed and appropriate design features are proposed.

Com-

parative analysis of simulation and optimization applications in corporate planning
points to substantial functional complementarity and opportunities for combined
use.

An actual planning system involving both simulation and optimization tech-

niques is described to illustrate the feasibility and potential of the hybrid
modeling approach.

Computer-based corporate models have gener-

applications reveals a substantial gap between

ated considerable interest among management sci-

the potential and the practice.

entists and corporate planners in recent years

models have been judged useful in improving cor-

[9,20].

porate planning and worth the costs of develop-

Not surprisingly, the size and complex-

In many cases,

ity of corporate-level planning problems have

ment and application.

favored the development of simulation models

is mounting evidence that some modeling efforts

for evaluating the implications of selected

have fallen far short of their potential con-

planning alternatives.

tributions [11,12],

Recent studies indicate

At the same time, there

The reasons are many and

that such models permit planners to consider a

varied, ranging from technical model design

far greater number of alternatives in detail

to organizational deficiencies.

and with greater confidence than is possible

The role of formal models in corporate

using traditional planning methods [10,18].

planning and basic model design considerations

The potential benefits of corporate mod-

are reviewed in the next section. This is

eling are impressive, but a review of current

followed by a discussion of the relative merits
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of simulation and optimization methods and

future performance of the corporate system.

their functional complementarity in corporate

contrast to the system itself, a model can be

modeling.

manipulated easily by modifying inputs and other

The paper ends with a description of

In

a corporate model, system which incorporates

parameters describing the system and its planning

both simulation and optimization capabilities.

environment to allow estimation of the impact

This system has demonstrated that effective

of such modifications.

analytical s.ipport of the planning process can

Corporate planning requires the identi-

be achieved through combined use of modeling

fication, evaluation, and selection of alter-

and information system technologies.

native courses of action.

In order to plan

effectively, corporate management must underMODELS IN CORPORATE PLANNING
stand the interactions between corporate activIn many companies, support for the develities and the effects of decisions on these
opment of a corporate model has generally
activities and on overall corporate performance.
grown out of frustration with the inherent

They must examine the many alternative courses
shortcomings of manual plans preparation [41.

of action which are available, and they must
Corporate planning is often limited in manual
anticipate and be able to respond quickly to
systems to simple analysis of a few relevant
changing conditions.

variables and assumptions.

In this context, a comput.-

Both time and

er-based corporate model can serve a number of
resource requirements typically preclude deuseful purposes.

Those most frequently cited by

tailed consideration of more than a few plancorporate model builders and users include:
ning alternatives.

Continuous revision of
(1)

rapid and accurate evaluation of planning alternatives;

(2)

prediction of the effects of changing
environmental conditions;

(3)

estimation of the sensitivity of corporate performance to planning assump-

established plans and evaluation of new opportunities in changing competitive situations is
virtually impossible.

Too often the informa-

tion available for planning decisions is in-

tions;

adequate and irrelevant, placing undue reliance
on judgement and intuition.

(4)

screening and evaluation of acquisition
candidates;

(5)

development of insights into the complexity of corporate activities and

As a result, there

has been increasing recognition of the need to
improve both the planning process and its

interactions.

operation.

These uses of a corporate model reflect its

Uses of Corporate Planning Models

primary role as a tool to assist in the execu-

Corporate models are constructed and

tion of the planning process.

applied in order to make inferences about

By reducing

the time and resource requirements for plan
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evaluation, a model can facilitate the consid-

and implementation of alternatives remain crit-

eration of a number of alternatives rather than

ical management responsibilities.

just a limited few.

plan can be no better than the set of alter-

This can be an important

The corporate

step toward improving the quality of corporate

natives considered, and the outcome of the plan-

planning.

ning process depends ultimately on successful
1

The development and implementation of a

implementation of the selected alternatives.

corporate planning model can also have impor-

Similarly, the development and evaluation of

tant implications for improving the planning

model inputs and assignment of appropriate val-

process itself.

ues to judgemental factors are required before

As Ackoff has noted [11

The principal contribution of
scientists to planning may not lie
in the development and use of relevant
techniques, but rather in their
systemization and organization of the
planning process, and in the increased
awareness and evaluation of this process
that their presence produces.

A

meaningful model studies can be conducted.

very real danger associated with the development

and use of a corporate model is the tendency
toward overemphasis on the computational aspects

of the planning process at the expense of more
A model can contribute significantly toward
fundamental and important considerations rethis end.

It provides a systematic and explicit
quiring management judgement and intuition.

If

structure to the planning process and requires
properly used, however, a corporate model can
corporate planners to specify and coordinate
enhance and encourage, rather than limit, crea-

their planning assumptions, logic, and data
tive management inputs to planning.
requirements.

It can thus help to ensure

internal consistency and reproducibility among
the plans of diverse corporate groups.

Model Characteristics

A model

At least two important issues arise in at-

also formally represents the current state

tempting to develop a corporate model capability

of knowledge about the corporation and facil-

consistent with the uses indicated above.

itates communication in the planning process by

relate to the intended "user" of the model and

providing a common framework for discussion and

its relationship to existing manual planning

analysis.

practices,

It is essential to recognize, however,

These

Corporate planning models are typically

that many important planning functions lie be-

designed for one of two potential users:

yond the scope of even the most sophisticated

executives with ultimate responsibility for

formal models.

planning decisions, or staff planners.

Most models provide increased

power to explore and evaluate planning alter-

Most

modeling efforts to date have been directed

natives, but the identification, selection,
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toward developing a tool for staff planners

where existing manual procedures could cope

[4, 10], rather than one which is appropriate

only with a decentralized "bottom-up" planning

for use by managers [3, 5].

Although involved

process.

Business strategic planning is
"top-down," long range corporate planning
that challenges the basic goals and
directions that have guided the enterprise in the past. More technically
stated, it should be prospective
decision making, done after the
systematic evaluation of all reasonable alternative courses of action...

in the same planning process, these two groups
have different requirements and are likely to
use models differently.

As Hertz [15] has observcd:

For example, the

planner is more likely to be interested in
detailed analyses and specialized outputs
which reveal the nature of subsystem inter-

This is often best accomplished through

actions, while the manager will generally prefer

centralized evaluation of planning alternatives

aggregated outputs in familiar formats.

facing the corporation.

The

On the other hand,

manager is also less likely to understand de-

where formal planning procedures are well

tailed or sophisticated models which might

established, attempts to implement a model

be more appropriate for the planning studies

which requires altering these procedures -

conducted by his specialized planning staff.

rather than simply automating existing inputs,

It is therefore essential that the intended

calculations and outputs - may be doomed to

user(s) be clearly identified at an early

implementation problems and ultimate failure.

stage in model design.

The number and variety of corporate

Current opinion seems

divided as to the most appropriate user, and

models now in use offer the opportunity to

there is an apparent trend toward systems which

compare model characteristics and select those

permit partitioning of operating requirements

which seem most appropriate for future modeling

and outputs to meet the needs of both potential

efforts.

user groups.

with particular implications for planning

Seven basic design characteristics

effectiveness and efficiency were identified

Opinion is also divided on the extent to
which a planning model should automate

in the process of developing a corporate

existing planning procedures without imposing

planning system [14] and are discussed briefly

additional requirements or changes.

below:

Computer»

Scope

Although heavily oriented toward

based models can be designed to permit far more

(1)

sophisticcLeAl analysis of a broader range of

the financial aspects of planning decisions,

planning problems and data inputs than is

most corporate models reflect the full range

possible in manual planning systems.

of corporate activity over multiple time

Also,

This scope is essential if important

models can often make possible "top-down,"

periods.

iterative strategic plaming in corporations

subsystem interactions and long-term implica-
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tions are to be adequately reflected in plan-

ful selection of a subset of relevant variables

ning studies.

and relationships in model design.

(2)

Structure

The structural characteristics

Inadequate

detail may result in a model with limited

of existing corporate models vary widely

usefulness for evaluating plans under changing

(7,201.

conditions; too much detail may result in

In some instances, the model is a

single construct which incorporates desired

excessive data r_quirements and development

features of the system being planned, often at

costs.

a considerable level of aggregation.

abstraction from highly aggregated accounting

This

Existing planning models range in

approach facilitates representation of inter-

information compilers to detailed models of

actions between corporate subsystems and

corporate operations (21.

usually offers some economic advantages.

How-

The majority of

these models consider the total corporation

ever, the magnitude of the effort also presents

using summary variables (usually financial

the danger that the model will become obsolete

in nature) rather than representing corporate

or will be abandoned before it can be made op-

operations in detail (91.

erational and useful.

model outputs are pro forma financial state-

Another approach is to

The most common

construct separate models reflecting different

ments or, less frequently, aggregate production

corporate activities and/or planning analyses,

plans.

These can be linked to each other and to a

in a limited fashion, the stochastic nature of

common planning data base to create a corporate

corporate activities and performance.

model system.

and uncertainty are inherent in the planning

Component models can thus be

Only a handful of models reflect, even

Risk

developed over time and applied in the planning

process, but most corporate models permit only

process as they become operational.

deterministic projeotiels (9,12,201.

Moreover,

As these

this approach generally permits use of a

"first generation" models are accepted and

variety of analytical techniques which could

implemented, however, much greater emphasis on

not be accommodated in a single model structure.

stochastic modeling extensions can be

(3)

Realism

expected.

This direction will be further encouraged by

If it is to be useful as a

planning tool, a corporate model must provide

continuing advances in both computer and mod-

a realistic representation of the system being

eling technologies.

planned.

At the same time, a model is by

definition an abstraction from reality.

(4)

The

Flexibility

If it is to be of continuing

usefulness, a corporate model must be flexible

most appropriate level .of abstraction will

enough to reflect changes in corporate struc-

vary with the intended purpose of the model

ture (through organization, acquisition, diver-

and the desired results.

sification, etc) or expansion in scope without

This implies care-
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extensive development effort.

Planning is con-

fore deserve design consideration.

Provision

ducted in a rapidly changing corporate environ-

for automatic or computer-assisted input gen-

ment and provision must also be made for easily

eration, data base editing and updating, and

updating planning relationships and data.

output report preparation is essential.

Another important aspect of model flexibility

existing corporate nodels require days (or even

is its applicability to a wide range of plan-

weeks) for input preparation and translation of

ning problems in both the annual planning

model outputs into desired formats.

cycle and interim studies of new opportunities

only greatly increases the time and cost

or changing conditions.

associated with model operation, but also

A modular modeling

Some

This not

approach involving a set of linked submodels .

seriously limits effective use of the model

is most likely to provide such flexibility.

as a creative planning tool.

(5)

Ease of Use

is inherently an interactive, investigative

A corporate model has value

process in which intermediate results may

as a planning tool only to the extent that it

'ndicate appropriate directions for futher

is actually used in the planning process.

analysis.

Wherever possible, therefore, the model should

Therefore, access to the model and

data base via remote terminals (where econom-

be designed so that it can be easily under-

ically feasible) and provisibn for multiple

stood by the user(s) and operated with a minimum of inconvenience.

Corporate planning

input/output options can greatly facilitate

This is especially

model application.

important where the user is a manager with
limited time, patience, and analytical back-

(6)

ground.

required for model development, updating/mod-

Only when the user understands the

Resource Requirements

The time and cost

capabilities and limitations of the model and

ification, and operation are important consid-

its data base is it likely to be used effec-

erations which depend heavily upon, and often

tively or, perhaps, used at all.

restrict, other design characteristics.

It is not

For

essential, however, that the user fully under-

example, the sophistication and flexibility

stand the technical development or internal

provided in an initial model version may be

logic of the model.

limited by budgetary restrictions and by

The ability to interpret

model outputs quickly in light of explicitly

pressures to demonstrate the feasibility of

stated model assumptions and to compare them

the corporate modeling approach in a short

with other types of planning information is

time period.

generally sufficient.

the more modular the structure, the greater

A number of model operating features

in general, the broader the scope,

the realism, the greater the flexibility, and

strongly influence its ease of use and there-

the easier the model is to use, the more Costly
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it will be.

As is often the case in modeling

of alternatives.

As has been noted elsewhere,

efforts, however, the initial costs of design

a great deal more activity can be expected in

and development must be balanced against both

the development of optimization models for cor-

the quality of results and the time and man-

porate planning [6,7].

power required to generate them.
(7)

Capabilities

The design characteristici discussed above
are important determinants of the extent to

The primary purpose of cor-

porate planning studies is to evaluate alter-

which corporate models are likely to achieve

natives and identify those which in some sense

their potential as planning tools.

best satisfy corporate performance objectives.

consideration of the nature and relative merits

This implies both the evaluation and selection

of simulation and optimization methods in cor-

of planning alternatives.

porate modeling follows in the next section.

Corporate models

Further

typically assist in this process in one of
SIMULATION OR OPTIMIZATION ?
two ways:

Simulation and optimization have generally
(a)

by projecting the implications of
been viewed as alternatives in the design and
pre-selected alternatives, or
development of corporate models.

(b)

Selection

by selecting the best alternative(s)

of the most appropriate approach is a signiffrom the available set.

icant step in model design which strongly

This is not simply a play on words.

Most

influences both the functional role and tech-

existing corporate planning models are computernical structure of the model.

As indicated

based financial simulations which are used to
above, the essential functional difference is
test the feasibility and project the effects
between an alternative tester (simulation) and
of proposed alternatives.

The Xerox planning

an alternative selector (optimization).

model described by Brown [4], for example,
Corporate Simulation Models
compute., the financial implications of alter-

In his survey of corporate modeling,

native marketing and production policies under
Gershefski [9] reported that the overwhelming
different environmental conditions and genmajority (95 percent) of corporate models
erates projected financial statements for each
were "computer simulations which utilize case
set of inputs.

In all but the simplest cases,
studies to determine the effect of different

there are a great many distinct planning alterstrategies."

Other studies have confirmed

natives and combinations of alternatives to
this popularity [7,18,20].
be considered.

There are many

This suggests the desirability
reasons for the widespread. acceptance and use

of optimum-seeking capabilities to assist in
of computer simulation in corporate modeling.
the selection, rather than just the evaluation,
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Simulation techniques are applicable in situa-

considered for detailed analysis.

tions which are too complex for analytical for-

under such conditions, simulation can be ex-

mulations and, in general, permit a greater

pensive if adequate detail and scope are pro-

degree of model realism in other cases.

vided.

More-

over, the development and application of a com-

Even

Corporate Optimization Models

puter simulation model requires only a minimum

In contrast to the widespread use of

of mathematical knowledge,often avoiding the

corporate simulation models, few practical

need for highly trained staff specialists and

applications of corporate optimization models

aiding management understanding of model capa-

have been reported [9,131.

bilities and limitations.

several apparent reasons for this:

A major disadvantage of simulation as a

(1)

There are at least

Optimization implies the existence

corporate planning tool is the "case study"

of a defined planning goal (or goals)

process by which planning alternatives must be

which can be formalized in a model.

evaluated.

In practice, a variety of different

Most corporate planning analyses

are directed at optimization - i.e:, at identi-

system performance indicators are

fying the most desirable

typically of interest, but these

cing alternatives.

investment and finan-

are seldom defined explicity or in a

Using simulation, each

computer model solution corresponds to a

form appropriate for optimization

determination of the implications of a single

modeling.

proposed alternative or specified combination
of alternatives.

(2)

The search for improved plans

Simplifying assumptions about the
detailed nature of model variables

proceeds via repetitive model solutions,

and relationships are required for

ordered in response to previous results or

many optimizing algorithms, often

other insights into potentially desirable

limiting the attainable level of

alternatives.

model realism consistent with

Sensitivity analysis of model

solutions requires similar procedures.

computational feasibility.

Where

a large number of corporate planning4lferna-

(3)

Optimization modeling may involve

tives and environmental conditions must be

different data requirements and

considered, the simulation approach implies

planning procedures than those

evaluation of an excessive number of cases,

which exist in many corporations.

one at a time.

In practice, this usually

forces a substantial reduction in the number

In addition. the relatively high degree of

of available alternatives which are actuelly

mathematical sophistication and related
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technical problems associated with optimization

power but is weaker in descriptive accuracy and

have probably been limiting factors.

applicability.

modeling approach complements the weakness of

Experiences with several operating

the other.

corporate optimization models indicate that
where these problems can be dealt

Thus, the strength of one

(3)

with

This suggests that simulation and

effectively, the analytical power of optimizing

optimization should be considered as complemen-

techniques (especially mathematical programming)

tary, rather than altbrnative, corporate

and available computing software offer

signif-

modeling approaches.

icant benefits for corporate planning.

Each

desirable to exploit the strengths of both

Where possible, it is

through some form of hybrid model or model system.

optimization model solution corresponds to the
evaluation of an entire set of planning alterna-

The incorporation of heuristics or other

tives and selection of those which best sat-

optimum-seeking routines in computer simulations

isfy the defined performance criteria.

is one possible avenue toward combined use of

Effi-

cient sensitivity and parametric analyses of

simulation and optimization methods in corporate

model assumptions and changing conditions are

modeling.

also possible using the same computational

routines to guide the search for improved solu-

techniques.

tions, thus reducing the amount of human inter-

With this approach, a vast number

This suggests use of computerized

of complex planning alternatives can be evalua-

vention required in favor of defined, systematic

ted and priorities can be assigned with a frac-

search procedures.

tion of the effort required for equivalent

seeking routine does not guarantee that an opti-

analyses using simulation.

mum will be found, nor does it completely

Hybrid Models

eliminate human judgement from the search process,

Several observations about the simulation

Of course, use of an optimum-

but it can speed up the search significantly.

and optimization modeling approaches are jp

Optimum-seeking search techniques and their

order at this point:

applicability to simulation studies in a variety

(1)

Neither modeling approach is ideally

of contexts have been discussed by others( 8,17).

suited for use as a corporate planning tool -

Techniques with particular relevance for corpor-

each suffers from important deficiencies.

ate financial simulation have also been identi-

(2)

fied (6).

Considerable functional complementarity

exists between the two approaches.

A more promising approach is to link cor-

Simulation

offers descriptive power and broad applicability

porate simulation and optimization models in

but often requires extensive analysis; optimi-

a corporate model system( 6,14,21].

zation, on the other hand, offers analytical

primary role of optimization in such a system
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The

is to search, identify, and screen planning

the two stages - therefore permits use of each

alternatives at an aggregate level.

technique to its best advantage in the planning

This

preliminary evaluation may cover a wide range

process.

An operational computer-based corpor-

of possibilities over a multipariod planning

ate planning system which incorporates simula-

horizon using efficient search algorithms and

tion, optimization, and other analytical models

available computer codes.

is described below to illustrate this approach.

The outcome is a

set of preferred investment, operating and

A CORPORATE MODEL SYSTEM
financing alternatives consistent with stated
A major diversified corporation has develplanning objectives and conditions.

A simulaoped and implemented a system of planning models

tion model can then be used to project the
to improve the efficiency with which alterna-

detailed implications of selected optimization
tive combinations of corporate strategies, finresults under sc!acified environmental conditions.

ancing methods, and planning assumptions are
Its role in the planning system is to provide
evaluated.

The modeling system approach was

a more realistic basis for evaluation of a
selected to give maximum flexibility in
limited number of promising alternatives, and
developing a planning support capability conto test the validity of the optimization model
sistent with the scope and complexity of corpor-

results when more detailed considerations are
ate-level planning problems.
incorporated into the analysis.

Experience with

Revised
the system during the past two years has

planning assumptions and parameters resulting
demonstrated both the potential and the oper-

from the simulation can be fed into subsequent
ational feasibility of this approach.
optimization runs to refine the outputs.

Such

Details of the system and its application
a recursive solution approach involving optimin a variety of strategic planning studies have

ization and simulation models has also been
been presented elsewhere [13,141.

This dis-

found useful in other contexts (19j.

cussion will only highlight important system
This combination of simulation and opfeatures, including the respective roles of

timization offers corporate planning support
simulation and optimization techniques.

beyond the capabilities of either technique
System Components
when used alone.

In general, optimization
Following earlier discussions, the key

provides an overall evaluation of available
to effective analytical support of the corporate

planning alternatives; simulation is employed
planning process is not a corporate model, but
to examine those selected in greater detail.
an. integrated planning system.

The system

Partitioning the overall analysis into "macro"
under consideration reflects the corporateand "micro" stages - with iterations between
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level focus, financial orientation, and distant

mination of optimal reallocations of corporate

planning horizon that characterize strategic

resources in response to changes in the planning

planning in most corporations.

environment.

It consists

of five functionally distinct subsystems:
(1)

A large mixed integer mathematical

programming model is the basic element of this

The Information Management Subsystem con-

subsystem, with operating support provided by

trols the flow of information, maintenance of

matrix generation and postoptimal analysis rou-

the planning data base, and interfaces with data

tines.

sources, other system components, and users.

ization objective used thus far for planning pur-

Explicit provision is made for interactive use

poses is maximization of a linear approximation

of the system, including on-line input prepar-

of earings per share over the planning horizon,

ation, run initiation, and output generation

but other performance measures can also be eval-

with a wide range of user options.

uated with the model.

Included in

The most operationally effective optim-

The major planning vari-

the information management subsystem are system

ables are investment and financing alternatives

executive routines, the system data base, and

associated with proposed corporate and planning

conversational input editors and output gener-

unit plans.

ators.

The input editors organize raw planning

data from multiple sources into appropriate data

Corporate activities are subject to

numerous financial and operating restrictions,
I

some imposed by management policy and others by

base files, check for arithmetic and format

external forces.

errors, and compare subsidiary projections with

itly in the optimization model are restrictions

historical data and econometric projections to

on the pattern of earnings per share growth, re-

identify questionable estimates.

The output

Among those represented explic-

turn on assets and equity, corporate funds flow,

generators provide a variety of report options

common financial ratios, short-term debt and

to meet different needs including pro forma

stock transactions.

financial projections, corporate and planning

model contains 700 constraints and 1000 variables,

unit performance summaries, detailed and sum-

including 250 zero-onc variables.

mary optimization model results, and input

model using the Univac 1108 computer typically

error reports.

requires 10 apu minuted to reach the continuous

(2)

The Optimization Subsystem selects an op-

A current version of the

Solution of the

optimum and another 20 cpu minutes to find the

timal set of funds sources and investments sub-

mixed integer optimum.

ject to a complex set of financial, legal, and

solutions using, the previous optimal basis

operating limitations at both the corporate and

require about 5 additional cpu minutes.

planning unit levels.

Subsequent mixed integer

It.also permits testing
(3)

of the robustness of proposed plans and deter-
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The Simulation Subsystem performs a deter-

ministic financial simulation for predesignated

and subjective management evaluations of possible

corporate and planning unit strategies.

future conditions.

Like

These distributions are then

most corporate financial simulation models, it

used to estimate confidence limits for various

operates on accepted financial accounting

corporate profit levels.

variables and relationships.

Options are

A pessimistic estimate,

called the minimum income level, is derived for

provided for evaluating any desired combinations

every strategy and is incorporated in the optim-

of organizational groupings, corporate and

ization analysis.

planning unit investment proposals, acquisitions,

a portfolio analysis approach to evaluate the

divestments, and financial strategies.

risk-return characteristics of the corporate

The

The Business Mix Model applies

simulation converts all funds to a common

plan and determine corporate asset allocations

currency, reflects all internal and external

which maximize expected returns at different

funds flows, finances funds deficits from a

risk levels.

corporate pool, incorporates proposed acquisi-

System Application

tions and divestments, and computes consolida-

In essence, the subsystems described above

ted corporate and planning un..t financial

constitute a specialized computer-based manage-

statements.

ment information system with extensive analyti-

The financial consolidation

usually requires less than 30 cpu seconds

cal capabilities.

using a Univac 1108 computer.

tool derives from the integration of diverse,

(4)

The Econometric Subsystem provides projec-

Its power as a

planning

but complementary, planning models with user-

tions of national and industry economic condi-

oriented Information storage and handling

tions for use in testing the reasonableness

features.

of planning unit projections and in preparing

through logical input-output linkages in system

simulation and optimization model inputs.

operation.

Cur-

This integration is accomplished

Each of the subsystems and component

rent econometric support for the system is

models can be operated independently from the

purchased from a commercially available fore-

rest of the system, but this is not typically
done.

(1115:tinTghes::::

Analysis Subsystem is designed

The planning data base is the primary inter-

to provide insights into the variability in-

face between subsystem models and is therefore

herent in planning estimates.

the most important system link.

consists of two models.

It currently

The Profitability

With few

exceptions, subsystem inputs and outputs flow

Profile Model is designed to project perfor-

through the data base, where they can be

mance distributions for planning units based

accessed in response to direct inquiry or for

on econometric forecasts, historical data,

further processing within the system.
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Economet-

ric forecasts, for example, are stored in the

Applications of the corporate modeling

data base for input editing and strategy for-

system have included a wide variety of periodic

mulation purposes.

and ad hoc planning studies.

Inputs to the Optimization Subsystem in-

Periodic studies

are conducted at regular intervals (e.g., the

clude detailed information on proposed planning

annual planning cycle) and typically relate

strategies, available funds sources, and con-

to planning decisions involving the full scope

straint 'limits.

of corrate activity.

The latter are established

Ad hoc studies, on the

by management or are determined through studies

other hand, are conducted in response to problems

involving the Risk Analysis Subsystem models.

or opportunir.es (e.g., ...11 unexpected change In

The investment and financing strategies

international exchange rates) which require

selected in the opt"ization analysis are

evaluation prior to the next periodic planning

stored in the data ...ase for report preparation

review.

and further analysis using the Simulation and

all system components and begin with careful

Risl, Analysis Subsystems.

input editing and preparation of the system

In view of the

Periodic studies typically involve

approximations inherent in the corporate

data base.

optimization model, of course, these results

alternatives to be considered, the optimization

must be considered as only approximate.

model plays a major role in screening internal

Never-

Because of the vast number of

theless, they represent deiirable, if not.

investment strategies, proposed acquisitions

optimal, selections from among the vast

and divestments, and financing opportunities.

number available for consideration.

Ad hoc studies typically require only minor

These

selected strategies are obviouP candidate:

modifications of the system data base and rely

for more careful evaluation using the Simula-

more heavily upon simulation of the implica-

tion Subsystem.

tions of particular problems or opportunities.

In contrast to the optimiza-

tion model, the simulation model requires
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
few simplifying assumptions and thus provides
Corporate simulation models will no doubt
a more realistic test of strategy implications.
play an increasingly important role in corporate
For example, the simulation model computes
planning during the 1970's.

Applications to

corporate earnings per share quite precisely
date have demonstrated that models can assist
for any selected set of strategics; the optimin improving both the process and practice of
ization model can only approximate this
planning in a wide variety of contexts, and
figure because of the non-linear effects of
the number of models in use or under developexpansion and contraction in the common stock
ment is increasing rapidly.

Hos/ever, the vast

pool.

majority of corporate models in use today are
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limited to deterministic "case study" simulations of selected planning alternatives.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of an attempt
to develop a general simulation program for
the study of the utilization and allocation
of resources in the university environment.
The problem area examined covers the use of
both physical and human resources. The
simulation program was written in GPSS 1100.

Introduction

a specific problem and as such are great-

The use of Simulation as a technique
for the examination of the interactive

ly limited in their application.

The lack of generality in simulation

aspects of the operation of physical

programs has tended to foster a large

systems has increased greatly within the

degree of duplication of effort. While

past few years. The vast majority of

many unique situations may exist in which

these simulations are designed to attack

specialized simulation programs are
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appropriate, there also exist a large

which there is sufficient student enroll-

number of similiar systems which can

ment and for which there are available

benefit from the development of general-

both the required physical and human

ized simulation models. The university

resources, can be offered. The enrollment

system is an environment in which the

limit for each class level is established

basic elements are relatively stable

by the university on the basis of funds

from institution to institution. The

available and alternate demands on the

simulation model developed for a general

resources. The work time for the university

university situation would, with certain

system is also a function of the type of

modifications, be expected to hold for

students enrolled in the system. Addi-

other universities. Based on this assump-

tionally, this relationship influences

tion, the authors have attempted to

both the time and amount of resource

develop a general model for the study of

utilization.

the university resource utilization
Desirable Characteristics of the Program
problem. The results of this effort are
The basis of any generalized simulathe context of this paper.

tion program is the ability of multiple
Description of the Physical System

users to utilize the program with only

The program presented in this paper

minor sybtem changes. To accomplish the

simulates the physical university

objective of program generalization, the

environment presented in Figure 1. This

following characteristics were included

environment consist of the physical

in the program:

facilities, including the classrooms and

1. A relatively simple and easy

the support facilities, and the human

method of data input.

resources of the university staff. The

2. A choice of output options.

basic problem is to examine the alloca-

3. The ability to vary the discrete

tion and utilization of the available

control distributions.

resources under various system conditions.

Each potential c:azs in the basic

4. The ability to change system
control limits within a simula-

university system must function within

tion run.

the available student tnd resource limits.

These characteristics tend to provide

Therefore, of all potential couLses to be

a program with the flexibility required

offered by the university, only those in

of a general model.
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Model Description

7. Course classrom allocation is

In describing the simulation model,

made on the basis of the number

the following areas will be discussed:

of students in.the course and the

model assumptions, programming language

classroom range into which the

and computer requirements, unique features

course falls.

,

model inputs, model outputs, and model

Programming Language and Computer
execution.

Requirements
Model Assumptions

A general flow diagram of the simula-

The following assumptions have been

tion program is presented in Figure 2.

made in the development of the university

The program is written in GPSS 1100 for

simulation model:

the UNIVAC 1108 computer. The number of

1. Class length is one hour.

FUNCTIONS, and MATRIX SAVEVALUES required

2. Any class which does not have a

is dependent on the size of the system to

required number of students en-

be-simulated.

rolled or which cannot find

The program is currently set up to

available space, will not be

run in the 48K partition on the 1108

offered.

computer. However, as the size of the

3. Classroom space and instructor

system to be simulated is increased, the

personnel are allocated on a

core required for the program will also

first come first serve basis.

increase.

However, allocation on a priority

Unique Features of the Program
basis is possible.

In developing this simulation model,
4. All control distributions are

it became apparent that the greatest
discrete in nature.

problem to be overcome was the require5. The utilization of support

ment for the vast number of transactions
facilities, that is, administra-

generated in the university environment.
tive, laboratory, and computaThe approach taken to overcome this
tional facilities, is separate
problem was the use of a carrier transacfrom the utilization of class-

tion which served the same function as
rooms and instructors.

the normal flow transactions. As a result
6. The daily operating time of the
; the initial portion of the program took
university is variable.
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the following form:

simulations may be run in this manner.

*

Model Inputs
*

DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS

*

ENROLLED IN EACH SPECIALTY

As stated previously all model inputs
can be provided through the use of the
ZZZ

ADVANCE
INITIAL and FUNCTION cards.

SPECNU VARIABLE X$TOTNU*FN$SPEC.PROB
It is assumed that sufficient data

MSAVEX SPEC1(P$PAR1,1),V$SPECNU

is available to provide for discrete

LOOP PAR1,ZZZ

distributions in the following areas:
1. Total number of students enrolled.

A single transaction performs the

2. Percentage of students at each

calculations for all specialities in the

class level, i.e., junior,senior,

system. The enrollment in each special-

etc.

ity is determined on the basis of a

3. Percentage of students in each

discrete probability function inputed at

speciality.

program initiation.

4. Percentage of each type of

Another unique feature of the pro-

student, i. e., full time,

gram is that all program inputs are

part time, etc.

provided by either the INITIAL or the

5. Distribution of class types and

FUNCTION statements. A description .f the

sizes.

input procedure will be provided in a

6. Distribution of course size

later section of this-paper.

requirements.

To provide for multiple simulations

7. Distribution of instructor

of a number of semesters,the program can

requirements.

be utilized with a RESET card as shown

8. Distribution of support require-

below:

ments.

The INITIAL card inputs involve such
START 1

factors as:

RESET

1. Class size limit.

START 1

2. Work hour limits.
3. Classroom definitions.

A system printout will be provided

4. Instructor definitions.

for each START card. Any number of basic

5. Speciality course definitions.
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The program output requires a

The discrete function is then input-

MSAVEX, matrix savevalue, definition for

ed to the program, in a FUNCTION statement

each classroom. The definition takes the

as follows:

following form:
RANGE

INSTRUCTOR DEFINITIONS

*

FUNCTION,D V$CALC,
1
.45,2 .65,3 .85,4 1.0,5

MATRIX SMITH(8,5),JONES(8,5)

The major portion of the simulation

CLASSROOM DEFINITIONS

*

model consist of a schedule update
MATRIX EN315(8,5),EN215(8,5)

sequence based on a series of indirect

*

At the beginning of each simulation,
the instructor and classroom schedule are

assignment blocks. The assignment of a
classroom name takes the following form:
*

reset to zero.

ASSIGN PAR17,*CLASS.NAME

*

*

INITIAL SMITH(1-8,1-5),0/
JONES(1-8,1-5),0

where CLASS.NAME is a name valued function

*

containing the utilization distribution
INITIAL EN315(1-8,1-5),0/
EN215(1-8,1-5),0

for the classrooms.

The hour at which the classroom is

*

to be used is specified as follows:

The possible courses which may be
*

offered are also supplied by INITIAL
ASSIGN PAR16,FN$TIME

cards.

where TIME is a numeric valued function

INITIAL INDEN(1,1),4133/
INDEN(2,1),4211

containing a discrete distribution relat-

*

ing to the hours of the day during which

Classroom size limits are specified

the classroom will be available.

in range values as follows:
Range

Size

1

Model Outputs
Cummulative Freq.

The outputs from the simulation pro-

10

.05

gram are composed of the following:

2

10

20

.45

3

20

50

.65

50

100

.85

100

250

1.00

4

5

.s

1. A master schedule for each
speciality showing:

a) Course number.
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b) The instructor who is teach.

The use of indirect referencing

ing the course.

allows for the use of any number of class-

c) The credit hours for the

rooms without model modification. The

course.

instructor schedules are updated in a

d) The number of students enroll1

similiar manner, however, the instructor

ed in the course.

selection process is based on a specialty

e) The classroom utilized.

selection process. An example of the spec-

f) The time of day at which the

ialty selection process is as follows:

course is to be offered.

Type

Instructors

2. A schedule for,each classroom.

1

Jones, Smith, ,Eldin

3. A schedule for each instructor.

2

Jones, Brown, Daniel

4. A listing of all nonscheduled

3

Brown, Smith

4

Eldin, Brown

courses.

5. A listing of all request for

The selection sequence for the above in-

support services.

puts is as follows:

This output may be restricted or

expanded through the use of the PRINT

ASSIGN PAR18,MX$*PAR6(PSPAR5,2)

option.

ASSIGN PAR19,*INST.FUNCT
Model Execution

ASSIGN PAR30,FN$*PAR19

The program has been setup to simu-

ASSIGN PAR20,*INSTRUCT

late on a semester basis with the number
of semesters to be simulated as a user

The above sequence will select an

option. The simulation takes the form of

instructor of the required type and will

multiple schedule modifications as

ready his schedule for update. All out-

follows:

puts are in the form of name valued attributes. This option provides for easy

*

*

UPDATE CLASSROOM SCHEDULES

simulation analysis.

MSAVEX *PAR17(P$PAR16,1),PSPAR7

Analysis

MSAVEX *PAR6(P$PAR5,6),P$PA-

The university simulation model was

R16

developed in order to study the interacMSAVEX *PAR17(P$PAR16,5),P$PAR7

tive aspects of the university schedul'ng
and resource allocation problems.'The
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model was designed in such a manner that

of the support activity.

systeM input data and model operating

The procedure for comparing two

sequence could be altered without an

alternative systems is based on simula-

alteration of the basic model itself. In

tion runs utilizing the same random

the process of developing the model the

number base. The system outputs may be

following options were considered:

compared on either a direct utilization

1. A calculation of the utilization

basis or on the basis of the system

of the university personnel and

scheduling sequence.

facilities.

Conclusions

This option was factored into the
The university simulation model pre-

model, however, the feasibility
sented in this paper provides the basic
of calculating a utilization rate
structure for an effective method of
for university personnel was
analysis of the dynamic university system.
found to be lim_ted. This limita-

The system outputs are provided in a form
tion developed due to the multiple
which can easily be analyzed.
aspects of the instructor's work

The main limitation of the program
load.

is in the area of the required supporting
2. A projection analysis and forediscrete distributions. If sufficient
casting system was examined for
data is available the basic model should
use in the area of instructor and
be applicable to any university system.
classroOm definitions.

When a let e system is to be simula3. Several methods were examined for
ted it is recommended that the user utiuse in the study of the support
lize a data tape for inputs rather than
and service facilities of the
standard punched cards.

university. The method which was
The model presented in this paper
finally factored into the model
is intended to illustrate that the techprovides the following data:
nique of simulation can provide a
a) A listing of all request for

valuable tool in the study of the universupport along with the type
sity system. While for the factors conof support requested.

sidered the basic model does provide a
b) A tabulation of the number of

general simulation basis, there are cerrequest for each support faciltain unique system characteristics which
ity along with the durations
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may be required in each application. It
is believed that the options provided in
the simulation program will allow for the
consideration of these unique features
without major program changes.
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RATE-REVENUE-COST OF SERVICE SIMULATION OF A NATURAL GAS UTILITY

D. JeNfrey Blumenthal

On-Line Decisions, Inc.

ABSTRACT

A major midwestern utility was faced with the dilemma of increased demands for natural

gas energy while the supplies of natural gas were diminishing. Questions on how to
meet seasonal or off-peak demands, how to utilize underground storage, and how much

new supply would be required to eliminate waiting lists for residential customers were
typical of the problems confronting this utility. In addition, the cost of service due to

inflation and pipeline cost adjustments indicated that this company should perhaps request a general rate increase and required substantial calculations in the PGA (Purchase
Gas Adjustment) area.

A set of linked models was built for this utility to answer these questions. The models
conside

h- areas of rate, revenue, cost of gas, PGA, and income.

Each model

could be run independently of the others; however, all could be linked to provide an
integrated planning system for the utility. The models were implemented in a conversational mode on a time-shared computer and allowed the model users to interactively

vary rate structaes, pipeline contract terms and alternative sources of supply over a
five-year planning horilon.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, natural gas has beer considered

still several years off. A proposed pipeline

as an inexpensive source of energy. In addi-

from the north slope of Alaska would represent

s a conse-

a considerable capital investment on the part of

quence, the demand for natural gas energy has

a pipeline company. Liquefied natural gas from

reached all-time highs. The traditional peak

the Middle East has been suggested for allevia-

demand period for natural gas has been the

ting some of the demand requirements on-the

winter space heating season. However, because

Eastern Seaboard. No doubt a combination of

of the non-polluting aspects of natural gas

all of these alternatives is possible. Investor-

energy, electric power generating companies

owned public utilities are regulated either by

have placed off season or summer demands on

the Federal Power Commission or by a statewide

natural gas energy. Many companies have

organization. Servicing an area rapidly growin

constructed under-ground storage facilities for

in population, a major midwest natural gas

servicing the peak winter heating season de-

utility was faced with finding supplies of new ,

mands. Most natural gas utilities, therefore,

more expensive gas. The company was also in-

have a variety of alternatives on how or to

volved in major investments in underground

whom they should sell natural gas. The supply

storage facilities. With increased investments

of natural gas, on the other hand, has remaihed

in plant and equipment, would a rate increase be

relatively constant for the last several years,

justified? How fast would the company recoup

resulting in an apparent shortage of natural g,..s

additional costs of the more expensive gas?

in the past several winter heating seasons.

What new supplies would be required to elimi-

New supplies or potential new sources of

nate waiting lists and satisfy the off-peak

natural gas appear to be considerably more ex-

demands of power generating companies? The

ptmsive than existing ones. New processes,

answers to these quest.ons were not readily

such as coal gasification, represent a poten-

available. Moreover, in seeking answers, the

tial energy source. However, their impact is

company uncovered an additional problem--

tion, it is virtually nonpolluting.

,
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that of varying internal forecasts. Marketing

utilities today, is in the areas of rates and re-

based its figures on one set of assumptions,

venues and the operating costs. These areas

while Operations worked on yet another. The

require additional detail to answer "what if"

Treasurer's group at headquarters was assigned

questions, necessary for computer simulation.

to reconcile these forecasts into a unified oper-

Cons tuently, a top level planning system was

ations plan. In spite of earlier failure at model-

developed for this utility illustrated in Figure 1,

ing , the company felt that simulation models

and consisting of five separate operating modules.

r.

could be useful in consolidating ,;iese forecasts
The basic design was developed during a oneand developing a unified operating plan which

month initial Phase E study, consisting of interwould answer questions concerning alternative

,

views with key executives within the organiza-

supply sources, sales to customers on waiting

tion. Data availability and traditional forecast-

lists, and off-peak demand sales.

ing methods were also studied at the time. The
OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL SYSTEM

result of Phase I was the five module system to

and cost of service area for

Most utilities normally function in four opera-

simulate-ti'

tional areas. These are;

this utility by .months over a time horizon of five

1.

Rates and revenues

2.

Operating costs

3.

Construction and capital budgeting

4.

Financing

years.
The Rate Module isolated the smallest definable
element of revenue to the company. Customers

were classified by the rate schedule utilized,
A fifth area, that of consolidation, is also

their particular revenue class, such as residennecessary. Ogden (Reference 1) discussed the_

tial space heating, and by billing method. The
problem of modeling these particular areas and
primary pL,pose of the Rate Module was to

illustrated the types of questions and data redetermine the actual therms sold and the base
quired.

dollars of revenue generated in each of these
The needs for the company under discussion

elements,

here, however, and for most operating gas

The Revenue Module took the therms sold from
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-ip

the Rate Module a.,d determined ..he therm send-

The Income Module served to consolidate the re-

out--the actual number of therms distributed in

venue and cost dollars to arrive at a simple in-

a particular me :.h. The sendo. is related, but

come statement. Some of the outputs were an

not equivalent to the therms actually billed.

earnings statement and a return on the rate base.

In adriiiion, the revenue model added various
TECHNIOUES USED IN MODEL CONSTRUCTTON

adjustments such aF purchased gas adjustment
As

rationed earlier, one of the basic outputs of

(PGA) and various state and municipal taxes to
the Rate Model was the forecast of therm

the base dollar revenue.

consumption. For certain elements, that is,
The Cost of Gas Module was primarily concern -

rate-revenue class-bill basis, only a small

ed with pipeline contract purchases and various

number of customers were involved and here

injections and withdrawals from the company's

forecasting therms sold was done by simple

own underground storage. The company utilized

extrapolation of past data. In a preponde-ance

several methods of inventorying storage gas.

of cases, however, a large number of customers

The model valued inventory to arrive at a total

would be represented by a particular rate ele-

gas distributed figure. The model, of course,

ment. Here, therm use.,was forecast by breaking

evaluated precise pipeline purchases and the

out the average use per customer and multiplying

cost of those purchases to be used by the PGA

by the number of customers.

model. New, as well as existing sources,
This breakout of the number of customers was

were considered.
extremely useful in simulating a waiting list of
The _PGA module duplicated the actual PGA cal-

various types of service. The model user could

culations. The cost of purchases for twelve of

vary the number of customers to suit the avail-

the past thirteen months was compared to a

ability of gas.

base cost. The difference was amortTsed by
Forecasting the average use per-customer, on
formula to a rate per therm. Six major PGA

the other hand, was more difficult. In the

rates were calculated in this module. These
majority of cases, the amount of usage by_a_
rates were then fed back to the Revenue Module

particular customer is variable both with the

for calculation of total dollar revenue.

respect to time. In fact, the largest class of
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natural gas users were those whose usage de-

twelve months points, then the oldest term was

pend heavily on weather, i.e., space heating

dropped out and a new term added. By repeatedly

customers.

doing the regression, one could take the resulting figures for base use and use per degree day

FiVre 2 illustrates the relationship between
and extrapolate trends in their growth. The
daily therm usage and outside temperature for
model allowed the user to assume various growth

a typical residential space heating customer.

rates in both the base use and the use per degree
The figure illustrates the relatively nonlinear

day.
behavior of usage versus temperature. A simple
transformation of data allows the curve to be

To calculate the base dollars of revenue was

broken into two approximately linear sections.

perhaps the most complicated of the forecasting

This is done by defining what is known as the

formulas used in the model system. A typical

d,,,:ee day. By performing a linear regression

rate schedule as illustrated by Figure 3, explains

of usage against degree days, one can deter-

the techniques used for the majority of cases

mine the base use as the intercept, and the

which depicts a space heating rate.

slope as the use per degree day. Figure 2
Shown in figure 3 is the base dollars of revenue

illustrates this regression line.
to a z ..-ticular customer, based on the total

In actual fact, however, the problem is not

amount of therms that customer uses within a

quite that simple. As can be seen in Figure 2,

particular month. The figure illustrates that the

breaking the curve into two linear segments

rate schedule consists of a series of piece-wise

does not match up over the entire range. The

linear segments, each one known as a block.

basic departure of the regression line from

Since a straight line can be represented by two

actual usage occurs at both ends of the temper-

points, an intercept and a slope, it is possible

ature curve.

to relate the dollars of base revenue as a function of therm within any particular block by such

To isolate temporal effects from the basic

two numbers. If all customers utilized the same

weather effects, the linear regression of

amount of gas, the base dollars of revenue

average usage per customer as a function of

could be simply calculated by taking the revenue

degree days was performed on a twelve month

per customer times the number of customers,

rolling basis. A regression was performed for
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where the revenue Per customer could be com-

integral of infinite range is quite hard to simu-

puted from a fixed plus a variable component,

late.

depending on usage multiplied by the number of

One's first impulse, is to limit the range of the

therms. This, of course, can be easily recogintegration. However, virtually any limitation

nized as a simple linear regression. Indeed, reusually excludes the one oddball customer

gression is often utilized for calculating basic
extremely far out on the usage curve, and it is
revenue as a function of average therms used.

precisely this customer generating high use, who
However, all customers don't utilize the same

represents large dollar revenues.

amount of gas. Figure 4 illustrates bill density,
basically a distribution of the number of

To get around this problem, an alternative formu-

customers utilizing a specific number of therms.

lation can be developed. This is done by con-

The particular shape of the curve, of course,

sidering the percentage of the total number of

varies from month to month and depends a great

therms which are sold in a particular block.

deal on the type of service offered. Bill den-

Since all but the last block end at a finite number

sity, or bill frequency analysis, as it is some-

of therms, it is-possible to calculate the total

times called, is performed by most utilities.

number of therms used in all, except the last

Consequently, curves of the type in Figure 4,

block. The remainder, of course, i= then

are often readily available. Once such a curve

allocated to the final block so that the infinite

has been defined, it is possible to calculate

integral never has to be evaluated. To calculate

the base dollar revenue. If

the number of therms used in a particular block,

(3.2) f (t)dt = number of customers using t to

one defines what is known as an ogive. The

t + dt therms then, if we let r(t) represent the

ogive, or commodity distribution, is defined by

revenue from the rate structure, (3.3) r(t) =

(.?,.5)

a

G(x) =V: tf (t)dt + xcf(t)dt

.1".i

base revenue/customer using t therms

G(x) represents the total number of therms sold

then the revenue can be calculated as

in t.ie blocks 0 to X therms. It consists, basi-

(3.4) Revenue =5,o r (t) f(t) dt

cally, of two parts, the first part containing all
those therms sold to customers whose usage

While very attractive from a theoretical point of

terminated in the block 0 to X. This is representview, Equation 3.4 is not very useful from a
ed as the integral from 0 to X of a particular

practical point of view. For one thing, an
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therm level times the number of customers In

a particular customer and relate them to the

that level integrated from 0 to X. For customers

average for the entire therm usage. As en ex-

whose bills terminate beyond the block 0 to X,

ample, a customer utilizing 150 therms in a

their total usage is simply X times the number of

particular month, where the average customer

customers whose bills fall outside of that range.

utilized 75 therms, would be-normalized to a

Although the second integral appears to be of

therm usage of 150 divided by 75, or 2. A rather

infinite range, it should be recognized that the

surprising result of this normalization is to

number of customers whose bills do not termi-

remove the effects of weather from the ogive and

nate between0 and X therms is equal to the

bill density. The utility under study constructed

total number of customers less those whose bills

distributions for each rate and revenue class on

do, in fact, terminate between 0 and X: Con-

a monthly basis. The advantage of using an

sequently, one can avoid performing the infinite

ogive is obviously that one can examine both

integration. The ogive corresponding to the bill

changes in a particular rate in a particular

density illustrated by Figure 4, is shown in

block or the changing of individual block

Figure 5. The use of ogives is discussed in

sizes.

most introductory texts on rate making funda-

any rate case preparation.

mentals. However, a particularly good treat-

model constructed for this utility could, of

ment, one which is correct in mathematical

course, examine various rate changes and pre-

terms, is given in Reference 2. There are

pare the basic data needed for rate analysis.

several normalizations which can be performed

However, ogives prepared on past data are only

on the bill density and ogive distribution. The

history. If one can assume that basic distribu-

first of the;:e normalizations is to express the

tion of customer usage remains constant, then

number of customers or number of therms; that

utilizing an experimentally observed ogive may

is, representing the functions f(t) and G(x) as

Such analyses are essential for
The

fine for the forecasting problem. However,

a number ranging be veen 0 and 1. This

where It is expected that the density will change

normalization makes the bill density and ogive

its shape; that is, skew one way or the other,

Curves correspond roughly to probability

depending on the types of customers brought on,

densities and distributions. A second normali-

then it is necessary to gse techniques other

zation used is- to translate the therms used ny

than the experimentally obst.srvad ogive to
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calculate the revenue. A technique utilized in

effect of various distribution changes in the types

this model was to take a curve such as illustrat-

of customers utilizing a particular rate.

ed in Figure 4 and represent it by a mathemat-

the relatively large number of assumptions and

ically defined probability density function. For

smoothings of data, beginning with the degree

instance, Figure 4 was found to be similar to

day-average use relationships and culminating

the gamma-1 probability density function

in the use of the gamma function to express

(Reference 3). The game density is a large

customer den.,..uy, the overall error, in both

family of two parameter distributions. Since the

therms forecasted and basic dollars revenue for

bill density is normalized to unit mean, a two

the basic revenue elements, did not exceed one

parameter distribution will have one remaining

half of one percent in total.

Despit"

parameter, the variance, for adjustment. By
The therms used by each of the revenue elements
changing the variance, the gamma distribution

served as a basic input to the revenue model,
could be skewed to the right or left and vary its

whose first function was to calculate actual

shape over a considerable range.

therm sendout. For customers billed bimonthly,
The company's existing bill frequency analysis

a bill would represent sendout extending back

program was modified to plot curves similar to

into the past two months. If one assumes that

Figur-

..) and 4, as well as giving the normal-

customers are billed uniformly throughout the

ized ogive at 100 selected points and calculat-

month, one arrives at what is commonly known

ing what value of the variance to use in the

as the 25-50-25 rule, indicating that, of tip1

gamma-1 density function. In audition to the

therms billed in a particular month, 25% of them

gamma-1 density, a pareto distribution and

were sent out in that month, 50% from the pre-

several single ,

vious mon.'

.meter density functions were

and 25% in the month prior to that.

also made available to the program, including

For monthly billing basis customers, the rule is

exponential, uniform and the triangular density

50-50. Certain customers' usage could be

functio ...

identified exactly in the month in which it was

sent out. These are typically major power

With this added flexibility, a model could be

generation companies whose meter is read at the

used not only to analyze changes in the rates

end of a particular month, every month, and the

and the blocking size, bi . also examine the

sendout corresponds exactly with billed therms.

&
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The cost of gas module was used to evaluate

what gas they can to customers and pumping the

pipeline purchases and cost out the dollar value

remainder in or out of storage, as the case may

of service for a particular accounting period. It

be.

also provided a forecast for pipeline purchases
The cost of gas module handled two factors in-

to be used in the purchased gas adjustment

volved with the underground storage. The first ,

calculation. At the present time, all pipeline
that of inventory, was accounted on a layer by

purchases are done on contract, using what is
layer basis, using the LIFO method. The model
known as

.:wo-part rate schedule. The cost to

could duplicate the-accounting relationship re-

the utility of a particular quantity of gas is
quired to perform the LIFO evaluation. However,
broken down into demand and commodity charges.
company-owned underground storage was lumped

The demand charge is based on the maximum

into one massive underground pool, whereas, in
allowable daily draw of gas from a particular

fact, the company, itself, utilized six separate

pipeline, whereas commr.Jit,' charge is a variunderground storage facilities. The Lodel would
able charge, depending on thr number or units
take the sendout coming from the revenue section,
withdrawn from the pipeline. Stiff penalties are

compare it with pipelinr ?urchases, and compute

also included in the rate. Tnese penalty charges
a net infection or withdrawal figure for underprevent a particular utility from withdrawing a

ground storage. This figure was compared with

greater quantity of gas than that specified in
guidelines used to establish maximum injection
the demand charge.
and withdrawal rates from underground storage.

The net effect of the two-part pric
utility to withdraw virtually all o,

Needless to say, however, since all storage

forces the

fields were lumped into a single storage field,

a demand

quantity gas. Doing this achieves the lowest

considerable judgment was allowei on the part of

cost per unit figure. The ratio of actual pipe-

the model operator on whether or not such in-

line withdrawals over the contract demand

jection or withdrawals were indeed realistic or

quantity is known as the load factor. Most

even physically possible.

utilities operate at a load factor approaching
One additional feature of the model was its
very nearly 100%. By utilizing underground

ability to perform the energy and pressure adjust-

storage facilities, it,is possible for co.panies
ment factors. Most pipeline withdrawals and
to maintain a virtual 100% load factor, selling
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injection rates were computed in units of

month does not go by where there is no change in

thousands of cubic feet of gas purchased, with-

the PGA. The actual PGA calculation, itself,

drawn, or injected in storage. Gas, however,

takes the established purchases from the cost of

is normally sold on a therm or energy content

gas module and assumes a 100% factor to the

basis.

pipeline. That is to say, the consumer of the
gas does not become penalized if the utility does

Consequently, the model would adjust gas presnot utilize 100% of its available demand gas.
sure to normal athmospheric pressure and adjust
the energy content based on the number of therms

Month to m. _ith variations are smoothed out by

per thousand cubic feet. Although of not great

considering twelve of the past thirteen months.

significance, the energy content of gas has

The cost of this period is averaged and compared

varied a few percent during the past several

to the base rate figure. The difference then goes

years. Needless to say, the computer simula-

into the PGA rate per therm to be sent to the rev-

tion model performed this annoying calculation

enue model. To handle the effect of pipeline in-

without very much trouble. The purchased gas

creases occuring in midmonth, a spr. _ding factor

adjustment model performed an involved calcu-

was used to establish a modified PGA rate. Six

lation used to adjust the cost of gas above a

separate PGA rates were computed by this model

given established cost. If, for example, natural

and passed to the Revenue Model. In addition

gas from the pipeline cost $.C7 per therm, and

to calculating sendout, the Revenue Model added

5.05 per therm was the established base price,

the previously calculated PGA rate times the

then the utility was allowed to charge a basic

number of therms sold to the base dollars of rev-

$.02 per therm PGA or purchased gas adjust-

enue. Because the Revenue Model considered

ment. The PGA allows the public utility to keep

therms billed, it was necessary to allocate,

pace with pipeline price increases. Historically,

using a spreading formula, the PGA rate over the

most pipelines and utilities have been heavily

past several months to compute an average PGA

regulated so that prices, themselves, change

rate for a particular rate and revenue class.

only infrequently. However, pipelines have an

Taxes, such as municipal service taxes, proporadjustment factor similar tc those in effect by
tional to revenue dollars, were also computed in

the publiq utility. Hence, changes in price
the revenue model. The revenue dollar figure
from the pipeline can occur almost daily and a
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was then passed over to the Income Model.

relatively simple in terms of discreet events. In
accounting, closing the books occurs once per

The basic purpose of the income module, simplest

accounting period. The time horizon of the mo.ctel

in this system, was to consoliaate the revenue

was five years by months. Consequently, the
dollars and the

st dollars, adding other factors
models, themselves, will run 60 times, once for

to get an income and earnings per share and a

each month of the five-year planning horizon.

return on the rate base. The income model
Fortran subprograms on the On-Line Decisions'

served primarily as a report generator.
Operating System took care of the time variation

-in the data.

Income taxes, per share earnings, and return on

the rate base were virtually all the calculations
Time sharing was chosen for two basic reasons:

performed in this particular model. Many of the

to insure availability of the operating system,

factors were left as inputs. Major areas not inand to heighten the degree of interaction required

cluded in the income model were the capital
to run a particular simulation model.

budgeting, capital expenditure area and the
financing area.

The models had very few decision rules programmed into them since they were not optimizing

IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

models. The project's goal was to allow middle
The system of models was Implemented in

management to actively interrogate the models to
Fortran using the GPOS package of On-Line

answer "what

' questions. In this instance,

Decisions, Inc. and runs on a time-shared
the model builders and model users were
computer in a highly conversational manner.

different individuals. Because of their highly
There were several reasons for choosing this

interactive nature, the models were easy to
type of an operating environment: the scientific-

build, but hard to run. The person who ran the
algebraic nature of the revenue, bill frequency
models was required to interpret the results and

calculations, as well as he availability of a
decide on an appropriate course, of action, i.e.,
large number of subroutines and subprograms for
modify the input_ data appropriately. Because of

data referencing in GPOS.. Though Fortran

the dichotomy between builders and users,
appeared to be the best language, programming

considerable effort was put into designing the

was not a key factor. Since they were based on
appropriate interface for the nontechnical user.

an accounting system, the models were
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The GPOS package handled most of the conver-

small changes in the -input variables and noting

sational programming within the model system.

the effect on key model outputs.

To validate the model, it was decided that two
The GPOS system had this sensitivity capability

years of actual data would be placed into the
already programmed within it. After initi

fore-

system and the results compared with actual recasts and alternatives had been run through the

sults. In the PGA area, it was noted that arithmodels, a shift in emphasis in the models began
metic errors had been made in certain instances.

to be observed. For example, since the PGA
Once detected, accounting would input reconcilmodule duplicated the hand calculations used in

ing items to offset these previous calculation
the PGA calculations, the module began to be

errors.
employed by the people within that section to

Needless to say, to modal the randomness of

check their own calculations.

human error making was a difficult task. Pro-

In addition, although the model did answer the

visions were made, however, to include

questions concerning the rate-revenue-alterreconciling items in many of the key areas. All

native source of supply questions, the need for
told, the process of validation took approxiother areas soon became apparent.
mately twice as long as the total programming

and implementation phases.

While top management had initiated the project,
they were not involved in the model construction

ACCEPTANCE AND USE

and validation phase. With the introduction of
After model validation, the model data

the working model, "what if" questions and

collectors had to switch hats. Instead of con-

alternative strategies were initially slow in

cerning themselves with data collecting and

coming. However, usage of the system has

analysis, they now had to consider forecasting

averaged approximately 30 hours per month on a

and formulation of alternative strategies to the

connect hour basis. The users fall into approxi-

model.

mately three categories - at the top level, the

To help gain an understanding of the key and

senior financial officer; at the middle manage-

critical relationships, a sensitivity analysis

ment level, the-assistant treasurer; at the staff

was run over most of the variables within the

level, within the financial department, various

model system. This analysis involved placing

planner analysts.
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month period, a course was run to review with.

CONCLUSION

From the time the concept of simulation modeling
had n

middle management .end to present-to top manage-

with initial acceptance to the time when

ment the techniques and results of the previous

the completed modeling system was accepted for

Phase II work.

use, approximately five months had elapsed.
One year has lapsed since the model was
Four men worked almost continously on the pro-

accepted by this utility. The model answers a

ject.

variety of "what if questions almost daily. The
The first month of the project was spent perform-

personnel within the assistant treasurer's staff

ing a feasibility study, specifically indentL ing

are becoming known as "keepers of the model,"

the key areas for modeling, the people who would

and this staff is being given more and more re-

be involved in the modeling project and the types

sponsibility in determining and accepting

of "what if questions that needed to be

str-tegies in meeting future operational planning.

answered.

Although the model has been in use for an entire
Phase II required four months to complete with

year, the model is not frozen.

approximately half of this time spei, in techni-

indication. Indeed, a planning model should be

cal specification of the modeling system. The

dynamic and adjust to changing planning condi-

specification period went through existing

tions. The

forecasting methods, analyzed data availability

modelinc system are just now becoming evident.

techniques to be used as to their accuracy and

Coal gasification plants are being constructed

validity, organized the way in which data would

and arctic pipeline contracts are being negotiated.

be input to the model, and the report formats

With the model, utility officers can c.xamine how

coming from the modeling system. The pro-

these new source: of natural gas energy will

gramming phase of the modeling project required

effect the company's operation and insure the

about three weeks to complete and validation,

t.tockholders an adequate return on their invest-

almost six weeks to complete. The'Whole

ment.

exercise of validation was viewed as a training
course for the planner analysts involved in the

collection and usage. At the end of the four
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.a favotable

benefits of this simulation
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A SIMULATED INVESTMENT ANALYSIS FOR
A GAS PIPELINE COMPANY

Hal Miller

Colorado Interstate Gas Company

Abstract

The supply and demand schedules for gas pipeline companies are probabilistic
in form and dynamistic in nature.

These factors, along with the other uncer-

tainties associated with gas supply investment decisions, must be considered
in order to properly evaluate decision alternatives.

These dynamic, uncertain

and interrelated decision elements can be properly evaluated through computer
based simulation, where each element not known precisely is considered as a
random variate, to be simulated.

The manifestation of the resulting simu-

lation model is the expected profit and loss (variance from the perfect
decision) of each investment alternative, evaluated over its anticipated
life.

INTRODUCTION
The populace of the world appears to have an

infamous population explzsion.

insatiable desire for energy, for as people be'-

the century, less than thirty years time, the

come more appreciative of what energy can do for

world's population is expected to be almost

them they utilize ever-increasing quantities of

double What it is now, but world's annual con-

it.

sumption of energy is expected to be almost six

Each child demands more energy in his life-

dy the turn of

time than did his parents and in this quest for

times the present consumption level.

an energy-rich Utopia in which he will be free

consumption in the United Staten is expected to

from limitations prescribed by his physical

be over three times its present leva. 1

Energy

/,

capabilities mankind is creating an energy ex-

William T. Reid, "The Meichett Lecture, 1969 The Energy Explosion," Journal of the Institute
of Fuel, February, 1970.

plosion that is far more staggering than the
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The sheer magnitude of the investment necessary

years. 3

to meet this tremendous growth in demand is

graph in Figure 1, which represents an esti-

going to require a great deal of innovation on

mation, for the U.S., of the future production

the part of energy companies in the formulation

capability of the existing gas supply and the

of investment strategies.

It is going to com-

It becomes readily apparent from the

potential demand for gas, that the gas industry

pel managers to become more cognizant of market

will probably require a consideraole portion of

reaction to higher prices (which-are inevitable)

that $500 billion if it is to remain a viable

and to more effectively evaluate the risks and

element in the energy industry.

uncertainties inherent in these types of invest-

Figure

1

U.S. GAS SUPPLY AND DEMAND

ments.

Trillion Cu ft/yr

This paper concerns a simulation approach in

40

evaluating energy supply investment strategies.

Potential
Demand

30

More specifically, it addresses itself to the
investment -problems currently facing gas pipe-

20

Domestic
Production
From Known
Reserves

line companies.
10

BACKGROUND

Currently, the natural gas industry is pro-

0

viding about one-third of the energy consumed
1965

in the United'States.

1970

1975

1980

1985

The industry has a
Source:

Humble Oil and Refining Company

current investment in plant and equipment of
over $40 billion, or about sixteen percent of

In the past, gas companies have not been greatly

the $250 billion currently invested in the U.S.

concerned with the uncertainties associated with

energy industry as a whole. 2

supply related investments, because most of the

To meet the grow-,

ing energy demands it has been estimated that

risk was carried by ias exploration and pro-

$500 billion will be needed to finance invest-

duction companies and the pipeline company simply

ments by energy companies over the next fifteen

made. its investment after a gas supply was discovered.

Likewise, these companies have not

been overly concerned with market reaction

2"Statistics of Privately Owned Electric Utilities in the United States," Federal Power
Commission, Washington, D.C., December 1971.
"1971 Ozs Facts," -American Gas Association,
Arlington, ra., 1971.
"Annual Financial
Analysis of the Petroleum Industry," The Chase
Manhattan Bank, New York, N.Y., August, 1971.

3Hollis Dole, Assistant Secretary of Interior,
during speech to Financial Analysts Federation,
New York, N. Y., May 1972.
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to price, because the price of gas has histori-

although protected from anotner gas company, is

cally-been low relative to competing fuels and

not protected from invasion fmt another energy

the increase in price resulting from a particu-

form.

lar investment would not have harmed gas'

not a prudent one, the regulatory agencies would

competitive position in the market place.

The

Another is that, if the investment were

not allow full return on that investment.

These

traditional method used by such a company in

two factors are interrelated, for if a company

formulating supply related investment plans

made an investment to fill the projected supply-

generally assumed that, given no production

demand sap and it turned out that gap had nar-

constraint, the company would continue to main-

rowed because of a negative shift in the market

tain its market share.

share, the company would find that it had over-

A comparison of the

future production capability of the company's

invested.

present facilities to the demand resulting from

would be a dilution in the company's overall

the continued market share would provide a fore-

rate of return.

cast of the company's future supply- demand gap,

The consequences, in theory at least,

DISCUSSION

and a determination,would, then, be made of the

Uncertainty is pervasive in the environment of

investment. necessary to fill this gap,

this decision, for investment decisions of a

pipeline company are, by nature, very long in
Because pipeline companies Rre most often reguterm.

The ramifications of such a decision can

lated by some form of governmental agency, they
hardly be known precisely.

Also, the energy

are protected (by either dictate or economies)

situation is changing very rapidly from both
from invasion by another Las company into their
technological and consumption standpoints and
geographic market area.

Also, their rates are
this dynamism further augments the uncertainty.

set to provide for a specific return on investment.

Considering only this, it appears that a

In the analytical approach to this problem the

gas company would have few reservations about

first place uncertainty arises is in the market

making whatever investment deemed necessary to

place.

fill the gap mentioned above.

istic basis and probabilistic confidence limits

Demand cannot be estimated on a determin-

should be used to envelop any demand forecast.
This s'-atement may have been appropriate a few

Directly related to these market uncertainties
years-ago, but the environment acting on this

is the financial risk that the regulators will
type of decision has become so complex as to
not allow. a return on an "over-investment."

The

complettay negate its validity at the present

financial risks, however, are not Bitted to that
time.

The statement neglects two fundamental
of the market place or the rate makers.

points.

One is that a pipeline company's market,
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For

example, the new supply environment requires

(1)

St = So+ K1 (I)
where:

that a portion of a pipeline company's future

capital expenditures be channeled into explor

St = supply for some period (t)

ation of natural gas (traditionally a high risk

So = supply f.:r sme period (t)
if no additional investment
wore made

In addition, a large part of a

investment).

= constant, dependent upon
investment alternative and
vary overtime

typical company's future expenditures will be
for nanconventional gas supplies.

This includes

such thigs as nuclear stimulated gas reserves

Because of the regulated nature of the company

and coal or oil gasification plants to produce
synthetic g:s.

= additional investment

I

with its rates based upon return on investments

The political problems associ

atca wish coal and eil gasification present risks

price could be said to be functionally related to

for these types of investments.

the investment parameter through the following
expression:

The manifestation of all of these interrelating
(I0 + I) K2/St , .5t5 Dt

(2)

elements is that a gas pipeline company has

Pt

+ I) K3/Dt

dynamic probabilistic supply and demand
schedules and in order to properly evaluate

St > Dt

,

where:

supply related investment alternatives these

P

= price per unit volume for
some period (t)

t

dynamic probabilities have to be considered.
I

Theoretical Constructs

= initial investment

o

K2, K

The basic decision variable is, of course, in
vestment.

= constants which reflect
rate of return and cost
of service

It is a discrete variable for there

D
is a limited number of investment alternatives
S

available.

3

Two other variables are considered

= demand fcr some period (t)

t

= supply for some period (t)

t

The demand (Dt) is functionally related to price,
to be directly dependent upon the investment

which is, in turn, related to investment, as
variable -- supply and price.

Supply could be
indicated in expression (2).

TIvi demand variable

said to be fzectionally related to the invest
can be shown to be functionally related to the
ment parameter through the following expression:
other variables as follows:

St

(3)

Dt =

Pz)

St
St
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K4(Pt

K5(Pt

Pz)

,

Pt > Pt
Pt "

Pz

, Pt<

Pz

where:
(4)

(St - Dt)

Pt> Pz

K6 ,

Dt, St and Pt are as before
L =

Ko K5 = constants reflecting
elastici:7 of demand

Pt° Pz

(St - Dt)

= optimum price where
supply and demand are
at the equilibrium
point on the supplydemand schedule

Pz

0

Pt<Pz

K7 ,

where:

St, Dt , Pt
before

, and Pz are as

K6, K7 = constants reflecting
unit losses

The prime objective of management in selecting
specific investment alternatives is, of course,

The expected loss for any particular time (t) can

to maximize profits.

be determined, for each investment alternative,

It can be intuitively

shown that profit, in this instance, is maxi-

as follows:

mized when supply is precisely equal to demand.

+Oa

When supply is less than demand there exists an

(5)

ELt = JIJIL'f(St)'f(Dt)'dStdDt
-oo

opportunity loss, for the firm is not realizing

A present value determination of the expected
the sales volume and the subsequent profit, in

loss of an alternative over the life of the inthe form of return on investment, that it could
vestment can be conducted as follows:
be realizing.

When supply exceeds demand, how-

ever, the firm has apparently drifted, in theory
ELti

(6) EL =

at least, into the situation where it has made

t = 1

ELt is as before

agency will not allow the firm to earn on that

i =annual capital discount factor

Thus, a real loss

occurs, which I term a risk loss.

)

where:

"imprudent" investments and the regulatory

"unnecessary" investment.

1

1+1

n =life of the investment in years

Loss, then,

is variance from the perfect decision - when

The integral in expression (5) can be evaluated

supply and demand are equal.

by Monte Carlo methods using a normal random

In analyzing an

investment alternative both profit and loss have

number generator on the distributions of supply

to be considered.

and demand.

The goal would then be to

select the alternative that optimizes the comBecause of the realz-world dynamism and uncer-

bination of expected profits and expected losses.

tainty, the model developed in this paper is
The profit level of investment alternatives for

stochastic in nature and uses simulation tech-

a pipeline company is the resultant return on

niques to evaluate the system's stochastic

investment.

properties.

An indication of the loss level can

The basis for the simulation is

that esah relevant variable that is being esti-

be determined through the following function:
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mated, or for sore other reason is not known

are simply determined analytically or empiri-

precisely, is considered to be a random vaziate.

cally.

A known, or assumed, probability density

determined density function is that of re-

function is applied to each of these variables

gression equation where the confidence interval

to "simulate" its degree of unknownness (for

is based on the following:

An example of a quantitatively

A2

The model enables the

want of a better word).

(8)

Ver(Y) =011'

2

1 + l+n

user to utilize both subjectively defined den-

(xi -

4

sity functions and quantitatively determined
where:

functions.

= variance of the regression or the
estimatcof the variance of the
errors of observation

As an example of a subjective function, suppose
the value of a particular parameter is estimated

n = number of observations

to be 100 units and the estimator feels that

x = independent variable

there is a 50-50 chance the real value will f.11

xi= observation of independent
variable
x = mean of independent variable

within ± 10 units of that estimate (and the

Var Y = variance of the estimated
dependent variable

associated density function is assumed to be
Since the 90-110 unit interval con-

normal).

The density function in this case would be
tains half the total probability, the probabilnormal witL the mean being the estimate of Y
ity of the true value lying allow) 110 is 25-

from the regression equation and the standard
This means that C79.0 must have eyalue

percent.

deviation being the square root of Var(Y).
such that:
(7)

P(p>110) = P

>

110-100

= P

-10= .25

In the model, each random variable is simulated

Cr VA)

through random number generation with each
From the normal tables,.

variable's simulation being conducted independ10

.

.67

=

15 units

ently

(for those variables whose density

0-94
Crl4A)

functions are independent of each other).

The

Thecru) is the standard error (or deviation)

optimum number of simulations has been deter-

andix is a random variable analogous to the true

mined through analysis of the standard error of

value of the parameter.

the estimate.

The density function

The graph in Figure 2 shows the

for this particular variable would be normal

typical relationship between the error and the

with a mean of 100 units and a standard

number of simulations.

deviation of 15 units.

The quantitatively determined density functions
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Figure 2

stimulated production and coal or oil gasification, respectively.

Each of these outptts

contains volumetric forecasts, price forecasts,

and estimated volume and price variances for
each year of the forecast horizon.

One Of the

three supply sub-models is computerized and that

is the synthetic model, which contains a simulation of coal hydrogenation variables.

The

other two models are based on analytic estimation of the parameters.

The simulated price

Number of Simulations

and its deviation from the supply mo61 is used
As the number of simulations increases the
as input for the demand model, which uses other
standard error more closely approximates the
exogenous factors to simulate deman4.
theoretical value.

The simu-

In most cases 100 simu-

lated demand and its deviation, an4the simulated
lations proved to be adequate, for any
aupply and its deviation are used us input: for

additional incrementa, shift in standard error
the cost model which, when provide3 the investcould not justify the incremental cost of

ment dollars, return criteria and'other relevant
additional simulation.

data, simulates income and opportunity cost for
General Model Description
each year.

The present value of those future

A sub-model has been developed for each major
incomes and opportunity costs are also calculated
decision variable, such as supply, demand, or
by this sub-modei.
expected profit and loss.

4

The computerized models were

The desired output
developed over a period of time and both FORTRAN

froze each model is an aggregate forecast of the

and Time Sharing BASIC languages vere used.
particular decision element and its standard
error of estimate for each forecast period.

The general logic.gor the system of sub-models
is shown on the diagram in Figure 3.

Each box

can be considered as being a sub-model.

There

are three sources of data for the supply model
the conventional, nuclear and synthetic submodels.

The output of these models is the
4A more detailed discussion of each of the submodels it' exhibited in the Appendix.

estimated supply parameters resulting from
conventional natural gas production, nuclear
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At the present time a dozen hydrogenation proFigure 3
.-

.

cesses are being promoted by various manufactur-

-

1Conventionalh
---.....-

ing and engineering firms.

-------

Nuclear

all at various stages of developmeu:., but none

fl
I-

Synthetic

These processes are

Supply

have been used commercially.

Prices
D

unique from a financial viewpoint.

Detailed

--1 Report
11.etailed

Each process is
For in-

Report.

stance, some processes require a lower level of

,

/

investment than others but, consequently, have

Exogenousr.
Input

--y

3-1 Demand

,

/

higher operatics costs.

Also, the level of risk

is different fer.each process so that one proDetailed
Report

cess might result in a gas price considerably

%elow the others, but it has a smaller chance of
Volumes
becoming a commercial reality in time to da any
Cost

good.

I

In view of all these uncertainties and variabiODetailed
Report

Ities, the most logical thing to do would be to
wait for the ,processes to become ccmmercially

available before making the selection.

That

RESULTS

would take the guess work cut of the decision,
This model could be used for various types of

but that is not leasiblc, for the promoters of
comparative investment analyses for a pipeline
these processes are demanding development
company, ranging from analysis of a detailed
capital and

in order to receive the benefit of

and intricate investment strategy to that of
early use of (me of these plants, commitments
comparing the ramifications of two simple inLae_ 40 by made now.

vestment alternatives.

These commitments are ex-

To illustrate the use
tremely large, for the cost of building one of

of the model three hypothetical investment
these plants is on the order of $250-$300 million.
strategies for a typical pipeline company have
been analyzed.

The three types of processes presented in this

The only investment decision

that varies from one strategy to the next in

paper are Lamed A, B and C.

this example concerns the type of coal hydro-

closest to being commercially available in that

genation process to D* employed.

a portion of the process has been in use for

All other

Process A is

decision elements are assumed co remain con-

quite some time.

stant.

associated with this process, but is has a low
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There is the smallest risk

5

efficiency so its estimated gas price will be

shown on Table 1 through Table 3.

greater thsn the others.

alternative, the present value of the income

It is anticipated that

For the first

this process will be the first to be available

(return) and opportunity costs are $451 million

for use - possibly by 1977.

and $81 million, respectively.

It is estimated

For the second

that process B will result in the cheapest gas

alternative, those values are $412 million and

price and will require less investment than the

$76 million, respectively, and for the third

others.

alternative, they are $414 million snd $49 mil-

At the same time, however, it will

probably have higher operating costs.

lion, respectively.

It is

return and alternative three minimizes the oppor-

estimated that this process could be used by
late 1978.

tunity costs.

The program to develop this process

is of a crash type.

Alternative one maximizes

The annual income or return

figures, shown on the tables should also be of

Consequamtly, the risks

associated with it are greater than for the

interest for these values can be used to approxi-

others.

mate the net investment of an alternative for any

Process C won't be available until

about 1982 and its estimated resultant price

particular point in time.

will be somewhere between the other two pro-

net investment for the three alternative strat-

cesses.

egies is about $1,050 million, $850 million, and

This process is being developed over

For instance, the 1991

$950 million, respectively.6

a longer period of time so the risks associated with it are less than with process B.

The first illustratije hypothetical alternative
is that of investing in one plant of each of the
processes and bringing them on stream at their
earliest possible dates.

The A plant is to be

on stream in 1977, the B plant in 1978 and the
C plant in 1982.

The second investment alter-

native is that of investing in one A plant and
two B plants.

The A plant is to be on stream in

1977 and the two B plants in 1982.

The third

alternative is to invest in a B plant to be on
stream in 1978, and a C plant to be on stream in
1982.

5A11 figures are hypothetical

The results of the investment alternatives are

6These values are calculated by dividing the
annual income figures by 8-1/2 percent, which
is the assumed hypothetical rate of return.
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Table 1
INVLSTMENT ALTERNATIVE I

Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
-

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1967

1988
1989
1990
1991

BCF

Supply
Std Dev

443
463
476
494

511
556
586
550
567
535
584
617
590

580
562
543
527
508
505
517

17
23
27
32
37

Demand
BCF Std Dev
426
13
426
16
17
448
473

17

476

20
25
25

144

467
470
431
409
485
447
437
458
447
472
517
574
493

158
171

481
490

42
48
53
60
67
73

81
90
100
112
122
134

24
22
26
29
24
20
23
26

24
33
39
29
40

Table 3
INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVE III

Income
Cost
SMillion
17.21
0.71
17.95
1.73
19.75
1.25
21.74
0.93
24.64
1.56
6.78
35.00
42.98
10.64
42.69
11.28
42.33
16.42
52.07
4.59
62.99
18.03
73.75
29.80
79.60
22.93
89.41
21.74
86.00
13.55
91.60
7.08
4.16
100.69
89.88
8.53
87.90
9.64
89.59
10.70

Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1...)89

1990
1991

BCF
443
463
476
494
511
526
566
520

Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

BCF
443
463
476
494
511
556
586
550
567
535
634
617
599
580
562
543
527
508
505
517

Supply
Std Dev
17
23
27

32
37
42
48
53
60
67
75
85
96
107

120
131
142
154
167
181

Demand
Income
Cost
Std Dev
$Million
13
426
17.21
0.71
426
16
17.95
1.73
17
448
19.75
1.25
473
17
21.74
0.93
20
476
24.64
1.56
25
466
35.00
6.78
25
470
42.98 10.64
431
24
42.69 11.28
409
22
42.36 16.42
485
26
52.07
4.59
444
30
59.15 24.72
441
27
60.73 23.39
25
471
66.45 16.57
451
29
65.88 16.68
476
32
70.00 10.52
529
29
74.86
5.40
601
42
82.60
4.80
499
49
72.22
7.58
485
34
87.38
9.92
493
48
72.25
9.24

23
27
32
.37

-475

587
569

48
53
60
67
73
81
89

560
532
513
497
478
505
487

100
112
122
133
144
158
171

434
449
431
511
469
461
481
457
479
527
590
490
485
495

537
505

564

PRESENT VALUE
INCOME
$ 414.21

$ 81.32

Table 2
INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVE II

17

Demand
Std Dev
426
13
426
16
448
17
473
17
476
20

BCF

42'

PRESENT VALUE PRESENT VALUE
INCOME
COST
$ 451.33

Supply
Std Dev

24
25
25
24
30
31
29
25
27

29
26
37
43
31
43

Income
Cost
SMillion
17.21
0.71
.17.95
1.73
19.75
1.25
21.74
0.93
24,64
1.56
26.85
2.98
35.96
5.35
36.22
5.25
37.08
8.77
1.22
43.81
58.25
9.24
71.43
18.71
75.93
12.22
75.03
13.09
78.72
8.15
83.24
4.46
89.98
6.27
80,41
7.21
88.41
9.35
80.61
8.45

PRESENT VALUE
COST
.$ 49.36

The objective has to include the present values of
both income and opportunity costs.

The income

BCF

figure represents the expected payoff or monetary
value of the particular strategy employed and the
cost figure represents the risk of monetary loss
that could occur through employment of that
strategy.

Members of Management who are respon-

sible for selecting the investment strategy have
to weigh the profit potential against the risk.

All the model can do is provide data for consideration by Management.

The important ingredient in

this decision process which now becomes prevalent

is the relative degree of risk aversion of the
PRESENT VALUE
INCOME
$ 411.64

PRESENT VALUE
COST
$ 75.82

members of Managemen'.

This factor is combined

with the simulation results to form the utility of
each investment alternative and it is hoped that
through this process of combining the quantitatiye
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and qualitative elements of the decision-making

APPENDIX
process, the result is the best solution to the
problem.

Conventional Supply - An estimation of a typical
company's supply of conventional natural gas can
REFERENCES

be determined analytically through statistical
American Gas Association, "1971 Gas Facts,"
Arlington, Va., 1971

analysis with the use of Gompertz curvefitting

Bierman, Harold, Jr:, Bonini, Charles P., et al.,
"Quantitative Analysis for Business Decisions,"
Homewood, Illinois, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965

techniques.

Chase Manhattan Bank, "ALInual Financial
Analysis
the Petroleum Industry," New York,
New York, august, 1971.

is determined through the regression confidence

Federal Power Commission, "Statisticc of
Privately Owned Electric Utilities in the
United States," Washington, D. C., DecemLer,

portion of the paper.

Using this technique, the density

function of the conventional natural gas supply

interval calculation exhibited i

the DISCUSSION

The density function can

be revised by the company's supply personnel to

1971.

reflect their subjective estimation of the
Frederick, Donald C., "Industrial Pricing
Decision Using Bayesian Multivariate Analysis,"
Journal of Marketing Research, May, 1971.

potential supply to be discovered and their
evaluation of the company's ability to compete

Reid, Uilliam T., "The Melchett Lecture, 1969 The Energy Explosion," Journal of_the institute
of Fuel, February, 1970.

for that supply.

The result of this analysis is

estimated supply, prices, return and respective

Schlaifer,Robert, "Analysis of Decisions Under
Uncertainty," New.Ydrk, New York, McGraw-Hill,

variances for each year in the forecast.

The

1967.

prices are the wholesale prices necessary to
Schlaifer, Robert, "Probability and Statistics
for Business Decisions," McGraw-Hill, New York,
New York, 1959.

provide a specified return on the investment
required to market the gas.

The return indicates

that proportion of the price which is necessary
to provide the required return.

Nuclear Supply - The supply, prices, return, and
respective variances for nuclear stimulated gas
production are estimated on a subjective basis
with consideration being given to various political and technological problems which might be
encountered.

The prices and return are as dis-

cussed in the Conventional Supply section, above.

The subjective density function associated with
this "sub-model" is defined according to the
procedure outline in the paper.

Coal Supply - Prices, return, and their respec-

in this consideration is the variability asso-

tive variances for coal hydrogenated gas is

ciated with the estimation of the earliest "on

determined through a computerized simulation

stream" date for one of these plants.

model.

This model considers the level of investTABLE 1
COST OF SERVICE (MANUFACTURED COST OF GAS)
(AMOUNTS IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

ment required for a particular hydrogenation
process and calculates a gaa price that would
be required to earn a specified rate of return.

Particulars

1

Total Facilities Investment
Working Capital
Total Capital Investment

The variables that are being estimated (and

1973
$
$

76,898
5,383
82,281

therefore treated as random variables) are:
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

Cost of Service
Operation and Maintenance
Direct Labor
Maintenance
Supplies
Administrative and General
Supervision
Payroll
General
Insurance
Coal Cost
Water Cost
Other Direct Materials
Depreciation
Return
Federal Income Tax
State Income Tax
Other Local. Tax

depreciation
interest rates
debt/equity ratio
tax rates
labor costs
material costs
equity return
coal costs

The output of this model includes a detailed

breakdown of various factors relevant to an
economic analysis of a hydrogenation plant, a
sample of which is shown in Table 1.

The

1,669
2,568
385
167
184
2,395
369
17,082
147
811
3,845
7,558

4,001
288
1,153

general logic of the simulation aspect of this
Subtotal

$

42,622

model is similar to that of the demand model
Contingencies
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which is discussed later.
Subtotal

The supply of hydrogenated gas and its related

$

Byproduct Credit (Char,Sulfur,
Power)

43,389

11,454

variance is subjectively estimated, with conTotal Cost of Service/Year

$

31,935

sideration being given to the.reliability of

Cost of Gas Determination
Annual Gas Production, MMBTU
Basic Gas Prices, Cents /MMBTU
Royalty Cost, Cents/MMBTU
Final Gas Price, Cents/MMBTU

the technology involved and the degree to

which that technology has been proved through
actual application.

51,903
61.53
2.50
64.03

One of the biggest factors

Mean Value of Basic Gas Price
Standard Deviation of Gas Price

la might be well to point out that the same
type of simulation model could be developed
for the conventional and nuclear supply cases.
It is felt at this time,'however, that the
subjective aspects of these analyses negate
the need for such sophistication.
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61.50
2.20

Total Supply Model - The total supply schedule

prices and household formations.

is estimated through a computerized simulation

models discussed thus far,

model which takes, as input, all of the supply,

iable is treated as a random variable and is

price and variance estimates of the previously

simulated through random number generation.

mentioned sub-models and independently generates

These estimated variables, which are treated as

random numbers representing each of these var-

random statistics, include both exogenous and

iables.

Since retail prices are required to

endogenous variables.

As in all the

each estimated var-

In addition, a confidence

determine market demand and the prices deter-

interval has been established for each of the

mined thus far are wholesale prices, an

fifteen regression equations in the model.

estimation is needed for the retail mark-up in

regression equations represent market share elas-

each consumption category.

ticity or sensitivity to price, income, or

This in itself is

The

a considerable task for utility pricing strat-

various other factors.

egies vary substantially from one sales category

tions have been based on the equation exhibited

to another.

in the Theoretical Constructs section of the

In addition, an estimation is needed

of the retailers' revenue requirements.

To

paper.

These interval calcula-

Random numbers analogous to each depend-

account for t'le uncertainties involved in this.

ent variable are generated, based on the confi-

procedure, these mark-ups are also simulated.

dence intervals.

The results from this model are used as input for

thsught of as simulating the degree to which the

two other models.

regression equation does not statistically ex-

The retail prices for each

consumption category and their respective stand-

These random numbers can be

plain the behavior of that dependent variable.

ard errors are transmitted to the demand model

A flow diagram of the basic logic of this model
and the aggregate total supply ane itn standard
is shown on Figure 1.

error are transmitted to the cost model.

The output of the model

An
includes a breakdown of various factors relevant

example of the information generated by this

to a market analysis, an example of which is
model is shown in Table 2.
shown in Table 3.

The total demand and its

Demand Model - The total demand schedule is

standard error are transmitted to the cost model
estimated through a computerized econometric
for further use.

and simulation model which takes, as input, the

retail prices of each sales category generated

Cost Model - The term cost model is somewhat mis-

in the total supply model discussed above and

leading for the model's function is to summarize

their respective standard errors.

the results of all the previous models and simu-

Other exo-

genous factors used in this model include

late the financial ramifications of the entire

population, per capita income, competing energy

process.
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The model takes, as input, the total

TABLE 2

,

Year

BCF

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

443
463
476
494
511
556
586
580
567
536
584
617
590
500
562
543
527
508
505
517

SUPPLY
STD DEV
17
23
27
32
37
42

48
53

60
67
73

81
90
100
112
122
136
147
158
171

CITY GATE
PRICE STD DEV
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.31
0.34
0.43
0.52
0.56
0.60
0.64
0.74
0.82
0.85
0.86
0.91
0.95
0.98
1.02
1.04
1.05

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.23
0.26
0.28
0.31
0.35
0.38
0.42

RESIDENTIAL
PRICE STD DEV
0.73
0.76
0.80
0.83
0.89
1.00
1.11
1.17
1.24
1.30
1.43
1.54
1.60
1.66
1.72
1.79
1.85
1.93
1.98
2.03

0.06
0.08
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.16
0.19
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.31
0.35
0.35
0.38
0.40
0.44
0.48
0.51

COMMERCIAL
PRICE STD DEV
0.61
0.64
0.67
0.69
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.01
1.07
1.13
1.25
1.35
1.41
1.46
1.51
1.57
1.63
1.69
1.74
1.78

0.05
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.19
G.21
0.23
0.25
0.27
0.29
0.31
0.34
0.36
0.40
0.43
0.47

INDUSTRIAL
PRICE STD DEV
0.30
0.31
0.33
0.34
0.38
0.47
0.56
0.60
0.64
0.68
0.78
0.87
0.90
0.93
0.96
1.01
1.04
1.08
1.10
1.12

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.23
0.26
0.28
0.31
0.35
0.38
0.42

ELECTRIC GEN
STD DEV
PRICE
0.30
0.31
0.36
0.34
0.38
0.47
0.56
0.60
0.64
0.68
0.78
0.87
0.90
0.93
0.96
1.01
1.04
1.06
1.10
1.12

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.23
0.26
0.28
0.31
0.35
.0.38
0.42

supply estimate and its standard error, the total

counted to the present to arrive at a present

demand estimate and its standard error, and the

value figure so that comparative analyses can be

various prices, returns and their respective

conducted for the various investment alternatives.

standard errors, and simulates the resultant in-

The general logic in this model is exhibited on

come and opportunity cost.

Figure 2 and a sample.output is exhibitfA as

Income, in this

instance, is before taxes and financial costs.

2

Tables 1-3 in the Results section of the paper.

Opportunity costs are basically measures of

variance from the perfect decision and, as mentioned before, arise in two instances - when
demand exceeds supply, in which case profit
opportunities are not fully utilized, and when
supply exceeds demand, in which case an overinvestment has been made and the utility regulators will disallow a return on that "imprudent"
investment.

These income and opportunity cost

estimates for each year of the forecast are dis-

2This is the manner in which return on investment
is calculated for a utility.
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Figure 1

Generate Electric
Generation
Requirement

(Start)
Calculate Price
Dimension
Arrays

-, Ratios

Generate Residential
Gas Space Heating Saturation

Establish
File
Rules

Generate Residential
Gas Appliance Saturation

J_

Read Prices,
Std. Deviations From
Supply Output File

Generate Commercial
Gas Space Heating Saturation

Other
Exogenou
Factors

Generate Gas X Total
Industrial Energy Requirement
1

Generate Gas X Total
Electric Generation
Energy Requirement

Loop for
Each (ear

Loop for
Each Rnd. Gen.

I

Generate
Growth
Calculate
and Total

Calculate Residential
GaS Demand

(B)

Population
Rate and
Incremental
Population

I

Calculate Commercial
Gas Demand

-----1
Calculate Industrial
s Demand

Ga=

A
Calculate
IHousehold Formations
and Total Households

Calculate Electric
Generation Gas
Demand

Generate Multiple
and Single Family
Residence Formations
and Total Housing Units

Conduct Normal
Analysis to Determining

Mean and Std Deviation
For Each Output Variable

.

I

i

Generate Commercial
Establishment Formations
and Total Commercial
Establishments

(B)

(A)

IGenerate Per Capita
Income Growth Rate
and Total Per Capita
Income

\\ Write Output Variables
To File
Chain to Print
Program

Generate Electric
Space Heating Price

(Stop)
Generate Fuel
Oil Price
Generate Coal
Price
Generate Industrial
Energy Requirements
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TABLE 3

Figure 2

NATURAL GAS MARKETS
TYPICAL GAS COMPANY

(Start)
Dimension
Arrays

1972

Population
Number Households
Single Residences
Commercial Establishments
Per Capita Income

07
I

2,285,370
724,128
543,320
71,298
$ 3,578.69

Gas Price
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Electric Generation
Electric Price
Residential Fuel Oil Price
Commercial Fuel Oil Price
Industrial Fuel Oil Price
Electric Generation Fuel Oil Price.
Industrial Coal Price
Electric Generation Coal Price
.

.

.

\\.Read Supply,

Demand, Return,
\d Std. Deviations
From Supply and
Demand'Models

Per MMBtu
$

.735
.615
.301
.301

Read
Factors

4.903
1.079
1.079
.549

Loop for (A)
Each Year

.457
.421
.312

.

Residential Saturations
Central Heating
Ranges
Water Heaters
Clothes Dryers
Commercial Saturation
Industrial Percentage
Electric Generation Percentage

Establish
File
Rules

95 0
38.6
90 0
11 6
95 0
64 0
46.1

.

Calculate Total
and Average Return
On Supply Means

%
%

Loop for
(B)
Each Rnd. Gen.

%
%
%
Z

'Generate Total
Supply
Generate Total
Demand

GAS CONSUMPTION REQUIREMENTS

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Electric Generation .
Total

MMCF
80,378.0
50,266.4
86,732.5
52 324.1
269,701.0

Other Sales
134,250.0
Lost & Unaccounted For 22 217.S

Total Requirements

426,168.0

STD. DEV.

1,085.0
2,230.2
6,748.0
8,060.8
12,484.9

Return Earned
On Supply

Return Earned
On Supply

Return Earned
On Demand

Cost=0

Cost=Return - The
oretical Return

686.7

Cost=Return Potential Return

13,171.5
(B)

Calculate Average
Return and Cost
(A)

Print

est17.ts

(Stop)
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R. F. Zant, Clemson University
Discussants
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Robert H. Downs, Systems Control, Inc.
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AN INTERACTIVE SIMULATION PROGRAMING SYSTEM
WHICH CONVERSES IN ENGLISH

George E. Ileidorn

Naval Postgraduate School

Abstract

In this paper an experimental system for producing simulation
programs through natural language dialogue with a computer is
described.

With the current version of this system, which

.

operates under CP/CMS on an IBM 360/67, a queuing problem may
be stated to the computer in English.

The system checks the

problem description for completeness, and if necessary, asks
i

questions which may be answered in English.

Then it can

produce an English description of the problem as it "sees"
it and a GPSS program for performing the simulation.

The

user may then modify the problem through further dialogue to
produce additional programs, as desired.

A complete sample

problem is included in the paper.

1.

Introduction
This paper reports on work which is being

in his own natural language, and have the computer

done at the Naval Postgraduate School to develop

"understand" the problem and do the simulation,

a system for performing simulation analyses

reporting the results in the same natural language.

through natural language (e.g. English) inter-

In such a system the computer would function as an

action with a computer.

The eventual goal is to

intelligent assistant with great computing powers

enable an analyst seated at a terminal to "talk"

- actually a combination programmer and computer.

with the computer about his simulation problem
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1.

vehicles arrive at a station.

this writing is that it can carry on a dialogue

2.

the station has just one pump.

in English about a simple queuing problem and

3.

a vehicle will leave the station immediately
after arriving if the length of the line at
the pump is not less than two.

4.

otherwise, it is serviced there; then it

The status of this system as of the time of

then produce a GPSS program to do the simulation.

This is essentially the programmer part of the

leaves.

total system described above.
S.

service times are exponential, with a mean of
S minutes for cars and 9 minutes for trucks.

6.

three quarters of the vehicles are cars and
one fourth of them are trucks.

7.

is the statement of the problem complete?

This project has been influenced by work
being done in the areas of simulation programming
languages, artificial intelligence, and linguistics.

The entity-attribute-value "world view" of

both SIMSCRIPT [1] and GPSS [2] play

HOW OFTEN DO THE VEHICLES ARRIVE AT THE
STATION?

a central

Ideas havq been btrrowed

from artificial intelligence work on natural-

arrivals are normally distributed with a mean
of 8 minutes and a standard deviation of 2
minutes.

language question-answering systems [3,4], and

HOW LONG SHALL THE SIMULATION BE RUN?

role in this system.

the language processing has been don,: within the

9.

the basic time unit to be used in the model
is 30 seconds.

framework of Stratificational Linguistics [5,6].
110W LONG SHALL 111E SIMULATION BE RUN?

This paper is intended to serve as an intro10.

eight hours.

duction to the system being developed and to
THE PROBLEM STATEM:NT IS COMPLETE.
demonstrate some of the capabilities of the current version.

Another introductory paper based

Figure 1.

The English statement of the problem
being given to the system.

on a slightly earlier version is available [7],
and a very detailed technical report has been
prepared [8].

The first figure shows the problem descrip-

This paper consists primarily of

tion being given to the system.

As can be seen

a sample problem and an explanation of its over-

there, the user entered six statements and then

all processing, without details of the linguistic

asked if the problem description was complete.

aspects.

The system realized that information about the

2.

The Sample Problem

inter-arrival times was missing, so it asked a

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show a terminal session
with this system for a sample problem.

question about that, which the user responded to

The

with a complete sentence,

Then the system asked

statement numbers which appear there were added

how long the model was to be run, but the user

for ease of reference in the discussion.

chose to give information about the basic time

the lower case typing was done by

All of

the user, and

unit instead, which would have heel.' the subject

all of the UPPER CASE by.the computer.

of the next question.
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After processing the teoly,

11.

describe the problem in english.,

12.

TIH1 VEHICLES ARRIVE AT IIIE STATION.
THE
TIME BETWEEN ARRIVALS OF 11111 VEHICLES AT 111E
STATION IS NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED, W1111 A MEAN OF

SIMULATE
RMULT
STAT1 EQU
PUMP2 EQU

8 MINUTES AND A STANDARD DEVIATION OF 2 MINUTES.
75 PERCENT OP THE VEHICLES ARE CARS, AND 111E
REST ARE TRUCKS. AFTER ARRIVINC AT THE STATION,
IF THE LENGTH OF THE LINE AT 111E Pumr IN 111E
STATION IS LESS THAN 2, THE
H VEHICLE WILL BE
SERVICED AT Tug Pumr IN Tin: STATION. 011IERWISE,
THE VEHICLE WILL LEAVE 111E STATION. 111E TIME
FOR THE VEHICLES TO BE SERVICED AT THE PUMP IN
111E STATION IS EXPONENTIALLY DISTRIBUTED, WITH A
MEAN OF 5 MINUTES FOR IIIE CARS, AND 9 MINUTES
FOR THE TRUCKS. AF11Ht BEING SERVICED AT 111E

CAR2

The English nrdblem description
produced by tht. system.

the system again asked the que.ztion about the

This time the user responded with the

phrase, "eight hours".

1,F,Q
2,F,Q
2,T

TABLE
M1,1,1,2
TRUC3 EQU
3,T
3
TABLE
M1,1,1,2
1
FUNCTION
RNI,C24
0.0,0.0/.100,.104/.200,.222/.300,.355/
.400,.509/.500,.690/.600,.915/.700,1.200/
.750,1.390/.800,1.600/.840,1.830/.880,2.120/
.900,2.300/.920,2.520/.940,2.810/.950,2.990/
.960,3.2n0/.970,3.500/.980,3.900/.990,4.600/
.995,5.300/.998,6.200/.999,7.000/1.000,8.000/
2
FUNCTION
RN2,C29
0.0,-3.000/.012,-2.250/.027,-1.930/.043,-1.720/
. 062,-1.540/.084,-1.380/.104,-1.26U1.131,-1.120/
.159,-1.00/.187,-.890/.230,-.740/.267,-.620/
.334,-.430/.432,-.170/.500,0.0/.568,.170/
.666,.430/.732,.620/.770,.740/.813,.890/
.841,1.000/..169,1.120/.896,1.260/.916,1.380/
.:338,1.540/.957,1.720/.973,1.930/.988,2.250/
1.000,3.000/
3
FUNCTION
P1,D2
CAR2,10/TRUC3,18/
4
FUNCTION
RN3,D2
. 750,CAR2/1.000,TRUC3/
1
FVARIABII
16+4*FN2

STATION.
.nig sImuLATION IS TO BE RUN FOR 8 HOURS,
USING A BASIC TIME UNIT OF 30 SECONDS.

run time.

EQU

277,423,715,121,655,S31,999,813

2

PUMP 1N Tng STATION, Tug mucus LEAVE THIS

_Figure 2.

write a gpss program for this problem.

Then the system 411-

*

nounced that it had a complete problem statement,

THE VEHICLES ARRIVE AT THE STATION.
GENERATE
VI
ASSIGN
1,1:N4
TEST L
Q$PUMP2,2,ACT2
TRANSFER
,ACT3

i.e. one for which it could produce a GPSS
program.
*
*

In the second figure there is a description

ACT2

of the problem:uin the computer's on words",

THE VEHICLES LEAVE THE STATION.
TABULATE
P1
TERMINATE

*

*

which the user can read carefully to see if the

ACT3

system "understood" him.

Then the third figure

shows the GPSS program produced by the system
for performing the simulation.
3.

The Overall Approach

THE VEHICLES ARE SERVICED AT THE PUMP.
QUEUE
PUMP2
SEIZE
PUMP2
DEPART
PUMP2
ADVANCE
FN3,FN1
RELEASE
PUMP2
TRANSFER
,ACT2
TIMING LOOP
GENERATE
960
TERMINATE 1
START

If a simulation programmer were given a
queuing problem stated in a natural language, he

END

would probably read it one or more times to form

Figure 3.

The GPSS program produced
by the system.

a "mental image" of the system being describedand to note the points of interest in it.

If the

of the writer until he felt that he completely

description were not clear to him or if essential

understood the problem and had all the informa-

information were missing, he might ask questions

tion he needed to do the program.
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At this point

he might state the problem "in his own words" to

an attribute may be simply a number or a name, or

the writer as a check on his understanding of it.

it may be a pointer to another record.

Finally, he would think about the problem in

A queuing problem typically deals with

terms of the concepts of the computer language he

physical entities, such as cars or ships, moving

planned to use, and then he-would write the

through a system to be serviced in some manner at

program.

other physical entities, such as a pump or a dock,

The computer system being described here

in the system.

Here, the former of these are

serves the same role as the simulation program-

termed "mobile entities", and the latter are

mer described above.

called "st4tionary entities".

Therefore, it was designed

(In SIMSCRIPT these

to follow essentially the same overall procedure

are temporary and permanent entities, and in GPSS

as he does, as can be seen from the example in

they are transacticls and facilities and storages.)

Figures 1 through 3.

As the mobile entities move through the system,

The computer's counterpart

of the programmer's mental image, the Internal

they engage in 'fictions" at the stationary en-

Problem Description, is central to the operation

tities.

of this system and will be discussed first, fol-

such as arrive and leave, and are called "events";

lowed by discussions of the English input, the

others, such as service and load, consume time and

English output, and the GPSS program.

are referred to as "activities" here.

4.

The Internal Problem DeLsrintion

Some of these actions are instantaneous,

The IPD describes the flow of mobile entities

The Internal Problem Description (IPD) is

through a system, by specifying the actions which

an entity-attribute-value data structure for

take place there and their interrelationships.

holding information about a

Each of the actions is represented by a record

particular problem

in a anguage-independent form.

Entity-attri-

which has attributes to furnish such information

bute-value data structures have been widely used

as the type of action, the entity doing-the action,

both in artificial intelligence applications and

the one to whom the action is being done, the

in simulation programming systems such as

location where it happens, how long it takes, hov

SIMSCRIPT and GPSS.

often it occurs, and Oat happens next.

In the IPD an entity is

represented by a "record", which is just a list
of attribute-value pairs.

A graphic portrayal cf the IPD built by the

Some of the records

system for the sample problem of Figure l'appears

in an IPD represent physical entities, such as a

in Figure 4.

car or a dock, and others represent abstract

is represented by a box, with the name of the

entities, such as an action or a function.

record appearing at the top of the box.

The

In the figure each rilcord of the IPD

With the

attributes which a record has depend, of course,

exception of MEMORY and 'ACTNLIST', these names Jo

upon the entity being represented.

not actually etist within the computer, but were

The value of
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plated on the drawing simply to furnish a means

to the named record 'ARRIV', indicating that this

of referring to the various records in the dis-

action (vehicles arrive at a station) is a spe-

cussion which follows.

cific instance of the concept "arriv".

In each box the attri-

Named re-

bute-value pairs of the record are shown, with

cords contain information about the words and con-

the attribute name or number on the left and its

cepts for queuing problems and are entered into

value on the right.

the system at initialization time.

Many of the values are

pointers to other records in the IPD, in which

Each action record in the IPD must have

case an appropriate arrow is drawn.

either an AGENT or a GOAL which points to a mobile

It can be seen that MEMORY is the only

entity record.

The AGENT of an action is the one

record which is not pointed to by some other

doing the action, and the GOAL is the one to whom

record.

the action is being done.

It plays a rather central role in the

The MTR attribute tells

IPD, being used both to hold global information

which of these two is pointing to a mobile entity.

about the problem (e.g. problem time and the

Each action record must also have a LOCATION at-

basic time unit) and to serve as sort of a

tribute pointing to a "location descriptor" re-

directory into the rest of the IPD.

cord, which in turn points to a stationary entity

Only one

portion of the "directory" was included in this

record.

drawing in order to kewp the number of lines at

have an IETM (inter-event time) attribute to

a minimum.

specify the time between occurrences of the event,

The portion included is the "action

An event like 'ARRIV' or 'ENTER' must

list" ('ACTNLIST'), which, as can be seen, con-

and an activity (e.g. 'SERVIC' or 'LOAD') must

tains pointers to each of the three action re-

have a DURATION attribute to specify the time

cords.

taken to perform the activity.

Not included in the drawing are the lists

These times can

for mobile entities ('MOBLIST'), stationary en-

be constants, standard probability distributions,

tities ('STALIST'), distributions ('DSTRLIST'),

functions, or combinations of these, some of which

and successor descriptors ('SCSRLIST').

can be seen in the drawing.

The

REC42 in the drawing

action list may be considered to be the most

is a function which has the records for car and

important list, because of the key role which

truck as its X values and the records for 5 min-

actions play in a problem description.

utes and 9 minutes as its Y values.

Every

IPD record, except for the MEMORY

The ASNDISTR

attribute of an 'ARRIV' specifies the percentages

record and the lists just mentioned, has a

of the various kinds of entities which arrive, in

SUPerset attribute pointing to the "named record"

the form of a cumulative probability distribution.

representing the concept of which this record is

REC43 in the drawing furnishes an example of this.

a specific instance.

(The NUM attribute of a 'DECIMAL' record is con-

For example, the SUP at-

tribute of the first action record (REC11) points
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sidered to be in parts-per-thousand.)

The

attributes DORC, FNARG, and PNUM which appear in

the usefulness of the STPUC attribute is that it

REC42 and REC43 are needed for encoding the GPSS

avoids some unnecessary duplication of information.

program.

For example, the value of the CONSUMPtion attri-

Each action record, except a 'LEAN', must

bute is the same for both cars and trucks in this

have a SUCCessor attribute to specify which ac-

problem, so it need be stored only once, up in the

tion the mobile entity of this action is involved

'VEHICLE' record.

in next.

The value of SUCC may simply be a

(CONSUMP indicates how many

units of a resource are required by a mobile en-

pointer to another action record, or it may be a

tity.)

pointer to a "successor descriptor" record.

Each entity and action record is assigned an

REC51 in the drawing is an example of one of the

identification number (IDNO) for use in the GPSS

five types of successor descriptors currently

program.

available in the system.

catenating the first three or four letters of the

This particular record,

The value of IDNANE is formed by con-

which is a 'QTYP' can be interpreted as saying,

NAME of the SUP of a record with the value of its

"If the length of the line at the pump (SUCARG)

IDNO.

is less than two (MAXQ), go to be serviced

default values of 1 or 'ONE' if they are not

(OPENACT); otherwise, leave (CLOSACT)."

specified in the original problem description.

The

CAPACITY, QUANTITY, and CONSUMP are given

other types of successor descriptors available

('ONE' is a named record. with a SUP of 'UNIT'

handle such situations as "If the pump -is busy,

and a NUM-of 1.)

the vehicle leaves.","Cars are serviced, and

S.

trucks leave.", and "Half of the vehicles are

At the beginning of a terminal session there

serviced, and the rest leave."

is no IPD.

It can be seen in the drawing that the
records for 'CAR' and

It is the English input that furnishes

the information which enables the system to build

TRUCK' each have a

one.

STRUCture attribute pointing to the record for
'VEHICLE'.

The English Statement of the Problem

For example, when sentence 1 was processed,

REC21 and REC31 were created and their SUP and

This is related to the idea of the

IDNO attributes were given values.

Also, REC61

"assignment distribution" (ASNDISTR), and es-

was created, with values for its SUP and LOCOBJ

sentially means that cars and trucks may be re-

attributes, and REC11 was created, with values for

ferred to as vehicles inthe problem description.

its SUP, IDNO, AGENT, and LOCATION.

The attribute CLASATR (class attribute) in the

tence 3 was processed, REC12, REC63, and RECS1

'VEHICLE' record indicates what is the distin-

were created with some attributes, and the SUCC

guishing attribute of any records which have a

attribute was added to REC11.

STRUC attribute pointing to this record. (SOUP
is synonymous with SUP in this case.)

When sen-

Sentences which occur in natural. language

Part of

descriptions of queuing problems can be considered
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to fall into two categories:
and "attribute sentences".

"action sentences"

other actions, such as "service," "load,"

An action sentence

"unload," and "wait."

Then, typically, it

has as its main verb an action verb, which is

"leaves" the system.

modified by phrases and clauses to specify the

actions take place must be made explicit by the

values of the attributes of the action.

use of subordinate clauses beginning with such

For

example,

The order in which these

conjunctions as "after," "when," and "before," or
After arriving-, if the dock is
available, the ship is unloaded
at the dock.

by using the adverb "then".

If the order of the

actions depends on the state of the system being

is an action sentence; the action is "unload",

simulated, an "if" clause may be used to specify

its goal is "ship", its location is "dock", its

the condition for performing an1;action.

predecessor is "arrive", and its condition is

sentence with an "otherwise" in it would be used

"dock available".

to give an alternate action to be performed when

It should be noted that the

order of most of the phrases and clauses in this

Then a

the condition is not met.

sentence could be changed without altering the

In the sample problem in Figure 1, sentences

information content.

1, 3, and 4-are action sentences describing the

An attribute sentence has as its main verb

flow of vehicles through the station.

This same

an attribute verb, and is used to specify the

information could be given in a wide variety of

value of some attribute of some record in the

ways.

IPD.

For example,

ceptable as input:

The time to unload the ship
is 8 hours.

Arrivals of vehicles occur at a
station.
If the length of the line
at the pump in the ,station is less
than 2 when a vehicle arrives, it
will be serviced at the pump.
Otherwise, it will leave immediately.
After being serviced, a vehicle
leaves the station.

says that the value of the "time" (actually
duration) attribute

For example, the following would be ac-

of the action record

"unload ship" is "8 hours".

An equivalent

statement would be

In addition to describing the flow of mobile

It takes 8 hours to unload
the ship.

entities through the queuing system, the English
statement of the problem must also furnish other

The English statement of the problem must
information needed to simulate the system, such
describe

the flow of mobile entities through
as the various times involved.

the queuing system.

It is necessary

This is done by saying some-

to specify the time between arrivals, the time
thing about each action that takes place there,

required to perform each activity, the length of
and how it is related to other actions.

Each

the simulation run, and the basic time unit to be
mobile entity must "arrive" at or "enter" the
used in the GPSS program.
system.

Then it may go through one or more
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Also, the quantity of

each stationary entity should be specified.
quantity of one is assumed otherwise.)

'The color of the pump is green.

(A

Other

In sentence 8 of the sample problem, the attribute

information, such as that of sentence 6 in the

"inter-event time" is implied.

example, may also be given.

The entity referred to may be a physical

In the sample problem, sentences 2, 5, 6,

entity, such as pump and station in the above

8 and 9 are attribute sentences furnishing this

examples, or it may be an abstract entity, such as

Just as with the action

additional information.

an action or a probability distribution.

When it

sentences, this information could be given in a

is an action, the infinitive or present participle

wide variety of ways.

form of the action verb, along with appropriate

For example, sentence 2,

which specifies the values of both the location

modifiers, is usually used to identify the action.

and quantity attributes of the pump, could be

For example, the following four sentences aro all

stated in at least the following three ways:

equivalent:

There is one pump in the station.

The time to service a vehicle at the
pump is 5 minutes.

The quantity of pumps in the station
is one.

The time for servicing a vehicle at
the pump is 5 minutes.

There is one pump, and the pump is
in the station.

The time for a vehicle's servicing
at the pump is 5 minutes.

Each attribute sentence is essentially of

The servicing of a vehicle at the pump
takes 5 minutes.

the form, "attribute of entity equals value."
The name of the attribute may be given explicit-

Any one of the first three underlined phrases

ly, as is "quantity" in the second sentence above,

could have appeared in the fourth sentence of this

or it may be implied by the verb or the type of

example too.

value or some other characteristic of the sentence.

The value part of an attribute sentence can

For example, the verb "hold" implies the

take many different forms, as can be seen in the

capacity attribute in the following sentence:
The station can hold tI

sample problem and in the above examples.

ee cars.

Espe-

cially important in simulation models are quan-

An equivalent statement would be:

titative values, of which there are several forms.

The capaCity of the station is 3 cars.

following phrases are examples of quantitative

In each of the following, the attribute is im-

values:

plied by the type of value:

ten tons

The pump is in the station.

from 10 to 20 minutes

The pump is green.

9 minutes for trucks and 5 minutes
for cars

These are equivalent to:

exponentially distributed with a mean
of two hours

The pump is located in the station.
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In the last phrase above there is actually a

Most sentences of the input text are com-

second level of attribute and value, i.e. the

pletely parsed (at least implicitly), i.e. every

mean (attribute) of the exponential distribution

word and phrase must be accounted for.

(entity) is two hours (value).

the system is also capable of extracting meaning

This can also be

seen in sentences 5 and 8 of the sample problem.

However,

from some sentences just by the appearance of cer-

Whenever some action is referenced in either

tain "keywords."

For instance, if the words

an action sentence or an attribute sentence,

"time" and "unit" and some time phrase (e.g. "30

only enough modifiers to distinguish that action

seconds") appear in a sentence, the time phrase

from others have to be used.

is considered to be the value of the TIMUNIT at-

For example, sen-

tence 8 of the sample problem could have begun,

tribute of MEMORY.

"Arrivals of vehicles" or "Arrivals of vehicles

"GPSS" or "program" results in the GPSS program

at the station." However, it was sufficient to

being produced.

simply say, "Arrivals," because only one "ar-

7, 9, 11, and 12 are keyword sentences.

rive" action had been previously mentioned in

In the sample problem, sentences

In the Englie, input the user may either

the problem description.

state the complete problem immediately, or he may

Some use of pronominal reference is allowed, also.

Similarly, the appearance of

state just some part of it and then let the sys-

For instance, "it" is considered

tem ask questions to obtain the rest of the infor-

to refer to the most recent non-person mobile

mation, as was done in Figure 1.

entity or stationary entity mentioned, whichever

system asks a question, it is trying to obtain the

would make a meaningful sentence in the queuing

value of some one essential attribute.

problem context.

may be answered by a complete sentence (e.g. state-

Similarly, "there" is consid-

Each time the

A question

ered to be a substitute for the most recent

ment 8) or simply by an appropriate phrase (e.g.

location phrase.

statement 10) to furnish a value for the attribute,

Both of these can be seen in

sentence 4 of the sample problem, where '!it"

or the question may be ignored and a sentence with

refers to the "vehicle" and "there" means "at

some other information given (e.g. statement 9).

the pump."

6.

The following sentence would have

The English Problem Description Produced by
the System

exactly the same meaning as sentence 4:

The overall manner in which,the English probOtherwise, it is serviced at it;
then it leaves.

lem description is produced by the system can be

In this case the middle "it" would be taken as

seen by compaiing the information in the text of

"the pump;" because a location phrase requires

Figure 2 with the information in the IPD of

a stationary entity in the queuing problem

Figure 4.

context.

going down the action list and saying something
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The first paragraph is produced by

about the attributes of each action.

The very

CAPACITY attribute with a value greater than 1.

first action is simply stated with an action sen-

a statement will be made about it shortly after

tence containing information about the type of

the entity is first mentioned in an action sen-

action, its AGENT and/or GOAL, and its LOCATION.

tence (e.g. "There are 2 pumps in the station."

If the IETM or DURATION attribute has a simple

or "The capacity of the station is 8 vehicles.").

value, it will be included also, as a preposi-

After describing the actions and the entities, a

tional phrase (e.g. "every 8 minutes"

separate one-sentence paragraph is produced with

S minutes").

or "for

Otherwise, a separate statement

the values of PROBTIME and TIMUNIT of MEMORY, as

in the form of an attribute sentence will be made

can be seen in the figure.

about the

7.

IETM or DURATION, as can be seen in

the figure.

If the action has an ASNDISTR, a

statement will then be

made about it, as

can be seen in the figure.

The GPSS Program Produced by the System
The manner of producing the GPSS program is

also

similar to that for the English problem descrip-

Finally, a statement

tion, but it involves going down several lists,

of the form "After ..., ...." is produced from

not just the action list.

the SUCC attribute.

lie', these other lists are not shown in the IPD

The exact form of this

As was mentioned ear-

statement depends upon the type of value which

drawing in Figure 4.

SUCC has.

in parentheses at appropriate points in the fol-

It can be seen in the figure that a

'QTYP' successor descriptor actually results in

Their contents will be given

lowing discussion, however.

two sentences, with the first one having an "if"

The first bit of GPSS program produced is a

clause and the second one beginning with "other-

standard SIMULATE card and RMULT card.

wise".

pass is made down the stationary entity list

When describing an action which has already

Then a

(REC31, REC32) to produce an EQU card for each

been mentioned in a successor statement, it is

stationary entity, to relate' its IDNAME and its

not necessary to produce a simple sentence about

IDNO and to define it as a facility or a storage

that action.

and a queue.

If the

action

has a non-simple

If either the QUANTITY or CAPACITY

DURATION and/or a SUCC, the appropriate state-

attribute is greater than 1, an appropriate

ments about these can immediately be made.

STORAGE definition card is also produced.

This

Then a

is the case for the 'SERVIC' action in the exam-

similar pass is made down the mobile entity list

ple.

(REC21, REC22, REC23) to output an EQU card and a

No output was producedffrom the 'LEAV'

action, because it had already been mentioned in

TABLE card for each type of mobile entity that

a successor statement and it had no additional

will actually appear in the simulation (i.e. those

attributes to be described.

records that do not have a CLASATR attribute).

If a stationary entity has a QUANTITY or

the example, nothing is included for 'VEHICLE'
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In

because any vehicle that appears is either a car

corresponds to the flow of mobile entities through

or a truck.

the actual system).

The tables defined will i;e, used to

record transit times during the simulation.

For each action a blank com-

ment card (with an asterisk in column 1), fol-

Next, a standard FUNCTION 1 for the ex-

lowed by a comment card with a simple action sen-

ponential distribution and a standard FUNCTION 2

tence on it is immediately put out.

for the unit normal distribution are produced if

followed by the blocks appropriate to this action.

they are required by the problem.

Then a pass

This is then

The group of blocks produced from an action

is made down the distribution list (REC41, REC42,

actually has two parts, the first of which depends

REC43, REC44)

upon the type of action and the second of which

to define a FUNCTION for each

record that requires one.

In the example,

depends upon the type or value the SUCC attribute

FUNCTION 3 comes from REC42, and FUNCTION "4

has.

comes from REC43.

GENERATE and an ASSIGN, a 'LEAV' produces a

This is followed by a similar

For example, an 'ARRIV' usually produces a

pass down the successor descriptor list (RECS1)

TABULATE and a TERMINATE, and most activities

to define a FUNCTION for each record that re-

produce a sequence like QUEUE, SEIZE, DEPART,

quires one.

ADVANCE, and RELEASE, or minor variations thereof.

This pass produced nothing in the

example.

A 'QTYP' successor descriptor results in a TEST,

Then the records in the distribution list

followed by a TRANSFER (if necessary), and a sim-

are looked at once again to define an FVARIABLE

ple SUCC results in an unconditional TRANSFER, as

for each normal distribution used in the problem.

can be seen in the example.

One of these appears in the example.

'SERVIC' actions had been in reverse order in the

The numbers

If the 'LEAV' and

16 and 4 appear there for the mean and standard

action list, the resulting GPSS program would not

deviation rather than 8 and 2, as might be ex-

have needed the two unconditional TRANSFER's which

pected, because the basic time unit to be used

appear in this program, and they would have been

for this problem was specified as 30 seconds

suppressed.

rather than 1 minute.

The number of each

FUNCTION and FVARIABLE defined in the

The contents of most of the argument fields

above

of the various blocks depend, of course, upon the

passes is stored as the IDNO attribute of the

attributes of the records in the IPD.

record which caused the definition, for use in

argument A of the GENERATE block is VI here be-

later processing.

cause FVARIABLE 1 corresponds to the normal dis-

After the definitions have been taken care

For example,

tribution which is the value of the IETM attribute

of, a pass is made down the action list to

of the 'ARRIV' action.

produce the executable blocks which describe the

the ASSIGN block (which assigns the transaction

flow'of transactions through the program (which

type, either 2 or 3, to parameter 1 of the
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Similarly, argument B of

transaction) comes from the ASNDISTR attribute

project is in the form of a 5000-statement FORTRAN

of the same action.

program called NLP (Natural Language Processor),

Arguments A, B, and C of

the TEST block and argument B of the TRANSFER

which is intended to be useful for a wide range

come directly from the attributes SUCARG, MAXQ,

of natural-language, man-machine communication

CLOSACT, and,OPENACT of the 'QTYP' record.

tasks.

The

When run under the CP/CMS time-sharing

LOCATION attribute determines the A argument for

system on an IBM 360/67, it requires a virtual

such blocks as QUEUE, DEPART, SEIZE, and RELEASE,

machine with 350K bytes of storage.

as can be seen in the example.

consists of about 100 routines, ranging in size

It can also be seen that argument A of the

Tne program

from one which simply unpacks a four-byte word

ADVANCE block (the mean advance time) references

to another which is a compiler for a grammar-rule

FUNCTION 3, which was defined from the 'TYPTABL'

language.

record which specifies the mean of the DURATION

list-processing capabilities.

of the 'SERVIC' action.

serves as a monitor to provide for interaction

ters

When a transaction en-

that ADVANCE block, the appropriate

mean

One large group of routines provides
The main routine

with the user.

time will be obtained from FUNCTION 3 using the

Before NLP can process a queuing problem, it

value of parameter 1 which was ASSIGN'ed to it

must be initialized with information about the

when it "arrived".

relevant words and concepts and about the grammars

This will then be modified

by a value from FUNCTION 1 to yield a service

of

time from the desired exponential distribution.

and GPSS) and how text is to be processed for

The B argument of the last TRANSFER gets its

these languages.

value directly from the SUCC attribute of the

cepts is entered by means of "named record"

'SERVIC' action.

definitions, and the grammars and processing are

All actions are referenced by

names of the form "ACTi", where i

is the value

the languages to be used (currently English

Information about words and con-

specified by "decoding rules" and "encoding rules".

of the action's IDNO attribute.

Each of these is discussed in detail in Reference

Finally, after the blocks for the actions

8.

are put _.it, a standard "timing loop" is pro-

9.

duced to govern the'run length of the simulation.

Computer Time

There are at least three different kinds of

The value in the A argument of the GENERATE

time which can be reported for a job run on a time

block comes from PROBTIME of MEMORY.

*sharing system.

In the

The "virtual CPU time" does not

example this value is 960, because there are

include Jystem overhead and is essentially the

960 30-second periods in 8 hours.

time that the job would take if run under a batch

8.

The System

system.

The computer system developed for this

The "total CPU time",includes system

overhead, most of which is for paging, and depends
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somewhat on the current load on the system.

Along with this, work is continually being done

"Elapsed time" is the time that the user spends

to expand both the kinds of problems that the

sitting at the terminal and can be very highly

system can handle and the language which it will

dependent on the

accept.

current load.

For the sample problem the virtual CPU time
was 77.seconds for
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Conclusion

The system described here is considered to

be in its early stages of development.

It is

already quite capable, as can be seen from the

sample problem, but it certainly is not yet
ready for production use and may not be for at
least a few years.
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report the results in the language of-the prob-

Keywords

developing the capability for having the system
perform the simulation, rather than just producing a GPSS program.

This will make it pos-

sible to give the user more control over the

lem.

It is intended

that facilities for aiding

simulation programming, GPSS, natural language,
intelligence

statistical analyses will be incorporated, too.
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Abstract

GASP IV is an extension of the next event
simulation language GASP II.

A generalization

of the definition of "event" and additions to
the language structure enable GASP IV to be nsed
for continuous or combined models while retaining
the full power of GASP II for discrete models.
Continuous system state description may be
in the form of a set of algebraic and/or differential
equations.

GASP IV handles the details of state

and event control (including state variable integra
tion when necessary), information storage and
retrieval, system performance data collection and
analysis, and report and plot generation.
In addition to the models which can be coded in

GASP II, the following types.of models have been
successfully coded in GASP IV:

Systems Dynamics

Models (Industrial, Urban, and World Dynamics Models);
Mechanical Impact Models; and Chemical Process Models.
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In each case, an analyst familiar with GASP II has
been able to quickly write the GASP IV code.

Introduction

GASP IV is a new simulation language with
new capabilities.

stated later.

Although it is an extension

Every GASP IV simulation model consists of:

of GASP II, it provides many of the capabilities

1)

normally associated with continuous simulation
languages.

A set of subroutines which describe a
system's operating rules.

These additional capabilities

(Subroutines

defining events, conditions causing

are integrated into the GASP II structure re-

events, and the trajectories of the

sulting in a conceptually and physically inte-

state variables.)

grated language.

Because GASP II is well

2)

documented (References 3 and 4), this paper will

Lists and matrices which store information.

emphasize those features and capabilities of

3)

GASP IV not included in GASP II.

The set of subroutines describing the

GASP IV consists of a set of FORTRAN sub-

An executive routine.

operating rules represent the technological

routines organized to assist the analyst in

logic of the system being studied.

preparing discrete, contiuous, or combined

and matrices represent the specific entities,

simulation models.

their attributes, and associated control infor-

GASP IV formalizes an

The lists

approach to the preparation of such models by

mation.

providing an appropriate world-view supported

programs are defined and provided as GASP

by prepared subroutines which handle the problem-.

variables requiring the user to define only

independent structure of the model.

problem dependent, non-GASP, variables.

The world-

view provided describes the status of the

Variables common to, many simulation

The executive routine and its supporting

subject system in terms of a set of state

subroutines provide the nine functions shown

variables and a set of entities with their

below:

associated attributes.

The GASP IV simulation

1)

philosophy is that the dynamic simulation of a

variable integration when necessary.

system can be obtained by modeling the events

SUBROUTINE GASP

of the system and advancing time from one event
to the next.

State and event control including state

2)

This philosophy presumes an

System initialization.

SUBROUTINE DATIN

expanded definWon of "event" which will be

SUBROUTINE CLEAR
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SUBROUTINE SET
3)

4)

5)

9)

Information storage and retrieval.

FUNClION SUMQ (JATT,IFILF.)

SUBROUTINE FILEM (IFILE)

FUNCTION PRODQ (JATT, 1FILE)

SUBROUTINE RMOVE (NTRY, IFILE)

FITCTION GTABL (TAB,X,XLOW,

SUBROUTINE CANCL (NTRY)

XHIGH, X1NCR)

SUBROUTINE COPY (NTRY)

SUBROUTINE GDLAY ([FS,ILS,XIN,DEL)

Location of specified state conditions.

Because of the functions performed by

FUNCTION KROSS (IKRSG, IDRSD,

GASP IV, the analyst need only prepare subrou-

CONST, LDIF, IOL)

tines defining the events and state variables in

SUBROUTINE FIND (XVAL, MCODE,

order to obtain a complete simulation model.

IFILE, JATT, NTRY, TOL)

Event Definition

System performance data collection.
SUBROUTINE COLCT (XX. ICLCT)

The GASP IV definition of "event" is

SUBROUTINE 'INST (XX,T,ISTAT)

fundamental to the world-view which supports the

SUBROUTINE gISTO (XX, A,W,IHIST)

modeling of continuous, discrete, or combined

SUBROUTINE GPLOT (IPLOT,ITAPE,

systems within the same conceptual framework.

NVARP, LCODE, TIME, P)
6)

AN EVENT IS ANY POINT IN TIME BEYOND WHICH

'or'ltistical computation and reporting.

THE STATE OF A SYSTEM MAY NOT BE PROJECTED
WITH CERTAINTY.

SUBR011TifiL--'1!"?TQ;I:ITF)

7)

8)

Miscellaneous support.

SUBROUTINE PRNTS

It should be noted that this definition does not

SUBROUTINE sik:sh.

relate an event to any change, either discrete

fv,:nitorjnF.and_error reporting.

or continuous, in the state of a system.

Such

SUBROUTINE MONTR

a relationship often exists, but it is possible

SUBROUTINE ERROR (KODE)

to have an event with no associated change in

Random variate generation.

system state.

FUNCTION DRAND (ISTRM)

Conversely, it is possible to have

a change in system state with no associated event.

FUNCTION UNFRM (ULO,UHI,ISTRM)

In GASP IV, it is useful to describe events

FUNCTION RNORM (IPAR,ISTRM)

in terms of the mechanism by which they are

FUNCTION RLOGN (IPAR, ISTRM)

scheduled.

FUNCTION ERLNG (IPAR,ISTRM)

Those events which occur at a speci-

fied time are referred to as time-events.

They

FUNCTION GAMA (IPAR,ISTRM)

are the type of event commonly thought of in
FUNCTION BETA (IPAR,ISTRM)

conjunction with "next-event" simulation.

Events

FUNCTION NPOSN (IPAR,ISTRM)

which cccur when prescribed conditions defined in
FUNCTION GAM (AK,ISTRM)
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terms of the system state are met are called
state-events.

Unlike time-events, they are

time-event as each is processed.
not

proceeds as in GASP II.

They may, however,

scheduled in the future.
initiate tim'- events.

Likewise, time-events may

initiate state-events.

The example presented in

That is, it

if there are active

state or derivative equations, a different time
event mechanism is used.

Time is advanced by the

maximum allowable step size (user specified) or

this paper illt,strates these types of inter-

to the next time-event, whichever is less. (If

action.

there are active derivative equations, this in-

The GASP IV Li.nguage.

volves intermediate steps and accuracy checks.)
At that point the system state is examined to see

The execution of a typical GASP IV program
if a state-event has occurred.

If a state-event

begins with a user provided main program which

has been passed by more than the specified tolinitiates the simulation.

Control is then
erance, time and state are reset to the begin-

transferred to GASP, the executive routine,

ning of the step and a smaller step size is
which controls the simulation until completion.
tried.

If no state-events have been passed by

A general flow chart of SUBROUTINE GASP is

more than the specified tolerance all stateshown in Figure 1.

events which have occurred within the specified
GASP first calls SUBROUTINE li:ITIN .bich

tolerance are processed.

If a time-event is

initializes all GASP 1%;:fables either directly

scheduled, it is processed. If no event is
or from reading data cards:

In addition to
scheduled, another step is started.

initialization, DATIN also provides an echo
Upon satisfaction of user specified condicheck of the input data.

tioas, the run is terminated.

Immediately following initialization, GASP
prepares to advance simulated time.

GASP then calls

SUBROUTINE SUMRY to provide a summary report,

GASP uses

calls SUBROUTINE OTPUT to provide user defined

a combined "next-event" and "step-evaluation-

output, checks the number of runs rema-laing, and

step" method of time advance.

then either begira a new run or returns to the

This combined

method is necessary because of the potential

main program.

existence of state-events whose location on the

Description of Example Problem

time axis ate not known.

1

GASP first checks to

As an example of the use if GASP IV, consee if there is a?time-event to process. If
sider the system depicted in Figure 2.
there is, that event is processed by calling

A hydro-

generation reaction is conducted in four reacSUBROUTINE EVNTS(IX) with the proper event code.
toru, each of which may be started, stopped,
If not, GASP checks to see if there are any
1

active state or derivative equations. If there

The authors are indebted to Professor J. M.
Woods of the Purdue University School of Chemical
Engineering who formulated this example problem.

are none, time is advanced from time-event to
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discharged, cr cleaned indepea?ently
of the o:'ers.

A compressor witn. constant vial

flve rata provides a supply
:he reactors.

Only two events are associated wits the
system; a star: of reaction event and a stop

hydrogen gas t.-1

reaction event.

The aydrogen flow is a.. shown in

be tither a time-event, based upon a specified

it...re 2.

The

The start of reactim event may

ti=e from completion of one batch to the start of
operat:ng p "licy for the facility is

the next batch; or a ccate-i.venr

sued upon
7

to start each of the reactors initially at 30

tystem pressure rising above homin:l.

minute laterals.

reaction even: will be treated Ls a state-event,

The concentration of the

The stop

reactar's is then =onitored until it reaches

based either upon compirior. cf a batch or pres-

10Z of its initial value at which time the reac-

sure falling below critical.

tion is ci=plete and the reactor is turned off.

be described more fully in the discussion of the

Following completion of a Latch, the reactor is

casing which follows.

discharged, cleaned, recharged and restarted.

Coding foI.I.I2alegloblem

These events will

The time to discharge the reactor is know= to ba
exponentially distributed with e mean of one
hour.

A liberally annotated listing of the source

Tne ti=e to clean and recharge the reac-

program for the cited example is given in Figure

tor is known to be approxinately normally dis-

3.

tributed with a =ean of one hour, a standard

that used in GASP II models, although there is

deviation of one-half hour, a minimum of zero

not complete upward co=patability.

hours, and a maximum of two hours.

ever, virtually co=plete conceptual co=patability.

The valve connecting each reactor to the

In large part, the coding is identical to

There is how-

Because of this fact, only.selected features will

rest of the system is adjusted by control:, so as

be described in this paper.

to maintain an effective pressure of 100 psia in

tate understanding of the coding, sono of the

each active reactor unless the system pressure

important CAS? IF variables are defined below.

has fallen below 100 psia in wnich case the

ATRIB (I)

In orderta. foOLt-

Buffer storage for entries
being stored in or removed

effective pressure is the actual systc= pressure

from NSET.
In, drder to preclude the pressure from
D(I)

The derivative of the Ith

falling :'o low; if system pressure falls below
state variable.
the critical value

(100 psia), the last reactor

to have started is immediately shut off.

DTMAX

The maximum step size used to
advance ti.e if any state

In

equations requiring integra-

addition, no reactors are ever started if the

tion are active.

system pressure is below the nominal value of
DTVG

The difference between TNOW

150 psia.

and TLAST.
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ID

Maximum number of entries

SL(I)

The value of S(I) at TLAST. SL(I)

allowed in NSET.

equals S(I) except during periods

IEVNT

Event code for state-events.

when GASP is in the process of

IM

Number of attributes per

advancing time.
SEED(I)

entry in NSET.

The seed for the Ith stream of the
random number generator.

INN(I)

A code establishing the rankTLAST

ing for file I.

The latest time at which all of
the state variables were complete-

IS(I)

A flag indicating the occur-

ly updated.

rence of a state-event.
TNEXT
JEVNT

Event code for time-events.

KRANK(I)

The attribute number or which

The scheduled time of occurrence
of the most imminent time-event.

TNOW

Current simulation time.

file I is ranked.

SUBROUTINE STATE is a required GASP IV
LSEV

A code indicating whether
state-events may cause dis-

subroutine whose purpose is to define the state

crete changes in the system

variables or their derivatives.

state.

MFA

GASP IV allows

substantial flexibility with respect to the

The relative address of the

definition of state equations.

One method of

first space in NSET available
coding subroutine STATE for this example is given

for storing a new entry.
MFE(I)

MLE(I)

in Figure 3.

The relative address of the

The statements shown below indicate

first entry in file I.

three possible alternative formulations for this

The relative address of the

problem.

last entry in file I.

NEQD

1)

S(I)=SL(I)*(1.-DTVG*RK(I)*PEFF*RON(I))

2)

TRL(I)=accumulated running time for

The number of derivative
equations.

present batch in reactor I at

NEQDS,

The total number of state

TLAST.

and derivative equations.
TR(I)=TRL(I)+RON(I)*DTVG
(NEQDS=NEQD+NEQS)

XPNTI=TR(I)*RK(I)*PEFF
NEQS

The number of state equations.

NOQ

The number of separate files

S(I)=SO(I)*EXP(XPNTI)
3)

in .SET.
NQ(I)

S(I)=SL(I)*EXP(XPNTI)

The current number of entries
in file I.

NSET(I)

,The filing array for storing

QSET(I)

all entities and their asso-

XPNTI=-RON(I)*DTVG*RK(I)*PEFF

The coding of subroutine STATE and the above
alternatives show three general approaches which
may be used:

1)

Use of the GASP IV provided

ciated pointers.

Runge-Kutta integrator (as in SUBROUTINE STATE);
S(I)

The Ith state variablE.
2)

ROO

Construction of an Euler integrator (as in

Alternative 1), or; 3)

Use of the closed form

START and CALL STOPP by CALL FILEM(1).

, of the problem (as in Alternatives 2

solut

This

approach allows the user to control the sequenc-

and 3) .

ing of events which occur at the same instant of

SUBROUTINE SCOND performs the dual func-

time.

tions of setting flags to indicate state-event

in any user-defined sequence.

occurrences as well as causing SUBROUTINE GASP

SUBROUTINE START describes the performance

to locate any state-events within a prescribed

of the system at the instant in time that the

The prescribed tolerance may be on

tolerance.

Thus, simultaneous events may be processed

event occurs.

If system pressure is below nomi-

the appropriate state variable, on time, or a

nal, it causes the entity representing the asso-

combination of both.

ciated reactor to be filed in the file awaiting

SUBROUTINE EVNTS(IX) performs the same
functions in GASP IV as in GASP II.

conditions enabling the reactor to be started.

The only

If system pressure is above nominal it sets the

difference is that in addition to being called

appropriate counters, flags, and attributes ..."d

for each time-event, it is also called for each

files the entity in the file awaiting conditions

state-event.

For time-events, the argument

causing it to be stopped.

passed is the event code (IEVNT=ATRIB(2)) of
the event to be processed.

SUBROUTINE STOPP describes the performance

For state-events,

of the system at the instant in time that the

the argument passed is the user specified event

event occurs.

code (IEVNT=3 in this example) for state-events.

and counters to indicate the reactor is turned

Substantial flexibility exists with respect to

off.

making IEVNT a constant or variable and coding

is caused by batch completion or low pressure.

the event logic directly into EVNTS or into

If it is caused by low pressure, attributes are

event subroutines.

set and the entity is filed awaiting sufficient

SUBROUTINE SEVNT is the state-event subroutine.

It first sets appropriate flags

Next it checks to see if the STOPP event

pressure to start.

In this example, it could easily be

If it is caused by batch

completion, concentration is initialized for the

coded directly in EVNTS, but is separate in

next batch and the start of the next batch is

order to clarify its function.

scheduled (the only time-event in this example)

SEVENT checks

those flags set by SCOND and causes the appropriate events to be processed.

for the appropriate time.

An alternative

SUBROUTINE SSAVE normally does no more than

method of processing the events, rather than

provide a documentation point.

calling the appropriate event routine directly,

least once at each event time during periods

would be to schedule the event as a time-event

when there are active state equations.

to occur at TNOW.

discrete change in system state may occur at the

That is, to replace CALL
1
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It is called at

If a

event time, SSAVE is called both before and

is used, in this case, to represent critical

after the potential change.

pressure (100 psia) and nominal pressure (150

Otherwise, SSAVE

is called only once at an event time.

psia).

Selected Output from Example Problem

the communication .intervals multiple plot points

Because the plot interval does not equal

associated with the same time frequently occur;

The selected output shown inTigures 4, 5

specifically, where the time step has been re-

and 6 gives an example of standard GASP output.

fined to locate a state-event or to obtain more

Several other forms such as error output,event

accuracy in integration.

tracing output and state variable tabular out-

of the system can be seen clearly in Figure 6.

put are not shown.

Initially, only reactor 1 was on and pressure

The initial output, Figure 4, consists of
an echo check of input data.

The dynamic behavior

rose rapidly until reactor 2 was turned on at

Definition of

time 0,5.

Reactor 1 was turned off because of

those parameters not given previously may be

batch completion (a state-event) at about 0.7

found in Reference 3.

hours.

The output shown in Figure 5 is automatically generated by SUBROUTINE SUMRY.

(More precise accuracy on event times is

readily available through either a table giving

Included

every event point, a plot with a non-linear time

are tables of parameter values, statistics

axis which gives every event separately, or a

collected by subroutine COLCT (time each reactor

plot with a linear time axis and reduced plot

is down after completion of a batch), statistics

interval.)

collected by SUBROUTINE TMST (number of reactors

3 (a time-event) at time 1.0, pressure fell

on), a histogram collected by SUBROUTINE HISTO

rapidly.

(time each reactor is down after completion of

the pressure curve at time 1.5, when reactor 4

a batch), and a final dump of both the f47

was started.

and

state storage areas.

There is an obvious discontinuity in

Pressure first went critical at

about 1.8 hours, causing reactor 4 to be stopped

The output shown in Figure 6, is generated
by SUBROUTINE GPLOT.

Beginning with the start of reactor

(alstate-event) since it was the last one started.

In this particular case

From 1.8 until 2.8 hours pressure oscillated

it provides a plot of each of the state vari-

several times between critical and nominal.

ables as a function of time.

(Critical and nominal pressure are shown by the

The heading lists

the user-specified plot symbol and associated

cursors on the plot.)

identifier as well as the scale for each vari-

bell,

able to be plotted. Thus, the plot symbol "P"

are state-events, there is a plot point for each

represents the system presgure on a scale

occurrence which greatly aids analysis.

ranging from 0 to 1000 psia.

be noted that the oscillations in pressure caused

The symbol " '"
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Because pressure falling

critical and pressure rising above nominal

It may

reactor 4 to be stopped at 1.8, 2.2, 2.5, and
2.8 hours.

4.

(Note, the plot point for pressure

"The Basics of GASP 11:

A Tutorial," 1971 Winter Simulation

being critical at time 2.2 coincides with a
plot point for reactor 3;

Pritsker, A. Alan B.

Conference, December 3-10, 1971, Waldorf-

thus it is indicated

Astoria, New York, pp. 474-482.

in the duplicates column.)
5.

Applications

Pritsker, A. A. B. and P. J. Kiviat.
Simulation with GASP II:
Simulation Language.

Thus far, GASP IV has been used by the

N. J.:

A FORTRAN-Based

Englewood Cliffs,

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969.

authors and by graduate students in a simulation
6.

course to node previously published and locally
generated models.

Problems Efficiently Solveu with 1130

In each case, the coding has

CSMP."

The

been accomplished without undue difficulty.

1)

An Industrial

Dynamics formulation of a production-distribution system (Reference 1, pp. 383-386);

2)

World Dynamics (Reference 2, pp. 132-134);
3)

and,

A mechanical impact, Slip Clutch, problem

(Reference 4, pp. 74-76).

In each case, the

GASP IV model replicated the dynamic behavior
of the subject model.
References
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NGPSS/6000:

A NEW IMrLEMENTATION OF GPSS

Karen Ast, Jerry Katzke, Jim Nickerson, Julian Reitman
Norden, Division of United Aircraft Corporation
Norwalk, Connect cut
Lee Rogin

Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania

Abstract

A version of the GPSS simulation language,

compatible with GPSS V, has been implemented
for the CDC 6000 series and is operational at

the Naval Air Deveopment Center.

In

addition, the design goals of NGPSS/6000
were thorough assenbly debugging, reduced
core requirements, decreased running time,
unrestricted use of matrices, an

language

flexibility to allow flexibility Car future
enhancements.

This implementatioA seeks to

aid both the user unfamiliar with the
language with more complete diagnostics;
while enabling the experienced user .to

build very largescale models and associated
data banks.

Provisions have been made for

future language extensions toward realtime
operation, online debugging, and a faster
execution module for debugged models.
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INTRODUCTION

generation

The implementation of a GPSS for

.

sort capabilities used to

the CDC 6000 series provided an

structure the numeric entity

opportunity to reevaluate the organi-

table

zation and structure of the language.

.

The goal was to preserve the language

.

syntax in its entirety and to simplify

ease of debugging
to establish a degree of

machine independence

the implementation, obtain rapid

The execution phase consists of

execution and enable flexibility for

three distinct segments.

future modifications.

an input module which processes the

In addition, as

The first is

part of this undertaking, it was felt

NGPSt control cards and loads the

that the resultant language should be

entity area into core, the second is

internally consistent, for example,

the execution module which performs the

matrices can be referenced anywhere

actual GPSS simulation and the third is

within the language.

an output module which generates

The first major departure was to

standard NGPSS statistical output.

implement NGPSS as a two-phase processor

These and any HELP block subroutines

consisting of a translator, the

are dynamically loaded into core via

assembly phase, and an interpreter,

the SCOPE 3.3 segmentation loader as

the execution phase.

needed.

The assembly

The first two modules were

phase was written primarily in COBOL

coded in CDC assembler, COMPASS, to

with COMPASS routines to carry out

minimize central processor and core

operations which would have been awk-

requirements.

ward in the higher level language.

for the following reasons; awkwardness

COBOL was chosen for this phase

FORTRAN was not used

of partial word manipulations, addi-

for:

tional core required for system rou.

.

character manipulation

tines, and slower processing of the

capabilities required to per-

relative addresses required for entity

form syntax checking

operations.

file manipulations used for

written in FORTRAN.

input, output and cross

and speed are important, they were not

reference symbol table

as critical as the ability to trans-
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The output module was

Although core

form binary values into their charac-

model can .be assembled in default core,

ter representations.

24,576 decimal words.

The two phases of NGPSS/6000 are

The execution

phase requires 7,600 decimal words of

run as independent operations with

core for the system and 3,700 words of

communication via a temporary file.

core for the system loader and loader

The assembly phase is organized in an

tables.

overlay structure to reduce CPU time.

Besides the above considerations,

The execution phase is organized into

the following features have been added

segments because of the reallocatable

to enhance the language:

entity area and the variable number of
subroutines.

1) The restrictions that have been

The incompatibility of

imposed on the usage of matrix

these loader techniques was resolved

and floating point Standard

by use of a two step processor.

Numerical Attributes (SNA's)

The

advantage of this type of organization

have been lifted.

is that assembly and execution can be

therefore be used in function

run independently,

arguments and follower cards,

Consistent with the Navy and Norden

They can

GENERATE block arguments, SPLIT

experience in the building of large

block arguments, etc.

scale GPSS models, this implementation

2) The number of matrix rows and

of the GPSS language emphasizes the

columns and the transaction

use of matrices to control and operate

number have been added as legal

the GPSS logic.

SNA's.

In this

'nner, a

logic system representing the general

3) A new auxiliary field has been

case can be used with a-variety of

added to the SPLIT block to

matrices providing the data to separate

permit the option of new trans-

the model logic and data libraries.

actions to no longer be conaid-

This generalization is emphasized in

ered as part of an assembly set

this implementation by complete

so that an ASSEMBLY block does

accessibility of matrix references

not operate on this transaction.

anywhere, within the GPSS language.

This field "GEN" creates a new

The assembly phase requires 18,700

transaction copy without adding

decimal words of core plus an area for

it to the assembly set of the

the GPSS symbol table.

parent transaction.

A typical
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4) Unary minus operators and a

mode where the use of symbols

continuation card have been

is not limited to those defined

added to arithmetic variables.

in that run.

Any symbol defined

in the SAVE run is automatically
ASSEMBLY

defined and can be used in the
Extensive investigation during
READ run; in addition, new
the assembly design phase suggested
symbols may be used and will be
the need to eliminate many of the
assigned the next available
syntax constraints of previous GPSS
number for the particular entity
implementations and provide the user
type.

with additional debugging aids and
.

Because all GPSS variable state-

more thorough error checking.
ments are decoded and translated
NGPSS/6000 permits a more
into Reverse Polish notation,
extensive use of both symbols' and

there is no limit on the number
matrices.

A block or EQUed symbol
or depth of parenthesis.

may be used anywhere a constant is
.

Additional optional fields were

legal; for example, to specify the
added to the MATRIX definition
rows and/or columns on a matrix
statement allowing the user to
definition statement.

The extensions
define, EQU, and RESTORE a matrix

to the use of symbols in conjunction
within one statement.

with use of the SYN statement gives
Numerous debugging aids have been
the user greater flexibility than was
added to the GPSS language.
previously available.

These

For example,

include an optional cross-reference of
ROWS

SYN

10

CLMNS

SYN

20

1

MATRIX MH,ROWS,CLMNS

all numerically referenced entities in
addition to the standard cross-reference of all symbolically referenced
permits the user to vary the number
entities, a second symbol listing of
of rows and columns in multiple
all symbolically referenced entities

MATRIX definition statements by
in entity number order within entity
simply changing two cards.

type, and a summary of the entity
.

Another extension for the user
allocation.

The first scan of function

of symbolics is in the READ
follower cards has been changed so
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that the search for follower points

only when requested.

terminates at the first legal card

free-format input may be listed before

type; thus, an error in the number of

the Assembly Listing and a complete

function points does not cause the

source file of the model in fixed

entire model nor any part, of it to be

format is written so that the user may

"lost" in the search for the follower

assemble from the fixed-format file in

points.

future runs.

PASS2 of the Assembly Phase was

In addition, the

INPUT

completely redesigned, especially that

In NGPSS/6000 the functions of the

portion of it which scans and decodes

Input Phase have been greatly reduced.

block arguments.

This was done by moving many of the

Block argument

decoding is completely table driven

tasks previously performed by input,

and thus the arguments are examined

particularly in the processing of

according to the type of argument

blocks, to assembly and others to

expected and more complete error

execution.

checking is possible.

overlapping of tasks between assembly

The error

This reduced much of the

message and the argument in which the

and input,and input and execution that

error occurred are printed in addition

are present in otter implementations

to the error number; this eliminates

of GPSS and lead to a loss of

any possible confusion concerning in

ciency in running time and core size.

which rrgument a particular error was

For instance, the source code is

found.

scanned and decoded, in assembly, and

Additional Assembly Phase control

effi-

a binary file rather than a coded file

options have been incorporated in

is passed to input.

NGPSS/6000.

having to scan and decode an inter-

All comments -- both

Thus, rather than

comment cards and comments on any

mediate file, the input module, in the

statement -- can be eliminated from

case of blocks, has only to store the

the Assembly Listing; this is for use

binary information in the entity area

in particular with classified models.

and GPSS common.

Since a free-format scat of the input

case of GPSS control cards such as

images requires extra system time,

INITIAL, CLEAR and RESET, the

this preliminary scan is performed

necessary fields have all been scanned
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Similarly, in the

and decoded in assembly and only have
to be processed in input.

2) The INITIAL card has been
changed to permit the

Many of the

errors are now caught in assembly

initialization of Random Number

rather than in the input phase, thereby

Generators and the character

reducing wasted processing time.

initialization of matrices.

A

great deal of overlapping of tasks

Since in NGPSS/6000 the number

between input and execution has also

of random number seeds is

been eliminated by having all eval-

reallocatable, the user can

uation of SNA's done in execution.

.

selectively initialize which-

This eliminates the need of having all

ever ones he wishes to.

of the SNA evaluation routines present

Character initialisation is

in the INPUT module, thus saving some

very lseful for printing out

core.

For instance, rather than

reports.

having the first t7.-nctidn of a

3) At the end of model execution,

GENERATE block co: JOBTpPr, created in

input prints out the maximum

INPUT, they are dt,se in execution.

amount of GPSS common and the

Aside from the elloination of all

size of the entity area used

tasks from input that resulted in an

during the run.

overlapping of effor';s between modules,

always knows exactly how much

a number of other improvements have

common he has available for

been made:

future additions to his model,

1) The READ/SAVE feature executes

Thus, the user

or how much common he can

faster and more efficiently

eliminate from his model so that

since all pointers to the

it will require less core.

entity area and GPSS common are

4) A permanent disk-resident matrix

stored as relative addresses.

data reference library whose

Thus, when a saved model is

data can be accessed randomly

READ the pointers do not have

was added.

to be adjusted as they would

required no change to the GPSS

have to be if they were stored

language structure, merely the

as absolute addresses,

addition of 3 control cards;

Its implementation

one to create the data library
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(KREATE); another to store data

3) Ease of program modification

in a permanent library (MSTORE)

One of the major criticisms of existing

and a third to retrieve it

versions of GPSS has been the total

(RESTORE).

CPU time nelded for execution of a

In addition, the

user can retrieve a matrix from

large scale model.

a permanent library by use of

to decrease this requirement while

the E field of a MATRIX

staying within memory constraints.

dpfinition card.

Also needed was a system in which

By use of the

The objective was

data base feature the cost of

enhancements could be made to the

inputting data into a system can

language with a minimum of program

be reduced since the data need

revision.

only be input once and then can

In the internal structure of the

be accessed randomly rather than

execution phase, there are two areas

sequentially.

which are critical to execution time.

Also, the data

base can be accessed and modified

The first is the evaluation of block

independent of a model and thus

arguments and the second is the

a given model can be run with a

structure of the routine which scans

variety of data or vice versa.

the current events chain.

In NGPSS/6000 the input phase has

Since GPSS

is an interpreter each block argument

been streamlined to provide maximum

must be evaluated every time the given

overall efficiency in terms of running

block is executed.

time and core size by moving a number

speed of execution the assigning of

of its functions to other modules,

default values to missing arguments

adding some new control cards and

was given to the assembly phase where

expanding on the functions of others.

each block is processed only once.

EXECUTION

Also

In the design of the execution

To increase the

within execution, space was

reserved for the maximum number of

phase, the following factors were

arguments for each block.

established as critical considerations:

that the arguments could be evaluated

This meant

1) Central processor osage

as needed and the amount of duplications

2) Total memory needed during

in argument evaluation could be

execution

decreased.
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The core allocation for

matrix arguments was also reassessed.

areas from 1 to 4 words of core have

NGPSS/6000 generates a matrix packet

been saved per entity.

for each matrix argument thus

ments have also been redefined.

nulifying the need for multiple words

Instead of constructing a pseudo object

for each block argument.

Variable state-

code, NGPSS/6000 uses a Reverse Polish

(See Figure

This type of expression

1 for core allocation of a typical

notation.

block.)

removes the need for temporary storage
space within each Variable; instead

Because GPSS is a discrete system
simulation language, it must be

ole common area is used by all Variables

structured so,that every active

as an arca for storage of temporary

transaction is operated upon after

calculations.

each change in the status of the
system.

The final objective was probably

If many transactions are

the easiest to accomplish.

This was

moving at any time, then a great deal

done by completely modularizing the

of overhead is used in scanning these

execution phase, for example, one

events.

routine to evaluate all block arguments,

To decrease this overhead

the chains use relative addresses and

one routine to calculate the address

are linked both forward and backward

of all entities.

(displacements off the base).

addition of a new block means only

The

By doing this, the

descriptive transaction bits have

coding the block and inserting its

been moved from the transaction common

block mask into the branch table.

area to the fixed area to allow for

.

ease in checking to see if the
transaction is active.

OUTPUT

The Output Phase, which prints
out the Standard GPSS Statistics,

These features

along with the incorporation of all

contains a number of minor improve-

chain headers into a common area

meats:

1) Block Symbols are printed out

compensate for the lack of partial

with the block counts where

word operations on the CDC 600C

they exist.

In order to decrease core require-

2) A random access file is used

ments and use the CDC 60001i 60-bit

to retrieve entity symbols thus

word, the GPSS entity area has been
redesigned.

cutting down on retrieval time.

By compressing these
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FIGURE 1

CORE LAYOUT FOR A TYPICAL NGPSS BLOCK
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TRAY (-5)
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(22)

MH

MATRIX ADDRESS
--A
1

1

MATRIX PACKET
-

.

FILE (-6)
(58)

(3)

XF

0

DRAW

(26)
P

0

5

_
....
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3) Only matrix savevalue rows and
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printed out.

TESTING ANb SUMMARY
The testing of NGPSS/6000 lixts

involved a series of models originally
coded in GPSS/360 and G' 4 V.

Since

the operation of the pseudo random
number generators are machine

dependent, a set of models were converted to contain a series of GPSS
Variable statements which provided
the random number sequence.

The

running of these models has produced
matching statistics and transaction
data limited only by the round-off
errors in the calculation of utilization factors.

As a result of these

tests, it is felt that the objective
of being able to run GPSS models on a
CDC 6000 computer has been achieved.
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CMS/1 - A CORPORATE MODELING SYSTEM

Robert F. Zant

Clemson University
Abstract

Past efforts in the area of corporate modeling have demonstrated the need for "problem-oriented" languages which would
facilitate the construction-of corporate models.

CMS/1 is a

discrete-state simulation system designed for use in corporate
modeling.

It is composed of three languages - a control language,

a logic/data specification language, and a report format specification language.

Among the features of CMS/1 are 1) the user

specification of each variable's name and meaning, 2) the capability of "grouping" variables, 3) the ability to execute a logic
module, both as a deterministic model and as a stochastic model,

and 4) the ability to transfer the values of variables from one
model to another.

This paper describes some of the design concepts of the system and presents some examples which illustrate its capabilities.

Introduction

model is usually constructed with the aid

The initial efforts of most firms

of a general purpose languEige such as

in building corporate models have fol-

Fortran or Cobol.

lowed the philosophy characterized by

user little flexibility, forcing him "to

Dickson, Mauriel, and Anderson as the

employ existing accounts, fixed output

"fixed structure approach" to model

reports, and a limited set of options for

building.1

Under this approach the

The models allow the

attaching values to variables in the
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model.n2

trieved from the disk, merged into a com

The limitations of the fixed struc

plete model, and executed (see Figure 2).

ture approach have been mitigated by the

The execution of a model is actually

development of corporate modeling sys
tems such as IBM's PSG,

3

accomplished in six steps.

Monsanto's

1.

The first step is to create a

APEX,4 and Applied Computer Technology

matrix of variables

Corporation's Foresight. 5

ables referenced by ,.he specified logic

This paper

describes a new system, called CMS/1,

module and report modules.

which was created in an effort to fur

2.

ther the development of corporate model
ing systems.

values are assigned to the indicated

of the system will first be presented

variables.

and then general design characteristics

3.

The logic module is retrieved and

the specified calculations are performed.

Third,

CMS/1 is briefly compared to another
modeling system, Foresight IV.

Second, the specified data mod

ules are retrieved in turn, and the

The logical organization

of the system will be discussed.

Imposed of the vari

4.

If the execution is a part of a

sensitivity analysis or a Monte Carlo

Finally,

examples of the use of the system will

simulation, the second and third steps

be given.

are repeated-.
5.

If requested, the values of se

Logical Organization
lected variables are saved.
A model is composed of three types
6.

of modules.

The requested reports are printed.

They specify the logical

If no report modules are specified, a
and mathematical relationships for the
default report is printed.
model (i.e., the logic module), the data
to be used in executing the model (i.e.,

Design Characteristics

the data module), and the formats of re

The basic design characteristics of

ports which are to be produced (i.e.,

CMS/1 may be categorized into three

the report modules).

groups:

those which promote the ease of

use, those which promote flexibility of

When the modules are entered into
CMS/1, they are translated into a more

use, and lastly, technical characteris

conveniently executed form and stored on

tics.

a magnetic disk (see Figure 1).

The major contributant to the ease

The

user may then specify the logic, data,

of usaof the system is the utilization

and report modules that and to be re-

of "Englishlike" languages.
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The use of

new specially designed languages means

variables through the capability of

that the modeler need have no previous

"grouping" variables.

programming experience.

statement

The use of

For example, the

"English-like" languages also make the
languages less cryptic and more easily
understood.

GROUP LABOR,MATERIALS,OVERHEAD
UNDER MFG_EXPENSES

However, the experienced
creates three variables which may be

modeler usually tires of using the comreferenced collectively under the name

plete forms of such "English-like" lan"MFG_EXPENSES."

The use of a group name

guages; so, short-forms are provided for
will elicit different responses depending
the expert.

upon the context of its use.

A second contributant to the ease of
Assuming that the variables SALES,
use of CMS/1 is the provision of default
LABOR, MATERIALS, and OVERHEAD have been
conditions.

The more capabilities propreviously assigned values, the following

vided by a modeling system, the more
statement would cause the values of

difficult it is to use since the user
LABOR, MATERIALS, and OVERHEAD to be

must select those things he wishes to do
summed; the sum to be subtracted from
from all the alternatives available to
the value of SALES; and the result to be
him.

Relief from this circumstance is
associated with the variable

provided by the use of defaults.

That

OPERATING_INCOME.

is, if no selection is explicitly made

where an option exists, a.predefined

OPERATING INCOME EQUALS SALES
MINUS -MFGEXPENSES

alternative is assumed by the modeling
Another use of group names is exem-

system.

CMS/1 also has extensive error-

plified by the following two statements.

checking routines which check each statement as it is entered.

When an error is

detected, a concise though clearly
worded error message is produced.

GROUP LABOR, MATERIALS, OVERHEAD
UNDER MFG_EXPENSES, STANDARDS
MFG EXPENSES EQUAL SALES TIMES
STANDARDS

Where

applicable, the message identifies the

The second statement above specifies

character, word, or storage file which

that the values of the labor, materials,

generated the error.

and overhead standards are each to be

The modeler is also assisted in the

specification of relationships among

multiplied by the values of sales giving,
respectively, the labor, material, and

overhead expenses.

as a simple deterministic model, its use

The use of CMS/1 is further simpli-

in sensitivity analysis, and its use in

fied by the segmentation of models into

Monte Carlo simulations.

logic, data, and report modules.

tionship may be expressed so that it is

The

A logical rela-

modules are created separately and are

invariant over these three situations.

combined into one complete model only

It is the data and the procedure used in

when executed.

executing the model which must change.

A model may contain only

one logic module, but any number of data

The segmentation of models is com-

and/or report modules may be used.

plemented by the facility of referencing

Thus, a model can be easily altered

all variables by user-supplied names (32

simply by altering the "mix" of logic,

characters per name maximum).

data, and report modules.

simply references the same variable by the

This modularization of models also

same name in all modules.

The modeler

Then, when the

increases the flexibility of the model-

modules are combined for execution, the

ing system in several ways.

modeling system links all like names to

One way is

by allowing logic modules to be created

the same values.

independently of the number of time

from the burden of maintaining positional

periods over which they are to be exe-

equivalency among variables over all

cuted.

The time horizon of a model is

modules.

limited by the interest of the manager
or by the availability of data.

This frees the modeler

Finally, the flexibility of CMS/1 is

When

greatly enhanced by the facilities for

either of these factors change, the

including arithmetic calculations in data

logic module may be executed over a

modules and for the superceding of se-

longer horizon without altering the

lected values calculated in a logic mod-

module itself.

This also means, of

ule by values contained in a data module.

course, that different types of logic

These two facilities are useful in tem-

modules (e.g., long-range planning and

porarily altering the logical structure

capital budgeting models) utilizing

of a model without actually altering the

different time horizons may be created

logic module.

with CMS/1.

plished simply by adding to the "mix" of

Another implication of the modulari-

The alterations are accom-

modules a data module incorporating the
desired changes.

zation of models is that a logic module

There are two technical considers-

may be created independently of its use
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tions which have greatly influenced the

ceding to the next operation.

design of CMS/1.

executing the statement

The first is the con-

Thus, in

sideration of the capacity of the system
INTEREST EXPENSE EQUALS DEBT TIMES
INTEREST RATE

in terms of the number of variables,

time periods, etc. which may be accommoover five time periods, the multiplication
dated by the system.

In some cases no

limits are required.

There is no direct

would be carried out five times; and then
the five products would be assigned to the
limit, for example, on the number of
variable "INTEREST EXPENSE."
data and/or report, modules which may be

This procedure, though efficient,
included, in a model.

In other cases the

yields undesirable results in three cases:
items must be counted so that the capa1) when a variable is lagged on itself,
city is limited by the maximum value
2) when a variable is a function of
which the counters can obtain.

In these

another lagged variable whose defining
instances the capacity of the counters
equation follows the equation being evalhave been set so that the modeler is

uated, and 3) when a conditional branch
more likely to be restricted by the
occurs.

All three of these problems can

physical capacity of his computer than

be avoided by the slower process of interby the capacity of CMS/1.

This is exempreting the complete model once for each

plified by the capacity of the matrix
time period.

which is used to store the values of

When one or more of these three cases
variables.

The matrix is dynamically

arises, the slower procedure is automatiallocated with a maximum capacity of
cally used by CMS /1.

In all other cases

32,767 variables defined over a maximum
the more efficient procedure is used by
of 32,767 time periods.

Thus, CMS/1 can
executing, in turn, each operator within

accommodate over one billion values.
an equation over all time periods.

The second technical consideration
deals with the procedure used in execu-

Comparison of CMS/1 and Foresight IV

ting a model over several time periods.

CMS /1 was originated as an experi-

Since CMS/1 is an interpreter rather

mental language - one which would offer

than a compiler, the most efficient

advanced facilities (e.g., Monte Carlo

procedure for executing a model would be

simulations) for corporate modeling but

to execute each operation within a state-

still be easily used by a novice in com-

ment over all time periods before pro-

puter programming.
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The resulting design

of CMS/1 differs fundamentally from the

ing data values and in specifying the

structure of Foresight.

form of reports (column widths, etc.).

In the Foresight

system, a model is basically a single

Foresight, on the other hand, has more

unit containing data, logic, and report

built-in functions, supports the specifi-

formats with the report formats dict.ting

cation of relationships among columns,

the structure of the model.

and, unlike CMS/1, is available in e

That is,

the data and logic statements are basi-

time-sharing environment.

cally algebraic representations of the

other differences along with some simi-

lines in a report.

larities between the two systems are

In CMS/1 a model is composed of

These and

summarized in Table 1.

three types of related but separable
Example Models
segments (i.e., data, logic, and reports).

The use of CMS/1 in constructing

The modeler constructs each segment inmodels is demonstrated in this section
dividually.

The system then merges the
through the presentation of models which

individual segments into a complete
culminate in the production of a corpomodel.

This segmentation allows the
rate income statement for a hypothetical

sequence of computations to be indepenfirm.

The sole purpose of the model is

dent of the sequence in which the varito demonstrate the use of CMS/1.
ables appear in a report.

They

Also, one

are not intended to reflect the circumsegment can be altered or restructured
stance in any particular firm.

without necessarily requiring that the
The hypothetical firm is assumed' to

other segments be changed.

be composed of two divisions each producin addition to the fundamental difing two products.

The corporate income

ference in the approaches of CMS/1 and
statement is therefcric developed from the

Foresight to the construction of models,

divisions' income statements which in
there are also a number of structural
turn"depend on the performance of the
differences.

CMS/1 has more liberal
product lines.

capacity constraints on items such as
The model for each division is comthe maximum number of variables and
posed of common logic and report modules
periods which may be used, the lengths
(see Figure 3) which are combined with
of statements, or the number of operadifferent data modules for each division
tions in an arithmetic statement.

CMS/1

(see Figure 4).

The divisional models

also offers more flexibility in specifycombine cost and revenue information
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concerning the product lines (such in-

special purpose functions such as present

formation is contained in the data mod-

value and discounted rate of return com-

ules named "PRODUCT_11", etc.) with in-

putations, and capabilities for perform-

formation concerning the expenses in-

ing sensitivity analyses and Monte Carlo

curred at the divisional level in order

simulations.

to derive the net contribution of each

of CMS/1 are currently being extended and

division.

improved as a result of experience gained

The calculated values are

'then saved for later use in the corporate level model.

from the utilization of the system by

(Note that the re-

several organizations.

sults from one model may be saved and
used as data for another model.)

These and other facilities

The primary purpose of the develop-

The

ment of CMS/1 was to further the develop-

results of the execution of the two

ment of corporate modeling systems which

divisional models are depicted in

"will allow the modeler and planner to

Figures 5 and 6.

conceptualize the simulation model in the

The information saved from the

language it is to be programmed."6

divisional models is combined with data
Footnotes

on corporate expenses in order to derive
1)

a corporate income statement.

G.W. Dickson, J. J. Mauriel, and J. C.

A comAnderson, "Computer Assisted Planning

plete corporate level model including
Models, A Functional Analysis," 'Cor-

logic, data, and report modules is
porate Simulation Models, A. N.
depicted in Figure 7.

The corporate

Schrieber (ed.), Graduate School of
income statement developed by the model

Business Administration, University
is presented in Figure 8.

of Washington, Seattle, Washington,

Summary

1970, pp. 43-70.

CMS/1 is a corporate modeling system
designed to assist'in the construction

2)

Ibid., p. 53.

3)

"Planning Systems Generator User

and solution of discrete-state, casestudy type models.

Guide," Program Information Depart-

The emphasis in its

ment, International Business Machines

design is on the alleviation of the

Corporation, 1968.

programming Ipurden rather than on the

4)

efficient execution of a model.

Donald L. Buchman, "An Application-

Oriented Computer Language for Fi-

Among the facilities of CMS/1 are

nancial/Economic Simulation," a

data maintenance services, several
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paper presented at the XIX International Meeting of the Institute of
Management Science, Houston, Texas,
April 5, 1972.
5)

"Foresight III User Manual," Applied
Computer Technology Corporation,
Los Angeles, California, 1971.

6.

James L. McKenney, "Guidelines For
Simulation Model Development," Information Systems Science and Technology, 1967, pp. 169-173.

TABLE 1

Comparison of CMS/1 and Foresight IV
Characteristic

CMS/1

Foresight IV

Batch

Yes

Yes

Time-Sharing

No

Yes

Partition Size

140K +

105K

Computers Used

IBM 360-370
DOS and OS

IBM 360-370
DOS and OS

Sensitivity Analysis

Yes

Yes

Monte Carlo

Yes

No

Arithmetic by Columns

No

Report Formit

Very flexible

Less flexible

Number of Reports

No limit
32,767

5

Number of Variables in Model
Number of Periods

32,767

21

Statement Length

32,767 characters

160 characters

Complexity of Arithmetic
Statement

No limit

Simple with 6 variables and 5 operations
maximum

Several available

More are available

Variables referenced
by name

Variables referenced
by position in model

Availability of Functions
(present value, etc.)
Consolidation of Results
from Moeiels
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1,000

Logic
Module
,..e:___________.-

Data

Module

User

Figure 1.

CMS/I
Translation
Pass

Disk

---*-

Storage

R
Report

Module

Logical organization of CMS/1 - translation pass.

Disk
Storage

-_____.
T

CMS/I
Execution
User

Figure 2.

Saved
Results
Reports

Pass

Logical organization of CMS/1 - execution pass.

=LOGIC
GROUP

DIVISION
MFG_OVERHEAD, R_AND_D, SELLING_AND_ADVERTISING,
ADMINISTRATION UNDER DIVISION_EXPENSES
SALES EQUAL SALESI PLUS SALES2
MARGINAL_COST = MARGINAL_COSTI t MARGINAL_COST2
FIXED_PRODUCT_EXPENSES = TOTAL_FIXED_EXPENSESI PLUS
TOTAL_FIXED_EXPENSES2
TOTAL_PRODUCT_COSTS = MARGINAL_COST
FIXEO_PRODUCT_EXPENSES
CONTRIBUTION_FROM_PRODUCTS = SALES
TOTAL_PRODUCT_COSTS
TOTAL DIVISION_EXPENSES = SUM OF DIVISION_EXPENSES
CONTRIBUTION FROM_DIVISION = CONTRIBUTION_FROM_PRODUCTS
TOTAL_DIVISION_EXPENSES
SAVE
SALES"DIVISION_NO, TOTAL_PRODUCT_COSTS"DIVISION_NO,
TOTAL_DIVISION_EXPENSES"DIVISION_NO,
CONTRIBUTION_FROM_DIVISION"DIVISION_NO
*REPORT DIVISION
DIVISIONAL QUARTERLY PLAN
TITLE
MARGIN 0
LINE LENGTH 60
COLUMN SIZES 26, 0, (8)
BEGIN NEW PAGE
SKIP 2 LINES
COLUMN HEADINGS "ACCOUNT", " FIRST", " SECOND",
" THIRD", " FOURTH"
", "
",
", "
COLUMN HEADINGS "
el,

.1

ITEM SALES
SKIP
LINE

1 LINE
PRODUCT COSTS:

ITEM MARGINAL_COST
ITEM "FIXED COST", FIXED PRODUCT_EXPENSES
ITEM CONTRIBUTIOW_FROM_PODUCTS
SKIP

1 LINE

LINE

DIVISIONAL COSTS:
"FIXED MFG. OVERHEAD", DIVISION_EXPENSES:MFG_OVERHEAD
"R C D EXPENSES", DIVISION_EXPENSES:R_AND_D
*DIVISION_EXPENSES:SELL/NG_AND_ADVERIISING
DIVISION_EXPENSES:ADMINISTRATION
TOTAL_DIVISION_EXPENSES

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

SKIP 1 LINE

ITEM CONTRIBUTION_FROM_DIVISION
Figure 3.

Logic and report modules for divisional models.
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*DATA PERIODS 1 TO 4
GROUP MFG_OVERHEAD, R_AND_D, SELLING_AND_ADVERTISING,
1
ADMINISTRATION UNDER DIVISION_EXPENSES
DIVISION_NO IS 1

DIVISION_EXPENSES:MFG_OVERHEAD = 200000
DIV!SION_EXPENSES:R_AND_D = 50000
DIVISION_EXPENSES:SELLING_AND_ADVERTISING = 250000
DIVIS ION_EXPENSES:ADMIN!STRATION = 150000
*EXECUTE LOGIC DIVISION, DATA PRODUCT_11 PRODUCT_12,
1
SAVE OIVISION_l
1
REPORT DIVISION, HEADING "DIVISION 1"
*DATA PERIODS 1 TO 4
GROUP MFG_OVERHEAD, R_AND_D, SELLING_AND_ADVERTISING,
1
ADMINISTRATION UNDER DIVISION_EXPENSES
DIVISION_NO IS 2
DIVISION_EXPENSES:MFG_OVERHEAD = 100000
DIVISION_EXPENSES:R_AND_O = 50000
DIVISION_EXPENSES:SELLING_AND_ADVERTISING = 200000
DIVISION_EXPENSES:ADMINISTRATION = 150000
*EXECUTE LOGIC DIVISION, DATA PRODUCT_21 PRODUCT_22,
1
SAVE OIVISION_2
1
REPORT DIVISION, HEADING "DIVISION 2"
Figure 4.

Data modules and execute statements for
divisional models..
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DIVISION 1
DIVISIONAL QUARTERLY PLAN
FIRST

ACCOUNT

SECOND

THIRD

FOURTH

5100000 5100000 4320000 4860000

SALES

PRODUCT COSTS:
3210000 3194000 2704000 3058000
MARGINAL COST
FIXED COST
800000 800000 800000 800000
CONTRIBUTION FROM PRODUCTS 1090000 1106000 816000 1002000
DIVISIONAL. COSTS:

FIXED MFG. OVERHEAD
R & D EXPENSES
SELLING AND ADVERTISING
ADMINISTRATION
TOTAL DIVISION EXPENSES

200000
50000
250000
150000
650000

200000
50000
250000
150000
650000

200000
50000
250000
150000
650000

200000
50000
250000
150000
650000

CONTRIBUTION FROM DIVISION

440000

456000

16600C

352000

THIRD

FOURTH

Figure 5.

Results for first division.

DIVISION 2
DIVISIONAL QUARTERLY PLAN
FIRST

ACCOUNT

SECOND

5550000 5120000 4680000 5060000

SALES

PRODUCT COSTS:
4035000 3632000 3324000 3674000
MARGINAL COST
675000 675000 675000 675000
FIXED COST
CONTRIBUTION FROM PRODUCTS 840000 813000 681000 711000

DIVISIONAL COSTS:
FIXED MFG. OVERHEAD
R E D EXPENSES
SELLING AND ADVERTISING
ADMINISTRATION
TOTAL DIVISION EXPENSES

100000
50000
2n0000
150000
500000

100000
50000
200000
150000
500000

100000
50000
200000
150000
500000

100000
50000
200000
150000
500000

CONTRIBUTION FROM DIVISION

340000

313000

181000

211000

Figure 6.

Results for second division.
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-s,

*LOGIC
GROUP

CORPORATION
ADVERTISING, ADMINISTRATION, OTHER UNDER
1
CORPORATE_EXPENSES
SALES = SALESI + SALES2
PROOUCT_COSTS = TOTAL_PRODUCT_COSTS1 PLUS
I
TOTAL_PRODUCT COSTS2
OIVISION_EXPENSES = TOTAL_OIVISION_EXPENSESI PLUS
1
TOTAL_DIVISION_EXPENSES2
CONTRIBUTION_FROM_DIVISIONS = CONTRIBUTION_FROM_DIVISION1
1
PLUS CONTRIBUTION FROM_DIVISION2
TOTAL_CORPORATE_EXPENSES = SUM OF CORPORATE_EXPENSES
NET_INCOME_REFORE TAXES = CONTRIBUTION_FROM_DIVISIONS 1
TOTAL_CORPORATE_EXPENSES
IF NFT_INCOME_BEFORE_TAXES < 0 THEN JUMP TO NO_TAX
IF NET_INCOME_BEFORE_TAXES > 25000 THEN TAXES = .48 TIMES
1
NFT_INCOME_BEFORE_TAXES - 6500
1
ELSE TAXES = .22 TIMES
1
NET_INCOME_BEFORE_TAXES
JUMP TO AFTER_TAX
NO_TAX) TAXES = 0
AFTER TAX)
NET_IT1COME_AFTELTAXES = NET_INCOME_BEFORE_TAXES - TAXES
*REPORT COkPORATION
TITLE
CORPORATE QUARTERLY PLAN
MARGIN 0
LINE LENGTH ;',9

COLUMN SILTS 24, 0, (9)
BEGIN NEW PAGE
SKIP 2 LINES
COLUMN KADINGS "ACCOUNT", " FIRST", " SECOND",
1
" THIRD", " FOURTH"
«, "
COLUMN HEADINGS "
", " .......,..-,
u

-1

ITEM
SKIP
ITEM
ITEM
LINE
ITEM
SKIP
LINE
ITEM
ITEM

", "

fl

SALES
1 LINE
PROOUCT_COSTS
DIVISION_EXPENSES

CONTRIBUTION FROM
" DIVISIONS"' CONTRIBUTION_FROM_OIVISIONS
I LINE

CORPORATE EXPENSES:
CORPORATE_EXPENSES:ADVERTISING
CORPORATE _EXPENSES:AOMINISTRATION
ITEMCORPORATE_EXPENSES:OTHER
ITEM TOTAL_CORPORATE_EXPENSES
SKIP 1 LINE
LINE NET INCOME
ITEM "
BEFORE TAXES", NET_INCOME_BEFORE_TAXES

SKIP I LINE
ITEM TAXES
SKIP 1 LINE
LINE NET INCOME
ITEM "
AFTER TAXES", NET_INCOME_AFTER_TAXES
*DATA PERIODS 1 TO 4
GROUP AOVERTISING, ADMINISTRATION, OTHER UNOER
1
CORPORATE_EXPENSES
CORPORATE_EXPENSES:ADVERTISING = 100000
CORPORATE_EXPENSESIADMINISTRATION = 150000
CORPORATE_EXPENSES:OTHER = 50000
*EXECUTE LOGIC CORPORATION, DATA DIVISION_I OIVLSION_2
1
REPORT CORPORATION
Figure 7.

Complete corporate level model.
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1

CORPORATE QUARTERLY PLAN
THIRD

FOURTH

10650000 10220000

9000000

9920000

8720000
1156000

8301000
1150000

7503000
1150000

8207000
1150000

780000

769000

347000

563000

CORPORATE EXPENSES:
ADVERTISING
ADMINISTRATION
OTHER
TOTAL CORPORATE EXPENSES

100000
150000
50000
300000

100000
150000
50000
300000

100000
150000
50000
300000

100000
150000
50000
300000

NET INCOME
BEFORE TAXES

480000

465000

47000

263000

TAXES

223900

218620

16060

119740

NET INCOME
AFTER TAXES

256100

250380

"0940

143260

ACCOUNT
SALES

PRODUCT COSTS
DIVISION EXPENSES
CONTRIBUTION FROM
DIVISIONS

Figure 8.

FIRST

a---

SECOND

Results for corporate level model.
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Session 15: Maintenance & Reliability Models
Chairman: Richard E. Barlow, University of California

Three models are presented in which stochastic simulation models are used
to construct simulations
of systems composed of unreliable components. The releability of the resultant
systems is inferred
from behavior of these simulation models.
Papers

"A Reliability Model Using Markov Chains for the Utility Evaluation
of Computer Systems Onboard Ships"

.

Carsten Boe Tor Heim ly and Tor-Chr. Mathiesen, Det Norske Veritzti
"Monte Carlo Simulation of Crosstalk in Communication Cab los"
Aridaman K. Jain, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc
"Incorporation of False Alarms in Simulations of Electronic Receivers"
V. P. Sobczynski and C. J. Pearson, SYCOM, Inc.
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A RELIABILITY MOD:E.L USING MARKOV CHAINS FOR UTILITY

EVALUATION 04' COMPUTER SYSTEMS ONBOARD SHIPS

Carsten fide, Tor Heim ly and Tor - Christian Mathiesen

Det norske Veritas
Oslo, Norway

Abstract
Introduction of computers onboard ships to provide a

high degree of automation necessitates calculation
of computer system reliability to_ evaluate the utility

of the system. The reliability aspect of the system
is simulated by a model using Markey chains.
Having defined the s;-stem state space and the

trz:nsition rates, the model provides evaluation of

the state probabilities. Evaluation of system utility
is based on computer task values and the failure

probabilities. Application of the analysis model to
an existing system reveals information useful,in
assigning redundanc3% eliminating bottle-necks and

allocating spare parts.
INTRODUCTION

monitoring tasks as alarm and safety functions,

The trend towards still higher degrees of auto-

but also to perform functions as condition

mation of machinery plant functions, has in-

monitoring of important components within the

creasingly involved the electronic cocnputer as

machinery plant, and active on-line tasks as

an important active device onboard ships.

bridge control functions, hull monitoring func-

Primarily, the computer is used to perform

tions and loading/unloading calculations, to
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mention a few.

characteristics of computer hardware atone is
not a satisfactory measure of system utility. It

Regarding the safety of a ship, one of the most

is therefore proposed that an approach where

interesting aspects of computerized ship functions is the supervision and automatic control

the computer system is considered as an integral
part of the ship is more realistic when evaluat-

of the machinery plant and especially of the

ing the utility of a computer system.

propulsion machinery. In this respect, the

requirements of Det norske Veritas as a ship

The proposed analysis method combines con-

classification society should be mentioned. Al-

ventional reliability calculations and risk value

ready in 1965, Det norske Veritas introduced

evaluation into a utility simulation of the com-

as the first classification society, rules apply-

puter system, based on the operational charac-

ing to the instrumentation of machinery plants,

teristics. An important part of the analysis is

intended for periodically unattended operation.

the establishing of a model of the computer

These: rules are now extended to cover com-

system.

puter installations as well, and in this respect,
reliability analysis has proved to be a useful

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

tool.

The proposed analysis method is intended to be

a simple and practical tool in evaluating the
The introduction of computers onboard ships

utility of shipborne computer systerhs. The

poses .new problems to be considered. The two

main featbres are the simplicity of the analysis

most important problems are respectively in-

and the combination of economic and reliability

tegration of alarm and safety functions in the

characteristics to provide a better basis. for

computer system and the complex e

decision making.

onment

which is encount..:red.

Fig. 1 shows some of the elements contained :n

The latter problem mostly concerns installation

the analysis.

techniques and environmental testing, however,

the first problem is of a more philosophical
nature regarding systems analysis And design.

In this context it is felt that the reliability
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icDEFINITION OF
OMPUT ER SYSTEM
FAILUR E
MODEL

ST ATE

TASK
MODEL

STATE SPACE
ASSESSMENT

TRANSITIONS

MAR KOV
MODEL

TASK STATCS
(FAIL URE , DEGRADATION)

I

UNCERTAIN

CONSEQUENCES ON

EVENTS

SHIP PERFORMANCE

ST ATE

I PROBABILITIES

EVENT
PROBABILITIES

CERT AI N EVENTS

COST
ASSESSMENT

SYSTEM
EFFECTIVE NESS

VALUE
ASSESSMENT

EST.MATED
VALU ES

...- -- -- -- --

IV
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Fig. I. Procedure for utility analysis of ship computer systems.
The probabilistic approach

Loss of ability to perform the intended tasks

of the system are determined from the states of
the hardware units and their software implemen-

constitutes failure of the computer system.

tation. In this context, however, software fail-

Failure of any unit or any combination thereof

ures are left alone, and the stochastic process

which can have this effect is considered to be a

critical failure. However, failure in some

only involves failure of the computer system
hardware units. The computer software is look-

units may only degrade system performance or

ed upon as certain characteristics associated to

reduce the instantaneous availability. The computer system thus enters different operation2,1

unique or composite hardware states.

states, depending on the operational states of

Defining a possible set of events implying system

the units within the system or the transitions

failure; it is possible to define a finite system

between these.

space. The computer system is assumed to be

The dynamic behaviour of the systet capability

composed of independent units, and each unit is
considered to be in only two states; operating or

may be considered to constitute a stochastic

failed. A system consisting of n independent

process which actually is defined by the failure

units may therefore enter Zn different states,

behaviour of its units. The operat onal states

and this state space describes the different fail-
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ure or operational modes of the system. If the

probabilities of the successful states for task j

probability of being in a state only depends on

the previous state and the transition probabilit-

at time t. I..et p.,. be another column vector containing numbers indicating the degree to which

ies between these states are independent of

functional requirements of task j can be ac-

time, the behaviour of the system describes a

complished in state i,

Markov chain. Given the failure model of the

Then

i E <successful states>,

intended unit, the Markov chain will simulate
A.(t) = P. T (t)

the dynamic behaviour of the system, i. e. the

J

J

D.
J

transitions between the possible system states
and the probabilities of the different operational

is a measure of the functional availability of

modes.

computer task j at time t, given a specified
software implementation. A. t ) may also be
J(

Computer task availabilities

termed the system effectiveness for task j at

The traditional definition of reliability is im-

time t. Give a mission time T, the system/

practical to apply to a computer system. This

mission effectiveness for task j is:

definition

i'S that reliability of some device is

Ej = .r
1=1

defined as the probability the device will per-

[

1

f 14-1 A.

i ti

J 'i

(t)

;(2)

CU]

form its function without failure for a specified

period of time under stated conditions. Be-

m

where mission duration T = al (ti+1 - ti), m is

cause failure of hardware components does not

the number of mission phases and ti is the time

automatically imply system failure or task

at start of mission phase i.

failure, the concept of task availability is a
better measure of system performance than

Defining another column vector l5J. = U - D.

hardware availability. Some of the system

where C is a unit vector, and substituting D.

hardware states may leave a specified task

for D. in equation ( 1 ), gives:

j

I

_.

)

17).

completely intact, while others may only de-

T

grade the task performance. These states will

(

J

be termed successful states for that particular

t-A.

) = PJ

(t)

.

:

J

(3)

task. The states completely destroying task

where ,iL is a measure of the unavailability of

performance will be termed unsuccessful or

task j at time t.

3

critical states.
Tracing _______ consequences

Let P . t ) be a column vector containing the

Extending the line of thought in evaluating task

J(
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availabilities to es-:,te total computer system

with access to damage statistics. Usually se-

performance availability by a nondimensional

veral tasks can involve the same events, pos-

"percentage" value vector like vector I), does

sibly with different probabilities. The differ-

not give the information one needs for making

ent consequence diagrams thereby become

decisions on system utility. In addition, the

coupled to each other.

computer system application and operational
environment have to be taken into account.

Evaluation of system utility

All events resulting from computer task failGiven the computer system tasks, their degree

ure are supposed to have a value, either instan-

of back-up and the operational profile of the

taneous or time dependent. These values are

ship, a value can be assigned to each task by

independent of how the task failures were initi-

analysing the consequences resulting from the

ated and they are estimated from the direct

loss of each task. The consequences concern

costs associated to an event. The more inac-

the whole ship and take the shape of events

curate status value of the circumstances con-

which may be of a more or Less disastrous

nected to the event are also considered.

kind. Some of these events are certain, and
some are uncertain - the degree of uncertainty

By collecting all events branching out from a

depending mainly on sailing characteristics,

task failure in a consequence diagram and mak-

loading, geographical position and human inter-

ing value estimates from event costs, proba-

action. The events can be damage to property,

bilities and waiting times, a specific value is

loss of time (off-hire) or inconvenience in the

assigned to every computer task. Going back to

form of dispute, loss of reputation etc..

the concept of task availability or system effec-

tiveness, the task values are connected to the
Tracing the possible sequence of events re-

computer hardware as a measure of the failure

sulting from loss of a specified computer task,

consequences from hardware.

can be accomplished by means of a logical con-

sequence diagram. An estimation of the event

Defining the concept of utility as a numerical

sequences, their duration and probabilities can

value of the prospect facing someone in a situ-

be performed without any knowledge of the fail-

ation given c'effain assumptions, the task values

ure process of the computer system hardware.

can be interpreted as the utility of the different

The consequence analysis is therefore prefer-

computer system hardware states, (1). Taking

ably performed by people with an intimate know-

into account investment costs, the operating

ledge of sail

costs and the stochastic failure process of the

ships and ship operation and
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hardware units, enables the analyst to evaluate

system to be subject to chance failures only,

the total computer system utility.

the failure rate for each unit is assumed cons-

A

utility

appraisal of the system can also be done with-

tant: z(t) =

out regarding the investment and operating cost.

lity in equation (4) becomes:

SIMULATION M';)DELS

, and the expression di reliabi-

R(t) =

,

since R(0) = 1

;

(7)

An important part of the analysis is the simulation of the failure behaviour of thd computer

hardware system. This produces the system

Because the conditional probability z(t)
A

dt =

dt depends only on dt and is independent of

state probabilities which are used as input to

t, the expected life time of a unit, MTTF, is

the system effectiveness calculations.

constant at all times and equal to the reciprocal

of the failure rate:
The failure rate concept.
If f(t) denotes the probability density function of

MTTF .=

1 /A ;

(8)

a unit, then f(t) dt is the probability that the

unit will fail in the time interval(t, t+dt). The

This implies that if the independent units com-

probability that the unit will survive for the

posing the computer system have exponentially

period (0, t) is then:

distributed times to failure, then the time to
co

R(t) = 1 -) f(x)dx =f f(x)dx
0

;

(4)

system hardware failure will also be exponentially distributed. For repairable units, the as-

sumption of constant failure rate X and repair
rate
, means that operating time between

which means that:

- dR(t) = f(t)

;

(5)

hardware unit failures and the time required for
repair (MTTR) of each unit composing the system. are exponentially distributed.

The failure rate z(t) of the unit may be defined
as the conditional probability that the unit will

Markov Model

fail in a time interval (t, t+t),
given that it has
,1

Having defined a state space for the computer

survived up to time t:

system, a Markov process is one whereby the

z(t)

=d

=

R(t)

dt

(l n R(t)) ;

(6)

sy stem occupies a certain state and either undergoes a transition from this state to another,

or remains in its present state with time hoorn
Assuming the hardware units in the computer

geneous transition probabilities which only de-

pend on the previous state.

function of time.

The transition rate matrix(M) is the basic eleThe Markov chain defined by a discrete state

ment in the Markov model, and it characterizes

space and continuous time parameter is a sto-

both the system being analysed as well as the

castic model very suitable in describing the

analysis.

behaviour of complex systems.

Let pi(t) denote the probability that the system

If the computer system is repairable in all

is in a state i at time t. For a state space con-

states containing failed hardware units, i. e. all

taining a finite and countable number of states

states communicate, then the transition matrix

N, obviously

and the states are called ergodic or positive recurrent. States

.N
E

i=i

pi (t) = 1

ch are not ergodic, are cal-

led transient.

(9)

Let P(t) be a colhmn vector whose elements are

In a completely ergodic process, the limits:

the-system state probabilities at time t. P(t)
may be called the state vector. The transition

lim pi(t) = Pi
t-4 o0

probabilities or rates in the Markov chains will

consist of the repair and failure rates of the ac-

(11)

exist rIr all states i in the state space. As

tual computer system as previously defined.
The requirement of time homogenity is fulfilled

t+

by the exponehtial density functions for time to

(M)

GO

,

'P=0

equation (10) becomes:
(12)

failure and time to repair. Use of the Chapman
Kolrnogorov differential equation gives

Together with equation (9) this equation implies

that the limiting state probabilities can be deter-

at P(t) =

(M)

P(t)

:

mined by solving a set of linear algebraic equa-

(10)

tions.
where (M) is the NxN matrix of the transition

rates.

A useful tool in Markov analysis is to prepare a

diagrammatic representation of the transition
Knowing the initial conditions given by the state

rate matrix(M). The graph is called a reliability

vector P(0), tne set of simultaneous differential

transition diagram, and it is composed of nodes

equations can be

representing system states and branches repre-

vector for the

red, and the probability

em states is obtained as a

senting the possible transitions between the
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states. Labelling the branches with transition

evaluating system state probabilities. Comput-

rates makes it au' *Ample to evaluate the elements in (M). L
s of transition diagrams

ing time being only a few seconds, the programs

are given in fig. 4 and fig. 5.

tion in short ;:ime.

Computer programs

APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS METHOD TO

are economical to run and give a lot of informa-

4

In order to cope with the problems of solving

A DESIGN STUDY

the equation systems of equation (10) and (12

Giv_en an actual ship and the tasks to be perfor-

and 9) in a fast and economical manner, two

med by the computer system, an example will be

computer programs have been developed,

given, showing how use of the described method

REAVAN and STAVAN (2).

can be used to increase the utility of a system at
the design stage. This is done by assigning re-

The program REAVAN solves the set of dif-

dundancy, eliminate bottle-necks and allocate

ferential equations given by equation (10), utili-

3pare parts with respect to the ships function

zing the Kutta-Merson algorithm. The result is

and environmental conditions.

the probability state vector P(t) as a function of
time, for a finite time period with, specified

The ship system and cost values

time intervals.

The ship system to be considered is a machinery
plant, with special emphasis placed on the pro-

The program STAVAN solves the set of linear

pulsion machinery. Supervision and control of

algebraic equations given by equations (9) and

the machinery (referred to as the E0 taskql and

(12). The solution technique is based on an op-

condition monitoring (referred to as CM) are the

timal Jordan elimination process, and the re-

main tasks to be performed by the computer

sult is the steady-state probability vector P and

system.

the waiting times between different specified

subsets of states.

The analysis method allows partition of the ana-

lysis into two groups, or submodels of the overBoth programs are written in the ALGOL pro-

all system. One consists of the computer sys-

gramMing language for UNIVAC 1107 and I108

tem including the tasks to be performed. The

computers with EXEC 8. Some of the subrou-

other is the ship system which defines the com-

tines involving manipulation of matrices are,

puter tasks. Description of the ship system and

however, written in FORTRAN IV. The pro-

the assigning of cost values to the different tasks

grams have proved to be extremely helpful in

to be performed by the compe.-sr system, will
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not be shown here. The value estimation can

puter, and the whole computer system is fed by

best be done by personnel with experience in

power from the main switchboard (MSB). No

and knowledge of sailing ships and ship machi-

tapepunch is shown since it is not-necessary for

nery plants, since the value estimation is inde-

the overall system function.

pendent of the computer configuration.

The failure and repair data used in this analysis
The cost estimation must take account of sailing

are estimated after communication with design-

schedules, harbourage, type of ship etc.. Stop

ers of related systems. The main input data to

of main propulsion involves greater risk, i. e.

the computer programs REAVAN and STAVAN

expected cost, to the ship when manoeuvring in

are the mean time between failure (MTBF) and

restricted water than when sailing in open sea.

the mean time to repair (MTTR) for each component in the system. In table 2, the columns

For the estimation of the different cost values,

3 and 4 show data valid for the basic system A.

a typical voyage of 24 days in open sea, 4 days

(The table also includes data used for the sys-

in restricted waters and two days in harbour

tems B, C and D.)

is taken into consideration, (3).
The basic system is supposed to consist of seven
The time dependent and immediate values for

independent units (see fig. 2). Each unit is con-

loss of computer tasks are shown in table 1.

sidered to be in only one of two states, operating

These values are valid for all four system al-

or failed. The systc

ternatives outlined in the following.

128 different states. Since the MTBF is much

may therefore enter 27 =

larger than the MTTR for all units in the system,
The basic computer system

every combination of unit failures yielding con-

The startirg point in this design study is the

sequences less severe than the consequences of

basic computer system A, shown in fig. 2. It

each subset within the combination are neglected.

consists of a computer (COM) (CPU, memory,

Figure 4 shows the reliability transition diagram

interface for typewriter, punch, tape reader,

for the basic system A. Only 9 states are considered to be of interest. The states 2, 3, 4

Computer operator panel etc.) and a

pewriter

(TW). Further there is a control console (CC)

and 5 will cause loss of all computer tasks.

connected to the computer through the process
input/output system (PIO). A display (CRT) is

Some results obtained from the computer pro-

also connected through the PIO. A tapereader

gram REAVAN are shown in fig. 6, 7 and 3 for

(TR) is used for loading programs into the com-

all four system configurations. 'In fig. 6a, the
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dynamic behaviour of the probabilities of sys-

Feeding power continuously through a battery

tem success are plotted. The steady state

bank to the computer system, improves the

availabilities for repairable systems are

MTTF for several units, see 5th and 6th column

reached in approximately 8 to 12 hours after

in table 2. Additionally, the battery power sup-

starting the systems. Fig. 6b shows the cor-

ply guarantees the system continuous power for

responding probabilities of computer failure

at least 30 min. if a main switchboard break-

which is a critical failure mode.

down occurs. The addition of a battery supply

In measuring

to system A gives system B.

the utility value of the syste-n, a. o. equation
(3) is used to compute the tasl: value function

for the system. The simple decision table,

Table 4 shows that the E0 and CM tasks depend

table 3, shows the connection between hardware

heavily on precise function of the typewriter.

failures and total or partial loss of computer

The table also shows that no reconfiguration of

tasks. Decision tables are used to prepare

the p-ogram system can be performed without

information for input to computer programs

proper function of the tape-reader. Usually,

calculating utility values.

typewriters are equipped with slow tape-readers.
Modifying the software and hardware system in

The calculated utility values for loss of system

such a way that the tape-reader on the type-

performance are shown in fig. 7. In fig. 8,

writer can be used as back-up, and adding'an

the task avail

lities are shown as calculated

extra typewriter for redundancy, we call the

by the compute- program STAVAN.

new configuration system C.

Analysis method

Again, calculations on the modified computer

The three system configurations B, C and D

system show an improvement of the utility func-

are modifications of basic computer system A.

tion in spite of a small decrease in the steady

The objective is to improve the availability of

state and dynamic availability of the computer

the computer tasks, thus decreasing the over-

hardware. According to table 5, the only "bot-

all risk utility. Experience has shown that the

tle-necks" remaining are the computer itself

power supply from the main switchboard is

and the process input/output system. These

critical. Use of this powP

are the only units which by a single.failure can

upply causes the

MTTF for several units, e:. ;cially the com-

cause total system break-down.

puter and tape-reader, to decrease tc a value
much below the corresponding value for land-

The failure consequences presented in table 1,

based computer systems.

show that the E0-tasks are much more impor-
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tant than the CM-tasks. Using two computers,

to system D is shown to be a factor of 2.5 (fig.

one for the EO-tasks and the other for the CM-

7), with a corresponding increase in task avail-

tasks, are giving back-up for the EO-computer

ability.

tasks at the expense of the CM- tasks. This

also results in a higher MTTF for each com-

Hitherto, we have assumed that all sy s.etn fail-

puter in this new system compared to the corn-

ures have been repairable with a MTTR given

puters in system A, B and C, owing to reduc-

in table 2. This will not always be true, es-

tion of the memory capacity Jf each computer.

pecially for computer systems onboard ships

Using this modification, a data channel (ACM)

due to lack of specialists, tools, spare parts etc.

is needed for communication between the two
computer s.

In order to demonstrate a way of allocating
spare parts, calculations have been performed

In the process I/O system, the multiplexers

assuming that the CRT display, battery power

and converters are some of the most unreliable

supply and two identical parts of the I/O system

parts. The I/O system is divided into three

are not repairable (absorbing states).

parts. Two identical parts, containing the

sults are plotted into fig. 6a.

The re-

most unreliable part of the I/O system, serve
each of the two computers. The part serving

CONCLUSION

the less important computer will serve as a

In the preceeding sections, an analysis method

stand by unit for the most important computer

intended for evaluation of computer systems on

(EO-tasks). The third part of the I/O system

board, has been presented. The procedure may

is quite reliable, so this remaining bottle-neck

seem somewhat complex at first, but it has

is acceptable from a reliability point of view.

been found to be a simple and efficient way of

obtaining information on computer system struc-

A block diagram for this system, containing

ture s. It is felt that reliability data alone are

13 units, is shown in fig. 3. Theoretically,

not satisfactory as a basis for selecting between

the system can enter 213 = 8192 different stat-

alternative system configurations. The con-

es, but without loss of any significant infor-

cepts of utility and task values, however, prove

mation, the method applied allows for a reduc-

to provide information relevant to systems eva-

tion to only 28 states. The reliability transition

luation and design.

diagram for system D is shown in fig. 5.
Application of Markov models hat; been found to

The improvement in risk utility from system A

constitute a v'ry convenient analysis tool in
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systems design, because:
EO
Immediate

value
Time dependent value

The concept is easy to understand.
The model is easy to use.

.

The state space is easy to change.

Table 1. Value

CM

2.7.104

0

97.104

0.2I 104

for computer tasks.

The system structure is easy to change.
Alternative systems are easily compared.

Sensitivity analysis is easy to perform.
Computer analysis takes only a few seconds.

Even if the Ma:

v chains in some cases may

not be the correct stochastic description of the
system, it still gives information enabling com-

parative analysis of systems.

Fig 2. Basic computer system A
main
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0

using Main
switchboard
MTTR
MTTF
(hours)
(hours)

Component

Computer (system A, B and C)
Typewriter
Taporeader
Control console

Process I/0

co

1250
1000
1/2*.)

COM
TW
TR
CC

PIO

Process I/O, part A
in
>-. Process I /O, part B
L,1)ExagsaLl/J2,part C

MTTF
_,hours)

)

30000
10000
3000
1000
1000

10
6

5

20000

5

4

5000
5000
10000
10000
40000

4

2

1/100

5

10
6
8

1000
1000

1

3

8

10000
2500
2500
8000
8000

PIOA
PIOB
PIOC

4

6
6
6

40000

.MTTR

2000
1000

4

25000
8000
2000

CRT
CRT-display
MSB
Main switchboard
BPS
Battery power supply
Computer using tapereader on typewriter
ACM
Data channel
COMA
Computer A
COMB
Computer B

using Battery
power supply

2
5

8
1

3
10

4
6
5

6

*) failure every 2nd or 10th time when used.
Table 2 Failure and repair data
COM

y

COM

y

PIO

y

PIO
MSB

y

y

TW

Y

CC

ill

Y

y

CRT
TR
BPS

y

y

ill

Y

EC,

1

1

CM

1

1

0
0

2.4

.6.4

0

1

2

.1

1

.8

.1

1E
1E

Table 4. Decision table, system B
(E = error, considering not allowed
states)

.-1

CC

EO

1

1

CM

1

1

PIOB
PIOC

PIOA or PIOB
MSB
TWA
TWB

TWA or TWB
CC

CRT
TR
ACM
BPS

00

0 0

1

CM

1

1

I

1

1

0 0 0 0 0 .4
1 0 4 .4 .4 .4

Table 6. Decision table, system D

0 0 0
0 .4 .4

0.4

.4 4

0 0 .1 2 .1
.5 0 .1 ,6 .1

Table 5. Decision table, system C

COMA
COMB
PIOA

EO

tx1

Y

TWA or TWB
CRT
TR

yy

.5

MSB
TWA
TWB

00

50

-0 .1

1

1

2

.1

1

1

.6

1

.1
.1

1

1E

1
1

a
a

1. System o.k.

.

2. Computer fault
3. Process I/O fault

4. Main switchboard fault
5. Computer and tapereader fault
6. Typewriter fault
7. Control console fault
8. CRT-display fault
9. CRT and typewrite: fault

Fig. 4. Reliability transition diag-lm for system A.

I. System o.k.
2. Computer A fault
3. Computer B fault

4. Computer A and B fault
5. Typewriter A or B fault
6. Typewriter A and B fault
7. Control console fault
8. CRT-dhiplay fault

9. Process I/O C fault

10. Process I/O A or B fault
11. Process I/O A and B fault
12. Data char1r..1 fault

13. Computer A and tapereader fault
14. Main switchboard fault
15. Battery power supply fault
16. Computer A fault
17. Computer B fault
18. Computer A and B fault
19. Typewriter A or B fault
20: Typewriter A and B fault
21. Control console fault
22. CRT-display fault

23. Process I/O C fault
24. Process I/O A or B fault
25. Process I/O A and B fa. :.
26. Data channel fault

27. Computer A and tapereader fault
28. Main switchboard and battery power

supply fault

Fig. 5. Reliability transition diagram for system D.
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P (system ok)
1.00

SYSTEM A

P (com. failure)

;013

SYSTEM B
SYSTEM C

ors

0.99

SYSTEM A

3

SYSTEM BC

2

0.98

_SYST EM__0

SYSTEM 0

(com.A or B)
SYSTEM 0

0.97

1-h-t-t12

t

0.9
0

hours

12

24

hours 24

Fig. 5b Probability of computer failure
as calculated by REAVAN

Fig. 6a Dynamic behavior of systems
as calculated by REAVAN

E0

1.00

risk
utility

EO

EO

CM

600

CM

0.9

total system

400

EO

EO/time dependent

200-

0.98
CM
1,4

1,0

(SYSTEM:)

Fig. 7.

(A)

(B)

Investment

A

x10-6

B

C

0 (SYSTEM)

Fig. 8 Task availabilities as

(C)

calculated by STAVAN

The utility function
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"MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF CROSSTALK IN COMMUNICATION CABLES"

A. K. Jin
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated
Holmdel, New Jersey 07133

Abstract
One way of developing a communicaticn cable of new' design is to rake =any

experimental ce es and to study their path-to-path crosstalk properties.
method is both time-consuming and expensive.
uating "synthetic" cables.

This

In this paper, use is made of eval-

First, we fit statistical models, which are functions

of design parameters, to measurements of crosstalk in one or more experimental
cable(s).
st

Then we use these models and estimates of associated components of

Tstical variability in MOnte Carlo simulation of crosstalk thereby enabling

the exploration of cable designs different from those of the experimental cables.

1.

Introduction

path-to-path crosstalk properties.

Far-end crosstalk is one of the major

is both time-consuming and expensive.

sources of interference in communication paths.

Cable designers would like

Here we

,describe another approach which develops and

develop new com-

evaluates "synthetic" cables.

munication cables whose path-to-path crosstalk*
is at a desired level.

This method

First we analyze path-to-path crosstalk

One way of developing a

measurements for experimental cable(s) to esti-

communication cable of a new design is to make

mate components of statistical variability and

many experimental cables and to study their

to fit statistical models, which are functions
of design parameters, to these measurements.

*

From now on, far-end crosstalk is abbreviThen these models are used in Monte Carl:, simu-

ated as crosstalk.

1ation of path-to-path crosstalk for cables with
designs different from that (those) for the
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experimental cable(s).

The individual cross-

the pairs in each layer go around the center)

talk into each path (pair) from the remaining

alternately in the right and left directions.

paths are "added" to get overall indices of per-

The crosstalk measurement equipment was

The power sum

formance called power sums.

limited physically to measure not more than

distributions of "synthetic" cables are used to

50 pairs in a setup and it was feasible to

evaluate their designs.

meas e only two 50-pair sets in tottl.

This evaluation leads

The

to further exploration of new cable designs.

two 50-pair sets chosen for measurement

2.

(yielding 2450=2(23) pair-to-pair crosstalk

Data Collection

Statistical analysis of crosstalk measure-

measurements) are indicated in Figure 2.

These

ments from one or more experimental cables is

two sets were selected to provide sufficient

the backbone of the approach described here.

data for estimating the performance of the

An experimental low capacitance cable was

current cable design and for exploring other

designed and marr.SL.:tured during the course of

twist lengtirselections in future cable designs.

recent development of a new transmission system.

3.

We will use this cable to illustrate the approach.

Crosstalk

A cross-section of this cable is Shown

in Figure 1.

3.1

This cable has 102 pairs and it

is made up of six layers.

Model Development and Simulation of

Model Development
Table 2 gives a breakdown of the 2450

In each layer there

measurements into three groups: (i) within

is a certain number of distinct twist lengths

layers (i.e., when both the disturbed pair i

which are repeated a certain number of times

and the disturbing pair j belong to the same

(Table 1).

layer), (ii) between layers when D.

The six layers are stranded (i.e.,

TABLE 1
Twist Length Assignment (inches)

Total
no. of
Layer no. of Distinct
Ho. Pairs
Twists

Str.

Distinct Twist No.

*

Lay
1

2

.9 1.4

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.2

(ins.)

24R

1

3

3

2

9

9

3

15

3

.1 1.2

4

20

5

.1 3.0 4.6 2.5 3.6

24L

5

25

5

.9 1.5

1.2 1.8 1.4

24R

6

30

6

.2 2.9 2.0 4.4 3.4 2.4

1.6 2.7 6.2 2.0 3.8 1.7 2.9 5.5 2.2

1.5

24L

24R

24L

An effect of stranding lay is to possibly change relative twist
lengths of two pairs. This adjustment is made in defining 'effective
twist lengths which are used in the analysis to follow.
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< 3, where

I

TABLE 2
Breakdown of the 2450 Measurements

No. of Pair Combinations*

Group

Distinct

Meas.

Total

267

104

49

420

Between layers I
(Dij < 3)

301

1294

87

1682

87

261

0

3188

655

1659

136

2450

(p.

> 3)

Total

ij

With
Repeat

Within layers

Between layers II

D

With Information
on Manuf. Var.

t
is the minimum distance between the two

where 6(q0, 1. 140 oL)61 and

pairs involved, and (iii) between layers when

c(qcm)n ti N(0,o(2

Du>3. The 17 pairs common in the two 50-pair

squares due to (i) distinct pair comb., (ii)

sets provide repeat measurements which in turn

manufacturing variability, and (iii) measurement

yield information on the measurement variabili-

variability in each of the three groups.

ty.

clear that manufacturing variability is quite

Similarly, identification of distinct pair

combinations (see Fige:r

1) and an anFly:As of

.

Table 3 shows the mean

It is

large.

different realizations (if =ore than one) of

Next we = fitted regression functions which

each iistinct pair conbination provides an esti-

attempt to describe average crosstan for dis-

mate of the variability due to the manufacturing

tinct pair combinations as functions of the

process.

following design variables:

The following model expresses cross-

talk measurements (in dB) as sums of several

D
ij

= minimum distance between pairs i and j

components:

where the unit of distance is the dia-

Cqtrul = p + Gq + P

(02.

+ 6,

+

to:I/Wm

meter of a pair,

1(qtm)n

T. = twist lens
------1 Manuf.
Mass

#

N
Pair Coml.

Group f

verall
Mean

Group Pair
Effect Comb.
Effect

of pair i (in inches),

Tj = twist length cf pair j, ana

Mrs
e.

Li =

Variation

1
0

if pair i is in layer 6
otherwise

A regression function for group q may be written
* The numbers in the middl: two columns arc
as

more properly labeled as degrees of freedom.

C(q)is =

t The anit of distance is the diameter of a pair,
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TABLE 3
A Breakdown of Variation by Group
Mean Square*

Distinct
Pair Comb.

Group
Within layers

Between layers I

Manufacturing
Variability

Measurement
Variability

122.23

33.91

5.39

(266)

(104)

(49)

1$2.11$
(1294)

6.71
(87)

225.91

(300)

(Did < 3)

Between layers II
(D.
> 3)

23.24
(261)

129.0?
(86)

ij

where C(q)ij = csstalk
cro sstalkfrom pair j to pair i
Cij. = 61.62 + 18.69 log( Dij ) - 6.64 log(T.+T ).
j

in group q.

The functional form of f was explored by

Again we computed the new residuals

plotting C(q)ij against the design variables
= Cij - 61.62 - 18.69 log(Dij)
and some simple functions of these variables.

+ 6.64 log(Tivy

Let us illustrate the fitting procedure by considering the within-layer group.

For this

and made a plot of qj against other variables

group the only variable which indicated a signi-

which suggested the addition of log(ITi-TjW

ficantrelationshipwithCij(q, which is equal
to 1 for within lays.

andL.l .ilo additional terms, which make fur-

up, is omitted fcr

ther improvement in the explanation of Cij,

convenience)is.D.j .In other words, if we

could be found.

consider only one variable at a time (and con-

Thus, the best fitted statis-

tical model for within-layer crosstalk is

sequently ignore the other variables), we are
not

abletodetectanyrelatio-thipofCijsdth

the other design variables.

After fitting

= 57.04+18.331010 _ 1j)
Cy

ij

Cij = 64.08 - 3.53L.

T

plotting

i

log10

(T.+T )

Cij - 57.04 - 18.33 log(Dij)) against

''

8.83

eii

j

(1)

the twist length variables, we nocice4.a-negawhere
tive relationship witl. Ti + Tj which led to
= S.

e.

the new regression:

+ c

+ lack of fit, and
3.1

e.
'u N(0,49.05).
ij

*

t

The numbers in parentheses are degrees of
freedom.

If ITi -Tj

S 'i.
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I

'J

< 0.05, then we substitute

= 0.05.

Lack of fit represents the discrepancy

(b)

Compute the exnected crosstalk from the

between the fitted model and the true relation-

appropriate one of the above three fit-

ship(ifoneexists)betweenCijand the design

ted models (without eij term)

variables.

The above fitted model does not fit

(c)

the average crosstalk for distinct pair combina-

Add e.1 to the eitected crosstalk where
e.

ij

tions perfectly.

.

ti N

,o

2),

and

However, the lack of fit is

small and the above fitted model is quite useful in describing crosstalk as a functir

49.05

o:

02

e

design variables.

= 0 -42

for within-layer
for between-layer I (D
(Did < 3)

27.10Dprbetween-laYerlI(D>3
)
ij

.

Similarly, the best fitted models for the
We generate a random number, rij, from N(0,1)

between layers groups were the following:

through the use of a random number generator on

Between layers 1 (Dij < 3):
C
ij

a computer and define eij = (rij)*(ce).

= 62.35 + 3.47Li

By generating 5151 pair-to-pair crosstalk

D23.34.(T41, )17.06

+ tog,

'

01

12 68

tri

-(Tj)

"measurements" among 102 pairs in the cable we

2.16- + el.)

can develop a synthetic cable of a specified

(2)
where Ia.
ij

,,.. N(0,49.42).

twist length design.

BetweenlayersII(Dij >3 ) :
4.

Exploration of New Cable Designs

Cif =59-97 + 7.53L.

i

4.1

Power Sum Distribution

40.49

D.

-(1T. -T 1)1

ij

i

Before exploring new cable designs for the

j

(T.+T)17.30.T5.33

+ logil;

i

1

j

102-pair cable, it is necessary to assess the

j

where eij ', N(0,27.49).

performance o' 'he design used in the experi-

It may be pointed out that j<i and since the

mental cabl

pairs are numbered from the center outward, j

interference -a a pair is called the power sum,

is in the outer layer relative to i.

whichisdeledbelow.LemE.=crosstaik.
ij

3.2 SsMulation of Pair-to-Pair Crosstalk

from pair j to pair i, j A 1.

t measure of the overall crosstalk

Then

The statistical models developed above can
Pi = Power sum for pair i

be used for Monte C.a.lo simulation of pair -to-

pair crosstalk as follows:
(a) ,Specify D.

r T i'

T

j'

and L

i

wE

lo,iof

for the pair

-C.

10

i/
Cl10

1
=-10

combination.

Unfortunately, we do not have all C

ij

ments for j
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i.

measure-

Therefore, we cannot compute

all P.'s from the 2450 crosstalk measurements

seen that the four average distributions are

for the experimental cable discussed in Section

quite close to each ocher.

2.

First we simulate the unmeasured crosstalk

use the average of 20 realizations of power sum

as described in Section 3 and then compute
Pi(i=1 to 102).

distributions for comparing one cable design

Figure 3 shows a plot of Pi on

normal probability apper.

with another cable design.

The power sum distri-

4.2

bution is an indication of the overall performance of the cable.

Therefore, we can

Validation of Simulation

The simulation of power sums discussed

For example, the worst

above is based on the statistical models devel-

pair has a power sum of 39 dB and the best pair

oped in Section 3 which were judged to be quite

has a power sum of 48 dB.

useful in describing pair-to-pair crosstalk.

The left-hand tail

is the important tail of the distribution be-

Can we investigate the validity of the simulation

cause the crosstalk requirement is stated as

of power suns more directly?

follows:

realizations of the average power sum distribu-

Figure 6 shows four

tion for each of the following two cases:

Prob.(Pi<P0)

Since the simulated crosstalk and conse-

(i)

When only unmeasured pair-to-pair

are random variables, the

crosstalk is simulated from the fit-

plot in Figure 3 represents one realization of

ted regression models (also shown in

the power sum distribution for the design used

Figure 5), and

quently simulated P

i

in the experimental cable.

(ii)

If we make another

When all pair-to-pair crosstalk are

simulation of the unmeasured crosstalk, recom-

simulated fr,m the fitted regression

pute Pi and plot the resulting power sum dis-

models.

The above two sets of distributions have a con-

tribution, we will get another realization of
the power sum distr'bution.

siderable amount of overlap which indicates

Figure 4 shows 20

realizations of this aistribution (one of which

that the power sum distribution is not affected

is shown in Figure '3) for the experimental cable

if we replace available measurements of pair-to-

design.

pair crosstalk by correpsnding values simulated

It can be seen that the tails of the

In other words, the

power sum distribution are quite variable and

from the fitted. models.

consequently it is not efficient to assess the

Lialulation of the power sum distribution appears

performance of a given design on the basis of

to be valid for practical purposes.

one realization of its powei sum distribution.

4.3

As discussed above, the statistical models

The a erage of the 20 realizations displayed in

fitted to measurements of crosstalk -n the expel-

Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5 along with thrte
other similar average distributions.

New Cable Designs

It can be

imental cable lead to a proper simulation of
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pair-to-pair crosstalk and power sum distribution for this cable design.

(ii)

In this section we

which result in large within-layer

will assume that the fitted models are also

crosstalk.

valid for new (i.e., different from that in the
experimental cable) 102-pair 1,
designs.

Layer 4 pairs have long twist lengths

We cannot change the number of neighbors

r type cable

in adjacent layers for pairs in Layer 4.

To minimize the lack of applicability

How-

ever, we can assign short twist lengths to

of the fitted models, we will not consider twist

Layer 4, thereby improving crosstaic within this

lengths outside the range of those of the ex-

layer.

perimental cable.

lengths for layers 2, 4 and 6 and long twist

There are 26 distinct twist lengths in the
ental cable.

This was done by selecting short twist

lengths for layers 1, 3 and 5.

Since it is expensive to

In addition, the

number of distinct twist lengths in layer 2

keep an inventory of a large number of distinct

was reduced from 9 to 5 :Ltd tne longest twist

twist lengths, the cable manufacturing organi-

length (7.14 ") was eliminated.' The resulting

zation would prefer to use fewer twist lengths

design, labeled as Design (1) (see Table 4), im-

if crosstalk can be kept within specified

proved the worst average power sums by 1 dB as

limits.

shown in.Figure 8 and Table 5.

The exploration of new cable designs

is discussed below.

The number of

distinct twist lengths has been reluced from 26

First, let us consider the "tuning up" of

for the original design to 23 for Design (1).

the design used in the experimental cable.

.Next, let us consider the exploration of

What changes kn-twist length assignment will

designs with considerably fewer distinct twist

improve the power sum distribution?

lengths.

To help

By assigning the same twist lengths to

answer this question let us examine Figure 7

alternate layers, we can do with 10 distinct

which shows a plot of the average (of 20 "syn-

twist lengths.

thetic" cables) power sum for each of the 102

Design (1), stranding lays of alternate layers

It can be seen that the worst power

Unlike the original design and

are made different to make "effective

twist

suns correspond to the pairs in layer 4.

lengthdldifferent for these layers.

Reviewing Table 1, Figure 1 and Model (1) given

10-twist length designs considered, Design (2)

earlier, the following facts may explain uhy

(see Table h) was found to be the best.

the pairs in layer 4 have the worst rower sums:

average power sum distribution corresponding to

(i)

Among the

The

Layer 4 pairs have the largest number

Design (2) was still better than that for the

of neighbors in adjacent layers.

original design with 26 distinct twist lengths
(Table 5).
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TABLE 4
Twist Length Assignments

Original Design

Design (1)

Design (2)

Layer
No.

Range of TL

Str.

Range of TL

Str.

Range of TL

Str.

1

0.90-1.39

24R

2.96-6.25

241,

1.18-5.46

25L

2

1.77-6.25

24L

1.07-2.17

24R

0.90-4.36

35R

3

1.07-1.48

24R

. 2.43-5.46

24L

1.18-5.46

35L

h

2.50-7.14

241,

0.90-2.05

24R

0.90-h.36

20R

5

0.90-1.77

24R

2.30-4.90

24L

1.18-5.46

25L

6

2.95-6.25

24L

.1.07-2.17

24R

0.90-4.36

35R

No. of
Dist.

26

23

10

Twists

5.

Summary

The crosstalk measurements performed on the

power sums for all pairs of a cable is a measure

experimental cable were chosen to provide esti-

of the performance of the cable design which it

mates of inherent variability due to the mea-

represents.

surement and manufacturing processes as well as

found not to be sensitive to replacement of mea-

to provide sufficient data for fitting regres-

sured crosstalk by simulated crosstalk, which

sion models.

fact supported the validity of the Monte Carlo

Choice of regression variables

simulation.

was aided by plotting crosstalk and residual
crosstalk against design variables.

The power sum distribution was

New designs have been developed for the 102 -

Resulting

fitted modes have a small lack of fit and were

pair layer type cable by building and analyzing

judged adequate for describing pair-to-pair

"synthetic" cables.

crosstalk.

herein.

Two of these Are reported

Recall that there were 26 distinct

twist lengths in the experimental cable.

These fitted models and an appropriate

The

random component of variability were used to

first of the two new designs uses 23 distinct

simulate pair-to-pair crosstalk.

twist lengths and yields an improvement of 1 dB

Crosstalk in

each pair from the remaining 101 pairs were

in the worst power sums, an improvement of

"added" to gt an overall index of interference

engineering significance despite appearing to be

called the power sum.

The distribution of

small.

15

8

1

The development of the second design

TABLES
Simulated Power Sum Distributions'
For Several Designs

Ordered
Power
Sum

Simulated Power Sum (dB) For Length 1000 Ft.

No.

Design (1)

Original
Design

Dtsign (2)

1

36.20

37.22

36.90

2

36.70

37.67

37.37

3

37.66

38.142

38.04

h

38.05

38.92

38.39

5

38.54

39.24

38.66

10

39.75

40.02

39.5,

20

40.97

40.91

30

141.69

141.63

41.43

50

42.83

42.63

42.69

102

49.90

48.141

148.96

,

40.77

indicates that it may be possible to reduce

for the worst pairs

the number of distinct twist lengths from 26

promise for the cable manufacturing organiza-

to 10 without degrading crosstalk power sums

tion for reasons of cost.
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Such a reduction holds

FIGURE 1

CONFIGURATION OF 102-PAIR LAYER CONSTRUCTION CABLE

NOTES 1. In each layer there is a group of distinct twist
lengths.

Let Ti = twist length of pair i.

in layer 3:

(7113,T142T15) =

(T162T17'T18)
= (T252T262T27) = (1.1",1.2",1.5").

Then

"'

2. Pair combinations (13,14) and (16,17) are not
considered distinct pair combinations. Similarly,
(15,31) and(18,36) are not considered distinct
pair combinations, whereas (15,16) and -(16,17)
are distinct pair combiliatt6ns:
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AIN Second
50-Pair Set

va

FIGURE 2

Both Sets

01

First 50-Pair Set

SELECTION OF TWO 50-PAIR SETS
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INCORPORATION OF FALSE ALARMS IN SIMULATIONS
OF ELECTRONIC RECEIVERS

V. P. Sobczynski

C. J. Pearson
SYCOM, Inc.

Abbtract

A simple method for simulating false alarms in simulations of

electronic receivers is developed. False alarms are an important
part of electronic receivers and previously their generation was
computationally complex because of their random nature and very

small probability of occurrence. The approach derives the
probability density function of the time between false alarms and

shows how, for typical values of false alarm probability, the
density function may be approximated by a discrete uniform
density. Procedures are outlined for simulating false alarms both

in the abSence and presence of jamming. Also, a method is shown
for representing the false alarm as having a finite width commensurate with the bandwidth of the receiver. A rapid computer
algorithm for obtaining the amplitude of a false alarm is derived.

In digital time-ordered simulation of

intervals of 1 /(2B). An immediately obvious

electronic receivers, it may be desirable to

way to generate false alarms is to pick a random

simulate detection threshold crossings due to

number from an appropriate distribution every

false alarms randomly throughout the entire run.

1/(2B) seconds. In practice, this can lead to.an

If a receiver has an ideal video bandwidth B,

excessive number of computations and an un-

then the rate of occurrence of independent noise

acceptably inefficient code. For example, if

samples is 2B, corresponding to average time

2B = 20MHz, a draw must be made every

858

50 nanoseconds (simulation time). The purpose

L pql = 1,

of this paper is to describe an alternate proce-

(4)

i =0

dure which is generally much more efficient.

by the formula for the sum of an infinite

geometric progression.
Time of Occurrence of False Alarm

It can be shown that if one specifies a

percentage of the total number of time slot:, then

The approach proposed here employs
the probability density function of the tune

the geometric distribution may be approximated

between false alarms. Starting at time zero,

by a unifoi ni density from zero to approximately

a draw is made from an appropriate density

twice the average value. Since the density func-

function to determine the time of the fir st false

tion actually extends oer an infinite number of

alarm. At the time determined in the first

time slots, it is not possible to include all of

draw, a false alarm is generated and a draw is

them. If it is assumed that the last 10% of the

made. This procedure is continued through the

density function may be disregarded, then the

entire run. The derivation of the procedure is

point in question becomes how many time slots

as follows:

to include to get 90% of all possible values of n.

Let

p = probability of false alarm
during single thne increment

and

q =1 -p.

The formula for the sum of N terms of a geome-

tric progression is:

(1)

=a

S

Then if a trial is considered to have occurred

(rn - 1

)'

(5)

at each time slot (every 50 nanoseconds if 2B =

where a = first term, and r = ratio between

20MIlz), the probability of occurrence of a

successive terms. Substituting values, we find

false alarm on the nth trial is the following for

I

several values of n:

n=

prin = 1) = p,

)

(6)

may be obtained without difficulty as follows.

(2)

Dividing the above by p yields:

I

pr(n = 4) = pq3,

and, in general,
prin = N) = pqN-1.

q-1

P

The average value n of the rardom number n

prin = 2) = pq,
pr(n = 3) = pq2,

0Pqn

n

q

n=0
(3)

N

-1

q-I

(7)

Taking the limit as N--0-.= gives

That is, the probability that the next false alarm
will be generated at the nth time slot is pqn- 1.

I
eo

n=0

qn

1

=
1

-g

( 8)

It may be easily checked that this i s. a probability

which yields, upon differentiating with respect to

density function by noting that

q and multiplying by n and qt
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npq

n

n = cap

T

(9)

fa

=

1

05 sec .

fa

(17)

The value of N, which includes 90% of the range

The time per slot is equal to 1/(2B). The time

of n, may be found very easily. Noting that

to the next false alarm is equal to n x (time per

q = 1,

p

slot), and

(10)

we obtain

N

Tfa
a v .. Time per Slot

N90
=

N90

pqn

05

1 x 106 .

(18).

50 x 10

For these particular parameters, false alarms

n=0

occur on the average every 106 time slots.

This gives

.1 = q

N90

Clearly, 90% of all values of n is about

(12)

twice the average value. The procedure can be

Solving by logarithms yields
ln(. 1)

very simple. To compute the time to a false

(13)

90

alarm, pick a number out of a uniform distribu-

In general

tion from zero to 2.3 times the average time

ln(1 - F)
ln q
'

F

(14)

between false alarms. The actual distribution

where F = the fractional part of the density

is geometric. However, because p is small,

which is retained. We can now obtain the ratio

the density function is very flat and 90% of all

N

90

/

possible values are between zero and 2.3 times
N90
n

p

_E

ln(. 1)

q

q

the average value. Therefore, it is possible to

1

- p)

approximate the actual distribution by a uniform

(15)

Using the Taylor series expansion for natural

distribution from zero to 2.3 times the average

log and considering that 1, is small yields

value (for small values of probability of false

3.2_
q

1

17-7

2.3 X2.3..
q

alarm).

(16)

Alternately, a more accurate but less

Note that this result is independent of the value

rapid method for generating deviates with a

of probability of false alarm p so long as p is

(6)

geometric distribution is given by Naylor, et al,

small.

as follows:

The quantity ri may be easily computed

g = (lnu)/ln q ,

from p, the probability of false alarm. As an

(19)

where g and u are geometric and uniform

example, consider the following. Let the video

deviates, respectively, and

bandwidth B = 10MHz and Pfa = p = 10-6. Then

q=1-p

the average time between, false alarms will be

as before.
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(20)

neshold Detection

for the entire run.

The method of setting the `hreshold in

This voltage VT corresponds to a

the absence of jamming noise will be described
next.

threshold power PT into the reieiver. There

The z eceiver consists of hardware, active

exists an input voltage VT which corresponds to

and passie devices such as filters, a preampli-

the output threshold voltage V T. (V, is corn-

fier, IP amplifiers followed by a detector, and

pitted in the program and remains constant).

possibly an amplifier. The noise generated by

Consider the GctUSSIali probability density of the

the receiver (gi.en by the receiver noise figure)

amplitude of the noise geuez ated by the receiver.

can be modeled as though it were generated by a

VT is the value of the amplitude at the input that

resistive element in thy Amplifier front end of

corresponds to the threshold voltage VT. If Pfa

the receiver. The overall noise voltage

is the predetermined probability of false alarm

generated by the receiver may be considered to

in presence of receiver noise only, then:

be Gaussian with negligible error if the gain of

the preamplifier is sufficiently high (e.g., 20db

Pfa

exp

2.1

vr2r1so

or greater). The variance of this Gaussian

12:1.2'11

density is

(22)
2)

It is necessary to solve for VT. If one makes
2

T = kTe B e

the substitution

(21)

where k = Boltzmann's constant, Te = effective

2

noise temperature of the receiver, and Be =

x2

(23)

2cyq,

effective two-sic:ed video bandwidth. The

then

dx = /2 a Tdt

effective noise temperature of the receiver is
(F-1) 290°K, where F is the noise figure (not

(24)

and

in db). Once the average thermal noise power

Pfa

2

4.2

f

e-` dt

is known, the threshold SNR can be determined

VT

from the required probability of detection,

T2-0

average time between false alarms and effective

or

video bandwidth of the receiver. Then the

Pfa = erfc

,

(25)

VT
(26)

threshold power can be determined by adding
and

the required signal to noise ratio (db) to the

VT =

average thermal noise power (dbm). Reference

aT erfcin Pfa

to the actual system configuration enables one to

where erfc represents the familiar error

determine a threshold voltage VT valid for

function complement

thermal noise alone. VT is an input constant

erfc(x)

CO

2

n
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(27)

)f-e-t

2

dt

(28)

and erfcin is its inverse such that if

for calculating false alarms is continued for the

erfc(x) = w ,

duration of the jamming. When the jamming

(29)

ends, any predicted false alarm due to jamming

then

erfcin(w) = x

that has not yet occurred is dropped and the

(30)

.

This expression for V,l, is programmed to find

nonjamming value of p is used again. System

VT from Pfa using a stored table of error

operation then reverts to normal.

function complement inverse, which will be

The procedure being described here

discussed below.

normally lends itself very well to eventcontrolled as well as fixed time frame dynamic

False Alarm Probability
with Varying External Noise Level

simulation designs. However, one must deal

If there is jamming noise with power 0.2,

the probability of false alarm p changes because
the total noise power
a

2

= (3

with the case in which changes in noise level

occur between false alarms. It is suggested
merely that a significant change in noise level
be cause for the recomputation of the next false

2

T

2

+

(31)

j

alarm time: Another uniform random draw may

is different. The new probability of false alarm

also be used to account for the fact that the

is given by:

previous false alarm probably did not occur at

=2

f
V

T

1T1

21a2

H.
VT

2

exp

dx

2a

erfc

the time of the recomputation of the time interval.

2a

If changes in received noise level occur

(32)

extremely rapidly or continuously in the

It is this quantity wnich must be used in the

simulation due to narrow moving beams or

geometric distribution of the number of time

particular jamming techniques or noise sources

slots to the next false alarm. Since pl may not

such that recomputation would be too frequent,

be extremely small, the actual distribution

some major modification of this technique may

rather than the approximation may be preferable.

be necessary.

Time of Occurrence of
False Alarms with Noise Jamming

Amplitude of False Alarms

The procedure to be used for generating

The probability density function of the

false alarms in the event of jamming is as

amplitude of the false alarm, given that a false

follows. When the jamming signal is received,

alarm has occurred, is Gaussian, having a

the false alarm which has been scheduled to

variance equal to the total input noise power and

occur is dropped. A new probability of false

having a domain such that the allowed input

alarm (p1) calculation is made. This procedure

power corresponds to a voltage amplitude output
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greater than VT, where VT if the threshold

expense in computation time. We therefore

voltage. The threshold signal to noise ratio

suggest that the inverse method

(SNR) is determined from Pfa, which is a simu-

tabulated functions. This method, to be

lation parameter, and the probability of detection

described below, has the principal advantage

by readily available

graphs(1, 2).

used with

that for every uniform deviate drawn an

If it is assumed that all noise pulse

acceptable normal deviate may be computed by

amplitudes are normally distributed, then the

a fixed-length algorithrn. If equal-interval

distribution of false alarm amplitudes y(y) will

function tables may be used the method is also

have the shape of the normal distribution in the

quite rapid. Accuracy depends on the statistical

t

I

region IyI k VT, where VT is again the input

accuracy of the uniform pseudorandom deviate

voltage amplitude corresponding to the threshold

generator and on the granularity and accuracy

voltage V

of the functional tables employed.

and will vanish in the region

The inverse method of generating pseudo-

IYI < Va.:
a

IFT a

expr-y

2/(2a 2

)]dY, I YI

_.

random deviates y with the density function

va, ,

1

f (y)dy =
Y

f

(33)

e

Y

0, IYI < VT ,

(y)dy consists essentially in the statement that

if u is a uniform pseudorandom deviate on the

where a2 is variance of the noise amplitude and

interval CO, 1], then y will have the required

a is a normalization factor such that

density if y and u are related according to
u = F(y),

f f (y)dy = 1

jY

.

(34)

where F represents the cumulative probability
distribution function of the variable 37:

It is readily discovered that
t

Y

Vm

a = erfc
1

( ' )
/-1--1

(36)

F(y) = f fy(t)dt

(35)

The generation of pseudorandom deviates

(37)

.

In other words, the technique consists of

with this distribution may be accomplished, in

drawing u from the uniform density and then

principle, merely by using any of the usual

solving for y, the random pulse amplitude,

In particular, for the case of interest

methods for generating Gaussian deviates(4)and
rejecting those which do not exceed the detection

here,

threshold, For cases in which the ratio of noise

-i erfc

level to detection threshold is even moderately
F(y) =

large, however, this will result in the rejection
of a very large fraction of the deviates which

are generated and a correspondingly large

,

y VT
e

1/2,

-V T . 3r <V

1 - -1 erfc Y--

y > VT .

e

,

(38)
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This may be inverted, in principle, in the form:
a erfcin(2u/a),
y=

0 <u < 1/2 ,

a erfcin[2(1-u)/a], 1/2 s u < 1 ,

computation of the inverse function. Therefore,

a table of erfcin(u, at equal intervals of x is
(39)

recommended. This same table then may be

where erfcin(x) again represents the inverse

used to find erfc(w) by means of a table look-up

error function complement, a single valued,

routine for unequal intervals. It is only

monotonic function for real arguments.

necessary to interchange the roles of dependent
and independent tabular variables. These table

There remains the problem of developing

look-up techniques will not be discussed here.

a rapid computational algorithm for obtaining

Because detection threshold are usually

the error function complement (required for the
computation of the normalization factor a) and

well out in the tails of the noise pulse amplitude

its inverse. (Library routines are assumed to

distribution, values of the inverse error function

be available for generating the uniform pseudo-

complement for arguments near 1.0 (i.e., in the

random deviates u. )

central region) are not used. In particular, it
may readily be shown that arguments greater

The methods generally used for computing the error function complement employ

than the receiver-noise-only false alarm

the Taylor series expansion or a rational poly-

probability Pfa are riot required. It is then

nomial approximation for this function in the

covvenient to tabulate erfcin(x) versus In x

central region and use the asymptotic form for

(or even log10x) to obtain the proper granularity

arguments larger in magnitude than about 3.

with a table of equal intervals.
Table I is an example developed for just

Such expansions have been obtained for the

inverse function, or values of the inverse

this purpose. To accomodate both central ant

function may be obtained from the direct

asymptotic regions, Table I is divided into two

function by means of Newton's or some similar

overlapping portions, both tabulated at equal

method of successive approximations. Since

intervals of the independent variable. If x> 0.34

speed is presumably more significant than

the central portion is used, _while if x < 0. 34

accuracy in simulating false alarms, it is

the asymptotic portion must be used. In simu-

suggested that the two required functions be

lating false alarms under conditions of varying

tabulated and a table luok-up routine used.

input noise levels both erfcin and erfc functions

are required. Nevertheless, in a large simula-

The value of a (note: a = p1) must be

recomputed only when the receiver noise level

tion where core locations are dear, careful

or the detection threshold changes (cf. Equation

programming of table look-up procedures makes

32). This generally occurs somewhat less

it possible to avoid storing tabular values of the

frequently than false alarms, which require the

independent variable (x). Only three of the

,....
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following four parameters are required to

y(t)
ya

specify each part of the table of independent

=

5

variables: first value, last value, interval

HC

size, number of intervals. At the same time_
further computation of erfc functions can be
avoided.

o(t. - 1") e-r/Ited,,

liC

-t/ itc

(41)

(42)

is the voltage output of the filter.

Linear interpolation is normally

Because of the finite bandwidth of the

entirely adequate for the purpose of generating

receiver being simulated, it is desired to repre-

these random numbers.

sent the false alarm as a rectangular pulse with

It may be of interest to consider the

an "effective" pulse width. The procedure used

range of false alarm amplitudes which the table

will be _to calculate the energy in the exponential

shown will allow. If the largest value of erfcin

pulse which is the output of the filter and assume

tabulated is 1/0.1898

that the false alarm is a rectangular pulse of the

5.27, it follows that

the largest possible pulse amplitude which will

same energy. The energy in the pulse y(t) is

be generated is (5.27) ,./-1 aT = 7.4 aT. (If the

fy2(t)dt

limiting values (0 or 1) of the uniform random

(43)

.

0

number are drawn, they must be rejected,

The energy in the output pulse is then

since pulse amplitudes of ± co would result.)

CO

fy2(ocit
0

Effective Pulse Width of False Alarms

CO

=

A

(8C)

expC-2t/ 11C]dt (44)
0

A
21IC

The next question that arises is, "What

(45)

pulse width should be assigned to a false alarm?"

An equal energy rectangular pulse of width T

A false alarm is generated by random thermal

would have a voltage amplitude of jA/(211CT)

fluctuations in the front end of the receiver.

If a time T = RC is chosen, then the amplitude

Before it gets to the ouq:ut amplifier, a false

of the pulse is ( ,77A.72--)/(11C). The false alarm

alarm of power A may be represented by an

is then modeled as a pulse of amplitude

.

impulse function cA. OW, then the output of

k/2 ) /(RC) and width BC, where BC is equal

the filter Y(t) may be determined by the con-

to 1/(2nBd), and Bd is the 3db bandwidth of the

volution integral:

detector. If at the time of occurrence of a false

Y(t) = rJA 6(t - 'Oh( T)d.r

alarm an input signal is present, then the an'lli,

(40)

tudes of the signal input and false alarm sum

-co

together.

where h(t) = the time response of the linear

filter. If the filter is a single pole low pass

filter, then
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1.5705586
1.1608596
0.94698245
0.81336734
0.72087959
0.65246551
0.59945271
0.55694114
0.523-J4136
L 49251962
0.46736597
0.44555928
0.42643151
0.40948547
0.39434286
0.38071033
0.36835655
0.35709646
0.34678015
0.33728465
0.32850803
0.32036523
0.31278465

-1.0
-1.5
-2.0
-2.5
-3.0
-3.5
-4.0
-4.5
-5.0
-5.5
-6.0
-6.5
-7.0
-8.0
-8.5
-9.0
-9.5
-10.0
-10.5
-11.0
-11.5
-12.0

-.7.5

1 / erfcin(x)

In x
0.30570521
0.29907443
0.29284743
0.28698569
0.28145508
0,27622580
0.27127180
0.26657003
0.26210000
0.25784345
0.25378410
0.24990731
0.24619993
0.24265009

-12.5
-13.0
-13.5
-14.0
-14.5
-15.0
-15.5
-16.0
-16.5
-17.0
-17.5
-18.0
-18.5
-19.0
-19.5
-20.0
-20.5
-21.0
-21.5
-22.0
-22.5
-23.0
0.23598100
0.23284312
0.22982530
0.22692014
0.22412085
0.22142120
0.21991547

(1.23924703

1 /erf cin(x)

In x

-23.5
-24.0
-24,5
-25.0
-25.5
-26.0
-26.5
-27.0
-27.5
-28.0
-28.5
-29.0
-29.5
-30.0

In x
0.21629837
0.21386504
0.21151096
0.20923195
0.20702413
0.20488390
0.20280790
0.20079300
0.19883629
0.19693503
0.10508668
0.19328883
0.10153924
0.18983581

1 ierfcin(x)
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,

Tutorial 5: AN INTRODUCTION TO SIMSCRIPT
R. Paul Wyman, Pennsylvania State University

Chairman:

SIMSCRIPT is a computer language designed for discrete-state simulation. It possesses all the
capabilities of FORTRAN plus several powerful features such as dynamic storage allocation and list
processing. Features designed specifically for simulation include the ability to describe systems

in terms of entities ,which are "block? of attributes), sets (which are groups of entities) and

events (which are ibcheduled" subroutines). The benefits of and disadvantages of SIMSCRIPT are
briefly compared to GPSS and FORTRAN. The concepts of SIMSCRIPT are illustrated in detail using
a plague epidemic example. Other examples will be briefly presented to illustrate the versatility
of the language.
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PAPER FAIR

Chairman

Andrew Kolterman, IBM Corporation

Many authors submitted abstracts of papers they wished scheduled for presentation in the informal
atmosphere of a paper fair.

In a fair, full length copies of each paper are available from authors

who are assigned a booth at multiple times when they make informal presentations to the interested
parties who assemble at the designated times and places.

This method of presentation generates

contributions from listeners who are free of the inhibitions which are often present in the large
group formal presentations of the regular sessions.
to the paper fair follow.
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Abstracts of the 28 papers which were submitted

THE DAUGHTER OF CELIA,
THE FRENCH FLAG
AND

THE FIRING SQUAD
by

G .T. HERMAN 6 W. H . LIU

Department of Computer Science,

State University of New York at Buffalo,
Amherst, New York

In earlier work (1, 2) we have reported on a program, called CELIA, for simulating the
behavior of linear iterative arrays of cells.
neighbors.

k

The action of a cell is influenced by both its

Our main application area was biology, where the program can be used to test

hypotheses about the developmental rules for organisms.

More recently we have been applying our program to test proposed solutions to some fairly
complicated biologically based problems. We have investigated (3) whether one can achieve

regulative global polarity in organisms without polarity in individual cells, by solving the
French flag problem of Wolpert (4) using only symmetric elements.

In our attempted simulation

of pigmentation patterns on the shells of sea-snails, we have found it necessary to find a

solution to a generalized version of the firing squad synchronization problem (3), in which the

firing squad is growing while it is trying to synchronize itself.
We found that our original program CELIA was somewhat awkward for simulating such
complicated situations.

A new program has been devised where the state of the individual cells

is described by an array of attributes, such that each attribute itself may be a list structure.
The present paper reports on these changes and explains how they turn out to be use-

ful in the applications mentioned above.
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"AN APPLICATION OF SIMULATION
TO DEBUGGING AND MAINTAINING

A COMPUTER NETWORK SYSTEM"
by

M.W. Collins'
and

D.G. Harder

University of California
Los Alamos Scienticic Laboratory

The Computing Division of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is implementing a system which

will link the Laboratory's large general purpose computers (3 - CDC 6600's and 2 - CDC 7600's) to
a common data base (1012 bits on-line), and to a network of keyboard and computer based terminals.

This paper discusses the use of simulation in designing, implementing, testing and maintaining the
system software for the Front End Machine which is the center of this system.
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An Experimental Evaluation of Monte Carlo
Simulation in MIS Project Decisions
by

John B. Wallace, Jr.
University of Florida
The paper describes the methodology and results of an experimental appiication of
Monte Carlo Risk Analysis to the process of selecting and controlling Management Information
System development projects.

The investigator tested hypotheses concerning tradeoffs among

sophistication of the risk analysis simulation programs, alternative techniques for estimating
benefits of an MIS, and managerial acceptance of the results of simulation programs as guides

to project decisions.
The experiment was conducted using four different computer programs (two Monte Carlo

and two non Monte Carlo) and three benefit-estimation paradigms (incorporating the managerial
viewpoint, the management science viewpoint, and the opportunity-cost viewpoint, respectively)
as applied to two actual MIS development projects.

The data of the experiment were collected

using structured interviews and taped de-briefing sessions.
Throughout the experiment, management increasingly asked for and relied on the simulation programs as decision aids.

In the introductory stages, the managerial acceptance of

Risk Analysis was not sensitive to the sophistication of the simulation approach. The deterministic computational packages have the advantage of manually reproducible computations and

relatively inexpensive compilation and execution. The opportunity-cost paradigm found greater
acceptance than the other two, but no paradigm was best in all contexts.

In general the

techniques tested in the experiment were cost/effective on the decisions.
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ROBUSTNESS

AND

ANALYTIC COMPUTER SYSTEM MODELS

By R. Vavra and W.R. Franta
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

The use of simulation studies to investigate the behavior of computer hardware/software
systems is well established, although in some sense analytic models are more desirable. Simu-

lation is used in a situation which is completely intractable to analytic machinery, ol for
which the essence is lost when the prerequisite abstractions and simplifying assumptions
necessary to the analytic technique are made.

In this paper, the term analytic model is used

to refer to that set of computer system models based upon queuing theory
Many view the operating system as a network of resources each potentially precipitating
queues.

Such a view allows the units passing through the network to request (employ) the

devices in various combinations in a multiprogramming environment. The computing system is
thus viewed as sequences of resource seizures and releases (processors, memory and inputoutput equipment) with appropriate holding time assumptions.

In many cases, the models

indicate rather clearly how various policies and variables interact to effect system performance, and the predictions of some coincide well with measurable data.

For such network models it is informative to ascertain information concerning the robustness of the model.

Stated differently, we are interested in knowing to what extent the oper-

ating characteristics of the models are independent of the probability distribution and queuing

discipline assumptions necessary to the ar.itic tractability of the model. Such investigations naturally appeal to simuation.

Basically, perturbations, are made to the original

distribution assumptions, and simulation experiments are conducted and results compared with
those produced by the model equations.

It would

aiiiiough seldom reported.
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that much of this kind of work is done,

This report discusses a simulation study designed to investigate robustness for

a

particular computer system network model briefly described as a three-stage closed queuing
network. The study conducted included experiments
which provided for selectable pro-

portions of variousdistributions, as well as various queuing disciplines. The study extensively employed the use of antithetic variates.

A MODEL FOR SIMULATING AND EVALUATING
THE RESPONSE OF A MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

by
Hamad Kama! Eldin

Professor, Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma
and

David Leon Shipman

Ph.D., Center Plans and Resources Control Office
NASA/F:ISFC

Huntsville, Alabama

This paper discusses the development of a model to simulate the information flow of a
program management organization.

The objective of the study was to evaluate the response of

the information system when changes to the system were made.

The model is written in GPSS II for use on the UNIVAC 1100.

It contains a different

generate block for each type message entering the information system.

As each message is

created, it is assigned a destination, delivery duration, type of processing, and a processing

duration.

Assignments are made from a distribution describing that activity.

Outgoing

messages are created by the incoming messages and are assigned destinations and durations

from corresponding distributions.
In developing the model, an information decision scheme was used.

Each message

is represented by a transaction and each decision maker is represented as a facility.
flow of messages through the system activate the nodes and create the output statistics.
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The

Testing of the model was accomplished by using empirical data from a program management
information decision system.

During testing, it was necessary to modify the distributions

several times to fit the model output to the empirical data.
After testing, the model was used to study system characteristics for different alternatives.
Only the Facility and Queue standard outputs were used in the analysis.

The objective of the

alternative study was to determine which alternative would give maximum facility utilization
without creating excessive queues.

This model will assist the manager in decision making but

does not provide an optimum solution.

TRACE - DRIVEN SYSTEMS MODELING

by J. F. Grant
IBM System Development Division

Endicott, N.Y.
Predicting the effect of changes made to computer operating systems is an extremely

difficult task.

Where possible, to a limited extent, some modeling has been done; however,

because of its complexity, this modeling has been isolated to areas of very high cost or high

priority real-time systems.

Trace-driven modeling is a procedure for alleviating both the high cost and difficulty of
simulating changes made to computer system environments.

As a result, this approach could

make computer systems models an everyday tool well within the reach of the average operation.

This paper describes the attributes of the trace portion of this modeling approach and how
its output might be used to drive various systems models.
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ARPEGE:

Simulation of an Air Pollution Crisis

M.A. Greene, A. Hochhauser, M.J. Reilly.

J. F. Sautin, A.S. Walters
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES INSTITUTE

Carnegie-Mellon University

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Air pollution episodes represent a major environmental problem in urban areas.

The

high concentration of pollution sources in such areas results in dangerously high levels of air

pollution during periods of poor weather conditions.

The avoidance of hazardous levels depends

upon rapid and decisive actions by responsible people together with cooperation of an informed
public. There is a need for educational materials which treat effectively the problem of air
pollution episodes.

The Air Pollution Episode Game is an educational tool which treats the relevant aspects of

urban life during a period of high air pollution. The participants assume various realistic
roles and receive information and make decisions characteristic of those roles.

The heart of
the game is a computer simulation program which calculates meterology, emissions, air quality,
adverse effects, etc,
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A SYSTEMS DESIGN GAME

Norman R. Lyons

Graduate School of Business and Public Administration

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

A major problem for a manager who used computer services is the problem of systems
acquisition and design.

structured.

He must decide which system to buy and how the system should be

This paper presents a computer game written in PL/1 that enables a user to

choose from among three basic computer systems with a wide variety of CPU, channel and

peripheral equipment options the one that best fitS the computing needs of a hyothetical
organization.

A simulated set of jobs is run on the configuration chosen, and throughput

and equipment utilization statistics are reported.

A Deterministic Simulation Model For
Scheduled Airline Fleet Maintenance

Alan .1. Parker
Division of Organization and Administration
School of Business

Florida International University
Miami, Florida
The system described by the simulation is the operation and scheduled maintenance of

a fleet of fifty Boeing 727 aircraft.
day.

Sixty airports are serviced with a total of 286 flights a

The model concentrates on scheduled (periodic) maintenance set by FAA specifications.
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This encompasses fifty percent of all maintenance work.

The major focus of the results, at

the tactical level, is on the utilization of flying hours between the various maintenance checks
At the strategic level, the model can answer many questions, such as the impact of moving and
closing maintenance bases and the effect of changing the number of spare aircraft.

ASSET, A Digital Computer Language for the Simulation of
Communication Systems

by

R.R. Bowen

C.D. Shepard

R.V. Baser
Communications Research Centre,

_...

Department of Communications
Ottawa

ASSET has been written to simulate time-continuous communication, control, and radar
systems on the XDS Sigma 7.

Both the detailed responses of such systems to specific inputs,

and system performance characteristics such as signal to noise ratio, probability of error, probability of detection, mean squared error, etc. can be measured with ASSET.

In general, the

simulation technique is to convert the continuous-time system to a sampled-data system, and
then to represent the sampled-data system blocks by ASSET statements. ASSET was designed

with three goals in mind:

ease of programming, measurement accuracy, and efficient Monte Carlo

simulation; careful choice of measurement technique and compiler design resulted in what the
authors believe to be an optimum compromise between these sometimes conflicting requirements.
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1

SIMULATION MODEL OF A MULTIPHASIC SCREENING UNIT
FOR USE BY A DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY

Frances M. Delaney, M.S.
Marilyn Oppenheim, M.S.

Martin Goldberg, M.S.
William Schumer, M.D.

A. Gerson Greenburg, M.D.
Increased emphasis has been placed on the utilization of automated multiphasic screening

units as a means of contributing to the improvement of health-care delivery.

This paper des-

cribes the application of a GPSS program to evaluate such a unit for use by a surgical
service.

By using the simulation model, statistics on the efficiency and utilization of the unit

are obtained and compared with real-world data.

Variations in patient scheduling and processing

made within the model assist in the determination of the most effective use of fixed health-care
personnel and facilities.

Based upon model-generated data, predictions can be made about

personnel and facility capacities required to cope with the increasing demands projected for

services in the hospital. Application of a simulation model to the planning, analysis and
implementation of a multiphasic screening unit can lead to economic benefits and efficient

service for patients and physicians.
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MEDICAL CARE SIMULATION;

A STUDY UTILIZING DYNAMIC

SIMULATION MODELING

S.H. Cohn and J.F. Brandejs
Department of Industrial Engineering

University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
Canada.

Development and implementation of a dynamic computer-aided simulation model of the

Family Practice Units Network affiliated with the University of Toronto is discussed.

The

medical network is conceptualized in an industrial dynamics framework, as a system of inter-

acting flows of patients, medical staff, capital assets, information, and money.
Given a patient demand for medical care, the model will process patient's allocation,

hire staff, accumulate capital assets and generate expenditures.

The model is used to develop an understanding of the dynamic behaviour exhibited by the

different family practice teaching units, and will predict the dynamic consequences of variations in family and community health care policies.

l
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SIMULATING THE IMPACT OF EXPANDED DELEGATION OF DENTAL PROCEDURES

J.B. Dilworth
W.J. Peitcm

O.H. Embry

G.A. Overstreet
School of Business

The University of Alabama
Birmingham, Alabama

This paper discusses a project underway at the University of Alabama in Birmingham
Dental School. The study objective is to investigate the productivity of dental teams using

therapists.

Therapists, sometimes called te,,hnotherapists or expanded duty dental auxiliaries,

are dental assistants who perform under the supervision of dentists some of the reversible
procedures previously performed only by dentists. The study involved both an actual
practice using varying numbers of therapists and a GPSS model which simulates practices

with varying numbers of therapists.

Some of the reasons are discussed for using the sim-

ulation model to confirm and expand the actual practice findings.

The papera;so prt,,,ints

the model and discusses some of its possible future applications.

Productivity data from the

actual practive are compared to data from simulations.

Simulation data are r resented which

compares the services provided by a dental team using a therapist to the services provided
under identical conditions when the therapist and her assistant are excludeu from the team.
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A PL/I Model of an Emergency Medical System

Kenneth F. Slier
Computer Methods and Information Systems

University of California
Los Angeles, California

A comprehensive PL/I simulation model has. been developed for evaluating existing and
proposed emergency medical systems. The model is composed of two sub-models and a unique
analysis package.

The first sub-model generates a "representative" stream of emergency in-

cidents from user specified tables. This incident stream becomes the input to the second submodel which simulates an emergency medical system responding to the incidents. An event-

oriented methodology is used in the simulation.

Performance of the model is validated by sim-

ulation using actual data from the San Fernando Valley area of Los Angeles.

The model is keynoted by a user orientation, flexibility, and generality which is not
found in other EMS models.
computer runs.

Al input to the model is checked for consistency to avoid erroneous

Numerous dispatch and retrieval alternatives for emergency vehicles can be

tested by varying only a few parameters of the simulation.

Furthermore, both simple and com-

plex emergency medical care systems can be represented easily.

Results of the simulation using the two sub-models is analyzed by a unique PL/I program.

Using the preprocessor facility of PL/I, a tailor-made analysis program is constructed.

In simulations involving many variables, such as an EMS simulation, it is almost impossible to
design an analysis program that satisfies all relevant research. To circumvent this problem, the
analysis r.:ckage allows the user to specify his desired analysis and then constructs a PL/I pro-

gram to do it.

Experience with the package demonstrates its usefulness and efficiency.
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SIMULATION OF AN EPIDEMIC; DEVELOPMENT OF
CONTROL STRATEGIES OF SCHISTOSOMIASIS

Keh-Lon Lee

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California
Berkeley, California
Schistosomiasis is a vector-borne parasitic epidemic currently affecting about 250 million
people and constitutes a serious public health problem in many countries.

In Egypt alone, the

estimated annual loss due to this disease is about $560 million dollars.
The life-cycle of schiStosomes involves two incubation periods, one in human beings,

another in snails. We found that in this case, it is most appropriate to use a newly developed
modeling technique - the Delay-Line Model approach for the population dynamics. Our model

can easily and naturally handle the time delays inherent in this system.
and easy to modify on SNAP

It is easy to simulate

a conversational drawing program that enables a user to create

a topological network using a light pen and CRT.

Data for simulation are taken from field work

study results in Khuzestan, Iran.
Certain control measures are available.

Such measures include chemotherapy, pesticides

for vector control, environmental engineering measures, and sanitary engineering measures.

How-

ever, as pointed out by expert researchers in this disease, application of a single method cannot lead to eradication, and the greatest need now appears to be the considered implementation

of different combinations of control measures based upon well founded data, and their proper evaluation.

Based on ou,. model and using -theoretical stability considerations as well as some heur-

istics derived from simulations, a set of combinations of control measures is presented.
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF AN EMERGENCY CARE FACILITY

E.C. Garcia
W.F. Hamilton
J.W. Thomas
Department of Management

Department of Community Medicine

The Wharton School

The School of Medicine

University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
A GPSS model has been developed to assist in the planning and evaluation of
emergency
medical facilities. This paper describes the ERSIM Model and its use in the analysis of design

and operating alternatives. Applications of the model to date have included
analysis of triaging
policies and physician staffing patterns. The results of these studies and opportunities
for
future applications are discussed.

AN INTERACTIVE MULTI-ITEM INVENTORY COMPUTER SIMULATION
MODEL

Dr. M. Wayne Shiveley

Lehigh University
Department of 'Industrial Engineering
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

A generalized inventory simulation model has been developed to establish the value of
a
company's inventory. This model was developed to evaluate
inventories which are made up of
subassemblies, assemblies, and finished goods; therefore, one component of the model is a

time-sharing bill of material processor. The model accepts a finished goods fOrecast
for spec-
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ified time periods; it then predicts the net requirements for these time periods.
items are identified.

Also the obsolete

The model can be used for production planning as well as the evaluation of

on the shelf inventories.

The model is interactive; it allows the user to vary inputs from a nortable

terminal and identify and critical parameters of the model.

The model czn be demonstrated to any

interest group which can provide access to a standard telephone.

GWSS

A GENERALIZED WAREHOUSE SIMULATOR SYSTEM

Alvin M. Silver
Dasol Corporation

New York, New York
A generalized warehouse simulator system (GWSS) was constructed to facilitate the construction and operation of simulation models of complex warehouse systems by design engineers
and operating managers.

This paper presents the structure of the generalized model and the tech-

niques used to provide extreme versatility in the warehousing system that can be modeled.

The

use of the generalized model is explained and its application in the construction and exercising
of a simulation model for a large complex warehouse system is illustrated by an example.

A DYNAMIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR HOSPITAL INVENTORIES

by

James D. Durham
The MEDICUS Corporation
and

Stephen D. Roberts, Ph.D.

University of Florida
This paper offers an approach to the inventory problem involving
stochastic demand and
stochastic lead time when only empirical distributions of the
. random variables are available.
The proposed inventory model utilizes experimental optimization in
a unique fashion to solve
this problem.
Through the use of Monte Carlo simulation and a modified non-linear
programming
approach, an expected total cost objective function is minimized by the
selection of appropriate
reorder points and reorder quantities. The model is shown to be
dynamic in nature and
suitable for control of large inventories. The technique has been applied
to several hospital
inventory items and sample computations are included in the paper.

DISTRIBUTION COMBINING PROGRAM

Oldrich A. Vasicek
Wells Fargo Bank

San Francisco, California
The Distribution Combining Program is a set of algorithms that
evaluates the probability
distribution of the sum, difference, product, or ratio of two random variables
with specified
distributions. The method allows for correlation
between the two input variables.

The input

distributions are assumed to be from the semi-normal family (i.e., with density function that
is composed of two normalized halves of normal densities with gener.illy different variances) .

The resultant distribution is approximated by a distribution of the same type in order to provide subsequent use as an input in a series of operations.
The program uses the technique of calculating several moments of the output distribution
from the moments of the input distributions.

This method avoids using Monte Carlo simulations,

or any numerical evaluation of the convolution integrals. The program can be used in risk

analysis, subjective probability evaluation, sensitivity analysis and similar situations.

It is

particularly suitable to replace Monte Carlo methods where correlated variables are involved, or
when rapid execution is desired.

MATHRISK - A MANAGEMENT TOOL
FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
INVESTMENT DECISIONS

Stephen L. Robinson
Mathematica, Inc.

In recent years simulation has played an increasingly more prominent role in the analysis
of new investment opportunities.

Numerous computer programs have been created to facilitate the

simulation of cash flows created by new investments.

Such programs can usually be classed as

either inordinately simple to use, in which case they are often quite inflexible, or quite difficult to use, for which price the user obtains a flexible program.
This paper describes the design criteria for a dynamic software system which is not only
easy to use, but flexible enough to provide the user with progressively more complex modeling
capability.
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MATHNET: A REPRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE FOR STOCHASTIC NETWORKS

Stephen L. Robinson
Mathematica, Inc.

The methodology presented here was developed in response to i.se need for a simple way

to perform time-cost tradeoff analysis of research and development programs.

MATHNET has

been adopted by members of the managerial community as an effective tool for such analyses.

Its

enthusiastic reception can be directly traced to its development history.
MATHNET was originally designed as a teaching aid for a seminar on the risk analysis of
R & D projects. As a result it is extremely simple to learn.

Persons familiar with PERT, or

,

other network representation schemes, have learned MATHNET in the course of very short training sessions.
The extension of MATHNET's capabilities has been dictated by situations encountered by
MATHEMATICA personnel in the course of conducting risk analyses of a wide class of programs.
Most R & D projects, therefore, are representable by existing MATHNET symbology.
The modular design of MATHNET provides for the easy addition of symbols to represent decision types

not

presently incorporated in the system.
MATHNET has already proven to be of great value in the risk analysis of several large-scale
research and development programs.

It is anticipated that MATHNET will have an impact on the
analysis of programs requiring stochastic representations similar to the impact that PERT had
on

programs representable by deterministic networks,

A RISK-RETURN SIMULATION MODEL OF
COMMODITY MARKET HEDGING STRATEGIES

Robert E. Mark land
Associate Professor-Management Science

University of Missouri - St. Louis
Robert J. Newett
Consultant-Operations Research

Ralston Purina Company

The American food processing industry is characterized by a vast array of products, which

are produced in large quantities at relatively low unit costs.

The pincipal component of the unit

cost for these food products is their raw materidi (usually a basic grain commodity) constituent.
Consequently, most food processing companies are greatly concerned with the prices they pay for

their raw materials, and as the prices of these raw materials change, the typical food processing
company's profits may be greatly affected. Since most companies prefer a steady growth rate,

these raw material price fluctuations must be counter-balanced by other strategic or operating
decisions.

One basic set of decisions which is utilized to overcome raw materials price fluctu-

ations involves the established commodity trading markets.
The operation of the commodity futures markets allows food processors to determine what

prices they will pay for their raw materials over the production horizon.

However, since a

number of futures options may exist for each commodity, the inherent risk of price fluctuation
r rains with the processor, as some manufacturers may buy their supply of the commodity at

significantly lower prices than others and reflect this difference in the price of the finished
product.

The research described in this paper was conducted within the commodity market trading
environment of a major American agri-business firm. The objective of the study was the development of a risk-return simulation model which could be used for testing commodity market hedging
strategies in both cash and futures markets.

The model was developed under general assumptions

for the basic commodity, corn, and included a market price change simulation subsystem, a hedging

strategy testing subsystem, and a risk-return measurement subsystem.

The simulation model was

tested over a multi-period time horizon for a series of commodity market hedging strategies, and
extensive test results are presented.

USING THE COMPUTER TO

PLAN PRODUCTION IN A FLOW SHOP

Dana B. Hopkins, Jr.
Babcock & Wilcox, Alliance, Ohio
Management of one of the Company's product lines must submit contract bids during one year

for manufacture, with start and due dates, any time in the next five years.

In the past, manage-

ment had insufficient information as to the effects a new contract would have on their manpower
requirements, resource utilization, and present contracts.
tion.

The solution was to simulate produc-

The results of the simulation was a general schedule for production along with manpower

utilization under given capacity constraints. This general schedule is not used for day-to-day
scheduling of operations.

Rather. it is used for "middle range planning", three months to a

couple of years, where manpower levels and equipment are variables instead of constraints.

Man-

agement reviews the output and makes any desired capacity and/or contract changes. A new simulation is made and the process repeats itself until management has determined what contracts to

bid on and what their manpower and equipment needs will be during the "middle range".

A Simulation Study of Basic Oxygen Furnace Operations

C. Jain, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, The Cleveland State University
Phil McDermott, Group Leader
Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation

The study was conducted in the Basic Oxygen Furnace shop of a reputed steel company.

Data were collected over extended periods to establish the statistical characteristics of daily

liquid iron (hot metal) production from the blast furnaces, the life of refractory-lined vessels
of the Basic Oxygen Furnace, and the heat-cycle time.

This simulation generates total daily hot

metal production from the specified distribution and determines the optimum combination of hot-

metal-only charge (regular heat) and mixed charge (scrap and hot-metal or pre-heat) that will
maximize ingot steel production within a fixed time period.

The simulation takes into account

the heat-cycle-time, the charge-mix, the number of heating-vessels availabk, on the oxygen fur-

nace, and the time required for relining of vessels. An iterative process using a modified form
of the simplex algorithm with two constraints have been utilized in the simulation study for maximizing output.

The output-includes, on a daily basis, the hot-metal produced in tons, the number

of vessels available, the number of regular-heats and pre-heats required for maximum steel pro-

duction, steel production in tons, the amount to be pigged, and the amount available for the next
day. The simulation provides the decision-maker in charge of the BOF operation with an operati,

discipline to maximize productivity and a reliable indicator to justify installation of scrap preheating facilities.

The entire simulation is written in Fortran IV, level G, and executed on an IBM 360 Model
65 computer.

AUTONETICS PLANNED PRODUCTION LINE EVALUATION SIMULATOR (APPLES)

P.J. Moore, Autonetics Division, North American Rockwell
Production line evaluation at Autonetics for the manufacture of electronic and electromechanical aerospace products, is facilitated by APPLES, a model written in GPSS/360 Version 5.

The model may be applied to a large variety of production lines with differing configurations
through the use of standard data forms.
unskilled in GPSS.

It is designed for use by production engineers that are

A simulation analyst provides consulting services to the engineer as input data

are prepared and assists as necessary in the experimentation.

However, each user is'sufficiently

briefed that he is able to submit his data and conduct his study independently.
APPLES is primarily intended for specialized production lines which are to be treated

systems or subsystems in the study of their production capability.

as

Facility dedications, manpower

availabilities, work assignments and scheduling alternatives are readily evaluated wherein produc-

tivity, yield, and process times are the major stochastic variables. The basic program is easily
adaptable to any unique application by the addition of subroutines that simulate the unique relationships. Thus, a single development activity has provided a generally useful tool that can

quickly and directly solve ordinary problems and shortcut the development of very complex models.
The content and format of the output reports generated by APPLES are designed to relate
performance reasults to production cost factors.

A cost per unit index is calculated for each ex-

perimental run.
The paper describes the simulator's design, illustrates its applicability and discusses the
experience achieved at Autonetics.

A PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TECHNIQUE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF A

FACILITY'S ABILITY TO PROCESS THE PROPER JOBS
J .J .

Babiel and B.2 . Duhl

IBM System Development Division

Endicott, N.Y.
Most manufacturing floor control installations perform substantial analysis in choosing appro-

priate job sequencing algorithms with the aid of simulations, but tend to neglect further analysis
required to ,continuously measure the degree of compliance to job sequencing rides. With the ad-

vent of on-line, real-time capabilities, priorities of jobs can change throughout the working day

and frustrate the efforts of a facility in striving to "do the right jobs".
Further, different levels of work-in process were found to be major factors affecting the
ability to comply with sequenced worklists.
This paper describes the various measurement schemes considered, highiighting the advantages and pitfalls of each.

It also illustrates an effective reporting technique which lets

management evaluate how manufacturing and/or production control areas are influencing customer

serviceability.

A Directed Search Approach to Selecting
a Sequencing Rule*

Dr. James C. Hershauer
College of Business Adminis'ration

Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

Dr. Ronald .. Ebert
School of Business

University of Washington
Seattle, Washington

A standard approach to selecting a simple sequencing rule for decentralized application

throughout a job shop is developed and illustrated,

Search procedures are applied to a response

function which is an expectation of relevant cost per order.

The cost for each order observed

is a weighted combination of the multiple respons :; that exist in a job-shop environment. An

expectation of cost per order is found by sampling the processing of orders within a computer simulation model for a particular sequencing rule.

Each sequencing rule is determined by the co-

efficients in a priority function which is a weighted combination of identified decision variables
The search procedure thus tests different sequencing rules by varying the coefficients in the
priority function and generating associated cost expectations through simulation.

Rather than

leading to a "single best rule" for all job shops, the appreach is a "method for finding" a
sequencing rule for any specific situation.

*The authors wish to acknowledge the initial funding of this project by the University Grants
Program at Arizona State University.
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KEY WORD INDEX

Below is a list of key words for the papers and abstracts of this volume.

It can be used to zero

in on papers which are topically related to an area of the reader's interest.

For example, under

"Monte - Carlo Simulation" we find reference to two papers in Session 9, Financial Models, by
Brewerton and Baumler and two papers in the paper fair namely those by Wallace and Bowen.
have not been referenced in this index.

Tutorials

An interesting view of the material presented in this con-

ference is afforded by the frequency distribution of uses of key words.

Aside from a feW which are

universal (i.e., "Simulation") and which have been suppressed, there ifi very little cross referencing between papers.

This can be seen from the fact that the modal reference is 1:

Viewed positively

we might say that this shows that the Winter Simulation Conference has not become institutionalized
to the point of stifling variety.
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Interactive simulation - PF Lee

Educational - 12 Mock

Internal rate of return - 9 Baumler

Educational planning - 7 Schweizer

Interrelationships--design, operation system,

Education -- police training - 12 Serway

language - 11 Courtney

Electromechanical - PF Moore

Inventory - PF Durham, PF Shiveley

Emulation - 8 Flanagan

Investment decisions - PF Robinson

Environmental engineering - PF Lee

Investment factors - 9 Brewerton

Environmental reaction - 1 Wyman

Iterative array - PF Herman

Epidemic - PF Lee

Job sequencing - PF Babiel

Episode - PF Greene

Job shop - 6 Franklin, 6 Maggard, PF Hershauer

Equipment layout - 8 Mitome

Labor blocking - 6 Maggard

Equipment selection - PF Lyons

Labor limited - 6 Maggard

Estimation - 5 Crane

Languages for simulation - 14 Hurst

Expected profit-loss - 13 Miller

Large scale models - 14 Ast

FAA specifications - PF Parker

Law enforcement--police - 12 Serway

FCFS - 6 Haggard

Locks - 10 Rea

Financial forecasting - 9 Wolfe

Machinery plant - 15 Bi5e

Financial model design -11 Courtney

Machine independent language - 14 Ast

Financial models - 12 Mock

Maintenance - PF Parker

Financial modeling - 9 Wolfe

Man-machine interactions on manufacturing line -

Financial planning and controls - 12 Mock
Flow simulator - 6 DeMaire

6 Patel

Management game - 12 Serway, PF Lyons

'anagemeet information systems - PF Wallace,

PF Eldin

Personality simulation - 1 Wyman
Pest management - 1 Menke

Management involvement - 6 DeMaire

Petroleum - 10 Graff

Manufacturing cycle-time simulation - 6 Patel

PL/1 - PF Siler

Manufacturing floor control - PF Babiel

Planning - 8 Landstra, 9 Wolfe, PF Hopkins

Manufacturing system - 8 Mitome

Planning systems - 14 Zant

Marine - 10 Graff

Poisson - 2 Bernard

Markov chains - 5 Crane

Police training game - 12 Serway

Markov process - 15 B6e

Port - 10 Graff

Maslow's need theory - 1 Wyman

Price level adjustments - 9 Baumler

Materials handling - 3 Bussey, 10 Siesennop,

Priority rule - 6 Haggard

PF Silver

Probability distributions - 9 Brewerton, PF "asicek

Material requirements planning - PF Shiveley

Probabilistic supply-demand curves - 13 Miller

Medical facility - PF Garcia

Process generators - 2 Mize

Model deSign characteristics - 11 Courtney

Production control - 8 Mitome

Models, utility - 3 Bussey

Production scheduling - PF Hopkins, PF Moore

Modeling - 1 Menke

Project selection - PF Wallace

Modeling philosophy - 4 Baron

Queueing - 10 Graff, PF Vavra

Modular - 12 Churchill

Queueing simulation - 5 Crane

Modular design - 11 Courtney

Radar network target generation - 8 Dominiak

Modular

Radar - PF Bowen

simulation - PF Collins

Monte Carlo simulation - 9 Brewerton, 9 Baumler, RANDOM - 6 Haggard
PF Wallace, PF Bowen

Random number generators - 2 Mize

Motivation - 1 Wyman

Random variables - PF Vasicek

Multi-level - 12 Churchill

Rate of return function - 9 Brewerton

Multiprogramming - PF Vavra

Real time - 2 Bernard

Multiphasic screening - PF Delaney

Reliability - 15 Bfie

Multiple aircraft defensive test environment -

Research and deve]opment - PF Robinson

8 Dominiak

Resource allocation - 8 Landstra, PF Eldin

Multiple random number streams - 2 Mize

Resource planning - 6 Patel

Natural gas - 13 B14menthal

Revenue forecasting - 13 Blumenthal

Natural language - 14 Heidorn

Risk analysis - PF Wallace, PF Vasicek, PF Robinson

Need satisfaction - 1 Wyman

Risk-return decision criterion - PF Markland

Network - PF Vavra

Robustness - PF Vavra

Non-linear programming - PF Durham

Sample size - PF Hershauer

Objectives - 6 Franklin

Scheduling algorithm - 8 Mitome

Occurence distributions - 6 DeMaire-

Scheduling - 6 Parker, 6 Franklin, PF Hershaur

Ogive - 13 Blumenthal

Schistosomiasis - PF Lee

Operations research - PF Durham

Search techniques - PF Hershauer

Outpatient clinic - 4 Baron

Sensitivity analysis - 2 Bernard, PF Vavra,

Parallel processing - 8 Flanagan
Performance measurement - PF Collins

PF Vasicek
Sequencing - PF Hershauer

Ship - 10 Graff

Unit time advance - 1 Wyman

C%Ips - 15 B$e

Urban planning - 7 Schweizer

Shipping - 10 Rea

.

Utility - 15 B$e

Simplex algorithm - PF Jain

Utilities - 13 Blumenthal

SIMSCRIPT - 10 Rea

Utility investment simulation - 13 Miller

SIMSCRIPT II - 1 Wyman

Validation of model - 4 Baron

SIMULA 67 - 2 Vaucher

Variability assumption - 9 Brewerton

Simulation algorithms - 2 Vaucher

Variance reduction - 2 Mize

Simulation experiments - 1 Menke

Vehicular traffic control - PF Testa

Simulation model - 4 Baron, 6 Patel

.Warehouse costs - 3 Bafna

Simulation of financial plan - 11 Courtney

Warehouse design - 3 Bafna

Simulation programming

Warehouse operations - 3 Bafna

.7.

14-Heidorn

Simulator - 8 Mitome

Warehouse simulator - 3 Bafna

Socialization - 1 Wyman
SOT - 6 Maggard
Stability - PF Lee

Stacker cranes - 3 Bafna
Stacker crane simulator - 3 Bafna
Staffing - PF Garcia
Statistical analysis of simulations - 5 Crane
Statistical modeling - 15 Jain
Steel production - PF Jain
Stochastic networks - PF Robinson
Storage rack design - 3 Bafna
Surface-to-air missile systems - 8 Andrus
Surgical service - PF Delaney
System software testing - PF Collins
Systems analysis - 14 Ast
Systems, materials handling -

'..Issey

Systems, multiserver - 3 Bussey
Systems simulation - 14 Ast, 14 Hurst
Systems, recirculating (feedback) - 3 Bussey
Terminal - 10 Graff
Throughput - PF Lyons
Timesharing - 9 Wolfe
Timesharing vs. batch - 11 Courtney
Trace driven - PF Grant
Training - 12 Churchill

Triage - PF Garcia
True yield - 9 Baumler
Uncertainty - 1 Tuggle

Uncertain returns - 9 Baumler

